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Preface

Constraints have emerged as the basis of a representational and computational
paradigm that draws from many disciplines and can be brought to bear on many
problem domains. This volume contains papers dealing with all aspects of com-
puting with constraints. In particular, there are several papers on applications
of constraints, reflecting the practical usefulness of constraint programming.

The papers were presented at the 1998 International Conference on Principles
and Practice of Constraint Programming (CP’98), held in Pisa, Italy, 26–30 Oc-
tober, 1998. It is the fourth in this series of conferences, following conferences in
Cassis (France), Cambridge (USA), and Schloss Hagenberg (Austria).

We received 115 high quality submissions. In addition, 7 abstracts submissions
were not followed by a full paper, hence were not counted as submissions. The
program committee selected 29 high quality papers after thorough refereeing by
at least 3 experts and further discussion by committee members.

We thank the referees and the program committee for the time and effort spent
in reviewing the papers. The program committee invited three speakers:

– Joxan Jaffar
– Peter Jeavons
– Patrick Prosser

Their papers are in this volume.

In addition to the invited and contributed talks, the conference also contained a
poster session, which provided attendees with a wider view of the active research
in constraint programming. One-page abstracts of the posters appear at the end
of this volume. The program also contained four tutorials, presented by Alexan-
der Bockmayr and Thomas Kasper, Rina Dechter, Claude Le Pape and Mark
Wallace, and Makoto Yokoo. Following the conference there were five workshops
on a range of constraint-based computing topics.

This year, a pre-conference competition was run for the best use of constraints to
tackle telecommunication applications. The competition was sponsored by Tele-
com Italia. The judges were Henry Kautz, Ora Lassila, Claude Le Pape, Michael
Maher, Remo Pareschi, and Jean-Francois Puget. The winning entry was “Opti-
mal placement of base stations in wireless indoor telecommunications” by Thom
Fruewirth and Pascal Brisset. This application was presented in the program of
the conference and a summary appears in this proceedings.



VI Preface

The success of a conference depends primarily on organization. We thank
Francesca Rossi, the conference chair, for the excellent job she did organizing
the conference, and for her cooperation and proactive support in preparing the
conference program. We also thank Stefano Bistarelli for his work as publicity
chair and local organizer, and Roland Yap for his work as workshop chair.

CP’98 was organized in cooperation with AAAI and EATCS. The conference was
jointly sponsored by AI�IA, APT Pisa, Compulog Net, Cosytec, ILOG, Prologia,
SINTEF, ToscoDati, and GNIM-CNR.

September 1998 Michael Maher
Jean-Francois Puget

CP’98 Program Co-Chairs
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Open Constraint Programming

Joxan Ja�ar and Roland H.C. Yap

Department of Computer Science

School of Computing

National University of Singapore

Republic of Singapore 119260

fjoxan,ryapg@comp.nus.edu.sg

Abstract. Constraint Programming (CP) has proven useful in several

areas, and though the initial impetus came from logic programming

frameworks like CLP and CCP, the use of CP and constraint solving

is obtaining wider appeal. We suggest that the limiting features of tra-

ditional CP are a dependence on a (logic) language, the need for mono-

tonicity in the constraint system, and, to a lesser extent, the lack of an

independent mechanism for agents to specify concurrent interaction with

constraint solvers.

Some background and examples: the ILOG constraint libraries

serve to provide constraint based search using a �nite-domain solver for

programs written in C++, and not a logic programming language. The

Oz language is not rule-based; it uses a �nite domain solver for search

problems (though instead of backtracking, an encapsulated search mech-

anism is used). In addition, the concurrent part of Oz borrows from CCP

in using entailment of term and feature constraints for synchronization.

Further a�eld, the \glass box" approach to �nite-domain constraint solv-

ing uses constraints on indexicals which are non-monotonic. Deductive

and constraint databases de�ne a store intensionally, but updates are

non-monotonic. In shared-memory languages for parallel programming,

the model is one of a global at store equipped with various synchroniza-

tion primitives. Coordination based models like Actors/Blackboards/Linda

use a structured global store and more sophisticated synchronization

primitives on the store. In summary, the issues covered here include:

a global store, logical structure vs local structure, monotonic vs non-

monotonic operations, facilities for control and search. The point is, we

need them all.

Here we introduce a model in which agents and constraint solvers

interact. Details of agents are of no interest here; they may be written

in any (sequential or concurrent) programming language. We employ a

more pragmatic de�nition of constraint system, but more importantly,

there is a framework for specifying how agents and solvers interact. What

emerges is a general facility which has the traditional advantages of CP,

and much more.

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, p. 1, 1998.
Ó Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



Constructing Constraints

Peter Jeavons

Department of Computer Science, Royal Holloway, University of London, UK

e-mail: p.jeavons@dcs.rhbnc.ac.uk

Abstract. It is well-known that there is a trade-o� between the expres-

sive power of a constraint language and the tractability of the problems

it can express. But how can you determine the expressive power of a

given constraint language, and how can you tell if problems expressed

in that language are tractable? In this paper we discuss some general

approaches to these questions.

We show that for languages over a �nite domain the concept of an `in-

dicator problem' gives a universal construction for any constraint within

the expressive power of a language. We also discuss the fact that all

known tractable languages over �nite domains are characterised by the

presence of a particular solution to a corresponding indicator problem,

and raise the question of whether this is a universal property of tractable

languages.

1 What is a constraint?

A constraint is a way of specifying that a certain relationship must hold between
the values taken by certain variables. There are very few \textbook" de�nitions
of this concept (because there are very few textbooks), but the de�nition given
in [22] is that a constraint is a set of labelings, and a labeling is a set of variable-
value pairs. For example, the constraint that says that the variables X and Y

must be assigned di�erent values from the set fR;G;Bg would be expressed by
the following set of labelings

ff(X;R); (Y;G)g; f(X;R); (Y;B)g; f(X;G); (Y;R)g;

f(X;G); (Y;B)g; f(X;B); (Y;R)g; f(X;B); (Y;G)gg:

This interpretation of the notion of constraint is convenient for some types of
analysis, but for our purposes, it is important to separate out more clearly two
aspects of a constraint which are rather mixed together in this de�nition. These
two aspects are the relation which must hold between the values, and the par-
ticular variables over which that relation must hold. We therefore prefer to use
the following de�nition of constraints (which is similar to the de�nition used by
many authors, see, for example, [1, 4]).

De�nition1. A constraint C is a pair (s;R), where s is a tuple of variables of
length m, called the constraint scope, and R is a relation of arity m, called the
constraint relation.

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 2-16, 1998.
Ó Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



Note that a relation of arity m is simply a subset of the set of all m-tuples of
elements from some set, say D, called the domain. In this paper, tuples will
be written in the form hd1; d2; : : : ; dmi, and the set of all tuples of length m

will be denoted Dm. The tuples in the constraint relation R indicate the allowed
combinations of simultaneous values for the corresponding variables in the scope
s. The length of these tuples, m, will be called the arity of the constraint. In
particular, unary constraints specify the allowed values for a single variable,
and binary constraints specify the allowed combinations of values for a pair of
variables.

Using this de�nition, the constraint that says that the variables X and Y

must be assigned di�erent values from the set fR;G;Bg would be expressed by
the pair

(hX;Y i; fhR;Gi; hR;Bi; hG;Ri; hG;Bi; hB;Ri; hB;Gig):

Alternatively, we might specify the constraint relation implicitly, and write this
constraint as

(hX;Y i; fhc1; c2i j c1; c2 2 fR;G;Bg; c1 6= c2g):

By using implicit speci�cations of relations in this way we can easily de�ne
constraints over both �nite and in�nite sets.

Satisfying a constraint means choosing a tuple of values for the variables in
the scope that is a member of the constraint relation.

A constraint satisfaction problem, P, is given by a set of variables, V , a
domain of possible values, D, and a set of constraints. A solution to P is a
mapping from V to D whose restriction to each individual constraint scope
satis�es that constraint.

2 What is a constraint language?

Separating out the notions of the constraint scope and the constraint relation

by using the de�nition above allows us to study each of these aspects indepen-
dently. For example, the scopes of the constraints determine the structure of the
constraint satisfaction problem, or, in other words, the way that the constraints
overlap. The structure associated with a given problem is often described as the
\constraint graph", or \constraint hypergraph", associated with a given prob-
lem. By imposing restrictions on the possible scopes of the constraints we can
de�ne classes of problems with restricted structures. There are many results
in the literature about the tractability of constraint satisfaction problems that
have certain forms of restricted structure, such as a tree-structure [6, 20], or
some generalisation of a tree-structure [3, 7, 9, 20].

On the other hand, the constraint relations determine the kinds of constraints
that are involved in our constraint satisfaction problem. By imposing restrictions
on the possible constraint relations we are allowed to use we can de�ne the notion
of a \constraint language". For example, if we take all relations that can be

3Constructing Constraints



speci�ed by linear equations over the real numbers, then we have the language
of linear equations. If we take just binary relations that can be speci�ed by
a disequality, as in the examples above, then we have the language of graph-
colouring.

De�nition2. A constraint language is a set, L, of relations.
For any constraint language L, the class of all constraint satisfaction problems

in which all the constraint relations are elements of L will be denoted CSP(L).

Example 1. Let L be the set containing the single binary relation R�1 over the
real numbers, R, de�ned as follows:

R�1 = fha; bi j a; b 2 R; a� b � 1g

One element of CSP(L) is the constraint satisfaction problem P, which has
4 constraints, fC1; C2; C3; C4g, de�ned as follows:

{ C1 = (hv1; v2i; R�1);
{ C2 = (hv2; v3i; R�1);
{ C3 = (hv3; v2i; R�1);
{ C4 = (hv3; v4i; R�1).

The structure of this problem is illustrated in Figure 1.

u u u u- -R

I

R�1

R�1

R�1

R�1

v1

v2

v3

v4

Fig. 1. The CSP de�ned in Example 1

3 What is expressive power?

Some constraint languages are more powerful than others because they allow us
to express a larger collection of problems. For example, if we are dealing with
applications involving real-valued variables, then it is possible to express more
numerical relationships using arbitrary polynomial equations than if we were

4 P. Jeavons



restricted to using just linear equations. Similarly, if we are dealing with appli-
cations involving Boolean variables, then it is possible to express more logical
relationships using ternary clauses than if we were restricted to using just binary
clauses.

Of course, the penalty for increased expressive power is generally an in-
crease in computational complexity. For example, the satis�ability problem with
ternary clauses is NP-complete [8], whereas the satis�ability problem involv-
ing only binary clauses can be solved in polynomial time [8]. More generally,
the �nite constraint satisfaction problem with arbitrary constraints is known to
be NP-complete [19], whereas many families of restricted constraints have been
identi�ed which give rise to tractable problem classes [2, 13, 16, 15, 18, 20, 23, 24],

For any given application, it would be very useful to be able to select a
constraint language which has su�cient expressive power to express the desired
constraints, but is su�ciently restrictive to allow an e�cient solution technique.
However, it is not immediately clear how to determine what can be expressed
in a given language, or whether a language is tractable. These are the questions
that we address in this paper.

First, we need to de�ne exactly what it means to \express" a constraint using
a constraint language. To clarify this idea, note that in any constraint satisfaction
problem some of the required relationships between variables are given explicitly
in the constraints, whilst others generally arise implicitly from interactions of
di�erent constraints. For any problem in CSP(L), the explicit constraint relations
must be elements of L, but there may be implicit restrictions on some subsets
of the variables for which the corresponding relations are not elements of L, as
the next example indicates.

Example 2. Reconsider the constraint satisfaction problem P, de�ned in Exam-
ple 1.

Note that there is no explicit constraint on the pair hv1; v3i. However, it is
clear that the possible pairs of values which can be taken by this pair of variables
are precisely the elements of the relation R�2 = fha; bi j a; b 2 R; a� b � 2g.

Similarly, the pairs of values which can be taken by the pair of variables
hv1; v4i are precisely the elements of the relation R�3 = fha; bi j a; b 2 R; a�b �
3g.

Finally, note that there are two constraints on the pair of variables hv2; v3i.
The possible pairs of values which can be taken by this pair of variables are
precisely the elements of the relation R0�1 = fha; bi j a; b 2 R;�1 � (a�b) � 1g.

We now de�ne exactly what it means to say that a constraint relation can be
expressed in a constraint language.

De�nition3. A relation R can be expressed in a constraint language L if there
exists a problem P in CSP(L), and a list, s, of variables, such that the solutions
to P when restricted to s give precisely the tuples of R.

Example 3. Reconsider the language L containing the single binary relation R�1,
de�ned in Example 1.
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It was shown in Example 2 that the relations R�2; R�3 and R0�1 can all be
expressed in this language.

For any constraint language L, the set of all relations which can be expressed in
L will be called the expressive power of L, and will be denoted L+.

4 Simple constructions for binary relations

Note that for any binary relation R which belongs to a language L, the relation

R[ = fha; bi j hb; ai 2 Rg;

which is called the \converse" of R, can also be expressed in L.
The next example indicates some standard ways to obtain new binary rela-

tions which can be expressed using a given set of binary relations.

Example 4. Let L be a constraint language, and let R1 and R2 be any two binary
relations in L (not necessarily distinct).

The class of problems CSP(L) contains the problem Pseries with just two
constraints C1 and C2 where C1 = (hv1; v2i; R1) and C2 = (hv2; v3i; R2).

The possible solutions to Pseries on the variables v1 and v3 are exactly the
elements of the following relation:

fhc1; c2i j 9x; hc1; xi 2 R1 and hx; c2i 2 R2g

which is called the \composition" of R1 and R2 and denoted R1;R2. Hence,
R1;R2 can be expressed in the language L.

Furthermore, the class of problems CSP(L) contains the problem Pparallel
with just two constraints C0

1 and C 0
2 where C0

1 = (hv1; v2i; R1) and C 0
2 =

(hv1; v2i; R2).

The possible solutions to Pparallel on the variables v1 and v2 are exactly the

elements of the relation R1\R2, the intersection of R1 and R2. Hence, R1 \R2

can be expressed in the language L.

We have now seen three ways to express new binary relations using given binary
relations: converse, composition and intersection. By repeatedly applying these
three operations to the relations of L we can obtain a large number of new
relations, in general.

De�nition4. For any constraint language L, the set of relations that can be
obtained from the elements of L using some sequence of converse, composition
and intersection operations will be denoted bL.

Example 5. Reconsider the language L de�ned in Example 1, which contains the
single binary relation R�1 over the real numbers de�ned as follows:

R�1 = fha; bi j a; b 2 R; a� b � 1g
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By generalising the constructions given in Example 2, it can be shown that bL
contains all relations of the form

fha; bi j a; b 2 R; �n1 � (a � b) � n2g

where n1 and n2 are arbitrary positive integers, or 1.
Hence all of these relations can be expressed in the language L.

At �rst sight, it might appear that the language bL will contain all the binary
relations that can be expressed in the language L. It is therefore natural to ask
whether there are any languages L in which we can express any binary relations
which are not in bL.

To answer this question, we note that the de�nition of bL allows us to express
a relation using an arbitrary sequence of converse, composition and intersection
operations. The latter two operations correspond to \series" and \parallel" con-
structions in the constraint graph of the corresponding constraint satisfaction
problem. However, it is well-known in graph theory that not every graph can be
obtained by a sequence of series and parallel constructions [5]. This suggests that
it may be possible to express more constraints by considering constraint satis-
faction problems whose constraint graphs cannot be constructed in this way.

The next example shows that for some languages L it is indeed possible to
express relations that are not contained in bL.

Example 6. Let L be the set containing the single binary disequality relation,
6=D , over the set D = fR;G;Bg, de�ned as follows:

6=D = fha; bi j a; b 2 D; a 6= bg

Note that

6=[D = 6=D

6=D; 6=D = D2:

Hence, the language bL contains just two relations, 6=D and D2.
One element of CSP(L) is the constraint satisfaction problem P, which has

5 constraints, fC1; C2; C3; C4; C5g, de�ned as follows:

{ C1 = (hv1; v2i; 6=D);
{ C2 = (hv1; v3i; 6=D);
{ C3 = (hv2; v3i; 6=D);
{ C4 = (hv2; v4i; 6=D).
{ C5 = (hv3; v4i; 6=D).

The structure of this problem is illustrated in Figure 2. Note that there is no
explicit constraint on the pair hv1; v4i. However, by considering all solutions to
P, it can be shown that the value taken by the variable v1 is always equal to
the value taken by the variable v4. Hence, the possible pairs of values which
can be taken by this pair of variables are precisely the elements of the relation
fha; bi j a; b 2 fR;G;Bg; a = bg, and this relation is not an element of bL.
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Fig. 2. The constraint graph of the CSP de�ned in Example 6

Example 7. Let L be the set containing the single binary relation, R�, over the
set D = f0; 1; 2g, de�ned as follows:

R� = fh0; 0i; h0; 1i; h1;0i; h1;2i; h2; 1i; h2; 2ig

Note that

R[� = R�

R�;R� = D2:

Hence, the language bL contains just two relations, R� and D2.

One element of CSP(L) is the constraint satisfaction problem P, which has
5 constraints, fC1; C2; C3; C4; C5g, de�ned as follows:

{ C1 = (hv1; v2i; R�);
{ C2 = (hv1; v3i; R�);

{ C3 = (hv2; v3i; R�);
{ C4 = (hv2; v4i; R�).
{ C5 = (hv3; v4i; R�).

Note that there is no explicit constraint on the pair hv1; v4i. However, by consid-
ering all solutions to P, it can be shown that the possible pairs of values which
can be taken by this pair of variables are precisely the elements of the relation
R0�, which is de�ned as follows

fh0; 0i; h0; 1i; h1; 0i; h1;1i; h1;2i; h2; 1i; h2;2ig

and this relation is not an element of bL.
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Examples 6 and 7 show that for some languages L, the language bL does not
contain all of the binary relations which can be expressed in L, or in other
words bL 6= L+. In fact, this is a well-known result in the literature on algebraic
properties of binary relations [17]. Hence, in order to calculate the true expres-
sive power of a constraint language, we need to consider more general ways of
constructing constraints, even when we consider only binary constraints.

Furthermore, the de�nitions of the converse and composition operations given
above are speci�c to binary relations, so we also need a more general approach
to determine the expressive power of languages containing non-binary relations.

In the next section, we show that for any language of relations over a �nite
set, there is a single, universal, family of constructions which can be used to
obtain all of the relations that can be expressed in that language.

5 A universal construction

De�nition 3 states that a relation R can be expressed in a language L if there is
some problem in CSP(L) which imposes that relation on some of its variables.
We now show that for any language over a �nite domain, and any relation, it is
only necessary to consider one particular form of problem. In other words, for
�nite domains, there is a \universal construction" which can be used to express
any relation that it is possible to express in a given language.

De�nition5. Let L be a set of relations over a �nite set D.

For any natural number m � 1, the indicator problem of order m for L
is de�ned to be the constraint satisfaction problem IP(L;m) with set of vari-
ables Dm, domain of values D, and set of constraints fC1; C2; : : : ; Cqg, where
q =

P
R2L jRj

m, and the constraints Ci are de�ned as follows. For each R 2 L,
and for each sequence t1; t2; : : : ; tm of tuples from R, there is a constraint
Ci = (si; R) with si = (v1; v2; : : : ; vn), where n is the arity of R and vj =
ht1[j]; t2[j]; : : : ; tm[j]i for j = 1 to n.

Note that for any set of relations L over a set D, IP(L;m) has jDjm variables,
and each variable corresponds to an m-tuple over D. Some examples of indicator
problems are given below, and more examples can be found in [14].

Theorem6. Let L be a set of relations over a �nite set D, let R = ft1; t2; : : : ; tmg
be any relation over D, and let n be the arity of R.

The relation R can be expressed in the language L if and only if R is equal

to the solutions to IP(L;m) restricted to the variables v1; v2; : : : ; vn, where vj =
ht1[j]; t2[j]; : : : ; tm[j]i for j = 1 to n.

Proof. If R is equal to the solutions to IP(L;m) restricted to some list of vari-
ables, then R can obviously be expressed in L, by De�nition 3.

To prove the converse, consider the relation R0 whose tuples are given by the
solutions to IP(L;m) restricted to v1; v2; : : : ; vn.
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By the de�nition of the indicator problem, we have R � R0. Hence, if R0 6= R,
then there must be at least one solution, s, to IP(L;m) whose restriction to
v1; v2; : : : ; vn is not contained in R.

However, it is shown in [15] that the solutions to IP(L;m) are closure operations1

on L, and that every relation in L+ is closed under all of these operations.

Hence, if R0 6= R, then R cannot be expressed in L, which gives the result.

Example 8. Reconsider the relation R� over D = f0; 1; 2g, de�ned in Example 7.

The indicator problem for fR�g of order 1, IP(fR�g; 1), has 3 variables and
6 constraints. The set of variables is

fh0i; h1i; h2ig;

and the set of constraints is

f ((h0i; h0i); R�);

((h0i; h1i); R�);

((h1i; h0i); R�);

((h1i; h2i); R�);

((h2i; h1i); R�);

((h2i; h2i); R�) g:

This problem has has 6 solutions, which may be expressed in tabular form
as follows:

Variables
h0i h1i h2i

Solution 1 0 0 0
Solution 2 0 1 0
Solution 3 0 1 2
Solution 4 2 1 0
Solution 5 2 1 2
Solution 6 2 2 2

Note that the restriction of this set of solutions to any sequence of variables gives
more than one tuple, so by Theorem 6, the language fR�g cannot express any
relation containing exactly one tuple.

Example 9. Reconsider the relation R� over D = f0; 1; 2g, de�ned in Example 7.

The indicator problem for fR�g of order 2, IP(fR�g; 2), has 9 variables and
36 constraints. The set of variables is

fh0; 0i; h0; 1i; h0;2i; h1; 0i; h1; 1i; h1;2i; h2;0i; h2; 1i; h2;2ig;

1 Sometimes called polymorphisms [10]
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and the set of constraints is

f ((h0; 0i; h0; 0i);R�); ((h0; 0i; h0; 1i);R�); ((h0; 0i; h1; 0i);R�); ((h0; 0i; h1; 1i);R�);
((h0; 1i; h0; 0i);R�); ((h0; 1i; h0; 2i);R�); ((h0; 1i; h1; 0i);R�); ((h0; 1i; h1; 2i);R�);
((h0; 2i; h0; 1i);R�); ((h0; 2i; h0; 2i);R�); ((h0; 2i; h1; 1i);R�); ((h0; 2i; h1; 2i);R�);
((h1; 0i; h0; 0i);R�); ((h1; 0i; h0; 1i);R�); ((h1; 0i; h2; 0i);R�); ((h1; 0i; h2; 1i);R�);
((h1; 1i; h0; 0i);R�); ((h1; 1i; h0; 2i);R�); ((h1; 1i; h2; 0i);R�); ((h1; 1i; h2; 2i);R�);
((h1; 2i; h0; 1i);R�); ((h1; 2i; h0; 2i);R�); ((h1; 2i; h2; 1i);R�); ((h1; 2i; h2; 2i);R�);
((h2; 0i; h1; 0i);R�); ((h2; 0i; h1; 1i);R�); ((h2; 0i; h2; 0i);R�); ((h2; 0i; h2; 1i);R�);
((h2; 1i; h1; 0i);R�); ((h2; 1i; h1; 2i);R�); ((h2; 1i; h2; 0i);R�); ((h2; 1i; h2; 2i);R�);
((h2; 2i; h1; 1i);R�); ((h2; 2i; h1; 2i);R�); ((h2; 2i; h2; 1i);R�); ((h2; 2i; h2; 2i);R�) g:

This problem has 32 solutions, which may be expressed in tabular form as
follows:

Variables

h0; 0i h0; 1i h0; 2i h1; 0i h1; 1i h1; 2i h2; 0i h2; 1i h2; 2i
Solution 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Solution 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Solution 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Solution 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Solution 5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
Solution 6 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

Solution 7 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Solution 8 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
Solution 9 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

Solution 10 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

Solution 11 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2
Solution 12 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Solution 13 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

Solution 14 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Solution 15 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

Solution 16 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2

Solution 17 2 1 0 2 1 0 2 1 0
Solution 18 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2

Solution 19 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2

Solution 20 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2

Solution 21 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Solution 22 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0

Solution 23 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2

Solution 24 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2

Solution 25 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2

Solution 26 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2
Solution 27 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2

Solution 28 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2

Solution 29 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2
Solution 30 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2

Solution 31 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2

Solution 32 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Note that the restriction of this set of solutions to the pair of (identical)
variables h0; 2i and h0; 2i gives the tuples h0; 0i and h2; 2i. Hence, by Theorem 6,
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the relation fh0; 0i; h2; 2ig can be expressed in the language fR�g.
Conversely, note that the restriction of this set of solutions to the variables

h0; 0i and h0; 1i gives the tuples h0; 0i; h0; 1i; h2; 1i and h2; 2i. Hence, by Theo-
rem 6, the relation fh0; 0i; h0; 1ig cannot be expressed in the language fR�g.

Theorem 6 states that in order to determine whether a relation R can be ex-
pressed in a language L, it is su�cient to consider the indicator problem IP(L;m),
where m = jRj. However, the size of these indicator problems grows rapidly with
m. In some cases it is not necessary to build the indicator problem IP(L;m) be-
cause the relation can be expressed using an indicator problem IP(L;m0), where
m0 < m, as the next example illustrates.

Example 10. Reconsider the relation R� over D = f0; 1; 2g, de�ned in Exam-
ple 7.

The indicator problem for fR�g of order 2, IP(fR�g; 2), has 32 solutions,
as shown in Example 9.

If we restrict the solutions to IP(fR�g; 2) to the variables h0; 1i and h1; 1i,
then we get the relation R0�, de�ned in Example 7, which contains 7 tuples.
Hence, we have shown that R0� can be expressed in the language fR�g without
building the indicator problem of order 7.

If we restrict the solutions to IP(fR�g; 2) to the variables h0; 0i and h0; 1i,
then we get the relation R00� containing 4 tuples, de�ned as follows

R00� = fh0; 0i; h0; 1i; h2;1i; h2; 2ig

Hence we have shown that R00� can be expressed in the language fR�g without
building the indicator problem of order 4. (Note that R00� is not symmetric, hence
it also illustrates the fact that a language containing symmetric binary relations
can express non-symmetric relations, in some cases).

6 Expressive power and complexity

In this section, we shall consider how the choice of constraint language, L, a�ects
the complexity of deciding whether the corresponding class of constraint satis-
faction problems, CSP(L), has a solution. We shall therefore regard CSP(L) as
a class of decision problems in which the question to be decided in each problem
instance is the existence of a solution.

If there exists an algorithm which decides every instance in CSP(L) in poly-
nomial time, then we shall say that L is a tractable constraint language. On the
other hand, if CSP(L) is NP-complete, then we shall say that L is NP-complete.

Example 11. The binary inequality relation over a set D, denoted 6=D, is de�ned
as

6=D = fhd1; d2i 2 D2 j d1 6= d2g:

Note that CSP(f 6=Dg) corresponds precisely to the Graph jDj-Colorability
problem [8]. This problem is tractable when jDj � 2 and NP-complete when
jDj � 3. Hence, the language f6=Dg is tractable when jDj � 2, and NP-complete
when jDj � 3.
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The next result shows that if we can express a relation in a language, then we
might as well add it to the language, because it will not change the complexity
of the class of problems we are dealing with.

Proposition7. For any constraint language L and any relation R which can

be expressed in L, CSP(L [ fRg) is reducible to CSP(L) in linear time and

logarithmic space.

Proof. Since R can be expressed in L we know that there is some problem PR in
CSP(L) for which the values of the solutions restricted to some list of variables,
s, are precisely the elements of R.

Let P be any constraint satisfaction problem in CSP(L [R). We can reduce
P to a constraint satisfaction problem in CSP(L) simply by examining each con-
straint C in turn, and whenever the constraint relation of C is R, then replacing
C by (a disjoint copy of) the problem PR described above, and then replacing
each variable in s with the corresponding member of the scope of C.

Corollary 8. For any constraint language L, and any �nite constraint language

L0, if L0 � L+, then CSP(L0) is reducible to CSP(L) in logarithmic space.

Corollary 9. Any constraint language L which can express all of the relations

in some �nite NP-complete language L0 is NP-complete.

By using Corollary 9, together with Theorem 6, we can show that many lan-
guages are NP-complete by simply showing that they can express some known
NP-complete language.

Example 12. The smallest known NP-complete language is the language contain-
ing the single relation T = fh1; 0; 0i; h0; 1;0i; h0;0;1ig. The associated class of
constraint satisfaction problems, CSP(fTg), corresponds precisely to the One-
In-Three Satisfiability problem [21], which is NP-complete.

Hence, for any language L, and any two domain elements d0; d1, if the solu-
tions to IP(L; 3), restricted to the variables hd1; d0; d0i; hd0; d1; d0i and hd0; d0; d1i
is equal to fhd1; d0; d0i; hd0; d1; d0i; hd0; d0; d1ig, then L is NP-complete.

In particular, if IP(L; 3) has only 3 solutions then L is NP-complete.

Note that this provides a purely mechanical procedure to establish NP-completeness
of a constraint language, without having to design any speci�c reductions, or in-
vent any new constructions.

Example 13. Reconsider the relation R� over D = f0; 1; 2g, de�ned in Exam-
ple 7.

The language fR�g is clearly tractable, because any problem in CSP(fR�g)
has the trivial solution in which every variable takes the value 0.

However, if we consider the language L0 = fR�; R0g, where R0 = fh0; 1; 2ig
then we �nd that the indicator problem for L0 of order 3, IP(L0; 3), with 27
variables and 217 constraints, has only 3 solutions. Hence, L0 is NP-complete.
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We can also conclude from Corollary 9 that if L is a tractable language, then it
must be impossible to express in L any �nite NP-complete language (assuming
that P is not equal to NP). In view of Theorem 6, this means that tractable
languages must have extra solutions to their indicator problems, in addition
to the standard solutions that are present in all cases. The presence of these
additional solutions provides an `indicator' of tractability, and it is this which
gives rise to the name `indicator problem'2.

Example 14. Let L be any Boolean constraint language (i.e. a set of relations
over the domain f0; 1g).

In this case CSP(L) corresponds exactly to the Generalised Satisfiabil-

ity problem [8], for which all possible tractable constraint languages are known,
and are fully described in [21]. The tractable languages fall into just 6 distinct
classes, which are de�ned as follows:

Class 0a All relations in the language contain the tuple h0; 0; : : : ; 0i.

Class 0b All relations contain the tuple h1; 1; : : : ; 1i.
Class Ia All relations can be de�ned using Horn clauses.

Class Ib All relations can be de�ned using anti-Horn clauses3.

Class II All relations can be de�ned using clauses with at most 2 literals.

Class III All relations can be de�ned using linear equations over the integers
modulo 2.

If L does not fall into one of these 6 classes, then CSP(L) is NP-complete [21].

The indicator problem for L of order 3, IP(L; 3), has 8 variables, corre-
sponding to the 8 possible Boolean sequences of length 3. It has 256 possible
solutions, corresponding to the 256 possible assignments of Boolean values to
these 8 variables.

Amongst these 256 possible solutions, we can identify 6 distinguished assign-
ments as shown in the following table. It can be shown [11] that the language
L falls into one of the 6 tractable classes described above if and only if IP(L; 3)
has the corresponding solution, as shown in this table.

Variables
h0; 0; 0i h0; 0; 1i h0; 1; 0i h0; 1; 1i h1; 0; 0i h1; 0; 1i h1; 1; 0i h1; 1; 1i

Class 0a - Constant 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Class 0b - Constant 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Class Ia - Horn 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Class Ib - Anti-Horn 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
Class II - 2-Sat 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
Class III - Linear 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1

2 Solutions to indicator problems can indicate other properties as well as tractability.

For example, whether a certain level of local consistency is su�cient to ensure global

consistency [12].
3 An anti-Horn clause is a disjunction of literals, with at most one negative literal.
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For larger �nite domains it is still the case that all known maximal tractable
constraint languages are characterised by the presence of a single additional
solution to the indicator problem of order 3 [15]. This solution can be viewed as
the `signature' of that tractable language.

It is currently an open question whether all possible tractable languages are
characterised by a single signature in this way. If this were true, it would mean
that there are only a �nite number of maximal tractable languages over any
�nite domain. However, with the current state of knowledge, it appears to be
possible that there are tractable languages characterised only by the presence
of more than one additional solution to the indicator problem of order 3, or by
the presence of certain solutions to indicator problems of higher order, although
none have so far been identi�ed.

7 Conclusions and open problems

In this paper we have examined the notion of constraint languages, and the
expressive power of constraint languages. We have shown that calculating the
expressive power of a given language is not a trivial task, but for all languages
over �nite domains there is a universal construction involving the indicator prob-
lem which provides a complete algorithmic solution.

We have also examined how the complexity of a language can be related to
the expressive power, and hence shown that the indicator problem can also be
used to determine whether a language is NP-complete or tractable.

These investigations raise the following open questions:

1. Is there a more e�cient universal construction to determine the expressive
power of languages over �nite domains?

2. Is there a universal construction for any language over an in�nite domain?
3. Is every maximal tractable language over a �nite domain characterised by a

`signature' solution to the indicator problem of order 3?
4. Is every constraint language either tractable or NP-complete?
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Abstract. It has long been accepted that dynamic variable ordering heuris-

tics outperform static orderings. But just how dynamic are dynamic vari-
able ordering heuristics? This paper examines the behaviour of a number

of heuristics, and attempts to measure the entropy of the search process at

di�erent depths in the search tree.

1 Introduction

Many studies have shown that dynamic variable ordering (dvo [9]) heuristics out

perform static variable ordering heuristics. But just how dynamic are dynamic

variable ordering heuristics? This might be important because if we discover

that some dvo heuristic H1 results in less search e�ort than heuristic H2 and

H1 is more dynamic than H2 then we might expect that we can make a fur-

ther improvement by increasing the dynamism of H1. Conversely if we discover

that H1 is better and less dynamic then we might plan to make H1 even more

ponderous. But how do we measure the dynamism of a heuristic? To investigate

this we �rst look inside the search process, and de�ne our measure of entropy.

We then measure entropy for a variety of heuristics. A further examination of

the search process reveals that the di�erent heuristics have di�erent signatures,

distributing their search e�ort over di�erent depths of the search tree.

2 Inside Search

Tabulated below is the number of selections of each variable at each depth

in the search tree, for a single instance of a randomly generated binary csp,

h20; 10; 0:5;0:37i1, as seen by a forward checking routine with a dynamic vari-

able ordering heuristic. Each row corresponds to a depth in search (20 in all) and

each column represents a variable (again, 20 in all, with the �rst column entry

being row/depth number). Looking at row 3 for example we see that variable

V3 was selected 8 times, variable V7 selected once, V8 selected 3 times, and so

on. A variable Vi is selected at depth d if at depth d � 1 the current variable is

consistently instantiated and the next variable selected by the heuristic at depth

d is Vi. The data below corresponds to a single soluble instance.

1 The problem has 20 variables, each with a domain of 10 values. The proportion

of constraints in the graph is 0.5, and the proportion of possible pairs of values in

conict across a constraint is 0.37.

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 17-24, 1998.
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Visits at Depth Entropy

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0.0

3 0 0 8 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 2.28

4 0 7 5 1 0 0 8 3 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 11 0 0 3 0 2.85

5 0 2 5 2 2 0 6 4 7 0 3 0 3 0 0 5 0 0 11 0 3.24

6 0 3 1 2 0 0 3 2 2 0 2 0 3 0 2 4 0 0 5 1 3.44

7 0 4 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 2.98

8 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 3 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 2.85

9 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.0

10 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0

11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0

12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0.0

13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0

14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0

15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0

16 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0

17 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0

18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.0

19 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0

20 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0

The column out to the right is the measured value of entropy for the data in

that row.

3 Entropy

Entropy is a measure of the disorder within a system, or the information within

the system (i.e. the number of bits required to represent that system). If the

system is totally ordered, we will require few bits of information to represent

the system, and it will have low entropy. If the system is very disordered we will

require many bits to describe the system, and it will have high entropy. Therefore,

we might measure the entropy resulting from the variable ordering heuristic at

each depth in the search tree. If the heuristic is static, always selecting the same

variable at a given depth, then entropy will be a minimum. If the heuristic is very

dynamic, selecting freely any future variable at a given depth, entropy should

be a maximum.

From thermodynamics, entropy is k:log(w) where k is Boltzmann's constant

and w is the disorder parameter, the probability that the system will stay in

its current state rather than any other state. For our application we measure

entropy at depth d as
nX

i=1

�pd;i:log2(pd;i) (1)

where pd;i is the probability of selecting variable Vi at depth d. Looking at

the tabulation above, for the �rst row d = 1, only one variable is selected at this

depth (the root of the search tree) and entropy is zero. At depth d = 2 we see

18 P. Prosser



that only V17 is visited, but three times. Again p2;17 = 1 and entropy is again

zero. The third row d = 3, there are 17 visits at this depth, variable V3 is visited

8 times, consequently p3;3 = 8=17, p3;7 = 1=17, p3;8 = 3=17, and so on. The

entropy at depth d = 3 is then

-[8/17.log(8/17) + 1/17.log(1/17) + 3/17.log(3/17) +

2/17.log(2/17) + 1/17.log(1/17) + 1/17.log(1/17) +

1/17.log(1/17)]

= 2.28

If all the n variables are selected the same number of times at depth d, then

the entropy at that depth is log2(n), and this is a maximum, the number of bits

required to represent the n variables selected. Conversely if only 1 variable is

ever selected at depth d then entropy at that depth is zero (we require no bits

to represent this). If a dvo heuristic is highly dynamic at a certain depth we

expect a correspondingly high entropy, and if the variable ordering is static we

have zero entropy.

4 Entropy at Depth

Experiments were carried out on 100 instances of h20; 10; 0:5;0:37i problems

(from the crossover point [7]). Of these, 54 were soluble and 46 insoluble. The

search algorithm used was forward checking with conict-directed backjumping

(fc-cbj [8]). Five heuristics were investigated:

{ FF, fail-�rst, choosing the variable with smallest current domain, tie breaking

randomly [6, 9].

{ BZ, Brelaz heuristic, essentially FF tie breaking on the variable with most

constraints acting into the future subproblem, and tie breaking further ran-

domly [1].

{ GEL, Geelen's combined variable and value ordering heuristic, selecting the

most promising value for the least promising variable [2].

{ KP, the minimise-� heuristic, selecting the variable that leaves the future

subproblem with the lowest � value [5].

{ RAND, a random selection at each point. When a variable is selected we

pick at random from the future variables. RAND is the straw man to show

just what e�ect natural dynamism has on entropy at depth.

We might say that as we move from FF to BZ to KP to GEL we move towards

more informed heuristics.

Figure 1 shows average entropy at depth (on the left) for the 54 soluble

instances, and (on the right) for the 46 insoluble instances. A contour is given

for each of the heuristics. The contour for RAND (our straw man) shows that

at depths 5 to about 12 entropy is constant at about 4.2, and this corresponds

closely to what theory predicts. That is, at depth 1 a variable has been selected

and is withdrawn from future selections. Consequently greater depths can select
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Fig. 1. Entropy at Depth for h20; 10; 0:5;0:37i problems; on the left (a) 54 soluble

problems, and on the right (b) 46 insoluble problems. Note that the tail of the

contours in (b) for RAND, FF, and BZ have relatively small sample sizes.

from at most 19 variables. If each variable is selected at a given depth with equal

probability entropy will be log2(19) � 4:25, and this is what we observe.

The FF heuristic is signi�cantly di�erent from RAND; entropy is generally

lower at all depths, and entropy falls away at a shallower depth. More generally,

what we see is less entropic behaviour as heuristics become more informed. This

pattern appears to hold, but maybe to a lesser extent over insoluble problems

(Figure 1(b)).

5 E�ort inside search

We now investigate how e�ort is distributed across the depths of search. First
we tabulate the overall performance of the heuristics, in terms of consistency
checks and nodes visited.

Soluble Insoluble

Checks Nodes Checks Nodes

RAND 444.8 29.7 1216.7 80.3

FF 29.1 1.1 68.8 2.7

BZ 15.4 0.6 34.8 1.3

KP 16.8 0.7 37.8 1.6

GEL 16.8 0.7 59.6 2.6

The table above shows for each heuristic the performance measured as the

average number of consistency checks (measured in thousands) for the soluble

and the insoluble problems, and nodes visited (again in thousands). No claims

are drawn from the above results, for example that one heuristic is better than

another, because the sample size is too small and the problem data too speci�c2.

2 For example, we will get a di�erent ranking of the heuristics if we vary problem

features[3].
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The contours in Figure 2 show, for the RAND heuristic, the average number

of consistency checks performed at varying depths in the search tree, nodes

visited, and variables selected. Note that the y-axis is a logscale. The curves

look quite natural, with the peak in search e�ort taking place in the �rst third

of search.
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Fig. 2. Average Checks, Nodes Visited and Variables Selected at Depth for

h20; 10; 0:5;0:37i problems using RAND dvo; on the left (a) 54 soluble prob-

lems, and on the right (b) 46 insoluble problems.

Figure 3 shows average consistency checks only, for the four dvo's: FF, BZ,

KP, and GEL. The contours are very di�erent from RAND, compressing the

search e�ort into a relatively narrow band at shallow depth. Also note that KP

and GEL typically dispense with search after depth 9, thereafter walking to

the solution without backtracking. Figure 3 suggests that each heuristic has a

di�erent signature. KP and GEL appear to squeeze all the search e�ort up to a

shallow depth, and are reminiscent of the di�erent signatures of forward checking

and mac-based algorithms [10].
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Fig. 3. Average Checks at Depth for h20; 10; 0:5; 0:37i problems; on the left (a)

54 soluble problems, and on the right (b) 46 insoluble problems.
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Figure 4 shows the average number of nodes visited by each of the heuristics

(excluding RAND) at various depths. These contours are very similar to those

in Figure 3, as expected, showing that consistency checks correlate with visits.
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Fig. 4. The average number of nodes visited at depth for the h20; 10; 0:5;0:37i
problems; on the left (a) 54 soluble problems, and on the right (b) 46 insoluble

problems.

6 Conclusion

A small empirical study has been presented, investigating the behaviour of dy-

namic variable ordering heuristics. We have attempted to measure the dynamism

of dvo heuristics using entropy, and it appears that the more informed a heuristic

the less entropic/dynamic its behaviour. We also see that the heuristics exam-

ined have markedly di�erent signatures, moving the search e�ort to di�erent

depths in the search tree.

Further work should be done, in particular di�erent ways of measuring en-

tropy should be explored. Rather than measure it across depths in the search

tree, maybe it can be measured along paths, or maybe just arcs in the search

tree. We might also investigate the heuristic signature, and see if we can predict

how search e�ort grows at depths for di�erent heuristics (maybe using �nite

size scaling [4]). This might then allows us to predict how search cost scales for

di�erent heuristics within the search process.
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Abstract. Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) is a high-level language

for writing constraint solvers either from scratch or by modifying existing

solvers. An important property of any constraint solver is conuence: The

result of a computation should be independent from the order in which

constraints arrive and in which rules are applied. In previous work [1], a

su�cient and necessary condition for the conuence of terminating CHR

programs was given by adapting and extending results about conditional

term rewriting systems. In this paper we investigate so-called completion

methods that make a non-conuent CHR program conuent by adding

new rules. As it turns out, completion can also exhibit inconsistency of

a CHR program. Moreover, as shown in this paper, completion can be

used to de�ne new constraints in terms of already existing constraints

and to derive constraint solvers for them.

1 Introduction

Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) is our proposal to allow more exibility and
application-oriented customization of constraint systems. CHR is a declarative
language extension especially designed for writing user-de�ned constraints. CHR
is essentially a committed-choice language consisting of multi-headed guarded
rules that rewrite constraints into simpler ones until they are solved. CHR de-
�nes both simpli�cation of and propagation over user-de�ned constraints. Sim-
pli�cation replaces constraints by simpler constraints while preserving logical
equivalence. Propagation adds new constraints, which are logically redundant
but may cause further simpli�cation.
As a special-purpose language for constraints, CHR aims to ful�ll the promise of
user-de�ned constraints as described in [4]: \For the theoretician meta-theorems
can be proved and analysis techniques invented once and for all; for the imple-
mentor di�erent constructs (backward and forward chaining, suspension, com-
piler optimization, debugging) can be implemented once and for all; for the user

only one set of ideas need to be understood, though with rich (albeit disciplined)
variations (constraint systems)."
We have already shown in previous work [1] that analysis techniques are available
for an important property of any constraint solver, namely conuence: The re-
sult of a computation should be independent from the order in which constraints
arrive and in which rules are applied. For conuence of terminating CHR pro-
grams we were able to give a su�cient and necessary condition by adapting and
extending work done in conditional term rewriting systems (TRS).

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 25-39, 1998.
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In this paper we investigate so-called completion methods as known from TRS
[12]. Completion is the process of adding rules to a non-conuent set of rules
until it becomes conuent. Once again, we have to adapt and extend the results
from TRS to be applicable for CHR. As it turns out, our completion method for
CHR can also exhibit inconsistency of the logical meaning of a CHR program.
A practical application of our completion method lies in software development.
Completion can be used to de�ne new constraints in terms of already existing
ones and to derive constraint solvers for them. Furthermore, completion can be
used as a method to provide generic answers given as a set of rules. In this way,
completion helps the CHR programmer to extend, modify and specialize existing
solvers instead of having to write them from scratch.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we de�ne the CHR language
and summarize previous conuence results. Section 3 presents our completion
method for CHR, including a fair algorithm, a correctness theorem and a theorem
relating completion and consistency. In Section 4 we give further examples for
the use of our completion method. Finally, we conclude with a summary.

2 Preliminaries

In this section we give an overview of syntax and semantics as well as conuence
results for CHR. More detailed presentations can be found in [1, 2]. We assume
some familiarity with (concurrent) constraint (logic) programming [14, 11, 13].

2.1 Syntax of CHR

A constraint is a �rst order atom. We use two disjoint kinds of predicate symbols
for two di�erent classes of constraints: One kind for built-in constraints and one
kind for user-de�ned constraints. Built-in constraints are those handled by a
prede�ned constraint solver that already exists as a certi�ed black-box solver.
Typical built-in constraints include true, false and =. User-de�ned constraints
are those de�ned by a CHR program.
A CHR program is a �nite set of rules. There are two basic kinds of rules1.
A simpli�cation rule is of the form

Rulename @ H , C j B:

A propagation rule is of the form

Rulename @ H ) C j B;

where Rulename is a unique identi�er of a rule, the head H is a non-empty
conjunction of user-de�ned constraints, the guard C is a conjunction of built-
in constraints and the body B is a conjunction of built-in and user-de�ned
constraints. Conjunctions of constraints as in the body are called goals. A guard
\true" is usually omitted together with the vertical bar.

1 Their syntax is inspired by concurrent logic programming languages like GHC.
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2.2 Declarative Semantics of CHR

The logical meaning of a simpli�cation rule is a logical equivalence provided the
guard holds

8�x (C ! (H $ 9�y B)).

The logical meaning of a propagation rule is an implication if the guard holds

8�x (C ! (H ! 9�y B)),

where �x is the list of variables occuring in H or in C and �y are the variables
occuring in B only.
The logical meaning P of a CHR program P is the conjunction of the logical
meanings of its rules united with a (consistent) constraint theory CT that de�nes
the built-in constraints. We require CT to de�ne = as syntactic equality.

2.3 Operational Semantics of CHR

The operational semantics of CHR is given by a transition system.
A state is a triple

<G;CU ; CB>;

where G is a conjunction of user-de�ned and built-in constraints called goal store.
CU is a conjunction of user-de�ned constraints. CB is a conjunction of built-in
constraints. CU and CB are called user-de�ned and built-in (constraint) stores,
respectively. An empty goal or user-de�ned store is represented by >. An empty
built-in store is represented by true.
Given a CHR program P we de�ne the transition relation 7! by introducing four
kinds of computation steps (Figure 1). In the �gure, all meta-variables stand
for conjunctions of constraints. An equation c(t1; : : : ; tn)=d(s1; : : : ; sn) of two
constraints stands for t1=s1 ^ : : : ^ tn=sn if c and d are the same predicate
symbol and for false otherwise. An equation (p1^ : : :^pn)=(q1^ : : :^qm) stands
for p1=q1 ^ : : : ^ pn=qn if n = m and for false otherwise. Note that conjuncts
can be permuted since conjunction is associative and commutative.2

In the Solve computation step, the built-in solver produces a new normalized
constraint store C 0

B
that is logically equivalent (according to the constraint the-

ory CT ) to the conjunction of the new constraint C and the old constraint store
CB . Introduce transports a user-de�ned constraint H from the goal store into
the user-de�ned constraint store. There it can be handled with other user-de�ned
constraints by applying CHR.
To Simplify user-de�ned constraints H 0 means to remove them from the user-
de�ned store and to add the body B of a fresh variant of a simpli�cation rule
(R @ H , C j B) to the goal store and the equation H=H 0 and the guard
C to the built-in store, provided H 0 matches the head H and the guard C is
implied by the built-in constraint store CB . Note that \matching" means that

2 For technical reasons, we consider conjunctions of constraints not to be idempotent.
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Solve

C is a built-in constraint

CT j= CB ^ C $ C0B

<C ^G;CU ; CB> 7! <G;CU ; C
0
B>

Introduce

H is a user-de�ned constraint

<H ^G;CU ; CB> 7! <G;H ^ CU ; CB>

Simplify

(R @ H , C j B) is a fresh variant of a rule in P with the variables �x

CT j= CB ! 9�x(H=H 0
^ C)

<G;H 0
^ CU ; CB> 7! <G ^ B;CU ; C ^H=H 0

^ CB>

Propagate

(R @ H ) C j B) is a fresh variant of a rule in P with the variables �x

CT j= CB ! 9�x(H=H 0
^ C)

<G;H 0
^ CU ; CB> 7! <G ^B;H 0

^ CU ; C ^H=H 0
^ CB>

Fig. 1. Computation Steps

it is only allowed to instantiate variables of H but not variables of H 0. In the
logical notation this is achieved by existentially quantifying only over the fresh
variables �x of the rule to be applied.

The Propagate transition is similar to the Simplify transition, but retains
the user-de�ned constraints H 0 in the user-de�ned store. Trivial nontermination
caused by applying the same propagation rule again and again is avoided by ap-
plying a propagation rule at most once to the same constraints. A more complex
operational semantics that addresses this issue can be found in [1].

An initial state for a goal G is of the form <G;>; true>. A �nal state is ei-
ther of the form <G;CU ; false> (such a state is called failed) or of the form
<>; CU ; CB> with no computation step possible anymore and CB not false

(such a state is called successful).

A computation of a goal G is a sequence S0; S1; : : : of states with Si 7! Si+1
beginning with the initial state for G and ending in a �nal state or diverging.
7!� denotes the reexive and transitive closure of 7!.

Example 1. We de�ne a user-de�ned constraint for a (partial) order � that can
handle variable arguments.

r1 @ X � X , true.

r2 @ X � Y ^ Y � X , X=Y.

r3 @ X � Y ^ Y � Z ) X � Z.

r4 @ X � Y ^ X � Y , X � Y.
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The CHR program implements reexivity (r1), antisymmetry (r2), transitivity
(r3) and idempotence (r4) in a straightforward way. The reexivity rule r1

states that X�X is logically true. The antisymmetry rule r2 means that if we �nd
X�Y as well as Y�X in the current store, we can replace them by the logically
equivalent X=Y. The transitivity rule r3 propagates constraints. It states that
the conjunction of X�Y and Y�Z implies X�Z. Operationally, we add the logical
consequence X�Z as a redundant constraint. The idempotence rule r4 absorbs
multiple occurrences of the same constraint.

In the following computation constraints which are considered in the current
computation step are underlined:

<A � B ^ C � A ^ B � C;>; true>
7!�

Introduce <>; A � B ^ C � A ^ B � C; true>

7!Propagate <C � B; A � B ^ C � A ^ B � C; true>

7!Introduce <>; A � B ^ C � A ^ B � C ^ C � B; true>

7!Simplify <B = C; A � B ^ C � A; true>

7!Solve <>; A � B ^ C � A; B = C>

7!Simplify <A = B;>; B = C>

7!Solve <>;>; A = B ^ B = C>

2.4 Conuence

The conuence property of a program guarantees that any computation starting
from an arbitrary initial state, i.e. any possible order of rule applications, results
in the same �nal state. Due to space limitations, we can just give an overview on
conuence where some de�nitions are left informal. Detailed conuence results
for CHR can be found in [1, 2, 3]. The papers adopt and extend the terminology
and techniques of conditional TRS [8] about conuence. Our extensions enable
handling of propagation rules, global context (the built-in constraint store) and
local variables.

We require that states are normalized so that they can be compared syntactically
in a meaningful way. Basically, we require that the built-in constraints are in a
(unique) normal form, where all syntactical equalities are made explicit and are
propagated to all components of the state. The normalization also has to make
all failed states syntactically identical.

De�nition 1. A CHR program is called conuent if for all states S; S1; S2:
If S 7!� S1 and S 7!� S2 then S1 and S2 are joinable. Two states S1 and S2
are called joinable if there exists a state T such that S1 7!� T and S2 7!� T .

To analyze conuence of a given CHR program we cannot check joinability
starting from any given ancestor state S, because in general there are in�nitely
many such states. However one can construct a �nite number of \minimal"
states where more than one rule is applicable (and thus more than one transition
possible) based on the following observations: First, adding constraints to the
components of the state cannot inhibit the application of a rule as long as the
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built-in constraint store remains consistent (monotonicity property). Second,
joinability can only be destroyed if one rule inhibits the application of another
rule. Only the removal of constraints can a�ect the applicability of another rule,
in case the removed constraint is needed by the other rule.
By monotonicity, we can restrict ourselves to ancestor states that consist of the
head and guards of two rules. To possibly destroy joinability, at least one rule
must be a simpli�cation rule and the two rules must overlap, i.e. have at least
one head atom in common in the ancestor state. This is achieved by equating
head atoms in the state.

De�nition 2. Given a simpli�cation rule R1 and an arbitrary (not necessarily
di�erent) rule R2, whose variables have been renamed apart. Let Gi denote the
guard (i = 1; 2). Let Hc

i
and Hi be a partition of the head of the rule Ri into

two conjunctions, where Hc

i
is nonempty. Then a critical ancestor state S of R1

and R2 is
<>; Hc

1 ^H1 ^H2; (H
c

1 = Hc

2) ^G1 ^G2>;

provided (Hc

1 = Hc

2) ^G1 ^G2 is consistent in CT .

The application of R1 and R2, respectively, to S leads to two states that form
the so-called critical pair.

De�nition 3. Let S be a critical ancestor state of R1 and R2. If S 7! S1 using
rule R1 and S 7! S2 using rule R2 then the tuple (S1; S2) is the critical pair of
R1 and R2. A critical pair (S1; S2) is joinable, if S1 and S2 are joinable.

Example 2. Consider the program for � of Example 1. The following critical pair
stems from the critical ancestor state3 <>; X � Y ^ Y � X ^ Y � Z; true> of r2
and r3:

(S1; S2) := (<X = Y; Y � Z; true>;<X � Z; X � Y ^ Y � Z ^ Y � X; true>)

It is joinable. A computation beginning with S1 proceeds as follows:

<X = Y; Y � Z; true>

7!Solve <>; X � Z; X = Y>

A computation beginning with S2 results in the same �nal state:

<X � Z; X � Y ^ Y � Z ^ Y � X; true>

7!Introduce <>; X � Z ^ X � Y ^ Y � Z ^ Y � X; true>

7!Simplify <X = Y; X � Z ^ Y � Z; true>

7!Solve <>; X � Z ^ X � Z; X = Y>

7!Simplify <>; X � Z; X = Y>

De�nition 4. A CHR program is called terminating, if there are no in�nite
computations.

3 Variables from di�erent rules already identi�ed to have an overlap; for readability.
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For most existing CHR programs it is straightforward to prove termination using
simple well-founded orderings. Otherwise it seems impossible without relying on
implementational details [10].

The following theorem from [1] gives a decidable, su�cient and necessary crite-
rion for conuence of a terminating program:

Theorem5. A terminating CHR program is conuent i� all its critical pairs
are joinable.

3 Completion

The idea of completion as developed for term rewriting systems (TRS) is to
derive a rule from a non-joinable critical pair that would allow a transition from
one of the critical states into the other one, thus re-introducing conuence [12]. In
analogy to completion algorithms for TRS [5], our algorithm for CHR maintains
a set C of critical pairs and a set P of rules. These sets are manipulated by four
inference rules (Figure 2). Terminology is taken from TRS. We write (C;P ) 7�!
(C 0; P 0) to indicate that the pair (C 0; P 0) can be obtained from (C;P ) by an
application of an inference rule.

CP-Deduction:

(C;P )

(S1; S2) is a critical pair of P

(C [ f(S1; S2)g; P )

CP-Orientation:

(C [ f(S1; S2)g; P )

R = orient�(S1; S2)

(C;P [ R)

CP-Deletion:

(C [ f(S1; S2)g; P )

S1 and S2 are joinable

(C;P )

CP-Simpli�cation:

(C [ f(S1; S2)g; P )

S1 7! S01

(C [ f(S01; S2)g; P )

(C [ f(S1; S2)g; P )

S2 7! S02

(C [ f(S1; S
0
2)g; P )

Fig. 2. Inference rules of completion
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The rule CP-Deduction permits to add critical pairs to C. CP-Orientation re-
moves a critical pair from C and adds new rules to P , provided the critical
pair can be oriented with respect to the termination ordering �. In contrast to
completion methods for TRS, we need - as exampli�ed below - more than one
rule to make a critical pair joinable. With the inference rules CP-Deletion and
CP-Simpli�cation, C can be simpli�ed. The rule CP-Deletion removes a joinable
critical pair. The rule CP-Simpli�cation replaces state in a critical pair by its
successor state.
Di�erent versions of completion di�er in which critical pair they \orient" �rst
and in how they keep track of critical pairs that still need to be processed. A
version of completion is fair if it does not avoid processing any critical pair
in�nitely often. One simple fair version of completion is to use the following
strategy:

1. Set i := 0 and begin with the set of the rules P0 := P and their non-joinable
critical pairs C0.

2. If Ci = ;, stop successfully with P 0 = Pi.
3. Let Ci be C [f(S1; S2)g. Then (C [f(S1; S2)g; Pi) 7�!

�

CP�Simpli�cation (C [
f(T1; T2)g; Pi), such that T1 and T2 are �nal states. If R = orient�(T1; T2),
then Pi+1 := Pi [ R. Otherwise abort unsuccessfully.

4. Form all critical pairs between a rule of R and all rules of Pi+1 by the
inference rule CP-Deduction. To produce Ci+1, add these critical pairs to
Ci and then remove all (in Pi+1) joinable critical pairs by the inference rule
CP-Deletion.

5. Set i := i+ 1 and go to 2.

With this strategy, we need to de�ne orient� only for �nal states. For the case
CU1 6= > and CU1 � CU2 (the case CU2 6= > and CU2 � CU1 is analogous) we
de�ne
orient�(<>; CU1; CB1>;<>; CU2; CB2>) :=�

fCU1 , CB1 j CU2 ^ CB2; CU2 ) CB2 j CB1g if CU2 6= >
fCU1 , CB1 j CB2g if CU2 = > and CT j= CB1$CB2

Note that propagation rules whose bodies consist only of true can be eliminated.
One obvious di�erence to completion in TRS is that our completion for CHR
derives two rules out of a critical pair in general. In example 4 we show why the
additional propagation rule is necessary.

Example 3. Let P be a CHR program that represents a fragment of the Boolean
constraint solver [9] de�ning the logical connectives and and imp. The constraint

and(X,Y,Z) stands for X ^ Y $ Z and imp(X,Y) for X ! Y.4

and1 @ and(X,X,Z) , X=Z.

and2 @ and(X,Y,X) , imp(X,Y).

4 In the solver, imp is used as an ordering relation which explains the binary notation

in contrast to the ternary and.
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and3 @ and(X,Y,Z) ^ and(X,Y,Z1) , and(X,Y,Z) ^ Z=Z1.

imp1 @ imp(X,Y) ^ imp(Y,X) , X=Y.

We choose the termination ordering:

C1 � C2 i� C2 is a conjunct of C1 or C1 is and(X,Y,Z) and C2 is imp(X,Y).

The completion procedure results in the following sequence; critical pairs which
are considered in the current inference step are underlined.

P0 = P

C0 = f(<imp(X; X);>; true>;<X = X;>; true>);

(<X = Z; and(X; Y; X); true>;<imp(X; Y); and(X; Y; Z); true>);
(<X = Z; and(X; Y; Z); true>;<imp(X; Y); and(X; Y; Z); true>)g

P1 = P [ fr1@imp(X; X), trueg
C1 = f(<X = Z; and(X; Y; X); true>;<imp(X; Y); and(X; Y; Z); true>);

(<X = Z; and(X; Y; Z); true>;<imp(X; Y); and(X; Y; Z); true>)g

P2 = P1 [ fr2@imp(X; Y)^ and(X; Y; Z), imp(X; Y) ^ X = Zg
C2 = f(<X = X ^ imp(X; Y);>; true>;<imp(X; Y); imp(X; Y); true>)g

P3 = P2 [ fr3@imp(X; Y)^ imp(X; Y), imp(X; Y)g
C3 = ;

Let c.p. stand for critical pair from now on. The �rst, underlined c.p. of C0 comes
from equating the heads of rules and2 and and1. This c.p. becomes joinable by
adding rule r1 to P . The second c.p. of C0 comes from equating the head of rule
and2 with the �rst head constraint of and3. It becomes joinable by adding rule
r2. The third c.p. of C0 comes from equating the head of and2 with the second
head constraint of and3. It also becomes joinable due to r2. A non-joinable c.p.
is added in the third step, which comes from equating the head of and2 and
the second head constraint of r2. For the sake of simplicity we dropped all new
propagation rules generated by orient, since they were trivial, i.e. their bodies
consisted only of true.
The result of the completion procedure is P 0 = P3:

% rules and1, and2, and3, imp1 together with

r1 @ imp(X,X) , true.

r2 @ imp(X,Y) ^ and(X,Y,Z) , imp(X,Y) ^ X=Z.

r3 @ imp(X,Y) ^ imp(X,Y) , imp(X,Y).

The new rules derived by completion reveal some interesting properties of imp,
e.g. r1 states that \X implies X" is always true. P 0 is terminating (see Theorem 9
for correctness) and all its critical pairs are joinable, therefore P 0 is conuent.
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The next example shows that in general it is not su�cient to derive only simpli-
�cation rules as in completion for TRS, in order to join a non-joinable critical
pair.

Example 4. Let P be the following CHR program, where p, q and r are user-
de�ned constraints and �; � are built-in constraints.

r1 @ p(X,Y) , X � Y ^ q(X,Y).

r2 @ p(X,Y) , X � Y ^ r(X,Y).

P is not conuent, since the c.p. stemming from r1 and r2

(<q(X; Y) ^ X � Y;>; true>;<r(X; Y) ^ X � Y;>; true>)

is non-joinable. The corresponding �nal states are

<>; q(X; Y); X � Y>;<>; r(X; Y); X � Y>:

Let r(X,Y) � q(X,Y). Then the completion procedure derives:

r3 @ r(X,Y) , X � Y | q(X,Y) ^ X � Y.

r4 @ q(X,Y) ) X � Y | X � Y.

The following computations show that it is necessary to derive the propagation
rule to P to join the c.p. above:

<r(X; Y) ^ X � Y;>; true>
7!Solve <r(X; Y);>; X � Y>

7!Introduce <>; r(X; Y); X � Y>

7!Simplify <q(X; Y) ^ X � Y;>; X � Y>

7!Solve <q(X; Y);>; X = Y>

7!Introduce <>; q(X; Y); X = Y>

7!Propagate <X � Y; q(X; Y); X = Y>

7!Solve <>; q(X; Y); X = Y>

Without the application of the propagation rule the computation below would
result in a di�erent �nal state:

<q(X; Y) ^ X � Y;>; true>
7!Solve <q(X; Y);>; X � Y>

7!Introduce <>; q(X; Y); X � Y>

7!Propagate <X � Y; q(X; Y); X � Y>

7!Solve <>; q(X; Y); X = Y>

As is the case for TRS our completion procedure cannot be always successful.
We distinguish three cases:

1. The algorithm stops successfully and returns a program P 0.
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2. The algorithm aborts unsuccessfully, if a critical pair cannot be transformed
into rules for one of three reasons:
{ The program remains terminating if new rules are added but the termi-
nation ordering is too weak to detect this.

{ The program loses termination if new rules are added.
{ The critical pair consists exclusively of built-in constraints.

3. The algorithm does not terminate, because new rules produce new critical
pairs, which require again new rules, and so on.

In the next section we show that when the algorithm stops successfully, the
returned program P 0 is conuent and terminating.

3.1 Correctness of the Completion Algorithm

We now show that the completion procedure applied to a CHR program results
in an equivalent program. For the proof to go through, every rule has to satisfy
a range-restriction condition: Every variable in the body or the guard appears
also in the head. In practice, in almost all solvers, rules with local variables
(variables that occur on the right-hand side of a rule only) can be rewritten to

be range-restricted. One introduces interpreted function symbols for the local
variables and extends the equality theory in CT accordingly.
Some de�nitions are necessary before we go further.

De�nition 6. Let P1 and P2 be CHR programs and let CT be the appropriate
constraint theory. P1 and P2 are equivalent, if their logical meanings P1 and P2
are equivalent:

CT j= P1 $ P2

De�nition 7. Let S be a state <Gs;CU ; CB>, which appears in a computation
of G. The logical meaning of S is the formula

9�x Gs ^ CU ^ CB ;

where �x are the (local) variables appearing in S and not in G. A computable

constraint of G is the logical meaning of a state which appears in a computation
of G.

Lemma8. Let P be a CHR program and G be a goal. Then for all computable
constraints C1 and C2 of G the following holds:

P [ CT j= 8 (C1$C2):

Proof. See [2].

Theorem9. Let P be a range-restricted CHR program respecting a termination
ordering � and C be the set of the non-joinable critical pairs of P . If, for
inputs C0 = C, P0 = P and �, the completion procedure generates a successful
derivation of the form (C0; P0) 7�! : : : 7�! (;; P 0), then P 0 is terminating with
respect to �, conuent and equivalent to P .

Proof. Omitted from the �nal version for space reasons. See [2].
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3.2 Consistency

Another property of completion is that it can exhibit inconsistency of the pro-
gram to complete.

De�nition 10. A constraint theory CT is called complete, if for every constraint
c either CT j= 8c or CT j= 8:c holds.

Theorem11. Let P be a CHR program and CT a complete theory. If the com-
pletion procedure aborts unsuccessfully, because the corresponding �nal states
of a critical pair consist only of di�ering built-in constraints, then the logical
meaning of P is inconsistent.

Proof. Let CB1; CB2 be the built-in constraints of the �nal states. According to
Lemma 8, the following holds

P [ CT j= 8 (9�x1CB1 $ 9�x2CB2);

where �x1; �x2 are the local variables of the �nal states.
We prove the claim by contradiction. Assume that P is consistent. Then P[CT is
consistent. Therefore CT j= 8 (9�x1CB1 $ 9�x2CB2) holds, since CT is complete.
Then according to the normalization function CB1 and CB2 have a unique form.
This contradicts the prerequisite that the states are di�erent. ut

Example 5. Let P be the following CHR program trying to implement the con-
straint maximum(X,Y,Z), which holds, if Z is the maximum of X and Y, and where
� and = are built-in constraints. Note that there is a typo in the body of the
second rule, since Y should have been Z:

r1 @ maximum(X,Y,Z), X � Y | Z = Y.

r2 @ maximum(X,Y,Z), Y � X | Y = X.

The c.p.

(<Z = Y;>; X � Y ^ Y � X>;<Y = X;>; X � Y ^ Y � X>)

stemming from r1 and r2 is not joinable. The states of the c.p. consist only of
built-in constraints. Thus the completion procedure aborts unsuccessfully.
The logical meaning of this CHR program is the theory

8 X,Y,Z (X � Y ! (maximum(X,Y,Z) $ Z = Y))

8 X,Y,Z (Y � X ! (maximum(X,Y,Z) $ Y = X))

together with an appropriate constraint theory describing � as an order relation
and = as syntactic equality. The logical meaning P of this program is not a con-
sistent theory. This can be exempli�ed by the atomic formula maximum(1; 1; 0),
which is logically equivalent to 0=1 (and therefore false) using the �rst formula.
Using the second formula, however maximum(1; 1; 0) is logically equivalent to
1=1 (and therefore true). This results in P [ CT j= false$true.
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4 More Uses of Completion

The �rst example shows that the completion method can be used - to some
extent { to specialize constraints.

Example 6. We de�ne the constraint < as a special case of �. If we extend the
CHR program for � of Example 1 by the simpli�cation rule

r5 @ X � Y , X 6= Y | X < Y.

then the resulting program is not conuent anymore. With the termination or-
dering

C1 � C2 i� C2 is a conjunct of C1 or C1 is X � Y and C2 is X < Y,

the completion procedure derives the following rules:

r6 @ X < Y ^ Y < X , X 6= Y | false.

r7 @ X < Y ^ X < Y , X 6= Y | X < Y.

where r6 comes from a c.p. of r2 and r5,

(<X = Y;>; X 6= Y>;<X < Y; Y � X; X 6= Y>):

r7 comes from a c.p. of r4 and r5,

(<>; X � Y; X 6= Y>;<X < Y; Y � X; X 6= Y>):

r6 obviously de�nes the antisymmetry of < and r7 idempotence. Irreexivity of
< could not be derived, since the de�nition of < by rule r5 already presupposes
that X 6=Y. However, completion can derive irreexivity from rule r1 and the rule

r8 @ X � Y ^ Y < X , false.

since the resulting c.p.

(<X < X;>; true>;<false;>; true>):

leads to the simpli�cation rule

r9 @ X < X , false.

The next example shows how completion can be used as a method to provide
generic answers, even if a constraint cannot further be simpli�ed. This retains
some of the power of logic languages like Prolog, where several answers can
be given. Our approach is similar to the ones that related Prolog and TRS
computation methods [7, 6].

Example 7. A CHR formulation of the classical Prolog predicate member as a
user-de�ned constraint is ( 6= is built-in):
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r1 @ member(X,[]) , false.

r2 @ member(X,[X|_]) , true.

r3 @ member(X,[H|T]) , X 6= H | member(X,T).

Using CHR, the goal member(X,[1,2,3]) delays. However Prolog generates
three solutions X=1, X=2 and X=3. If we add

r4 @ member(X,[1,2,3]) , answer(X).

to P , then the program is non-conuent. Our completion procedure derives:

a1 @ answer(1) , true.

a2 @ answer(2) , true.

a3 @ answer(3) , true.

a4 @ answer(X) , X 6= 1 ^ X 6= 2 ^ X 6= 3 | false.

The rules a1,a2 and a3 correspond to the answers of the Prolog program, while
the last rule a4 makes explicit the closed world assumption underlying Clark's
completion semantics of Prolog.

Completion can also derive recursively de�ned constraints.

Example 8. Let P be the following CHR program

r1 @ append([],L,L) , true.

r2 @ append([X|L1],Y,[X|L2]) , append(L1,Y,L2).

de�ning the well-known ternary append predicate for lists as a simple constraint,
which holds if its third argument is a concatenation of the �rst and the second
argument. P is conuent since there are no critical pairs. When we add the rule

r3 @ append(L1,[],L3) , new(L1,L3).

conuence is lost. Completion derives a constraint solver for new:

r4 @ new([],[]) , true. % joins c.p. of r1 and r3

r5 @ new([A|B],[A|C]) , new(B,C). % joins c.p. of r2 and r3

Our completion procedure has uncovered that append(L1,[],L3) holds exactly
if L1 and L2 are the same list, as tested by the generated, recursive constraint
new. Note that the rules represent in a �nite way the in�nitely many answers
that would be generated by the corresponding program in Prolog.

5 Conclusions

We introduced a completion method for Constraint Handling Rules (CHR).
Completion methods make a non-conuent CHR program conuent by adding
new rules. We have shown that our proposed completion procedure is correct and
can exhibit inconsistency of a CHR program. We also gave various examples to
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show that completion can be used as a method to provide generic answers and
to de�ne new constraints from existing ones and to derive constraint solvers for
them. The latter helps the CHR programmer to extend, modify and specialize
existing solvers instead of having to write them from scratch. We currently in-
vestigate using our completion method on larger real-life solvers for easing their
modi�cation and for giving more informative answers. An interesting direction
for future work is to explore the relationship of completion to partial evaluation.
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Abstract. We study how constraint-based static analysis can be applied

to the automated and systematic debugging of program errors.

Strongly moding and constraint-based mode analysis are turning to play

fundamental roles in debugging concurrent logic/constraint programs as

well as in establishing the consistency of communication protocols and

in optimization. Mode analysis of Moded Flat GHC is a constraint satis-

faction problem with many simple mode constraints, and can be solved

e�ciently by uni�cation over feature graphs. We have proposed a sim-

ple and e�cient technique which, given a non-well-moded program, di-

agnoses the \reasons" of inconsistency by �nding minimal inconsistent

subsets of mode constraints. Since each constraint keeps track of the

symbol occurrence in the program that imposed the constraint, a min-

imal subset also tells possible sources of program errors. The technique

is quite general and can be used with other constraint-based frameworks

such as strong typing.

Based on the above idea, we study the possibility of automated debugging
in the absence of mode/type declarations. The mode constraints are usu-

ally imposed redundantly, and the constraints that are considered correct

can be used for correcting wrong symbol occurrences found by the di-

agnosis. As long as bugs are near-misses, the automated debugger can

propose a rather small number of alternatives that include the intended

program. Search space is kept small because constraints e�ectively prune

many irrelevant alternatives. The paper demonstrates the technique by

way of examples.

1 Introduction

This paper proposes a framework of automated debugging of program errors
under static, constraint-based systems for program analysis, and shows how and
why program errors can be �xed in the absence of programmers' declarations.
The language we are particularly interested in is Moded Flat GHC [7][8] proposed
in 1990. Moded Flat GHC is a concurrent logic (and consequently, a concurrent
constraint) language with a constraint-based mode system designed by one of
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the authors, where modes prescribe the information ow that may be caused by

the execution of a program.

Languages equipped with strong typing or strong moding3 enable the detec-
tion of a type/mode errors by checking or reconstructing types or modes. The

best-known framework for type reconstruction is the Hindley-Milner type sys-
tem [3], which allows us to solve a set of type constraints obtained from program

text e�ciently as a uni�cation problem.

Similarly, the mode system of Moded Flat GHC allows us to solve a set of

mode constraints obtained from program text as a constraint satisfaction prob-

lem. Without mode declarations or other kinds of program speci�cation given by
programmers, mode reconstruction statically determines the read/write capabil-

ities of variable occurrences and establishes the consistency of communication
protocols between concurrent processes [8]. The constraint satisfaction problem

can be solved mostly (though not entirely) as a uni�cation problem over feature
graphs (feature structures with cycles) and can be solved in almost linear time

with respect to the size of the program [1]. As we will see later, types also can
be reconstructed using a similar (and simpler) technique.

Compared with abstract interpretation usually employed for the precise anal-

ysis of program properties, constraint-based formulation of the analysis of basic
properties has a lot of advantages. Firstly, thanks to its incremental nature, it

is naturally amenable to separate analysis of large programs. Secondly, it allows
simple and general formulations of various interesting applications including er-

ror diagnosis.

When a concurrent logic program contains bugs, it is very likely that mode

constraints obtained from the erroneous symbol occurrences are incompatible

with the other constraints. We have proposed an e�cient algorithm that �nds a
minimal inconsistent subset of mode constraints from an inconsistent (multi)set

of constraints [2]. A minimal inconsistent subset can be thought of as a minimal
\explanation" of the reason of inconsistency. Furthermore, since each constraint

keeps track of the symbol occurrence(s) in the program that imposed the con-
straint, a minimal subset tells possible sources (i.e., symbol occurrences) of pro-

gram errors. Our technique can locate multiple bugs at once. The technique is
quite general and can be used with other constraint-based frameworks such as

strong typing.

Since the conception of the above framework of program diagnosis and some
experiments, we have found that the multiset of mode constraints imposed by a

program usually has redundancy and it usually contains more than one minimal
inconsistent subset when it is inconsistent as a whole. Redundancy comes from

two reasons:

1. A non-trivial program contains conditional branches or nondeterministic

choices. In (concurrent) logic languages, they are expressed as a set of rewrite
rules (i.e., program clauses) that may impose the same mode constraints on

the same predicate.

3
Modes can be thought of as \types in a broad sense," but in this paper we reserve

the term \types" to mean sets of possible values.
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2. A non-trivial program contains predicates that are called from more than
one place, some of which may be recursive calls. The same mode constraint
may be imposed by di�erent calls.

We can often take advantage of the redundancies and pinpoint a bug (Sect. 3)
by assuming that redundant modes are correct. The next step worth trying is
automated error correction. We can estimate the intended mode of a program
from the parts of the program that are considered correct, and use it to �x small
bugs, which is the main focus of this paper.

Bugs that can be dealt with by automated correction are necessarily limited
to near-misses, but still, automated correction is worth studying because:

{ serious algorithm errors cannot be mechanically corrected anyway,
{ if the algorithm for a program has been correctly designed, the program is

usually \mostly correct" even if it doesn't run at all, and
{ real-life programs are subject to a number of revisions, upon which small

errors are likely to be inserted.

Our idea of error correction can be compared with error-correcting codes in
coding theory. Both attempt to correct minor errors using redundant informa-
tion. Unlike error-correcting codes that contain explicit redundancies, programs
are usually not written in a redundant manner. However, programs interpreted
in an abstract domain may well have implicit redundancies. For instance, the
then part and the else part of a branch will usually compute a value of the
same type, which should also be the same as the type expected by the reader of
the value. This is exactly why the multiset of type or mode constraints usually
has redundancies.

It is not obvious whether such redundancies can be used for automated error
correction, because even if we correctly estimate the type/mode of a program,
there may be many possible ways of error correction that are compatible with the
estimated type/mode. The usefulness of the technique seems to depend heavily
on the choice of a programming language and the power of the constraint-based
static analysis. We have obtained promising results using Moded Flat GHC and
its mode system, with the assistance of type analysis and other constraints.

The other concern in automated debugging is search space. Generate-and-test
search, namely the generation of a possible correction and the computation of its
principal mode (and type), can involve a lot of computation, but we can prune
much of the search space by using `quick-check' mode information to detect non-
well-modedness. Types are concerned with aspects of program properties that
are di�erent from modes, and can be used together with modes to improve the
quality of error correction.

2 Strong Moding and Typing in Concurrent Logic

Programming

We �rst outline the mode system of Moded Flat GHC. The readers are referred
to [8] and [9] for details.
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In concurrent logic programming, modes play a fundamental role in estab-

lishing the safety of a program in terms of the consistency of communication
protocols. The mode system of Moded Flat GHC gives a polarity structure (that

determines the information ow of each part of data structures created during

execution) to the arguments of predicates that determine the behavior of goals.
A mode expresses this polarity structure, which is represented as a mapping from

the set of paths to the two-valued codomain fin ; outg. Paths here are strings of
pairs, of the form hsymbol; argi, of predicate/function symbols and argument po-

sitions, and are used to specify possible positions in data structures. Formally,
the set PTerm of paths for terms and the set PAtom of paths for atomic formulae

are de�ned using disjoint union as:

PTerm = (
X

f2Fun

Nf )
� ; PAtom = (

X

p2Pred

Np)� PTerm ;

where Fun/Pred are the sets of function/predicate symbols, and Nf/Np are

the sets of possible argument positions (numbered from 1) for the symbols f/p.
The purpose of mode analysis is to �nd the set of all modes (each of type

PAtom ! fin; outg) under which every piece of communication is cooperative.
Such a mode is called a well-moding. Intuitively, in means the inlet of information

and out means the outlet of information. A program does not usually de�ne a
unique well-moding but has many of them. So the purpose of mode analysis is to

compute the set of all well-modings in the form of a principal (i.e., most general)
mode. Principal modes can be expressed naturally by mode graphs, as described

later in this section.

Given a mode m, we de�ne a submode m=p, namely m viewed at the path
p, as a function satisfying (m=p)(q) = m(pq). We also de�ne IN and OUT

as submodes returning in and out , respectively, for any path. An overline ` '
inverts the polarity of a mode, a submode, or a mode value.

A Flat GHC program is a set of clauses of the form h:- G | B, where h is

an atomic formula and G and B are multisets of atomic formulae. Constraints
imposed by a clause h:- G | B are summarized in Fig. 1. Rule (BU) numbers

uni�cation body goals because the mode system allows di�erent body uni�cation
goals to have di�erent modes. This is a special case of mode polymorphism that

can be introduced into other predicates as well [2], but in this paper we will not
consider general mode polymorphism because whether to have polymorphism is

independent of the essence of this work.

For example, consider a quicksort program de�ned as follows:

quicksort(Xs,Ys):- true | qsort(Xs,Ys,[]).

qsort([], Ys0,Ys ):- true | Ys=1Ys0.

qsort([X|Xs],Ys0,Ys3):- true |

part(X,Xs,S,L),qsort(S,Ys0,Ys1), Ys1= 2[X|Ys2], qsort(L,Ys2,Ys3).

part(-,[], S, L ):- true | S=3[], L=4[].

part(A,[X|Xs],S0,L ):- A>=X | S0=5[X|S],part(A,Xs,S,L).

part(A,[X|Xs],S, L0):- A< X | L0=6[X|L],part(A,Xs,S,L).
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� �
(HF) m(p) = in, for a function symbol occurring in h at p.

(HV) m=p = IN , for a variable symbol occurring more than once in h at

p and somewhere else.

(GV) If some variable occurs both in h at p and in G at p0,

8q 2 PTerm
�
m(p0q) = in ) m(pq) = in

�
.

(BU) m=h=k; 1i = m=h=k; 2i, for a uni�cation body goal =k.

(BF) m(p) = in, for a function symbol occurring in B at p.

(BV) Let v be a variable occurring exactly n (� 1) times in h and B at

p1; : : : ; pn, of which the occurrences in h are at p1; : : : ; pk (k � 0).

Then �
R
�
fm=p1; : : : ;m=png

�
; if k = 0;

R
�
fm=p1;m=pk+1; : : : ;m=png

�
; if k > 0;

where the unary predicate R over �nite multisets of submodes rep-

resents \cooperative communication" between paths and is de�ned

as

R(S)
def
= 8q 2 PTerm 9s 2 S

�
s(q) = out ^ 8s0 2 Snfsg

�
s0(q) = in

��
:

� 
Fig. 1. Mode constraints imposed by a program clause h :- G | B or a goal

clause :- B.

From the entire de�nition, we obtain 53 constraints which are consistent. We

could regard these constraints themselves as representing the principal mode of
the program, but the principal mode can be represented more explicitly in terms

of a mode graph (Fig. 2). Mode graphs are a kind of feature graphs [1] in which

1. a path (in the graph-theoretic sense) represents a member of PAtom ,
2. the node corresponding to a path p represents the value m(p) (# = in ,

" = out),
3. each arc is labeled with the pair hsymbol; argi of a predicate/function symbol

and an argument position, and may have a \negative sign" (denoted \�" in
Fig. 2) that inverts the interpretation of the mode values of the paths beyond

that arc, and
4. a binary constraint of the formm=p1 = m=p2 orm=p1 = m=p2 is represented

by letting p1 and p2 lead to the same node.

Mode analysis proceeds by merging many simple mode graphs representing
individual mode constraints. Thus its decidability is guaranteed by the decid-

ability of the uni�cation algorithm for feature graphs. The principal mode of a
well-moded program, represented as a mode graph, is uniquely determined, as

long as all the mode constraints imposed by the program are unary (i.e., con-
straint on the mode value of, or the submode at, a particular path) or binary (i.e.,
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� �

<q,1> <q,2> <q,3> <p,1> <p,2> <p,3>
<p,4>

< . ,1>
< . ,2>

< . ,2>

< . ,1>

� 
Fig. 2. The mode graph of a quicksort program. q stands for qsort and p stands for

part. The mode information of the toplevel predicate and uni�cation goals is omitted.

constraint between the submodes at two particular paths). Space limitations do

not allow us to explain further details, which can be found in [9].

A type system for concurrent logic programming can be introduced by classi-
fying a set Fun of function symbols into mutually disjoint sets F1; : : : ; Fn. A type

here is a function from PAtom to the set fF1; : : : ; Fng. Like principal modes, prin-
cipal types can be computed by uni�cation over feature graphs. Constraints on a

well-typing � are summarized in Fig. 3. The choice of a family of sets F1; : : : ; Fn

is somewhat arbitrary. This is why moding is more fundamental than typing in

concurrent logic programming.
Mode and type analyses have been implemented as part of klint, a static

analyzer for KL1 programs [11].

� �
(HBF� ) �(p) = Fi, for a function symbol occurring at p in h or B.

(HBV� ) �=p = �=p0, for a variable occurring both at p and p0 in h or B.

(GV� ) 8q 2 PTerm
�
m(p0q) = in ) � (pq) = �(p0q)

�
, for a variable occur-

ring both at p in h and at p0 in G.

(BU� ) �=h=k; 1i = �=h=k; 2i, for a uni�cation body goal =k.
� 
Fig. 3. Type constraints imposed by a program clause h :- G | B or a goal

clause :- B.
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3 Identifying Program Errors

When a concurrent logic program contains an error, it is very likely (though
not always the case) that its communication protocols become inconsistent and
the set of its mode constraints becomes unsatis�able. A wrong symbol occurring
at some path is likely to impose a mode constraint inconsistent with correct
constraints representing the intended speci�cation.

A minimal inconsistent subset of mode constraints can be computed e�-
ciently using a simple algorithm4. Let C = fc1; : : : ; cng be a multiset of con-
straints. Algorithm 1 below �nds a single minimal inconsistent subset S from
C when C is inconsistent. When C is consistent, the algorithm terminates with
S = fg. false is a self-inconsistent constraint used as a sentinel.

� �
Algorithm 1:

cn+1  false;
S  fg;
while S is consistent do
D  S; i 0;
while D is consistent do
i i+ 1; D  D [ fcig

end while;
S  S [ fcig

end while;
if i = n+ 1 then S  fg

� 
The readers are referred to [2] for a proof of the minimality of S, as well

as various extensions of the algorithm. Note that the algorithm can be readily
extended to �nding multiple bugs at once. That is, once we have found a minimal
subset covering a bug, we can reapply the algorithm to the rest of the constraints.

In the algorithm, the merging of constraint sets and the checking of their
consistency are realized mostly as the uni�cation of mode graphs and the check-
ing of its success/failure. Although the algorithm is quite general, its e�ciency
hinges upon the fact that there is a pair of e�cient algorithms for computing
the union of constraint sets and checking its consistency.

Our experiment shows that the average size of minimal inconsistent subsets
is less than 4, and we have not yet found a minimal inconsistent subset with
more than 11 elements. The size of minimal subsets turns out to be independent
of the total number of constraints, and most inconsistencies can be explained by
constraints imposed by a small range of program text.

Because we are dealing with near-misses, we can assume that most of the
mode constraints obtained from a program represent an intended speci�cation
and that they have redundancies in most cases. In this case, one can often pin-
point a bug either

4
The algorithm described here is a revised version of the one proposed in [2] and takes

into account the case when C is consistent.
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1. by computing a maximal consistent subset of size n� 1 and taking its com-
plement, or

2. by computing several overlapping minimal inconsistent subsets and taking
their intersection.

Algorithm 2 described below combines these two alternative policies of pin-
pointing. To reduce the amount of computation, we do not compute all minimal
subsets; instead, for each element (say si) of the initial inconsistent subset S, we
execute Algorithm 1 after removing si from C, which will lead to another min-
imal subset if it exists. Thus Algorithm 2 simultaneously computes constraints
suspected by the two policies.

Let S = fs1; : : : ; smg be a minimal subset obtained by Algorithm 1, and
getminimal(C) be a function which computes a minimal inconsistent subset
from a multiset C of constraints using Algorithm 1 above:

� �
Algorithm 2:

T  S;

for j  1 to m do

S0  getminimal(Cnfsjg);

if S0 = fg then

output fsjg as a solution of Policy 1

else T  T _[S0;

end for� 
Here, T is a multiset of constraints what serves as counters of the numbers

of constraints occurring in S and (various versions of) S0, and _[ is a multiset
union operator. T records how many times each constraint occurred in di�erent
minimal subsets. Under Policy 2, constraints with more occurrences in T are
more likely to be related to the source of the error.

Algorithm 2 is useful in locating multiple bugs at once. That is, once we have
obtained a minimal inconsistent subset S, we can apply Algorithm 2 to re�ne
the subset and remove only those constraints in the re�ned subset from C.

When Policy 1 outputs a single constraint imposed by an erroneous symbol
occurrence, we need not consider Policy 2. However, there are cases where Policy
1 outputs no constraints or more than one constraint, in which case Policy 2 may
better tell which constraints to suspect �rst.

Algorithm 2 is not always able to re�ne the initial set S, however. For in-
stance, when S is the only minimal inconsistent subset, the algorithm will output
all the elements of S by Policy 1 and will �nd no alternative subset by Policy 2.
Fortunately, this is not a serious problem because S is usually quite small.

4 Automated Debugging Using Mode Constraints

Constraints that are considered wrong can be corrected by
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{ replacing the symbol occurrences that imposed those constraints by other

symbols, or

{ when the suspected symbols are variables, by making them have more oc-
currences elsewhere (cf. Rule (BV) of Fig. 1).

In this paper, we focus on programs with a small number of errors in variables

and constants; that is, we focus on errors in terminal symbols in abstract syntax
trees. This may seem restrictive, but concurrent logic programs have quite at

syntactic structures (compared with other languages) and instead make heavy
use of variables. Our experience tells that a majority of simple program errors

arise from the erroneous use of variables, for which the support of a static mode
system and debugging tools are invaluable.

An algorithm for automated correction is basically a search procedure whose

initial state is the erroneous program, whose operations are the rewriting of
the occurrences of variables or constants, and whose �nal states are well-moded

programs5. This can be regarded also as a form of abductive reasoning which,
from a presumably correct mode constraint B and the moding rules of the form

\if A then B" (or \B for A") as shown in Fig. 1, infers a syntactic constraint A

that is considered correct.

The symbols to be substituted in the correction are chosen from the constants

or other variables occurring in the same clause. When the symbol to be rewritten
occurs in the head, we should also consider replacement by a fresh variable. We

don't have to try to form the mode graphs of all the alternative programs; from

the set C nS, we can derive a replacement guideline, namely simple constraints
to be satis�ed by the substituted symbol. Any replacement that violates the

guideline will not lead to a well-moded program and can be rejected immediately.

Error correction may require the rewriting of more than one symbol occur-

rence. We perform iterative-deepening search with respect to the number of

rewritings, because the assumption of near-misses implies that a simpler cor-
rection is more likely to be the intended one. These ideas have been partially

implemented in the kima analyzer for KL1 programs [10].

5 Using Constraints Other Than Modes

When error correction requires the rewriting of more than one symbol occur-
rence, the iterative-deepening search may report a large number of alternative

solutions, though they always include an intended one.

Using both the mode system and the type system reduces the number of
alternatives greatly. Modes and types capture di�erent aspects of a program,

and rather few of well-formed programs are both well-moded and well-typed.
We can expect that there are only a small number of well-moded and well-typed

program syntactically in the `neighborhood' of the given near-miss program.

5
Here, we assume that errors can be corrected without changing the shape of the

abstract syntax tree, though we could extend our technique and allow occurrences

of terminal symbols to be simply added or deleted.
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The reason why a type system alone is insu�cient should become clear by

considering programs that are simple in terms of types such as numerical pro-

grams. The mode system is sensitive to the number of occurrences of variables

(rule (BV) in Fig. 1) and can detect many errors that cannot be found by type

analysis. However, even when the programs are simple in terms of types, types

can be useful for inferring what constant should replace the wrong symbol.

Other heuristics from our programming experiences can reinforce the frame-

work as well:

1. A singleton variable occurring in a clause body is highly likely to be an error.

2. A solution containing a variable occurring more than once in a clause head

is less likely to be an intended one.

These heuristics are not as ad hoc as it might look; indeed they can be replaced

by a uni�ed rule on constraint strength:

{ A well-moded solution with weaker mode constraints is more likely to be an

intended one.

A singleton variable occurring at p in a clause body imposes a constraint m=p =

OUT , which is much stronger than m(p) = out . Similarly, a variable occurring

more than once at p1, p2, : : : in a clause head imposes a constraint m=pi = IN .

We could use more surface-level heuristics such as the similarity of variable

names, but this is outside the scope of this paper.

6 Experiments and Examples

We show some experimental results and discuss two examples of automated

debugging. The examples we use are admittedly simple but that can be justi�ed.

First, we must anyway start with simple examples. Second, we have found that

most inconsistencies can be explained by constraints imposed by a small range of

program text, as we pointed out in Sect. 3. So we strongly expect that the total

program size does not make much di�erence in the performance or the quality

of automated debugging.

6.1 Experiments

We applied the proposed technique to programs with one mutation in variable

occurrences. We systematically generated near-misses (each with one wrong oc-

currence of a variable) of three programs (there are many ways of inserting a

bug) and examined how many of them became non-well-moded, whether au-

tomated correction reported an intended program, and how many alternatives

were reported. Table 1 shows the results. In the table, the column \total cases"

shows the numbers of cases examined, and the column \detected cases" shows

how many cases lead to non-well-moded programs. For non-well-moded pro-

grams, we examined how many well-moded alternatives were proposed by the

automated debugger by depth-1 search. In this experiment, we did not apply

Algorithm 2 to re�ne a minimal inconsistent subset.
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The programs we used are list concatenation (append), the generator of a

Fibonacci sequence, and quicksort. We used the de�nitions of predicates only,

that is, we did not use the constraints that might be imposed by the caller of

these programs.

The row \mode only" indicates the results using mode constraints only, ex-

cept that when correcting errors we regarded singleton variables in clause bodies

as erroneous. In this experiment, minimal inconsistent subsets, when found, al-

ways included constraints imposed by the wrong symbol occurrence, and the

original, intended programs were always included in the sets of the alternatives

proposed by the algorithm.

Table 1. Single-error detection and correction

Program Analysis Total Detected Proposed alternatives
cases cases 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 �8

append mode only 57 33 16 4 1 0 5 4 2 1

new variable 13 11 7 0 0 1 1 2 0 0

mode & type 57 44 19 3 2 5 1 3 0 0

fibonacci mode only 84 43 28 7 0 0 0 2 3 3

new variable 15 14 6 3 0 0 0 2 2 1

mode & type 84 57 34 2 0 2 2 3 0 0

quicksort mode only 245 148 84 33 2 3 1 8 7 10

new variable 45 43 24 2 0 3 2 4 3 5

mode & type 245 189 93 33 5 9 0 5 2 1

A bug due to a wrong variable occurrence often results from misspelling

(say the confusion of YS and Ys), in which case the original variable is likely to

be replaced by a variable not occurring elsewhere in the clause. The row \new

variable" shows the statistics of this case, which tells most errors were detected

by mode analysis.

The row \mode & type" shows the improvement obtained by using types as

well. The column \detected cases" shows that some of the well-moded erroneous

programs were newly detected as non-well-typed. Note that the experiments

did not consider the automated correction of well-moded but non-well-typed

programs. For fibonacci and quicksort, we assumed that integers and list

constructors belonged to di�erent types. For append, we employed a stronger

notion of types and assumed that the type of the elements of a list could not be

identical to the type of the list itself.

The results show that the use of types was e�ective in reducing the number

of alternatives. More than half of non-well-moded near-misses were uniquely

restored to the original program. Thus, programmers can bene�t much from the

support of constraint-based static analysis by writing programs in a well-moded

and well-typed manner.
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6.2 Example 1 | Append

As an example included in the above experiment, we discuss an append program
with a single error. This example is simple and yet instructive.

R1 : append([], Y,Z ):- true | Y=1Z.

R2 : append([A|Y],Y,Z0):- true | Z0=2[A|Z], append(X,Y,Z).

(The head should have been append([A|X],Y,Z0))

Algorithm 1 computes the following minimal inconsistent subset of mode
constraints:

Mode constraint Rule Source symbol

(a) m=happend; 1ih.; 2i = IN (HV) Y in R2

(b) m=happend; 1i = OUT (BV) X in R2

This tells that we should suspect the variables X and Y in Clause R2. The
search �rst tries to rewrite one of the occurrences of these variables (iterative-
deepening), and �nds six well-moded alternatives:

(1) R2 : append([A|X],Y,Z0):- true | Z0=2[A|Z], append(X,Y,Z).

(2) R2 : append([A|Y],X,Z0):- true | Z0=2[A|Z], append(X,Y,Z).

(3) R2 : append([A|Y],Y,Z0):- true | Z0=2[A|Z], append(Y,Y,Z).

(4) R2 : append([A|Y],Y,Z0):- true | Z0=2[A|Z], append(Z0,Y,Z).

(5) R2 : append([A|Y],Y,Z0):- true | Z0=2[A|Z], append(A,Y,Z).

(6) R2 : append([A|Y],Y,Z0):- true | Z0=2[A|Z], append(Z,Y,Z).

Types do not help much in this example, though Alternative (5) can be elimi-
nated by an implicit type assumption described in Sect. 6.1 that list constructors
and the elements of the list cannot occupy the same path. Alternatives (3), (4),
(5) and (6) are programs that cause reduction failure for most input data, and
can be regarded as less plausible solutions because of the two occurrences of Y
in the clause heads that impose stronger constraints than intended.

What are Alternatives (1) and (2)? Alternative (1) is the intended program,
and Alternative (2) is a program that merges two input lists by taking their ele-
ments alternately. It's not `append', but is a quite meaningful program compared
with the other alternatives!

In this example, Algorithm 2, if applied, will detect Constraint (b) as the
unique result of Policy 1. This means that there must be some problems with
the variable X, which in turn means that X must either be removed or occur more
than once. Search of well-moded programs �nds the same number of alternatives,
but the search space is reduced because we do not have to consider the rewriting
between Y and variables other than X.

6.3 Example 2 | Quicksort

Next, we consider a quicksort program with two errors.
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1: R1 : quicksort(Xs,Ys):- true | qsort(Xs,Ys,[]).

2: R2 : qsort([], Ys0,Ys ):- true | Ys=1Ys0.

3: R3 : qsort([X|Xs],Ys0,Ys3):- true |

4: part(X,Xs,S,L), qsort(S,Ys0,Ys1),

5: Ys2=2[X|Ys1], qsort(L,Ys2,Ys3).

(the uni�cation should have been Ys1=2[X|Ys2])

Algorithm 1 returns the following minimal inconsistent subset:

Mode constraint Rule Source symbol

(a) m(hqsort; 3i) = in (BF) \[]" in R1

(b) m=h=1; 1i = m=hqsort; 3i (BV) Ys in R2

(c) m=h=1; 2i = m=h=1; 1i (BU) =1 in R2

(d) m=hqsort; 2i = m=h=1; 2i (BV) Ys0 in R2

(e) m(h=2; 2i) = in (BF) \." in R3

(f) m=h=2; 2i = m=h=2; 1i (BU) =2 in R3

(g) m=h=2; 1i = m=hqsort; 2i (BV) Ys2 in R3

This subset is inconsistent because two inconsistent constraints can be de-

rived from it:

m(hqsort; 2i) = out , by (a), (b), (c) and (d),

m(hqsort; 2i) = in, by (e), (f) and (g).

It is worth noting that this example is rather di�cult|the minimal subset is

rather large and Algorithm 2 does not �nd an alternative minimal subset. That

is, there is no redundancy of mode constraints in the formation of the di�erence

list representing the result.

Thus we cannot infer the correct mode of the path hqsort; 2i and other paths,
and automated debugging should consider both of the possibilities, m(hqsort;
2i) = in and m(hqsort; 2i) = out .

We consider the correction of both constants and variables here. It turns out

that all depth-1 corrections are non-well-moded. There are six depth-2 correc-

tions that are well-moded:

(1) Line 1: quicksort(Xs,Ys):- true | qsort(Xs,Zs,Zs).

(2) Line 1: quicksort(Xs,Ys):- true | qsort(Zs,Ys,Zs).

(3) Line 1: quicksort(Xs,Ys):- true | qsort(Xs,c,Ys).

(4) Line 1: quicksort(Xs,Ys):- true | qsort(c,Ys,Xs).

(5) Line 5: Ys2=2[X|Ys2],qsort(L,Ys1,Ys3).

(6) Line 5: Ys1=2[X|Ys2],qsort(L,Ys2,Ys3).

Here, c is some constant.

Typing doesn't help much for this example. The assumption that integers

and list constructors should not occupy the same path does not exclude any of

the above alternatives.

However, usage information will help. Suppose we know that quicksort is

used as m(hquicksort; 1i) = in and m(hquicksort; 2i) = out . This excludes
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Alternatives (1), (2) and (4). We can also exclude Alternative (5) by static
occur-check (Ys2 occurs on both sides of uni�cation).

Of the remaining, Alternative (6) is the intended program that sorts items
in ascending order. It is interesting to see that Alternative (3) is a program for
sorting items in descending order by choosing `[]', the simplest element of the list
type, as the constant c. This is not an intended program, but is a reasonable and
approximately correct alternative which should not be rejected in the absence
of program speci�cation.

7 Related Work

Most previous work on the mode analysis of (concurrent) logic languages was
based on abstract interpretation, and focused mainly on the reasoning of program
properties assuming that the programs were correct. In contrast, constraint-
based mode analysis can be used for diagnosis as well as optimization by assum-
ing that correct programs are well-moded.

Analysis of malfunctioning systems based on their intended logical speci�-
cation has been studied in the �eld of arti�cial intelligence [4] and known as
model-based diagnosis. Model-based diagnosis has similarities with our work in
the ability of searching minimal explanations and multiple faults. However, the
purpose of model-based diagnosis is to analyze the di�erences between intended
and observed behaviors. Our mode system does not require that the intended
behavior of a program be given as mode declarations, and still locates bugs quite
well.

Wand proposed an algorithm for diagnosing non-well-typed functional pro-
grams [12]. His approach was to extend the uni�cation algorithm for type re-
construction to record which symbol occurrence imposed which constraint. In
contrast, our framework is built outside any underlying framework of constraint
solving. We need not modify the constraint-solving algorithm but just call it. Be-
sides its generality, our approach has an advantage that static analysis does not
incur any overhead for well-moded/typed programs. Furthermore, the diagnosis
guarantees the minimality of the explanation and often re�nes it further.

Comparison between Moded Flat GHC and other concurrent logic/constraint
languages with some notions of moding can be found in [2].

8 Conclusions and Future Work

We studied how constraint-based static analysis could be applied to the auto-
mated and systematic debugging of program errors in the absence of mode/type
declarations. We showed that, given a near-miss Moded Flat GHC program, our
technique could in many cases report a unique solution or a small number of
reasonable solutions that included the intended program.

If a programmer declares the mode and/or type of a program, that infor-
mation can be used as constraints that are considered correct. In general, such
constraints are useful in obtaining smaller minimal inconsistent subsets. How-
ever, our observation is that constraints implicitly imposed by the assumption of
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well-modedness (and well-typedness) is strong enough for automatic debugging

to be useful.
It is a subject of future work to extend our framework to the correction of

non-terminal program symbols (i.e., function and predicate symbols), mainly in

terms of search space. It is yet to see whether the proposed framework works
well for other programming paradigms such as typed functional languages and

procedural languages, but we would claim that the concurrent logic/constraint
programming paradigm bene�ts enormously from static mode/type systems.
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Abstract. We use Q-matrices to e�ciently solve incremental linear sys-

tems over IR, using integer computations. An algorithm optimized for the

Q-pivot operation of Q-matrices is described, allowing a noticeable im-

provement in the e�ciency of linear constraint solvers with in�nite preci-

sion. We then present a coding of Q-matrices suitable for this algorithm

and give some performance measurements.

1 Introduction

We will discuss algorithms for the resolution of linear systems in prolog-like
constraint languages. Present implementations solve these systems either using
in�nite precision computations with rational numbers, which allows to guarantee
the correctness of proofs and solutions (prolog iii, chip, athena, : : : ), or
using oating point computations which allows to handle big problems with a
reasonable computation time (clp(R), claire, : : : ). Unfortunately the strong
point of each method is the weak point of the other one. In constraint solvers the
loss of precision is worsened by the fact that computations cannot be ordered,
due to the incremental nature of the resolution process. In a decision procedure,
the loss of precision can have very adverse e�ects even for algorithms, such as
the revised simplex, which are known to be more immune to cumulative errors.

Present algorithms for the resolution of linear systems are constructions,
sometimes very sophisticated, built upon the basic principle of the pivot de-
scribed by Gauss. Starting from equations of the form ax + by + cz � � � = 0,
pivots (e.g. linear combinations of equations) are applied in order to express
some variables as a function of the others (x = � b

a
y � c

a
z : : : ). In a matrix rep-

resentation A:x = 0 of the system of equations1, a pivot means a combination
of rows. We will stick to the following initial system for our examples :

Example 1.

Let A:x =

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5
l1
l2
l3

2
4 2

1
6

�4
0
�8

5
1
9

6
�4
0

7
5
1

3
5:
2
66664
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5

3
77775 = 0 such that 8i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g xi 2 Q:

1 In a simplex with bounded variables, constant bi can be represented by a variable xi
with bounds [bi; bi].

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 55-71, 1998.
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This way of expressing solutions is more \natural" than the other one con-
sisting in expressing some amount of a variable x as a function of the others
(ax = by+ cz : : :), in order to only have integer coe�cients. However computing
on such coe�cients is much faster than computing with rationals for which the
reduction of the common factors between the numerator and the denominator
is very costly. As a matter of fact, symbolic computation softwares are using
algorithms with integer computations [3, 4] in order to solve such systems; un-
fortunately these algorithms only apply to static systems and cannot be used by
the incremental solvers needed in constraint logic programming languages.

The formalism of Q-matrices (see [9]) palliates this defect and facilitates the
expression of any manipulation of the equations by an operation over the domain
of integer matrices. Since Q-matrices are integer matrices, computing with them
is faster than with rationals by at least an order of magnitude ([16]). In this paper
we present an optimized implementation of the Q-pivot (which is the pivot used
with Q-matrices, cf. [9]) and we describe the incremental operations which are
needed to implement a linear solver with Q-matrices. Section two is a reminder of
the de�nition of a Q-matrix. In section three, after a discussion of the di�erent
pivots, we describe precisely our optimized Q-pivot. Section four presents the
incremental operations for Q-matrices. Section �ve is a description of a data
structure suitable for the described algorithm. In section six an evaluation of the
e�ciency of the algorithm is given, and we conclude in section seven.

2 De�nition of a Q-matrix

We will call matrix a set of coe�cients each of which being associated with a
couple formed respectively from a row and column set of indices. In order to avoid
complex denotations, we will stay in an intuitive context and will sometimes leave
out the rigorous notation of row and column indices. We will denote L the set
of row indices of a matrix A, and C the set of its column indices. When there
are no ambiguities, we will say \the set B of columns" instead of \the set of
columns whose indices are member of set B of column indices". Let us introduce
in an informal way the denotations used to de�ne Q-matrices; given A a matrix
of size m� n :

{ we denote AB the submatrix of size jLj � jBj formed from the columns of A
with an index in a subset B of its column indices C;

{ a square submatrix whose rows have been renamed with B, the column
indices, and such that jBj = jLj is denoted A:B ;

{ a basis B of A, is a set of size jLj of the column indices of A such that
det(A:B) 6= 0;

{ the concatenation of two matrices of sizem�n andm�n0 is denoted
�
A A0

�
,

a matrix of size m� (n+ n0);

{ the matrix A:B such that the coe�cients of column i have been replaced by
the coe�cients of column j of A is denoted A:B � i+ j.
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De�nition 1. For any basis B of A, the Q-matrix Q(A;B) is the matrix whose

columns are named the same as the columns of A, whose rows are named with the

elements of set B and such that each coe�cient of Q(A;B) is qi;j = det(A:B �
i+ j).

Property 1. If A is an integer matrix, then Q(A;B) is also an integer matrix

for any basis B.

From its de�nition a Q-matrix Q(A;B) has a square submatrix with all
diagonal coe�cients equal to det(AB); if we name ID an identity matrix with
(i; j) 2 D � D, then Q(A;B)B = det(A:B) � ID (in this case D = B). More
interestingly, if we call A0 the matrix obtained by applying m classical pivots
on a set B of m columns of a matrix A, Q(A;B) = det(A:B) � A0. The main
di�erence is that the common denominator det(A:B) does not show up with
reduced fractions.

Example 2.

Q(A; fc1; c2; c3g) =

2
4�12 0 0 64 32

0 �12 0 30 �78
0 0 �12 �16 �92

3
5 ; det(A:B) =

������
2 �4 5
1 0 1
6 �8 9

������ = �12
Property 2. If ID is the identity matrix, obviously we have Q(

�
A ID

�
; D) =�

A ID
�
.

Any matrix which has a set of columns forming an identity matrix is a Q-
matrix if the basis is set to these columns and the rows are renamed accordingly.
We therefore have at our disposal a simple means to build a Q-matrix from
an arbitrary integer matrix: it su�ces to concatenate to it an identity matrix
(augmenting in the meantime the size of the matrix).

3 The Q-pivot

The Q-pivot is the pivot operation for Q-matrices. Let us remind the de�nition.

De�nition 2. A Q-pivot for an element ql;c of a Q-matrix Q(A;B), noted

Q(A;B) 	 (l; c), results in a new Q-matrix Q0 = Q(A; (B � flg) [ fcg)) such

that for each of its coe�cients

q0i;j = (ql;cqi;j � qi;cql;j)= det(A
:
B) if i 6= l; q0i;j = qi;j otherwise : (1)

Since by construction ql;c is the determinant of matrix A:B � l + c, it is also
the determinant of the basis of Q0. On the next Q-pivot, ql;c will be the common
divisor of all row combinations as we will explain it later.

In the standard simplex method the Q-pivot replaces the Gauss-Jordan pivot.
In the revised simplex method the Q-pivot is used to update the complementary
matrix (which is the inverse of the basis, up to a factor product). The e�ciency
of the Q-pivot is therefore a crucial point : the data structure and the algorithm
described in the remaining have been designed to optimize it.
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3.1 Analysis of Alternative Pivots

A pivot is a tool which allows us to express some variables with respect to the
others in the process of solving a system of linear equations. The best known
pivot is the Gauss-Jordan pivot which, applied to a matrix A, computes a new
matrix A0 with coe�cients

a0i;j = (al;cai;j � ai;cal;j)=al;c if i 6= l; a0i;j = ai;j=al;c otherwise :

(2)

With this pivot computations are made on rationals, which has a serious de-
fect with exact arithmetic : the reduction of fractions by gcds accounts for a
noticeable part of the total computation time (up to 80 % of time in prolog iii).

The cost of the reduction can be avoided with the so-called division free pivot

which allows to only handle integer values; this is the same algorithm with the
division dropped out. Thus the new matrix A0 is the matrix whose coe�cients
are obtained from the formula

a0i;j = al;cai;j � ai;cal;j if i 6= l; a0i;j = ai;j otherwise : (3)

It is clear that in this case numbers are never \reduced" and in the worst case one
can observe an exponential growth of their size with respect to the number of piv-
ots. This algorithm is therefore unusable just as it is; however, in order to dimin-
ish the size of the coe�cients, it is possible to complement it with the reduction
of rows by gcds, which does not alter the meaning of the equations. It's faster to
compute a gcd for all integer coe�cients than a numerator{denominator gcd
for each rational coe�cient. As a matter of fact this �rst combination is quite
e�cient and is one of the most attractive solution, more especially as there exists
e�cient algorithms to compute a common divisor for several numbers (see [6]).

There is an algorithm which is closed to the Q-pivot, called fraction free

pivot. A fraction free pivot applied to a matrix A leads to a matrix A0 whose
coe�cients are :

a0i;j = (al;cai;j � ai;cal;j)=p if i 6= l; a0i;j = ai;j otherwise : (4)

Where p is a common divisor for all coe�cients of matrix A. It turns out that p
is the value of the coe�cient which has been used for the previous fraction free
pivot. It is well known that in that case we have exact divisions, e.g. all dividends
are multiple of the divisor p (see [11]2). In practice people use a division free pivot
associated with a gcd reduction. If we classify the di�erent pivots by increasing
performance, we obtain the following schema which comes from experience:

division
free
pivot

<

Gauss-Jordan
pivot

(rational)
<

fraction
free
pivot

�
normal
Q-pivot

<

division
free

pivot +gcd
<
optimized
Q-pivot.

2 According to Bareiss, Jordan (1838-1922) already knew this operation.
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Notice however that only Q-matrices allow an easy de�nition of incremental
operations such as the Q-increment or Q-decrement by a row or column. Given

a Q-matrix Q(A;B), each coe�cient can be expressed in a simple way as the

determinant of a submatrix of the initial matrix A. With this property in mind
it is possible to de�ne specialized operations on Q-matrices.

3.2 Row Factors

Remember that each coe�cient in a Q-matrix is expressed as the determinant
of an m � m square matrix: in general they will be much \greater" than the
coe�cients of the initial matrix. From property 2, a Q-matrix can be obtained
from any matrix A by adjoining to it an identity matrix ID . Then it is easy to
obtain the Q-matrix of

�
A ID

�
for any basis of A by applying Q-pivots. This

method however has the defect to increase the size of the initial matrix and,
therefore, to augment the number of computations (compare example 2 with
example 3).

Example 3.

Q(
�
A ID

�
; D) =

�
A ID

�
D = fl1; l2; l3g

Q(
�
A ID

�
; fc1; c2; c3g) =

2
4�12 0 0 64 32 8 �4 �4

0 �12 0 30 �78 �3 �12 3
0 0 �12 �16 �92 �8 �8 4

3
5

The m added columns are only there to constitute a full basis for the �rst
Q-pivots. Since the columns of the basis have always the same structure, to
represent them it is su�cient to memorize the determinant of the current basis
in an auxiliary variable. For any integer matrix, it su�ces to set this auxiliary
value to 1 to \virtually" adjoin it an identity matrix. In this con�guration, a
fraction free pivot on a Q-matrix is a Q-pivot. The main di�erence is that the
Q-matrix form exhibits on the basis diagonal the common divisor for the next
Q-pivot. This one is also a multiple of all the denominators of the (rational)
coe�cients in the solution expressed with current basis.

In the following we will be interested in reducing the size of the computations
operands by a factorization of row coe�cients. As we just have said, it is not
necessary to represent the coe�cients of the basis columns, since they all are
the same. However, if we factorize, keeping them on each row will allow us to
simplify the computations. We denote q0; q00; q000; : : : the coe�cients obtained
from successive pivots on ql;c; q

0
l0;c0 ; q

00
l00;c00 ; : : : As an analogy and to simplify

notations, we will denote 0q0l;0c the coe�cient of a pivot on (0l;0 c) which lead
us to a Q-matrix with general coe�cient qi;j (notice the prime ahead to denote
the previous pivot coe�cient). Since the pivot row is unaltered in a Q-pivot, we
always have q0l;c = ql;c,

0q0l;0c = q0l;0c.
Let �i (�i > 0) be a common factor for all coe�cients in row i, and let _qi;j

be the corresponding reduced coe�cient. From now on, we will write our matrix
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coe�cients as qi;j = �i _qi;j , represented in two separate matrices. We will denote
_Q the matrix formed with the _qi;j coe�cients and we will call it reduced matrix.
We will denote � the vector formed with the row factors. Thus a matrix Q will be
denoted �
 _Q where 
 is an operator with the lowest priority which intuitively
means that each coe�cient _qi;j should be multiplied by its respective row factor
�i.

In order to better highlight the basis coe�cients, we will denote �i the de-
terminant of the current basis divided by the factor of row i. Therefore for each
row of the factorized Q-matrix _Q we have:

�i � _qi;i = qi;i=�i = det(A:B)=�i.

Example 4.

Q(
�
A ID

�
; fc1; c2; c3g) =

2
423
4

3
5


2
4�6 0 0 32 16 4 �2 �2

0 �4 0 10 26 �1 �4 1
0 0 �3 �4 23 �2 �2 1

3
5

To better understand the way computations are simpli�ed, let us consider
what happens on row i of Q(A;B) for a Q-pivot with pivot ql;c when the pivot
column coe�cient is zero (qi;c = 0 in our formulation). The Q-pivot formula 1
transforms into3:

q0i;j =
qi;j � ql;c
0q0l;0c

=
�i _qi;j � ql;c

�i �i

=
_qi;j � ql;c

�i

Observe that the ratio ql;c=�i is invariant for all coe�cients in a same row.
We can decrease the size of the operands and the number of computations by
extracting the common factor a = gcd(ql;c; �i) from these two operands. Stating
that �i = a� f and ql;c = a� b, we have:

q0i;j =
_qi;j
f
� b

If �i is a divisor of ql;c, we have f = 1 and no operation is required on row
coe�cients, it su�ces to consider b as the new row factor. If �i and ql;c do have
a common factor, the size of the operands, already diminished from row factor
�i, is in addition reduced of factor f . In practice, it is often the case that the
computations do simplify.

3 Notice that in a Q-matrix Q(A;B), owing to the renaming of rows, we have qi;i =
0q0l;0c = �i�i 8i 2 B.
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Let us consider now the general formula for a Q-pivot, exhibiting the invariant
terms for a row i:

�0i _q
0
i;j =

�l _ql;c �i _qi;j � �i _qi;c �l _ql;j

�i�i

=
�l( _ql;c _qi;j � _qi;c _ql;j)

�i
(5)

When the coe�cients of a given row i are computed it is obvious that the
two products �l _ql;c and �l _qi;c are invariant and need only be computed once.
Let us list the most interesting variations of row factors. We know that:

{ the row factor of the pivot row stay unchanged;
{ row factors of rows such as the coe�cient in the pivot column is zero are
modi�ed as described above;

{ row factors of rows with a non zero coe�cient in the pivot column and such
that �l is a multiple of �i are set to �l=�i. In that case none of the general
formula divisions is performed. Notice that whenever �l is not a multiple of
�i but there exists a common divisor di�erent from one, this divisor becomes
the row factor and operations are done with smaller operands.

The key point here is that the �i coe�cients are now not necessarily equals

and therefore it is now necessary to express the value of �i for each line (see
example 4). One of the extra cost brought by this data structure is one or two
gcd for each line, in order to detect the existence of common divisors between
the numerator and denominator of this factors. See section 3.4 for a precise case
analysis.

3.3 Auxiliary Basis and Truncated Q-matrix

From now on, we will always use the value �i to divide the linear combinations
of row i. We de�ne a new binary operator � whose right operand is a vector of
size m, a compact form of a square diagonal matrix, and whose left operand is a
matrix of size m�n. The result of this operation is a new matrix of sizem�(m+
n) which is the matrix formed with this unpacked diagonal matrix adjoined to
the matrixA. A Q-matrix can then be written with the two introduced operators:
Q = � 
 _Q � �, where � is a vector �lled with the reduced values �i for i 2 B.
For a general matrix, these values are initialized to 1 to obtain

�
A ID

�
. An

\auxiliary basis" � can be linked permanently to any matrix doing so.

Example 5.

�
A ID

�
=

2
411
1

3
5


2
42 �4 5 6 7
1 0 1 �4 5
6 �8 9 0 1

3
5 �

2
411
1

3
5 =

2
42 �4 5 6 7 1 0 0
1 0 1 �4 5 0 1 0
6 �8 9 0 1 0 0 1

3
5

We will call \truncated Q-matrices" a Q-matrix which does not contain the
totality of its basis columns: as an example the complementary matrix contains
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none of its basis columns, and a general matrix which has been fraction-free
pivoted only contains a few of its basis columns.

We note that we avoid m2 computations of useless coe�cients at each itera-
tion on the column set D of the real Q-matrix Q(

�
A ID

�
; B). These m columns

are not needed for a standard resolution of linear systems.

Example 6.

�
Q(
�
A ID

�
; D) 	 (l1; c1)

�
C
=

2
411
2

3
5


2
42 �4 5 6 7
0 4 �3 �14 3
0 4 6 �18 20

3
5

3.4 Optimized Q-pivot Algorithm

In the following algorithm, we have decided to minimize the number of elemen-
tary operations even if we execute a few more computations in the worst case.
The main idea is to detect constant terms for a whole row in order to take their
common factors into account (the underlined term corresponds to the row fac-
tor). Most of the optimized Q-pivot algorithm is simply handling +1 or �1 cases
specially but in a cumulative way: this means that this algorithm produces re-
duced factors from reduced factors and so on : : : Notice that the formula on the
right describes the pivot formula obtained after the simpli�cations correspond-
ing to the conditions on the left side. Notice that all divisions are known to be
exact divisions.

general formula: (�l( _ql;c _qi;j � _qi;c _ql;j))=�i

If the coe�cient of the column pivot is zero (qi;c = 0)

do a j gcd(�l _ql;c; �i)j, b (�l _ql;c)=a, f  �i=a

(�l _ql;c _qi;j)=�i
simpli�es into
(ab _qi;j)=(af)
= b _qi;j=f �1

if b < 0 do b �b, f  �f

case f =
(A) +1: do �0i  b, _q0i;j  _qi;j _qi;j �b
(B) �1: do �0i  b, _q0i;j  � _qi;j � _qi;j �b

other: do �0i  +1
(L) if b = +1 do _q0i;j  _qi;j=f _qi;j=f �b
(U) else _q0i;j  b _qi;j=f (b _qi;j)=f �1
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If the coe�cient of the column pivot is not zero (qi;c 6= 0)

do a j gcd( _ql;c; _qi;c)j, b _ql;c=a, v  _qi;c=a
do d j gcd(a�l; �i)j, e a�l=d, f  �i=d

(�l( _ql;c _qi;j � _qi;c _ql;j))=�i
simpli�es into

(de(b _qi;j � v _ql;j))=(df)
= e(b _qi;j � v _ql;j)=f �1

if f < 0 do e �e, f  �f

if e < 0 do b �b, e �e

else do v  �v e(b _qi;j + v _ql;j)=f �1
if f = +1
do �i  e b _qi;j + v _ql;j �e
case b =

+1: case v = _qi;j + v _ql;j �e
(C) +1: _q0i;j  _qi;j + _ql;j _qi;j + _ql;j �e
(D) �1: _q0i;j  _qi;j � _ql;j _qi;j � _ql;j �e
(G) other: _q0i;j  _qi;j + v _ql;j _qi;j + v _ql;j �e

�1: case v = � _qi;j + v _ql;j �e
(E) +1: _q0i;j  _ql;j � _qi;j � _qi;j + _ql;j �e
(F) �1: _q0i;j  �( _qi;j + _ql;j) � _qi;j � _ql;j �e
(H) other: do _q0i;j  v _ql;j � _qi;j � _qi;j + v _ql;j �e

other: case v =
(I) +1: _q0i;j  b _qi;j + _ql;j b _qi;j + _ql;j �e
(J) �1: _q0i;j  b _qi;j � _ql;j b _qi;j � _ql;j �e
(K) other: _q0i;j  b _qi;j + v _ql;j b _qi;j + v _ql;j �e

else (de(b _qi;j � v _ql;j))=(df)
do h be, w  ve, �0i  +1 = (h _qi;j + w _ql;j)=f �1
case h =

+1: case w = ( _qi;j + w _ql;j)=f �1
(M) +1: _q0i;j  ( _qi;j + _ql;j)=f ( _qi;j + _ql;j)=f �1
(N) �1: _q0i;j  ( _qi;j � _ql;j)=f ( _qi;j � _ql;j)=f �1
(Q) other: _q0i;j  ( _qi;j + w _ql;j)=f ( _qi;j + w _ql;j)=f �1

�1: case w = (� _qi;j + w _ql;j)=f �1
(O) +1: _q0i;j  ( _ql;j � _qi;j)=f (� _qi;j + _ql;j)=f �1
(P) �1: _q0i;j  ( _qi;j + _ql;j)=� f (� _qi;j � _ql;j)=f �1
(R) other: _q0i;j  (w _ql;j � _qi;j)=f (� _qi;j + w _ql;j)=f �1

other: case w =
(S) +1: _q0i;j  (h _qi;j + _ql;j)=f (h _qi;j + _ql;j)=f �1
(T) �1: _q0i;j  (h _qi;j � _ql;j)=f (h _qi;j � _ql;j)=f �1
(V) other: _q0i;j  (h _qi;j + w _ql;j)=f (h _qi;j + w _ql;j)=f �1

We detail the maximal supplementary cost induced by this algorithm for a
simpli�cation; it happens for case T. Detecting this case requires 3 sign tests, 1
assignment to 1, 5 comparisons with 1 or �1, 5 negations, 2 products, 4 exact
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divisions and 2 computations of common divisors. But, in case T, only one
multiplication is computed for each calculation of a new coe�cient. In fact, the
supplementary operations due to this phase of common factors calculations are
absorbed by the avoided computation on each coe�cient.

The only case for which this phase doesn't lead to an increased performance
is case V, which is the case where no simpli�cations have been detected and
where we have to compute all the calculations speci�ed for the Q-pivot.

3.5 E�ciency

It's interesting to clarify for each case the exact number of operations required.
The division performed here is an exact division, which means a division for
which we know that the dividend is a multiple of the divisor. This division is of
course faster than a generic one is (see [15]).

Assignments Negations Additions Multiplications Divisions

Case y yy yyy y yy yyy y yy yyy y yy yyy

A | | | | |

B 0 1 | | |

C 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 | |

D 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 | |

E 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 | |

F 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 | |

G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 |

H 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 |

I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 |

J 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 |

K | | 0 0 1 1 1 2 |

L | | 0 0 1

M | | 0 0 1 0 1

N | | 0 0 1 0 1

O | | 0 0 1 0 1

P | | 0 0 1 0 1

Q | | 0 0 1 1 0 1 1

R | | 0 0 1 1 0 1 1

S | | 0 0 1 0 1 1 1

T | | 0 0 1 0 1 1 1

U | | 0 1 1

V | | 0 0 1 1 1 2 1

y : qi;j = 0; ql;j 6= 0 yy : qi;j 6= 0; ql;j = 0 yyy : qi;j 6= 0; ql;j 6= 0

The numbers induced by the Q-pivot are bounded by a constant as it is
proven in [8]: elementary operations are therefore considered as constant time
operations.
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4 Incremental Modi�cations of a Q-matrix

4.1 Q-decrement by a Column

The Q-decrement by a column is used when we want to eliminate a variable
from the constraints system. As the coe�cients qi;j of a Q-matrix are equals to
det(A:B � i+ j), these remain unchanged if the basis columns are unchanged. So
we have Q(A�Aj ; B) = Q(A;B)C�fjg if j =2 B.

De�nition 3. The Q-decrement by a column c is the operation calculating Q0,

the Q-matrix associated to matrix A leaving out column c. To obtain Q0 = Q(A�
Ac; B) we just remove column c of Q(A;B).

Example 7.

Q(

2
42 �4 5 71 0 1 5
6 �8 9 1

3
5 ; fc1; c2; c3g) =

2
4�12 0 0 32

0 �12 0 78
0 0 �12 �92

3
5

Thanks to the auxiliary basis �, we note that we can avoid the Q-pivot needed
to bring it out of the basis when we remove such a column, since qi;i = �i: we
can truncate Q-matrices without any restriction.

4.2 Q-decrement by a Row

To remove a constraint from our constraints system, and to quickly compute
the modi�cations to be applied to the Q-matrix, we need the complementary

matrix. The complementary matrix of a square matrix AB , denoted fAB , is the
transposed matrix of the cofactors, that is to say fAB = detA:B � A�1B . MatrixfAB is the square submatrix Q(

�
A ID

�
; B)D , whatever the basis B is4..

De�nition 4. The Q-decrement of a Q-matrix Q(A;B) by a row c is done by

adjoining the column of fAB whose name is the name of the row that we want to

remove (the column is arbitrarily renamed). We then calculate a Q-pivot for the

element which is on the row we want to remove. Finally, we remove this column

and row c of the matrix to obtain matrix Q0.

If l is the row of A which has been renamed c in the Q-matrix Q(A;B), Q0

is the matrix Q(A� lA,B-fcg)
5.

As the complementary matrix fAB is the truncated Q-matrixQ(
�
A ID

�
; B)D ,

it has been computed by the application of the same Q-pivots which allowed
us to calculate Q(A;B) from A. More precisely, Q(A;B) = Q(

�
A ID

�
; B)C

is obtained from Q(
�
A ID

�
; D) with m Q-pivots. As a consequence the row

factors of Q(A;B) and fAB are the same. So when we adjoin the column of the
complementary matrix, we adjoin the reduced coe�cients. For the same reason,

4 In fact, we have here one of the method to compute the inverse of a matrix.
5 The notation lA refers the row l of matrix A
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it is trivial that the concatenation of a Q-matrix Q(A;B) with one or more of
the columns of its complementary matrix is a Q-matrix by construction.

The complexity of the Q-decrement by a row is equal to the complexity of
the Q-pivot m�n (note that it's not necessary to e�ectively include the column
of the complementary matrix in the Q-matrix).

Example 8. 2
4�12 0 0 64 32 �4

0 �12 0 30 �78 3

0 0 �12 �16 �92 4

3
5!

2
44 0 4 �16 20 0
0 4 �3 �14 3 0
0 0 �12 �16 �92 4

3
5

Q(

�
2 �4 5 6 7
1 0 1 �4 5

�
; fc1; c2g) =

�
4 0 4 �16 20
0 4 �3 �14 3

�

4.3 Q-increment by a Column

When we want to add a variable to our linear system, its Q-matrix is modi�ed.
We describe here how to use the current Q-matrix to calculate the new one.

De�nition 5. The Q-increment of Q(A;B) by a column s corresponds to the

adjunction of column s to A. The new matrix Q0 = Q(
�
A s

�
; B) is calculated

thus: the columns of Q(A;B) remain the same in Q0, and the new column of Q0

is equal to the product of the complementary matrix of AB by s:

Q(
�
A s

�
; B) =

h
Q(A;B) fAB :s

i
.

The complementary matrix is a truncated Q-matrix that we can therefore
represent using reduced coe�cients (see 4.2). Let's write the formula of the
product of this matrix by a vector

fAB :s = b) 8i 2 C; bi =
X
j2L

_eai;j � sj =
X
j2L

�i _eai;j � sj = �i
X
j2L

_eai;j � sj .

The complexity of the Q-increment by a column is equal to the complexity of
the product: m� n.

Example 9.

AB =

2
42 �4 51 0 1
6 �8 9

3
5) fAB =

2
4 8 �4 �4
�3 �12 3
�8 �8 4

3
5

Q(

2
4 2 �4 5 6 7
1 0 1 �4 5
6 �8 9 0 1

�1
3
7

3
5 ; B) =

2
4 �12 0 0 64 32

0 �12 0 30 �78
0 0 �12 �16 �92

8
�54
�44

3
5
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4.4 Q-increment by a Row

If we add a constraint to our initial system, its associated Q-matrix is modi�ed:
its basis includes a new column and all its coe�cients are updated. We are
going to describe how to compute e�ciently this new Q-matrix while keeping
advantage of the presented data structure.

De�nition 6. A Q-increment of Q(A;B) by a row r and for an extension c 2

C � B of basis B leads to a matrix Q0 with row set B [ fcg and column set C

and represents the following operations: multiply row r by det(A:B), and for each

row i 2 B of Q(A;B) substract ri times row i from this row r. This row r will

be renamed c in Q0 for a choice c 2 C � B such as q0c;c 6= 0. Then, for each

row i 2 B of Q(A;B), substract qi;c times row c of Q0 from q0c;c times row i of

Q(A;B) in order to get a row which, divided by det(A:B), is row i of Q0.

The matrix Q0 is the Q-matrix Q(

�
A

r

�
; B [ fcg) .

We can rewrite more intuitively this de�nition with elementary steps. We'll
denote lm+1 the index of the row r we are adding, and we'll call A0 the augmented
matrix. To compute the new Q-matrix of size (m+1)�n which is associated to
A0, we start from the Q-matrix Q(A;B) which is already calculated:

1. we add row r to Q(A;B);

2. we multiply all the coe�cients of the new row lm+1 by the determinant of
A:B in order to obtain Q

0
1;

3. we apply a Q-pivot on each coe�cient (i; i) with i 2 B to calculate the
matrix Q

0
2 (note that only the last row is modi�ed at each iteration);

4. on row lm+1 we choose a non null element in a column ck =2 B;

5. the wanted Q-matrix Q0 is calculated by a Q-pivot on this element.

We can apply a Q-pivot on Q
0
1 because Q

0
1 is a truncated Q-matrix. This

can be understood from the following property6:

Q(

�
A

r

AB!� 0
0 1

�
; D) =

�
Q(A;B)

det(A:B)� r
det(A:B)� ID

�
.

As the Q-matrix Q0 is obtained from Q
0
1 with m Q-pivots on the columns of

B and a last one on column ck, Q
0 is the Q-matrix Q(A0; B [ fckg).

Example 10.

6 The set D is formed with the last m + 1 column indices and the notation B ! �
means that indices of set B have been renamed to avoid conicts with indices of A.
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A0 =

2
664
2 �4 5 6 7
1 0 1 �4 5
6 �8 9 0 1
0 �3 0 2 �6

3
775 Q

0
1 =

2
6664
�12 0 0 64 32

0 �12 0 30 �78

0 0 �12 �16 �92

0 �36 0 �24 72

3
7775

Q0 =

2
664
66 0 0 0 �1040
0 66 0 0 24
0 0 66 0 722
0 0 0 66 �162

3
775 = Q(A0; fc1; c2; c3; c4g)

In order to multiply by det(A:B) all coe�cients in the new row, we only need
to update its row factor. Then we apply m Q-pivots on each coe�cient qj;j with
j 2 B. This will only modify the last row (besides we'll note that it is useless
to calculate a Q-pivot on columns where coe�cient (lm+1; j) is zero). In this
particular case, the cost of each Q-pivot is n; the last Q-pivot requires m � n

operations. The global complexity of the Q-increment by a row is thereforem�n.

4.5 Update of the Complementary Matrix

Calculating the complementary matrix fAB from scratch requires m3 operations,
which means m Q-pivots on

�
AB ID

�
. But updating it only requires m2 in

the worst case. The complementary matrix is a square matrix that is to say it
must be increased (or decreased) simultaneously by a column and a row. If it
augments, we must �rst add the column, then the row. Since it is the truncated
Q-matrix Q(

�
AB ID

�
; B)D

7, for a complementary matrix, we can say that:

{ a Q-increment by a row is realized as explained above;

{ a Q-increment by a column is calculated by multiplying the complementary
matrix with the vector which is to be added;

{ a Q-decrement by a row is easier to program because the column we should
have added and removed is already in fAB ;

{ a Q-decrement by a column is unchanged.

When the complementary matrix is decreased, we just have to execute a Q-
pivot for the element which is at the intersection of the row and the column
we want to remove, and then to remove this row and this column. When the
basis of Q(A;B) changes, the complementary matrix is also modi�ed. The new
coe�cients are computed with this scheme:h

Q(A;B0) gAB0

i
=
h
Q(A;B) fAB

i
	 ql;c with B0 = B � flg [ fcg.

7 From this fact, the complementary matrix required for some of the opera-

tions on the complementary matrix is itself; remember that Q(
�
AB ID

�
; B) =h

det(A:

B)� IB fAB

i
.
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5 Data Structure

In linear programs, matrices are generally sparse and coded accordingly: only the
values di�erent from zero are stored. In addition to the memory saving, we avoid
all the tests with zeros by using a linked lists of non null coe�cients. In good
implementations, a well thought imbrication of loops allows to bene�t from the
sparsity of both rows and columns and leads to a very important improvement
compared to a naive implementation. Row factors are stored in an array to allow
an immediate access.
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Fig. 1. Coding the Q-matrix Q(A; fc1; c2; c3g)

We also code a column with a linked list coupled to a column factor �j : a
coe�cient ai;j is therefore expressed as �i � �j � _ai;j . To obtain this decompo-
sition, it is better to execute �rst with the row factorization, and then with the
column factorization in order to increase the probability of common divisors in
the optimized Q-pivot algorithm.

One can verify that the introduction of column factors implies only one more
multiplication in the formulation of the optimized Q-pivot. With such a struc-
ture, left or right matrix products are computed in the best way.

6 Compared E�ciencies

All the coe�cients are coded in exact precision using a multi-precision library
(gnu mp implemented by [13]). The results presented here have been obtained
with the described data structure. The solver use the revised simplex method
(see [7]); pivot choice is done with the \steepest-edge" method (cf. [12]). All
problems are issued from the netlib library8. Times are indicated in cpu ticks

8 These problems are available at netlib.att.com/lp/data.
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(1'� 1/100 second). It is not an optimal implementation of the revised simplex
method, without LU factorization nor \partial pricing"; since we start with the
full problem, incremental operations are not used here. The �rst Table displays
the whole computation time, while the second considers only the Q-pivot time
(in a revised simplex the Q-pivot is applied to the complementary matrix).

Problem Size of the pb Coe�cients 6= 0 Iterations Normal Optimized Gain
AGG 489� 163 11127 155 21610' 5127' 4,21
AGG2 517� 302 4515 160 33920' 10107' 3,35
AGG3 517� 302 4531 159 42120' 13511' 3,11

BRANDY 221� 249 2150 1039 293031' 100912' 2,90
ISRAEL 175� 142 2358 142 16104' 5016' 3,21

SCORPION 389� 358 1708 393 124489' 25836' 4,81
SHARE1B 118� 225 1182 286 26431' 9300' 2,84
SHARE2B 97� 79 730 132 828' 255' 3,24

The \optimized" column shows up computation time obtained with the de-
scribed algorithm, the \normal" column is for the classical Q-pivot. The e�-
ciency improvement comes from both the reduction of the number of operations,
and the fact that the manipulated numbers are smaller than those of a non fac-
torized matrix. For each example the optimized version requires less memory
than the normal one; a comparison with rationals is still to be done on this last
point. The results are signi�cant because at each iteration, in addition to the
Q-pivot, matrix products and norms computations are needed and , in fact, all

operations on Q-matrices bene�t from the optimized structure.

Below you will �nd a study of the sole Q-pivot performance with a measure-
ment of the frequency of two extreme cases: the percentage of row pivots where
case A (a simple update of the row factor) or case V (no simpli�cation) have
been detected. For comparison we indicate the number of rows which have been
processed.

Normal Optimized
Nb of row pivoted Time Time Case A Case V Gain

AGG 314272 5648' 1064' 86,10% 1,76% 5,30
AGG2 349332 7690' 695' 89,75% 4,94% 11,06
AGG3 348816 9811' 936' 90,93% 0,93% 10,48

BRANDY 277200 81753' 33108' 44,35% 35,23% 2,46
ISRAEL 55158 4884' 1566' 64,28% 24,29% 3,11

SCORPION 303416 51678' 2117' 77,36% 0,08% 24,41
SHARE1B 47268 6514' 1857' 51,91% 15,29% 3,50
SHARE2B 21984 135' 108' 70,64% 14,97% 1,25

For each netlib problem, fractional values have been represented exactly by
multiplying each row with 10fi , where fi is the smallest value for row i such that
all oats on the row are expressed as integers. The gain resulting from the use of
integer computations instead of rational computations can be consulted in [16]:
in the average it is around a factor of 10 with a non optimized Q-pivot.
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7 Conclusion

We have described a set of algorithms allowing the incremental exact resolution
of linear systems coded with integer coe�cients. These algorithms, based on the
formalism of Q-matrices, have the property to maintain integer coe�cients while
reducing them. Using integers instead of rationals allows by itself a great im-
provement in the e�ciency of exact solvers. A tight optimization of the Q-pivot
with an adequate data structure has been described, which leads to a further im-
provement in the performance for any operation related to Q-matrices (product,
comparison, addition, : : : ). In particular the described incremental operations,
which are all based on the Q-pivot, fully bene�t from the improvement.

We have demonstrated the e�ciency of the optimized Q-pivot on netlib

problems. A future work is to incorporate these new algorithms in a logic pro-
gramming constraint solver to demonstrate their e�ective capabilities.
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Abstract. The protein structure prediction problem is one of the most

(if not the most) important problem in computational biology. This prob-

lem consists of �nding the conformation of a protein (i.e., a sequence of

amino-acids) with minimal energy. Because of the complexity of this

problem, simpli�ed models like Dill's HP-lattice model [12] have be-

come a major tool for investigating general properties of protein folding.

Even for this simpli�ed model, the structure prediction problem has been

shown to be NP-complete [3, 5].

We describe a constraint formulation of the HP-model structure pre-

diction problem, present the basic constraints and search strategy. We

then introduce a novel, general technique for excluding geometrical sym-

metries in constraint programming. To our knowledge, this is the �rst

general and declarative technique for excluding symmetries in constraint

programming that can be added to an existing implementation. Finally,

we describe a new lower bound on the energy of an HP-protein. Both

techniques yield an e�cient pruning of the search tree.

1 Introduction

The protein structure prediction problem is speci�ed as follows: Given a protein

by its sequence of amino acids, what is its native structure? Many results in the

past have shown the problem to be NP-hard. But the situation is even worse,

since one does not know the general principles why natural proteins fold into

a native structure. E.g., these principles are interesting if one wants to design

arti�cial proteins (for drug design). For the time being, one problem there is

that arti�cial proteins usually don't have a native structure.

To attack this problem, simpli�ed models have been introduced, which be-

came a major tool for investigating general properties of protein folding. An im-

portant class of simpli�ed models are the so-called lattice models. The simplest

used lattice is the cubic lattice, where every conformation of a lattice protein is

a self-avoiding walk in Z3. A discussion of lattice proteins can be found in [6].

There is a bunch of groups working with lattice proteins. Examples of how lat-

tice proteins can be used for predicting the native structure or for investigating

principles of protein folding are [17, 1, 8, 16, 11, 9, 2, 13].

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 72-86, 1998.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998
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Fig. 1. Energy matrix and sample conformation for the HP-model

An important representative of lattice models is the HP-model, which has

been introduced by [12]. In this model, the 20 letter alphabet of amino acids

is reduced to a two letter alphabet, namely H and P. H represents hydrophobic

amino acids, whereas P represent polar or hydrophilic amino acids. The energy

function for the HP-model is given by the matrix as shown in Figure 1(a). It

simply states that the energy contribution of a contact between two monomers

is �1 if both are H-monomers, and 0 otherwise. Two monomers form a contact

in some speci�c conformation if they are not connected via a bond, and the

euclidian distance of the positions is 1. A conformation with minimal energy

(called optimal conformation) is just a conformation with the maximal number

of contacts between H-monomers. Just recently, the structure prediction problem

has been shown to be NP-complete even for the HP-model [3, 5].

A sample conformation for the sequence PHPPHHPH in the two-dimensional

lattice with energy �2 is shown in Figure 1(b). The white beads represent P,

the black ones H monomers. The two contacts are indicated via dashed lines.

An example of the use of lattice models is the work by �Sali, Shakhnovich and

Karplus [17].1 They investigate under which conditions a protein folds into its

native structure by performing the following computer experiment:

1.) generate 200 random sequences of length 27.

2.) �nd the minimal structures on the 3� 3� 3-cube. The reason for using a

sequence length of 27 is that the 3� 3� 3-cube has exactly 27 position.2

3.) simulate protein folding on the lattice model using a Monte Carlo method

with Metropolis criteria. The Monte Carlo method is as follows. Initially, a ran-

dom conformation of the sequence is generated. Starting from this initial confor-

mation, the algorithm performs so-called Monte Carlo steps in order to search

for the minimal conformation. A single Monte Carlo step consists of the following

operations: First, a local move is selected at random until a move is found that

produces a valid conformation (i.e., a self-avoiding conformation). Two examples

of allowed moves are

:

Here, the positions of the shaded monomers are changed. Second, the resulting

conformation is evaluated according to the Metropolis criterion. If the energy of

the result is lower than the energy of the previous one, then the conformation

is always accepted. Otherwise, the conformation is accepted by random, where

the probability depends on the energy di�erence.

1 The same lattice model is used by several other people, e.g., [1, 16, 2, 9].
2 In a later paper [8], the authors considered proteins of length 125.
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Now a protein folds in that framework, if the Monte Carlo method �nds

its native conformation (by performing 50 000 000 Monte Carlo steps). The

authors have found that a protein folds if there is a energy gap between the

native structure and the energy of the next minimal structure.

In performing such experiments, it is clear that the quality of the predicted

principle depends on several parameters. The �rst is the quality of the used lat-

tice and energy function. The second, and even more crucial point, is the ability

for �nding the native structure as required by Step 2. For the energy function

used by [17], there is no exact algorithm for �nding the minimal structure. To

be computational feasible, they have restricted in [17] the search for the native

structure on the 3� 3� 3-cube as indicated in Step 2.

Previous Work In the literature, several algorithms were proposed for the HP-

model. E.g., there are heuristic approaches such as the hydrophobic zipper [7],

the genetic algorithm by Unger and Moult [15] and the chain growth algorithm

by Bornberg-Bauer [4]. Another example is an approximation algorithm as de-

scribed in Hart and Istrail [10], which produces a conformation, whose energy is

known to be at least 3
8
of the optimal energy, in linear time. And there is one

exact algorithm, namely the CHCC of Yue and Dill [18], which �nds all opti-

mal conformations. There are two di�erences between the CHCC-algorithm and

ours. First, the motivation for development of CHCC was to �nd all minimal

conformations in the HP-model, whereas we are only interested in �nding the

minimal energy. Second, we want to provide a declarative formulation of the

problem that can be used for other models as well (currently, we are working on

an extension of the HP-model). The CHCC algorithm is designed in a way that

is only suited for the HP-model.

Contributions and Plan of the Paper We have transformed the protein struc-

ture prediction problem to a constraint minimisation problem with �nite domain

variables, Boolean variables, and rei�ed constraints. We have then implemented

this constraint problem using the language Oz [14]. The main problem we where

faced with was the existence of 47 geometrical symmetries. One possible way for

excluding symmetries is to use an appropriate modeling. Although this results

in an e�cient implementation in general, this approach has some drawbacks.

Despite the fact that one often does not �nd a modeling that excludes the sym-

metries (as in our case), this approach is inexible. Usually, such a model cannot

be extended without doing a complete re-modeling.

For this reason, we have searched for a declarative way of excluding symme-

tries. In our approach, we consider binary branching search trees. The symme-

tries are excluded by adding at the right branch (which is visited after the left

branch) constraints which enforce the right branch to exclude all solution for

which a symmetric solution has been found in the left branch. These exclusion

constraints are de�ned by just using general properties of the symmetries consid-

ered. There are several advantages. First, it is a general method that can be used

with any kind of symmetries that can be de�ned using constraint expressions.

Second, it can be added to an existing implementation, since this technique is
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applied on the level of the search tree, and uses existing constraint expressions.

And third, it does not impose any restrictions on the search strategy. To our

knowledge, there is no existing method for excluding symmetries declaratively.

Another way to prune the search tree was the use of a new lower bound on

the surface of all H-monomers given their distribution to planes described by the

equation x = c. This results in an upper bound on the number of contacts. The

lower bound on the surface uses a property of lattice models, namely that for any

sequence s and any conformation of s in Z3, two monomers 1 � i; j � length(s)

can form a contact i� ji� jj > 1, and i is even and j is odd, or vice versa.

In Section 2.1, we introduce the basic de�nitions for the structure prediction

problem. In Section 2.2, we introduce the constraint minimisation problem mod-

eling the structure prediction problem and describe the search strategy. We then

introduce in Section 2.3 the technique for excluding symmetries in a declarative

way, and apply the introduced technique to our lattice problem. In the following

Section 2.4, we explain the new lower bound on the surface. Finally, in Section 3,

we present results for some HP-sequences taken from the literature, show search

times and number of search steps with and without symmetry exclusion.

2 Constraint Formulation

2.1 Basic De�nitions

A sequence is an element in fH;Pg�. With si we denote the ith element of a

sequence s. We say that a monomer with number i in s is even (resp. odd) if i is

even (resp. odd). A conformation c of a sequence s is a function c : [1::jsj]! Z
3

such that

1. 81 � i < jsj : jjc(i)� c(i+ 1)jj = 1 (where jj � jj is the euclidic norm on Z3)

2. and 8i 6= j : c(i) 6= c(j).

Given a conformation c of a sequence s, the number of contacts Contacts(c)

in c is de�ned as the number of pairs (i; j) with i+ 1 < j such that

si = H ^ sj = H ^ jjc(i)� c(j)jj = 1:

The energy of c is just �Contacts(c). With ex, ey and ez we denote (1; 0; 0),

(0; 1; 0) or (0; 0; 1), respectively. We say that two points p;p0 2 Z3 are neighbors

if kp � p
0k = 1. Then the surface Surfs(c) is de�ned as the number of pairs of

neighbor positions, where the �rst position is occupied by an H-monomer, but

the second not. I.e.,

Surfs(c) =
��� (c(i);p) si = H ^ kp� c(i)k = 1 ^ 8j : (sj = H ) c(j) 6= p)

	��
Now Yue and Dill [18] made the observation that there is a simple linear

equation relating surface and energy. This equation uses the fact that every

monomer has 6 neighbors, each of which is in any conformation either �lled
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with either an H-monomer, a P-monomer, or left free. Let nsH be the number of

H-monomers in s. Then we have for every conformation c that

6 � nsH = 2 � [Contacts(c) + HHBonds(s)] + Surfs(c); (1)

where HHBonds(s) is the number of bonds between H-monomers (i.e., the num-

ber of H-monomers whose successor in s is also a H-monomer). Since HHBonds(s)

is constant for all conformations c of s, this implies that minimizing the surface

is the same as maximizing the number of contacts.

In a later section, we will consider a lower bound on the surface given partial

knowledge about a conformation c. Given the above, the lower bound on the

surface yields an upper bound on the number of contacts (which generates in

fact a lower bound on the energy since the energy is de�ned as �Contacts(c)).
Given a conformation, the frame of the conformation is the minimal rectan-

gular box that contains all H-monomers of the sequence. Given a vector p, we

denote with (p)x, (p)y and (p)z the x-,y- and z-coordinate of p, respectively.

The dimensions (frx; fry; frz) of the frame are the numbers of monomers that

can be placed in x-, y- and z-direction within the frame. E.g., we have

frx = maxfj(c(i)� c(j))xj j 1 � i; j � length(s) ^ si = H ^ sj = Hg+ 1:

2.2 Constraints and Search Strategy

A frame is uniquely determined by its dimension and its starting point. Yue

and Dill [18] provided a method to calculate a lower bound on the surface when

all H-monomers are packed within a speci�c frame. Thus, there are usually a

few frames to be searched through to �nd the optimal conformation, since often

bigger frames have a higher lower bound for the surface than an optimal confor-

mation found in a smaller frame. For all examples in [18], there is even only one

frame that has to be searched through. Note that also some of the P-monomers

must be included within this frame, namely those P-monomers whose left and

right neighbors in chain are H-monomers. The reason is just that one cannot

include the surrounding H-monomers into the core without also including the

middle P-monomer. These P-monomers are called P-singlets in [18]. A position

p 2 Z3 is a caveat in a conformation c of s if p is contained in the hull (over Z3)

of the set of positions occupied by H-monomers in c

Our constraint problem consists of �nite domain variables. We use also

Boolean constraint and rei�ed constraints. With rei�ed constraints we mean a

constraint x =: (�); where � is a �nite domain constraint. x is a Boolean variable

which is 1 if the constraint store entails �, and 0 if the constraint store disentails

�. A constraint store entails a constraint � if every valuation that makes the

constraint store valid also makes � valid. We use also entailment constraints of

the form � !  , which are interpreted as follows. If a constraint store entails

�, then  is added to the constraint store. We have implemented the problem

using the language Oz [14], which supports �nite domain variables, Boolean con-

straints, rei�ed constraints, entailment constraints and a programmable search

module. The latter was used for the implementation of the symmetry exclusion.
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Caveats Boolean; is 0 if the conformation contains no caveats

Frx, Fry, Frz dimension of the frame

Xi, Yi, Zi x-,y-, and z-coordinate of the ith monomer

Ej.seh, Ej.soh number of even and odd H-monomers of the jth x-

plane (or x-layer) in the frame, respectively (where

1 � j � Frx);

Elemij membership of H-monomer i in the jth x-layer

Pk.ctp type of the kth position of the frame (where 1 �

k � Frx � Fry � Frz); the core type Pk.ctp of the

kth position is either 1, if it is occupied by an H-

monomer, and 0 otherwise

O
k
i for every position k of the frame and every monomer

i; Oki has boolean value (i.e., 0 or 1), and is 1 i�

monomer i occupies the kth position of the frame.

Surf
l
k surface contribution between neighbour positions k

and l under the condition, that k is occupied by an

H-monomer. Thus, k is in the frame, and l is in the

frame or within distance 1 from the frame

Surface complete surface of the conformation

Fig. 2. The variables and their description

Given a speci�c sequence s, the main variables of our constraint problem

are listed in Figure 2. We use constraint optimization to minimize the variable

Surface. There are additional variables and constraints used for pruning the

search tree, which we have suppressed for simplicity.

The basic constraints, which describe basic properties of self-avoiding walks,

are the following. W.l.o.g., we can assume that we have for every 1 � i �
length(s):

Xi 2 [1::(2 � length(s)] ^ Yi 2 [1::(2 � length(s)] ^ Zi 2 [1::(2 � length(s)]

The self-avoidingness is just (Xi; Yi; Zi) 6= (Xj ; Yj ; Zj) for i 6= j.3

For expressing that the distance between two successive monomers is 1, we

introduce for every monomer i with 1 � i < length(s) three variables Xdiffi,

Ydiffi and Zdiffi. The value range of these variables is [0::1]. Then we can

express the unit-vector distance constraint by

Xdiffi =: jXi � Xi+1j Zdiffi =: jZi � Zi+1j
Ydiffi =: jYi � Yi+1j 1 =: Xdiffi + Ydiffi + Zdiffi:

The other constraints are as follows. Clearly, we must have

FrxX
j=1

Ej.soh =: jfi j i odd and si = Hgj
FrxX
j=1

Ej.seh=: jfi j i even and si = Hgj

3 This cannot be directly encoded in Oz [14], but we reduce these constraints to dif-

ference constraints on integers.
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Then we have for every layer j that Ej.soh+Ej.seh+ � Fry �Frz. Using rei�ed
constraints, Elemij can be de�ned by

Elemij =: (Xi =: j � 1 + x-coordinate of starting point of frame):

Then Ej.seh =:
P

i even, si = H
Elemij, and Ej.soh can be de�ned analogously.

We can state that whenever two monomers i and i+3 are in the same layer,

then i+1 and i+2 must also be in one layer due to the condition that we must

fold into a lattice conformation. I.e., for every 1 � j � Frx we have

(Elemij =: 1 ^ Elem
i+3
j =: 1)! Xi+1 =: Xi+2

Furthermore, there is a special treatment of P-singlets, which may not be buried

into the core without forming a caveat. Thus we have for every P-singlet i that

(Elemij =: 1 ^ Elem
i+1
j

=: 0 ^ Caveats =: 0)! Elem
i�1
j

=: 1

(Elemij =: 1 ^ Elemi�1
j =: 0 ^ Caveats =: 0)! Elemi+1

j =: 1:

At some stage of the search we have to assign monomers to frame positions. A

monomer i is assigned the position k by setting Oki to 1 in one branch (which has

just the e�ect that Yi and Zi is set to the y- and z-coordinate of the position k),

and 0 in the other. Self-avoidingness is achieved by Sum[Ok1; : : : ; O
k
length(s)] =<: 1.

But there are additional constraints which restrict the core type and the

monomers that can be placed at some position. Let fi1; : : : ; ing be the set of all
H-monomers in s. If at some stage no monomer in fi1; : : : ; ing can be placed at

some position k, then the core type must be 0. This is implemented by

Pk.ctp =: (Sum[O
k
i1
; : : : ; Okin ] >: 0):

Finally, we have constraints relating core types of positions and surface con-

tributions. Of course, we get Surface =:
P

k;l
Surflk, where k; l ranges over

all neighbor positions. If l is a position outside the frame (i.e., if its x-,y- or

z-coordinate is outside the frame), then Surfl
k
=: Pk.ctp. Otherwise we have

Surflk =: (Pk.ctp =: 1 ^ Pl.ctp =: 0): Now the surface contributions and the

Caveats variable can be related using rei�ed constraints. For every line li in Z3

parallel to one of the coordinate axis, which intersects with the frame, we de�ne

the Boolean variable Caveatli by

Caveatli =: (
P

k 6= l on li Surf
l
k
>: 2):

Then Caveats =: (
P

lines li Caveatli >: 1) :

Our search strategy is as follows. We select the variables according to the

following order (from left to right)

Caveats <

Frx

Fry

Frz

<
Ej.seh

Ej.soh
< Elemij < Oki <

Xi
Yi

Zi
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It is a good strategy to set Caveats to 0 in the �rst branch, since in al-

most every case there is an optimal conformation without a caveat. The frame

dimensions are chosen ordered by surface according to the lower bound given

in [18]. After having determined the variables Ej.seh and Ej.soh, we calculate

a lower bound on the surface, which will be described in Section 2.4. If all H-

monomers and P-singlets are assigned to layers, we search for the positions of

these monomers within the frame. Finally, we place the remaining monomers.

2.3 Excluding Geometric Symmetries

We �x a �rst-order signature � including the equality
:
= with a set of variables

V . Constraints are literals, and constraint formulae are quanti�er-free formulae

over �. We identify t
:
= t0 with t0

:
= t. C denotes the set of all constraints. A

set of constraints C � C is interpreted as the conjunction of the constraints

contained in C, and we will freely mix set notation and conjunction. We �x

a standard interpretation A with domain DA, which describes our constraint

theory. An assignment � in A is a partial function � : V ! DA. A propagation

operator P for A is a monotone function P : C 7! C with A j= (C , P(C)). The
propagation operator P characterises the constraint solver and will be �xed. A

constraint set C determines a set of variables X to an assignment � i� for all

x 2 X there is ground term t such that �(t) = �(x) and x
:
= t 2 C.

In the following, we assume a �xed constraint set CPr describing the prob-

lem to be solved. Furthermore, our constraint problem has the property, that

there is a subset of variables X � V consisting of the monomer position vari-

ables Xi; Yi; Zi, whose valuation completely determines the valuation of the other

variables. Since we want to de�ne the symmetries on these variables, we de�ne

kCk = f� j dom(�) = X ^ A; � j= Cg:
where A; � j= C means that there is a uniquely de�ned �0 � � total that satis�es

C in A. Furthermore, we write � j=  for entailment, i.e. k�k � k k.
A symmetry s for CPr is a bijection s : kCPrk ! kCPrk: A symmetry set S for

CPr is a set of symmetries operating on kCPrk, which is closed under inversion.

We denote the identity function on kCPrk with idCPr
(which is a symmetry by

de�nition). Clearly, one can consider the set of all symmetries for CPr (which

even form a group). But in general, we do not want to consider all symmetries,

since either there are too many of them, or some of them do not have an intuitive

characterisation.

De�nition 1 (Search Tree). Let t be a �nite, binary, rooted, ordered tree,

whose edges are labelled by literals, and whose nodes are labelled by triples of

constraint sets. The tree t is a search tree for CPr if 1.) the root node vr has the

label (;; ;;P(CPr)), and 2.) every binary node has the form

c :c
(Cp; Cn; Cprop)

(Cp; Cn ^ :c; Cr
prop)(Cp ^ c; Cn; C

l
prop)
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with Cl
prop � P(Cprop ^ c) and Cr

prop � P(Cprop ^ :c)

Given a node v in t with label (Cp; Cn; Cprop), we set kvk = kCpropk. For
every tree t, we denote with �t the partial ordering of nodes induced by t.

De�nition 2 (Expanded, CPr-Complete w.r.t S and S-Reduced Trees).

The search tree t is completely expanded if every leaf v = (Cp; Cn; Cprop) sat-

is�es either 1.) kvk = f�g and Cprop determines X to �, or 2.) ? 2 P(Cprop).

Let S be a symmetry set for CPr. A search tree is CPr-complete w.r.t. S if for

every � 2 kCPrk there is a leaf v such that

kvk = f�g _ 9s 2 SnfidCPr
g : kvk = fs(�)g:

A search tree is S-reduced if for every leaf v with kvk = f�g we have that

8s 2 S 8v0 6= v : (kv0k = f�0g ) s(�0) 6= �).

In our case, the symmetries are rotations and reections. These are a�ne

mappings S : Z3 ! Z
3 with S(x) = ASx + vS that map the Z3 onto Z3. I.e.,

the matrix AS is an orthogonal matrix with the property that the columns v1,

v2 and v3 of AS satisfy 8i 2 [1::3] : vi 2 f�ex;�ey;�ezg. Since the dimension

of AS must be 3, we have 6 � 4 � 2 matrices, and henceforth 47 non-trivial

symmetries. The problem is that the vector vS is not yet �xed. Now in our case,

the use of the frame surrounding the core monomers allows one to �x this vector.

As an example, we use Z2 with a rectangular frame. For every symmetry s, we

have to �x vS such that the frame is mapped to itself. If this is not possible,

then the corresponding symmetry is excluded by the frame dimension. Consider

a frame in Z2 with starting point (0; 0) and dimensions Frx = 4 and Fry = 3.4

Then the top left point of the frame is (3; 2). Furthermore, consider the three

symmetries reection at the y-axis, rotation by 90� and rotation by 180�, which

we will name S1, S2 and S3 in the following. The corresponding matrices are

AS1 =

�
�1 0
0 1

�
AS2 =

�
0 �1
1 0

�
AS3 =

�
�1 0
0 �1

�
; (2)

and the corresponding mappings are

(-3,-2)

(3,2)(-3,2) (3,2)
(-2,3)

(3,2)

:

A symmetry S is compatible with the frame dimensions (Frx; Fry) if the frame

is mapped to itself, i.e., if fv j 0 � v � (Frx � 1; Fry � 1)g = fS(v) j 0 �
4 If we de�ne an appropriate symmetry S for a frame with starting point (0; 0), then

we get a symmetry for a frame with the same dimension and starting point s by

using the a�ne mapping S0(x) = S(x� s) + s = S(x) + s�ASs.
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v � (Frx � 1; Fry � 1)g. For a given matrix AS , there exists a vS such that

S(x) = ASx+ vS satis�es this condition if and only if AS satis�es

AS(Frx� 1; Fry� 1) = (ax; ay) and jaxj = Frx� 1 ^ jayj = Fry� 1: (3)

For the matrices AS1 , AS2 and AS3 , we get (�3; 2), (�2; 3) and (�3;�2), which
excludes the symmetry characterised by AS2 .

Given a symmetry characterised by an orthogonal matrix AS which is com-

patible according to (3), then vS = (vx; vy) is de�ned by

vx =

��ax if ax < 0

0 else
and vy =

��ay if ay < 0

0 else
;

where ax and ay are de�ned by (3). The extension to three dimension is straight-

forward.

Now the symmetries are excluded by adding at the right branch (which is

visited after the left branch) constraints which enforce the right branch to exclude

all solutions for which a symmetric solution has been found in the left branch.

For this purpose, we need the notion of symmetric constraints. As an example,

we use reection along the x-axis Srx in three dimensions. Furthermore, assume

that we have selected a frame with the dimensions (Frx; Fry; Frz) = (4; 3; 3)

with starting point (0; 0; 0). Then the frame is of the form

Layer No. 1 2 3 4
X=1 X=2X=0 X=3

(0,0,0)

(3,2,2)

Using the above outlined method, Srx is de�ned by

Srx(x) =

 �1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

!
x+

 �(�(Frx� 1))
0
0

!
=

 �1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

!
x+

 
3
0
0

!

Now consider the constraint Elemij =: b, where b 2 f0; 1g. Elemij =: b is de�ned
by a rei�ed constraint Elemij =: (Xi =: j� 1). We �rst want to calculate the Srx-

symmetric constraint Srx
con(Xi =: j � 1): Given some conformation c satisfying

the constraint Xi =: j� 1, we know that the coordinates of the ith monomer are

(j � 1; yi; zi) for some yi; zi. Furthermore, we know that these coordinates are

mapped to Srx(j � 1; yi; zi) in the Srx-symmetric conformation c0 of c. Hence,

we know that c0 satis�es the constraint Xi =: a, where a is the x-coordinate

of Srx(j � 1; yi; zi). Since the x-coordinate of Srx(x; y; z) is �x + 3, we can

conclude that the symetric constraint Srx
con(Xi =: j � 1) is Xi =: 3 � (j � 1),

which is equivalent to Xi =: 4� j. Now we can use this to de�ne the symmetric

constraint Srx
con(Elem

i
j =: b) for Elemij =: b. Since Xi =: 4 � j is equivalent to
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Xi =: (5 � j) � 1, and Xi =: k � 1 is equivalent to Elemi
k
=: 1, we get that the

Srx-symmetric constraint to Elemij =: b is

Elemi5�j =: b:

This states if the ith H-monomer is in the 1st layer of the frame, then the ith

H-monomer must be in the 4th layer in the conformation produced by Srx.

Using this construction for generating symmetric constraints, we can present an

example of a (partial) fSrxg-excluded search tree. Here, the constraints added

by the symmetry exclusion algorithm are indicated by a leading and:

Elemi
0

2 = 1
and Elemi4 = 0! Elemi

0

3 = 0

Elemi
0

2 = 0

Elemi1 = 0

?

Elemi1 = 1
and Elemi4 = 1

In the right-most branch, we have added the constraint Elemi4 = 1, which is the

same as :Srx
con(Elem

i
1 = 0). Together with Elemi1 = 1, this yields an immediate

contradiction. The reason is simply the following. Consider any conformation

satisfying Elemi1 = 1 (the label of the right-most branch). Then we know that

the monomer i is in the 1st layer. Consider an arbitrary conformation c which is

generated from a conformation c0 satisfying Elemi1 = 1 by reection at the x-axis.

Then c has monomer i in the 4th layer, and henceforth satis�es Elemi4 = 1. But

Elemi4 = 1 implies Elemi1 = 0, which implies that c was already found in the left

branch. Henceforth, the symmetry exclusion closes the right-most branch.

2.4 A new lower bound

We will now describe a lower bound on the surface provided that know the

distribution of H-monomers to x-layers. For the rest of this section, let Ej.seh

(resp. Ej.soh) be the number of even (resp. odd) H-monomers in the jth x-layer.

Given a conformation c, we distinguish between x-surface and yz-surface of c.

The x-surface of c is de�ned by

Surfxs (c) =
��� (c(i);p) si = H ^ p� c(i) = �ex ^ 8j : (sj = H ) c(j) 6= p)

	��
The yz-surface of c is just Surfs(c) � Surfxs (c). For the lower bounds on x-

surface and yz-surface, we use a special property of the cubic lattice, namely

that even H-monomers can form contacts only with odd H-monomers. Given a

point (x; y; z) 2 Z3, we say that (x; y; z) is odd (resp. even) if x + y + z is odd

(resp. even). We write (x; y; z) � (x0; y0; z0) i� x + y + z � x0 + y0 + z0 mod 2.

Then we have for every conformation c of s that c(i) � c(j) i� i � j mod 2.

Using this property, we get the following a lower bound on the x-surface:

Surfxs (c) � E1.soh+ E1.seh+ EFrx.soh+ EFrx.seh

+
X

1�j<Frx

(jEj.soh� Ej+1.sehj+ jEj.seh� Ej+1.sohj)
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For a lower bound on the yz-surface, we consider the surface contribution in

the di�erent x-layers. Now let the jth x-layer be de�ned by the equation x = aj ,

and let P (x = aj) be the set of points in the plane x = aj . We de�ne the

yz-surface of this layer by

Surfsj (c) =

����
�
(c(i);p) 2 P (x = aj)

2 si = H ^ p� c(i) 2 f�ey;�ezg
^ 8j : (sj = H ) c(j) 6= p)

�����
The �rst lower bound is given in [18], where it was found that the surface in

layer j is given by the minimal rectangle enclosing the H-monomers in that layer.

Thus, consider the following two conformations, where the positions occupied by

H-monomers in the jth x-layer look as follows:

6

5
7

7

:

Both have the property that Ej.soh+Ej.seh = 29. But Surfsj (c) is 2�7+2�7 = 28

for the �rst conformation, and 2 � 5 + 2 � 6 = 22 for the second. Hence, given

nH = Ej.soh+ Ej.seh, then a lower bound for Surfsj (c) is given by 2 � a+ 2 � b,
where a = d pnH e and b = d nH

a
e.

But we can provide a better lower bound for Surfsj (c) by considering the dif-

ferent parity of H-monomers. For this purpose, we introduce the concept of a col-

oring as an abstraction of the points occupied by H-monomers in a conformation

c. A coloring is a function f : Z2 ! f0; 1g. We say that a point (x; y) is colored

black by f i� f(x; y) = 1. In the following, we consider only colorings di�erent

from the empty coloring fe (which satis�es 8p : fe(p) = 0). A point (x; y) 2 Z2 is

a caveat in f if (x; y) is contained in the hull (over Z2) of the points colored black

in f . Given a coloring f , de�ne e(f) = jf(x; y) j f(x; y) = 1 and x+ y evengj
and o(f) = jf(x; y) j f(x; y) = 1 and x+ y oddgj. The surface Surf(f) of a

coloring f is de�ned analogously to the surface of a conformation, i.e., it is

the number of pairs where the �rst point is colored black by f , and the sec-

ond is colored white. Given a pair (e; o) of integers, we de�ne Surf(e; o) to be

minfSurf(f) j f colouring with e(f) = e ^ o(f) = og. W.l.o.g, we can restrict

ourself to cases where e � o. Thus, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Surfsj (c) �
�
Surf(Ej.seh; Ej.soh) if Ej.seh � Ej.soh

Surf(Ej.soh; Ej.seh) if Ej.soh � Ej.seh:

In the following theorem, we handle the simple case where je�oj � 1. There,

the lower bound on colorings agrees with the lower bound as given in [18].

Theorem 1. Let (e; o) be a pair of integers with je� oj � 1. Let a =
�p

e+ o
�

and b = d e+o

a
e. Then Surf(e; o) = 2a+ 2b.
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The remaining case is to calculate Surf(e; o) where e < o + 1. But it would

be too time consuming to search through all possible colorings f in order to

determine Surf(e; o). But this is not necessary, since we can consider a 'normal

form' of colorings to which every coloring can be extended. The normal forms are

kind of maximal colorings provided a given di�erence d(f) = o(f)�e(f). We will

handle only caveat-free colorings for simplicity reasons. Let f be a coloring. Then

we de�ne length(f) to be maxfjx � x0j j 9y; y0 : f(x; y) = 1 = f(x0; y0)g + 1,

and height(f) to be maxfjy � y0j j 9x; x0 : f(x; y) = 1 = f(x0; y0)g + 1. The

pair (height(f); length(f)) is called the frame of f . We de�ne the partial order

� on caveat-free colorings by f � f 0 if and only if height(f) = height(f 0),

length(f) = length(f 0) and d(f) = d(f 0). It is easy to see that Surf(f) = Surf(f 0)

given f � f 0. We can show that every f can be extended to a �-maximal coloring

f 0 (which must have the same surface). Furthermore, we can show, that every

�-maximal coloring f has a simple form. An example of a �-maximal coloring

f with o(f) > e(f) is

a

3 4

1i 2i

ii

b

Here, we use black beads for odd positions (x; y) with f(x; y) = 1, and grey beads

for even positions (x; y) with f(x; y) = 1. (a,b) is the frame of f , and i1; : : : ; i4
are the side length of triangles excluded at the corner. The tuple (a; b; i1; i2; i3; i4)

is called the characteristics of this coloring. In this case, the characteristics is

(10; 12; 2; 3; 3; 4).

Theorem 2. Let f be a �-maximal coloring. Then f has a unique characteris-

tics (a; b; i1; i2; i3; i4). Furthermore, we have e(f)+ o(f) = a� b�P4
j=1

ij(ij+1)

2
,

d(f) = i1+i2+i3+i4
2

+ 1 and Surf(f) = 2a+ 2b.

3 Results

We have tested the program on all sequences presented in [18]. For all we found an

optimal conformation. In Table 1, we have listed the test sequences together with

the found optimal conformation, the sequence length and the optimal surface.

For comparison, the runtimes (on a Sun4) of the algorithm in [18] for all optimal

conformations are 1 h 38 min for L1, 1 h 14 min for L2, 5 h 19 min for L3, 5 h

19 min for L4 and 20 min for L5, respectively. There is a newer, more e�cient

version of this algorithm reported in [19], but there are no explicit runtime given

for these or others sequences. In Table 2, we have listed the number of steps to

�nd a �rst conformation (and a second, if the �rst was not optimal), the number

of steps needed to prove optimality, and the runtime on a Pentium 180 Pro.
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Sequence and Sample Conformation Length Optimal Surface

L1 HPPPPHHHHPPHPHPHHHPHPPHHPPH 27 40
RFDBLLFRFUBULBDFLUBLDRDDFU

L2 HPPPHHHHPHPHHPPPHPHHPHPPPHP 27 38
RFDLLBUURFDLLBBRURDDFDBLUB

L3 HPHHPPHHPPHHHHPPPHPPPHHHPPH 27 38
RFLDLUBBUFFFDFURBUBBDFRFDL

L4 HHPHHPHHPHHHHHHPPHHHHHPPHHHHHHH 31 52
RRFDBLDRFLLBUFLURFDDRFUBBUFRDD

L5 PHPPHPPHPPHPPHPPHPPHPPHPPHPPHPPHPPHP 36 32
RFDBDRUFUBRBLULDLDRDRURBLDLULURBRFR

Table 1. Test sequences. Below every sequence, we list an optimal conformation rep-

resented as a sequence of bond directions (R=right,L=left and so on).
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Abstract

This paper presents the results of a case study, concerning the propagation of a global
disjunctive resource constraint, when the resource is over-loaded. The problem can be seen
as a partial constraint satisfaction problem, in which either the resource constraint or the
due dates of some jobs have to be violated. Global constraint propagation methods are
introduced to efficiently deal with this situation. These methods are applied to a well-
known operations research problem: minimizing the number of late jobs on a single
machine, when jobs are subjected to release dates and due dates. Dominance criteria and a
branch and bound procedure are developed for this problem. 960 instances are generated
with respect to different characteristics (number of jobs, overload ratio, distribution of
release dates, of due dates and of processing times). Instances with 60 jobs are solved in 23
seconds on average and 90% of the instances with 100 jobs are solved in less than 1 hour.

1. Introduction
In the recent years, various classes of global constraints have been developed to
enable the resolution of computationally demanding problems, such as the Job-Shop
Scheduling problem (see, e.g., [Aggoun and Beldiceanu, 93], [Nuijten, 94], [Caseau
and Laburthe, 95]) or the Car Sequencing problem [Régin and Puget, 97]. These
global constraints have enabled the development of many industrial applications
based on constraint programming. In parallel, a lot of academic work has been
performed on over-constrained problems, and many extensions of the constraint
satisfaction paradigm have been proposed (see, e.g., [Freuder and Wallace, 92],
[Bistarelli et al., 95], [Schiex et al., 95]). It appears that such extensions could be
highly useful in practice. Indeed, industrial problems tend to include many
“preference” constraints, that cannot be all satisfied at the same time. Consequently,
one of the issues that the constraint programming community shall address is the
embedding of global constraints in partial constraint satisfaction frameworks. This is
not easy for (at least) two reasons.
• First, a global constraint often corresponds to multiple local constraints. For

example, an “all-different” constraint between n variables corresponds, in a
sense, to n (n - 1) / 2 binary different constraints. Consequently, one does not
merely want to reason about whether the “all-different” constraint is satisfied or
not, but also about its “degree” of satisfaction. A solution in which most of the
variables are different is probably better than a solution where all variables are
equal.

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 87-101, 1998.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



• Second, global constraints often rely on complex algorithms, derived from graph
theory or operations research. Extensions of these algorithms to a partial
constraint satisfaction framework are seldom if ever immediate.

In this situation, we decided to engage in a case study concerning a problem often
encountered in practice, i.e., the partial satisfaction of due-dates in a scheduling
problem. The problem we chose as a starter is a variant of the One-Machine problem
[Garey and Johnson, 79]. Given are a set of jobs {J1, …, Jn} to be executed on a given
machine. With each job is associated a release date ri, before which the job cannot
start, a due date di, at which one would like the job to be finished, and a processing
time pi (all integers). Each job must be executed without interruption and the machine
can execute only one job at a time. When this problem has no solution, some due
dates have to be relaxed (or some jobs have to be subcontracted, to be executed with
other resources). We consider the simplest version of this problem, in which all jobs
are equally important, and the goal is to perform as many jobs as possible within their
due-dates. This problem is known as (1 | rj | ΣUj) in the scheduling community (e.g.,
[Brucker, 95]).
An instance of the decision-variant of this problem [Garey and Johnson, 79] consists
of a set of jobs, as described above, and an integer N. The problem is to find an
assignment of start times to jobs such that:
• jobs do not overlap in time,
• each job starts after its release date,
• the number of jobs that end after their due date is lower than or equal to N.
Without loss of generality, we can suppose that ri + pi ≤ di, for all i, since otherwise
job Ji cannot be done on time. A job scheduled between its release date and its due
date is “on-time”. Conversely, a job that ends after its due date is “late”
(or, equivalently, is subcontracted).
The (1 | rj | ΣUj) problem is NP-hard in the strong sense and is therefore unlikely to be
solvable in polynomial time [Garey and Johnson, 79]. However, some special cases
are solvable in polynomial time. Moore's well-known algorithm [Moore, 68] solves in
O(n log(n)) steps the special case where release dates are equal. Moreover, when
release and due dates of jobs are ordered similarly (ri < rj ⇒ di ≤ dj), the problem is
solvable in a quadratic amount of steps [Kise et al., 78]. Lower bounding techniques
have been developed for the general problem. [Dauzère-Pérès, 95] relies on the
resolution of several linear programs to compute a lower bound of the number of late
jobs. Another lower bound can be obtained by relaxing the non-preemption constraint
(i.e., jobs can be interrupted at any time). [Lawler, 90] describes an O(n5) algorithm
(requiring a cubic amount of memory space) for solving this preemptive relaxation.
[Baptiste, 98] proposes another dynamic programming algorithm that improves both
time and space bounds to respectively O(n4) and O(n2). Few exact approaches have
been made to solve the (1 | rj | ΣUj). [Dauzère-Pérès, 95] shows that the problem can be
modeled by a Mixed Integer Program (MIP). Unfortunately, instances with more than
10 jobs could not be considered because of the size of the MIP.
We develop constraint propagation methods to deal with the partial satisfaction of due
dates on a given disjunctive resource. These methods are then used as part of a branch
and bound procedure to compute an optimal solution of the (1  | rj | ΣUj). The number of
late jobs is represented by a constrained variable ν whose domain is [0, n]. Each job Ji
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is described by a binary variable ξi that states whether the job is on-time (ξi = 1) or
late (ξi = 0) and by an integer variable σi (the start time), whose domain is [ri, di - pi].
The first constraint to satisfy is Σ(1 - ξi)  = ν. Simple arc-consistency techniques can be
used to propagate this constraint. The “classical” resource constraint is modified to
work not only on the domains of the start time variables σi, but also on the job status
variables ξi. It states that jobs which must be on-time cannot overlap in time:
∀t, |{Ji such that ξi = 1 and σi  ≤ t < σi + pi}| ≤ 1. To allow further pruning, the
maximal value of ν and dominance relations between the job status variables (of the
form ξi ⇒ ξj) can also be taken into account in this constraint. Constraint propagation
reduces the domains of both the σi and ξi variables. To simplify notations, ri always
denotes the minimum value in the domain of σi and di the maximum value in the
domain of σi + pi. ri and di will be referred to as the release date and the due date of Ji,
even when modified by propagation. O denotes the set of jobs that have to be on-time
(ξi has been bound to 1) and L denotes the set of jobs that have to be late (ξi = 0).
The constraint propagation methods are used in a branch and bound procedure for the
(1 | rj | ΣUj). To reach an optimal solution, we solve several decision variants of the
problem. More precisely, we rely on the following scheme.
1. Compute an initial lower bound of (1 | rj | ΣUj); set the minimum of ν to this value.
2. Try to bound ν to its minimal value N.
3. If there is a feasible schedule with N late jobs then stop (N is the optimum).

Otherwise, provoke a backtrack, remove N from the domain of ν and go to step 2.
Beside the lower bound computation, our search strategy is based on three principles.
First, at each node of the search tree, we verify that there exists a schedule of the jobs
that have to be on-time (if not, a backtrack occurs). Such a verification is NP-hard in
the strong sense but it turns out to be “easy” in practice. Second, given the above
verification, our branching scheme simply consists in selecting an unbound variable ξi

to instantiate either to 1 or 0. Third, we use several dominance properties (cf., Section
3.2) that allow us to generate constraints of the form “if Ji is on-time then Jj is on-
time” (ξi ⇒ ξj), which are in turn exploited as part of constraint propagation; for each
job Ji, O(Ji) is the set of jobs that have to be on time if Ji is on-time. Symmetrically,
L(Ji) is the set of jobs that have to be late if Ji is late (Ji ∈ O(Ji) and Ji ∈ L(Ji)).
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents in details the propagation
scheme that has been designed for the modified resource constraint; Section 3
describes both the search strategy and the dominance properties. Section 4 presents
the experimental results obtained on 960 instances, ranging from 10 to 140 jobs, and
proposes some further research directions.

2. Constraint Propagation
The propagation of the modified resource constraint consists of four interrelated parts.
1. In the first part, classical resource constraint propagation techniques are used on

the on-time jobs: disjunctive constraint propagation and edge-finding are applied
on O (see e.g., [Carlier and Pinson, 90], [Baptiste and Le Pape, 95]).

2. In the second part, for each job Ji such that such that ξi is unbound, we try to add
all jobs in O(Ji) to the set O of jobs that must be on-time. The resource constraint
is propagated as described in part 1. Two cases can occur. If an inconsistency is
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triggered, then the job Ji has to be late (ξi can be set to 0); otherwise the release
date r’i and the due date d’i obtained after the propagation are kept and imposed
as the new release (ri = r’i) and as the new due date (di = d’i) of the job. Notice
that one pass of such a propagation scheme runs in O(n3) since for each job the
edge-finding algorithm, itself running in O(n2), is called.

3. The third part described in Section 2.1 determines a lower bound for ν.
4. The fourth part described in Section 2.2 focuses on the ξi variables.
Of course, when the domain of a variable is modified by one of the four parts above,
the overall propagation process restarts.

2.1. Lower Bound Computation

The One-Machine problem [Carlier, 82] is a special case of the (1 | rj | ΣUj) in which all
jobs must be on-time. Its preemptive relaxation is polynomial. It is well known that
there exists a feasible preemptive schedule if and only if over any interval [rj, dk], the
sum of the processing times of the jobs in S(rj, dk) = {Ji | rj ≤ ri and di ≤ dk} is lower
than or equal to dk – rj. As a consequence, the optimum of the following MIP is the
minimum number of jobs that must be late on any preemptive schedule of the
machine (hence, this optimum is a lower bound of the variable ν). The binary variable
xi is equal to 1 when a job is on-time, to 0 otherwise.
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The first set of constraints of P represents the resource constraints. The notation
(rj, dk) refers to the resource constraint over the interval [rj, dk]. In the following, we
focus on the continuous relaxation CP of P. We claim that CP can be solved in
O(n2log(n)) steps. To achieve this result, we first provide a characterization of one
vector that realizes the optimum (Proposition 1). From now on, we suppose that jobs
are sorted in increasing order of processing times.

Proposition 1. The largest vector (according to the lexicographical order)
satisfying all the constraints of CP realizes the optimum of CP.
Proof. Let Y = (Y1, …, Yn) be the largest vector (according to the lexicographical
order) satisfying all the constraints of CP, i.e., Y1 is maximal, Y2 is maximal
(given Y1), Y3 is maximal (given Y1 and Y2), …, Yn is maximal (given Y1, …, Yn-1).
Moreover, let X = (X1, …, Xn) be the largest (according to the lexicographical order)
optimal solution of CP. Suppose that X ≠ Y; let then u be the first index such that
Xu < Yu. Consider the set C of constraints that are saturated at X.

C = {(rj, dk) | Ju ∈ S(rj, dk) and ∑
∈ ),( kdjrSiJ

ii Xp = dk – rj}

If C is empty, then none of the constraints containing the variable xu is saturated at the
point X (Xu < Yu ensures that Xu < 1 and that xu is not constrained to be equal to 0) and
thus, X is not an optimum of CP. Hence C is not empty. Let then (ρ1, δ1) ∈ C be the
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pair such that ρ1 is maximum and δ1 is minimum (given ρ1). Let (ρ2, δ2) ∈ C be the
pair such that δ2 is minimum and ρ2 is maximum (given δ2).
Suppose that ρ2 < ρ1. It is then obvious that ρ2 < ρ1 ≤ ρu < δu ≤ δ2 < δ1. Let A = S(ρ2, δ2) –
S(ρ1, δ2) and let B = S(ρ1, δ1) – S(ρ1, δ2). Because both (ρ1, δ1) and (ρ2, δ2) ∈ C, we have:

22
)2,1(

ρδ
δρ

−=+ ∑∑
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ii
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Since, the sets A, B and S(ρ1, δ2) are disjoint and since A ∪ B ∪ S(ρ1, δ2) ⊆ S(ρ2, δ1),
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The inequality above cannot be strict hence (ρ1, δ2) belongs to C. This, together with
ρ2 < ρ1 contradicts our hypothesis on the choice of δ1.
Now suppose that ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ and δ1 = δ2 = δ. The pair (ρ, δ) is the unique minimal
saturated constraint containing the variable xu. We claim that among jobs in S(ρ, δ),
there is one job, say Jv, such that v > u and Xv > 0 and Jv ∉ O (otherwise we could
prove, because Xu < Yu, that Xu can be increased; which contradicts the fact that X is
optimal). Consider now X’ the vector defined as follows. ∀ i ∉ {u, v}, X’i = Xi and
X’u = Xu + ε / pu and X’v = Xv - ε / pv. Where ε > 0 is a small value such that ε ≤ pu (1 – Xu),
ε ≤ pv Xv and such that for any non-saturated constraint (rj, dk),

∑
∈

−−≤
),( kdjrSiJ

iijk Xprdε

Since jobs are sorted in increasing order of processing times, ε / pu - ε / pv ≥ 0 and thus,
Σ (1 – X’i) ≤ Σ (1 – Xi). Moreover, X’ is “better” for the lexicographical order than X.
Second, because of the definition of ε, the constraints that were not saturated for X are
not violated for X’. Third, the saturated constraints (for the vector X) that contain the
variable xu all contain the variables in (ρ, δ). In particular, they contain both xu and xv.
As a consequence they are also saturated for the vector X’. We have then proven that
all constraints are satisfied. This contradicts our hypothesis on X.        o
Proposition 1 induces a simple algorithm (Algorithm 1) to compute the optimum X of
CP. Jobs Ji that do not have to be late or on-time are considered one after another.
Each time, we compute the maximum resource constraint violation if the job is fully
on-time (lines 4-11). Given this violation, the maximum value Xi that the variable xi

can take is computed (line 12). This algorithm runs in O(n4) since there are n jobs Ji

and since for each of them O(n2) violations are computed, each of them in linear time.

Algorithm 1.
1  ∀ Ji, initialize Xi to 1.0 if Xi ∈ O, to 0.0 otherwise
2  for i = 1 to n
3    if Ji ∉ O and Ji ∉ L
4      Xi = 1.0, Violation = 0
5      for all constraint (rj, dk) such that Ji ∈ S(rj, dk)
6        sum = 0.0
7        for Jl ∈ S(rj, dk)
8          sum = sum + pl * Xl
9        end for
10       Violation = max(Violation, sum – dk - rj)
11     end for
12     Xi = (pi – Violation) / pi
13   end if
14 end for
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We improve this algorithm thanks to Jackson’s Preemptive Schedule (JPS), the
One-Machine preemptive schedule obtained by applying the Earliest Due Date
priority dispatching rule [Carlier and Pinson, 90]. A fundamental property of JPS is
that it is feasible (i.e., each job ends before its due date) if and only if there exists a
feasible preemptive schedule.
The procedure “ComputeJPS” of Algorithm 2 is called for several values of i. It
computes the JPS of the jobs, assuming that the processing time of Jl (l ≠ i) is pl Xl and
that the processing time of Ji is pi. “EndTimeJPS[k]” is the end time of Jk on JPS.
JPS can be built in O(n log(n)) [Carlier, 82]. Algorithm 2 then runs in O(n2

 log(n)).

Algorithm 2.
1  ∀ Ji, initialize Xi to 1.0 if Xi ∈ O, to 0.0 otherwise
2  for i = 1 to i = n
3    if Ji ∉ O and Ji ∉ L
4      ComputeJPS
5      ViolationJPS = 0
6      for all jobs Jk such that Xk > 0
7        ViolationJPS := max(ViolationJPS, EndTimeJPS[k] – dk)
8 end for
9      Xi = (pi – ViolationJPS) / pi
10   end if
11 end for

Proof of the correctness of Algorithm 2. By induction. Suppose that at the
beginning of iteration i (line 2), the first coordinates X1, ..., Xi-1 are exactly equal to
those of Y, the maximal vector (according to the lexicographical order) satisfying the
constraints of CP. Consider the case Yi = 1 then, because of the structure of CP,  there
exists a feasible preemptive schedule of J1, …, Jn (the processing time of job Ju being
pu Yu) and thus, the JPS computed line 4 is also feasible; which means that no
violation occurs. Hence, Xi = 1 (line 9). Consider now the case Yi < 1.
• We first prove that Xi ≤ Yi. Since Yi < 1, the violation computed by Algorithm 1 at

step i is positive. Let then (rj, dk) be the constraint that realizes this violation. We

then have )(
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. Hence Xi ≤ Yi (line 9).

• We now prove that Yi ≤ Xi. Let k be the index of the job such that the maximum
violation on JPS is “EndTimeJPS[k] – dk”. Such an index exists because we
have proven that Xi ≤ Yi < 1 and thus, “ViolationJPS” is strictly positive. Let t
be the largest time point lower than or equal to the end time of this job such that
immediately before t, JPS is either idle or executing a job with a larger due date
than dk. According to the particular structure of JPS, t is a release date, say rj.
Notice that between rj and dk, JPS is never idle and the jobs that are processed are
exactly those whose release date is greater than or equal to rj and whose due date
is lower than or equal to dk. As a consequence, the end time of the kth job is
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Example 1.
The following table displays the characteristics of four jobs J1, J2, J3 and J4. The last
column X is the value of the job variable at the end of Algorithm 2. The Gantt charts
display the JPS computed at each step of Algorithm 2.

Job r p d X    time 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
J1 7 2 10 2/2 J1

J2 4 3 9 3/3 J2 J1

J3 1 5 6 4/5 J3 J2 J1

J4 4 7 12 2/7 J3 J2 J1 J4

2.2. A Filtering Algorithm

In this section, we propose an algorithm, which is able to detect that, given the
domain of ν, some jobs must be on time while some others must be late. To
strengthen constraint propagation, we use a dominance property introduced in Section
1 and described in Section 3: For any job Ji, a set O(Ji) of jobs that have to be on-time
if Ji is on-time and a set L(Ji) of jobs that have to be late if Ji is late can be computed.

Late Job Detection

From now on, we suppose that the optimum X of CP has been computed as described
in the previous section. Consider a job Jj such that Jj ∉ O and Jj ∉ L. Our objective is
to compute efficiently a lower bound of the number of late jobs if Jj and O(Jj) are
on-time. If this lower bound is greater than the maximal value in the domain of ν,
then, Jj must be late. Algorithm 2 could be used to compute such a lower bound.
However, this would lead to a high overall complexity of O(n3

 log(n)). We propose to
use a slightly weaker lower bound that can be computed in linear time, for a given
job Jj. The overall filtering scheme then runs in O(n2).
Let CPo be the linear program CP to which the constraints ∀Ji ∈ O(Jj), xi = 1 have been
added. Moreover, let Xo be the optimal vector of CPo obtained by Algorithm 2 (CPo
has a solution, otherwise part 2 of the propagation described at the beginning of
Section 2 would have detected that Ji ∈ L). Propositions 2 and 3 exhibit two relations
that X and Xo satisfy. These relations are used to compute a lower bound of ∑ Xoi.

Proposition 2. ∑ piXoi ≤ ∑ piXi

Proof. Let G(Jobs, Time, E) be a bipartite graph, where Jobs = {Job1, …, Jobn} is a set
of vertices corresponding to the jobs, where Time = {Tt, mini ri ≤ t < maxi di} is a set of
vertices corresponding to all the “relevant” time-intervals [t, t + 1] and where an edge
(Jobi, Tt) belongs to E if and only if Ji can execute in [t, t + 1] (i.e., ri ≤ t < di).
Consider the network flow (cf. Figure 1) built from G by adding:
• two vertices S, P and an edge (P, S),
• for each node Jobi an edge (S, Jobi) whose capacity is (1) upper bounded by

either 0 if Ji ∈ L or by pi otherwise and (2) lower bounded by either pi if Ji ∈ O or
by 0 otherwise,

• for each node Tt an edge (Tt, P) whose capacity is upper bounded by 1.
For any feasible flow, a vector satisfying all constraints of CP can be built (the
ith coordinate of the vector is the value of the flow on (S, Jobi) divided by pi). Since
∀i, Xi * pi is integer, a feasible flow can be derived from the JPS associated to X (when
Ji executes in [t, t + 1] on JPS, set the value of the flow to 1 on the edge (Jobi, Tt)).

Violation
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Suppose that ∑ piXoi > ∑ piXi then the flow corresponding to X is not maximal in G
and thus there is an augmenting path from S to P. Let then X+ be the vector
corresponding to the augmented flow. Because of the structure of G, ∀i, X+

i ≥ Xi. On
top of that there exists l such that X+

l > Xl. This contradicts Proposition 1.                 o

Proposition 3. ∀Ji ∉ O(Jj), Xoi ≤ Xi

Proof (sketch). Suppose the proposition does not hold. Let i be the first index such
that Ji ∉ O(Jj) and Xoi > Xi . We modify the instance of the problem by removing the
jobs Ju with u > i that do not belong to O nor to O(Jj). The jobs that have been
removed do not influence Algorithm 1 when computing the i first coordinates of X
and of Xo (i.e., for the modified instance, the i first coordinates of the optimum vector
are exactly those of X). Now, consider the modified instance. We still have Ji ∉ O(Jj)
and Xoi > Xi. Moreover, the jobs that have a greater index than i belong to O ∪ O(Jj).
Consider the modified network (Figure 2) built from the bipartite graph G by adding:
• three vertices S, S’, P, and two edges, (S, S’) and (P, S),
• for each node Jobu (u ≠ i) an edge (S’, Jobu) whose capacity is (1) upper bounded

by either 0 if Ju ∈ L or by pu otherwise and (2) lower bounded by either pu if
Ju ∈ O or by 0 otherwise,

• an edge (S, Jobi) whose capacity is upper bounded by pi and lower bounded by 0,
• for each node Tt an edge (Tt, P) whose capacity is upper bounded by 1.
For any feasible flow, a vector satisfying all constraints of CP can be built.
Conversely, for any vector satisfying all constraints of CP, a feasible flow can be
built. The flow corresponding to Xo is obviously feasible. Moreover the flow on (P, S)
for vector X is greater than or equal to the one for Xo (see Proposition 2). Moreover,
the flow on (S, Jobi) for Xo is greater than the one for X. Hence, because of the
conservation law at S, the flow that goes over (S, S’) is not maximal for Xo. As a
consequence, there is an augmenting path from S’ to S for the flow corresponding to
Xo. Let then Xo+ be the vector corresponding to the augmented flow. Because of the
structure of G, ∀ u ≠ i, Xo+

u ≥ Xou. Hence, ∀Ju ∈ O ∪ O(Jj), Xo+
u = 1 and then, Xo+

satisfies all the constraints of CPo. Moreover it is better than Xo because:
• If the edge (P, S) is in the augmenting path then ∑ piXo+

i > ∑ piXoi.
• If the edge (Jobi, S) is in the augmenting path then we claim that Xo+ is greater,

for the lexicographical order, than Xo. Indeed, there is an edge from S’ to a job,
say Jobu, in the augmenting path. Hence, Ju neither belongs to O nor to O(Jj)
(otherwise, the edge would be saturated for Xo and it could not belong to the
augmenting path). Consequently, u < i and then Xo+

u > Xou.
This contradicts the fact that Xo is optimal.        o

S P

Job2

Job1

Jobn

T2

T1

T...

Figure 1. Network flow associated to G

S P

Jobi-1

Job1

Jobn

T2

T1

T...

S’

Figure 2. Modified network flow

Jobi

Jobi+1
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Thanks to Propositions 2 and 3, we can add the constraints ∑ piXoi ≤ ∑ piXi and
∀Ji ∈ O(Jj), xi ≤ Xi to the linear program CPo. Since we are interested in a lower
bound of CPo, we can also relax the resource constraints. As a consequence, we
seek to solve the following program, that is solved in linear time by Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3.
1  ∀ Ji initialize Xoi to 1.0 if Ji ∈ O ∪ O(Jj), to 0.0 otherwise
2  MaxVal = Σ pi Xi - Σ pi Xoi
3  for all job Ji ∉ O ∪ O(Jj)
4    Xoi = min(Xi, MaxVal / pi)
5    MaxVal = MaxVal - pi * Xoi
6  End for

On-Time Job Detection

Let Jj be a job that is neither late nor on-time. We want to compute a lower bound of
the number of late jobs if all jobs in L(Jj) are late. Let Xl be the optimal vector of CPl,
the linear program CP to which the constraints ∀ Ji ∈ L(Jj), xi = 0 have been added.
We claim that Σ pi Xli ≤ Σ pi Xi and that ∀ Ji ∉ L(Jj), Xli ≥ Xi (proofs are similar to the
proofs of propositions 2 and 3). The same mechanism than for the late job detection
then applies: The new constraints are entered in CPl while the resource constraints are
removed. The resulting linear program can be also solved in linear time.

3. Search Strategy
We describe our branching scheme and then propose several dominance properties.

3.1. Branching Scheme

The search tree is built as follows. While all variables ξi are not instantiated,
1. select a job Ji such that ξi is not instantiated,
2. impose the fact that Ji must be on-time (if a backtrack occurs, Ji must be late),
3. apply dominance properties and propagate constraints
4. check that there exists a feasible One-Machine schedule of the jobs that must be

on-time (if not, the problem is inconsistent and a backtrack occurs).
When the branch and bound succeeds, all variables ξi are instantiated and at most N of
these variables are equal to 0 (because arc-consistency is enforced on the constraint
Σ(1 - ξi) = N). Moreover there is a feasible One-Machine schedule of the on-time jobs
(step 4). Since the late jobs can be scheduled anywhere, a solution schedule with less
than N late jobs has been found. Let us detail the heuristic used for the job selection
and the procedure that checks whether there is a feasible One-Machine schedule of
the jobs that must be on-time.
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Job Selection

Let pmin be the minimum processing time among jobs Ji such that ξi is not
instantiated. Let then S be the set of jobs Ji such that ξi is not instantiated and such
that pi ≤ 1.1 * pmin. Among jobs in S, we select a job whose time window is
maximum (i.e., di - ri maximum). This heuristic “bets” that it is better to schedule
small jobs with large time windows rather than large jobs with tight time windows.

Solving the One-Machine Problem

A large amount of work has been carried on this problem (e.g., [Carlier, 82]) because
it serves as the basis for the resolution of several scheduling problems (e.g., the
Job-Shop problem [Carlier and Pinson, 90], [Baptiste and Le Pape, 95], [Peridy, 96]).
Since the One-Machine resolution procedure is called at each node of the search tree,
it has to be very fast. Following some initial experiments, it appeared that it is often
easy to find a feasible schedule of the jobs in O. As a consequence, before starting an
exhaustive search, we use a simple heuristic (the Earliest Due Date dispatching rule)
to test whether the obtained schedule is feasible or not. [Carlier, 82] proposes an
O(n log(n)) algorithm to implement this heuristic. It appears that over all our
experiments, this simple heuristic was able to find a feasible schedule for 97% of the
One-Machine instances that had to be solved. For the remaining instances, the branch
and bound procedure described below has been used.
To solve the One-Machine problem we use the edge-finding branching technique
[Applegate and Cook, 91] combined with classical resource constraint propagation
techniques (disjunctive constraint plus edge-finding bounding technique): at each
node of the search tree, a job Ji which can be the first one to execute among unordered
jobs in O is selected according to a given heuristic (Earliest Due Date in our
implementation). The alternative is then: either Ji is the first to execute among
unordered jobs (Ji is then marked as ordered and all remaining unordered jobs become
candidates to be first), or Ji is not. The search stops when all jobs are ordered.
However, this branching scheme sometimes is inefficient. In particular, it is unable to
focus early in the search tree on bottlenecks that occur late in time. To avoid this
drawback and inspired by the ideas proposed in [Carlier, 82], we slightly modify the
branching scheme as follows:
• If there are some time intervals [rj, dk] such that (1) the resource can never be idle

in [rj, dk] (because the sum of the processing times of the jobs that have to
execute after rj and before dk is equal to dk – rj) and such that (2) there is a job Ji

that can start before rj and that can end after dk, then we select among these
intervals one whose size is maximum. The branching decision is then: Either Ji

ends before rj or Ji starts after dk.
• Otherwise, the edge-finding branching scheme is applied.

3.2. Dominance Properties

Dominance properties allow to reduce the search space to schedules that have a
particular structure. The most important dominance property relies on the idea that “it
is better to schedule small jobs with large time windows than large jobs with small
time windows”. We also propose two other dominance rules that respectively fix the
start times of some jobs and split the problem into distinct sub-problems.
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Dominance of Small Jobs with Large Time-Windows

We rely on the observation that on any solution, if a large job Jj is on-time and is
scheduled inside the time window [ri, di] of a smaller job Ji that is late then, the jobs Ji

and Jj can be “exchanged”, i.e., Ji becomes on-time and Jj becomes late. More
formally our dominance property is based upon the binary job-relation “<”.
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“<” is transitive and ∀ Ji, ∀ Jj, Ji < Jj ⇒ Ji ≠ Jj. Thus, it defines a strict partial order
on jobs. Proposition 4 is the theoretical basis of our dominance property.

Proposition 4. There is an optimal schedule such that
∀ Ji, ∀ Jj, (¬(Ji < Jj)) ∨ (Jj ∈ L) ∨ (Ji ∈ O)

Proof (sketch). Consider an optimal schedule such that the first index i, for which
there exists a job Jj that violates the above equation, is maximum. We have

(Ji < Jj) ∧ (Jj ∈ O) ∧ (Ji ∈ L)
We build a new schedule obtained by “exchanging” Ji and Jj. More precisely, Ji is
scheduled at the date max(σj, ri) and Jj is scheduled after all other jobs (it then
becomes late). It is obvious to verify that the new schedule is still feasible and that Ji

is now on-time. Now, suppose that there exists a late job Jk such that Jk < Ji. We then
have Jk < Ji < Jj. Moreover, Jk was also late on the initial schedule. Consequently,
k > i because of the choice of i. This contradicts our hypothesis on the choice of the
initial schedule.        o
Proposition 4 allows us to define L(Ji) = {Jj | Ji < Jj} ∪ {Ji} and O(Ji) = {Jj | Jj < Ji} ∪ {Ji}.
In addition, for any pair (Ji, Jj) with i < j, the following constraint can be added:

(ri + pi > σj + pj) ∨ (σj > di – pi) ∨ (ξj = 0) ∨ (ξi = 1).
Arc-consistency is achieved on this new constraint. It allows to prove that some jobs
must be late or on-time and it tightens the domains of the start variables.

Straight Scheduling Rule

We propose a simple dominance property which schedules automatically a set of jobs
if they “fit” in a particular interval.

Proposition 5. Given a time-interval [t1, t2], let J(t1, t2) = {Ji ∉ L | t1 < di and ri < t2}
be the set of jobs that may execute (even partially) in [t1, t2]. Moreover, suppose
that there exists a feasible schedule SJ of J(t1, t2) that is idle before t1 and after t2.
Then there exists an optimal overall schedule S such that between t1 and t2 the
schedules S and SJ are identical.

Proof. Obvious.       o
Consider now any time point t1 and let J(t1) be the set of jobs Ji that do not have to be
late and that can end after t1 (t1 < di). We use the following algorithm to look for a
time-point t2 that satisfies the conditions of Proposition 5. In this algorithm, we
assume that J(t1) is not empty.
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Algorithm 4.
1 S = J(t1), t2 = max(t1, min({ru, Ju ∈ S}))
2 stop = false, success = false
3 while (S ≠ ∅ and stop = false)
4   Select a job Ji in S with ri ≤ t2 and with di minimal
5   S = S – Ji, t2 = t2 + pi
6   if (di < t2)
7     stop = true
8   else if (t2 ≤ min({ru, Ju ∈ S})
9     stop = true, success = true
10   end if
11 end while

At the end of Algorithm 4, if the Boolean “success” is true, the conditions of
Proposition 5 hold for the points (t1, t2). Indeed, all jobs in J(t1) that can start strictly
before t2 are scheduled and do not end after their due date on this schedule (lines
6-10). These jobs are exactly those in J(t1, t2). For a given value of t1, Algorithm 4
runs in O(n2) since there are O(n) jobs in S and since each time,
“min({ru, Ju ∈ S}” has to be computed (line 8). Now remark that if t1 is not a
due date of a job then J(t1 – 1, t2) = J(t1, t2) and a schedule that can fit in [t1, t2] can
also fit in [t1 - 1, t2]. Hence we decided to apply Algorithm 4 for t1 = mini(ri) and for t1

in {d1, d2, …, dn}. This leads to an overall complexity of O(n3).

Decomposition Rule

The basic idea of the decomposition is to detect some cases in which the problem can
be split into two sub-problems. Each of them being solved independently.

Proposition 6. Let t1 be a time point such that ∀ Ji ∉ L, either di ≤ t1 or t1 ≤ ri.
Any optimal schedule, is the “sum” of an optimal schedule of {Ji ∉ L | di ≤ t1}
and of an optimal schedule of {Ji ∉ L | t1 ≤ ri}

Proof. Obvious because jobs of {Ji ∉ L | di ≤ t1} and of {Ji ∉ L | t1 ≤ ri} do not
compete for the machine.       o
We only consider the values of t1 that are release dates (if the problem can be
decomposed at time t1, it is easy to verify that it can also be decomposed at the next
release date immediately after t1). There are O(n) distinct release dates and the
decomposition test (at a given time point) obviously runs in linear time.
Consequently, the overall decomposition test runs in O(n2).
Once the problem has been decomposed, the optimum of each sub-problem is
computed and we simply have to verify that the sum of these optima is lower than or
equal to N.

4. Experimental Results
Our implementation of the branch and bound is based on CLAIRE SCHEDULE
[Le Pape and Baptiste, 97], a constraint-based library for preemptive and
non-preemptive scheduling, itself implemented in CLAIRE [Caseau and
Laburthe, 96], a high-level functional and object-oriented language. To test the
efficiency of our branch and bound procedure, instances of the (1  | rj  | ΣUj) have
been generated. Our intuition is that one shall pay attention to at least three
important characteristics:
• The distribution of the processing times.
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• The overall “load” of the machine; where the load is the ratio between the sum of
the processing times of the jobs and (max di – min ri).

• The margin mi = di – ri – pi of each job.
Our generation scheme is based on 4 parameters: The number of jobs n and the three
statistical laws followed by the release dates, the processing times and the margins
(given ri, pi and mi, the due date can be immediately computed di = mi + ri + pi).
• Processing times are generated from the uniform distribution [pmin, pmax].
• Release dates are generated from the normal distribution (0, σ).
• Margins are generated from the uniform distribution [0, mmax]
Given these parameters and relying on the fact that most of the release dates are in
[-2σ, 2σ], the load is approximately equal to (0.5 n  (pmin + pmax)) / (4σ  + pmax + mmax).
Given n, pmin, pmax, mmax and load, this allows us to determine a correct value of σ.
One instance has been generated for each of the 960 combinations of the parameters
(n, (pmin, pmax), mmax, load) in the Cartesian product {10, 20, 40, 60, …, 140} *
{(0, 100), (25, 75)} * {50, 100, 150, …, 500} * {0.5, 0.8, 1.1, 1.4, 1.7, 2.0}.
Table 1 reports the results obtained for different values of n; each line corresponding
to 120 instances. The column “%” provides the percentage of instances that have been
solved within one hour of CPU time on a PC Dell OptiPlex GX Pro 200 MHz running
Windows NT. The columns “Avg CPU” and “Max CPU” report respectively the
average and the maximum CPU time in seconds required to solve the instances of
each group (n = 10, n = 20, …, n = 140) that could be solved within the time limit.
The column “Late” reports the minimal and the maximal number of late jobs among
the instances of the corresponding group. Figure 3 illustrates the (reasonable) loss of
efficiency of our algorithm when the number of jobs increases. Instances are solved
within a few amount of backtracks (35 backtracks on the average for n = 60, 154 for
n = 100 and 259 for n = 140). The extensive use of pruning techniques can explain the
good behavior of the algorithm. The large time spent per node is of course the
drawback of such an approach.
Throughout our experiments, we discovered that the efficiency of the algorithm varies
from one instance to another (which is not very surprising for an NP-complete
problem). To characterize, from an experimental point of view, the instances that our
algorithm found to hard to solve, we generated 25 instances of 60 jobs for each
combination of the parameters (pmin, pmax) ∈ {(0, 100), (25, 75)}, mmax ∈ {25, 50, …, 500}
and load ∈ {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, …, 2.2}. 5 minutes have been allotted to each instance. Figure
4 reports the average CPU time required to solve the different group of instances (for
the 2% of instances that could not be solved within the time limit, we decided to count
5 minutes when computing the average CPU time). The study of Figure 4 leads us to
the following remarks:
• The tighter the processing time distribution is, the harder is the instance.
• The hardest instances seem to be those for which the load ratio is between 0.7

and 1.2 and when the margin parameter mmax varies in [275, 475] (for an average
processing time of 50).

• When the load ratio becomes very high, instances are quite easy. An hypothesis
is that the search tree becomes small (because very few jobs can be on-time and
thus very few decisions have to be taken). Conversely, when the load ratio is very
low, instances are easy (because few jobs are late on an optimal solution).
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• When both load and mmax are low, the behavior of the algorithm is somewhat
surprising. Further investigations have shown that for these instances the number
of backtracks is kept very small but the time spent per node increases a lot. This
is, we think, a side-effect of our current implementation: The decomposition rule
is likely to be triggered very often for such instances. Hence, a large amount of
(small and easy) sub-problems are solved one after another. This is a source of
inefficiency because, in the current implementation, the data structures
representing each sub-problem have to be initialized at each decomposition.

We have proposed a set of techniques, including global constraint propagation, to
solve a particular partial CSP. This is of course a first step and a lot of work remains
to adapt and / or to develop global constraints in over-constrained frameworks. In
particular, we think that a large part of the results presented in this paper can be
extended to the cumulative case, i.e., the case where jobs can execute in parallel.
Studying the more general situations where all jobs do not have the same importance
(i.e., each job has a weight) or where some jobs have several due dates (with a
different weight for each due date) are also exciting research directions.
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Table 1. Behavior of the algorithm for several
sizes of instances

Figure 3. Number of instances solved
within a time limit in seconds
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Abstract. In practice, constraint satisfaction problems are often struc-

tured. By exploiting this structure, solving algorithms can make impor-

tant gains in performance. In this paper, we focus on structured continu-

ous CSPs de�ned by systems of equations. We use graph decomposition

techniques to decompose the constraint graph into a directed acyclic

graph of small blocks. We present new algorithms to solve decomposed

problems which solve the blocks in partial order and perform intelligent

backtracking when a block has no solution.

For under-constrained problems, the solution space can be explored by

choosing some variables as input parameters. However, in this case, the

decomposition is no longer unique and some choices lead to decompo-

sitions with smaller blocks than others. We present an algorithm for

selecting the input parameters that lead to good decompositions.

First experimental results indicate that, even on small problems, signif-

icant speedups can be obtained using these algorithms.

1 Introduction

In the area of continuous CSPs, research has traditionally focused on techniques
to enforce some form of local consistency. These techniques are used in com-
bination with dichotomic search to �nd solutions. We use Numerica, a state
of the art system for solving the speci�c type of CSPs considered in this pa-
per [Hentenryck et al., 1997].

In practice, constraint satisfaction problems are often structured. However,
little has been done to exploit the structure of continuous CSPs to make gains
in performance. In this paper, we focus on e�cient solution strategies for solving
structured CSPs. We will restrict our attention to CSPs which are de�ned by
nonlinear equations and study the general case in which the system is not nec-
essarily square. This paper brings together techniques to decompose constraint
graphs with backtracking algorithms to solve the decomposed systems.

Although our approach is general, we have chosen to present 2D mechanical
con�guration examples. By doing so, we do not want to convey that our approach
applies only to this type of problems. We mainly use these examples for didactical
reasons; they are easy to understand and to illustrate.

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 102-116, 1998.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



2 The Dulmage and Mendelsohn Decomposition

In this paper, a constraint graph G is a bipartite graph (V;C;E) where V are
the variables, C are the constraints and there is an arc between a constraint in
C and each of its variables in V .

A maximum matching of a bipartite constraint graph includes a maximum
number of arcs which share no vertex. A matching implicitly gives a direction to
the corresponding constraint graph; a pair (v; c) corresponds to a directed arc
from c to v and directed arcs from v to other matched constraints connected to
v. The D&M decomposition is based on the following theorem.

Theorem 1 (Dulmage and Mendelsohn, 1958) Any maximum-matching of a

constraint graph G gives a canonical partition of the vertices in G into three

disjoint subsets: the under-constrained part, the over-constrained part and the

well-constrained part.

Observe that one or two of the three parts may be empty in the general case.
Starting from any maximum matching of the graph, the over-constrained

part is formed with all nodes reachable from any non matched constraint in C
by a reverse path. The under-constrained part is formed with all nodes reachable
from any non matched variable in V by a directed path. The well-constrained
part is formed with the other nodes and yields a perfect matching of the cor-
responding subgraph. Figure 1 shows an example. Variables are represented by
circles, constraints by rectangles; a pair in the matching is depicted by an ellipse.
The well-constrained part can be further decomposed. The perfect matching of

overconstrained well−constrained underconstrained
kjihgfedcba

a b c d e f g h i j k

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
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11
12

Fig. 1. The D&M decomposition of a constraint graph (left) and the equivalent matrix

representation (right).

this part implicitly de�nes a directed graph. We then compute its strongly con-
nected components, called blocks, to obtain a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of
blocks.

It turns out that this decomposition, called the �ne decomposition, is inde-
pendent of the matching performed.

Theorem 2 (König, 1916) Every perfect matching of a (square) bipartite graph

leads to a unique decomposition into strongly connected components.

Note that König's theorem does not apply in case of non perfect matching.
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3 Overview

In this part, we give a general overview of the algorithms described in this paper
and of how they work together. As input, we have a set of numeric equations
which may be non-square. We make the general assumption that square n � n
systems give a discrete set of solutions. This is in fact a basic assumption of
Numerica [Hentenryck et al., 1997], the tool we use to solve systems of equations.
In a number of pathological cases, this assumption is not veri�ed, then we can
for example use probabilistic methods to diagnose the problem (see Section 7).

We �rst perform a D&M decomposition [Pothen and Chin-Fan, 1990] and
handle the three parts, if present, in the order over-constrained, well-constrained
and �nally under-constrained part.

Over-constrained Part In this part, the number of equations m is greater
than the number n of variables. If the corresponding equations are independent,
the system has no solution. We can deal with this situation in a number of ways.
First, through a backtrack-free selection process, we could let the user remove
m � n equations to make the part well-constrained1. Alternatively, the m � n
extra constraints might be kept as soft constraints. They are simply veri�ed after
the solution process. If the m � n equations are redundant, we get solutions,
otherwise there is no solution.

Well-constrained Part As explained in Section 2, for this part, we can perform
a �ne decomposition. The result is a DAG of blocks. Each block is solved by
Numerica and, in the subsequent blocks, the implied variables are replaced by
the values found. To ensure completeness, backtracking is performed as soon
as a block has no solution. Section 5 describes several intelligent backtracking
algorithms that take advantage of the partial order of the DAG to avoid useless
work. Observe that this process looks like the resolution of a �nite CSP: the
blocks are the variables and the solutions to a block form the domain of the
variable.

Under-constrained Part Once we have solved the well-constrained part and
replaced the variables by the values found, we are left with the under-constrained
part. This part contains n variables and m equations with n > m. At this point
r = n�m driving input variables (divs) must be given a value to obtain a m�m
problem. There are a number of issues related to the selection of the r divs in
the under-constrained part.

First, some sets of r input variables may lead to �badly-constrained� systems,
that is, systems for which there exists no perfect matching. This means that we
cannot arbitrarily choose r of the n variables as divs. Section 6.1 presents a new
algorithm which allows the selection of the r divs one by one and forbids certain
future choices after each selection. This approach might be used for example in
physical simulation [Serrano, 1987], where the user explicitly changes di�erent
parameters in order to understand the behavior of a system.

1 This process is the dual of the one for removing variables in the under-constrained

part as described in Section 6.1.
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Second, König's theorem does not hold for the under-constrained part. That
is, the DAG of blocks obtained is not unique and depends on the matching. In
particular, certain choices of divs lead to decompositions with smaller blocks
than others and are usually easier to solve. Section 6 presents new algorithms
to �nd decompositions with small blocks. Interactive sketching applications (see
[Bliek et al., 1998]) should favor this type of decompositions.

4 Examples

In this section, we present 2 examples that will be used throughout this paper.

Didactic Example (Figure 2) Various points (white circles) are connected with
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Fig. 2. Didactic problem and a corresponding DAG of blocks.

rigid rods (lines). Rods only impose a distance constraint between two points.

Point h (black circle) di�ers from the others in that it is attached to the rod

hg; ii. Finally, point d is constrained to slide on the speci�ed line. The problem is
to �nd a feasible con�guration of the points so that all constraints are satis�ed.

Mini-robot (Figure 3) The triangle a�b�c represents the base and is �xed. Since

the robot is symmetrical, let us describe the left half. Point d is the left shoulder.
The rod ha; di has a variable length rs, and is used to rotate the rod hc; di. On

this rod we have an arm mechanism whose length is variable and depends on

the parameter ra. The gray point e is constrained to slide on the rod hc; di. The
black point f is attached to both the rod he; gi and hd; hi, and hereby forces these

rods to act like a scissor. The position of the end point i of the arm can now be
positioned by controlling ra and rs.

The decomposition shown in the right side of Figure 3 corresponds to the
above description of the robot. That is, ra, r

0

a
, rs and r0

s
are the driving inputs

that control the endpoints. Suppose however that we want the robot to pick up
an object. In this case the end points i and i0 should go to a speci�c location. The

question now is: what values should ra; r
0

a
; rs; r

0

s
take to get the two endpoints

at the desired spot? The decomposition of this inverse problem is shown in the
middle of Figure 3.
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Fig. 3.Minirobot (left), DAG of inverse problem (middle) and driving problem (right).

Finally, consider the situation in which a designer is sketching the points
and rods for this robot using a computer, and wants to validate his drawing. In
this case, the input variables may be chosen so that the validation problem is as
simple as possible. In Section 6, we present an algorithm that is designed to do
exactly that. In this example, the best solution is to take yd, yb, xi, x

0

i
, y0

e
, x0

d
,

y0

d
as input parameters, which leads to a decomposition with one block of size 5

and other blocks of size 1, 2 or 3.

5 Solving Well-Constrained Systems

5.1 Introduction

In case the D&M decomposition consists only of a well constrained part, we can
perform a �ne decomposition. By doing so we avoid to send the system as a
whole to the solver. Indeed, we will only need to solve smaller systems which
correspond to the blocks in the DAG. To see this, consider the decomposition
shown in Figure 2 on the right. Respecting the order of the DAG, we �rst obtain
a solution for block 1. We can now substitute the values for the corresponding
variables appearing in the equations of block 2 and obtain a solution from the
solver. Then we process block 3 in a similar fashion, followed by block 4 and 5.

When a block has no solution, one has to backtrack. A chronological back-
tracker goes back to the previous block. It tries a di�erent solution for that block
and restarts to solve the subsequent blocks. However, this approach is ine�cient.
Indeed, in the example above, suppose block 5 had no solution. Chronological
backtracking would go back to block 4, �nd a di�erent solution for it, and solve
block 5 again. Clearly, the same failure will be encountered again in block 5.

A better strategy is to reconsider only those blocks which might have caused
the problem. We could follow the approach used by Con�ict Based Backjumping
(CBJ) [Prosser, 1993]. When no solution is found for block 5, one would go back
directly to block 3. However, when jumping back, CBJ erases all intermediate
search information. Here, the solution of block 4 would be erased when jumping
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back to block 3. This is unfortunate; the solution of block 4 is still valid and the
solver may have spent a considerable amount of time �nding it.

This problem can be avoided by holding on to the intermediate search infor-
mation. This approach is taken in dynamic backtracking (DB) [Ginsberg, 1993].
As CBJ, DB jumps back to the cause of the problem. However, when doing so,
it does not erase intermediate nogoods. Instead, it moves the problem variable
to the set of uninstantiated variables and removes only nogoods based on its
assignment. By doing so, DB e�ectively reorders variables. Unfortunately, this
reordering is incompatible with the partial order imposed by the DAG. We
therefore need to resort to algorithms that keep intermediate search informa-
tion but are also �exible enough to respect the partial order imposed by the
decomposition. General Partial Order Backtracking (GPB) [Bliek, 1998] satis�es
these requirements. Below we present a speci�c instance of GPB that can be used
to solve decomposed problems.

5.2 Solving Partially Ordered Problems with GPB

We �rst brie�y describe the GPB algorithm for solving discrete CSPs. At all times

GPBmaintains a complete set of assignmentsX which are incrementally modi�ed
until all constraints are satis�ed. The search process is driven by the addition
of new nogoods. A nogood  is a subset of assignments of values to variables
which are incompatible. X is modi�ed incrementally so as to remain compatible
with the current set of nogoods. When a new nogood is added, the value of one
of its variables, say y, will be changed. By choosing y,  becomes an ordered
nogood, denoted by ~. We call y the conclusion variable, denoted by c(~), and
the remaining variables antecedent variables a(~). An ordered nogood ~ de�nes
an ordering relation x < c(~) for each antecedent x 2 a(~).

Nogoods are generated when the current assignments violate a constraint.
In this case the nogood is the constraint violation. Nogoods are also generated
when for a domain of a given variable y, all values are ruled out by nogoods.
In this case a new nogood �(y) is inferred that contains the assignments of all
the antecedent variables a(~i) appearing in every nogood ~i with y = c(~i).
In addition to the conclusion variables of a nogood, one may also modify the
assignment of other variables in X , as long as the new values are acceptable. A
value v is acceptable for the variable x if x = v is compatible with the antecedents
of any of the current nogoods and if v is in the live domain of x. The live domain

of a variable is the set of values of its domain that is not ruled out by a conclusion
of a nogood. When a new nogood with conclusion y is added, all nogoods ~i for
which y 2 a(~i) are discarded. By doing so, an assignment is ruled out by at most
one nogood. The space complexity of GPB is therefore polynomial. The problem
has no solution when the empty nogood is inferred.

We now present an instance of GPB, called GPBI . We will see that this algo-
rithm can easily be adapted to solve decomposed continuous CSPs. Instead of
modifying a complete set of assignments, GPBI incrementally extends a consis-
tent partial set of assignments. We therefore have a set of instantiated variables
I and a set of uninstantiated variables U . To ensure termination, it is required
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that the selection of the conclusion of a nogood respects a partial order. In GPBI

we use an ordering scheme <I de�ned as follows. The variables in I respect the
total order de�ned by the instantiation sequence and any variable in I precedes
any variable in U . Abusing notation, we de�ne the antecedents of a variable y
as a(y) = fx jx < yg. The descendants of y are de�ned by D(y) = fx j y <t xg,
where <t is the transitive closure of <. With these de�nitions, we modify GPB

to obtain GPBI .

algorithm GPBI
Until U is empty or the empty nogood is inferred do

Select a variable x 2 U for which a(x) � I and

assign an acceptable value v to x.

if x = v violates some constraint with variables in I then

Generate a nogood  corresponding to the constraint violation and

Backtrack(),

else

move x from U to I.

end

end

end.

procedure Backtrack ()

Select y as conclusion of  so that y follows a(~) in the ordering scheme and

store ~.

Discard all nogoods ~i for which y 2 a(~i) and
move y and the variables D(y) in I to U .

if the live domain of y is empty then

Backtrack(�(y)).

end

end.

Algorithm 1: GPBI

GPBI is an instance of GPB and therefore terminates. It is also systematic since
it satis�es an additional restriction on the assignments that may be changed. We
refer the reader to [Bliek et al., 1998] for a detailed discussion.

As described above, GPBI halts as soon as it �nds a solution. To �nd all
solutions to a given CSP, the algorithm can be modi�ed as follows. When a
solution is found, it is reported and a new nogood is generated that rules out
exactly this set of assignments. We then backtrack from this nogood and restart
the search loop to �nd the next solution.

GPBI solves discrete CSPs. We now adapt it to solve continuous problems
that are decomposed into a DAG of blocks. Here the blocks take over the role
of the variables. The discrete domain2 of possible values for a block x is the set

2 As stated earlier, we assume that we have a discrete set of solutions for each block.
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of solutions, denoted by �(x), of the corresponding subproblem. Recall that, for
a given block x, the solutions of the parent blocks, denoted by p(x), are �rst
substituted into the equations of block x. The resulting system is then solved
over the continuous domains of the variables of the block. By solving the system,
all values in the continuous domains are eliminated, except for �(x). One can
view this as the addition of a nogood, denoted by P (x), that has the given block
x as conclusion and p(x) as antecedent variables.

We can now modify GPBI to solve decomposed problems. The main di�er-
ence is that the domain �(x) of a block x is not known a priori and has to be
computed based on the values of p(x). We therefore have to make sure that �(x)
is recomputed every time any of the values of p(x) changes. The resulting algo-
rithm is called GPB�. The backtrack procedure remains the same. However,

algorithm GPB�

Until U is empty or the empty nogood is inferred do

select a block x 2 U for which a(x) [ p(x) � I

if �(x) is outdated with respect to p(x) then
recompute �(x) using the new values for p(x) and backtrack(P (x)),

else

assign an acceptable value v to x and move x from U to I.

end

end

end.

Algorithm 2: GPB�

in a practical implementation, care has to be taken to represent and handle the
nogoods of the type P (x).

In Figure 4, we illustrate GPB� on the example of Figure 2. Suppose we solve
block 1 and select �rst the solution where b is above a and c. Then we proceed
to solve block 2 and select the solution where e is above a and b. We make a
similar choice for f whose solutions are computed in block 3. Now, in block 4,
we select one of the two possible locations for d. Finally, we reach block 5 to
�nd out that there is no solution (dashed). This situation is shown on the left in
Figure 4. At this point, we add a nogood P (5) which is based on the solutions
of blocks 2 and 3 and rules out all possible values for block 5. We �nd that the
domain of 5 is empty and infer a nogood �(5) which states that the solutions of
block 2 and 3 are incompatible. Since block 3 was instantiated after block 2 we
select block 3 as conclusion of this nogood. We now select the other solution for
this block where point f is below b and c. Once again we �nd that block 5 has
no solution (second picture in Figure 4) and backtrack to block 3. However, this
time, both possible solutions of block 3 are ruled out by nogoods, so we continue
backtracking. Since the two nogoods have block 2 as antecedent and P (3) has
block 1 as antecedent, we generate a new nogood stating that the solutions of
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Fig. 4. Example problem.

block 1 and 2 are incompatible. As shown in the third picture in Figure 4, we now
use the other solution for block 2. This search process continues until we reach
the con�guration, depicted on the right in Figure 4, that satis�es all constraints.

Observe that GPB�, did not erase the solutions of block 4 when it backtracked
to block 3. However, they would have been erased by CBJ, which would later need
to recompute them.

5.3 Examples

We found that, as compared to solving the system as a whole, the use of GPB� on
decomposed systems is very e�ective. Let us illustrate this point with some ex-
amples. As it is usually done when solving CSPs de�ned by systems of equations,
we report the running times to �nd all solutions. All the tests were performed
on a Sun SparcStation 5 with Ilog Numerica 1.0.

On the small didactic example of Figure 2, GPB� needs only 2.9 seconds,
while without decomposition Numerica needs 4.8 seconds. The speedups are
more important when the examples are somewhat more complicated. Consider
the mini-robot positioning problem shown in Figure 3. Without decomposing
the problem, it takes Numerica 2153 seconds to solve the problem. Using the
decomposition shown in the middle in Figure 3, with GPB� this running time is
reduced to 33.3 seconds.

In some cases very small blocks can be found. In this case, the backtrack
search over the discrete sets of solutions is dominant. Figure 5 shows an example
of such a situation. As before, arcs represent distance constraints and we have
�xed the two coordinates, xa and ya, of point a as well as one coordinate, xb,
of point b. In addition to what is shown in the �gure, there are two variables
that measure the height of each of the legs de�ned as r = (yi + yh)=2 and
r0 = (yi0 + yh0)=2. We limited the possible range on these two variables to stay
within the interval � shown in Figure 5. By doing so, there is only one solution
which is the one shown in the �gure. Without decomposition, it takes Numerica
2091 seconds to solve this problem. With the decomposition shown on the right
in Figure 5, GPB� solves the problem in 29 seconds.

6 Handling Structurally Under-constrained Problems

As discussed in Section 3, in this case, we need to �nd r divs such that the
remaining constraint graph has a perfect matching. Two di�erent approaches for
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doing so are presented below. Once the divs are selected, the problem becomes
well-constrained and can be solved by GPB�.

6.1 Backtrack-Free Driving Inputs' Selection

The algorithm shown below is based on the D&M properties. It allows to choose
the divs one by one in a backtrack-free manner. The time complexity of the algo-

algorithm Free-divs-selection (a constraint graph; its D&M decomposition)

while r divs have not been chosen do

choose as div any variable v in the under-constrained part

if v is matched in the current matching then

� invert in the current matching an alternating path from v to an un-

matched variable

� apply a D&M decomposition on the new matching (which transfers

some nodes from the under-constrained to the well-constrained part)

end

end

end.

Algorithm 3: The backtrack-free div selection

rithm is O(r�(n+m)) for a constraint graph with n variables andm constraints.
Indeed, one path inversion and one �D&M part retrieval� is necessary for each
of the r div selections. Figure 6 illustrates this algorithm. The correctness of
the backtrack-free div selection follows directly from the D&M properties. The
proof can be found in the extended version of this paper [Bliek et al., 1998].

6.2 Finding Small Blocks: OpenPlansb

We present below an algorithm called OpenPlansb
3 which �nds decompositions

with well-constrained square blocks whose largest block is of minimum size.

3 sb stands for small blocks.
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algorithm OpenPlansb (G: a constraint graph): a DAG of blocks

let D be an empty DAG of blocks

while constraints remain in the constraint graph do

select-free-blocksb: select a free square block b of smallest size for which there

exists a perfect matching

add b in D (along with the corresponding directed arcs)

remove b from G

end

return D

end.

Algorithm 4: OpenPlansb

OpenPlansb is a specialized version of an algorithm called OpenPlan: the proce-
dure select-free-block of OpenPlan can select any free block whereas select-free-
blocksb imposes restrictions. OpenPlan is based on the PDOF algorithm used
for maintaining constraints in interactive applications [Vander Zanden, 1996]. It
builds a DAG of blocks in reverse order from the leaves to the roots. A free block
has variables which are linked only to constraints within the block. Iteratively se-
lecting and removing blocks which are free ensures that a DAG of blocks is built,
that is, that no directed cycle can appear between blocks [Trombettoni, 1997].

We now detail how OpenPlansb �nds the best decomposition of the constraint
graph of the didactic problem. The process is illustrated on the right side of
Figure 7. First, the block [c7,yd], a 1� 1 free block, is selected and removed: xd
becomes a div. Now there is no more 1�1 free block available so that a 2�2 free
block, for example [c1,c3,xa,ya], is selected and removed. Then, the free block
[c4,c5,xc,yc] is selected and removed. This frees the block [c6,c9,xf ,yf ] which is
selected and removed. The block [c2,xb] is now free; yb becomes a div. In the
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Fig. 7. A decomposition of the didactic problem with one 13 � 13 block (left) and a

decomposition with four 2�2 blocks (a, b, f , (xg, xi)) and several 1�1 blocks (right).

same way, OpenPlansb �nally selects the blocks [c8,ye], [c11,c12,xg ,xi], [c13,yi]
and [c10,xh].

Proposition 1 OpenPlansb �nds a decomposition whose largest block has a min-

imum size.

The proof can be found in the extended paper [Bliek et al., 1998].
Note that, as opposed to OpenPlansb, the maximum-matching algorithm

�nds decompositions with blocks of arbitrary size: both decompositions of Fig-
ure 7 could be indi�erently obtained by maximum-matching whereas OpenPlansb
�nds the one in the right.

Selecting a 1 � 1 free block is the only operation involved in the classical
PDOF. This amounts to searching variables linked to only one constraint. How-
ever, if there is no 1� 1 free block, �nding a well-constrained free block of mini-

mum size is suspected to be NP-hard, so that OpenPlansb is exponential. Indeed,
a naive algorithm which searches for a k� k valid block is O(nk), where n is the
number of variables.

Nevertheless, this algorithm can sometimes be used for problems which may
be numerically hard to solve. In this case, the overhead for obtaining the best
decomposition can be neglected over the gain in solving small blocks. Our �rst
experimental results presented in Section 6.4 seem to con�rm this.

6.3 Finding Small Blocks: OpenPlanhm

When the constraint graphs are large, we have to resort to heuristic methods
to �nd good decompositions. To do so, another instance of OpenPlan, called
OpenPlanhm, is proposed for which the procedure select-free-blockhm is a hill-
climbing heuristic. If no 1 � 1 block has been found, a maximum matching of
the constraint graph is performed. We consider �rst the smallest leaf bbest of this
matching to be selected by select-free-blockhm. However, bbest is not the smallest
possible free block, since other matchings could yield smaller leaves. Therefore,
select-free-blockhm changes the matching so that a smaller leaf could appear.
Instead of performing a full search over all matchings, a hill-climbing heuristic
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is used. One tries to �break� bbest by inverting a path in the current matching
from a div to a variable in bbest. If such a path is found which yields a smaller
leaf, the process is reitered until reaching a �xed point. Note that the DAG of
blocks may signi�cantly change after a path inversion so that completely new
blocks may appear.

function select-free-blockhm (G: a constraint graph): a free block

if there exists a 1� 1 free block b then return b

perform a maximum matching of G that yields a DAG of blocks Dbest

let bbest be the smallest leaf block of Dbest

while Dbest is changing do

let cdivs be the set of divs in Dbest such that an alternating path exists from

a div in cdivs to a variable in bbest
D  Dbest; b bbest
for every div d in cdivs and every variable v in bbest do

invert an alternating path from d to v that yields a DAG of blocks D0

if D0 has a smaller leaf block b0 than b then D  D0; b b0

end

Dbest  D; bbest  b

end

return bbest

end.

Algorithm 5: Heuristic method to select a small well-constrained free block

In Figure 7, we show how OpenPlanhm obtains the best decomposition (right)
starting from the matching corresponding to the worst one (left). select-free-
blockhm �rst inverts the path from yd to xe, which yields the �rst free (1 � 1)
block [c7,yd]. Then it selects the block [c1,c3,xa,ya] by inverting the path from
ya to xb. Now it can proceed until the best decomposition is obtained.

6.4 First Experimental Results

On the didactic problem, the divs on the left in Figure 7 lead to one unique
block solved by Numerica in 10 s. With the divs in Figure 7 (right), the problem
is solved by GPB� in 3.3 s.

We also performed tests on a small distance problem in 3D made of two
tetrahedra and some additional rods shown in Figure 8.

The worst decomposition of this problem has two blocks of size 7. The best
decomposition, obtained by both OpenPlansb and OpenPlanhm, includes blocks
of size 2 or 3 only. When the driving inputs correspond to the bad decomposition,
Numerica takes 1284.8 s to solve the whole system. Solving the same problem
with GPB� takes 125.4 s. Now when the driving inputs correspond to the good
decomposition, Numerica on the whole system takes 200 s whereas only 22.7 s
are necessary to solve the same problem using GPB�.
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7 Related Work

To our knowledge, no existing system which performs graph decomposition com-
bines complete numerical solvers with backtracking. The system presented in
[Serrano, 1987] uses a maximum-matching algorithm to decompose general de-
sign problems. However, completeness is not achieved; blocks are solved using
a traditional Newton-Raphson method and no backtracking is performed. Fur-
thermore, this work is not based on the D&M decomposition. In particular, the

driving inputs cannot be selected in a backtrack-free fashion.

In [Ait-Aoudia et al., 1993], the D&M technique is used to study geometric
constraints. However, no attention is paid to the solution aspects.

The D&M decomposition does not take into account the values of the coe�-
cients of the equations. However, some problems, whose D&M decomposition is
structurally well constrained, are in fact made of dependent equations. One way
to detect redundancy in nonlinear systems of equations is to calculate the Ja-
cobian at various randomly selected points [Lamure and Michelucci, 1997]. This
information could then be used to properly decompose this type of systems.

In the case of mechanical con�guration, there exist a number of techniques
to discover subsystems that are rigid [Fudos and Ho�mann, 1997]. By replacing
these rigid subsystems by smaller ones, gains in performance can be made. This
technique is complementary to ours and could be used to further improve the
performance of our algorithms on mechanical con�guration problems.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented techniques to solve structured continuous CSPs.
Our approach is based on decomposition techniques by Dulmage & Mendelsohn
and König, that decompose structured problems into a directed acyclic graph
of blocks. The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we propose new algo-
rithms for solving structurally well-constrained problems. They combine the use
of existing solvers, for solving the blocks, with intelligent backtracking techniques
that use the partial order of the DAG to avoid useless work. Second, we present
new algorithms to handle under-constrained problems. These algorithms allow
the selection of driving input variables, whose values are assumed to be set exter-
nally. Input variables can either be selected through an interactive backtrack-free
selection or can be selected automatically using a new algorithm to obtain de-
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compositions with small blocks. We have presented a number of examples to
illustrate that signi�cant speedups can be obtained using these algorithms.
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Abstract. Constraint Violation Minimization Problems arise when dealing with
over-constrained CSPs. Unfortunately, experiments and practice show that they
quickly become too large and too difficult to be optimally solved. In this context,
multiple methods (limited tree search, heuristic or stochastic local search) are
available to produce non-optimal, but good quality solutions, and thus to provide
the user with anytime upper bounds of the problem optimum. On the other hand,
few methods are available to produce anytime lower bounds of this optimum.
In this paper, we explore some ways of producing such bounds. All of them are
algorithmic variants of a Branch and Bound search. More specifically, we show
that a new algorithm, resulting from a combination of the Russian Doll Search
and Iterative Deepening algorithms, clearly outperforms five known algorithms
and allows high lower bounds to be rapidly produced.

1 Constraint Violation Minimization Problems

In many decision tasks (planning, scheduling, resource allocation, design, diagnosis),
the objective is to find a solution which satisfies a set of hard (or imperative) constraints,
generally expressing physical limitations, and which, at the same time, satisfies as well
as possible a set of soft (or relaxable) constraints, expressing costs, utililities, prefer-
ences, probabilities.

Such problems can be referred to as Constraint Violation Minimization Problems.
Max-CSPs [6], Weighted CSPs, Possibilistic CSPs [15], Fuzzy CSPs [14, 4], and Prob-
abilistic CSPs[14, 5] are some of the frameworks which have been defined to represent
them. Valued and Semiring CSPs [16, 2, 1] are two more general frameworks, which
include all of the above frameworks.

Although all of our work has been carried out in the general Valued CSP framework,
for the sake of simplicity, we limit our presentation to Weighted CSPs. These problems
can be defined as classical CSPs, with a weight associated with each constraint. The
weight of a complete variable assignment is defined as the sum of the weights of the
violated constraints, and the objective is to find a complete assignment whose weight is
minimum. In Max-CSPs, all the constraints have the same weight, equal to 1, and the
weight of a complete variable assignment is simply the number of violated constraints.

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 117-131, 1998.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



Remember that all of the algorithms which are presented in this paper can be easily
extended to the Valued CSP framework, to take into account soft and hard constraints
and to consider other violation aggregation functions.

2 Why produce anytime lower bounds?

It is known that the Weighted CSP and Max-CSP problems, which generalize the Max-
SAT problem, are NP-hard. In addition, experiments, which have been carried out for
example on randomly generated Max-CSPs [18], show that these problems are far more
difficult to solve that the corresponding CSPs. Even small instances, involving only
some tens of variables with ten values per variable, cannot be optimally solved in a
reasonable time. The situation is naturally worse when one wants to solve instances
which result from translating real-world problems and involve hundreds or thousands
of variables.

In practice, when someone wants to solve such a problem, he uses any incomplete
method (limited tree search, heuristic or stochastic local search) which is able to provide
him with solutions of increasing quality, and thus with decreasing upper bounds of the
problem optimum.

But some questions arise: What is the quality of the best solution found thus far?
How far is its weight from the optimal weight? What gain can be expected from using
more time or more resources to explore other solutions?

Producing lower bounds of the problem optimum can help to answer these ques-
tions. For example, if the lower bound equals the upper bound, optimality is proven and
the search can stop. More generally, if the distance between the upper and lower bounds
is small enough, the user or the system can decide to stop the search and to use time and
ressources for other tasks. Conversely, if this distance remains large, he/it can decide to
invest more time and ressources in finding better solutions or producing higher lower
bounds.

In this paper we explore some ways of producing anytime increasing problem lower
bounds, concurrently with the usual production of anytime decreasing problem upper
bounds, in order to obtain a tighter and tighter bounding of the problem optimum.

Whereas any incomplete method can be used for producing upper bounds, produ-
cing lower bounds generally requires complete methods. This statement is consistent
with the results of the Complexity Theory [12]: since producing an upper bound is an
NP problem, a polynomial length certificate therefore exists; since producing a lower
bound is a Co-NP problem, such a certificate may not exist (if P 6= NP ).

After a quick overview of possible approaches for producing such lower bounds
in the context of Weighted CSPs (see 3), we limit this paper to an exploration and a
comparison of algorithmic variants of a Branch and Bound search, some of them well-
known, others more recent (see 4). The main result is that a new algorithm, resulting
from a combination of the Russian Doll Search [19] and Iterative Deepening [8] al-
gorithms, clearly outperforms all the others and allows high lower bounds to be rapidly
produced (see 5).
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3 How produce anytime lower bounds?

3.1 Problem simplification

A first method to obtain a problem lower bound consists in solving completely a sim-
plified problem: the optimum of the simplified problem, either is a lower bound of the
original problem, or allows such a bound to be computed. Such a simplification is cur-
rently obtained by removing some constraints or by removing some forbidden tuples in
some constraints. In [3], it is obtained by modifying the violation aggregation function
to be minimized.

3.2 Objective simplification

Another method to obtain a problem lower bound consists in aiming at a simpler ob-
jective, like Local Consistency. For example, Directed Arc Consistency preprocessing
[20] produces a problem lower bound. The sum of the weights of the constraints which
must be relaxed, in order to obtain a classical CSP, whose Arc Consistency closure is
non empty or, more generally, a classical CSP which satisfies any Local Consistency
property, is also a problem lower bound1.

3.3 Search simplification

A last method consists in performing a limited tree search, depending on the available
time and ressources, and in exploiting the subproblem lower bounds, which are com-
puted at each node of the tree, in order to produce a problem lower bound. This is the
way we explore in this paper.

4 Using variants of a Branch and Bound search

We explored and compared six variants of a Branch and Bound search, each of them
able to produce anytime problem lower bounds:

– Recursive Best First (rbf);
– Iterative Deepening (id);
– Iterative Objective Relaxing (ior);
– Iterative Approximating (ia);
– Russian Doll Search (rds);
– Iterative Deepening + Russian Doll Search (idrds).

For each algorithm, we give a well-known reference, a short informal description
and the corresponding pseudo-code. Though these algorithms have been developped in
various contexts and presented using various styles, we tried to present all the pseudo-
codes in a uniform way in the Weighted CSP context.

1 It is due to the fact that Consistency implies Local Consistency.
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In each pseudo-code, both global variables ub and lb record the anytime problem
upper and lower bounds. ub and lb are respectively initialized to +1 and 0.

In an application context, at any time, these bounds can be used to help the user
or the system to decide about the continuation of the search. Note however that, while
the six presented algorithms produce an anytime problem lower bound, only rbf and ia
produce concurrently an anytime problem upper bound. The other four (id, ior, rds and
idrds) produce no problem upper bound before the last step of the algorithm.

Whereas rbf uses a Best First search, the other five (id, ior, ia, rds and idrds) use a
Depth First search.

Although all of them have been developed and tested with a dynamic value ordering
and all of them, except the last two (rds and idrds), with a dynamic variable ordering
(see 5), for the sake of simplicity, the pseudo-codes have been written assuming static
variable and value orderings.

During the search, a global array A stores the current assignment. At the beginning,
A is empty. n is the number of problem variables. DS(j) returns the domain size of the
variable j.

FC(A; i; j) returns a lower bound of the subproblem, limited to the variables after
i (i included) and constrained by the assignment A of the variables between i and j (i
and j included). A Forward Checking method [6, 16] is used to compute this bound.

In a few words, if BC(A; i; j) returns the sum of the weights of the constraints which
are violated by the assignmentA of the variables between i and j, and if �BC(A; i; j; l; k)

returns the increment in BC, which would result from extending the assignment A with
the assignment of the value k to the variable l, then:

FC(A; i; j) = BC(A; i; j) +

nX

l=j+1

mink2[1::DS(l)]�BC(A; i; j; l; k)

It is easy to establish that FC(A; i; j):

– is really a subproblem lower bound;
– is monotonic: i0 � i; j � j0 ) FC(A; i; j) � FC(A; i0; j0);
– is exact i.e., equal to the subproblem optimum, when j = n.

It can be also observed that FC takes into account only the constraints between as-
signed variables (i � l � j) and the constraints between assigned and unassigned vari-
ables (j +1 � l � n). It does not take into account the constraints between unassigned
variables. This fact will be used by rds and idrds.

Note that the second parameter i of the function FC is useful only with rds and idrds.
It has been introduced for the sake of homogeneity and is systematically set to 1 with
rbf, id, ior and ia.

Although the Depth First Branch and Bound algorithm, currently used for produ-
cing an anytime problem upper bound, produces no problem lower bound before end-
ing, as an introduction, we present its pseudo-code in Figure 1.
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DFBB()

ub +1

lb 0

SEARCH-DFBB(1)

lb ub

SEARCH-DFBB(j)

for k = 1 to DS(j)

A[j] k

llb FC(A; 1; j)

if llb < ub

then if j = n

then ub llb

else SEARCH-DFBB(j + 1)

Fig. 1. Depth First Branch and Bound

4.1 Recursive Best First

What we refer to as rbf (for Recursive Best First) is the recursive version of the clas-
sical Best First Branch and Bound, proposed in [9] in order to avoid the exponential
space requirements of the original version. Whereas a node is explored only once by
the original version, it may be explored several times by the recursive version. But, as
the classical version, the recursive version explores the nodes in a Best First order. Thus
the lower bound associated with the current node is a problem lower bound.

Although we implemented the full recursive version, we present in Figure 2 a sim-
pler version (called Simple Recursive Best First in [9]). Note that BEST(j) returns the
first child of the current node whose associated lower bound is minimum.

4.2 Iterative Deepening

What we refer to as id (for Iterative Deepening) is the first version of this algorithm,
proposed in [8]. The search is limited to a depth h (h � n) and the minimum of the
lower bounds associated with all the nodes at depth h is a problem lower bound. In-
creasing h from 1 to n produces an anytime problem lower bound (see Figure 3).

4.3 Iterative Objective Relaxing

What we refer to as ior (for Iterative Objective Relaxing) is the second version of the
Iterative Deepening algorithm, proposed in [8]. The algorithm searches for an assign-
ment whose weight equals the current problem lower bound. Initially, this lower bound
equals 0. When the search fails, the minimum of the lower bounds associated with all
the failing nodes is the new current problem lower bound. When it succeeds, the current
problem lower bound is obviously the optimum (see Figure 4).
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RBF()

ub +1

lb 0

SEARCH-RBF(1;+1)

SEARCH-RBF(j; llb)

for k = 1 to DS(j)

A[j] k

llb[j; k] FC(A; 1; j)

k
�
 BEST(j)

if j = n

then ub min(ub; llb[j; k
�
])

while llb[j; k�
] � llb

lb llb[j; k
�
]

if j = n

then stop
llb

0
 min(llb;mink 6=k� llb[j; k]))

A[j] k
�

llb[j; k
�
] SEARCH-RBF(j + 1; llb

0
)

k
�
 BEST(j)

return llb[j; k
�
]

Fig. 2. Recursive Best First

ID()

ub +1

lb 0

for h = 1 to n

lub +1

SEARCH-ID(1; h)

lb lub

SEARCH-ID(j; h)

for k = 1 to DS(j)

A[j] k

llb FC(A; 1; j)

if llb < lub

then if j = h

then lub llb

if h = n

then ub lub

else SEARCH-ID(j + 1; h)

Fig. 3. Iterative Deepening
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IOR()

ub +1

lb 0

while ub = +1

lub +1

SEARCH-IOR(1; lb)

lb lub

SEARCH-IOR(j; lb)

for k = 1 to DS(j)

A[j] k

llb FC(A; 1; j)

if llb � lb

then if j = n

then ub lub llb

else SEARCH-IOR(j + 1; lb)

else lub min(lub; llb)

Fig. 4. Iterative Objective Relaxing

4.4 Iterative Approximating

What we refer to as ia (for Iterative Approximating) is referred to as A�

� in [13]. By
replacing the backtrack condition of the classical Depth First Branch and Bound (ub �
FC(A; 1; j)) by a weaker condition (�:ub � FC(A; 1; j); 0 < � � 1), we obtain at the
end of the search a problem lower bound lb equal to �:ub. Increasing � produces an
anytime problem lower bound. For the sake of homogeneity with the other algorithms,
we chose � = i

n
, with i increasing from 1 to n (see Figure 5).

4.5 Russian Doll Search

Russian Doll Search, we refer to as rds, has been recently proposed in [19]. Assuming
a static variable ordering, one searches for an optimum of the problem limited to the
variables after i (i included). The optimum found is obviously a problem lower bound
and decreasing i from n down to 1 provides an anytime problem lower bound.

More importantly, the successive optima are recorded (in the global array rds)
and used in order to improve the lower bound associated with each node of the fu-
ture searches: because they do not take into account the same constraints, FC(A; 1; j)

(resulting from Forward Checking) and rds[j + 1] (resulting from previous searches)
can be safely added to obtain a higher subproblem lower bound FC(A; i; j)+rds[j+1]

(see Figure 6).

4.6 Iterative Deepening + Russian Doll Search

Iterative Deepening + Russian Doll Search, we refer to as idrds, results from a combin-
ation of Iterative Deepening and Russian Doll Search. With the original Russian Doll
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IA()

ub +1

lb 0

for i = 1 to n

SEARCH-IA(1; i)

lb ub:
i

n

SEARCH-IA(j; i)

for k = 1 to DS(j)

A[j] k

llb FC(A; 1; j)

if llb < ub:
i

n

then if j = n

then ub llb

else SEARCH-IA(j + 1; i)

Fig. 5. Iterative Approximating

RDS()

ub +1

lb 0

rds[n+ 1] 0

for i = n downto 1

lub +1

SEARCH-RDS(i; i)

lb rds[i] lub

SEARCH-RDS(j; i)

for k = 1 to DS(j)

A[j] k

llb FC(A; i; j) + rds[j + 1]

if llb < lub

then if j = n

then lub llb

if i = 1

then ub lub

else SEARCH-RDS(j + 1; i)

Fig. 6. Russian Doll Search
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Search, one searched for an optimum of the problem limited to the variables after i (i in-
cluded). With the new algorithm, one only searches for a lower bound of this optimum,
using an Iterative Deepening approach. The depth h of the search increases from 1 to
n. For each value of h, i decreases from n� h+ 1 down to 1.

As previously, these successive lower bounds are recorded (in the global array
lbrds) and used in order to improve the lower bound associated with each node of the
future searches: as with rds and for the same reasons, FC(A; 1; j) and lbrds[j + 1] can
be safely added to obtain a subproblem lower bound (see Figure 7). Note that, because
lbrds[j + 1] � rds[j + 1]:

FC(A; i; j) � FC(A; i; j) + lbrds[j + 1] � FC(A; i; j) + rds[j + 1]

IDRDS()

ub +1

lb 0

lbrds[n+ 1] 0

for h = 1 to n

for i = n� h+ 1 downto 1

lub +1

SEARCH-IDRDS(i; i; h)

lbrds[i] max(lub; lbrds[i+ 1])

lb max(lub; lb)

SEARCH-IDRDS(j; i; h)

for k = 1 to DS(j)

A[j] k

llb FC(A; i; j) + lbrds[j + 1]

if llb < lub

then if j = i+ h� 1

then lub llb

if h = n

then ub lub

else SEARCH-IDRDS(j + 1; i; h)

Fig. 7. Iterative Deepening + Russian Doll Search

5 Experiments

For the first four algorithms (rbf, id, ior and ia), we used the following classical dynamic
variable ordering: among the variables of minimum current domain size, choose the
first of maximum degree. For the last two (rds and idrds), which only support a static
variable ordering, we used a maximum degree ordering. For all the algorithms, Forward
Checking allows us to use a dynamic minimum Inconsistency Count value ordering [6,
16]: choose for the variable l the first value k such that �BC(A; i; j; l; k) is minimum.
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5.1 Randomly Generated Problems

We carried out first experiments on Max-CSPs, randomly generated according to the
four parameter model described in [17]: a number n of variables, a domain size d con-
stant for all the variables, a graph connectivity c, and a constraint tightness t constant
for all the constraints.

The results we show have been obtained with n = 30, d = 10 and c = 0:5.
Figures 8, 9 and 10 are respectively associated with t = 0:5, t = 0:7 and t = 0:9,
with 100 problems for each t’s value. All these problems are inconsistent and cannot
be optimally solved within a reasonable time. The number of violated constraints in
optimal solutions increases with t. Note that, unlike what occurs with classical CSPs,
complexity also increases with t and decreases only when t becomes very close to 1

[19, 11]. Each figure shows the mean evolution, within 300 seconds, of the problem
lower bound, computed by each of the six algorithms.
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Fig. 8. Randomly generated problems. Tightness = 0.5

The three figures display the same traits:

– rds is not the right option for producing anytime lower bounds;
– rbf, id, ior, and ia have a similar behavior;
– idrds is systematically the best option.

The similarity between rbf, id, ior, and ia, as well as the relative efficiency of idrds,
increases with constraint tightness. With t = 0:9, the mean lower bound produced by
rbf, id, ior, and ia, within 300 seconds is about 50. Within the same time, the mean
lower bound produced by idrds exceeds 100.
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Fig. 9. Randomly generated problems. Tightness = 0.7
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Fig. 10. Randomly generated problems. Tightness = 0.9
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Figure 11 gives an idea of the quality of the optimum bounding, which can be ob-
tained by using concurrently an idrds algorithm for producing lower bounds and a Simu-
lated Annealing [7] algorithm for producing upper bounds: t is the constraint tightness,
ub the mean upper bound provided by Simulated Annealing, lb the mean lower bound
provided by idrds within 300 seconds, and q = lb

ub
a measure of the optimum bounding

quality. One observes that this quality increases with constraint tightness.

t 0.5 0.7 0.9

ub 31.24 73.88 135.08
lb 13.82 46.04 108.14
q 44.24% 62.32% 80.06%

Fig. 11. Optimum bounding quality

5.2 Real World Problems

This behavior is made still clearer with larger, more difficult problems, like the CELAR
instances of the Radio Link Frequency Assignment Problem (see
ftp://ftp.cert.fr/pub/lemaitre/LVCSP/Pbs/CELAR/).Figure 12 shows the evolution, within
70000 seconds, of the CELAR6 instance lower bound, produced by ior and idrds. This
instance involves 100 variables, with up to 44 values per variable, and 1222 constraints,
whose weights equal 1000, 100, 10, or 1. The objective is to minimize the sum of the
weights of the unsatisfied constraints and the optimum equals 33892. Within 70000
seconds, ior does not manage to produce a lower bound higher than 104. Note that rbf,
id, and ia produce similar results. On the contrary, idrds produces a lower bound equal
to 1314 within 325 seconds and equal to 2338 within 64809 seconds.

5.3 Explanation

Explaining this behavior may help to develop more efficient algorithms. These are some
preliminary explanations:

– although rds is an efficient algorithm, these problems are too hard for it; one ob-
serves that rds is generally stalled, when searching for the optimum of subproblems
involving a subset of the variables; it provides consequently poor lower bounds;
this behavior is strengthened by the maximum degree variable ordering: the first
considered variables are the least constrained; note that choosing the inverse order
leads to worse results: solving subproblems is strongly penalized by a bad variable
ordering;

2 This optimum has been proven by producing a lower bound, equal to the best upper bound
found (see [3]).
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Fig. 12. Radio Link Frequency Assignment Problem

– the similar behavior of rbf, id, ior, and ia was unexpected; it may be due to the fact
that these four algorithms use the same Forward Checking method for computing
a subproblem lower bound at each node of the search; because Forward Checking
takes into account only the constraints between assigned variables and between as-
signed and unassigned variables, the resulting lower bounds are poor, particularly
when few variables are assigned; note that preliminary experiments with the same
algorithms, improved by combining Forward Checking and Directed Arc Consist-
ency Counts [20, 10], do not provide significantly better results;

– as to the efficiency of idrds, it may be due to an excellent cooperation between id
and rds:

� at the beginning of the search, with low values for h, the computed lower
bounds, stored in the array lbrds, are poor, but searches are strongly limited;
then progressively, as lower bounds increase, searches are less and less limited;

� the main difference from rds lies in the fact that idrds is not stalled in the
optimal solving of subproblems involving a subset of the variables; it rapidly
considers the whole problem;

� the main difference from id and the similar algorithms lies in the use of the
results of the previous searches to improve the lower bound associated with
each node of the current search;

� finally, the fact that the efficiency of idrds increases with constraint tightness
is certainly due to increasing subproblem lower bounds and a consequently
increasing improvement of the lower bound associated with each node.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented six variants of a Branch and Bound search, which are able to
produce an anytime lower bound of the optimum of a Weighted CSP. Used concurrently
with any incomplete algorithm, able to produce an anytime upper bound of the problem
optimum, they can provide the user or the system with an increasingly tighter bounding
of the optimum. Among these six algorithms, the last, resulting from a combination of
Russian Doll Search and Iterative Deepening, is definitely the most efficient.

But, the results in Figure11, concerning the quality of the optimum bounding, recall
that a lot of work remains to be done before getting really usable lower bounds. A
combination of the limited tree search methods presented in this paper with the problem
simplification methods recalled in 3.1 might be a promising way to explore.
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Abstract. Constraint databases use constraints to model and query

data. In particular, constraints allow a �nite representation of in�nite

sets of relational tuples (also called generalized tuples). The choice of dif-

ferent logical theories to express constraints inside relational languages

leads to the de�nition of constraint languages with di�erent expressive

power. Practical constraint database languages typically use linear con-

straints. This choice allows the use of e�cient algorithms but, at the

same time, some useful queries, needed by the considered application,

may not be represented inside the resulting languages (for example, the

convex hull cannot be computed [19]). These additional queries can only

be modeled by changing the theory (thus, loosing the advantages of the

linear theory), or extending the language, or using external functions.

In this paper we consider the last approach and we propose an algebra

and a calculus for constraint relational databases extended with exter-

nal functions, formally proving their equivalence. In doing that, we use

an approach similar to the one used by Klug to prove the equivalence

between the relational algebra and the relational calculus extended with

aggregate functions [14]. As far as we know, this is the �rst approach to

introduce external functions in constraint query languages.

1 Introduction

Constraint programming is very attractive from a database point of view since

it is completely declarative. The use of constraints to model data is based on the

consideration that a relational tuple is a particular type of constraint [13]. More

precisely, a tuple in traditional databases can be interpreted as a conjunction

of equality constraints between attributes of the tuple and values on a given

domain. The introduction of new logical theories to express relationships (i.e.,

constraints) between the attributes of a database item leads to the de�nition of

Constraint Databases as a new research area [13].
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Constraints can be added to relational database systems at di�erent levels.

At the data level, they �nitely represent possibly in�nite sets of relational tu-

ples. A conjunction of constraints is typically called generalized tuple, a �nite

set of generalized tuples is called generalized relation, whereas the set of (multi-

dimensional) points representing the solutions of a generalized tuple t is called

extension of t. Constraints are a powerful mechanism for modeling spatial and

temporal concepts [2, 4, 18], where often in�nite information has to be repre-

sented. At the query language level, constraints increase the expressive power of

simple relational languages by allowing mathematical computations.

Both the relational calculus and the relational algebra have been extended to

deal with constraints [11{13,18]. In order to guarantee a good trade-o� between

expressive power and computational complexity, the underlying theory should

mediate between application requirements and e�ciency. This consideration may

lead us to use more e�cient but less expressive theories, as for example the

theory of linear polynomial inequalities (lpoly), instead of less e�cient but

more expressive theories, as the theory of polynomial inequalities (poly).

This approach is not always satisfactory because the chosen theory may not

be adequate to support all the functionalities needed by the considered appli-

cations [1, 5, 17, 19{21]. For example, if we extend the relational calculus with

lpoly (obtaining FO + lpoly), the distance between two points and the con-

vex hull of n points cannot be computed and, as another example, collinearity

cannot be decided [19].

This problem can be approached in at least three di�erent ways:

{ The most naive solution is to change the chosen theory, by adopting a more

expressive one (for example poly). In this case, an higher expressive power

is obtained at the price of lower system performance. However, this solution

is usually not satisfactory since all implementation advantages of the �rstly

chosen theory would be lost.

{ A second approach maintains the chosen theory and extend the underlying

language [1, 17]. Unfortunately, naive extensions of FO + lpoly cease to

remain sound with respect to linear queries (i.e., mapping between databases

represented by lpoly) and yield a language equivalent in expressive power to

FO + poly [1, 20]. Sounds ways to extend FO + lpoly have been proposed

but the signi�cance of these extensions is not always clear [20].

{ A third approach maintains the chosen theory and the chosen language but

provides operators for integrating external functions in the base language.

The use of external functions avoids the choice of a \complex" logical theory,

with high computational complexity. Rather, it allows to adopt a \simple"

logic, for example lpoly, and to express speci�c functionalities by means of

external functions. Moreover, it does not increase the syntactical complexity

of the language, by introducing new operators.

In this paper we consider the last approach and we propose an algebra and

a calculus for constraint databases extended with external functions. Note that

while several approaches have been proposed to model aggregate functions inside
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constraint query languages [8, 9, 15], as far as we know, no approach has been

proposed to deal with arbitrary external functions.

The considered algebra, called Extended Generalized Relational Algebra

(EGRA for short), has been �rst presented in [3]. This algebra deals with gener-

alized relations based on a nested semantics, by which each relation is interpreted

as a �nite set of possibly in�nite sets of relational tuples, each represented by

the extension of a generalized tuple. Thus, the nested semantics interprets a

generalized relation as a one-level nested relation. A similar semantics has been

used in the de�nition of the DEDALE system [11]. As we will see, the use of

the nested semantics allows us to introduce external functions in a simple and

meaningful way.

The extended generalized relational algebra is a typical procedural language.

For this procedural language, similarly to what has been done for the relational

model, it is useful to de�ne an equivalent declarative language, i.e., a calculus. In

this paper we introduce the Extended Generalized Relational Calculus (ECAL

for short) as an extension of the relational calculus proposed by Klug [14]. The

Klug's calculus deals with aggregate functions and explicitly introduces range

expressions for variables. By using aggregate functions, new aggregate values, not

contained in the input relations, may be created. This cannot happen by using

the traditional Codd's calculus [10]. The ability to create new values makes the

proof of the equivalence between the Klug's calculus and the relational algebra

very di�erent with respect to the one based on the Codd's calculus. Since external

functions have some similarities with aggregate functions, in that they generate

new values, the use of the Klug's calculus simpli�es the proof of the equivalence

between EGRA and ECAL.

Other extensions of the Klug's calculus have been already proposed. In [16]

it has been extended to deal with relations containing sets of atomic values

as tuple components and in [15] to deal with constraints. With respect to the

calculus presented in [16], ECAL deals with constraint databases on an arbitrary

theory, and external functions, instead of aggregated functions. Moreover, in our

proposal, sets contain relational tuples. With respect to the calculus presented

in [15], ECAL is extended with external functions and new terms representing

generalized tuples.

After introducing the languages, we discuss the basic issues arising in proving

their equivalence, assuming to deal with theories admitting variables elimination

and external functions satisfying a particular property. Such property, called

uniformness property, guarantees that each external function allows the same

manipulation to be applied to di�erent sets of variables of a given generalized

relation.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the generalized relational

model and the Extended Generalized Relational Algebra are introduced. The

Extended Generalized Relational Calculus is presented in Section 3. The intro-

duction of external functions in the proposed languages and the basic issues

arising in proving their equivalence are discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5

presents some conclusions and outlines future work.
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2 An extended algebra for constraint databases

The use of constraints to model data is based on the consideration that a rela-

tional tuple can be seen as a conjunction of equality constraints [13]. By adopting

more general theories to represent constraints, the concept of relational tuple can

be �rst generalized to be a conjunction of constraints on the chosen theory. More

generally, the de�nition of a generalized tuple is a�ected by the set of logical con-

nectives used to combine constraints. For example, the use of disjunction allows

a generalized tuple to represent a concave set of points. This ability is an essen-

tial requirement for spatial and temporal applications. By taking this approach,

the Generalized Relational Model on a decidable logical theory � on a domain

D is de�ned as follows:

{ A generalized tuple t over variablesX1; :::; Xk in the logical theory � is a �nite

quanti�er-free disjunction '1 _ ::: _ 'N , where each 'i, 1 � i � N , is a con-

junction of constraints in �. The variables in each 'i are among X1; :::; Xk.

We denote with �(t) the set fX1; :::; Xkg and with ext(t) (or extension of

t) the set of relational tuples, belonging to Dk , which are represented by t.

Two generalized tuples t1 and t2 are equivalent if ext(t1) = ext(t2).

{ A generalized relation r of arity k in � is a �nite set r = ft1; :::; tMg where

each ti, 1 � i �M , is a generalized tuple over variables X1; :::; Xk and in �.

We denote with �(r) the set fX1; :::; Xkg.

{ A generalized database is a �nite set of generalized relations.

A generalized relation can be interpreted by a relational semantics, in this

case representing an in�nite set of relational tuples [13], or by a nested seman-

tics, in this case representing a �nite set of in�nite sets of relational tuples [3].

Formally, let r = ft1; :::; tng be a generalized relation, the nested semantics of

r, denoted by nested(r), is the set fext(t1); :::; ext(tn)g: In the following, gen-

eralized relations are interpreted by adopting the nested semantics. Given a

decidable logical theory �, the resulting model is called Extended Generalized

Relational Model on � and it is denoted by EGRM(�).

An algebra on EGRM(�) databases, called Extended Generalized Relational

Algebra (EGRA for short), has been presented in [3]. This algebra is obtained

by extending the generalized relational algebra presented in [12, 18] to deal with

generalized relations interpreted under the nested semantics.

EGRA provides two groups of operators, representing two di�erent types of

data manipulation:

1. Set operators. They treat each generalized tuple as a single object and apply

a certain computation to each object, i.e., to each generalized tuple, as a

whole.

2. Tuple operators. They apply a certain computation to generalized relations

interpreted as in�nite sets of relational tuples, and assign a given nested

representation to the result. Thus, these operators do not consider each gen-

eralized tuple as an object by itself.
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Op. name Syntax e Semantics r = �(e)(r1; : : : ; rn); n 2 f1; 2ga

Restrictions

Tuple operators

atomic

relation

R1 r = r1

selection �P (R1) r = ft ^ P : t 2 r1; ext(t^ P ) 6= ;g
�(P ) � �(R1) �(e) = �(R1)

renaming %[AjB](R1) r = ft[A j B] : t 2 r1g

A 2 �(e); B 62 �(e)

�(e) = (�(R1) n fAg) [ fBg

projection �[Xi1
;:::;Xip

](R1) r = f�[Xi1
;:::;Xip

](t) : t 2 r1g
b

�(R1) = fX1; :::; Xmg
�(e) = fXi1 ; :::; Xipg �(e) � �(R)

natural join R1 1 R2 r = ft1 ^ t2 : t1 2 r1; t2 2 r2; ext(t1 ^ t2) 6= ;g
�(e) = �(R1) [ �(R2)

complement :R r = ft1_ :::_ tm : t1_ :::_ tm is the disjunctive

normal form of :t1^:::^:tn ; r1 = ft1; :::; tng;
ext(ti) 6= ;; i = 1; :::; mg

�(e) = �(R)

Set operators

union R1 [ R2 r = ft : t 2 r1 or t 2 r2g
�(R1) = �(R2) = �(e)

set di�erence R1 n
s R2 r = ft : t 2 r1; 6 9t

0 2 r2 : ext(t) = ext(t0)g
�(R1) = �(R2) = �(e)

set

complement

:sR1 r = fnot tc: t 2 r1; ext(not t) 6= ;g

�(e) = �(R1)

set selection �s(Q1;Q2;�))(R1) r = ft : t 2 r1;

ext(Q1(t)) � ext(�[�(Q1)](Q2(t)))g
�(Q1) � �(Q2) �(e) = �(R1)

�s(Q1;Q2;16=;))
(R1) r = ft : t 2 r1; ext(Q1(t)) \ ext(Q2(t)) 6= ;g

�(Q1) = �(Q2) �(e) = �(R1)

a We assume that ri does not contain inconsistent generalized tuples, i = 1; :::; n.
b �[Xi1

;:::;Xip
](t) represents the operator eliminating variables �(t) n fXi1 ; :::; Xipg

from the formula corresponding to t.
c The expression not t represents the disjunctive normal form of the formula :t.

Table 1. EGRA operators

EGRA operators are presented in Table 1. Notice that tuple operators, except
complement, applies a typical relational computation to possibly in�nite sets of
relational tuples [10]. The EGRA complement operator always returns a gen-
eralized relation containing just one generalized tuple representing the set of
points that are not contained in the extension of the input relation. Among set
operators, union and set di�erence identify typical operations on sets. The other
operators have the following meaning:
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1. Set complement. Given a generalized relation r, this operator returns a gen-

eralized relation containing a generalized tuple t0 for each generalized tuple

t contained in r; t0 is the disjunctive normal form of the formula :t.

2. Set selection. This operator selects from a generalized relation all the gen-

eralized tuples satisfying a certain condition. The condition is of the form

(Q1; Q2; �), where � 2 f�; (16= ;)g and Q1 and Q2 are either: a generalized

tuple P of EGRM(�), or expressions generated by operators ft;�[X1;:::;Xn]g,

where t represents the input generalized tuple and the interpretation of

�[X1;:::;Xn] is a function taking a generalized tuple t0 and returning the pro-

jection of t0 on variables X1; :::; Xn.

The set selection operator with condition (Q1; Q2; �), applied on a general-

ized relation r, selects from r only the generalized tuples t for which there

exists a relation � between ext(Q1(t)) and ext(Q2(t)).
1 See Table 1 for a

detailed description of the available conditions.

In order to guarantee the closure property, due to the presence of the projec-

tion and complement operators, EGRA operators can only be applied to general-

ized relations belonging to EGRM(�) generalized databases, where � is a logical

theory admitting variable elimination and closed under complementation.2

Example 1. Consider two generalized relations R and S such that �(R) = fIDr;

X; Y g and �(S) = fIDs; X; Y g, where IDr and IDs represent object identi�ers

and X and Y represent the coordinates of the points belonging to the extension

of the spatial objects.

{ The EGRA expression to retrieve all spatial objects in R that intersect the

region identi�ed by a constraint P (range intersection query) is:

�s
(�[X;Y ](t);P;(16=;))(R), where �(P ) = fX;Y g.

{ The EGRA expression to determine all pairs of identi�ers of spatial objects

(IDr; IDs) r 2 R; s 2 S, such that r intersects s (spatial join intersec-

tion based) is �[IDr;IDs](�
s

c
(R 1 %[XjX0 ;Y jY 0 ](S))) where c = (Q1(t); Q2(t);

(1 6= ;)), Q1(t) = �[X;Y ](t), and Q2(t) = %[X0jX ;Y 0jY ](�[X0;Y 0](t)). 3

3 An extended calculus for constraint databases

In the following, we introduces a calculus which represents the declarative coun-

terpart of the algebra presented in Section 2. Such calculus is obtained by ex-

tending the Klug's calculus [14] to deal with constraints and with the extended

generalized relational model.

1 Q1(t) and Q2(t) denote the application of Q1 and Q2 to a single generalized tuple t.
2 A theory admits variable elimination if each formula 9XF (X) of the theory is equiv-

alent to a formula G, where X does not appear. A theory is closed under comple-

mentation if, when c is a constraint of �, then :c is equivalent to another constraint
c0 of �.
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3.1 Syntax of the Extended Generalized Relational Calculus

The Extended Generalized Relational Calculus ECAL is de�ned via mutual recur-

sion on three types of expressions: terms, formulas, and alphas. Terms represent

the objects on which computations are performed (in our case, atomic values

and generalized tuples). Formulas express properties about terms, and alphas

are used to create new relations, composed either of relational tuples (thus,

de�ning a new generalized tuple) or of generalized tuples (thus, de�ning a new

generalized relation).

In de�ning the calculus, it is more convenient to use a positional notation.

Thus, in the following, an attribute of a relational tuple is not identi�ed by its

name but by its position inside the tuple.

In de�ning the above objects, we assume we deal with two sets of variables:

{ a set V = fv; v1; v2; :::g of variables representing relational tuples;
{ a set G = fg; g1; g2; :::g of variables representing generalized tuples.

By considering a logical theory �, having D as domain, calculus objects are for-

mally de�ned as follows.

Terms. Terms are used to represent the objects on which computations are

performed. They can be either:

{ simple, if they represent values from a given domain, such as real numbers;
{ set, if they represent sets of relational tuples, whose attribute values are taken

from the considered domain. Each set variable is a set term. Moreover, for

each natural value n, we introduce a particular set term, representing the

set of all possible relational tuples on domain D having n attributes.

De�nition 2 (Terms). A term has one of the following forms:

{ c, such that c 2 D (simple term);
{ v[A], where v 2 V and A is a column number (simple term);
{ Dn, representing all relational tuples with degree n, with values from D (set

term);
{ g, such that g 2 G (set term).
{ op(t1; :::; tn), where ti are simple (set terms), i = 1; :::; n, and op is a function

de�ned in �. 2

No term is introduced to represent a single relational tuple since, due to the

nested semantics, queries always manipulate (the extension of) generalized tu-

ples.

Formulas. Formulas are used to express properties about terms. Atomic formu-

las are used to specify on which relation a generalized tuple or a relational tuple

ranges, and to specify the relationship existing between two generalized tuples

or some simple terms. Complex formulas are obtained by logically combining

or quantifying other formulas. Both atomic and complex formulas can be either

simple or set formulas. In the �rst case, they specify conditions on simple terms;

in the second case, they specify conditions on set terms.
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De�nition 3 (Formulas). A formula has one of the following forms:

{ Atomic simple formula:

� t(v), where v 2 V and t is a closed target alpha (see below) or a set

term;

� �(t1; :::; tn), where � is a constraint of � and t1; :::; tn are simple terms.

{ Atomic set formulas:

� �(g), where � is a closed general alpha (see below) and g 2 G;

� t1�t2, where t1; t2 are set terms and � 2 f�;�;=; 6=;1= ;;16= ;g.

{ Complex formulas:

�  1 ^  2 and  1 _  2 where  1 and  2 are either simple formulas or set

formulas; in the �rst case, they are simple formulas, in the second case,

they are set formulas;

� : is a simple (set) formula if  is a simple (set) formula;

� (9rx) is a simple (set) formula if  is a simple (set) formula and rx is

a range formula (see below) for x. The scope of (9rx) is  . 2

Range formulas are particular formulas that are used to specify a range for either

a simple variable or a set variable.

De�nition 4 (Range formulas). A range formula has the form �1(x) _ ::: _

�k(x). A range formula is simple if x 2 V and �1; :::; �k are either closed target

alphas (see below) or set terms; a range formula is set if x 2 G and �1; :::; �k
are closed general alphas or atomic alphas (see below). 2

Alphas. An alpha represents either a set of relational tuples, i.e., a new general-

ized tuple, or a set of generalized tuples, i.e., a new generalized relation. Atomic

alphas are a particular type of alphas, represented by generalized relation sym-

bols.

De�nition 5 (Alphas). An alpha has one of the following forms:

{ Atomic alpha: for each generalized relation symbol R, R is an alpha.

{ Target alpha: if t1; :::; tn are simple terms, r1; :::; rm are simple range formulas

for the free variables in t1; :::; tn, and  is a simple formula, then ((t1; :::; tn) :

r1; :::; rm :  ) is a target alpha.

{ General alpha: if t is a target alpha or a set term, r1; :::; rm are set range

formulas for the free variables in t, and  is a formula, then ((t) : r1; :::; rm :

 ) is a general alpha.

In the last two cases,  is called the quali�er whereas (t1; :::; tn) and t are called

the target. 2

From the previous de�nition it follows that in our calculus each generalized

relation can be seen as a general alpha, i.e., as a unary relation, with a unique

set attribute representing the generalized tuple extension.

When the target of a target alpha has the form (v[1]; :::; v[n]), v 2 V , and n

is the arity of v, for the sake of simplicity we write v instead of (v[1]; :::; v[n]).
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The scope of a range formula in an alpha expression is the associated target and

the quali�er of the alpha. Occurrence of a variable x is free if it is not bound by

quanti�ers or range formulas. A calculus object (term, formula, alpha) is closed

if it has no free occurrences of any variable.

In the following, we denote with ECAL the language composed by all the

closed set alphas generated by combining terms, formulas, and alphas, as ex-

plained before.

ECAL allows the representation of computations on generalized relations in

two steps: �rst, conditions on generalized tuples are checked in the more external

closed set alpha; then the more internal target alpha allows checking conditions

on the extension of the selected generalized tuples.

Example 6. The ECAL expression (v : D2(v) : v[1] + v[2] � 2 ^ v[2] � 7) is

a target alpha which represents the generalized tuple X + Y � 2 ^ Y � 7.

The range formula of the previous alpha speci�es that we are interested in all

relational tuples composed of two attributes. The quali�er speci�es the relation

that must hold between the attributes of v. We assume that X corresponds to

the �rst attribute and Y to the second one. Finally, the target speci�es that we

want to return all relational tuples v satisfying the quali�er. 3

Example 7. Consider the spatial join (intersection based) query presented in

Example 1. The corresponding calculus expression is

(((v1[1]; v2[1]) : g1(v1); g2(v2) :) : R(g1); S(g2) : �1(g1) ^ �2(g2) ^ (g1 16= ; g2))

where �1 � (((v[2]; v[3]) : g1(v) :) ::) and �2 � (((v[2]; v[3]) : g2(v) :) ::) respec-

tively. In the previous expression, �rst the intersection between spatial objects

(i.e., generalized tuples) is checked with respect to their X and Y variables (as-

suming that X has position 2 and Y has position 3 inside tuples) and then

the result is constructed starting from the extensions of each pair of intersecting

tuples. This second step is required since the resulting tuple has to be a new gen-

eralized tuple, obtained by considering the identi�ers of each pair of intersecting

objects. The range intersection query with respect to an object represented by

P can be expressed as (g1 : R(g1) : �1(g2) ^ (g1 16= ; g2)), where �1 � (tP ::)

and tP is the target alpha representing P . 3

3.2 Interpretation of ECAL objects

In order to assign an interpretation to calculus objects introduced in the previous

section, we follow the approach presented in [14], extended with set terms.

The result of the interpretation varies according to the type of the object

under consideration: (a) the interpretation of a formula produces values true (1)

or false (0); (b) the interpretation of a term is an atomic value or a set of

relational tuples; (c) the interpretation of an alpha is a relation.

In order to establish the association between variables in a calculus object

and tuples in the current instances of the corresponding relations, the notion
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of model is introduced. Formally, a model M for a calculus object q is a triple

hI; S;Xi, where: (a) I is a database instance; (b) S (the free list for object q) is

a list of ordered pairs hui; Sii, where ui 2 V [G is a free variable occurring in q

and Si is the domain (the relation) over which ui ranges; (c) X (the valuation

list for q and D) is a list of pairs hui; xii, where ui 2 V [G is a free variable in

q and xi 2 Si such that hui; Sii 2 S.

Terms interpretation

c(M) = c vi[A](M) = xi[A] Dn(M) = Dn gi(M) = xi

Formula interpretation

�(gi)(M) =

�
1 if xi 2 �(M)

0 otherwise
(t1�t2)(M) =

�
1 if t1(M)�t2(M) = 1

0 otherwise

gi(vj)(M) =

�
1 if xj 2 xi
0 otherwise

(�(t1; :::; tn))(M) =

8<
:
1 if �(t1(M); :::;

tn(M)) = 1

0 otherwise

(: )(M) =

�
1 if  (M) = 0

0 otherwise
( 1 _ (^) 2)(M) =

8<
:
1 if  1(M) = 1 or (and)

 2(M) = 1

0 otherwise

((9rui ) )(M) =

�
0 if rui(M) is empty

MAXf (I; S0; X 0) j u 2 rui(M)g otherwise

S0 is similar to S except that the pair hui; Sii is replaced in S0 by hui; rui(M)i.

X 0 is similar to X except that the pair hui; ui replaces hui; xii.

Alpha interpretation

{ Ri(M) = ri and ri is the generalized relation named Ri in I .

{ ((t1; :::; tn) : r1; :::; rm :  )(M) = f(t1(M
0); :::; tn(M

0)) j  (M 0) = 1g

where M 0 = hI 0; S0; X 0i. S0 is the same as S except that for those variables

uj ranging over rk, 1 � k � m, S0 contains huj ; rk(M)i. X 0 is the same as X

except that for those variables uj ranging over rk , 1 � k � m, S0 contains

huj ; ui, u 2 rk(M).

{ ((t) : r1; :::; rm :  )(M) = ft(M 0) j  (M 0) = 1g

whereM 0 = hI 0; S0; X 0i. S0 is the same as S except that for those variables uj
ranging over rk, 1 � k � m, S0 contains huj ; rk(M)i (note that uj 2 V [G).

X 0 is the same as X except that for those variables uj ranging over rk,

1 � k � m, S0 contains huj ; ui, u 2 rk(M).

4 Introducing external functions in EGRA and ECAL

The introduction of external functions in database languages is an important

topic. Functions increase the expressive power of database languages, relying on
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user de�ned procedures. External functions can be considered as library func-

tions, completing the knowledge about a certain application domain. In the con-

text of constraint databases, the use of external functions allows us to express

all functionalities that cannot be expressed by using the underlying theory.

In constraint databases, external functions can be modeled as functions ma-

nipulating generalized tuples. Given a generalized tuple t, it is often useful to

characterize an external function f with respect to the following features:

{ The set of variables belonging to �(t) to which the manipulation is applied.

Indeed, it may happen that function f only transforms a part of a generalized

tuple. Formally, this means that function f projects the generalized tuple on

such variables before applying the transformation.

This set is called input set of function f and it is denoted by is(f). Thus,

is(f) � �(t).

In order to make the function independent of �(t), we consider an order-

ing of �(t). Such ordering is a total function, denoted by order�(t), from

f1; :::; card(�(t))g3 to �(t). Using such an ordering, is(f) can be character-

ized as a set of natural numbers: we assume that each number i 2 is(f)

identi�es variable order�(t)(i) = Xi.

{ The set of variables, belonging to �(t), that are contained in �(f(t)). This

set of variables is called local output set and it is denoted by los(f). Thus,

los(f) � is(t) \ �(f(t)). Also los(f) can be represented as a set of natural

numbers.

If i 2 is(f) but i 62 los(f) this means that f uses variable Xi during its

computation but it does not return any new value for Xi.

{ The cardinality of set �(f(t)) n �(t), denoted by n(f), representing the set

of new variables introduced by the function in the generalized tuple. For

simplicity, we assume that, if card(�(f(t)) n�(t)) = n, the new variables are

denoted by New1; :::; Newn.

To preserve the closure of the language, an external function f must take a

generalized tuple t de�ned on a given theory � and return a new generalized tuple

t0 over �, obtained by applying function f to t. We assume that each function

is total on the set of generalized tuples de�ned on �. Functions satisfying the

previous properties are called admissible functions.

De�nition 8 (Admissible functions). Let � be a decidable logical theory.

An admissible function f for � is a function from DOM(�; n1)
4 to DOM(�; n2),

such that n1 � maxfxjx 2 is(f)g and n2 = card(los(f)) + n(f). For any gener-

alized tuple t 2 DOM(�; n1), associated with a given ordering order�(t), func-

tion f returns a new generalized tuple t0 2 DOM(�; n2) such that �(t0) =

forder�(t)(i)ji 2 los(f)g [ fNew1; :::; Newn(f)g. The ordering induced by func-

tion f to f(t) �rst lists variables in los(f) and then new variables. 2

3 Given a set S, card(S) represents the cardinality of S.
4 DOM(�;m) denotes the set of all the possible generalized tuples t on �, such that

card(�(t)) = m.
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Example 9. To show some examples of external functions, we consider metric

relationships in spatial applications. Metric relationships are based on the con-

cept of Euclidean distance referred to the reference space E2. Since a quadratic

expression is needed to compute this type of distance, metric relationships can

be represented in EGRA only if proper external functions are introduced. For

example the following two functions can be considered.

{ Distance: given a constraint c with four variables (X;Y;X 0; Y 0), represent-

ing two spatial objects, it generates a constraint Dis(c) obtained from c

by adding a variable New1 which represents the minimum Euclidean dis-

tance between the two spatial objects. Thus, assuming order�(c)(1) = X ,

order�(c)(2) = Y , order�(c)(3) = X 0, and order�(c)(4) = Y 0, we have

is(Dis) = f1; 2; 3; 4g, los(Dis) = f1; 2; 3; 4g, and n(Dis) = 1.
{ Distance': it is similar to the previous function. Given a constraint c with

four variables (X;Y;X 0; Y 0), representing two spatial objects, it generates

a constraint Dis0(c) representing the minimum Euclidean distance between

the two spatial objects. In this case, is(Dis0) = f1; 2; 3; 4g, los(Dis0) = ;,

and n(Dis0) = 1. 3

4.1 Introducing external functions in EGRA

Given a set of admissible external functions F , new algebraic operators can be

added to EGRA, obtaining the EGRA(F) language.

The family of Apply Transformation operators allows the application of an

admissible function f to all generalized tuples contained in a generalized relation.

Two di�erent types of apply transformations can be de�ned:

{ Unconditioned apply transformation.
ATf (r) = ff(t) : t 2 rg.
By using this operator, only the result of the function is maintained in the

new relation.
{ Conditioned apply transformation.

AT
~X
f
(r) = f�[ ~X](t) 1 f(t) : t 2 rg, where

~X � �(r).
This transformation is called \conditioned" since the result of the applica-

tion of function f to a generalized tuple t is combined with some information

already contained in t. By changing ~X, we obtain di�erent types of trans-

formations.

Note that for each conditioned apply transformation AT
~X
f

there exists an ex-

ternal functions f 0 such that, for any generalized relation r, AT
~X
f
(r) = ATf 0(r).

The main di�erence between the two approaches is that the conditioned ap-

proach is more exible and reasonable from a practical point of view.

The second operator is the Application dependent set selection. It is similar

to the set selection of Table 1; the only di�erence is that now queries, speci�ed

in the selection condition Cf , may contain apply transformation operators. The

set operator is formally de�ned as follows:

�s
Cf
(r) = ft : t 2 r; Cf (t)g, where �(�

s

Cf
(r)) = �(r).
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Example 10. Consider the external functions introduced in Example 9. Given a

generalized relation R with four variables, expressions ATDis(R) and AT
�(t)

Dis0
(R)

are equivalent. Indeed, in the �rst case each generalized tuple contained in the

input generalized relation r is replaced by a new generalized tuple representing

the old generalized tuple and, by using a new variable, the distance between

the objects represented in the considered generalized tuple. In the second case,

the function only returns a new variable representing the distance between the

two objects. The old objects are maintained due to the join performed by the

AT
�(t)

Dis0
(R) operator.

Given the relations introduced in Example 1, the spatial join distance based,

retrieving for example all pairs (r; s) 2 R� S such that the distance between r

and s is less than 40 Km, together with the real distance between r and s, can

be expressed as �s
New1�40(ATDis(R 1 S

0)), where S0 = %[XjX0 ;Y jY 0 ](S). 3

4.2 Introducing external functions in ECAL

In order to introduce external functions in ECAL, a new set term must be

introduced in the language, representing the application of an external function

to a generalized tuple. Given a set of admissible functions F , the set term is

f(gi), where f 2 F and gi 2 G.

Given a model M , the new set term is interpreted as follows:

f(gi)(M) = f(gi(M)).

This means that the interpretation of the application of a function to a general-

ized tuple variable is equivalent to applying function f to the interpretation of

the generalized tuple variable. The resulting language is denoted by ECAL(F).

Example 11. Consider the spatial join distance based introduced in Example

10. In order to express this query in the calculus, �rst the alpha representing

all pairs of spatial objects is generated; then, the distance is computed and,

if it is lower than 40 Km, the pair is returned to the user. The expression is

(g : �1(g) : 9 g(v) v[5] � 40), where �1 = (Dis(g) : �2(g) :) and �2 = (((v1; v2) :

g1(v1); g2(v2) :) : R(g1); S(g2) :). In the previous expression, �2 represents all

pairs of spatial objects (corresponding to the algebraic Cartesian product), �1

applies function Dis to the pairs of objects and the outer alpha checks the

condition about the distance, represented by the �fth column of the generalized

tuples contained in �1. As we can see, the previous expression allows us to

represent the result in a \bottom-up" way, layering the di�erent computations

on di�erent, but nested, alphas. 3

4.3 Equivalence between EGRA(F) and ECAL(F)

The proof of the equivalence between EGRA(F) and ECAL(F) relies on the

proof of the following results:

1. Each EGRA expression can be represented in ECAL.
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To prove this result, for each algebraic expression e 2 EGRA(F), an equiv-

alent closed alpha � 2 ECAL(F) is presented such that for all generalized

relational database instances I , e(I) = �(I).
2. Each ECAL expression can be represented in EGRA.

To prove this result, the set F cannot be completely arbitrary, as the set

of aggregate functions considered in [14] was not arbitrary. As in [14], we

require that, if there is a function in F which operates on a given set of

attributes, there must be similar functions which operate on all other possible

sets of columns. This property is known as uniformness property. Then,

similarly to what has been done in [14, 16], a calculus object q is translated

into an algebraic expression by translating each individual component of q

recursively and then combining these translations. The uniformness property

is used to prove that the calculus terms containing external functions can be

translated into some equivalent algebraic expressions.

Due to space constraints, the complete proof of the equivalence cannot be

presented. See [7] for additional details.

5 Concluding remarks

This paper has presented a new calculus (ECAL(F)) for constraint databases,

extended with external functions. ECAL(F) is based on the Klug's calculus [14]

and it has been proved to be equivalent to the algebra �rst presented in [3, 4].

Future work includes a detailed analysis of the expressive power and the com-

plexity of the proposed languages, by using speci�c classes of external functions.

A related problem is that of classifying admissible functions with respect to the

considered theories. The detection of speci�c applications that may get advan-

tages from the use of the proposed languages and the de�nition of optimization

techniques are some other topics to be investigated.
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Abstract. This paper investigates the relations among di�erent partial

consistencies which have been proposed for pruning the domains of the

variables in constraint systems over the real numbers. We establish sev-

eral properties of the �ltering achieved by the algorithms based upon

these partial consistencies. Especially, we prove that :

1) 2B{Consistency (or Hull consistency) algorithms actually yield a weaker

pruning than Box-consistency;

2) 3B{Consistency algorithms perform a stronger pruning than Box-

consistency.

This paper also provides an analysis of both the capabilities and the

inherent limits of the �ltering algorithms which achieve these partial

consistencies.

1 Introduction

Partial consistencies are the cornerstones for solving non linear constraints over
the real numbers [5, 21, 3, 14, 13, 1, 26].

A partial consistency is a local property which is enforced in order to prune
the sets of possible values of a variable before searching for isolated solutions.
Arc{consistency is a partial consistency which has widely been used in constraint
solvers over �nite domains [17, 25]. However, arc-consistency cannot be enforced
when working with real numbers or oating point numbers. Thus, speci�c lo-
cal consistencies have been proposed in order to prune intervals of real num-
bers [6, 11, 14, 1]. This paper investigates the relation between two of them : 2B{
Consistency and Box{Consistency. 2B{Consistency (or hull consistency) [1, 2, 5,
13, 14] is an approximation of arc{consistency which only requires the checking
of arc{consistency property for each bound of the intervals; Box{Consistency [1,
26] is a coarser approximation of arc{consistency than 2B{Consistency. Roughly
speaking, Box{Consistency consists of replacing all existentially quanti�ed vari-
ables but one with their intervals in the de�nition of 2B{Consistency.

To limit the e�ects of a strictly local processing, higher order extensions of
these two consistencies have been introduced :

{ 3B{Consistency [14] is an approximation of path consistency, a higher or-
der extension of arc-consistency [17, 25]. Roughly speaking, 3B{Consistency

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 147-161, 1998.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



checks whether 2B{Consistency can be enforced when the domain of a vari-
able is reduced to the value of one of its bounds in the whole system;

{ Bound-consistency [26] applies the principle of 3B{Consistency to Box{Consi-
stency : Bound-consistency checks whether Box{Consistency can be enforced
when the domain of a variable is reduced to the value of one of its bounds
in the whole system.

It has been stated in [16] without proof that :

{ 2B{Consistency algorithms actually achieves a weaker �ltering than Box{
Consistency, especially when a variable occurs more than once in some con-
straint. This is due to the fact that 2B{Consistency algorithms require a
decomposition of the constraints with multiple occurrences of the same vari-
able;

{ The �ltering achieved by Box{Consistency algorithms is weaker than that
computed by 3B{Consistency algorithms.

The main result of this paper is a proof of the above properties. If �cstc(P )
is the closure of a constraint system P computed by an algorithm ensuring
consistency cstc, and Pdecomp is a decomposition of P allowing 2B-consistency
�ltering, we then prove that the following relations hold :

�Bound(P ) � �3B(Pdecomp) � �box(P ) � �2B(Pdecomp)

This paper also provides an analysis of both the capabilities and the limits of
the �ltering algorithms which achieve these partial consistencies. We pay special
attention to their ability to handle the so-called dependency problem1.

Layout of the paper

Section 2 reviews some basic concepts of interval analysis required in the rest of
the paper. Section 3 is devoted to the analysis of 2B{Consistency. Features and
properties of Box{Consistency are the focus of Section 4. 3B{Consistency and
Bound{Consistency are introduced in section 5. Section 6 mentions e�ciency
and precision issues.

2 Interval constraint solving

This section recalls some basics of interval analysis [1, 2, 11] and formally de�nes
a constraint system over intervals of real numbers.

1 The so-called dependency problem [9] is a fundamental problem in interval analysis :

when a given variable occurs more than once in an interval computation it is treated

as a di�erent variable. For instance, X
SIN(X) is the same as X
SIN(Y ) with Y

equal to but independent of X. Suppose X = [�5; 5] and 
 and SIN are respectively

interval extensions of the multiplication over the reals and function sinus, then the

value of X 
 SIN(X) is not [�4:8; 1:9] but [�5; 5]. As shown by this example, the

dependency problem often entails a widening of the computed intervals.
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2.1 Notations

Throughout this paper, the following notations, possibly subscripted, are used :

{ x; y; z denote variables over the reals; X;Y; Z denote variables over the in-
tervals;

{ R1 = R[ f�1;+1g denotes the set of real numbers augmented with the
two in�nity symbols. IF denotes a �nite subset ofR1 containing f�1;+1g2;

{ u; v; r denote constants in R; a; b denote constants in IF ; a+ (resp. a�)
corresponds to the smallest (resp. largest) number of IF strictly greater (resp.
smaller) than a;

{ f; g denote functions over the reals; F,G denote functions over the intervals;

{ c denotes a constraint over the reals, C denotes a relation over the intervals;
V ar(c) denotes the variables occuring in c;

{ �cstc(P ) is the closure of P by consistency cstc (where cstc is 2B, Box, 3B,
Bound).

2.2 Interval analysis

De�nition 1 (Interval). An interval [a; b] with a; b 2 IF is the set of real

numbers fr 2 R j a � r � bg.

Let r be a real number. ~r denotes the smallest3 (w.r.t. inclusion) interval of
IF containing r. I denotes the set of intervals and is ordered by set inclusion.
U(I) denotes the set of unions of intervals.

De�nition 2 (Set Extension). Let S be a subset of R. The approximation of

S |denoted �S| is the smallest interval I such that S � I.

De�nition 3 (Interval Extension [19, 9]).

� An interval function F : In ! I is an interval extension of function f :
Rn ! R i� :

8I1; : : : ; In 2 I : r1 2 I1; : : : ; rn 2 In ) f(r1; : : : ; rn) 2 F (I1; : : : ; In).
� An interval relation C : In ! Bool is an interval extension of relation

c : Rn ! Bool i� :

8I1; : : : ; In 2 I : r1 2 I1; : : : ; rn 2 In ) [c(r1; : : : ; rn)) C(I1; : : : ; In)]

2 Practically speaking, IF corresponds to the set of oating-point numbers used in the

implementation of non linear constraint solvers.
3 The term smallest subset (w.r.t. inclusion) must be understood here according to

the precision of oating-point operations. In the rest of the paper, we consider |as

in [13, 1]| that results of oating-point operations are outward-rounded to preserve

the correctness of the computation. However, we assume that the largest computing

error when computing a bound of a variable of the initial constraint system is always

smaller than one oat. This hypothesis may require the use of big oats [4] when

computing intermediate results. Consequences of the relaxation of this hypothesis

are examined in details in section 6.
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For instance, the interval relation
:
= de�ned as I1

:
= I2 , (I1 \ I2) 6= ; is an

interval extension of the equality relation on real numbers.

De�nition 4 (Natural Interval Extension [19, 20]). An interval function

F : In ! I is the natural interval extension of f : Rn ! R if F is the interval

extension of f obtained by replacing in f each constant k with its natural interval

extension ~k, each variable with an interval variable and each arithmetic operation

with its optimal interval extension [19].

Optimal interval extensions have been introduced by [19] for the basic interval
operations. For instance, let � be an operator in f+;�;�; =g, and [a; b]�[c; d] =
fx� y such that a � x � b and c � y � dg then the optimal interval extensions
for these four operations are :

� [a; b]	 [c; d] = [a� d; b� c]

� [a; b]� [c; d] = [a+ c; b+ d]

� [a; b]
 [c; d] = [min(ac; ad; bc; bd);max(ac; ad; bc; bd)]

� [a; b]� [c; d] = [min(a
c
; a
d
; b
c
; b
d
);max(a

c
; a
d
; b
c
; b
d
)] if 0 62 [c; d]

In the rest of this paper �;	;
;� denote the optimal interval extensions of
+;�;�; =.

Optimal interval extensions can be de�ned in a similar way for power and
almost all other elementary functions and relations [20].

Example 1. Let f(x) = x+x2+3 be a function over the reals. Its natural interval
extension is de�ned by X �Xr2� ~3 where r is the optimal interval extensions
of power.

We now recall a fundamental result of interval analysis with many conse-
quences on e�ciency and precision of interval constraint solving methods.

Proposition 1. [19] Let F : In ! I be the natural interval extension of

f : Rn ! R and let fsol = �ff(v1; : : : ; vn) j v1 2 I1; : : : ; vn 2 Ing. If each xi
occurs only once in f then fsol = F (I1; : : : ; In) else fsol � F (I1; : : : ; In).

This result can be extended to k-ary relations over Rn :

Proposition 2. Let C : In ! Bool be the natural extension of an equation

c : Rn ! Bool then, if each xi occurs only once in c, then :

C(I1; : : : ; In), (9v1 2 I1; : : : ; 9vn 2 In j c(v1; : : : ; vn)).

Proof : We consider here constraints of the form c : f(x1; : : : ; xn) = 0. Thus,
c holds if and only if the relation (9v1 2 Ix1 ; : : : ; 9vn 2 Ixn j f(v1; : : : ; vn) = 0)
holds. If no variable has multiple occurrences in c, then, by proposition 1, we
have : (9v1 2 Ix1 ; : : : ; 9vn 2 Ixn j f(v1; : : : ; vn) = 0) , F (X1; : : : ; Xn)

:
= [0; 0],

where F (X1; : : : ; Xn) is the natural interval extension of f(x1; : : : ; xn) according
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to de�nition 4. So, property 2 holds since F (X1; : : : ; Xn)
:
= [0; 0] is the interval

extension of f(x1; : : : ; xn) = 0 �
It follows that only the sub-distributive law holds in interval analysis4:

I 
 (J �K) � I 
 J � I 
K .

2.3 Interval constraint system

A k-ary constraint c is a relation over the reals. C denotes its natural interval
extension.

De�nition 5 (CSP).

A CSP [17] is a triple (X ;D; C) where X = fx1; : : : ; xng denotes a set of

variables, D = fDx1 ; : : : ; Dxng denotes a set of domains, Dxi being the interval

containing all acceptable values for xi, and C = fc1; : : : ; cmg denotes a set of

constraints.

P; denotes an empty CSP, i.e., a CSP with at least one empty domain.
D0 � D means D0xi � Dxi for all i 2 1::n. We de�ne a CSP P = (X ;D; C) to be
smaller than a CSP P 0 = (X ;D0; C) if D0 � D. We note P � P 0 this relation.
By convention P; is the smallest CSP.

3 2B{Consistency

Most of the CLP systems over intervals (e.g., [21, 22, 2, 23]) compute an approx-
imation of arc-consistency [17] called 2B{Consistency (or Hull consistency). In
this section, we give the de�nition of 2B{consistency and explain why its com-
putation requires a relaxation of the constraint system.

3.1 De�nitions

2B{Consistency [14] states a local property on the bounds of the domains of
a variable at a single constraint level. Roughly speaking, a constraint c is 2B{
Consistent if for any variable x there exist values in the domains of all other
variables which satisfy c when x is �xed to any bound of Dx.

De�nition 6 (2B{Consistency). Let (X ;D; C) be a CSP and c 2 C a k-ary

constraint over the variables (x1; : : : ; xk). c is 2B{Consistent i� :

8i;Dxi = �fvi 2 Dxi j 9v1 2 Dx1 ; : : : ; 9vi�1 2 Dxi�1; 9vi+1 2 Dxi+1; : : : ; 9vk 2

Dxk such that c(v1; : : : ; vi�1; vi; vi+1 : : : ; vk) holds g.
A CSP is 2B{Consistent i� all its constraints are 2B{Consistent.

2B{Consistency is weaker than arc{consistency.

Example 2. Let P1 = (fx1; x2g; fDx1 = [1; 4]; Dx2 = [�2; 2]g; fx1 = x22g) be a
CSP. P1 is 2B{Consistent but not arc{Consistent since there is no value in Dx1

which satis�es the constraint when x2 = 0.

4 Of course, commutative and associative laws are preserved.
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Proposition 3. Let (X ;D; C) be a CSP such that no variable occurs more than

once in any constraint of C. Let c 2 C be a k-ary constraint over the variables

(x1; : : : ; xk). c is 2B{Consistent i� for all xi in fx1; : : : ; xkg such that Dxi =
[a; b] the following relations hold :

{ C(Dx1 ; : : : ; Dxi�1 ; [a; a
+); Dxi+1 ; : : : ; Dx

k
),

{ C(Dx1 ; : : : ; Dxi�1 ; (b
�; b]; Dxi+1 ; : : : ; Dx

k
).

where [a; a+) and (b�; b] denote half{open intervals.

Proof : Assume that both C(Dx1 ; : : : ; Dxi�1 ; [a; a
+); Dxi+1 ; : : : ; Dx

k
) and

C(Dx1 ; : : : ; Dxi�1 ; (b
�; b]; Dxi+1 ; : : : ; Dx

k
) hold. By proposition 2 we have :

1. 9x1 2 Dx1 ; : : : ; 9xi�1 2 Dxi�1; 9xi 2 [a; a+); 9xi+1 2 Dxi+1; : : : ; 9xk 2 Dx
k

such that c(x1; : : : ; xi�1; xi; xi+1; : : : ; xk) holds, and
2. 9x1 2 Dx1 ; : : : ; 9xi�1 2 Dxi�1; 9xi 2 (b�; b]; 9xi+1 2 Dxi+1; : : : ; 9xk 2 Dx

k

such that C(x1; : : : ; xi�1; xi; xi+1; : : : ; xk) holds.

Thus, Dxi = �fxi 2 Dxi j 9v1 2 Dx1 ; : : : ; 9vi�1 2 Dxi�1; 9vi+1 2 Dxi+1; : : : ;

9vk 2 Dxk such that c(v1; : : : ; xi; : : : ; vk) holds g.
The counterpart results from the de�nition of 2B{Consistency.�

De�nition 7 (Closure by 2B{Consistency). [14] Closure by 2B{Consis-

tency of a CSP P = (X ;D; C) is the CSP P 0 = (X ;D0; C) such that :

{ P and P 0 have the same solutions;

{ P 0 is 2B{Consistent;

{ D0 � D and domains in D0 are the largest ones for which P 0 is 2B{Consistent.

Closure by 2B{Consistency of a CSP always exists and is unique [15].

3.2 Computing 2B{Consistency

2B{Consistency is enforced by narrowing the domains of the variables. Using
the above notations, the scheme of the standard interval narrowing algorithm |
derived from AC3{ can be written down as in �gure 1. IN implements the compu-
tation of the closure by 2B-consistency of a CSP P = (X ;D; C). narrow(c;D) is
a function which prunes the domains of variables V ar(c) until c is 2B{consistent.

The approximation of the projection functions is the basic tool for narrowing
domains in narrow(c;D).

Let c be a k-ary constraint over (x1; : : : ; xk), and < I1; : : : ; Ik >2 Ik : for
each i in 1::k, �i(c; I1 � : : :� Ik) denotes the projection over xi of the solutions
of c in the part of the space delimited by I1 � : : :� Ik.

De�nition 8 (projection of a constraint).

�i(c; I1 � : : :� Ik) : (C; Ik)! U(I) is the projection of c on xi i� :

�i(c; I1 � : : :� Ik) = fvi 2 Ii j 9 < v1; : : : ; vi�1; vi+1; : : : ; vk >2 I1 � : : :� Ii�1�

Ii+1; : : :� Ik such that c(v1; : : : ; vi; : : : ; vk) holdsg
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IN(in C, inout
!

D)

Queue  C ;

while Queue 6= ;

c POP Queue;

D0  narrow(c;D);

if D0 6= D then D  D0;

Queue  Queue [ fc0 2 C j V ar(c) [ V ar(c0) 6= ;g

endif

endwhile

Fig. 1. Algorithm IN

De�nition 9 (approximation of the projection).

APi(c; I1�: : :�Ik) : (C; Ik)! I is an approximation of �i(c; I1�: : :�Ik) i�
APi(c; I1�: : :�Ik) = � �i(c; I1�: : :�Ik) = [Min �i(c; I1�: : :�Ik);Max �i(c; I1�
: : :� Ik)].
In other words APi(c; I1 � : : : � Ik) is the smallest interval encompassing pro-

jection �i(c; I1 � : : :� Ik).

The following proposition trivially holds :

Proposition 4. Constraint c is 2B{Consistent on < I1; : : : ; Ik > i� for all i in

f1; : : : ; kg, Ii = APi(c; I1 � : : :� Ik).

In the general case, APi cannot be computed directly because it is di�cult to
de�ne functionsMin andMax, especially when c is not monotonic. For instance,
if variable x has multiple occurrences in c, de�ning these functions would require
x to be isolated5. Since such a symbolic transformation is not always possible,
this problem is usually solved by decomposing the constraint system into a set of
basic constraints for which the APi can easily be computed [16]. Basic constraints
are generated syntactically by introducing new variables.

De�nition 10 (decomposition of a constraint system).

Let P = (X ;D; C) be a CSP and c 2 C a constraint. We de�ne Mc � X

as the set of variables having multiple occurrences in c. decomp(c) is the set of

constraints obtained by substituting in c each occurrence of variables x 2Mc by a

new variable y with domain Dy = Dx and by adding a constraint x = y. New(x;c)

is the set of new variables introduced to remove multiple occurrences of variable

x in c, XNew =
S
fNew(x;c) j x 2 X and c 2 Cg. Pdecomp is the CSP (X 0;D0; C0)

where X 0 = X [XNew, D
0 = D[fDy j y 2 XNewg and C

0 = fdecomp(c) j c 2 Cg.

5 B. Faltings [6] has recently introduced a new method for computing the projec-

tion without de�ning projection function. However, this method requires a complex

analysis of constraints in order to �nd extrema.
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Decomposition does not change the semantics of the constraint system : P
and Pdecomp have the same solutions since Pdecomp just results from a rewriting6

of P . However, a local consistency like Arc{Consistency is not preserved by such
a rewriting. Thus, Pdecomp is a relaxation of P when computing an approximation
of Arc{Consistency.

Example 3 (decomposition of the constraint system). Let c : x1 + x2 � x1 = 0
be a constraint and Dx1 = [�1; 1]; Dx2 = [0; 1] the domains of x1 and x2. Since
x1 appears twice in c, its second occurrence will be replaced with a new variable
x3 : decomp(c) = fx1 + x2 � x3 = 0; x1 = x3g.

In this new constraint system, each projection can easily be computed with
interval arithmetic. For instance, AP1(x1+x2�x3 = 0; Dx1 ; Dx2 ; Dx3) is Dx1 \

(Dx3 	Dx2).
However, this decomposition increases the locality problem : the �rst con-

straint is checked independently of the second one and so x1 and x3 can take dis-
tinct values. More speci�cally, the initial constraint c is not 2B{Consistent since
there is no value of x1 which satis�es c when x2 = 1. On the contrary, decomp(c)
is 2B{Consistent since the values x1 = �1 and x3 = 0 satisfy x1 + x2 � x3 = 0
when x2 = 1. On the initial constraint, 2B{Consistency reduces Dx2 to [0,0]
while it yields Dx1 = [�1; 1]; Dx2 = [0; 1] for decomp(c).

Remark 1. Example 3 like almost all other examples in this paper trivially can
be simpli�ed. However, the reader can more easily check partial consistencies on
such examples than on non{linear constraints where the same problems occur.

4 Box{Consistency

Box{Consistency [1, 26] is a coarser approximation of arc-consistency than 2B{
Consistency. It mainly consists of replacing every existentially quanti�ed vari-
able but one with its interval in the de�nition of the 2B{Consistency. Thus,
Box{Consistency generates a system of univariate functions which can be tack-
led by numerical methods such as Newton. Contrary to 2B{Consistency, Box{
Consistency does not require any constraint decomposition and thus does not
amplify the locality problem. Moreover, Box{Consistency can tackle some de-
pendency problems when each constraint of a CSP contains only one variable
which has multiple occurrences.

4.1 De�nition and properties of Box{Consistency

De�nition 11 (Box{Consistency). Let (X ;D; C) be a CSP and c 2 C a

k-ary constraint over the variables (x1; : : : ; xk). c is Box{Consistent if, for all xi

6 In practice, c is decomposed into binary and ternary constraints for which projection

functions are straightforward to compute. Since there are no multiple occurrences

in decomp(c) and interval calculus is associative, this binary and ternary constraint

system has the same solutions as Pdecomp.
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in fx1; : : : ; xkg such that Dxi = [a; b], the following relations hold :

1. C(Dx1 ; : : : ; Dxi�1 ; [a; a
+); Dxi+1 ; : : : ; Dx

k
),

2. C(Dx1 ; : : : ; Dxi�1 ; (b
�; b]; Dxi+1 ; : : : ; Dx

k
).

Closure by Box{Consistency of P is de�ned similarly to closure by 2B{
Consistency of P , and is denoted by �Box(P ).

Proposition 5. �2B(P) � �Box(P) and �2B(P) � �Box(P) when no vari-

able occurs more than once in the constraints of C.

Proof : From the de�nitions of 2B{Consistency, Box{Consistency and inter-
val extension of a relation, it results that �2B(P ) � �Box(P ). By proposition 2
the equivalence holds when no variable occurs more than once in the constraints
of C. �

It follows that any CSP which is 2B{Consistent is also Box{Consistent. On
the contrary a CSP which is Box{Consistent may not be 2B{Consistent (see
example 4).

Example 4. Example 3 is not 2B{Consistent for x2 but it is Box{Consistent for
x2 since ([�1; 1]� [0; 0+]	 [�1; 1])\ [0; 0] and ([�1; 1]� [1�; 1]	 [�1; 1])\ [0; 0]
are non-empty.

The decomposition of a constraint system ampli�es the limit due to the local
scope of 2B{Consistency. As a consequence, 2B{Consistency on the decomposed
system yields a weaker �ltering than Box{Consistency on the initial system :

Proposition 6. �Box(P) � �2B(Pdecomp)

Proof : The di�erent occurrences of the same variable are connected by the
existential quanti�er as stated in the de�nition of the 2B{Consistency. However,
the decomposition step breaks down the links among these di�erent occurrences
and generates a CSP Pdecomp which is a relaxation of P for the computation of
a local consistency. It follows that �Box(P) � �Box(Pdecomp). By proposition 5
we have : �Box(Pdecomp) � �2B(Pdecomp), and thus �Box(P ) � �2B(Pdecomp)�

Example 5. Let c be the constraint x1 + x2 � x1 � x1 = 0 and Dx1 = [�1; 1]
and Dx2 = [0:5; 1] the domains of its variables. c is not Box{Consistent since
[�1;�1+] � [0:5; 1] 	 [�1;�1+] 	 [�1;�1+] \ [0; 0] is empty. But decomp(c) is
2B{Consistent for Dx1 and Dx2 .

Box{Consistency can tackle some dependency problems in a constraint c

which contains only one variable occuring more than once. More precisely, Box{
Consistency enables to reduce domain Dx if variable x occurs more than once
in c and if Dx contains inconsistent values. For instance, in example 5, �ltering
by Box{consistency reduces the domain of x1 because value �1 of Dx1 has no
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support in domain Dx2 .
However, Box{Consistency may fail to handle the dependency problem when
the inconsistent values of constraint c are in the domain of variable xi while a
variable xj (j 6= i) occurs more than once in c. For instance, in example 3, value
1 of Dx2 has no support in domain Dx1 but Box{Consistency fails to detect the
inconsistency because [�1; 1]� [1�; 1]	 [�1; 1] \ [0; 0] holds.

4.2 Computing Box{Consistency

The Box{Consistency �ltering algorithm proposed in [1, 26, 27] is based on an
iterative narrowing operation using the interval extension of the Newton method.
Computing Box{Consistency follows the generic algorithm IN (see �gure 1) used
for computing 2B{Consistency7. The function narrow(c;D) prunes the domains

of the variables of c until c is Box{consistent. Roughly speaking, for each variable
x of constraint c, an interval univariate function Fx is generated from c by
replacing all variables but x with their intervals. The narrowing process consists
in �nding the leftmost and rightmost zeros of Fx. Figure 2 shows function LNAR

which computes the leftmost zero of Fx for initial domain Ix of variable x (this
procedure is given in [27]).

function LNAR (IN: Fx; Ix, return Interval)

r  right(Ix)

if 0 62 Fx(Ix) then return ;

else I  NEWTON(Fx; Ix)

if 0 2 Fx(
�
left(I); left(I)+

�
) then return [left(I); r]

else SPLIT (I; I1; I2)

L1  LNAR(Fx; I1)

if L1 6= ; then return [left(L1); r]

else return [left(LNAR(Fx; I2)); r]

endif

endif

endif

Fig. 2. Function LNAR

Function LNAR �rst prunes interval Ix with function NEWTON which is an
interval version of the classical Newton method. However, depending on the
value of Ix, Newton may not reduce Ix enough to make Ix Box{Consistent. So,
a split step is applied in order to ensure that the left bound of Ix is actually
a zero. Function SPLIT divides interval I in two intervals I1 and I2, I1 being
the left part of the interval. The splitting process avoids the problem of �nding

7 In [26], a branch process is combined with this �ltering algorithm in order to �nd all

the isolated solutions
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a safe starting box for Newton (see [12]). As mentioned in [27], even if Fx is
not di�erentiable, the function LNAR may �nd the leftmost zero thanks to the
splitting process (in this case, the call to function NEWTON is just ignored). Notice
that Box{consistency can be computed in such a way because it is de�ned on
interval constraints whereas the existential quanti�ers in the de�nition of 2B{
consistency require the use of projection functions.

5 3B{Consistency and Bound{Consistency

2B{Consistency is only a partial consistency which is often too weak for com-
puting an accurate approximation of the set of solutions of a CSP. In the same
way that arc-consistency has been generalized to higher consistencies (e.g., path
consistency [17]), 2B{Consistency and Box{Consistency can be generalized to
higher order consistencies [14].

5.1 3B{Consistency

De�nition 12 (3B{Consistency). [14] Let P = (X ;D; C) be a CSP and x a

variable of X with domain [a; b]. Let also be :

{ PD1
x
 [a;a+) the CSP derived from P by substituting Dx in D by D1

x = [a; a+);

{ PD2
x
 (b�;b] the CSP derived from P by substituting Dx in D by D2

x = (b�; b].

Dx is 3B{Consistent i� �2B(PD1
x

) 6= P; and �2B(PD2
x

) 6= P;:

A CSP is 3B{Consistent i� all its domains are 3B{Consistent.

It results from this de�nition that any CSP which is 3B{Consistent is also 2B{
Consistent ( [14]). The generalization of the 3B{Consistency to kB{Consistency
is straightforward and is given in [14, 16]. Closure by kB{Consistency of P is
de�ned in a similar way to closure by 2B{Consistency of P , and is denoted by
�kB(P ).

Proposition 7. Let P = (X ;D; C) be a CSP. If Pdecomp is 3B{Consistent then

P is Box{Consistent.

Proof : Since Box-consistency is a local consistency we just need to show
that the property holds for a single constraint.
Assume c is a constraint over (x1; :::; xk), x is one of the variables occuring more
than once in c, Dx = [a; b] and New(x;c) = (xk+1; : : : ; xk+m) is the set of vari-
ables introduced for replacing the multiple occurrences of x in c. Suppose that
Pdecomp is 3B{Consistent for Dx .
Consider P1 the CSP derived from Pdecomp by reducing domain Dx to [a; a+).
P1 is 2B{Consistent for Dx and thus the domain of all variables in new(x;c) is
reduced to [a; a+); this is due to the equality constraints added when introducing
new variables. From proposition 3, it results that the following relation holds:
C 0(Dx1 ; : : : ; Dxi�1 ; [a; a

+); Dxi+1 ; : : : ; Dxk ; [a; a
+); : : : ; [a; a+); Dxk+m ; : : : ; Dxn)

C 0 is the very same syntactical expression as C up to variable renaming.
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(Dx
k+m

; : : : ; Dxn) are the domains of the variables introduced for replacing the
multiple occurrences of Mc n fxg. As the natural interval extension of a con-
straint is de�ned over the intervals corresponding to the domains of the variables,
relation C(Dx1 ; : : : ; Dxi�1 ; [a; a

+); Dxi+1 ; : : : ; Dx
k
) holds too.

The same reasoning can be applied when x is replaced with its upper bound
(b�; b]. So we conclude that Dx is also Box{Consistent. �

Example 6. 8 Let C = fx1 + x2 = 100; x1 � x2 = 0g
and D = f[0; 100]; [0; 100]g be the constraints and domains of a given CSP P .
�3B(Pdecomp) reduces the domains of x1 and x2 to the interval [50,50] whereas
�Box(P) does not achieve any pruning (P is Box{Consistent).

The following proposition is a direct consequence of proposition 7 :

Proposition 8. �3B(Pdecomp) � �Box(P).

Thus, 3B{Consistency allows to tackle at least the same dependency prob-
lems as Box{consistency. However, 3B{Consistency is not e�ective enough to
tackle the dependency problem in general (see example 7).

Example 7. Let c0 be the constraint x1 � x2 � x1 + x3 � x1 + x1 = 0 and Dx1 =
[�4; 3]; Dx2 = [1; 2] and Dx3 = [�1; 5] the domains of its variables. decomp(c) =
fx1 � x2 � x4 + x3 � x5 + x6 = 0; x1 = x4 = x5 = x6g. c is not 2B{Consistent
since there are no values in Dx1 and Dx2 which verify the relation when x3 = 5.
However, decomp(c) is 3B{Consistent. Indeed, the loss of the link between the
two occurrences of x1 prevents the pruning of x3.

A question which naturally arises is that of the relation which holds between
�2B(P) and �3B(Pdecomp) : example 8 shows that �2B(P) � �3B(Pdecomp) does
not hold and example 7 shows that �3B(Pdecomp) � �2B(P ) does not hold, even
if only one variable occurs more than once in each constraint of P . It follows
that no order relation between �3B(Pdecomp) and �2B(P) can be exhibited.

Example 8. Let P be a CSP de�ned by C = fx1+x2 = 10;x1+x1�2�x2 = 0g,
Dx1 = Dx2 = [�10; 10]. decomp(x1 + x1 � 2 � x2 = 0) = fx1 + x3 � 2 � x2 =
0; x3 = x1g: P is 2B{Consistent but Pdecomp is not 3B{Consistent : Indeed,
when x1 is �xed to 10, �2B(PDx1

 [10�;10]) = P; since Dx2 is reduced to ;. In

this case, the link between x1 and x3 is preserved and 3B{Consistency reduces
Dx2 to [5,5].

8 One may also notice that :

{ Neither the initial constraint nor the decomposed system in example 3 are 3B{

Consistent but both of them are Box{Consistent;

{ Constraint c in example 7 is not 2B{Consistent but it is Box{Consistent
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5.2 Bound{Consistency

Bound-consistency was suggested in [16] and was formally de�ned in [26]. Infor-
mally speaking, Bound-consistency applies the principle of 3B{Consistency to
Box{Consistency : it checks whether Box{Consistency can be enforced when the
domain of a variable is reduced to the value of one of its bounds in the whole
system.

De�nition 13 (Bound{Consistency). Let (X ;D; C) be a CSP and c 2 C a

k-ary constraint over the variables (x1; : : : ; xk). c is Bound{Consistent if for all

xi 2 (x1; : : : ; xk) such that Dxi = [a; b], the following relations hold :

1. �Box(C(Dx1 ; : : : ; Dxi�1 ; [a; a
+); Dxi+1 ; : : : ; Dx

k
)) 6= P;,

2. �Box(C(Dx1 ; : : : ; Dxi�1 ; (b
�; b]; Dxi+1 ; : : : ; Dx

k
)) 6= P;.

Since �Box(P)� �2B(Pdecomp) it is trivial to show that �Bound(P ) � �3B(Pdecomp).
Bound{Consistency achieves the same pruning as 3B{Consistency when applied
to examples 6 and 3.

6 Discussion

This paper has investigated the relations among 2B{Consistency, 3B{Consistency,
Box{Consistency and Bound{Consistency. The advantage of Box{Consistency is
due to the fact that it generates univariate functions which can be tackled by
numerical methods such as Newton, and which do not require any constraint
decomposition. On the other hand, 2B{Consistency algorithms require a de-
composition of the constraints with multiple occurrences of the same variable.
This decomposition increases the limitations due to the local nature of 2B{
Consistency

As expected, higher consistencies | e.g., 3B{Consistency and Bound{Consis-
tency | can reduce the drawbacks due to the local scope of the inconsistency
detection.

Experimental results of Numerica and Newton are very impressive [1, 27].
However, other experimental results [8] show that Box{Consistency is not al-
ways better than 2B{Consistency, and that combining these two kinds of partial
consistencies is clearly a promising approach. It is nevertheless important to no-
tice that the precision of the computations is a very critical issue when one is
comparing di�erent �ltering algorithms.

Up until now, we assumed that the largest computing error when computing
a bound of a variable of the initial system is always smaller than one oat. How-
ever, as this hypothesis may entail a signi�cant computing cost overhead, it is re-
laxed in most implementations. Moreover, for e�ciency reasons kB{Consistency
and Box{Consistency algorithms usually stop the propagation process before
normal termination : when the restriction of a domain is less than �|relative or
absolute| no pruning is achieved. kB(w){Consistency and Box(w){Consistency
have been introduced to characterize such �ltering algorithms [14, 8]

Formally, 2B(w){Consistency can be de�ned in the following way :
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De�nition 14. Let (X ;D; C) be a CSP, x 2 X , Dx = [a; b], w a positive integer.

Dx is 2{B(w){consistent if for all C(x; x1; : : : ; xk) in C, the following relations

hold :

1) 9v 2 [a; a+w]; 9v1; : : : ; vk 2 Dx1 � : : :�Dx
k
j c(v; v1; : : : ; vk)

2) 9v0 2 [b�w; b]; 9v01; : : : ; v
0

k 2 Dx1 � : : :�Dx
k
j c(v0; v01; : : : ; v

0

k)
where a+w (resp.a�w) denotes the wth oat after (resp. before) a.

De�nition of kB(w){Consistency and Box(w){Consistency is straightforward.
Of course, if the result of any elementary arithmetic operation which is not

a oat is rounded to the previous (or next) oat, then there is no guarantee on
the unicity of the result; the �xed-point computed by �ltering algorithms will
depend on the order of evaluation of the terms in an expression, or even on the
order of evaluation of constraints when a weaker precision than one oat is used
to stop propagation (e.g. w in [14]). So, it becomes hard to set the properties of
the intervals computed by �ltering algorithms.

In other words, the major problem when comparing kB(w){Consistency and
Box(w){Consistency comes from the fact that the conuency of the �ltering
algorithms is lost : the �nal values of the domains depend on the propaga-
tion strategy. Thus, no relation can be established : neither among the di�erent
kB(w){Consistencies themselves, nor between kB(w){Consistency and Box(w){
Consistency.
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Abstract. This paper studies the application of interval analysis and

consistency techniques to ordinary di�erential equations. It presents a

unifying framework to extend traditional numerical techniques to inter-

vals. In particular, it shows how to extend explicit methods to intervals.

The paper also took a fresh look at the traditional problems encountered

by interval techniques and studied how consistency techniques may help.

It proposes to generalize interval techniques into a two-step process: a for-

ward process that computes an enclosure and a backward process that

reduces this enclosure. In addition, the paper studies how consistency

techniques may help in improving the forward process and the wrapping

e�ect.

1 Introduction

Di�erential equations (DE) are important in many scienti�c applications in areas

such as physics, chemistry, and mechanics to name only a few. In addition,

computers play a fundamental role in obtaining solutions to these systems.

The Problem A (�rst-order) ordinary di�erential equation (ODE) system O

is a n-dimensional system u0 = f(t; u): Given an initial condition u(t0) = u0 and

assuming existence and uniqueness of solution, the solution of O is a function

s� : < ! <n satisfying O and the initial condition s�(t0) = u0. Note that

di�erential equations of order p (i.e. f(t; u; u0; u00; : : : ; up) = 0 ) can always be

transformed into an ODE by introduction of new variables. Although an ODE

system can potentially be transformed into autonomous ODE (u0 = f(u)) by

the addition of a new function un+1(t) (with u
0
n+1(t) = 1 and un+1(t0) = t0), we

prefer to keep the time variable explicit for a clearer presentation of some of our

novel techniques. However, the autonomous form is more appropriate for some

treatment such as automatic di�erentiation.

There exist di�erent mathematical methods for proving the existence and

uniqueness of a solution of an ODE system with initial value. But, in practice,

a system is generally required, not only to prove existence, but also to produce

numerical values of the solution s�(t) for di�erent values of variable t. If, for

some classes of ODE systems, the solution can be represented in closed form (i.e.

combination of elementary functions), it is safe to say that most ODE systems

cannot be solve explicitly [Hen62]. For instance, the innocent-looking equation

u0 = t2 + u2 cannot be solved in terms of elementary functions!

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 162-176, 1998.
Ó Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



Discrete variable methods aim to approximate the solution s�(t) of any
ODE system, not over a continuous range of t, but only at some points

t0; t1; : : : ; tm. Discrete variable methods include one-step methods (where s�(tj)
is approximated from the approximation uj�1 of s

�(tj�1)) and multistep meth-
ods (where s�(tj) is approximated from the approximation uj�1; : : : ; uj�p of

s�(tj�1); : : : ; s
�(tj�p)). In general, these methods do not guarantee the existence

of a solution within a given bound and may su�er from traditional numerical

problems of oating-point systems.

Interval Analysis in ODE Interval techniques for ODE systems were intro-

duced by Moore [Moo66]. (See [BBCG96] for a description and a bibliography

of the application of interval analysis to ODE systems.) These methods provide

numerically reliable enclosures of the exact solution at points t0; t1; : : : ; tm. To

achieve this result, they typically apply a one-step Taylor interval method and

make extensive use of automatic di�erentiation to obtain the Taylor coe�cients

[Moo79, Ral81, Cor88, Abe88]. The major problem of interval methods on ODE

systems is the explosion of the size of resulting boxes at points t0; t1; : : : ; tm.

There are mainly two reasons for this explosion. On the one hand, step meth-

ods have a tendency to accummulate errors from point to point. On the other,

the approximation of an aribitrary region by a box, called the wrapping e�ect,

may introduce considerable imprecision after a number of steps. One of the best

systems in this area is Lohner's AWA [Loh87, Sta96]. It uses the Picard iter-

ation to prove existence and uniqueness and to �nd a rough enclosure of the

solution. This rough enclosure is then used to compute correct enclosures using

a mean value method and the Taylor expansion on a variational equation on

global errors. It also applies coordinate transformations to reduce the wrapping

e�ect.

Goal of the Paper This paper mainly serves two purposes. First, it provides

a unifying framework to extend traditional numerical techniques to intervals. In

particular, the paper shows how to extend explicit methods to intervals. Second,

the paper attempts to take a fresh look at the traditional problems encountered

by interval techniques and to study how consistency techniques may help. It

proposes to generalize interval techniques into a two-step process: a forward

process that computes an enclosure and a backward process that reduces this

enclosure. In addition, the paper studies how consistency techniques may help

in improving the forward process and the wrapping e�ect.

The new techniques proposed in this paper should be viewed as de�ning

an experimental agenda to be carried out in the coming years. The techniques

are reasonably simple mathematically and algorithmically and were motivated

by the same intuitions as the techniques at the core of the Numerica system

[VHLD97]. In this respect, they should complement well existing methods. But,

as it was the case for Numerica, only extensive experimental evaluation will

determine which combinations of these techniques is useful in practice and which

application areas they are best suited for. Very preliminary experimental results

illustrate the potential bene�ts.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the necessary
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background and notations. Section 3 presents the generic algorithm that can be

instantiated to produce the various methods. Section 4 describes how to �nd

bounding box. Section 5 describes step methods used in the forward phase.

Section 6 describes the backward pruning based on box-consistency. Section

7 discusses the wrapping e�ect. Section 8 presents some experimental results.

Section 9 concludes the paper.

2 Background and De�nitions

This paper uses rather standard notations of interval programming. F denotes

the set of F-numbers, D the set of boxes � <n whose bounds are in F , I the set

of intervals � < whose bounds are in F , and D (possibly subscripted) denotes

a box in D. Given a real r and a subset A of <n, �r denotes the smallest interval

in I containing r and 2A the smallest box in D containing A. If g is a function,

ĝ and G denote interval extensions of g. We also use gi(x) and Gi(D) to denote

the ith component of g(x) and G(D).

The solution of an ODE system can be formalized mathematically as follows.

De�nition1 Solution of an ODE System with Initial Value. A solution
of an ODE system O with initial conditions u(t0) = u0 is a function s

�(t) : < !

<n satisfying O and the initial conditions s�(t0) = u0.

In this paper, we restrict attention to ODE systems that have a unique solution

for a given initial value. Techniques to verify this hypothesis numerically are

given in the paper. Moreover, in practice, as mentioned, the objective is to

produce (an approximation of) the values of the solution function s� of the

system O at di�erent points t0; t1; : : : ; tm. It is thus useful to adapt the de�nition

of a solution to account for this practical motivation.

De�nition2 Solution of an ODE System. The solution of an ODE system

O is a function s(t0; u0; t1) : < � <n � < ! <n such that s(t0; u0; t1) = s�(t1);

where s� is the solution of O with initial conditions u(t0) = u0.

The solution of an ODE system O can be used to obtain the solution of O at any
point for any initial value. It is useful to extend our de�nition to sets of values.

De�nition3 Set Solution of an ODE System. Let s be the solution of an

ODE system O. The set solution O at t1 wrt t0 and D is the set s(t0; D; t1) =

fs(t0; u; t1) j u 2 Dg:

The interval techniques presented in this paper aim at approximating set so-

lutions as tightly as possible. The next de�nition introduces the concept of

bounding box that is fundamental to prove the existence and the uniqueness

of a solution to an ODE system over a box and to bound the errors.

De�nition4 Bounding Box. Let s be the solution of an ODE system O. A

box B is a bounding box of s in [t0; t1] wrt D if, forall t 2 [t0; t1], s(t0; D; t) � B:

Informally speaking, a bounding box is thus an enclosure of the solution on

the whole interval [t0; t1]. The following theorem is an interesting topological

property of solutions.
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Theorem5. Let O be an ODE system u0 = f(t; u) with f 2 C, let s be the
solution of O (i.e. existence and uniqueness), and let Fr(A) denote the fron-
tier of set A. Then, (1) s(t0; D; t1) is a closed set; and (2) s(t0; F r(D); t1) =

Fr(s(t0; D; t1)).

Proof. (Sketch) Under the given hypothesis, s 2 C [Har64]. Thesis (2) can then

be proven by showing that if x 2 Fr(D) then s(t0; x; t1) 2 Fr(s(t0; D; t1)) and

if x 2 D n Fr(D) then s(t0; x; t1) 62 Fr(s(t0; D; t1)) [DJVH98]. ut

As a consequence, s(tj ; Dj; tj+1) can be computed by considering the frontier of

Dj only.

3 The Generic Algorithm

The interval methods described in this paper can be viewed as instantiations

of a generic algorithm. It is useful to present the generic algorithm �rst and to

describe its components in detail in the rest of the paper. The generic algorithm is

parametrized by three procedures: a procedure to compute a bounding box, since

bounding-boxes are fundamental in obtaining enclosures, a step procedure to

compute forward, and a procedure to prune by using step procedures backwards.

Procedure BoundingBox computes a bounding box of an ODE system in an

interval for a given box. Procedure Step computes a box approximating the value

of s�(tj) given the approximations of s�(tk) (1 � k � j � 1) and the bounding

boxes B1; : : : ; Bj�1. Procedure Prune prunes the boxes Dj at tj using the box

Dj�1 at tj�1. The intuition underlying the basic step of the generic algorithm is

illustrated in Figure 1. The next three sections review these three components.

Note however that it is possible to use several step procedures, in which case the

intersection of their results is also an enclosure.

t0 t1

D1
D0

t2

s(t0,D0,t1)

D2
s(t1,D1,t2)

Fig. 1. Computing correct enclosures of the solution

solve(O; D0; < t0; : : : ; tm >)

begin

forall(j in 1::n)

begin

Bj := BoundingBox(O; Dj�1; tj�1; tj);

Dj := Step(O; < D0; : : : ; Dj�1 >;< t0; : : : ; tj >;< B0; : : : ; Bj >);

Dj := Prune(O; Dj�1; tj�1; Dj ; tj; Bj);

end;

end;
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4 The Bounding Box

This section considers how to obtain a bounding box for an ODE system. As will

become clear later on, bounding boxes are fundamental to obtain reliable solu-

tions to ODE systems. The traditional interval techniques to obtain bounding

boxes are based on Picard operator [Har64, Moo79].

Theorem6 (Picard Operator). Let D0 and B be two boxes such that D0 �

B, let [t0; t1] 2 I, and let h = t1 � t0. Let O be an ODE system u0 = f(t; u),
where f is continuous and has a Jacobian (i.e �rst-order partial derivatives) over
[t0; t1]. Let � be the transformation (Picard Operator)

�(B) = D0 + [0; h]F ([t0; t1]; B)

where F is an interval extension of f . If �(B) � B, then (1) The O system with
initial value u(t0) 2 D0 has a unique solution s; and (2) �(B) is a bounding box
of s in [t0; t1] wrt D0.

Theorem 6 can be used for proving existence and uniqueness of a solution and

for providing a bounding box [Loh87, Cor95]. A typical algorithm starts from an

approximation B0 = D0 and applies Picard operator. If �(B0) 6� B, the algo-

rithm widens B0 into B1 (e.g., by doubling its size) and iterates the process. The

algorithm can also narrow the step size. Note that the existence of Jacobian(f)

can be checked numerically by evaluating its interval extension over the box.

Note also that the Picard operator uses a Taylor expansion of order 1. It can be

generalized for higher orders, which is interesting to increase the step sizes.

5 The Step Methods

This section describes step methods. The step methods are presented in isola-

tion. However, as mentioned previously, they can be used together, since the

intersection of their results is also a step method. We focus here on explicit one-

step methods. However, one could also consider implicit and multi-step methods

[DJVH98].

5.1 Explicit One-Step Methods

This section considers one-step methods: It �rst describes traditional numerical

methods, moves to traditional interval methods, and proposes improvements

which can be obtained from consistency techniques.

Traditional Numerical Methods To understand traditional interval meth-

ods, it is useful to review traditional numerical methods. In explicit one-step

methods, the solution s of an ODE system O is viewed as the summation of two

functions:

s(t0; u0; t1) = sc(t0; u0; t1) + e(t0; u0; t1): (1)

where the function sc can always be computed while the function e cannot. As

a consequence, a traditional numerical method based on an explicit one-step

method is an algorithm of the form

forall(i in 1::n) ui := sc(ti�1; ui�1; ti);
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This algorithm approximates the solution s�(t) for an initial value u(t0) = u0.

Example 1 Taylor Method. The Taylor method is one of the best known explicit

one-step methods where the function sc is given by the Taylor expansion of a

given order p, i.e.,

scT (t0; u0; t1) = u0 + hf (0)(t0; u0) + : : :+ hp

p!
f (p�1)(t0; u0)

Interval Methods The key idea underlying (explicit or implicit) one-step

interval methods is to de�ne an extension of the interval solution s.3

De�nition7 Interval Solution of an ODE System. Let s be the solution

of an ODE system O. An interval solution of O is an interval extension S of s,

i.e.
8t0; t1 2 F ; D0 2 D : s(t0; D0; t1) � S(t0; D0; t1)

As a consequence, a traditional interval method based on an one-step method is

an algorithm of the form

D0 = �u0;

forall(i in 1::n)

Di := S(ti�1; Di�1; ti);

This algorithm provides safe intervals for s�(t1); : : : ; s
�(tm), i.e.,

s�(ti) 2 Di (1 � i � m):

Direct Interval Extensions Traditionally, interval solutions are often con-

structed by considering an explicit one-step function s(t0; u0; t1) = sc(t0; u0; t1)+

e(t0; u0; t1); by taking an interval extension SC of sc and by using a bounding

box to bound the error function e to obtain a function of the form S(t0; D0; t1) =

SC(t0; D0; t1) + E(t0; D0; t1):

De�nition8 Direct Explicit One-Step Interval Extension. Let s be an

explicit one-step solution of an ODE system O of the form

s(t0; u0; t1) = sc(t0; u0; t1) + e(t0; u0; t1)

A direct explicit one-step interval extension of s is an interval solution S of the
form

S(t0; D0; t1) = SC(t0; D0; t1) + E(t0; B0; t1):

where SC is an interval extension of sc, B0 is a bounding box of s in [t0; t1] wrt
D0, and E is an interval extension of e.

Possible examples are the Taylor and Runge-Kutta methods.

Example 2 Taylor Interval Solution. The Taylor Interval Solution of order p of

an ODE system O is de�ned as

ST (t0; D0; t1) = D0+hF
(0)(t0; D0)+: : :+

hp

p!
F (p�1)(t0; D0)+

hp+1

(p+1)!
F (p)([t0; t1]; B)

where h = t1 � t0, B is a bounding box of s in [t0; t1] wrt D0, and the interval
functions F (j) are interval extensions of functions f (j) which can be obtained

by automatic di�erentiation. More information on automatic generation of the

value of these functions can be found in [Moo79, Ral80, Ral81, Cor88, Abe88].

3 As usual, interval solutions could also be de�ned on particular subsets of F and D.
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Mean Value Form Step Methods Mean value forms have been proposed

to use contraction characteristics of functions and may return smaller intervals.

From Equation 1, we may apply the mean value theorem on sc(t0; u; t1) (on

variable u) to obtain

s(t0; u; t1) = sc(t0;m; t1) +
Pn

i=1

�
@sc
@(u)i

�
(t0; �; t1) (ui �mi) + e(t0; u; t1)

for some � between u and m. As a consequence, any interval solution of s, may
serve as a basis to de�ne a new interval solution.

De�nition9. Let D be a box hI1; : : : ; Ini, mi be the center of Ii, and SM =

SCM + EM be an interval solution of an ODE system O. The MVF solution of

O in D wrt SCM , denoted by �M (t0; D; t1), is the interval function

SCM (t0; hm1; : : : ;mni; t1) +
Pn

i=1

d�
@sc
@(u)i

�
(Ii) (Ii �mi) + EM(t0; D0; t1)

In the above de�niton, the interval function
d�
@sc
@(u)i

�
(Ii) can be evaluated by

automatic di�erentiation, during the evaluation of SC(t0; Ii; t1). extensions.

Piecewise Interval Extensions Direct interval techniques propagate entire

boxes through interval solutions. As a consequence, errors may tend to accum-

mulate as computations proceed. This section investigates a variety of techniques

inspired by, and using, consistency techniques that can be proposed to reduce the

accummulation of errors. The main idea, which is used several times in this paper

and was inspired by box-consistency, is to propagate small boxes as illustrated

in Figure 2.

De�nition10 Piecewise Explicit One-Step Interval Extension. Let s

be a solution to an ODE system O of the form

s(t0; u0; t1) = sc(t0; u0; t1) + e(t0; u0; t1):

A piecewise explicit one-step interval extension of s is a function S(t0; D; t1)
de�ned as

S(t0; D0; t1) = 2fSC(t0; �u0; t1) j u0 2 D0g+ E(t0; B0; t1)

where SC is an interval extension of sc, B0 is a bounding box of s in [t0; t1] wrt
D0, and E is an interval extension of e.

Piecewise interval extensions of an ODE system are not only a theoretical con-

cept: they can in fact also be computed. The basic idea here is to express piece-

wise interval extension as unconstrained optimization problems.

Proposition11. Let s be a solution to an ODE system O of the form

s(t0; u0; t1) = sc(t0; u0; t1) + e(t0; u0; t1):

A piecewise explicit one-step interval extension of s is a function S(t0; D; t1)
de�ned as

Si(t0; D0; t1) = [minu2D0
SCi(t0; u; t1);maxu2D0

SCi(t0; u; t1)] + Ei(t0; B0; t1)

where 1 � i � n, SC is an interval extension of sc, B0 is a bounding box of s
in [t0; t1] wrt D0, and E is an interval extension of e.
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t0

D0

t1

D1
S(t0,u1,t1) + E(t0,B0,t1)

u1

u2
S(t0,u2,t1) + E(t0,B0,t1)

Fig. 2. A Piecewise Interval Solution

Note that these minimization problems must be solved globally to guarantee

reliable solutions. The implementation section discusses how a system like Nu-

merica may be generalized to solve these problems. The e�ciency of the system

of course depends on the step size, on the size ofD0, and on the desired accuracy.

It is interesting to observe that the function SC does not depend on the error

term and hence methods that are not normally considered in the interval com-

munity (e.g., Runge-Kutta method) may turn bene�cial from a computational

standpoint. It is of course possible to sacri�ce accuracy for computation time

by using projections, the fundamental idea behind consistency techniques. For

instance, interval methods are generally very fast on one-dimensional problems,

which partly explains why consistency techniques have been successful to solve

systems of nonlinear equations.

De�nition12 Box-Piecewise Explicit One-Step Interval Extension.

Let s be a solution to an ODE system O of the form

s(t0; u0; t1) = sc(t0; u0; t1) + e(t0; u0; t1):

A box-piecewise explicit one-step interval extension of s wrt dimension i is a
function Si(t0; D; t1) de�ned as

Si(t0; < I1; : : : ; In >; t1) = 2fSC(t0; < I1; : : : ; Ii�1; �r; Ii+1; : : : ; In >; t1) j r 2 Iig

+E(t0; B0; t1)

where SC is an interval extension of sc, B0 is a bounding box of s in [t0; t1]

wrt D0, and E is an interval extension of e. The box-piecewise explicit one-step

interval extension of s wrt E and B is the function

S(t0; D0; t1) = \i21::nSi(t0; D0; t1)

Each of the interval solutions reduces to a one-dimensional (interval) uncon-

strained optimization problem. The following property is a direct consequence

of interval extensions.
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Proposition13 (Box-)Piecewise Explicit One-Step Interval Solution.

The piecewise and box-piecewise one-step interval extensions are interval so-
lutions.

In essence, box-optimal solutions safely approximate a multi-dimensional prob-

lem by the intersection of many one-dimensional problems. Of course, it is pos-

sible, and probably desirable, to de�ne notions such as box(k)-piecewise interval

solutions where projections are performed on several variables. Finally, notice

that optimal interval solutions were de�ned with respect to a given bounding

box. More precise interval solutions could be obtained if local bounding boxes

were considered in the above de�nitions. It is easy to generalize our de�nitions

to integrate this idea.

5.2 Implementation Issues

Several of the novel techniques proposed in this section can be reduced to uncon-

strained optimization problems. In general, interval techniques for unconstrained

optimization problems require the function to satisfy a stability requirement (i.e.,

the optimum is not on the frontier of the box de�ning the search space). This

requirement is not guaranteed in this context since, by Theorem 5, we know that

the minimum of function s is on the frontier of D0, and we minimize function

sc, an approximation of s.

De�nition14 min-stability. A function g is min-stable for box K =

hK1; : : : ;Kni � <n if there exists some � > 0 such that

min(g(K)) = min(g(K0))

with K0 = hK1 + [��; �]; : : :;Kn + [��; �]i.

Let K = hK1; : : : ;Kni � <n be a box and g : <n ! < be a function to minimize

in K. Here are some necessary conditions for a point d in K to be a minimum

when the function is not min-stable.
@g

@xi
(d) = 0 if di is in the interior of Ki (left(Ki) < di < right(Ki))

@g

@xi
(d) � 0 if di = left(Ki)

@g

@xi
(d) � 0 if di = right(Ki)

Traditional interval algorithms for unconstrained minimization can be general-
ized to include the interval meta-constraints

left(Ii) 6= left(Ki) ^ right(Ii) 6= right(Ki))
d� @g

@xi

�
(D) = 0

left(Ii) = left(Ki) ^ right(Ii) 6= right(Ki))
d� @g

@xi

�
(D) � 0

left(Ii) 6= left(Ki) ^ right(Ii) = right(Ki))
d� @g

@xi

�
(D) � 0

with
d� @g

@xi

�
an interval extension of

�
@g

@xi

�
, and D = hI1; : : : ; Ini. The search

can also be restricted to the frontier by adding the redundant constraintW
1�i�nleft(Ii) = left(Ki) _ right(Ii) = right(Ki)

and applying techniques such as constructive disjunction [VHSDar]. Note that
combining these two necessary conditions require some extra care to preserve

correctness.
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6 Backwards Pruning: Box-Consistency for ODE

This section proposes another technique to address the growth of intervals in

the step methods. The fundamental intuition here is illustrated in Figure 3. We

know that all the solutions at tj�1 are in Dj�1. If, in Dj , there is some box

H such that S(tj ;H; tj�1) \ Dj�1 = ;, then we know that the box H is not
part of the solution at tj . In other words, it is possible to use the step methods

backwards to determine whether pieces of the box can be pruned away. This

section formalizes this idea in terms of box-consistency.

t0

D0

t1

s(t1,H,t0)

D1

s(t0,D0,t1)

H

Fig. 3. Pruning

Box consistency aims at reducing a box Dj at tj given that the solution at tj�1
are known to be in Dj�1.

De�nition15 Interval Projection of an ODE System. An interval pro-
jection ODE hS; ii is the association of an interval solution S and of an index i

(1 � i � n).

De�nition16 Box Consistency of an ODE System. Let S be an interval

solution of an ODE system O. An interval projection ODE hS; ii is box-consistent
at t1; D1 wrt t0; D0 if

Ii = 2f ri 2 Ii j ; 6= D0 \ S(t1; hI1; :::; Ii�1; ri; Ii+1; :::; Ini; t0)g

where D1 = hI1; : : : ; Ini. An interval solution is box-consistent at t1; D1 wrt
t0; D0 if its projections are box-consistent at t1; D1 wrt t0; D0.

Proposition17. Let D1 = hI1; : : : ; Ini, and Ii = [li; ri]. An interval projection
ODE hS; ii is box-consistent at t1; D1 wrt t0; D0 i�, when li 6= ri,

; 6= D0 \ S(t1; hI1; :::; Ii�1; [li; l
+

i ]; Ii+1; :::; Ini; t0)

^ ; 6= D0 \ S(t1; hI1; :::; Ii�1; [r
�
i ; ri]; Ii+1; :::; Ini; t0)

and, when li = ri,

; 6= D0 \ S(t1; hI1; :::; Ii�1; [li; li]; Ii+1; :::; Ini; t1):

Traditional propagation algorithms can now be de�ned to enforce box-

consistency of ODE systems.
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7 The Wrapping E�ect

The wrapping e�ect is the name given to the error resulting from the enclosure

of a region (which is not a box) by a box. It only occurs for multidimensional

function. In one dimension, a perfect interval extension of a continuous function

g always yields the correct interval. However, a perfect interval extension of

a multidimensional function g introduces overestimations in the resulting box,

because the set g(D) = fg(d)jd 2 Dg is not necessarily a box. This e�ect is

especially important when the enclosure is used for �nding a new region which

is also enclosed by a box. The wrapping e�ect is thus central in interval methods

for ODE. The following classical example, due to Moore [Moo66] and explained

in [Cor95] , illustrates this problem :

u0 =

�
0 1

1 0

�
u with u0 2

�
�0:1 0:1

0:9 1:1

�
The trajectories of individual point-valued solutions of this ODE are circles in
the ((u)1; (u)2)-phase space. The set of solution values is a rotated rectangle.

Figure 4 shows that the resulting boxes at tj�1, tj , tj+1. Moore shows that the

width of the enclosures grow exponentially even if the stepsize (tj � tj�1) con-

verges to zero. The wrapping e�ect can be reduced by changing the coordinate

system at each step of the computation process. The idea is to choose a coordi-

nate system more appropriate to the shape of s(tj�1; Dj�1; tj), hence reducing

the overestimation of the box representation of this set (Figure 5).

D
0

D

D1

(u)2

2

(u)
1

Fig. 4. The Wrapping E�ect

(u)

1
(u)

2

Fig. 5. Reducing the Overestimation by

Coordinate Transformation

An appropriate coordinate system has to be chosen at each step. Assuming that

such coordinate systems are given by mean of (invertible) matrices Mj , a naive

approach, based on an explicit one-step method, would consist of computing

Dj := S(tj�1;Mj�1:D
0
j�1; tj) ;

D0
j := M�1

j Dj
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(u)

1
(u)

1
(u)

D’

2

D’j-1

j-1 jt

(u)2

j

t

Fig. 6. Coordinate transformation on �-boxes

where D0
j and D

0
j�1 are the boxes at tj and tj�1 in their local coordinate system.

This approach is naive since it introduces three wrapping e�ects: in Mj�1D
0
j�1

to restore the original coordinate system needed to compute S, in the computa-

tion of S, and in the computation of M�1
j Dj to produce the result in the new

coordinate system. To remedy this limitation, more advanced techniques (see,

for instance, [Loh87, Ste71, DS76]) have been proposed but they are all bound

to a speci�c step procedure. For instance, Lohner merges the two naive steps

together using a mean value form and use associativity in the matrix products

to try eliminating the wrapping e�ect. More precisely, the key term to be eval-

uated in his step method is of the form (M�1
j JMj�1)D

0
j�1 and the goal is to

choose M�1
j so that M�1

j JMj�1 is close to an identity matrix.

Piecewise interval extensions, however, reduce the wrapping e�ect in the

naive method substantially, as illustrated in Figure 6. The overestimations of

Mj�1:D
0
j�1 and M�1

j Dj on �-boxes introduce wrapping e�ects that are small

compared to the overall size of the box and to the bene�ts of using piecewise

interval extensions. In addition, this reduction of the wrapping e�ect is not

tailored to a speci�c step method. The basic idea is thus (1) to �nd a linear

approximation of s(tj�1;Mj�1:D
0
j�1; tj); (2) to compute the matrix M�1

j from

the linear relaxation; (3) to apply the naive method on �-boxes. Step (1) can

be obtained by using, for instance, a Taylor extension, while Step (2) can use

Lohner's method that consists of obtaining a QR factorization of the linear

relaxation. Lohner's method has the bene�t of being numerically stable.

8 Experimental Results

This section compares some standard techniques with piecewise interval exten-

sions. This goal is to show that consitency techniques can bring substantial gain

in precision. The results were computed with Numerica with a precision of 1e-8,

using optimal bounding boxes.

Consider the ODE u0(t) = �u(t) for an initial box [-1,1] at t0 = 0. Table

1 compares the results obtained by an interval Taylor method of order 4 with

step size 0:5, the results obtained by the piecewise interval extension of the same

method, and the exact solutions. Relative errors on the size of the boxes are also
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Taylor Piecewise Taylor Exact solution

t Result Error Result Error

0.0 [-1.00000 , 1.00000] 0% [-1.00000 , 1.00000] 0.00% [-1.00000 , 1.00000]

0.5 [-1.64870 , 1.64870] 171% [-0.60703 , 0.60703] 0.08% [-0.60653 , 0.60653]

1.0 [-2.71826 , 2.71821] 638% [-0.36849 , 0.36849] 0.17% [-0.36788 , 0.36788]
1.5 [-4.48150 , 4.48150] 1908% [-0.22368 , 0.22368] 0.25% [-0.22313 , 0.22313]

2.0 [-7.38864 , 7.38864] 5359% [-0.13578 , 0.13578] 0.33% [-0.13534 , 0.13534]

2.5 [-12.18163 , 12.18163] 14740% [-0.08242 , 0.08242] 0.41% [-0.08209 , 0.08209]
3.0 [-20.08383 , 20.08383] 40239% [-0.05003 , 0.05003] 0.50% [-0.04979 , 0.04979]

3.5 [-33.11217 , 33.11217] 109552% [-0.03037 , 0.03037] 0.58% [-0.03020 , 0.03020]

4.0 [-54.59196 , 54.59196] 297962% [-0.01844 , 0.01844] 0.66% [-0.01832 , 0.01832]

Table 1. ODE u
0(t) = �u(t)

Taylor MVF Piecewise Taylor Exact solution

t Result Error Result Error

0.0 [0.10000 , 0.40000] 0.00% [0.10000 , 0.40000] 0.00% [0.10000 , 0.40000]
0.5 [0.06798 , 0.37635] 29.52% [0.09511 , 0.33344] 0.10% [0.09524 , 0.33333]

1.0 [0.03884 , 0.36099] 65.37% [0.09075 , 0.28583] 0.14% [0.09091 , 0.28571]

1.5 [0.01027 , 0.35316] 110.31% [0.08679 , 0.25010] 0.16% [0.08696 , 0.25000]
2.0 [-0.02004 , 0.35314] 168.68% [0.08318 , 0.22231] 0.18% [0.08333 , 0.22222]

2.5 [�1 , +1] [0.07985 , 0.20007] 0.19% [0.08000 , 0.20000]

3.0 [0.07678 , 0.18188] 0.19% [0.07692 , 0.18182]
3.5 [0.07394 , 0.16672] 0.20% [0.07407 , 0.16667]

4.0 [0.07131 , 0.15389] 0.21% [0.07143 , 0.15385]
4.5 [0.06885 , 0.14290] 0.21% [0.06897 , 0.14286]

5.0 [0.06656 , 0.13337] 0.21% [0.06667 , 0.13333]

Table 2. ODE u
0(t) = �u

2(t)

given. As can be seen, the intervals of the traditional Taylormethod grow quickly,

although this function is actually contracting. The piecewise interval extension,

on the other hand, is close to the exact solutions and is able to exploit the

contraction characteristics of the function.

Consider now the ODE u0(t) = �u2(t) for an initial box [0:1; 0:4] at t0 = 0.

Table 2 compares the results obtained by a mean value form of a Taylor method

of order 4, the results obtained by the piecewise interval extension of the Taylor

method of order 4, and the exact solutions. Once again, it can be seen that the

standard method leads to an explosion of the size of the intervals, while the

piecewise interval extension is close to the exact results. Note that the Taylor

method of order 4 also behaves badly on this ODE.

Consider now the system

�
u0
1
(t) = �u1(t) � 2u2(t)

u02(t) = �3u1(t) � 2u2(t)

for an initial box ([5.9,6.1],[3.9,4.1]) at t0 = 0. Table 3 compares the results
obtained by an interval Taylor method of order 4, the results obtained by the

piecewise interval extension of the same method, and the exact solutions. Once

again, similar results can be observed.
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Taylor Piecewise Taylor Exact solution

t dim Result Error Result Error

0.0 u1 [5.90000 , 6.10000] 0.0% [5.90000 , 6.10000] 0.00% [5.90000 , 6.10000]
u2 [3.90000 , 4.10000] 0.0% [3.90000 , 4.10000] 0.00% [3.90000 , 4.10000]

0.1 u1 [4.75414 , 5.02917] 24.4% [4.78106 , 5.00225] 0.07% [4.78111 , 5.00214]

u2 [1.70100 , 1.92226] 0.1% [1.70100 , 1.92226] 0.10% [1.70106 , 1.92210]
0.2 u1 [4.05742 , 4.42291] 49.6% [4.11788 , 4.36246] 0.12% [4.11798 , 4.36226]

u2 [0.06566 , 0.44081] 53.6% [0.13089 , 0.37558] 0.17% [0.13103 , 0.37531]

0.3 u1 [3.65219 , 4.15688] 86.9% [3.76933 , 4.03975] 0.17% [3.76951 , 4.03948]
u2 [-1.19270 , -0.59227] 122.4% [-1.02776 , -0.75721] 0.21% [-1.02754 , -0.75757]

0.4 u1 [3.43316 , 4.14938] 140.1% [3.64179 , 3.94076] 0.20% [3.64205 , 3.94042]

u2 [-2.23853 , -1.30590] 212.6% [-1.92176 , -1.62266] 0.25% [-1.92145 , -1.62309]

0.5 u1 [3.32116 , 4.35646] 214.0% [3.67355 , 4.00407] 0.24% [3.67391 , 4.00366]

u2 [-3.19776 , -1.77303] 332.1% [-2.65071 , -2.32006] 0.27% [-2.65030 , -2.32056]
...
0.8 u1 [2.96130 , 6.26697] 642.7% [4.39089 , 4.83740] 0.32% [4.39158 , 4.83669]

u2 [-6.63827 , -1.77474] 992.7% [-4.42981 , -3.98317] 0.34% [-4.42906 , -3.98396]

0.9 u1 [2.57376 , 7.48325] 898.0% [4.78171 , 5.27530] 0.34% [4.78254 , 5.27446]
u2 [-8.39440 , -1.11612] 1379.6% [-5.00212 , -4.50839] 0.37% [-5.00122 , -4.50930]

1.0 u1 [1.85766 , 9.16200] 1243.6% [5.23702 , 5.78264] 0.36% [5.23800 , 5.78165]

u2 [-10.76604 , 0.11270] 1901.0% [-5.59955 , -5.05378] 0.39% [-5.59850 , -5.05484]

Table 3. ODE u
0

1(t) = �u1(t)� 2u2(t) and u
0

2(t) = �3u1(t)� 2u2(t)

9 Conclusion

This paper studied the application of interval analysis and consistency tech-

niques to ordinary di�erential equations. It presented a unifying framework to

extend traditional numerical techniques to intervals showing, in particular, how

to extend explicit one-step methods to intervals. The paper also took a fresh look

at the traditional problems encountered by interval techniques and studied how

consistency techniques may help. It proposed to generalize interval techniques

into a two-step process: a forward process that computes an enclosure and a

backward process that reduces this enclosure. In addition, the paper studied

how consistency techniques may help in improving the forward process and the

wrapping e�ect. Very preliminary results indicate the potential bene�ts of the

approach. Our current work focuses on the full implementation and experimen-

tal evaluation of the techniques proposed in this paper in order to determine

which combinations of these techniques will be e�ective in practice. Future work

will also be devoted to the application of consistency techniques to ODE systems

with boundary values, since interval analysis and consistency techniques are par-

ticularly well-adapted when compared to traditional methods (as observed by

several members of the community).
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Abstract. During the evaluation of a constraint logic program, many

local variables become inaccessible, or dead . In Prolog and other pro-

gramming languages, the data bound to local variables can be removed

automatically by garbage collection. The case of CLP is more complex,

as the variables may be involved in several constraints. We can consider
dead variables to be existentially quanti�ed. Removing an existential

variable from a set of constraints is then a problem of quanti�er elimi-

nation, or projection. Eliminating variables not only allows recovery of
space but also can decrease the cost of further consistency tests. Sur-

prisingly, the existing systems do not exploit these advantages. Instead,

the primary use of projection is as a mechanism for obtaining answer

constraints. In this paper, we will give a general system architecture for

automatic early projection and specify the heuristics for CLP(R) to-

gether with an in-situ removal method. We then show the e�ectiveness
of early projection by applying it to some practical planning problems.

1 Introduction

The CLP framework [10], gives a scheme for integrating constraint and logic
programming where the logic programming component provides the underly-
ing inference engine and programming capabilities and the constraint system
provides the fundamental constraint operations over some chosen domain. An
important aspect of a CLP language/system is the requirement to detect during
evaluation if a system of constraints is infeasible. In this paper, we will show
that constraint projection is another useful operation in the evaluation of a CLP
program. Linear arithmetic constraint domains provide complete solving meth-
ods as well as complete projection methods. Most of the existing systems with
real arithmetic constraints like CLP(R) [14, 4] and ECLiPSe [6] make use of a
projection on the query variables. The purpose of the projection is to present the
answer constraints in a concise and `nice' form. For every query, only a single
projection is done to obtain the answer constraints.1 These systems basically
employ variants of the Fourier method [18, 11] for that purpose.

Projection however can be applied to more than just producing answer con-
straints. It is a powerful instrument for removing existentially quanti�ed vari-
ables from the constraint store during execution. The major reasons why an
early projection can be advantageous are to:

1 CLP(R) also provides dumpwhich projects the constraint store onto a set of variables.

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 177-191, 1998.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



{ reduce the size of the constraint store giving space savings,

{ speedup constraint solving due to the store having fewer constraints,

{ enable more e�cient answer projection.

Consider the CLP clause below (let ti denote a sequence of terms, C(t0) a set
of constraints and p; pi predicate symbols):

p(t)  C(t0); p1(t1); : : : ; pn(tn) (1)

The local variables in the clause are conventionally considered to be existentially
quanti�ed. When they become inaccessible, or dead , they can be eliminated from
the store. Nevertheless, there are several reasons why it may be inappropriate or
not possible to perform elimination. Firstly, the store is not always decreased or
simpli�ed by this operation. Secondly, the variable may be referred to again be-
cause of backtracking. Thirdly, for some domains2 there may not be any e�cient
elimination algorithm or perhaps variable removal is not possible.

In this paper, we shall develop a general architecture of early projection. We
classify elimination heuristics into conservative and progressive, taking the above
considerations into account. A conservative system will avoid risky projections,
thus be more transparent to the user. The aspect of control is more strongly
emphasized in progressive systems, the user is responsible for the order and time
of eliminations.

Consider the following CLP(R) example, from [2], which illustrates how ex-
traneous local variables in the store can be costly:

p(0,X) :- X<=1.

p(N,X) :- N>0, p(N-1,Y), X<=Y.

The time for the evaluation of :- p(500,X). is about 12 seconds in CLP(R) 1.2
running on a Sun 5. If we enforce a projection after every rule application, it is
about 100 times faster. For a given memory size where the largest N for a query
is 500, applying early projection allows N to increase to 11,000. This example
illustrates how projection can give both faster constraint solving during evalu-
ation and faster answer projection because of the smaller store. Applying early
projection means that the maximumnumber of inequalities during evaluation is
two, without projection the number grows linearly with N.3

In section 2, we investigate when local variables become inaccessible and
safety properties for elimination. Section 3 presents a framework for automatic
early projection in CLP(X). We give a general system architecture of auto-
matic early projection. The aspect of control is discussed. Section 4 applies this
framework to CLP(R). We specify suitable heuristics and tackle the problem of
in-situ elimination. Finally, we apply early projection to two practical planning
problems that involve expensive projections.

2 The important case of Finite Domains is discussed in [3].
3 At every iteration of the second rule, we get Y � 1;X � 1.
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1.1 Related Work

Techniques for the projection of linear constraints have been developed for CLP,
see [8, 9, 7]. In CLP(R), answer constraints was developed in [14,11] which dealt
with projection (linear and others) and other presentation issues. The above
elimination techniques are suited in principle for early projection as well.

The present work does not give a new elimination method, rather we present
a framework for early projection. The interplay between the Prolog engine, the
solver, and the projection is de�ned. A general CLP system architecture for
automatic elimination is developed. The closest related work is [17] which uses
static program analysis to determine dead variables at compile time. A CLP(R)
program analyzer and compiler is described in [15,16] which provides dead vari-
able removal as one optimization among others. The advantage of the program
analysis approach is that no runtime overhead is imposed for dead variable de-
tection. However, the e�ectiveness will depend on the accuracy of the analysis in
detecting dead variables. Thus, it is complementary to our approach of dynamic
run-time detection and removal.4 In [15, 16], the optimizations concentrate on
the case of variable removal in linear equations. In this paper, we consider the
general case of variable removal and also speci�cally linear inequalities.

2 Quanti�ers in Resolution

Projection is an important vehicle for simplifying problems by reducing their
dimension. The eliminated variables can be considered to be existentially quan-
ti�ed. Thus these variables only occur temporarily during the lifetime of eval-
uation. In programming languages, such temporary variables are often called
local . (Constraint) logic programming provides for an automatic allocation and
deallocation of data in the scope of local procedure variables.

De�nition 1. The local variables of a (constraint) clause (1) (cf. introduction)

are those which occur in the body but not in the head:
Sn

i=1 vars(ti) n vars(t).

2.1 Dead Variables

We start with the basic de�nitions of resolution:

De�nition 2. A subgoal, written as S, is either an atom or a constraint. A

constraint goal G is of the form S1; : : : ; Sm. Let A denote an atom. A constraint

clause is a formula A G.

De�nition 3. Let S1; : : : ; Sm be a constraint goal and C a constraint. The pair

hG0; C0i is said to be derived from hS1; : : : ; Sm;Ci if the underlying computation

rule R selects R(S1; : : : ; Sm) = Sk, and

{ if Sk is a constraint, C0 = C ^ Sk, D j= 9C
0

and G0 = S1; : : : ; Sk�1; Sk+1; : : : ; Sm:

4 Combining analysis with our approach is possible but beyond the scope of this paper.
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{ if Sk is an atom, A  G a constraint clause, C0 = C ^A = Sk, D j= 9C
0,

and G0 = S1; : : : ; Sk�1; G; Sk+1; : : : ; Sm:

A derivation is a sequence hG1; C1i; : : : ; hGn; Cni where hGi; Cii is derived from

hGi�1; Ci�1i. It is called successful if Gn is empty. In this case, Cn is the com-

puted answer of the derivation.

As local variables are implicitly existentially quanti�ed, it may be possible to
remove them after the clause has been completely evaluated. For top-down eval-
uation, the elimination can often be committed earlier.

De�nition 4. A variable x in a derivation hG1; C1i; : : : ; hGk; Cki is called tex-

tually dead at step k if x occurs in some goal G2; : : : ; Gk�1 but not in G1 and

not in Gk.

Variables in G1 are query variables and by de�nition not dead. A textually dead
variable x is then, a variable which is neither a query variable nor does it occur
in any further derivation. Once a variable becomes textually dead, it remains
so in further derivations. Observe that k is not required to be the earliest time
when x becomes dead. This allows some exibility in deciding when to eliminate
x (see Section 3). The textually dead condition is not su�cient to prevent x
from being accessed again, for example, if x is aliased because it occurs in some
syntactical equations, the binding of some other alive variable can potentially
access x after step k.

De�nition 5. A variable x is said to be shared with another variable y if y = t

is implied by the constraint store C where t is a term containing x (including

just x). Let SHARED(x) denote the set of all variables y in C that x is shared

with.

De�nition 6. Let Ck be the constraint store at a derivation step k and x be

textually dead at step k. If the variables in SHARED(x) are also textually dead,

then x is called access dead, or simply dead.

Note that the de�nition here di�ers from [17] which also considers delayed non-
linear constraints in CLP(R). We treat non-linears using the elimination bu�er
heuristics (section 3.3), which allows more generality for speci�c CLP imple-
mentations.

Proposition 1. A dead variable x may be removed from Ck without a�ecting

the derivation.

De�nition 7. Let x be a dead variable at step k with 1 < k � n in the derivation

hG1; C1i; : : : ; hGn; Cni. Replacing Ck by a C0
k equivalent to 9x Ck in the course

of the derivation is referred to as early projection. If x is eliminated in Cn, the

process is called answer projection.

However, the removal of dead variables is not always desirable:
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{ The elimination may conict with the need to restore the constraint store
during backtracking, cf. section 2.2.

{ For some domains such as non-linear real constraints, no general e�cient
elimination method is known. Even elimination in linear arithmetic con-
straints bears certain risks. A heuristic might indicate when an elimination
is too expensive. With syntactic terms equations, elimination is not possible,
in general.

In such cases, x remains in Ck.

2.2 Safe Variables

Before some variable is going to be eliminated, the interaction between projection
and backtracking should be considered. Backtracking means that the projection
done may create unnecessary work. A method to undo the projection is also
required. In general, this can be expensive since we would be forced to save the
constraint state before the projection5 to be able to restore it. We now de�ne
when to eliminate variables safely taking backtracking into account.

De�nition 8. The (historical) subgoal sequence of a derivation hG1; C1i; : : : ;

hGn; Cni is the sequence S1; : : : ; Sn = R(G1); : : : ; R(Gn) of those subgoals se-

lected for resolution by the underlying computation rule R. Assuming an or-

dering on a procedure's clauses, we call an atom Si backtrackable if the selected

clause in the derivation is not the last clause selected from the predicate Si of the

form Si  G. A subgoal sequence is successful if the corresponding derivation

is successful. The constraint (store) of a subgoal sequence is

^

1�i�n; Si is a constraint

Si:

Note that the constraint store of a successful subgoal sequence is equivalent to

the computed answer of the corresponding derivation.

The subgoal sequence reects the order in which the subgoals are resolved. For
example, consider the goal :- p(X,A), A=2. with the following program:

p(X,A) :- Y<=A, q(A), X=2*Y. q(1). q(2).

The historical subgoal sequence starts as follows: p(X,A)1, Y<=A2, q(A)3, A=14,

X=2*Y5. The superscripts give the historical order. As Y is dead after goal 5, we
may wish to eliminate it from the store. Thus, we replace the three constraints
Y<=A2, A=14 and X=2*Y5 by A=1,X<=2. Execution proceeds with A=26 which ini-
tiates backtracking. Prolog execution has a choice point for goal 3. Backtracking
then requires that we recover the constraint store from goals 3 to 5. Suppose
that the constraint store is not saved during elimination, we now cannot distin-
guish between the constraints in the store that come from goals no. 4/5 with

5 Nevertheless, this is done in the answer presentation of CLP(R). In this special case

it is reasonable because only one step is necessary.
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that from no. 2. In undoing goals 4 and 5, we can only choose to delete X<=2 or
not. But after r(A) has been backtracked, both decisions lead to the di�culty
that reprocessing X=2*Y at the new goal no. 5 relates to the variable Y, which
does not exist anymore. The following de�nition generalizes this prohibiting
e�ect. We could of course save the constraint store for backtracking but this
would mean that using elimination could possibly be more expensive than not
using elimination.

De�nition 9. We call a variable x unsafe in a derivation if the corresponding

subgoal sequence is of the form S1; : : : ; L; : : : ; B; : : : ; R; : : : ; Sn, where B is back-

trackable, and L;R are constraints on x. If x is not unsafe and x is dead at a

certain step of the derivation, x is called safe (to eliminate) at this step.

De�nition 10. The elimination of x in a subgoal sequence S1; : : : ; Sn is as

follows. Let Si1 ; : : : ; Sis be those constraints from S1; : : : ; Sn containing x. Let

P be equivalent to 9x : Si1 ^ : : :^Sis . Replace Si1 by P and drop Sij for j 6= 1.6

Theorem 1. The elimination of a safe variable x in a subgoal sequence S ob-

taining S0 yields equivalent constraint stores after undoing the subgoals to the

right of the last backtrackable goal in S respectively S0.

Proof. It is enough to consider the constraints Si1 ; : : : ; Sis with 1 < i1 � : : : �

is � k in the store which contain x. Let Sb be the last backtrackable goal. As
x is safe, either b < i1 or is < b holds. If is < b then x is not a�ected by the
undoing. If b < i1, then all Si1 ; : : : ; Sis are deleted simultaneously in S, which is
equivalent to removing S0is which was de�ned equivalent to 9x : Si1 ^ : : :^ Sis
in S0. ut

3 Automatic Early Projection

Once we are able to quickly detect the candidates for early elimination, heuristics
must be found to decide whether elimination is wise. We will give a system
architecture suited to initialize the projection. We will argue for certain forms
of heuristics and discuss some aspects of control.

3.1 Detection of Dead Variables

Dead variables can be statically detected using program analysis techniques. One
such approach for CLP(R) using abstract interpretation is given in [17]. Such
an approach has to be tailored for a speci�c CLP domain and implementation.

We propose an alternate approach which extends the WAM to provide run-
time support for detecting dead variables dynamically. Due to the lack of space,
the extension is only sketched using an example. We add to the WAM a mech-
anism for detecting when variables are dead, subject to some safety conditions.
These variables are then reported to the elimination module of the solver which
chooses to project some or all such reported dead variables away. Consider the
sumprod/3 program from [17] below.

6 Note that the Sij are not necessarily contiguous.
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sumprod(0, [], 0).

sumprod(S, L, N) :-

L = [H|L1], try elim(L),

S = T + S1, try elim(S),

T = H * N, elim(T), elim(H),

N1 = N - 1, try elim(N),

release(S1), release(L1), release(N1), sumprod(S1, L1, N1).

The three new WAM instructions, in italics above, illustrate how the last use
of a variable is reported to the solver elimination module. Every rule variable is
treated by exactly one of these commands at its last textual occurrence in the rule
body. Initially a variable is blocked from elimination. The last occurrence of a
local variable, which is in a constraint, is reported using elim/1 . This instruction
reports a variable even if it is blocked (this saves a release/1 in contrast to
try elim/1 ). If instead the variable is in an atom, we use release/1 to unblock
the local variable before the call. The last occurrences of head variables are
annotated with try elim/1 which only reports if the variable is unblocked.

The scheme above only provides for detection of textually dead variables. In
order to recognize whether x is dead, another mechanism is required to decide
if x has any sharing with non-dead variables. Most CLP systems would use a
Prolog style uni�cation/binding mechanism, which separates Herbrand variables
where term equation constraints are implemented by variable binding from other
constraint domain variables. In other words, a textually dead variable x is dead
if and only if it is not multiply referenced. One possible solution to detect if a
variable/term is no longer referenced is to use reference counting.7 Cells on the
heap are extended with a reference count which is incremented by the WAM
whenever a reference to this cell occurs in uni�cation.

The elim(x) command then decrements the reference count of x. If x is
safe (section 2.2) and no longer referenced now (count=0), it is reported to
the elimination module. If x is a structure f(c1; : : : ; cn) on the heap, elim/1 is
called recursively for all c1; : : : ; cn. Note that this method gives a form of garbage
collection.

3.2 Detection of Safe Variables

We now address a run-time detection mechanism for detecting safe variables
based on the WAM. We assume that there is some means of keeping track of
the historical order of the solver variables. For example, the abstract machine of
CLP(R), the CLAM [12], associates historical subscripts to the solver variables.

We introduce a ag to each solver variable x to mark its backtrack state.
Initially, x is unmarked. The WAM maintains some data �elds per choice point
CP . We introduce a new �eld btk svar to reference the most recent solver variable
at the time of CP 's creation. If the abstract machine encounters a constraint on
x and x is older than btk svar of the most recent choice point, then x is marked.

7 We assume that terms are only �nite, thus there are no cyclic structures to complicate

reference counting.
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So far, we did not consider backtracking. The trail in the CLAM is modi�ed
to a `tagged value trail', as not only logical variable bindings have to be undone
but also certain constraint operations. We use such a tagged trail to introduce a
new type of trail data, unmarkers. When a (previously unmarked) solver variable
x is marked, an unmarker referencing to x is pushed on the trail. During the
undoing phase, any unmarker popped from the trail simply unmarks the variable.

Proposition 2. Unmarked dead variables are safe.

3.3 System Architecture

As before, we assume a modern CLP system based on an abstract WAM-like
machine extended with mechanisms for detecting dead and safe variables. We
also assume that the constraint solver has a mechanism for doing projection.

Next, we introduce a new system module, called the elimination bu�er , con-
taining a memory for dead variables and heuristics. Heuristics may initiate the
elimination of some variable in the bu�er, or prevent this. Fig. 1 illustrates the
system architecture of a CLP system extended by an elimination bu�er. The

elimination bu�er keeps all reported variables that occur actually in the con-
straint store. Elimination heuristics decide when it is wise to eliminate (a group
of) variables. In this case, the solver is commanded to perform the projection.
We propose two kinds of heuristics:

{ A conservative approach. We may take the viewpoint that the user should
not know about the automatic projection. In this case, the slow-down must
be minimal. Only some projections which are known to be computationally
cheap can be performed. For example with inequalities, the number of con-
straints is decreased by eliminating x, if x occurs at most once with positive
(negative) coe�cient in the store.

{ A progressive approach. We might argue that the user has to know about the
projection anyway, e.g. because the answer projection can consume consid-
erable time. Moreover, a constraint clause can be interpreted as a command
to eliminate the dead variables after the rule application. Thus, we should
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Fig. 1. Extended architecture
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eliminate any variable we can. The user has a language-inherent means of
control to prevent CLP(R) from elimination: the variable can be included
in the head of the clause.8

Note that it can be useful to perform projection only from time to time, for
instance, the Fourier algorithm does not apply to the Simplex solved form di-
rectly.

3.4 Controlling Automatic Projection

A clause containing existential variables can be considered as a command for an
automatic deduction system to eliminate those variables after use. Unfortunately,
this can be very ine�cient in some cases. It could be advantageous to defer the
elimination to a more suitable time, or even to preserve the existential quanti�er
in the answer. A system providing automatic early projection can try to predict
the best time following some conservative or progressive guidelines. In some
cases, it may be clear that an elimination is not wise.

For example, suppose that a program has a variable to represent a global

error function which could be involved in most of the constraints. Its elimination
using the Fourier or other projection methods could therefore be expensive. In
this case, it is natural that the error variable is not eliminated.

Remark 2 The user can always prevent variables from being eliminated. In

cases of doubt, the program can be rewritten, such that those variables are in-

cluded in the relevant rule heads, i.e. they are made target variables.

In practice, we will not eliminate all dead variables but only the safe ones (cf.
Def. 9), as otherwise handling backtracking introduces additional costs. We have
introduced a mechanism for the e�cient detection of safe variables not requiring
any undoing of the projection, in section 3.2. But the price to pay for this
e�ciency is that it might be sometimes unpredictable for the programmer to
know when a certain variable is eliminated, or when it is unsafe. In this section,
we try to give the programmer an intuition whether and how a variable can be
purposely made safe.

Note there are problems for which no program with only safe variables exists.
For instance compute the constraint for z = xy where (x � �1 _ x � 1) ^ (y �
�2 _ y � 2). One program for this is:

p(Z) :- q(X), r(Y), Z=X*Y.

with corresponding de�nitions for q/1 and r/1. There is no permutation of the
three subgoals such that z is a safe variable during the execution.

The user has often an intuition whether a predicate is deterministic or not.
A predicate is deterministic if for any call, only one answer is generated. If we
want to make a local variable x of some rule body safe, it is better if we order
the subgoals in the rule bodies as follows:

8 Annotations to block a variable can also be added for convenience.
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De�nition 11. A local variable x in a clause body is called (quasi-)syntactically

safe if x is not contained in an (indeterministic) atom or in two constraints

separated by an (indeterministic) atom.

Theorem 3. Variables in the binding of a (quasi-)syntactically safe variable x

in a clause are safe to eliminate after the application of that clause, if they are

not shared.

Proof. Suppose that the clause has been already applied. Then the subgoal se-
quence hGi; Cii; : : : ; hGj; Cji produced for the derivation of the body has the
following properties. First, Gi; : : : ; Gj are the only possible subgoals of the over-
all sequence referring to x. Thus x is textually dead at step j+1. Second, there is
no indeterministic evaluation between two constraints on x and hence no back-
trackable goal. ut

Note that a syntactically safe variable guarantees safe variables only in the sense
that these are textually dead after the application of the clause, but not neces-
sarily access dead. This is intuitive as we would not expect that a variable is
eliminated and then further referred to in the program.

4 Early Projection in CLP(R)

After presenting the case for a general architecture and mechanism for early
projection in CLP, we now turn to CLP(R) as a driving example for applying
early projection to the real number domain.

4.1 Heuristics

Elimination heuristics have to estimate the cost of an elimination. The cost of
(Gaussian) elimination can be estimated from the number of occurrences of the
variable in the constraint store and whether the variable is parametric or non-
parametric ([17] emphasizes the non-parametric case which is cheap). Since linear
equation solving is typically less expensive than inequalities, we would often
prefer the elimination of a variable which is only involved in linear equations,
particularly if it is non-parametric.

As for the linear inequalities, the cost of a Fourier elimination step can be
estimated by the number of constraints generated resp. removed. Let N and P

be the number of inequalities in the equalities C which contain the variable x
with positive, resp. negative coe�cient. The special case N = 0 or P = 0 is
called trivial step and should be preferred to all other eliminations.

The elimination of x generates NP constraints deleting N + P ones. Thus
we de�ne measure(C; x) = NP � N � P . A conservative heuristic could be
measure(C; x) < 0. The conservative case holds if P � 1 or N � 1. We could
also decide to include the case N = P = 2 tantamount to measure(C; x) = 0.

When a variable enters the elimination bu�er, its occurrences in the store
are counted and the variable is annotated by the values N and P . We propose
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to categorize the variables into four classes: (1) the trivial Fourier variables,
(2) variables occurring in the equations, (3) the conservative bu�er, (4) the
progressive bu�er. During the elimination,N;P and the mapping of the variables
to the four categories is realized.

A progressive heuristic could be e.g. unconditional elimination, similar to the
existing answer projection [11]. Unfortunately, this may lead to a very subopti-
mal elimination order of the variables. Such eliminations should not be enforced.
In some rare cases, it could still be advantageous when most of the generated con-
straints are removed by some redundancy check afterwards. Nevertheless, gen-
eration plus removal represent considerable expense which conicts somewhat
with the goal of early projection to save time and space. A weaker progressive
condition would be, e.g., N � 2 or P � 2.

CLP(R) delays non-linear constraints until they become linear. This means
that as in [11], such variables in non-linears are not eliminable even if they are
textually dead. In CLP(R), this can be easily checked (using the non-linear hard
constraint data structures [13]) to prevent any reported variable which is involved
in non-linears from being removed. Some removal is possible by examining the
form of the non-linears. This heuristic can be generalised to any system which
utilises an incomplete solver and also systems which provide delayed predicates
such as freeze.

4.2 In-Situ Removal

Early projection in CLP(R) faces the problem that the inequalities in the con-
straint store are in solved form, i.e. in a simplex tableau form, while the Fourier
algorithm applies only to the canonical form. Of course, it is possible to regain
this form by a sequence of suitable pivot operations as with answer projection
[11]. The essential disadvantage of this general strategy is that after the projec-
tion, the constraints|although trivially feasible|have to be `solved' anew since
the new constraints generated by projection are no longer in solved form.

For the conservative case (see above) however, we are able to perform the
elimination in situ, i.e. directly in the tableau. Due to lack of space, we can only
give an informal description. In the following, we assume familiarity with the
simplex algorithm. We distinguish the two conservative cases (1) N = 0 called
trivial case and (2) N = 1 called single case (cases P = 0 resp. P = 1 are
omitted here w.l.o.g.).

Consider the trivial case �rst. All occurrences of our variable x are positive.
Let s1; : : : ; sP denote the slack variables of the corresponding inequalities. Elim-
inating x clearly mounts to remove all these inequalities. Assume that si is a
basic variable. Dropping the corresponding row will remove the corresponding
inequality from the store. If si is non-basic, we compute, similar to the simplex
algorithm, an exit equation for si that preserves the solved form and make si
basic using one pivot operation. When s1; : : : ; sP are removed, the column of x
will be empty and can be dropped.

Now consider the single case. Let s denote the slack variable associated to the
single occurrence and s1; : : : ; sP be de�ned as above. Assume that x is basic and
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Fig. 2. BOM and availabilities of a dairy farm

s is non-basic. Dropping the row of x eliminates x from the system but does not
decrease the constraints. Dropping the column of s in the tableau is equivalent
to setting s = 0, i.e. the inequality associated to s becomes an equality. This
corresponds exactly to what the Fourier algorithm does in this case: replacing
x in the multiple occurrence using the single occurrence. If x is non-basic, we
can apply the technique mentioned for the trivial case to make it basic. If s is
basic, we can either decide to defer the removal or to run a simplex (which never
required more than one pivot operation in our experience) to make it non-basic.

The above strategies presuppose that s and s1; : : : ; sP are known. Unfortu-
nately, they are not e�ciently derivable from the tableau. In order to keep track
of x's occurrences, a copy of the original inequalities is maintained (the detec-
tion of implicit equalities uses these anyway [19]) and Fourier is performed on
them in parallel for the conservative cases. Note that those variables that do not
meet the conservative condition are kept in the elimination bu�er as they might
become conservative in the course of the projection.

5 Practical Examples

Recall the toy example from the introduction. Early projection has given both
desired e�ects, acceleration of solving as well as answer generation. In this sim-
ple case, conservative and progressive elimination obtain the same result. This
section investigates more complex problems.

5.1 Materials Requirements Planning

The Can-Build problemwas de�ned in [5, 2]. It is an availability-controlledmodel
of materials requirements planning. The availabilities are seen as the hardest
constraints on a production plan. Given a bill of material (BOM) and a table of
availabilities9 as in Fig. 2, we can construct a generalized production plan, i.e.
a non-ground constraint representing the possible plans.

In order to construct the plan of a part, the plans of its components must be
known. For instance, glass and cap are used to construct the bottle. The milk

9 The table denotes that e.g. 50 caps are available in day 1, 60 in day 2, etc.
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as a shared part is split before used for the two products. Note that most of
the variables used in this process are redundant. When the plan for the bottle
is �nished, the plans of glass and cap become redundant. This will intuitively
be expressed using local variables in any CLP(R) modeling of Can-Build. It is
essential to remove them from the store since afterwards, an analysis tool will
perform many expensive computations using the generalized production plan.

The following table shows some benchmarks on the e�ects of conservative
early projection10 on the performance of Can-Build problems:

early projection answer projection
instance solving output solver nodes solving output solver nodes

dairy 0.06s 0.01s 574 0.03s 0.03s 2213
dairy2 0.46s 0.07s 3725 0.23s 0.32s 12645
dairy3 0.66s 0.18s 4229 0.33s 0.80s 16741
dairy4 1.86s 0.28s 9539 0.60s 2.62s 35786

The projection does not accelerate the solver. This is due to the particular format
of Can-Build constraints which are trivially feasible and hardly require any pivot

operations. The overall computation time (solving+output) is improved by early
projection, especially for large examples. The main e�ect however is the recovery
of solver space. The space consumption for the used example was approximately
reduced to 1/4. Obviously, this helps solving much bigger Can-Build instances.

5.2 Flow-Show Scheduling

The FAKOS system developed at Daimler-Benz Research Labs Berlin is a ow
shop scheduling system from the Mercedes automobile production plant in Sin-
del�ngen. Fig. 3 illustrates a possible scenario which is close to a realistically
sized problem [1]. The nodes of the graph are production units denoted by cap-
ital letters. The lower case letters represent di�erent types of the products. A
unit may provide only a subset of the types but every column must serve the
whole type set abcdefgh. Neighbored columns may have links from left to right
indicating the direction of the production. Units P and Q deliver the �nished
products (cars). Every unit has its normal and its maximum capacity . The or-

ders specify the outcome of the rightmost column per type. The task is (1) to
ensure that the orders can be ful�lled, i.e. every unit works below its maximum
capacity (feasibility test), and (2) to optimize fairness between the production
units. The second task, the optimization, is modelled by means of an error func-

tion. One of various possibilities is the sum of the column errors E =
P

1�i�7Ei.
The error of a column is greater than or equal to the errors of the units of that
column (Ui be the set of units of column i; nu be the normal capacity and qu
the quota of unit u) Ei � Eu for all u 2 Ui, where Eu = jnu � quj. A deviation
from the normal capacity is considered to be costly and within a column, the
worst error is dominant. Repeated error minimization yields instantiations for
all unit quotas, i.e. the plan.

10 A prototype implementation of in-situ elimination has been used.
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Assume we would try to �nd the minimal error value by projecting on the
variable representing the error. We applied a progressive early projection to
the initial constraint system and/or after any of the seven columns during the
imposing of the constraints representing the error. The execution times for the
generation of the plan taken on a Sun 5 are given in the table below.

e rror construction
late early

initial system late too big 0.23s
early 8.17s 0.22s

The main bene�t of the early projection lies in the inuence on the elimination
order here. The times obtained using progressive early projection are several
orders of magnitude smaller than those in [1].

6 Conclusion

We have designed a framework for automatic projection in CLP, obtaining two
bene�ts. Conservative early projection e�ciently supports a CLP solver in the
case when there is a signi�cant amount of existential redundancy and helps ac-
celerate the answer projection. This can be seen as an optimization. Progressive
projection enhances the expressivity of CLP by adding a new but inherently
implicit instrument that provides the power to simplify problems involving exis-
tential variables. CLP(R) as the prime application of these techniques has shown
promising results in a prototype implementation.
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Suggestion Strategies for Constraint-Based

Matchmaker Agents ?
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Abstract. In this paper we describe a paradigm for content-focused
matchmaking, based on a recently proposed model for constraint acqui-

sition and satisfaction. Matchmaking agents are conceived as constraint-

based solvers that interact with other, possibly human, agents (Cus-
tomers). The Matchmaker provides potential solutions (\suggestions")

based on partial knowledge, while gaining further information about the

problem itself from the other agent through the latter's evaluation of
these suggestions. The dialog between Matchmaker and Customer results

in iterative improvement of solution quality, as demonstrated in simple

simulations. We also show empirically that this paradigm supports \sug-
gestion strategies" for �nding acceptable solutions more e�ciently or for

increasing the amount of information obtained from the Customer. This

work also indicates some ways in which the tradeo� between these two
metrics for evaluating performance can be handled.

1 Introduction

Intelligent matchmakers can be regarded as a third generation tool for Inter-
net accessibility, where hypertext constitutes the �rst generation, and search
engines the second. \Content-focused matchmaker" agents can provide advice
to internet consumers (people or other agents) about complex products [3]. The
reigning paradigm for such agents is apparently the \deep interview", as em-
bodied in the PersonaLogic website [4]. Here the primary mode of interaction
is the Matchmaker query, which is essentially a multiple-choice question about
product features. We propose a constraint-based paradigm, with a very di�erent
form of interaction.

In this paradigm, the primary mode of interaction is the suggestion made
by the Matchmaker to the Customer. This suggestion is made in the form of
a product. The secondary mode of communication is the correction, made by
the Customer to the Matchmaker, indicating how the suggested product fails to
meets the Customer's needs. We believe this form of interaction is more natural
and shifts more of the burden from the Customer (who may be a person) to the
Matchmaker.

? This material is based on work supported by the National Science Foundation under
Grant No. IRI-9504316.

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 192-204, 1998.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



The Matchmaker could be an impartialmatchmaker or a vendor. The product
could be a physical product, e.g. a car, or an information source, e.g. a web page.
The Customer could also be a computer agent, and indeed in our experiments
we use a computer agent to simulate a Customer. In future work on multi-
agent systems we envision Matchmakers playing the role of Customer with other
Matchmakers to procure information for their clients, and Matchmakers seeking
compromise solutions for multiple clients.

We model the intelligent matchmaker paradigm using formal methods drawn
from the study of constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs). The Matchmaker's
knowledge base and Customer's needs are both modeled as a network of con-
straints. A suggestion corresponds to a solution of a CSP. A correction speci�es
Customer constraints that the proposed solution violates. Repeating the cycle of
suggestion and correction allows the Matchmaker to improve its picture of the

Customer's problem until a suggestion constitutes a satisfactory solution. The
problem of both acquiring and solving a CSP has been termed the \constraint
acquisition and satisfaction problem" (CASP) in [1], where the basic sugges-
tion/correction model was suggested but not implemented. (Although derived
independently, this model has points of contact with earlier work on incremental
models for building queries in Prolog [5] [7].)

The constraint network representation supports the computation of sugges-
tions and easily incorporates corrections. In computing suggestions the con-
straint solving process infers the implications of corrections in a manner which
avoids the need to make all constraints explicit. We believe that this form of
model-based representation will be easier to build and maintain than the rule or
decision tree based representation that presumably underlies a deep interview
matchmaker.

The objective here is to model a situation in which Customers do not en-
ter the interaction with a fully explicit description of their needs. They may be
unfamiliar with what is available in the marketplace. They recognize their con-
straints during the interaction with the Matchmaker. They cannot list all their
requirements up front, but they can recognize what they do not want when they
see it (cf. [7] for a similar argument in a di�erent context). We believe this to be
a common form of customer conduct:- picture yourself browsing through a store
or a catalogue, or interacting with a salesclerk.

The Matchmaker can facilitate this process by an appropriate choice of sug-
gestions, or tentative solutions. For example, some suggestion strategies may lead
to a satisfactory solution more easily for the user than others, e.g. with fewer it-
erations of the suggestion/correction cycle. In this paper we present experiments
that provide empirical evaluation of some simple suggestion strategies.

Ease of use is not the only evaluation criteria. We consider one other here.
In an environment in which the Matchmaker has an ongoing relationship with
the Customer, it can be desirable for the Matchmaker to learn as much as pos-
sible about the Customer's constraints, to facilitate future interactions. In our
implementation it is possible, in fact it proves experimentally the norm, for the
Matchmaker to come up with a satisfactory solution before acquiring all of the
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Customer constraints. (Some constraints will be fortuitously satis�ed by the
suggestion.) Thus we use the number of Customer constraints acquired by the
Matchmaker as another performance metric when comparing suggestion strate-
gies.

Notice that this latter metric is somewhat antithetical to ease of use cri-
teria. Acquiring many Customer constraints can be viewed as good, because
it facilitates future interaction; however, it also might be viewed as bad, be-
cause it requires more Customer e�ort (in the form of corrections). There is a
similarly double-edged situation, analogous to one encountered in the classical
information-retrieval literature, that we plan to pursue in future research: we
would like to model the situation in which some suggestions lead to a satisfac-
tory solution quickly, while others lead to a more satisfactory solution, but at
greater \cost" to the Customer. However, even with our simple initial model of
the matchmaker process we encounter some interesting empirical behavior.

The contributions of this paper are:

� A new matchmaker agent paradigm.

� A constraint-based implementation of this paradigm.

� Basic suggestion strategies for complete and stochastic matchmakers.

� Basic metrics for strategy evaluation.
� Experimental evaluation of suggestion strategies.

2 Background: CSPs and CASPs

A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) involves assigning values to variables

that satisfy a set of constraints. Each constraint is a relation based on the Carte-
sian product of the domains, or allowable assignments, of a subset of variables. In
the present work all constraints are binary, i.e., they are based on the domains of
two variables. A binary CSP is associated with a constraint graph whose nodes
represent variables and arcs represent constraints.

CSPs have four basic types of parameter: number of variables, number of
values in a domain or domain size, number of constraints, and number of value
tuples in a constraint. In practice, if the domain size is the same for all vari-
ables, we refer to it as the value of a single domain size parameter. Otherwise,
we often use an aggregate measure like the mean as a representative param-
eter value. Number of constraints is usually expressed in relation to the total
number of possible constraints in a graph of n variables and is referred to as
problem density. Most often constraint sizes are expressed in a complementary
way, as the (relative) number of unacceptable tuples, or tightness of a constraint.
Again, if tightness varies among constraints, we refer to average tightness as a
representative value.

In a constraint acquisition and satisfaction problem (CASP) the constraint
solver must acquire information about the constraints before it can solve the
problem. The situation can be conceptualized by assuming some universe of
constraints, i.e., all the constraints which can possibly be part of the CASP.
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universe

K

P = Customer

= Solver

Fig. 1. The three classes of constraints that set the scene for a Matchmaking dialog:

those initially known to both Solver and Customer (K), those known (perhaps implic-
itly) to the Customer (P ), and the universal set of constraints, which includes all those

that might have been part of the problem.

(In the extreme case, this would be the complete graph based on the known
variables.) A certain set of constraints within this universe forms the current
problem, P . The CSP solver (here the Matchmaker) knows a subset of the con-
straints in P at the outset, call it K, but it must in fact solve problem P . It
will, therefore, have to acquire knowledge about the remaining constraints in P
before it can �nd a satisfactory solution in a reasonable amount of time.

3 CASPs, Agents, and Matchmaking

Matchmaking based on the CASP paradigm involves two agents, the CASP
Solver and the Customer. In this situation, the Customer `knows' the problem
to be solved, but not so explicitly that it can tell the Solver outright. The Solver
elicits some of this Customer knowledge by suggesting a solution based on the
constraints that it (the Solver) knows about. The Customer then evaluates the
solution to determine whether there are constraints of concern that are violated.
These violations are communicated to the Solver, which incorporates this in-
formation as constraints between the variables involved in each violation. The
Solver then solves the new CSP and presents this solution as a new suggestion
to the Customer. This communication cycle is repeated until the solution is fully
satisfactory to the Customer, i.e., none of the latter's constraints are violated.

To get some idea of how this might work in practice, we will consider the
following example. A customer comes into a real estate o�ce looking for an
apartment. She knows that she wants a one-bedroom apartment within a certain
price range. The agent has several apartments available, so they decide to go and
have a look at them. The �rst apartment they visit has this layout:
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kitchen bath

bed
room

living
room

On looking it over, the customer immediately realizes that the kitchen is
much too small. So they go to another apartment:

kitchen bath

bed
room

living
room

The customer �nds the kitchen satisfactory, but now she realizes she prefers
having the bathroom next to the bedroom, as it was in Apt. 1. So they look at
a third apartment:

bed
room kitchen

bath

living
room

This apartment satis�es all the customer's constraints, so she deems it ac-
ceptable.

4 Suggestion Strategies

In the situation just described, the agent might have chosen to show the apart-
ments in a di�erent order. In particular, after showing Apt. 1, he might have
taken the customer to see Apt. 3. In this case, the customer's problem would
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have been solved in two steps rather than three. However, in this case the con-
straint involving the locations of the bedroom and bathroom would have been
satis�ed fortuitously. By showing Apt. 2, the agent discovered this constraint,
thus learning more about the customer's problem. This is, of course, an example
of the tradeo� between e�ciency and information gain that was described in the
Introduction.

Examples like this give us reason to expect that the two goals of e�ciently
solving the Customer's problem and making that problem explicit are potentially
divergent. Because of this, we would like to examine heuristics from the CSP
domain that bear on this question. In so doing we will consider the situation in
more abstract terms, even if some of the strategies we consider are not directly
applicable to an example such as the one above, e.g. because they put too great
demands on the Customer.

To begin the analysis of suggestion strategies for matchmaking, we will sim-
plify the Dialog between Solver and Customer in the following ways. We assume
that both the Solver's and the Customer's constraints are drawn from the same
universe; hence, when the Solver is apprised of a constraint violation it does not
have to decide what the constraint actually is, i.e., the set of acceptable tuples.
Further, constraints known to the Solver are assumed to be a proper subset of
the Customer's (implicit) constraints (Figure 1). In terms of the CASP de�nition
in Section 2, the former is set K, and the latter can be identi�ed with P . (In
an overall Customer-Solver Dialog, the constraints in K might be determined
by preliminary questioning { what kind of apartment are you looking for?, what
price range? { before the �rst solution is presented.) We also assume that on
each iteration of the communication cycle, the Customer gives the Solver the
complete set of constraints violated by the last solution. While this may seem
unrealistic when many constraints are considered at once, as in the experiments
to be described, in other cases the simplicity of the problem or of the focal
problem of the dialog suggest that it is not always such an extreme assumption.
(Think of all the constraints involved in an apartment layout that do not have
to be discussed in a dialog like the one in the example above.)

If our goal is to limit the number of iterations in the suggestion-correction
cycle, there are two approaches we might take. One is to try to �nd solutions
more likely to satisfy constraints between variables, even if these constraints
are not presently in the Solver's representation. This policy is, therefore, one of
maximizing satisfaction, speci�cally, the number of satis�ed constraints. An al-
ternative, possibly more perverse, approach is to maximize constraint violations.
Here, the policy is to �nd solutions that violate as many constraints as possible

so that more constraints are incorporated into the Solver's set from the start.

Fairly straightforward methods for �nding solutions under either policy can
be derived from current knowledge of constraint satisfaction. These methods
depend on the kind of procedure used in the solution process. For algorithms that
use complete or exhaustive search, selecting values less likely to be in conict with
values in other variables is a promising method for maximizing satisfaction. For
hill-climbing or heuristic repair methods, a strategy in the same spirit is solution
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reuse, i.e., starting each search with the solution obtained earlier, after revising
the information about conicts based on the last Customer communication. A
complete search strategy that conforms to the policy of maximizing violations
is the converse of the satisfaction strategy: choose values most likely to be in
conict. A corresponding hill-climbing strategy is to search each time from a
new location, i.e., with a new set of initial values.

If our goal is to learn as much as possible about the Customer, where \learn-
ing about the Customer" means learning his or her constraints, then intuitively,
maximization strategies do not appear well-suited to this goal, but violation
strategies should serve this purpose at least as well as that of maximizing ef-
�ciency. This in turn suggests that satisfaction strategies will be subject to a
tradeo� between the two di�erent goals, while violation strategies might over-
come it. On the other hand, it is not clear which kind of strategy will be most
e�cient in �nding an acceptable solution. If a satisfaction method is much better
than any others, then it may be necessary to consider this tradeo� carefully.

To better understand how di�erent procedures chosen with the above goals in
mind will perform in practice and the degree to which the tradeo�s discussed here
are important, we now turn to empirical investigations of suggestion strategies.

5 Experimental Evaluation of Suggestion Strategies

5.1 Methods

Tests were made with random problems; for brevity, we concentrate on one
problem set and mention results for other sets of problems in passing. This set
included ten problems with 50 variables and a constant domain size of 5. A fully
connected graph of constraints was obtained in all cases by �rst generating a
random spanning tree for the variable set. The density, in terms of edges added
to the spanning tree, was �xed at 0.25 (giving 343 constraints). There was a
�xed probability of including a tuple in a constraint, and the average tightness
was almost exactly equal to the stipulated probability of 0.18. Problems with
these parameters are in or near the critical region for computational complexity.

Two kinds of algorithms were tested: (i) a complete CSP algorithm, forward
checking with conict-directed backjumping and dynamic ordering by domain
size [6], (ii) a heuristic repair method, min-conicts augmented with a random
walk strategy [8]. In the latter procedure, after a variable in conict has been
chosen, a value is chosen at random from the domain with probability p, while
the usual min-conicts procedure is followed with probability 1� p.

For the complete algorithm, suggestion strategies were devised by ordering
domain values in speci�c ways prior to search. To maximize constraint satis-
faction, values in each domain were ordered by maximum averaged promise
(max-promise), where \promise" is the relative number of supporting values in
each adjacent domain [2], and these proportions are averaged across all adjacent
domains. In this work, promise was based on the universal constraint set for
each problem. A violation strategy was obtained by reversing this order for each
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domain, which gave an ordering by minimum averaged promise (min-promise).
Another violation strategy was to `shu�e' the domains before each search, i.e., to
order each domain by random sequential selection of its values. Lexical ordering
of values served as a control.

For the heuristic procedure, a possible maximization strategy is solution

reuse: each iteration after the �rst begins with the solution obtained at the
end of the last iteration. Two kinds of suggestion strategy were tested as candi-
date violation strategies. In one case the walk probability was raised from 0.10
to 0.35; since the latter allows more random selection of values, a greater vari-
ety of solutions might be found, leading to more violations. The other kind of
strategy was a restart strategy: each iteration begins with an initial assignment
generated from scratch. In addition, restarting was combined with three di�er-
ent preprocessing strategies: (i) min-conicts greedy preprocessing based on a
single variable ordering, where for each successive variable a value is chosen that
minimizes conicts with existing assignments of values to variables, (ii) greedy
preprocessing based on a di�erent, randomly selected, variable ordering for each
iteration, (iii) hill-climbing from an initial random assignment on each iteration,
i.e., for each variable a value is chosen at random and its conicts with previ-
ous assignments recorded. Since the walk strategy is independent of the restart
strategies, all combinations of the two were tested.

For each Matchmaking Dialog, the constraint set of the original CSP was
the universal set. From this universe, constraints were chosen by random meth-
ods to be in K and P . At the beginning of each dialog, the full constraint set
was scanned and, with probability pk, a given constraint was added to both the
Solver's and the Customer's constraint sets. (These constraints, therefore, com-
prise K.) If the constraint was not chosen, then with probability pp, it was added
to the Customer's set, P . Four sets of values were used for pk and pp, respec-
tively, in the procedure just described: 0.2 and 0.4, 0.2 and 0.8, 0.4 and 0.4, 0.4
and 0.8.

5.2 Experimental Results

Representative results for the di�erent value orderings used with the complete
CSP algorithm are shown in Table 1. The same pattern of results was found with
0.4, 0.4 and with 0.4, 0.8 for pk and pp, and for other sets of random problems.

In one case (0.2, 0.4), the satisfaction strategy, max-promise, found accept-
able solutions after fewer iterations in comparison with either the lexical ordering
or the constraint violation strategies. But with more Customer constraints in re-
lation to Solver constraints, a violation strategy, min-promise, was more e�cient
in this respect than max-promise. In both cases, min-promise was the most ef-
fective in uncovering violations quickly, as reected in the measure of violations
per iteration. On the other hand, the shu�ing procedure found more violations
across the whole dialog.

The tradeo� expected with max-promise was very much in evidence, since
this procedure uncovered far fewer Customer constraints than any other. This
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Table 1. Matchmaking Dialog Statistics for Di�erent Value Orderings

constr val iterats violats undisc sol time
probs� ord to sol /iter constr sim (sec)

.2, .4

lex 8 8 59 .72 .03
max 6 5 85 .83 .02

min 8 11 37 .61 .02

shuf 14 8 15 .22 .02
.2, .8

lex 12 14 69 .54 .55

max 15 9 105 .65 .43
min 11 17 47 .48 .53

shuf 19 11 21 .24 .41

Notes. Means based on 10 problems and �ve dialogs, or initial K and P , per problem.

Algorithm is FC-CBJ with dynamic ordering by domain size. � prob(shared constraint),

prob(Customer constraint). iterats are number of iterations before a solution was found.

violats are mean number of violations discovered by Customer on one iteration. undisc

constr are mean number of undiscovered Customer constraints at end of a run. sol sim

is mean similarity (proportion of common values) of successive solutions found during a

run. time is run time for entire dialog. Expected numbers of shared and Customer-only

constraints are 69 and 110 for the 0.2, 0.4 condition and 69 and 220 for the 0.2, 0.8

condition.

tradeo� was also found for the shu�ing procedure: while it was the least e�cient
ordering, it uncovered more constraints than any other procedure.

Interestingly, the min-promise ordering required relatively few iterations,
while �nding more violations per iteration on average than the other order-
ings. In this respect it tended to overcome the tradeo� between e�ciency and
constraint discovery. In fact, when there were more Customer constraints not
in the initial Solver set, this ordering was better than the satisfaction ordering,
max-promise, on both metrics.

These relations are made clearer if we consider trends during an entire dialog,
as for the number of undiscovered constraints (Figure 2). The curves in Figure
2 are for one problem, but the qualitative di�erences seen here were found with
all problems tested. During the early iterations, both min-promise and shu�e
discover many constraints, but the curve for the former levels out more quickly,
and this procedure also �nds a completely satisfactory solution more quickly,
so its curve is shorter. Consequently, the curve for shu�e falls below the other
curve on the eighth iteration, but it continues on for some time before �nding
a satisfactory solution. The curve for max-promise remains well above the other
two throughout the dialog. And it requires even more iterations than shu�e to
�nd a fully satisfactory solution.

From these results alone, one would conclude that max-promise should be
chosen to maximize e�ciency if the di�erence between the number of Customer
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Fig. 2. Undiscovered Customer constraints after successive iterations with three value

orderings. Condition involved inclusion probabilities of 0.2 and 0.8 (cf. explanation

under Methods). Means based on �ve dialogs with one problem.

and Solver constraints is small, but min-promise is preferrable when the di�er-
ence is large. If one wants to maximize constraint discovery overall, then the
shu�e should be chosen. But for the best tradeo� between e�ciency and con-
straint discovery, min-promise should be chosen.

Unfortunately, perhaps, the picture changes when e�ciency is measured in
terms of time instead of iterations. For overall time to complete a dialog, max-
promise is better than min-promise, especially when there are more Customer
constraints (the reverse of what was found when we considered iterations). This
di�erence may be due to the greater time required to �nd a solution when
starting from the least supported values. Surprisingly, shu�e is as fast as max-
promise. (For the 0.4, 0.8 case, where times were twice as long as for 0.2, 0.8,
shu�e was somewhat slower, but both shu�e and max-promise were almost
twice as fast as the other two orderings.)

These results show that, when e�ciency is measured in units of time rather
than iterations, max-promise is generally the best strategy in terms of e�ciency.
However, now it is shu�e, rather than min-promise, that best overcomes the
tradeo� between e�ciency and constraint discovery. This does not leave us with
a simple decision, since either measure of e�ciency may be more appropriate in
di�erent contexts. In particular, a small increase in summed search time may be
much more palatable than presentation of several additional solutions.

Trends for solution similarity across successive iterations are also of interest,
since solution similarity may be important psychologically in interactions with
a human customer. This measure tends to increase in the course of a dialog
regardless of the ordering (Figure 3; Again, the same trends were found for all
ten problems.) For min-promise, successive similarity is fairly low at �rst, but it
rises sharply. Similarity values for max-promise are high throughout the dialog.
In contrast, similarity values for shu�e are fairly low through most of the dialog.
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Fig. 3. Similarity of successive solutions during a dialog, for three value orderings.

Same condition and problem as in Figure 2.

In experiments with heuristic repair (Table 2), some of the same di�erences
are seen between satisfaction and violation strategies, and to some degree there
are similar kinds of tradeo�s. Solution reuse, the satisfaction strategy, �nds ac-
ceptable solutions after fewer iterations, and after less time, than any of the
violation strategies. On the other hand, all of the latter are more successful
in discovering Customer constraints. The most successful is the restart strat-
egy that uses a di�erent random value assignment at the beginning of each
search; this procedure discovers as many constraints as the shu�ed ordering
with the complete algorithm. Unfortunately, success in discovering constraints
is purchased with a considerable increase in runtime, and none of the procedures
really overcomes this tradeo�. However, there is a partial mitigation in that the
best restart strategies are just as successful with the lower walk probability as
with the higher, although the runtime is much lower in the former case.

6 Application

These results give us some clearcut ideas about organizing a matchmaking di-
alog. In practice, we may have to modify the strategies to accomodate a hu-
man customer, but the basic strategies examined here and the relations between
strategies and metrics for e�ciency or information gain that were demonstrated
in the previous section should still be relevant, as suggested by our discussion of
the apartment-hunting scenario.

Currently we are building an application based on these ideas within a real
estate domain, speci�cally, home buying. This was chosen in part because of
the possibility of working with an actual real estate agency, which may provide
the opportunity to �eld this project in a real-life setting. In addition, product
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Table 2. Matchmaking Dialog Statistics for Hill-Climbing Strategies

restart walk iterat violat undisc sol time
proced probs / iter constr sim (sec)

0.2, 0.4 constraint probs.

no restart (solution reuse)
0.10 6 9 70 .83 .18

0.35 7 9 65 .81 .22

restart - mincon preproc
0.10 9 7 61 .74 .60

0.35 9 7 57 .70 .65

restart - random var mincon
0.10 14 6 35 .47 1.03

restart - random value

0.10 14 8 15 .22 1.26

0.2, 0.8 constraint probs.

no restart (solution reuse)

0.10 14 12 76 .71 2.12

0.35 15 13 47 .55 8.12

restart - mincon preproc

0.10 18 11 41 .43 17.0
0.35 18 11 32 .36 28.6

restart - random var mincon

0.10 18 12 29 .31 15.3
restart - random value

0.10 18 12 24 .27 14.5

Notes. Same problems as in Table 1, �ve dialogs per problem. Minconicts hill-climbing

with random walk. Restart procedures described in text; for randomized orderings both

walk probabilities gave almost identical results except for runtimes. Other abbreviations

as in Table 1.

listings are readily available which can provide the necessary information for the
data base.

The system being designed will read information from a data base and con-
struct a CSP representation, taking as its variables the data base attributes and
deriving constraints from the data base entries. Each solution of the CSP will be
associated with a speci�c listing, which can then be scanned and viewed. Cus-
tomer responses will be made via menu selection. The system is being written
in Java so it can be �elded on the Web.

7 Concluding Comments

This work introduces a new strategy for Customer-Matchmaker interaction based
on software agents performing the Matchmaker functions (and possibly playing
the role of Customer as well). We have evaluated several strategies that may
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be useful in this context. We have also identi�ed an important and interesting
tradeo� between the goals of e�cient problem solving and knowledge acquisition,
and we have discovered a non-obvious method for ameliorating the situation.

This work also carries the implication that a multi-agent system may be well-
suited for solving the Constraint Acquisition and Satisfaction Problem. There
is an obvious division of labor between the information acquisition and CSP-
solving aspects of CASPs, and it is likely that this can be mapped directly onto
di�erent agents in many situations.
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Abstract. In some recent works, a general framework for �nite domains

constraint satisfaction has been de�ned, where classical CSPs, fuzzy

CSPs, weighted CSPs, partial CSPs and others can be easily cast. This

framework, based on a semiring structure, allows, under certain condi-

tions, to compute arc-consistency. Restricting to that case and integrat-

ing semiring-based constraint solving in the Constraint Logic Program-

ming paradigm, we have implemented a generic language, clp(FD,S),

for semiring-based constraint satisfaction. In this paper, we describe

the kernel of the language: the SFD system and our implementation of

clp(FD,S). We also give some performance results on various examples.

1 Introduction

In [1, 2], a general framework for �nite domains constraint satisfaction and

optimization has been de�ned, where classical CSPs [15, 13, 14], fuzzy CSPs

[16, 9, 17], partial CSPs [10] and others can be easily cast. This framework is

based on a semiring structure. Moreover, the authors show that local consis-

tency algorithms can be used, provided that certain conditions on the semiring

operations are satis�ed. Restricting to that case and integrating semiring-based

constraint solving in the Constraint Logic Programming paradigm, our goal was

to implement a generic language, clp(FD,S), for semiring-based constraint sat-

isfaction using arc-consistency. In order to achieve that goal, we de�ne, as it as

been done in [3, 4] for �nite domain constraints, a general scheme for compiling

semiring-based constraints. The kernel of clp(FD,S), is called SFD and is generic

with respect to the semiring. Hence, we are able to generate new languages by

specifying semirings, the rest of the implementation being unchanged.

The work the most related to ours is LVCSP [12], a lisp library for constraint

solving which is based on the VCSP formalism [18]. An important di�erence,

as stated in [2], is that the semiring-based framework is more general than the

VCSP framework because it allows to deal with partial orders. It is also worth

mentioning that, in clp(FD,S), the semiring-based solving techniques have been

integrated and implemented in a full Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) lan-

guage, meaning that incrementality is a key feature of the solver. CLP has proved

? currently on sabbatical leave at:

SONY Computer Science Laboratory, 6, rue Amyot, 75 005 Paris, France
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to be very useful for expressing problems in a concise and natural way and for

easily implementing extensions such as optimization predicates.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we recall some

de�nitions and results about semiring-based constraint satisfaction. We special-

ize some results to the case of arc-consistency in Section 3. We introduce the

SFD system in Section 4 and give some examples of its use in Section 5. Then,

Section 6 describes the implementation while Section 7 presents performances

evaluation. Conclusion and perspectives are addressed in Section 8.

2 Semiring-based Constraint Satisfaction

The purpose of this section is to describe briey the semiring-based framework.

For more details, and also for the proofs of the properties, the reader should

refer to [2].

2.1 Semirings

De�nition1 semiring. A semiring S is a tuple hA;+;�;0;1i such that: A is a

set and 0;1 2 A; + is closed, commutative, associative, 0 is its unit element; �

is closed, associative, distributes over +, 1 is its unit element, 0 is its absorbing

element.

In the following, we will consider semirings with additional properties. Such

semirings will be called c-semirings where c stands for constraints, meaning that

they are the natural structures to be used when handling constraints.

De�nition2 c-semiring. A c-semiring S is a semiring hA;+;�;0;1i such that:

+ is idempotent, 1 is its absorbing element.

We can now de�ne a partial ordering over the set A. For a c-semiring S as

de�ned above, let us consider relation �S over A such that a �S b i� a+ b = b.

Then:

{ �S is a partial order,

{ + and � are monotone on �S ,

{ 0 is its minimum and 1 its maximum,

{ hA;�Si is a complete lattice and + is its lub.

Additional properties are indeed needed to make it possible to compute local

consistency, of which Arc-Consistency (AC [13]) is an instance.

De�nition3 lc-semiring. A lc-semiring S is a c-semiring hA;+;�;0;1i such

that: A is �nite; � is idempotent.

With the last de�nition, we get the following results:

{ + distributes over �,

{ hA;�Si is a complete distributive lattice and � is its glb.
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2.2 Constraints

In the following, we suppose given: a c-semiring S = hA;+;�;0;1i, an ordered

set of variables V and a �nite set D. We recall the most important de�nitions

of [2].

De�nition4 constraint. A constraint is a pair hdef; coni where con � V (type

of the constraint) and def : Djconj ! A.

A constraint speci�es the involved variables and the values \allowed" for

them. More precisely, for each tuple of values for the involved variables, a corre-

sponding element of A is given, which can be interpreted as the tuple's weight,

or cost, or level of con�dence, or anything.

De�nition5 constraint problem. A constraint problem is a pair hC; coni

where con � V and C is a set of constraints.

In the following, we will assume that there are not two constraints with the

same type (without this hypothesis the results would be a little more compli-

cated).

De�nition6 tuple projection. Assuming that V is ordered via ordering �,

consider any k-tuple t = ht1; : : : ; tki, of values ofD and two setsW = fw1; : : : ; wkg

and W 0 = fw0

1; : : : ; w
0

mg such that W 0 � W � V and wi � wj if i � j and

w0

i � w0

j if i � j. The projection of t fromW to W 0, written t #WW 0 , is de�ned as

the tuple t0 = ht01; : : : ; t
0

mi with t0i = tj if w
0

i = wj.

De�nition7 combination. Given two constraints c1 = hdef1; con1i and c2 =

hdef2; con2i, their combination c1 
 c2 is the constraint hdef; coni de�ned by

con = con1 [ con2 and def(t) = def1(t #
con
con1

)� def(t #concon2
)

De�nition8 projection. Given a constraint c = hdef; coni and a subset I of

V , the projection of c over I, written c +I is the constraint hdef 0; con0i where

con0 = con \ I and def 0(t0) =
P

t=t#con
I\con

=t0 def(t).

De�nition9 solution. The solution of the problem P = hC; coni is the con-

straint Sol(P ) = (
N

C) +con.

In words, the solution is the constraint induced on the variables in con by

the whole problem.

De�nition10 best level of consistency. The best level of consistency of the

problem P is de�ned by blevel(P ) = Sol(P ) +;. We say that:

{ P is �-consistent if blevel(P ) = �,

{ P is consistent if there exists � >S 0 such that P is �-consistent,

{ P is inconsistent if it is not consistent.
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Informally, the best level of consistency gives us an idea of how much we can

satisfy the constraints of the problem. Note that the best level of consistency of

a problem is, in the general case, an upper bound of the values associated with

the tuples of its maximal solutions.

De�nition11 maximal solutions. Given a constraint problem P , consider

Sol(P ) = hdef; coni. A maximal solution of P is a pair ht; vi satisfying:

{ def(t) = v,

{ there is no t0 such that v <S def(t0).

De�nition12 constraint ordering. Consider two constraints c1 = hdef1; coni

and c2 = hdef2; coni, with jconj = k. Then c1 vS c2 if for all k-tuples t,

def1(t) �S def2(t).

The relation vS is a partial order.

De�nition13 problem ordering and equivalence. Consider two problems

P1 and P2. Then P1 vP P2 if Sol(P1) vS Sol(P2). If P1 vP P2 and P2 vP P1,

then they have the same solution, thus we say that they are equivalent and we

write P1 � P2.

The relation vP is a preorder. Moreover � is an equivalence relation. Con-

sider two problems P1 = hC1; coni and P2 = hC1[C2; coni. Then P2 vP P1 and

blevel(P2) �S blevel(P1).

2.3 Local Consistency

In the following, we suppose given: a lc-semiring S = hA;+;�;0;1i, an ordered

set of variables V and a �nite set D.

De�nition14 local inconsistency. We say that the problem P = hC; coni is

locally inconsistent if there exist C0 � C such that blevel(C0) = 0.

Consider a set of constraints C and C 0 � C. If C is �-consistent then C0 is

�-consistent with � �S �. As a corollary: if a problem is locally inconsistent,

then it is not consistent.

De�nition15 location. A typed location l is a set of variables. Given a prob-

lem P = hC; coni, the value [l]P of the location l in P is hdef; li if it belongs to

C, h1; li otherwise. The value [fl1; : : : ; lng]P of the set of locations fl1; : : : ; lng

is the set f[l1]P ; : : : ; [ln]Pg.

De�nition16 assignment. An assignment is a pair l := c where c = hdef; li.

Given a problem P = hC; coni, the result of the assignment l := c is de�ned as

[l := c](P ) = hfhdef 0; con0i 2 C=con0 6= lg [ c; coni.

De�nition17 local consistency rule. A local consistency rule is l  L where

l is a location, L a set of locations and l 62 L.
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De�nition18 rule application. The result of applying the rule l  L to the

problem P is [l  L](P ) = [l := Sol(h[L [ flg]P ; li)](P ). The application of a

sequence of rules r;R is de�ned by [r;R](P ) = [R]([r](P )).

Observe that, given a problem P and a rule r, P � [r](P ).

De�nition19 stable problem. Given a problem P and a set R of rules for P ,

P is said to be stable w.r.t R if, for each r 2 R, [r](P ) = P .

De�nition20 strategy. Given a set R of rules, a strategy for R is an in�nite

sequence of R1. A strategy T is fair if each rule of R occurs in T in�nitely often.

De�nition21 local consistency algorithm. Given a problemP , a set of rules

R and a fair strategy T for R, a local consistency algorithm applies to P the rules

in R in the order given by T . The algorithm stops when the current problem is

stable w.r.t R. In that case, we note lc(P;R; T ) the resulting problem.

The following theorems are proven in [2]. The application of a local consis-

tency algorithm terminates. If P 0 = lc(P;R; T ) then P � P 0. lc(P;R; T ) does

not depend on T . Given a problem P and a value v assigned to a tuple in a

constraint of P , consider P 0 = lc(P;R; T ) and the value v0 assigned to the same

tuple of the same constraint in P 0, then v0 �S v.

3 Application to Arc-Consistency

In this section, we will instantiate the results concerning local consistency to the

particular case of AC.

3.1 Formal Approach

We suppose given a problem P = hC; coni. Because we want to compute AC, we

are interested only in the application of rules of the form:

r = fxg  ffx; y1; : : : ; yng; fy1g; : : : ; fyngg

where x; y1; : : : ; yn 2 con. We call such a rule an AC-rule, we note AC the set of

AC-rules and ac(P ) = lc(P;AC). For the AC-rule r previously considered, we

have:

[r](P ) = [fxg := Sol(h[ffxg; fx; y1; : : : ; yng; fy1g; : : : ; fyngg]P i)](P )

Noting C0 = f[fx; y1; : : : ; yng]P ; [fxg]P ; [fy1g]P ; : : : ; [fyng]Pg, this reduces to:

[r](P ) = [fxg := Sol(hC0; fxgi)](P )

Or equivalently:

[r](P ) = [fxg := (
O

C0) +fxg](P )
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We note [fx; y1; : : : ; yng]P = hdef; fx; y1; : : : ; yngi, [fxg]P = hdefx; fxgi and

8i 2 [1; n]; [fyig]P = hdefyi ; fyigi. We assume x � y1 � � � � � yn. Finally, the

application of the rule r reduce to replacing defx by its product with:

�ix:
X

iy1 ;:::;iyn

def(ix; iy1 ; : : : ; iyn)� defy1(iy1 )� : : :� defyn(iyn )

Note that the previous formula is a generalization of Zadeh's extension principle

for fuzzy logic [11, 21].

3.2 Exploiting The Shape Of Constraints

The previous formula involves heavy computations. We show that these compu-

tations can be simpli�ed for certain types of constraints.

Let us consider, for example, three constraints cE = hdefE ; Ei, with E 2

ffxg; fyg; fx; ygg, x � y, deffx;yg(i; j) = � (resp. �) if i � j (resp. i < j), and

� �S �.

The constraints cfxg and cfyg de�ne the domains of x and y, while cfx;yg can

be seen as x � y with values � and �2. Here, we are interested in computing

one step of AC over variable x. Using the formula of 3.1, the new domain of x

is de�ned by:

deffxg(i)� (
X

j

deffx;yg(i; j) � deffyg(j))

= deffxg(i) � (��
X

j�i

deffyg(j) + � �
X

j

deffyg(j))

Hence, the new domain of x is easily computed using �i:
P

j�i deffyg(j) andP
j deffyg(j). This means that it is possible to specialize the computation to the

particular shape of the constraint. This principle can be used for every mathe-

matical relation or function with a \regular shape". We will now design a lan-

guage of operators well-suited for the encoding of such simple-shaped constraints,

but where, more generally, any kind of multi-valued constraint can be cast, by

combining primitive operators.

4 The SFD System

Let us now detail the set of indexicals and operators (the SFD system) that

allows the compilation of usual mathematical constraints.

2 It extends the classical arithmetic constraint by replacing the boolean truth values

with value � for satisfaction and � for violation, while keeping the shape of the

constraint. This scheme will be used in Section 5.1 for encoding high-level constraint.
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4.1 Syntax Of The Language

De�nition22 valued domain. A valued domain (or domain) is a function

from D to A.

De�nition23 range. Let V be a set of variables. A range is a syntactic domain

de�ned by Table 1, where Y 2 V.

De�nition24 constraint. Let V be a set of variables. A constraint is a formula

of the form X in r where X 2 V and r is a range.

Table 1. Syntax of SFD constraints.

c ::= X in r r ::= def(Y ) (indexical def)
cut R(r,at) (cut)

keep R(r,at) (keep)

r + r (+ operation)

it ::= i (integer) r * r (� operation)

infinity (greatest value) r + at (+ operation)
C (integer parameter) r * at (� operation)

it..it (interval)

comp(it) (exclusion)

d(r) (di�erent)

at ::= a (semiring value) le(r) (less or equal)

at + at (+ operation) l(r) (less)

at * at (� operation) ge(r) (greater or equal)

pi(Y ) (indexical pi) g(r) (greater)

sigma(Y ) (indexical sigma) add(r,r) (addition)
A (value parameter) sub(r,r) (substraction)

mul(r,r) (multiplication)

div(r,r) (division)

add(r,it) (addition)

sub(r,it) (substraction)

mul(r,it) (multiplication)
div(r,it) (division)

4.2 Semantics Of The Constraint Language

In the following, r will be a valued domain and ri the semiring value associated

to integer i. Note that all the indexes take their values in D. Let us �rst detail

the operators and indexicals appearing in the category of ranges:
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{ The indexical def gives the valued domain of a variable.

{ The following classes of operators are used for optimization:

� Given a relation R over the semiring: r0 =cut R(r; �) is de�ned by

r0j = 0 if R(rj; �), r
0

j = rj otherwise.

� Given a relation R over the semiring: r0 =keep R(r; �) is de�ned by

r0j = rj if R(rj; �), r
0

j = 0 otherwise.

{ Semiring operations (between ranges and between a range and a semiring

value):

� r00 = r + r0 is de�ned by r00j = rj + r0j.

� r00 = r � r0 is de�ned by r00j = rj � r0j.

� r0 = r + a is de�ned by r0j = rj + a.

� r00 = r � a is de�ned by r0j = rj � a.

{ Two operators are used to build domains from integers:

� An operator for building intervals : r = i1::i2 is de�ned by rj = 1 if

j 2 [i1; i2], rj = 0 if j 62 [i1; i2].

� An operator for excluding one index : r = comp(i) is de�ned by rj = 1

if j 6= i, rj = 0 is j = i.

{ We have the functional versions of usual relations:

� Less or equal : r0 = le(r) is de�ned by r0j =
P

k�j rk.

� Less : r0 = l(r) is de�ned by r0j =
P

k<j rk.

� Greater or equal : r0 = ge(r) is de�ned by r0j =
P

k�j rk.

� Greater : r0 = g(r) is de�ned by r0j =
P

k>j rk.

� Di�erent : r0 = d(r) is de�ned by r0j =
P

k 6=j rk.

{ Arithmetic operations (between ranges and between a range and an integer):

� r00 = add(r; r0) is de�ned by r00j =
P

k+k0=j rk � r0k0.

� r00 = sub(r; r0) is de�ned by r00j =
P

k�k0=j rk � r0k0 .

� r00 = mul(r; r0) is de�ned by r00j =
P

kk0=j rk � r0k0.

� r00 = div(r; r0) is de�ned by r00j =
P

k=jk0 rk � r0k0.

� For each op in fadd; sub; mul; divg op(r,i) is de�ned by op(r,r')

where r0i = 1 and r0j = 0 if j 6= i.

Let us details the indexicals appearing in the category of semiring values:

{ The indexical sigma is de�ned by: sigma(Y)=
P

i Yi. sigma(Y) is an upper

bound of the truth value of Y. As the truth values can only decrease during

the (monotonic) computation, this is also an upper bound of the truth value

that variable Y will have when instantiated.

{ The indexical pi is de�ned by: pi(Y)=
Q

i=Yi 6=0 Yi. pi(Y) is a lower bound

of the truth value of Y. Observe that, for the same reason as above, this is not

a lower bound of the truth value that variable Y will have when instantiated.

5 Using The SFD System

5.1 Encoding High-Level Constraints

Using the SFD language, it is very easy to encode high-level constraints. Given

a classical CSP constraint c (i.e. de�ned on a boolean semiring), we can derive
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a semiring constraint with the same shape but with value � for satisfaction and

� for violation (� �S �), noted c : (�; �). In Section 3.2 for instance, we have

de�ned the constraint x � y : (�; �), that could be expressed using SFD as

follows:

X in ge(def(Y))*Alpha + sigma(Y)*Beta

Y in le(def(X))*Alpha + sigma(X)*Beta

We can de�ne other arithmetic constraints similarly.

The constraint x = y + c : (�; �) is encoded by:

X in add(def(Y),C)*Alpha + sigma(Y)*Beta

Y in sub(def(X),C)*Alpha + sigma(X)*Beta

The constraint x � y + z : (�; �) is encoded by:

X in le(add(def(Y),def(Z)))*Alpha + sigma(Y)*sigma(Z)*Beta

Y in ge(sub(def(X),def(Z)))*Alpha + sigma(X)*sigma(Z)*Beta

Z in ge(sub(def(X),def(Y)))*Alpha + sigma(X)*sigma(Y)*Beta

More generally, it is possible to encode all the n-ary constraints involving a

relation among (�, <, =, >, �, 6=) and two expressions built with operators

among (+,�,�,=). Moreover, other types of constraints can be de�ned (as in

clp(FD)), such as, for instance, a weak form of constructive disjunction between

constraints [4].

5.2 Computing Maximal Solutions

We will now focus on the computation of maximal solutions.

We suppose given a problemP = hC; coni.We assume that con = fx1; : : : ; xng

with x1 � � � � � xn. In the following, we will note cx;i;v the constraint hdefx; fxgi

such that defx(j) = v if j = i and defx(j) = 0 otherwise. Note that cx;i;v in-

stantiate x to i with truth value v.

We follow the same approach as in traditional CLP: for each n-tuple t, we are

going to solve the subproblem Pt = hCt; coni where Ct = C[fcxi;ti;1=i 2 [1; n]g.

It is easy to prove that the maximal solutions of P can be found among those

of the subproblems. For each t, we have to compute Sol(Pt). Let cxi;ti;vt
i

=

[fxig]ac(Pt), because of the AC-computation, constraints cxi;ti may have been

replaced, so we get cxi;ti;vt
i

instead of cxi;ti;1. It is easy to prove that Sol(Pt) =

hdef; fx1; : : : ; xngi with def(t0) =
Q

i v
t
i if t0 = t and def(t0) = 0 otherwise.

Thus, the unique maximal solution of Pt is ht;
Q

i vii = ht; blevel(Pt)i. Note also

that:
Q

i vi >S v ) 8i; vi >S v.

The two last results can be used to �nd a maximal solution of P e�ciently:

given t1 and t2, we can discard Pt2 as soon as one of the v
t2
i is not strictly greater

than blevel(Pt1 ).
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Because we have the full power of a CLP language, it is very easy to write

an optimization predicate that computes a maximal solution of given problem.

Here is a de�nition, using a Prolog syntax:

maximal_solution(Vars) :-

semiring_zero(Zero),

g_assign(max,Zero),

% first, computes the blevel (proof of optimality)

repeat, % creates a choice point

g_read(max,Alpha),

(keep(greater,Vars,Alpha), % for each V in Vars:

% V in keep_greater(def(X),Alpha)

labeling(Vars)

->

blevel(Vars,Blevel),

g_assign(max,Blevel),

fail

;

!,

% then, computes the maximal solutions

g_read(max,Beta),

keep(greater_or_equal,Vars,Beta),

labeling(Vars)).

Note that this optimization predicates is fully generic (it does not depend on

the semiring).

6 Implementation

Let us �rst de�ne an abstract encoding scheme for the semiring and then go into

the implementation details.

6.1 Semiring Representation

In order to have a generic implementation, we have chosen to work on a repre-

sentation of the semiring. Consider a c-semiring S = hA;+;�;0;1i and:

{ B = [0; jAj � 1], i.e. the integer range between 0 and jAj � 1,

{ � a bijective function from A to B,

{ +� = �xy:�(��1(x) + ��1(y)) and

{ �� = �xy:�(��1(x)� ��1(y)).

Then, S0 = hB;+�;��; �(0); �(1)i is a c-semiring and � is a morphism from A

to B. We call S0 a representation of S.
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For example, since binary numbers with 3 bits range from 0 to 7,

hP(fa; b; cg);[;\;;;fa; b; cgi can be represented by h[0; 7]; j;&; 0; 7i (where j and

& are the C bitwise operators over integers).

Hence, if the user wants to use the semiring S, he has to:

{ de�ne S0 (actually, knowing jAj, +� and �� is su�cient),

{ recompile a small part of the system (this could be avoided, but we have

chosen this solution for e�ciency reasons),

{ then, he can write his clp(FD,S) programs using the semiring S0.

With this approach, the implementation remains totally generic. Moreover, the

same example (and same code!) can be tested using di�erent semirings.

6.2 Implementation Of X in r

We describe very briey the implementation ofX in r constraints in clp(FD,S).

This implementation is very close to the one of X in r constraints in clp(FD).

Thus, for more details, the reader should refer to [4]. Let us detail the three main

data structures used to manage X in r constraints:

Constraint Frame: A constraint frame is created for every constraint. The

informations recorded in a constraint frame are: the address of the associated

code, the address of the FD variable it constrains, and the pointer to the

environment in which to evaluate its range. The environment is just a list of

as many arguments as are in the range of the constraint: each argument may

be an integer, a semiring value, a (pointer to a) FD variable or a (pointer to

a) range.

FD Variable Frame: The frame associated to an FD variableX is divided into

two main parts: the valued domain (it is stored in a bit vector, but, as soon

as X is instantiated, we switch to another representation, which is a pair

index-value) and a dependency list pointing to the constraint frames of the

constraints depending on X. These two parts are modi�ed at di�erent times

during computation: the dependency lists are created when the constraints

are installed and then are never changed, while the domain can be updated

during execution. Actually, several distinct dependency lists are used:

{ one related to def,

{ one related to sigma,

{ one related to pi,

{ one related to sigma and pi.

This helps avoiding useless propagation.

Propagation Queue: The propagation phase consists of awakening and exe-

cuting some constraints that could themselves select some new constraints to

be awaken. To do this, we maintain an explicit propagation queue. A simple

optimization consists in not pushing constraints but only pairs of the form

< X;mask > where X is the variable causing the propagation (that is, the
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one whose domain has been changed) and mask is a bit-mask of dependency

lists to awake.

Finally, the implementation of SFD is very small: 5000 C lines and 500 Prolog

lines in addition to the code for the Prolog compiler and run-time engine, taken

from the original clp(FD) system.

7 Examples

In this section, we will test some of the instances of clp(FD,S), using the fol-

lowing lc-semirings:

{ Bool = hffalse; trueg;_;^; false; truei,

{ Fuzzy = hf0:0; 0:1; : : : ; 1:0g;max;min; 0:0; 1:0i,

{ Set = hP(U );[;\; ;; U i.

7.1 Boolean Examples

We compare clp(FD,Bool) and clp(FD). We consider the problems five (Lewis

Carroll's Zebra puzzle), originally presented in [19], and cars (a car sequencing

problem), originally presented in [8].We have run both implementations on a Sun

Sparc 5. The results3, given in Table 2, show that clp(FD,Bool) is slower than

clp(FD). The slow-down results from the loss of some speci�c optimizations, e.g.

optimized boolean operations on bit-vectors. Observe also that, since clp(FD)

indeed uses partial AC (propagating minimal and maximal values of domains),

it could be much faster than clp(FD,S) on benchmarks heavily using arithmetic

constraints, viz. linear equations. We plan to integrate a similar technique in

clp(FD,S) in the future.

Table 2. clp(FD) versus clp(FD,Bool)

Time in ms using:

Problem clp(FD) clp(FD,Bool)

100�five 310 680

cars 20 70

7.2 Fuzzy Examples

We compare clp(FD,Fuzzy) and CON'FLEX, a system dedicated to fuzzy

constraint solving [7]. We consider the problems cantatrice and menu given

3
five has been run a hundred times.
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with the CON'FLEX distribution. Both clp(FD,Fuzzy) and CON'FLEX have

been run on a Pentium Pro 200. The results, given in Table 3, show that

clp(FD,Fuzzy) performs well compared to a dedicated system.

Table 3. CON'FLEX versus clp(FD,Fuzzy)

Time in ms using:

Problem CON'FLEX clp(FD,Fuzzy)

cantatrice 60 10

menu 30 10

7.3 Set-based Examples

We used clp(FD,Set) to solve time-tabling problems with preferences [5]. More

precisely, we used the set-based framework to encode global preferences. We com-

pare our results with those of [5]. Caseau and Laburthe use a global constraint,

based on the Hungarian method, dedicated to weighted matching problems and

additional redundant constraints (CLAIRE2), they also provide results using

simple constraint propagation (CLAIRE1). Both clp(FD,Set) and the CLAIRE

[6] codes have been run on a Sun Sparc 5. The results are given in Table 4. Our

method is more e�cient than simple constraint propagation for the three prob-

lems (both in time and backtrack number), it is more e�cient than the weighted

matching technique for problems 1 and 3 (both in time and backtrack number)

but less e�cient for problem 2 (for which the satis�ability is easier).

Table 4. CLAIRE versus clp(FD,Set).

CLAIRE1 CLAIRE2 clp(FD,Set)

Problem Backtracks Time (s) Backtracks Time (s) Backtracks Time (s)

1 189000 1541 3500 29 899 18:6

2 286000 1040 234 2:6 31921 254

3 43000 246 17000 120 1797 9:7

8 Conclusion

We have de�ned a generic scheme for compiling semiring-based constraints. Us-

ing this kernel and a semiring representation, we can generate a new solver
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dedicated to the chosen semiring. Because of the generality of our approach, we

lose some optimizations that could be introduced in the solver (for example, in

the \boolean" one) but we still are e�cient with respect to dedicated systems

(this is due to the fact that we have captured the essential notions of the com-

putation). Another important point is that we can now imagine (and trivially

implement!) new solvers (for example, by combining di�erent semirings).

Future work will focus on extending the expressive power of the SFD system

and introducing partial AC (instead of the exact computation of AC which might

be too costly in arithmetic examples). This roughly means moving from AC-3 to

AC-5 [20] as in clp(FD). The problem in our case is to �nd a good and generic

approximation of a valued domain.

Finally, note that the clp(FD,S) system is freely available by:

http://pauillac.inria.fr/~georget/clpfds.html.
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Abstract. Information about the relative size of spatial regions is often

easily accessible and, when combined with other types of spatial informa-

tion, it can be practically very useful. In this paper we combine a simple

framework for reasoning about qualitative size relations with the Region

Connection Calculus RCC-8, a widely studied approach for qualitative

spatial reasoning with topological relations. Reasoning about RCC-8 re-

lations is NP-hard, but a large maximal tractable subclass of RCC-8

called bH8 was identi�ed. Interestingly, any constraint in RCC-8 � bH8

can be consistently reduced to a constraint in bH8, when an appropriate

size constraint between the spatial regions is supplied. We propose an

O(n3) time path-consistency algorithm based on a novel technique for

combining RCC-8 constraints and relative size constraints, where n is the

number of spatial regions. We prove its correctness and completeness for

deciding consistency when the input contains topological constraints in
bH8. We also provide results on �nding a consistent scenario in O(n3)

time both for combined topological and relative size constraints, and for

topological constraints alone. This is an O(n2) improvement over the

known methods.

1 Introduction

The Region Connection Calculus (RCC) [13] is a well studied topological ap-
proach for qualitative spatial reasoning, where regions are non-empty regular
subsets of a topological space. Regions need not be one-piece. Binary relations
between regions are based on the \connected" relation C(a; b) which is true if
the closure of region a and the closure of region b have a non-empty intersection.

RCC-8 is a set of eight jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint relations called
basic relations de�nable in the RCC-theory, and of all possible disjunctions of
the basic relations, resulting in 28 di�erent RCC-8 relations altogether.

An important reasoning problem in this framework is deciding consistency
of a set of spatial constraints of the form xRy where x; y are region variables
and R is a relation in RCC-8. Another related problem is �nding a consistent
scenario for a set of RCC-8 constraints, that is a consistent re�nement of all the

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 220-234, 1998.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



constraints in the set to one of their basic relations. These problems are in general
NP-hard, but they can be solved in polynomial time for a large subset of RCC-8

(denoted bH8) which is a maximal tractable subclass of RCC-8 [15]. In particular,

Renz and Nebel [15] proved that the consistency of a set of constraints over bH8

can be decided in O(n3) time, where n is the number of variables involved.

This paper contains two main contributions. In the �rst part of the paper we

address the problem of �nding a consistent scenario for a set of bH8 constraints,
and we propose an O(n3) time algorithm for solving this task. This is an O(n2)
improvement over the bound of the previously known methods.

In the second part of the paper, we study the combination of RCC-8 with
qualitative information about region sizes, which is often easily accessible and
practically useful. As a very simple example, suppose to have three geographical
regions A, B and C for which the only topological information available is that
B is contained in A. In addition we know that A is smaller than C, and that C
is smaller than B. The combined set of topological and relative size information
is inconsistent, but we cannot detect this by just independently processing the
two kind of information, or by just expressing the size information as topological
constraints.1

Speci�cally, we consider the following qualitative relations between region
sizes, which have been largely studied in the context of temporal reasoning (e.g.,
[17, 16, 6]): <, �, >, �, 6=, =, <=>. Interestingly, any constraint in RCC-8 �
bH8 can be consistently re�ned to a constraint in bH8, when an appropriate size
constraint of this class is supplied.

We propose an algorithm, Bipath-consistency, based on a novel technique
for dealing with combined topological and qualitative size constraints, and we

prove that, despite our extended framework is more expressive than bH8 (and
therefore it has a larger potential applicability), the problem of deciding con-
sistency can be solved in cubic time (i.e., without additional worst-case cost).
Bipath-consistency is a general algorithm, in the sense that it can be applied
not only to spatial relations. For example, in the context of temporal reasoning
it can be used to combine relations in Allen's Interval Algebra [1] and qualitative
constraints on the duration of the temporal intervals. Of course, di�erent classes
of relations might need di�erent completeness and complexity proofs.

The proof of the completeness of this algorithm is based on a particular

method of constructing a consistent scenario for a set of constraints over bH8,
which is analyzed in the �rst part of the paper. Moreover, this method can
also be used in combination with Bipath-consistency to compute, in cubic
time, a consistent topological scenario satisfying an input set of qualitative size
constraints between the spatial regions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the �rst part we briey intro-
duce RCC-8 (Section 2) and give the results concerning computing a consistent
scenario (Section 3). The second part deals with the combination of topological
and size constraints (Sections 4 and 5).

1 Another more complex example illustrating interdependencies between topological

and size constraints is given in Section 5.
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Fig. 1. Two-dimensional examples for the eight basic relations of RCC-8

2 The Region Connection Calculus RCC-8

RCC-8 is a set of binary spatial relations formed by eight jointly exhaustive and
pairwise disjoint relations de�nable in the RCC-theory called basic relations,2 and
by all possible disjunctions of the basic relations (resulting in 28 di�erent RCC-8
relations altogether). The basic relations are denoted by DC (DisConnected), EC
(Externally Connected), PO (Partial Overlap), EQ (EQual), TPP (Tangential
Proper Part), NTPP (Non-Tangential Proper Part), and their converse TPP�1

and NTPP�1 [13]. Figure 1 shows two-dimensional examples of these relations.
In the following, an RCC-8 relation will be written as a set of basic relations.

An important reasoning problem in this framework is deciding consistency
of a set � of spatial constraints of the form xRy where x; y are region variables
and R is an RCC-8 relation. � is consistent if and only if there is a model
of �, i.e., an assignment of spatial regions to the variables of � such that all
the constraints are satis�ed. This problem (denoted by RSAT) is NP-complete
[15]. RSAT is a fundamental reasoning problem since several other interesting
reasoning problems can be reduced to it by polynomial Turing reduction [7].

A set of constraints in RCC-8 can be processed using an O(n3) time path-
consistency algorithm, which makes the set path-consistent by eliminating all
the impossible labels (basic relations) in every subset of constraints involving
three variables [11, 12]. If the empty relation occurs during this process, the set
is not consistent, otherwise the resulting set is path-consistent. Since RSAT is
NP-complete, in general imposing path-consistency is not su�cient for decid-
ing consistency of a set of RCC-8 constraints. Renz and Nebel [15] identi�ed a

subset of RCC-8 (denoted by bH8) for which RSAT can be solved in polynomial

time. They also proved that bH8 is maximal with respect to tractability, i.e.,

if any RCC-8 relation is added to bH8, then the consistency problem becomes
NP-complete. Finally they showed that computing path-consistency for a set of

constraints over bH8 is su�cient for deciding its consistency.
bH8 contains 148 relations, i.e., almost 60% of the RCC-8 relations. The fol-

lowing 108 RCC-8 relations are not contained in bH8, where (N)TPP denotes TPP

2 I.e., between any two regions exactly one of the basic relations holds.
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or NTPP:

RCC-8 n bH8 = fR j (f(N)TPP; (N)TPP
�1
g � R and fPOg 6� R)

or (fEQ;NTPPg � R and fTPPg 6� R)

or (fEQ;NTPP�1g � R and fTPP�1g 6� R)g

We assume that a set of RCC-8 constraints � contains one constraint for each
pair of variables involved in �, i.e., if no information is given about the relation
holding between two variables x and y, then the universal constraint xf�gy is
implicitly contained in � (� denotes the universal relation, i.e., the union of
all the basic relations). Another assumption that we make is that whenever a
constraint xRy is in �, also yR^x is present, where R^ is the converse of R.

We say that a set of constraints �0 is a re�nement of � if and only if the
same variables are involved in both the sets, and for every pair of variables x; y,
if xR0y 2 �0 then xRy 2 � and R0 � R. �0 is said to be a consistent re�nement
of � if and only if �0 is a re�nement of � and both � and �0 are consistent. A
consistent scenario �s of a set of constraints � is a consistent re�nement of �
where all the constraints of �s are assertions of basic relations.

3 Finding a Consistent Scenario for RCC-8

In order to decide the consistency of a set of RCC-8 constraints �, it is su�cient

to �nd a path-consistent re�nement of � containing only constraints over bH8.
3

However, for other tasks such as �nding a model of � this is not su�cient. For
these tasks it is rather necessary to have basic relations between any pair of
variables involved in �, i.e., a consistent scenario for � is required.

A naive algorithm for �nding a consistent scenario for � is based on re-
stricting every relation to a basic relation in a backtrack-like manner by using
path-consistency as forward checking after each restriction. This requires O(n5)

time if � contains only constraints over bH8, and to the best of our knowledge
no algorithm with a better worst-case complexity is known. As in the case of
qualitative temporal reasoning (e.g., Ligozat [10], vanBeek [16]), by exploiting
some properties of the particular class of used relations, it is possible to design
more e�cient algorithms. For instance, a more e�cient algorithm is possible for
a certain set of relations when path-consistency implies minimal labels or strong

consistency [4] for this set. However, this is not the case for bH8 [15].
In the following we will prove that given a consistent set � of constraints over

bH8, a consistent scenario �s can be obtained in O(n3) time by reducing all the
constraints of � to constraints over the basic relations in a very particular way. In
order to prove this, we will use several \re�nement strategies" of the form \given

a particular set S � bH8, a relation R
0, and a path-consistent set � of constraints

over S, � can be consistently re�ned to �0 by replacing each constraint xRy in
�, such that R0 � R, with the constraint xR0y." In the following the set S will

be indicated with bH
#
0

R
.

3 This is of course also true for any other tractable subclass of RCC-8 for which path-

consistency is su�cient for deciding consistency.
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By using the encoding of RCC-8 in classical propositional logic as speci�ed in
[15], it is possible to prove that these re�nement strategies preserve consistency.
In this encoding every set of RCC-8 constraints � is transformed to a proposi-
tional formula p(�) such that � is consistent if and only if p(�) is satis�able.
In particular, every variable x involved in � is transformed to a set of proposi-
tional atoms fXk j k = 1; : : : ;m;m � cn2g (c is a constant), and every constraint
xRy 2 � is transformed to a set of clauses involving literals over Xk and Yk for
some k. Since each constraint xRy is transformed to a propositional Horn clause

if R 2 bH8, consistency of a set � of constraints over bH8 can be decided by
applying positive unit resolution (PUR) to p(�). Here we will use a property
which was proved in [15], namely, that a new positive unit clause fXwg can be
derived from p(�) by using PUR only if (1) there is a variable y in � such that
the clause fYwg is present, and (2) � contains a so-called R� -chain from x to
y. An R� -chain from x to y is a sequence of constraints xRz; zR0z0; : : : ; z00R000y,
where all relations R;R0; : : : ; R000 are from a particular set of relations R� .

4 We
also need another property which can be proven by using the same methods as
those applied in [15]:

Lemma 1. Let � be a set of constraints over bH8 that contains an R� -chain
from x to y for some variables x and y. If for some w 2 f1; : : : ;mg the clause
fXwg can be derived from p(�) and fYwg by using PUR, then fXkg can be
derived from p(�) and fYkg by using PUR for all k 2 f1; : : : ;mg.

We will only sketch some of the proofs involving the encoding of RCC-8 in clas-
sical propositional logic, and refer to the technical report for the full proofs [5].
We will use re�nement strategies for the following sets of relations:

De�nition 1.

{ bH#DC
= bH8

{ bH#EC
= fR 2 bH8 j R does not contain both DC and ECg

{ bH#PO
= fR 2 bH8 j R does not contain any of DC;EC; or EQ,

unless R is a basic relationg

{ bH#NTPP
= fR 2 bH8 j R does not contain any of DC;EC, EQ; or PO,

unless R is a basic relationg

Lemma 2 (DC-re�nement). Let � be a path-consistent set of constraints over
bH#DC

. � can be consistently re�ned to �0 by replacing every constraint xRy 2 �

such that fDCg � R with the constraint xfDCgy.

Proof Sketch. Let xRy with R = fDCg [R0 be one of the constraints of �, and
suppose that � becomes inconsistent if xRy is replaced with xfDCgy resulting
in �00. Since the propositional encoding of xfDCgy is p(xfDCgy) =

Vm

k=1(:Xk _
:Yk) (see [15]), no new positive unit clause can be derived by using these Horn
clauses. Thus, the empty clause can be derived from p(�00) by using PUR only
when for some w 2 f1; : : : ;mg both the unit clauses fXwg and fYwg can be

4 R� is the set of relations that contains one of the basic relations TPP�1;NTPP�1;

or EQ, but does not contain any of TPP;NTPP; or PO [15]
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derived from p(�). It follows from [15] that if this were possible, then � would
not be path-consistent. This contradicts our assumptions. Since no new positive
unit clause is derivable from p(�00), any constraint xRy of � that contains fDCg
can be replaced with xfDCgy simultaneously, for any pair of variables x and y in
�, without applying the path-consistency algorithm after each replacement. ut

The proofs of the following three re�nement strategies are more complex
than the proofs of the previous ones since there are more cases to consider.
However, all cases can be handled with the same methods as used in the previous
proofs, namely, by looking at whether the changes to the propositional encodings
resulting from the re�nement of constraints permit to derive the empty clause by
using PUR. In all of these cases it turns out (mostly by applying Lemma 1) that
if the empty clause is derivable after the re�nements, then it was also derivable
before the re�nement. Therefore the re�nements preserve consistency of the set
of constraints.

Lemma 3 (EC-re�nement). Let � be a path-consistent set of constraints over
bH#EC

. � can be consistently re�ned to �0 by replacing every constraint xRy 2 �

such that fECg � R with the constraint xfECgy.

Lemma 4 (PO-re�nement). Let � be a path-consistent set of constraints over
bH#PO

. � can be consistently re�ned to �0 by replacing every constraint xRy 2 �

such that fPOg � R with the constraint xfPOgy.

Lemma 5 (NTPP-re�nement). Let � be a path-consistent set of constraints

over bH#NTPP
. � can be consistently re�ned to �0 by replacing every constraint

xRy 2 � such that fNTPPg � R with the constraint xfNTPPgy.

In addition to the four re�nement strategies described above, we need a
further constraint re�nement technique for handling relations containing fEQg.

Lemma 6 (EQ-elimination). Let � be a path-consistent set of constraints over
bH8. � can be consistently re�ned to �0 by eliminating fEQg from every constraint
xRy 2 � unless R = fEQg.

Proof Sketch. Let xRy be one of the constraints of �, and suppose that �

becomes inconsistent if fEQg is eliminated from xRy resulting in �00. Since
eliminating fEQg from a relation R is equivalent to intersecting R with the

relation fEQg expressible as fEQg = fECg � fDC;POg,5 �00 is equivalent to
�[fxfECgz; zfDC;POgyg where z is a fresh variable which is only related with
x and y. As neither fECg nor fDC;POg are contained in R� , no positive unit
clauses for literals of p(�) can be derived from p(�00) by PUR using the clauses
resulting from the propositional encoding of the two new constraints. Thus, the
empty clause can only be derived from p(�00) by using the unit clauses in the
propositional encodings of the new constraints. Because of Lemma 1 there must
be a way in which only the unit clauses of the newly added constraints can be
used to derive the empty clause, and not the unit clauses derivable from p(�).

5 Rel denotes the complement of Rel, R1 �R2 denotes the composition of R1 with R2.
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It follows from [15] that this is possible only if � contains an R� -chain from x

to y and an R� -chain from y to x. But if this were the case, it follows from [15]
that � would not be path-consistent, and thus the initial assumptions would be
contradicted. Since no new R� -chain is introduced in �00, fEQg can be elimi-
nated from all relations simultaneously without applying the path-consistency
algorithm after each elimination. ut

We can now combine the �ve strategies to derive an algorithm for determining

a consistent scenario for a consistent set of constraints over bH8.

Theorem 1. For each path-consistent set � of constraints over bH8, a consistent
scenario �s can be determined in time O(n3), where n is the number of variables
involved in �.

Proof. The following algorithm, Scenario(�), solves the problem:

(1) apply DC-re�nement, (2) apply EC-re�nement, (3) apply EQ-elimination,
(4) apply PO-re�nement, (5) apply NTPP-re�nement, (6) return the set
of the resulting constraints.
Impose path-consistency after each of the steps (1){(5).

Scenario(�) terminates in O(n3) time since each of the steps (1){(5) takes
time O(n2) and path-consistency, which takes time O(n3), is computed 5 times.

By De�nition 1 we have that bH#NTPP
� bH#PO

� bH#EC
� bH8. It follows from

Lemmas 5 and 6 that after applying each re�nement step, � is re�ned to a set
of constraints containing only relations for which the next re�nement step is
guaranteed to make a consistent re�nement. Since the interleaved applications
of the path-consistency algorithm can only re�ne constraints and never add new
basic relations to the constraints, the possible set of relations obtained after each
step is not extended by applying the path-consistency algorithm.

Thus, since � is consistent and contains only constraints over bH8, the out-
put of Scenario(�) is consistent. Moreover, since any (non-basic) relation of
bH8 contains one of DC;EC;PO;NTPP; or NTPP�1 (see the de�nition of bH8 in
Section 2), the interleaved applications of path-consistency and steps (1){(5)
guarantee that the output of Scenario(�) is a consistent scenario for �. ut

By applying Scenario(�) to a path-consistent set of constraints over bH8

we obtain a particular consistent scenario �s of �. Since exactly this consistent
scenario is used in the proof of the main theorem of Section 5, in the following
lemma we explicitly describe the relationship between �s and �.

Lemma 7. Let � be a path-consistent set of constraints over bH8 involving the
variables x and y, and let �s be the output of Scenario(�).

{ The constraint xfEQgy is contained in �s only if it is also contained in �.
{ The constraint xfTPPgy is contained in �s only if � contains either xfTPPgy

or xfTPP;EQgy.
{ The constraint xfNTPPgy is contained in �s only if � contains either
xfNTPPgy, xfNTPP;TPPgy or xfNTPP;TPP;EQgy.
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In all the other cases, xRy 2 � is re�ned to one of xfDCgy, xfECgy or xfPOgy
in �s.

Proof Sketch. If the path-consistency algorithm were not applied after each of
the steps (1) - (5) in Scenario(�), the proof would immediately follow from
the applications of the re�nements in the algorithm. Considering the inter-
leaved path-consistency computations, it might be possible that after re�ning
a constraint of � to one of fDCg; fECg; or fPOg by one of the steps (1), (2),
or (4), another constraint xRy 2 �, such that R \ fDC;EC;POg 6= ; and
R \ fTPP;TPP�1;NTPP;NTPP�1;EQg 6= ;, is re�ned by the path-consistency
algorithm to xR0y such that R0 \ fDC;EC;POg = ;. In this case, xRy would
be re�ned by Scenario(�) to one of xfNTPPgy, xfTPPgy, xfNTPP�1gy,
xfTPP�1gy, or xfEQgy in �s which contradicts the lemma. However, by an-
alyzing the composition table of the RCC-8 relations (see, e.g.,[15]) it follows
that this is never possible for the sets of relations used by the di�erent re�ne-
ment strategies. ut

4 Combining Topological and Qualitative Size Relations

In this section we introduce QS, a class of qualitative relations between region
sizes, and we combine this class with RCC-8. We also give some technical results
that will be used in the next section, where we present an algorithm for processing
constraints in the combined framework.

In the following we will assume that all the spatial regions are measurable
sets in Rn [2]. Note that this assumption does not compromise the computational

properties of bH8, because from [14] it follows that the regions of every consistent
set of RCC-8 constraints can always be interpreted as measurable sets (e.g., as
sets of spheres in R3). We will also assume that the size of an n-dimensional
region corresponds to its n-dimensional measure [2]. For example, the size of a
sphere in R3 corresponds to its volume.

Given a set V of spatial region variables, a set of QS constraints over V is
a set of constraints of the form size(x) S size(y), where S 2 QS, size(x) is the
size of the region x, size(y) is the size of the region y, and x; y 2 V .

De�nition 2. QS is the class formed by the following eight qualitative relations
between the size of spatial regions: <, >, �, 6=, =, �, <=> and ;, where <=>
is the universal relation, and <, >, and = are the basic relations.

Proposition 1. The relations of QS form a Point Algebra.

It is obvious that the topological RCC-8 relations and the relative size rela-
tions are not independent from each other. Table 1 gives the size relations that
are entailed by the basic RCC-8 relations, and the topological relations that are
entailed by the basic size relations. Sizerel(R) indicates the strongest size rela-
tion entailed by the topological relation R, and Toprel(S) indicates the strongest
topological relation entailed by the size relation S.

The dependencies from a non-basic relation R can be obtained by disjunc-
tively combining the relations entailed by each basic relation in R. For example,
fTPP,EQg entails \�".
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r Sizerel(r) r Sizerel(r) s Toprel(s)

TPP j= < DC j= <=> = j= DC;EC;PO;EQ

NTPP j= < EC j= <=> > j= DC;EC;PO;TPP�1;NTPP�1

TPP
�1 j= > PO j= <=> < j= DC;EC;PO;TPP;NTPP

NTPP
�1 j= > EQ j= =

Table 1. Interdependencies of basic RCC-8 relations (r) and basic QS relations (s)

Since any topological relation { and any sub-relation thereof { entailed by

the basic size relations <;>;= is contained in bH8, the following proposition is
true.

Proposition 2. The relation R 2 RCC-8n bH8 of any constraint xRy can be con-

sistently re�ned to a relation R0 2 bH8, if an appropriate size constraint between
x and y is given. In particular, if de�nite size information is given, then R can

always be consistently re�ned to a relation R0 2 bH8.

For example, the RCC-8 n bH8 constraint xfTPP;TPP
�1;NTPP;DC;ECgy can

be consistently re�ned to the bH8 constraint xfTPP;NTPP;DC;ECgy if the size
constraint size(x) � size(y) is given. Before giving an algorithm for processing
RCC-8 constraints combined with qualitative size constraints, we need to give
some further technical de�nitions and results that will be used in the next section
to prove the formal properties of the algorithm.

De�nition 3 (Model for �). Given a set � of constraints in QS, we say that
an assignment � of spatial regions to the variables of � is a model of � if and
only if � satis�es all the constraints in �.

De�nition 4 (Consistency for �[�). Given a set � of constraints in RCC-8
and a set � of constraints in QS, � [� is consistent if there exists a model of
� which is also a model of �.

We say that a consistent scenario for a set � of constraints is size-consistent
relative to a set � of constraints if and only if there exists a model for the
scenario that is also a model of �.

The next lemma states that non-forced equalities can be omitted from a
path-consistent set of size constraints in QS without losing consistency.

Lemma 8. Let � be a path-consistent set of size constraints over QS and �0

the set of size constraints such that, for each constraint size(i) S size(j) in �,

1. if S 2 f<;>g then size(i) S size(j) 2 �0,
2. if S = \�" then size(i) < size(j) 2 �0,
3. if S = \�" then size(i) > size(j) 2 �0,
4. if S = \=" then size(i) = size(j) 2 �0,
5. if S = \<=>" then size(i) 6= size(j) 2 �0.

�0 is consistent and any model of �0 is also a model of �.

Proof Sketch. It follows from van Beek's method of computing a consistent sce-
nario for a set of relations in the temporal Point Algebra [16]. ut
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Let � be a set of constraints in RCC-8, � a set of of constraints in QS,
tij the relation between i and j in �, and sij the relation between size(i) and
size(j) in �. We say that: tij entails the negation of sij (tij j= :sij) if and only
if Sizerel(tij) \ sij = ;; sij entails the negation of tij (sij j= :tij) if and only if
Toprel(sij) \ tij = ;.

Proposition 3. A consistent set � of constraints in RCC-8 entails the negation
of a QS relation sij between size(i) and size(j) if and only if Sizerel(t̂ij)\sij =

;, where t̂ij is the strongest entailed relation between i and j in �.

Proposition 4. A consistent set � of constraints in QS entails the negation of
a RCC-8 relation tij between i and j if and only if Toprel(ŝij) \ tij = ;, where
ŝij is the strongest entailed relation between i and j in �.

Lemma 9. Let � be a consistent set of constraints in RCC-8, � a consistent
set of QS constraints over the variables of �, tij the relation between i and j in
�, and sij the relation between size(i) and size(j) in �.

{ tij j= :sij if and only if sij j= :tij ;
{ � j= :sij if and only if � j= :tij ;

Proof Sketch. It follows from Table 1. ut

In the next lemma tij indicates the basic relation between i and j in a con-
sistent scenario �s for a set � of topological relations; S(i) indicates the size of
the region assigned to the variable i in a model of �.

Lemma 10. Let �s be a consistent scenario for a (consistent) set � of topo-

logical constraints in bH8. It is possible to construct a model of � such that, for
each variable i and j,

(1) if Sizerel(tij) is one of <, >, =, then S(i) < S(j), S(i) > S(j), and S(i) =
S(j), respectively;

(2) if Sizerel(tij) is the universal relation (\<=>"), then S(i) and S(j) can be
arbitrarily chosen in such a way that either S(i) < S(j) or S(i) > S(j).

Proof Sketch. Let � be a consistent set of assertions of relations derived from �

using (1) and (2),6 and let sij be the relation between the region sizes size(i) and
size(j) in �. We show that it is possible to construct a model � for �s in which
the values (spatial regions) assigned to the variables satisfy �. Suppose that
this were not true. We would have that (a) there would exist h and k such that
�s j= :shk, or (b) there would exist h0 and k0 such that � j= :th0k0 (i.e., there
is no model of �s satisfying shk, or there is no model of � consistent with th0k0 .)
Since by construction of �s, for any pair of variables in �s the strongest relation
between i and j is tij , (a) can hold only if (a') thk j= :shk holds. For analogous
reasons we have that (b) can hold only if (b') sh0k0 j= :th0k0 holds. But both (a')
and (b') cannot hold. In fact, since for any i; j Sizerel(tij) 2 f<;>;=; <=>g
(because tij is basic), by (1) it cannot be the case that thk j= :shk, and hence
by Lemma 9 also sh0k0 j= :th0k0 cannot hold. ut

6 E.g., if Sizerel(tij) is \<", then size(i) < size(j) 2 �.
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5 Reasoning about Size and Topology Relations

A natural method for deciding the consistency of a set of RCC-8 constraints
and a set of QS constraints, would be to �rst extend each set of constraints
with the constraints entailed by the other set, and then independently check the
consistency of the extended sets by using a path-consistency algorithm. However,

as the example below shows, this method is not complete for bH8 constraints.
Another possibility, would be to compute the strongest entailed relations

(minimal relations) between each pair of variables before propagating constraints
from one set to the other. However, this method has the disadvantage that it is
computationally expensive.7

Finally, a third method could be based on iteratively using path-consistency
as a preprocessing technique and then propagating the information from one set
to the other.8 The following example shows that the information would need
to be propagated more than once, and furthermore it is not clear whether in
general this method would be complete for detecting inconsistency.9

Example. Consider the set � formed by the following bH8 constraints

x0fTPP;EQgx2, x1fTPP;EQ;POgx0, x1fTPP;EQgx2, x4fTPP;EQgx3,

and the set � formed by the of following QS constraints

size(x0) < size(x2), size(x3) � size(x1), size(x2) � size(x4).

We have that � and � are independently consistent, but their union is not
consistent. Moreover, the following propagation scheme does not detect the in-
consistency: (a) enforce path-consistency to � and � independently; (b) extend
� with the size constraints entailed by the constraints in �; (c) extend � with
the topological constraints entailed by the constraints in �; (d) enforce path-
consistency to � and � again. In order to detect that � [ � is inconsistent,
we need an additional propagation of constraints from the topological set to the
size set.

Instead of directly analyzing the complexity and completeness of the propa-
gation scheme illustrated in the previous example, we propose a new method for
dealing with combined topological and qualitative size constraints. In particular,
we propose an O(n3) time and O(n2) space algorithm,Bipath-consistency, for
imposing path-consistency to a set of constraints in RCC-8 [ QS. We prove that
Bipath-consistency solves the problem of deciding consistency for any input

set � of topological constraints in bH8 combined with any set of size constraints

7 The best known algorithm for computing the minimal network of a set of bH8 con-

straints requires O(n5) time.
8 Note that imposing a path-consistency algorithm is su�cient for consistency checking

of bH8 and QS constraints, but is incomplete for computing the minimal relations

[16, 15].
9 A similar method is used by Ladkin and Kautz to combine qualitative and metric

constraints in the context of temporal reasoning [8].
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Algorithm: Bipath-consistency

Input: A set � of RCC-8 constraints, and a set � of QS constraints over the variables

x1; x2; : : : ; xn of �.

Output: fail, if � [� is not consistent; path-consistent sets equivalent to � and �,

otherwise.

1. Q  f(i; j) j i < jg; (i indicates the i-th variable of �. Analogously for j)

2. while Q 6= ; do
3. select and delete an arc (i; j) from Q;

4. for k 6= i; k 6= j (k 2 f1:::ng) do
5. if birevision(i; j; k) then
6. if Rik = ; then return fail

7. else add (i; k) to Q;

8. if birevision(k; i; j) then
9. if Rkj = ; then return fail

10. else add (k; j) to Q.

Function: birevision(i; k; j)
Input: three region variables i, k and j

Output: true, if Rij is revised; false otherwise.

Side e�ects: Rij and Rji revised using the operations \ and � over the constraints
involving i, k, and j.

1. if one of the following cases hold, then return false:10

(a) Toprel(sik) \ tik = Ut and Sizerel(tik) \ sik = Us,

(b) Toprel(skj) \ tkj = Ut and Sizerel(tkj) \ skj = Us

2. oldt := tij ; olds := sij ;

3. tij := (tij \ Toprel(sij)) \ ((tik \ Toprel(sik)) � (tkj \ Toprel(skj)));
4. sij := (sij \ Sizerel(tij)) \ ((sik \ Sizerel(tik)) � (skj \ Sizerel(tkj)));
5. tij := (tij \ Toprel(sij));
6. if (oldt = tij) or (olds = sij) then return false;
7. tji := Converse(tij); sji := Converse(sij);

8. return true.

Fig. 2. Bipath-consistency

in QS involving the variables of �. Thus, despite this framework is more expres-

sive than bH8 (and therefore has a larger potential applicability), the problem of
deciding consistency can be solved without additional worst-case cost.

Bipath-consistency is a modi�cation of Vilain and Kautz's path-consistency
algorithm [17] as described by Bessi�ere [3], which in turn is a slight modi�cation
of Allen's algorithm [1]. The main novelty of our algorithm is that Bipath-
consistency operates on a graph of pairs of constraints. The vertices of the
graph are constraint variables, which in our context correspond to spatial regions.
Each edge of the graph is labeled by a pair of relations formed by a topological
relation in RCC-8 and a size relation in QS. The function birevision(i; k; j) has
the same role as the function revise used in path consistency algorithms for

10 As in the function revise given in [3], this step is used to avoid processing the triple

i; j; k when it is known that Rij would not be revised.
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constraint networks (e.g., [11]). The main di�erence is that birevision(i; k; j)
considers pairs of (possibly interdependent) constraints, instead of single con-
straints.

Note that Bipath-consistency is a general algorithm, in the sense that it
can be applied not only to spatial reasoning. For example, it can be applied to
pairs of temporal relations, where each pair is formed by a relation in the Allen's
Interval Algebra [1] and a qualitative constraint on the duration of the intervals.
Of course, di�erent classes of relations might need di�erent completeness and
complexity proofs.

A formal description of Bipath-consistency is given in Figure 2, where Rij

is a pair formed by a relation tij in RCC-8 and a relation sij in QS; Rij = ;
when tij = ; or sij = ;; Ut indicates the universal relation in RCC-8 and Us the
universal relation in QS.

Theorem 2. Given a set � of constraints in bH8 and a set � of constraints in
QS involving variables in �, Bipath-consistency applied to � and � decides
the consistency of � [�.

Proof. It is clear that, if the algorithms returns fail, then �[� is inconsistent.
Otherwise (the algorithm does not return fail) both the output set of size
constraints�p and the output set �p of topological constraints are independently
path-consistent. Hence, by proposition 1 and the fact that a path-consistent set

of constraints either in bH8 or in a Point Algebra is consistent [15, 9], � and �

are independently consistent.
Let �p be the path-consistent set of topological constraints given as output

of Bipath-consistency applied to � and �, and �p the path-consistent set
of the size constraints. We show that �p [ �p is consistent (and therefore that
�[� is consistent). In order to do that, we show that it is possible to construct
a consistent scenario �s for �p in which the region variables can be interpreted
as regions satisfying the constraints of �.

Let �s be a consistent scenario for �p in which, for any pair of variables i
and j, the (basic) relation rij between i and j is

{ EQ if ifEQgj 2 �p,
{ one of DC, EC, PO, if R \ fDC;EC;POg 6= ;, where iRj 2 �p,

{ one of TPP, NTPP, TPP�1, NTPP�1, otherwise.

Lemma 7 guarantees the existence of �s.
From �s we can derive an assignment to the variables of �s satisfying the

constraints of �p (and the topological constraints of �s) in the following way.
Let �0

p be the set of size constraints derived from �p by applying the �ve trans-
formation rules of Lemma 8, and let �p be a consistent scenario for �0

p. By
Lemma 8 �p is also a consistent scenario for �p (and hence for �).

For each pair of variables i and j, consider the size relation Sizerel(rij) be-
tween i and j. By construction of �s and steps 3{7 ofBirevision (the subroutine
used by Bipath-consistency to revise topological and size constraints), it is
clear that if Sizerel(rij) is one of \<", \>", \=", then the relation between i

and j in �0

p (and in �p) is the same as Sizerel(rij). So, any assignment satisfying
rij satis�es also the size relations between i and j in �0

p (and in �p).
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Consider now the case in which Sizerel(rij) is the inde�nite relation (\<=>").
(Note that since rij is a basic relation it cannot be the case that Sizerel(rij) 2
f�;�; 6=g { see Table 1.) We have that rij must be one of fDCg; fECg; fPOg.
Since �p is consistent, by construction of �p and by Lemma 10 we can consis-
tently assign regions to i and j satisfying rij and the size relations between i and
j in �p (and hence in �0

p). Consequently, by Lemma 8 from �s we can derive a
consistent assignment satisfying the relations in �p (and hence in �). ut

Theorem 3. Given a set � of constraints over RCC-8 and a set � of con-
straints in QS involving variables in �, the time and space complexity of Bipath-
consistency applied to � and � are O(n3) and O(n2) respectively, where n is
the number of variables involved in � and �.

Proof. Since any relation in QS can be re�ned at most three times, any relation
in RCC-8 can be re�ned at most eight times, and there are O(n2) relations,
the total number of edges that can enter into Q is O(n2). For each arc in Q,
Bipath-consistency runs Birevision 2n times. Birevision has a constant
time complexity. The quadratic space complexity is trivial. ut

Theorem 4. Given a set � of constraints in bH8 and a set � of constraints
in QS involving variables in �, the consistency of � [ � can be determined in
O(n3) time and O(n2) space, where n is the number of variables involved in �

and �.

Proof. It follows from Theorems 2 and 3. ut

Theorem 5. Given a set � of constraints in bH8 and a set � of QS constraints
involving variables in �, a size-consistent consistent scenario �s for � [� can
be computed in O(n3) time and O(n2) space, where n is the number of variables
involved in � and �.

Proof. From Theorem 1, the proof of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, it follows that
�s can be computed by �rst applying Bipath-consistency to � and �, and
then running the algorithm described in the proof of Theorem 1 on the set of
the topological constraints in the output of Bipath-consistency. ut

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have addressed the problem of integrating a basic class of
spatial relations, expressing information about the relative size of spatial regions,
with RCC-8, a well known class of topological relations. We developed an O(n3)
time algorithm for processing a set of combined topological and relative size
constraints, and we proved the correctness and completeness of the algorithm

for deciding consistency when the topological constraints are in the bH8 class.
We have also presented an O(n3) time method for computing a consistent

scenario both for combined topological and relative size constraints, and for
topological constraints alone.

Future work includes extending the class of size relations to (relative) quanti-
tative size constraints, such as \the size of a certain region is at least two times,
and at most six times, the size of another region".
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Abstract. Propagation based �nite domain solvers provide a general

mechanism for solving combinatorial problems. Di�erent propagation

methods can be used in conjunction by communicating through the do-

mains of shared variables. The exibility that this entails has been an

important factor in the success of propagation based solving for solving

hard combinatorial problems. In this paper we investigate how linear in-

teger constraints should be represented in order that propagation can de-

termine strong domain information. We identify two kinds of substitution

which can improve propagation solvers, and can never weaken the do-

main information. This leads us to an alternate approach to propagation

based solving where the form of constraints is modi�ed by substitution

as computation progresses. We compare and contrast a solver using sub-

stitution against an indexical based solver, the current method of choice

for implementing propagation based constraint solvers, identifying the

the relative advantages and disadvantages of the two approaches.

1 Introduction

Propagation based �nite domain solvers provide a general mechanism for solving
combinatorial problems. Di�erent propagation methods can be used in conjunc-
tion by communicating through the domains of shared variables. The exibility
that this entails has been an important factor in the success of propagation based
solving for solving hard combinatorial problems. The most primitive and com-
mon constraints that are used within propagation based solvers are linear integer
constraints. Most simple constraints fall into this category and usually they form
the bulk of constraints used in modelling a problem. More complicated propa-
gation constraints are nonlinear constraints, usually restricted to a few forms
like X � Y = Z and X2 = Z. Modern propagation based constraint solvers
like CHIP and ILOG SOLVER also include libraries of specialized propagation
methods for complex constraints such as cumulative and cycle. Because of the
uniform communication mechanism complex multi-faceted combinatorial prob-
lems can be handled where di�erent subparts are solved e�ciently by specialized
propagation mechanisms.

An unnerving and not well studied property of propagation based solvers
is that the form of a constraint may change the amount of information that
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propagation discovers. For example consider the constraint X = Y ^X+Y = Z,
and the equivalent constraint X = Y ^ 2Y = Z. Using the second form, the
domain of Z (using domain propagation) or at least its upper and lower bounds
(using bounds propagation) will be even integers, but this is not necessary using
the �rst form. Hence the form of constraints changes the result of the solver.
The usual pragmatic choice for representing constraints is to represent them in
the form they occur in the program that creates them. This can be improved
as the above example shows, and propagation solvers will typically make use
of binding constraints X = Y (if they occur before both X and Y occur in
another form of constraint) and ground variables to produce more e�cient forms
of constraints. This still leaves much room for improvement: for example the
constraint X + Y = Z ^X = Y will not be improved under this policy.

In this paper we investigate the e�ect of di�erent representations of linear
integer constraints in terms of propagation, and show how we can use this infor-
mation to create e�cient bounds propagation solvers. The contributions of the
paper are

{ A number of theorems which relate the form of a linear constraint to the

amount of domain information that can be extracted from the constraint.
{ The design and implementation of a bounds propagation solver which makes
use of the possibilities of changing the form of linear constraints.

{ Empirical comparisons of the solver with clp(FD), a state of the art indexical
solver.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we formally de�ne
domain and bounds propagation solvers and show a number of di�erent results
regarding the amount of domain information they extract from di�erent forms
of constraints. In Section 3 we describe the constraint solver we have built to
take advantage of some of these results. Then in Section 4 we give an empirical
comparison of the solver, showing the e�ect of various ways of changing the form
of the constraints during execution. Finally in Section 5 we conclude.

2 Propagation Based Solving

In this paper we restrict ourselves to linear integer constraint solving. A primitive

constraint c is a linear equality (=), inequality (�) or disequation ( 6=), which
may be written

Pn

i=1 aixi op d where ai; d are integers and op 2 f=;�; 6=g.
A constraint is a conjunction of primitive constraints, which we will sometimes
treat as a set of primitive constraints. An integer (real) valuation � is a mapping
of variables to integer (resp. real) values, written fx1 7! d1; : : : ; xn 7! dng. We
extend the valuation � to map expressions and constraints involving the variables
in the natural way. Let vars be the function that returns the set of (free) variables
appearing in a constraint or valuation. A valuation � is an integer (real) solution
of constraint C if Z j=� C (resp. R j=� C).

A range of integers [l::u] is the set of integers fl; l+ 1; : : : ; ug, or ; if l > u.
A domain D is a complete mapping from a �xed (countable) set of variables
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V to �nite sets of integers. A false domain D is a domain where there exists x
with D(x) = ;. The intersection of two domains D1 and D2, denoted D1 uD2,
is de�ned by the domain D3(x) = D1(x) \ D2(x) for all x. A domain D1 is
stronger than a domain D2, written D1 v D2, if D1(x) � D2(x) for all variables
x. A domain D1 is stronger than (equal to) a domain D2 w.r.t. variables V ,
denoted D1 vV D2 (resp. D1 =V D2), if for all x 2 V D1(x) � D2(x) (resp.
D1(x) = D2(x)). We use the notation �fxg to denote the variable set V � fxg.

In an abuse of notation, we de�ne a valuation � to be an element of a domain
D, written � 2 D, if �(xi) 2 D(xi) for all xi 2 vars(�). We will be interested in
determining the in�mums and supremums of expressions with respect to some
domain D. De�ne the in�mum and supremum of an expression e with respect
to a domain D as infD e = inf f�(e)j� 2 Dg and supD e = sup f�(e)j� 2 Dg.

A propagation solver can be considered as a function solv (C;D) = D0 which
maps a constraint C and an initial domain D to a new domain D0 such that

Z j= C ^
^

x2vars(C)

x 2 D(x) $ C ^
^

x2vars(C)

x 2 D0(x)

The solver determines that the constraint C and domain D are unsatis�able
when it returns a false domain D0.

A domain D is domain consistent with constraint C if for each primitive
constraint c 2 C where vars(c) = fx1; : : : ; xng then for each 1 � i � n and
each value di 2 D(xi) there exists dj 2 D(xj); 1 � j � n; j 6= i such that
fx1 7! d1; : : : ; xn 7! dng is an integer solution of c. A domain propagation solver

is such that solv(C;D) is always domain consistent with C.
De�ne the domain consistency removal function dc(c;D) as returning a do-

main D0 such that D0(xj) = D(xj); xj 62 vars(c), and when xj 2 vars(c)

D0(xj) = f�(xj) j � 2 D and � is a solution of cg:

A domain propagation solver dsolv can be de�ned as

diter(C;D) = u
c2C

dc(c;D)

dsolv (C;D) = gfp(�d:diter (C; d))(D):

A domain D is bounds consistent with constraint C if for each primitive
constraint c 2 C where vars(c) = fx1; : : : ; xng then for each 1 � i � n and
di 2 finfD xi; supD xig there exists real numbers dj ; 1 � j � n; j 6= i where
infD xj � dj � supD xj such that fx1 7! d1; : : : ; xn 7! dng is a real solution of c.
A bounds propagation solver is such that solv (C;D) is always bounds consistent
with C.

De�ne the bounds consistency removal function bc(c;D) as returning a do-
main D0 such that D0(xj) = D(xj); xj 62 vars(c), and where xj 2 vars(c) as
follows. Let lj and uj be de�ned as:

lj = inf
D

 
d�

Pn

i=1;i6=j aixi

aj

!
uj = sup

D

 
d�

Pn

i=1;i6=j aixi

aj

!
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{ if c �
Pn

i=1 aixi = d then D0(xj) = [supfdlje; infD xjg:: inffbujc; supD xjg].
{ if c �

Pn

i=1 aixi � d, aj > 0 then D0(xj) = [infD xj :: inffbujc; supD xjg].
{ if c �

Pn

i=1 aixi � d, aj < 0 then D0(xj) = [supfdlje; infD xjg:: supD xj ].
{ if c �

Pn
i=1 aixi 6= d, then

D0(xj) =

8<
:
[infD xj + 1 :: supD xj ] if lj = uj = infD xj

[infD xj :: supD xj � 1] if lj = uj = supD xj
[infD xj :: supD xj ] otherwise

A bounds propagation solver bsolv can be de�ned as

biter(C;D) = u
c2C

bc(c;D)

bsolv(C;D) = gfp(�d:biter (C; d))(D):

With a formal de�nition of a domain propagation solver and a bounds prop-
agation solver we are in a position to establish results about the behaviour of
the solvers on di�erent forms of the same constraint. The following proposition
is widely known; e�ectively it states that the order of applying propagation rules
makes no di�erence to the result. The result is a straightforward application of
Cousot's chaotic iteration theorem [2]. We make use of the freedom of computa-
tion of solv (C;D) implied by this result in many proofs.

Proposition 1. Let C = c1 ^ � � � ^ cn and let Jk; k � 1 be an in�nite set of

subsets of f1; : : : ; ng such that for each k and 1 � i � n there exists l > 0 such

that i 2 Jk+l. When solv 2 fdsolv ; bsolvg and iter is the corresponding iteration

function, if D0 = D and Dk+1 = iter(^i2Jkck; Dk), then solv(C;D) =uk�1Dk.

The �rst result we present relates the domains of variables occurring in a
two variable equation (TVPE). For these constraints we obtain a one to one
correspondence between domain elements or bounds. We shall make use of this
correspondence in later results.1

Lemma 1. Consider the primitive constraint c � bjxj + bkxk = e, bj 6=
0; bk 6= 0. Then for any domain D we have (a) there is a one-to-one corre-

spondence between elements of the domains of xj and xk in dsolv (c;D); that

is dj 2 dsolv (c;D)(xj) i�
e�bjdj

bk
2 dsolv (c;D)(xk) and (b) there is a one to

one correspondence between bounds for xj and xk in D0 = bsolv (c;D); that is
infD0 bjxj + supD0 bkxk = e and supD0 bjxj + infD0 bkxk = e.

The following lemma establishes that a ground variable can be eliminated
from a constraint without changing propagation behaviour. This justi�es the
�rst kind of substitution we use later: replacing ground variables by their values.

Lemma 2. Consider the primitive constraint c1 �
Pn

i=1 aixi op d where op 2
f=;�; 6=g, Let c2 �

Pn

i=1;i6=j aixi op d� ajdj . Then for solv 2 fdsolv ; bsolvg

and any domain D where D(xj) = fdjg we have that solv (c1; D) = solv (c2; D).

1 We omit proofs due to space reasons, see [4] for details.
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Often large linear constraints are broken up into smaller parts, in order to
reduce the kind of constraints to a small number of forms by introducing new
variables. For example the constraint x1+x2�2x3�2x4 = 5 can be decomposed
into v + x2 � 2x4 = 5 ^ v = x1 � 2x3. The next two theorems show that this
splitting process, introducing a new variable to represent a linear subterm of the
constraint, does not change the domain information determined by propagation.

Theorem 1. Consider the primitive constraint c1 �
Pn

i=1 aixi op d, where

op 2 f=;�; 6=g. Let v be some variable v 62 fx1; : : : ; xng. Then for any subset

V � f1; : : : ; ng and domain D where D(v) � f
P

i2V ai�(xi) j � 2 Dg we have

dsolv (c1; D) =
vars(c1) dsolv (c2 ^ c3; D), where c2 � v+

Pn
i=1;i62V aixi op d and

c3 � v =
P

i2V aixi.

Theorem 2. Consider the primitive constraint c1 �
Pn

i=1 aixi op d, where

op 2 f=;�; 6=g. Let v be some variable v 62 fx1; : : : ; xng. Then for any subset

V � f1; : : : ; ng and domain D where D(v) � [
P

i2V infD aixi::
P

i2V supD aixi],
we have bsolv(c1; D) =

vars(c1) bsolv(c2^c3; D) where c2 � v+
Pn

i=1;i62V aixi op
d and c3 � v =

P
i2V aixi.

Since breaking up a primitive constraint into two parts by introducing a
new variable does not a�ect the result of propagation, it is interesting to con-
sider when we can perform the reverse operation, substitution, and improve the
strength of propagation. We shall concentrate on substitution using two variable
equations (TVPEs).

De�nition 1. Let c1 �
Pn

i=1 aixi op d, where op 2 f=;�; 6=g, and let

c2 � bjxj + bkxk = e; j 6= k; bj > 0; bk 6= 0. Then the substitution of xj
using c2 applied to c1, denoted subs(c1; xj ; c2) is de�ned as

subs(c1; xj ; c2) � (bjak � ajbk)xk + bj

nX
i=1;i62fj;kg

aixi op bjd� aje:

When bj < 0 we de�ne subs(c1; xj ; c2) = subs(c1; xj ;�bjxj � bkxk = �e).

The following theorems show the e�ects of substitution using a TVPE primi-
tive constraint. The �rst theorem shows that substitution by a TVPE can never
weaken the domain propagation that occurs.

Theorem 3. Consider the primitive constraints c1 �
Pn

i=1 aixi op d, where

op 2 f=;�; 6=g, and c2 � bjxj + bkxk = e; j 6= k; bj 6= 0; bk 6= 0. Let c3 =
subs(c1; xj ; c2). Then for all domains D we have dsolv (c1 ^ c2; D) w dsolv (c3 ^
c2; D).

That the result can be strictly stronger can be seen from the example c1 �
x1 + x2 � 2x3 � 2x4 = 5, c2 � x1 � x2 = 0 and the domain D(x1) = D(x2) =
f0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5g; D(x3) = D(x4) = f0; 1; 2g. dsolv (c1^c2; D) = D but dsolv (2x2�
2x3 � 2x4 = 5 ^ x1 � x2 = 0; D) returns a false domain.

We can in fact characterize when we may get bene�ts by substitution. The
next theorem de�nes (negatively) the cases when substitution can lead to im-
proved domain propagation.
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Theorem 4. Consider the primitive constraints c1 �
Pn

i=1 aixi op d where

op 2 f=;�; 6=g, and c2 � bjxj + bkxk = e; j 6= k; bj 6= 0; bk 6= 0. Let c3 =
subs(c1; xj ; c2). Then dsolv (c1 ^ c2; D) = dsolv (c3 ^ c2; D) for all domains D i�

(a) op 2 f=; 6=;�g and aj = 0 or ak = 0;
(b) n = 2, op 2 f�g and ajbjakbk > 0;
(c) n = 2, op 2 f=g and jajbk=bjakj 6= 1;
(d) dsolv (c1 ^ c2; D) gives a false domain for all domains D; or

(e) c3 $ true.

As a consequence of the above theorem we can see there may be disadvantages
with splitting constraints into parts: it may remove the advantages of substitu-
tion. Considering the previous example, the same propagation behaviour results
from replacing c1 by v + x2 � 2x4 = 5 ^ v = x1 � 2x3, but then if we use c2
to substitute for x1 we obtain v + x2 � 2x4 = 5 ^ v = x2 � 2x3 ^ x1 � x2 = 0.
We are guaranteed by Theorem 4 that propagation is never improved by this
substitution. Hence we obtain weaker propagation behaviour than if we had not
split c1 before substitution (2x2 � 2x3 � 2x4 = 5 ^ x1 � x2 = 0).

For bounds propagation we have a similar result to domain propagation:
substitution by a TVPE can only improve bounds found in the resulting propa-
gation.

Theorem 5. Consider the primitive constraints c1 �
Pn

i=1 aixi op d where

op 2 f=;�; 6=g, and c2 � bjxj + bkxk = e; j 6= k, bj 6= 0, bk 6= 0. Let c3 =
subs(c1; xj ; c2). Then for all domains D we have bsolv (c1 ^ c2; D) w bsolv (c3 ^
c2; D):

Given we can get stronger domain information by substituting using a TVPE
constraint, it is natural to ask whether we can use a TVPE constraint to totally
eliminate a variable from consideration. The next theorems show when this elim-
ination is guaranteed not to lose information.

Theorem 6. Given a constraint C and TVPE equation c2 � bjxj + bkxk =
e; j 6= k, bj 6= 0, bk 6= 0. Let C 0 = ^c2Csubs(c; xj ; c2). Then for all domains D

we have dsolv (C ^ c2; D) w�fxjg dsolv (C
0; dsolv (c2; D)):

Theorem 7. Given a constraint C and TVPE equation c2 � bjxj + bkxk =
e; j 6= k, bj = �1, bk 6= 0. Let C 0 = ^c2Csubs(c; xj ; c2). Then for all domains D

we have bsolv (C ^ c2; D) w�fxjg bsolv (C
0; bsolv (c2; D)):

Note that if bj 6= �1, then performing a TVPE elimination may result in
weaker bounds propagation. Consider the following example. Let c1 � 2x +
y = 3, c2 � 2x + z = 4 and c3 = subs(c1; x; c2) � y � z = �1. Let
D(x) = [0::2], D(y) = [0::4] and D(z) = [0::4]. Let D0 = bsolv (c1 ^ c2; D)
and D00 = bsolv (c3; bsolv (c2; D)) (note that bsolv (c2; D) = D). Then D0(x) =
[0::1], D0(y) = [1::3] and D0(z) = [2::4] while D00(x) = [0::2], D00(y) = [0::3]
and D00(z) = [1::4]. Thus the original version is stronger than the transformed:
the information that z must be even and y must be odd has been lost. Note
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that domain propagation eliminates all the odd elements of z when propagating
through c2, and thus does not su�er from this problem.

We conclude this section by remarking that almost no substitution using
a three (or more) variable equation will result in propagation which can be
guaranteed to be no weaker than the original. This is due to there being no
analogue of Lemma 1 for equations with more than two variables. As a result,
the domain or bounds corresponding to the expression replacing the substituted
variable will often be weaker than those of the variable itself, resulting in weaker
propagation on the other variables in the constraint. Consider the following
example

c1 � v + w + x� y = 5

c2 � x+ y + z = 3

c3 � v + w � 2y � z = 2

Here, x in c1 has been replaced by 3� y� z in c3. Suppose we are working with
the domain D such that D(v) = D(w) = [0::15]; D(x) = D(y) = D(z) = [0::3].
Let D0 = solv (c1 ^ c2; D), D00 = solv (c3 ^ c2; D). Now, x has domain [0::3], but
the expression 3� y� z has domain [�3::3]. As a result, while D0(v) = D0(w) =
[0::8], we have D00(v) = D00(w) = [0::11], which is weaker (the domains of x,
y and z are unchanged in both cases). Note that for the same constraints but
a di�erent domain the reverse relationship can hold. Consider D(v) = D(w) =
[0::10]; D(y) = [�9::9]; D(x) = D(z) = [�3::6]. Then we have D0(y) = [�8::9],
while D00(y) = [�4::9].

3 A Tableau Based Bounds Propagation Solver

Indexicals were introduced in [9] as a mechanism for specifying propagation be-
haviour. Indexicals have been widely used for implementing �nite domain solvers,
including that of the clp(FD) compiler [3] which is widely accepted as one of
the fastest currently available implementations of a �nite domain solver for CLP.
The idea behind indexicals is that rather than implementing support for a large
number of primitive constraints directly, and optimising each separately and
in combination, the compiler should only implement a few low-level primitives
(indexicals) and implement them well. Higher-level constraints can then be im-
plemented in terms of these primitives. This also has the advantage that if a
programmer wants to use a primitive constraint not provided by the libraries
that come with the compiler (or wishes to modify the propagation behaviour
of a provided constraint), he or she is able to use indexicals to implement the
constraint themselves.

The indexical approach builds n indexicals for a n-variable constraint. When
one of the variables in an n-variable constraint is modi�ed, n� 1 indexicals are
woken for propagation. The indexicals woken will often share some redundant
computation, which is repeated for each woken indexical. This problem has also
been noted in [1], where the solution presented is to break up constraints with
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many terms into several smaller ones, by introducing new intermediate variables.
We have seen in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 that this breakup of constraints does
not reduce the amount of domain information discovered. The breakup reduces
the amount of redundant computation, and can in some cases reduce the number
of iterations of propagation required.

As a result of Lemma 2, Theorem 5 and Theorem 7 we are interested in
being able to manipulate the form of constraints in a bounds propagation solver.
In particular we wish to substitute ground variables out of constraints, and
substitute variables appearing in unit two variable equations. This is problematic
using an indexical representation since each primitive constraint is compiled into
multiple indexicals. As a result, we propose an alternative representation of the
constraints, based on a constraint tableau.

Given Theorem 4 and the subsequent example, we can see there are disad-
vantages to splitting primitive constraints when substitutions may be performed.
Splitting a primitive constraint may prevent any gain in propagation behaviour.
Hence for our alternate approach we will avoid the splitting of primitive con-
straints, in order to make substitution more e�ective. But since we deal with a
primitive constraint as a whole the redundant computation created by indexicals
will not occur in our approach.

3.1 Constraint Representation

The representation we use for our new implementation of a propagation solver
is similar to that used in CLP(R) [5] for representing real constraints. Essen-
tially, each primitive constraint is represented as a list of terms appearing in
the constraint, plus a constant. Each primitive constraint is tagged with its type
(equation, inequality, disequation), and a count of the number of terms appear-
ing in it. Each node in a term list stores the value of the coe�cient, the ID of
the variable, a pointer to the next term, and a pointer to the parent constraint
node.

A variable node stores the lower and upper bound of the variable as well as
a doubly linked list of excluded values (holes in the domain). In addition there
are four lists used for propagation, containing the term node occurrences of the
variable in: inequalities where it has a positive coe�cient, inequalities where it
has a negative coe�cient, equations, and disequations. Each term node stores a
pointer to the next occurrence of the same variable in the same context (for ex-

ample, in a disequation, or in an inequality with a negative coe�cient). The four
lists contain all the primitive constraints which contain the variable. They also
respectively hold the primitive constraints that need to be propagated whenever
the variable: has its lower bound updated, has its upper bound updated, has
either its lower or upper bound updated, and becomes ground.

The primitive constraint itself is used as a propagation rule for all the vari-
ables in the constraint, as opposed to indexicals which update only one variable.
This means that new bounds on any number of the variables appearing in the
primitive constraint can be propagated to all other variables in only two passes
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over the primitive constraint. Hence propagation is linear in the number of vari-
ables in the constraint, compared to quadratic for the indexical scheme. It is also
reasonably straightforward to manipulate the constraints if desired, for example
substituting out a variable which has become ground, or performing substitu-
tions of one variable by another.

Let c �
Pn

i=1 aixi � d. Calculations performed in evaluating bc(c;D) share
a great deal of work. Given aj > 0 (aj < 0) we calculate the (possibly new) upper
(resp. lower) bound as:$

d�
Pn

i=1;i6=j infD(aixi)

aj

%  
resp.

&
d�

Pn

i=1;i6=j infD(aixi)

aj

'!

If we let S = d�
Pn

i=1 infD(aixi) then we can alternatively calculate this as:�
S + aj infD xj

aj

� �
resp.

�
S + aj supD xj

aj

��

Thus we can determine all the new bounds in two passes over the constraint:
one to compute S, the other to compute the bounds.

For the purposes of computing bounds, equations can be considered as a
pair of inequalities. Propagation using disequations only occurs when all but
one variable is ground and then they remove an element from the domain of this
variable (possibly causing unsatis�ability).

3.2 The Propagation Queue

For indexical solvers the propagation queue contains the indexicals that are
waiting to be propagated. In the tableau approach the queue contains primitive
constraints waiting to be propagated through. If a primitive constraint is in the
propagation queue, it is labelled with the type of the pending propagation and
a pointer to the next constraint in the queue. The propagation type is used for
testing membership of the propagation queue, as well as for distinguishing which
\half" (or both) of an equation needs propagating.

Each time a variable's bound is modi�ed, all the primitive constraints which
then need to be propagated are added to the queue. This is achieved by traversing
the appropriate occurrence lists and adding the constraints there to the prop-
agation queue, or for an equation possibly modifying which \halves" require
propagation. A standard optimisation to avoid redundant work is to not re-add
any constraint already in the queue.

Propagating through an inequality cannot result in waking up the same in-
equality; however, this is not the case for equations. Despite this, in many situa-
tions propagating back through the same equality constraint can be guaranteed
to give no new information. The following theorem characterises some cases
where re-propagation is not necessary. We assume here that the equation is
modelled as a pair of inequalities, and that the solver (as happens in practice)
alternates between propagating each inequality.
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Theorem 8. Let c1 �
Pn

i=1 aixi = d, with corresponding inequalities c2 �Pn

i=1 aixi � d and c3 � �
Pn

i=1 aixi � �d. Consider evaluating bc(c2; D) (half
of the computation for bc(c1; D)). Let � be the number of tighter bounds created

which involved integer rounding. Let � be the number of bounds created which

are at least as tight as the existing bounds and did not involve integer rounding.

If bc(c3; D) = D then if � = 0 or � � 2 we have bc(c2; D) = bc(c3; bc(c2; D)).

Note that the bc(c3; D) = D condition is often known to be true without
an explicit check. For instance, it is true if we have just propagated through c3,
or if none of the relevant bounds have been modi�ed since the last time such a
propagation occurred.

Indexical solvers typically handle the possible repropagation of equations by
compiling equations with all unit (�1) coe�cients specially. In this case it is
guaranteed that � will always be 0. Hence any indexicals derived from the same
equation need not be repropagated. This kind of optimisation is important for
the indexical representation, where a primitive constraint generates n rules, n�1
of which would be otherwise be woken.

We chose a di�erent approach, which is facilitated by the tableau represen-
tation. We repeatedly propagate through an equation until � = 0 or � � 2,
before doing any other propagation. This may avoid propagating useless bounds
elsewhere, but may also do unnecessary work in some cases. Empirical compar-
isons showed a slight bene�t in repropagating immediately. Note that we need
to calculate � at run-time unlike an indexical solver, since, due to substitutions,
coe�cients can change during the computation.

3.3 Variable Substitution

We have identi�ed two kinds of substitution which never reduce the amount of
bounds information determined by the solver: substitution of ground variables
and substitution of a variable with a unit coe�cient in a two variable equation.

The �rst kind of substitution makes the constraints smaller (fewer variables),
thus speeding up their propagation.We can choose to substitute ground variables
out of new primitive constraints only, or out of all existing primitive constraints
as well. The �rst case has an extremely low overhead and thus least likely to
have a negative impact; one simply adjusts the constant term for the primitive
constraint being generated rather than adding a new variable term. The second
case involves traversing the occurrence lists for the variable and, for each prim-
itive constraint, adjusting the constant term and deleting the relevant variable
term. This obviously has a higher overhead, and thus a greater chance of im-
pacting performance negatively, but it also occurs much more often (typically all
variables become ground by the end of a successful computation) and thus has a
larger scope for improving performance. The computational results presented in
Section 4 indeed show that performing the substitutions often yields a signi�cant
improvement in execution time, and only occasionally results in a slight penalty.

Performing ground substitutions of a variable is straightforward. One simply
traverses all the occurrence lists for a variable, deleting the relevant term node
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from each primitive constraint, and updating the constants (if the primitive con-
straint is now completely ground, we may detect failure). If a substitution causes
a primitive constraint to become of a special form (single variable or UTVPE),
then it is marked for further processing after the substitution is complete. Any
pending propagation then continues as before (the modi�ed primitive constraints
will already be in the propagation queue if they need to be there).

Substituting using an equation is more complex. For simplicity, we only sub-
stitute using a UTVPE equation where both coe�cients are unit (�1). These
are by far the most common kind of equation occurring in �nite domain pro-
grams (TVPE constraints with non-unit coe�cients did not occur in any of the
problems studied). If UTVPE substitutions are being performed, some extra in-
formation is stored in the variable node. If the variable has been eliminated, the
substitution is recorded here. If the variable has been used in eliminating other
variables, a list of all the substitutions it occurs in is maintained (so that if this
variable is subsequently substituted, those substitutions can be updated).

UTVPE substitution removes a variable from the propagation solver, requir-
ing less variables to be propagated on; it also never increases the size of any
constraints. It can be applied using only primitive constraints that are UTVPE
when they reach the solver (possibly after ground variables have been substituted
out), or in addition using constraints that become UTVPE as the computation
progresses (through ground or UTVPE substitution). Since we derive maximum
bene�t from UTVPE substitution if we completely eliminate a variable from
the solver, we perform the substitution on all primitive constraints currently in
the solver, as well as any new ones added. As a result, the overheads are much
higher than for ground substitutions, and more propagation needs to be saved
or pruning achieved to yield a bene�t.

To perform a UTVPE substitution X = aY +c, we traverse all the occurrence
lists for X and in each primitive constraint replace it by Y , updating the variable
coe�cient and constant term as necessary. If Y already appears in the constraint,
then the two terms need to be summed (and both deleted if they sum to zero).
Note that if the constraint is an inequality and Y already appears, care needs
to be taken that the summed node ends up in the correct occurrence list (min
or max). Note also that when adding X 's occurrence lists to Y 's, the min and
max lists need to be exchanged if a is negative. The �nal thing that needs to be
done for a UTVPE substitution is to propagate X 's domain information to Y .

Backtracking may cause substitutions to be undone. This is fairly straight-
forward, basically it amounts to a reverse substitution. This is made easy by not
deleting the occurrence lists of substituted variables, which then form the basis
for the reverse substitution.

4 Computational Results

The tableau based solver is embedded in the CLP(R) interpreter, replacing the
usual solver. We compare a number of di�erent variants of the new propagation
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solver against each other, and against clp(FD) [3]. The variants of the new
propagation solver are:

base Basic version: ground variables are substituted when a new constraint is
added to the solver, but no other substitution is performed.

eqn Like base, but equation optimisation is also performed (� = 0 case only).
ground Like eqn, but variables which become ground are substituted out of

all active constraints.
utvpe Like ground, but input UTVPE constraints are used to substitute vari-

ables in all active constraints as well.
edetect Like utvpe, but constraints which become UTVPE due to substitu-

tions are also used for substitution.
clp-fd The clp(FD) compiler, version 2.21.

The benchmarks were written in such a way as to minimise any algorithmic
di�erences between the benchmark code for each system (in order to try to
compare just the solvers). In particular, this means that heuristics such as �rst-
fail have not been used. This is because di�erent solvers are likely to select
di�erent variables to label �rst, resulting in the systems traversing di�erent
trees and solving di�erent sets of constraints, degrading the usefulness of the
comparison.

The benchmarks were run on a 167MHz Sun UltraSPARC Enterprise 1. The
numbers presented for each benchmark are the minimum times recorded for 20
separate runs.

The �rst test problems used are scheduling problems (sched-*), with prece-
dence constraints and resource contention. For each problem we computed worst
case bounds a priori (the sum of all task durations) and used these as bounds for
all variables. sched-bridge-good uses data from the bridge construction example
in [8], and searches for a (modestly) good solution. The remainder are job shop
scheduling benchmarks, searching for a �rst solution. These were taken from J.E.
Beasley's OR-Library, from the �le jobshop1.txt.

The second problem set is Fibonacci programs and goals. �b-std-* is the
standard (na��ve) formulation, with the two recursive calls last. �b-utvpe-* is a
slightly reordered formulation such that all the equations are UTVPE (after
initial ground substitution) at the time they are passed to the solver. Both were
run in the forward (in, out) and backward (out, in) directions, for two di�erent
Fibonacci numbers (14/610 and 18/4181).

temp-* are some temporal reasoning problems, taken from [7], using the
\shared-track" knowledge base (temp-st-*). hamil-* is a program for calculat-
ing Hamiltonian paths described in [6]. The benchmark was run on di�erent
data sets, ranging in size from 10 nodes to 50 nodes, searching for a �rst solu-
tion. Entries in the table of the form \?" indicate that the benchmark took in
excess of 8 hours to run.

queens-* is the well-known \N Queens" benchmark. We evaluate two ver-
sions: the forward checking (queens-fc-*) version, and the more usual generalised
forward checking (queens-gfc-*) version (see [8] for details), searching for all so-
lutions using board sizes of 8, 10 and 12.
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base eqn ground utvpe edetect clp fd
sched-bridge-good 1.26 1.27 1.33 1.25 1.23 1.02
sched-orb03 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.23 0.23 0.18
sched-orb06 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.23 0.23 0.19
sched-la18 0.22 0.24 0.25 0.24 0.21 0.19
sched-la21 0.74 0.74 0.77 0.73 0.71 0.60
�b-utvpe-forw-14 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02
�b-std-forw-14 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03
�b-utvpe-back-14 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.04
�b-std-back-14 0.10 0.10 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.07
�b-utvpe-forw-18 0.19 0.16 0.15 0.07 0.07 0.12
�b-std-forw-18 0.32 0.28 0.24 0.24 0.21 0.26
�b-utvpe-back-18 0.59 0.52 0.48 0.26 0.24 0.31
�b-std-back-18 0.86 0.76 0.66 0.69 0.59 0.61

temp-st-sfenabled 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.03
temp-st-sfexits 0.50 0.51 0.49 0.50 0.49 0.11
temp-st-path 0.85 0.87 0.87 0.84 0.84 0.18

hamil-10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
hamil-20 15.66 13.23 12.63 0.00 0.00 8.34
hamil-30 ? ? ? 0.18 0.19 ?
hamil-40 ? ? ? 0.98 1.00 ?
hamil-50 ? ? ? 533.21 544.17 ?

queens-fc-8 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.24
queens-fc-10 1.64 1.67 1.69 1.69 1.71 5.08
queens-fc-12 40.88 41.24 41.06 41.71 42.22 142.63
queens-gfc-8 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.13
queens-gfc-10 0.99 0.97 0.99 1.00 0.99 2.86
queens-gfc-12 25.17 25.17 25.15 25.30 25.15 81.43
magic 0.97 0.88 0.77 0.75 0.71 0.59
zebra 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.06
crypta 0.09 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.09
cryptb 0.37 0.34 0.27 0.26 0.25 0.33
alpha 1.98 1.83 1.16 1.15 1.34 1.42
bramsey-12 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04
bramsey-14 1.14 1.08 0.96 0.98 1.32 1.43
bramsey-16 872.84 835.19 762.70 764.83 1053.36 1368.52
perm-11a 0.29 0.26 0.27 0.17 0.19 0.18
perm-11b 0.69 0.66 0.63 0.51 0.50 0.33
perm-11c 1.10 1.04 1.02 0.82 0.82 0.50
perm-12a 4.43 4.15 3.97 3.04 3.07 2.11
perm-12b 4.11 3.90 3.84 3.02 3.03 1.98
perm-12c 7.06 6.61 6.92 5.50 5.46 3.27
eq-10 0.45 0.46 0.34 0.34 0.35 0.44
eq-20 0.50 0.50 0.41 0.42 0.41 0.50

Table 1. Computational results

The next set are small combinatorial problems.magic is a (3x3) magic squares
problem (all solutions); zebra is the well known \Who owns the zebra?" problem;
crypt* are crypt-arithmetic problems from [8] (crypta is send-more-money), using

an explicit carry; alpha is the alpha cipher puzzle, originally from the news group
rec.puzzles. (The times shown for these benchmarks are for 100 repeats.)

bramsey is a boolean formulation of the problem of �nding a 3-colouring of a
complete graph with N vertices such that no monochrome triangles exist (note
that 16 is the largestN for which a solution exists). perm is the permutation gen-
eration example from [8], for which we generated a number of random problems
(using the same technique as in [8]). Each eq-* problem is a set of N linear equa-
tions on seven variables with domains [0::10], searching for all solutions (though
there is only one).
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The results appear in Table 1. The optimization of equation handling (eqn vs.
base) seems worthwhile, with modest improvements to most of the benchmarks
containing equations, and never causing any signi�cant slow down.

It is fairly clear that variables which become ground should always be substi-
tuted out of all active constraints (ground vs. eqn). Only for a few benchmarks
(sched-bridge-good and some perm) does it seem to cause a slight slow-down
(presumably due to the extra overhead of checking for substitutions for little or
no gain), while it often results in a signi�cant bene�t.

Similarly, performing substitution of input UTVPE constraints is almost al-
ways worthwhile (utvpe vs. ground). At the extreme, we have the hamil prob-
lems, where performing UTVPE substitution results in orders of magnitude im-
provement. The success on hamil is because performing UTVPE substitutions on
disequations increases the strength of the solver so that it �nds unsatis�ability
much earlier in the search tree.

The �nal solver option, detecting new UTVPE constraints, does not seem so
useful (edetect vs. utvpe). The only benchmarks where it provides an advantage
of any signi�cance are the �b-std benchmarks and magic. On the other hand,
for the bramsey problems, it su�ers a substantial slow-down. The only other
benchmarks where new UTVPE constraints occur through substitution are zebra,
crypt and eq. The lack of advantage of this option is probably due to the detected
UTVPE constraints being discovered too late in the computation, so that too
little work is saved to o�set the cost of substitution.

Finally, it is worth noting that the tableau-based solver is competitive with
clp(FD). For those problem classes where there was a substantial di�erence
between the two, clp(FD) was faster on three (sched, temp, perm), and our
solver was faster on four (hamil, queens, bramsey, eq). In general, it seems that
clp(FD) has an advantage when there is a lot of work an intelligent compiler
can do, or when the problem is simple. utvpe seems to have an advantage when
a signi�cant number of variables appearing in new constraints are ground (thus
simplifying the constraints), or where a signi�cant number of the constraints are
equations with more than two variables.

5 Conclusion

We have presented theorems that examine when we can safely change the form
of a constraint in a propagation solver, and guarantee that there is no loss in
propagation information. Using these results we have constructed an e�cient
bounds propagation solver for linear constraints based on a tableau represen-
tation and substitution. The solver competes favourably with clp(FD), one of
the fastest currently available �nite domain CLP systems. Given the re�nedness
of the clp(FD) system as well as the fact that the underlying run-time engine
of clp(FD) is compiled while that of CLP(R) is interpreted, we feel that this
is a signi�cant achievement. We believe the competitiveness of our solver stems
from two things. Firstly, the compact representation of linear constraints used
(with e�cient update of multiple bounds in two passes over the constraint),
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rather than the multiple propagation rule representation used in the indexicals
scheme (with its redundant computation). Secondly, the ability to easily modify
constraints on-the-y, through variable substitutions.

Although we have presented the solver solely for linear integer constraints
it is not di�cult to use the same methods with non-linear or other complex
constraints where we may not be able to make ground or UTVPE substitutions.
Ground substitutions are just performed on the linear constraints and nothing
further is required. UTVPE substitutions are applied to linear constraints and
kept as propagation rules that relate the substituted variable to its replacement
expression if the substituted variable occurs in complex constraint. In this case
we are unable to totally eliminate variables by UTVPE substitutions but we
still restrict the amount of propagation that occurs, and get possibly stronger
propagation from the linear constraints.

In this paper we have studied the representation of linear constraints. Non-
linear constraints also have di�erent propagation behaviour depending on repre-
sentation, and are usually broken into parts, each in a standard form, by �nite
domain solvers. But the equivalent of Theorem 2 does not hold. Hence an in-
teresting problem to investigate is the most appropriate method for handling
non-linear constraints in terms of the strength of the resulting information.
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Abstract. We are concerned with interval constraints: solving constraints

among real unknowns in such a way that soundness is not a�ected by

rounding errors.

The contraction operator for the constraint x+ y = z can simply be ex-

pressed in terms of interval arithmetic. An attempt to use the analogous

de�nition for x � y = z fails if the usual de�nitions of interval arithmetic

are used. We propose an alternative to the interval arithmetic de�nition

of interval division so that the two constraints can be handled in an anal-

ogous way. This leads to a uni�ed treatment of both interval constraints

and interval arithmetic that makes it easy to derive formulas for other

constraint contraction operators.

We present a theorem that justi�es simulating interval arithmetic evalua-

tion of complex expressions by means of constraint propagation. A naive

implementation of this simulation is ine�cient. We present a theorem

that justi�es what we call the totality optimization. It makes simulation

of expression evaluation by means of constraint propagation as e�cient

as in interval arithmetic. It also speeds up the contraction operators for

primitive constraints.

1 Introduction

This paper is about the interplay between interval constraints and interval arith-

metic. The contraction operators of interval constraints can be succinctly ex-

pressed in terms of interval arithmetic, provided that the de�nition of division

in interval arithmetic is suitably modi�ed. Constraint propagation in interval

constraints generalizes interval evaluation in interval arithmetic. The totality

optimization of interval constraints ensures that in the special case of interval

arithmetic no additional computational cost is incurred.

The contributions of this paper are the following: A uni�ed framework for
interval constraints and interval arithmetic. An advantage of this framework

is that it becomes a routine method to derive formulas for a new contraction

operator. Examples are the min and max operators treated in [17]. A simple
de�nition of interval division in its full generality. Lack of such a de�nition has

given rise to awkward problems in interval arithmetic. The totality optimization.
Complex constraints can be decomposed into sets of primitive constraints, if the

original constraint is total in one of its variables, then this information can be

used to more e�ciently solve the constraint.
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2 Informal Account of Interval Constraints

In this section we give a brief introduction to interval constraints, beginning with

an example. Let us consider the problem of computing the x and y coordinates

of the intersection of a circle and a parabola. If we want the solution with

nonnegative x-coordinates, then we consider the interval constraint system:

x2 + y2 = 1 ^ y = x2 ^ 0 � x (1)

This is a conjunction of three logical formulas related by sharing x and y,

which denote unknown reals. The logical formulas are regarded as constraints on

the possible values of the unknowns. An interval constraint implementation com-

putes intervals such that all solutions, if any, are contained within the computed

intervals.

Complex constraints such as occur in the �rst formula of interval constraint

system (1) are translated to primitive constraints, as shown in formula (2). The

translation process introduces the auxiliary variables x2 and y2:

x2 = x2 ^ y2 = y2 ^ x2 + y2 = 1 ^ x2 = y ^ 0 � x (2)

The most commonly used primitive constraints are

x+ y = z; x � y = z; xn = y; x = y; x � y

where n is an integer. As each of the variables is regarded as an unknown real,

it is associated with an interval containing all values of this real that might

occur in a solution. To solve such a system according to interval constraints, one

starts with intervals large enough to contain all solutions of interest. Then one

iterates among the primitive constraints, reducing intervals to subintervals as

far as necessary to remove values that are inconsistent with the constraint under

consideration.

Consider, for example, constraints of the form u+ v = w, which is the form

of the third constraint in (2). Suppose that the intervals for u; v and w are

[0; 2]; [0; 2] and [3; 5] respectively. Then all three intervals contain inconsistent

values. For example, v � 2 and w � 3 imply that u = w � v � 1. Hence the

values less than 1 for u are inconsistent, in the conventional sense of the word: it

is inconsistent to believe the negation of the conclusion of a logical implication

if one accepts the premise. Similar considerations rule out values less than 1 for

v and values greater than 4 for w. Removing all inconsistent values from the a
priori given intervals leaves the intervals [1; 2] for u and v and [3; 4] for w.

To obtain the new intervals from the old ones is to apply the constraint con-
traction operator associated with the constraint, in this case x+ y = z. The new

bounds 1 and 4 are computed according to the rules of interval arithmetic and

require the rounding direction to be set appropriately. Thus interval constraints

depend on interval arithmetic.

Some standard references on interval arithmetic are [1, 9, 15].
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An interval constraint system performs a constraint contraction for each of

the primitive constraints. Because typically constraints share variables, contrac-

tion usually has to be performed multiple times on any given constraint: every

time another constraint causes the interval for a variable to contract, all con-

straints containing that variable have to have their contraction operators applied

again. Because changes are always contractions and because interval bounds are

oating-point numbers, a �nite number of contractions su�ces to reach a state

where all constraints yield a null contraction. A constraint propagation algorithm

terminates when this is found to be the case.

As interval constraints only remove inconsistent values and may not remove

all such values, it may be that the resulting intervals contain no solution. Thus

results in interval constraints have the meaning: if a solution exists, then it is in

the intervals found.

Some references to interval constraints are [4, 5, 18, 10].

3 Machine Numbers and Intervals

In numerical analysis, algorithms are studied in an idealized setting, where the

operations are applied to real numbers and yield the correct real-valued results.

The theorems that are proved in numerical analysis concern properties of the

idealized algorithms such as convergence, stability, condition, etc. It is accepted

as inevitable that these theorems are no longer valid when the algorithms are

executed on actual hardware. The correct real results have to be approximated

by oating-point numbers. Not only are there approximation errors, but even the

familiar algebraic laws such as associativity and distributivity fail with oating-

point numbers.

In interval constraints the situation is di�erent. Here the computation itself is

a proof that the reals that are removed from the intervals during the computation

do not belong to a solution. An extreme case is that an interval becomes empty,

and then it has been proved that no solution exists. Such a proof is done by

means of computations on oating-point numbers on actual hardware. These

computations are subject to rounding errors. Ways have been found to make

such proofs valid, in spite of the unavoidable rounding errors.

As we have the potential of each interval constraint computation being a

proof, it is important to realize that potential. This can only be done if machine

arithmetic is considered to a su�cient level of detail. For interval methods these

details are more important than for numerical analysis. At the same time it is

important to avoid unnecessary detail. One therefore has to �nd the right ab-

straction of oating-point arithmetic in terms of real numbers. There are several

ways of doing this. As none is universally accepted, we make this paper a self-

contained mathematical treatment. Hence the following de�nitions and lemmas.

Lemma1. Let a � b be reals. The following are closed connected sets of reals:
;; R; fx 2 R j a � x � bg; fx 2 R j a � xg; fx 2 R j x � bg; where the
last three are written as [a; b]; [a;+1]; [�1; b], respectively. There are no other
closed connected sets of reals.
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This lemma is a well-known result in topology; see for example [14].

Note that the fact that we write, say, fx 2 R j x � bg as [�1; b] does not

imply that �1 is a real number. The same notation suggests that we write

[�1;+1] for R.

From the above lemma, we can de�ne real intervals, a fundamental concept

in this paper.

De�nition2 Real intervals. A set of reals is de�ned to be a real interval i�

the set is closed and connected. 2

Since the computations are applied to the oating-point numbers on actual

hardware, it is important that we have an explicit de�nition for the set of the

oating-point numbers of the machine. We call the set of these numbers machine
numbers.

De�nition3 Machine numbers. The set M contains the real number 0 as

well as �nitely many other reals. In addition it contains two elements that are

not reals that we denote by �1 and +1. M is totally ordered. Any two real

elements in M are ordered as in R. Moreover, for all real x 2 M;�1 < x <

+1:2

De�nition4. For any x 2 R, x� is the greatest machine number not greater

than x; x+ is the smallest machine number not smaller than x. Obtaining x�

from x is called rounding down, and obtaining x+ from x is called rounding up.
3

We can obtain a machine interval (de�ned below) from a real interval [a; b]

by rounding down its lower bound a and rounding up its upper bound b.

De�nition5 Machine intervals. A machine interval is one of the following:

;; R; fx 2 R j a � x � bg; fx 2 R j a � xg; fx 2 R j x � bg; where a

and b are machine numbers. The last three are written as [a; b]; [a;+1]; [�1; b],

respectively, and [�1;+1] is an acceptable notation for R. 2

Let us denote the set of machine intervals as I. I is �nite. I is a subset of

the real intervals. Machine intervals are representable sets of reals. The types of

intervals (real or machine) refer to the nature of the end points (in so far as they

exist). Both types of intervals are sets of reals.

De�nition6. An n-ary relation ( n is a positive integer ) is a set of n-tuples of

reals.2

For example: f< x; y; z > 2 R3 j x � y = zg is a ternary relation, where � is

a binary operation.

3 In interval arithmetic there is no such error as overow. If an operation yields a

real with an absolute value that exceeds that of all �nite machine numbers, then

rounding towards the applicable in�nity yields an in�nity and rounding towards 0

yields a �nite machine number. No problem either way.
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De�nition7. An n-ary real box (machine box) is the Cartesian product of n

real intervals (machine intervals). 2

For n = 1, we will not distinguish an n-ary real box (machine box) from a

real interval (machine interval).

Lemma8. For every n-ary relation, there is a unique least n-ary machine box
containing it.

This existence and uniqueness suggest the de�nition of a function:

De�nition9. Let r be an n-ary relation. Then bx(r) is de�ned to be the smallest

n-ary machine box containing r. 2

Lemma10. For all reals a and b, bx([a; b])� [a�; b+]. Inequality holds i� b < a

and there are zero or one machine numbers k such that b � k � a. 2

As we will see, inequality will translate to deviation from optimality. This

happens rarely. To start with, we have equality if a � b. Otherwise we also have

equality, unless a and b are quite close, compared to their magnitude.

Computing the intersection of two intervals is straightforward in principle.

Here also rounding introduces some subtlety.

Lemma11. For all real intervals [r; s] and [t; u] we have that bx([r; s]\ [t; u])�
[max(r�; t�);min(s+; u+)]. Inequality hold i� (a) s < t and s+ � t� or (b)
u < r and u+ � r�. 2

As noted before, inequality will translate to deviation from optimality. This

happens rarely. To start with, we have equality when the left-hand side is non-

empty. If there is inequality, then the right-hand side is almost empty: it contains

at most two machine numbers. Moreover, it often happens that, say, [r; s] is a

machine interval, and then the spuriously non-empty right-hand side contains

at most one machine number, which is either r or s. Similarly for [t; u].

Lemma12. 8r; s � Rn;we have r � s) bx(r) � bx(s) (monotonicity of bx).
8r � Rn;we have bx(r) = bx(bx(r)) (idempotence of bx). (See [4].)

We have now the tools to describe sets of reals in a way that is practical

on a computer: as a pair of machine numbers. A great advantage of the IEEE

oating-point numbers is that they are machine numbers in our sense because

they include the in�nities.

4 Interval Constraint Systems

It is the purpose of an interval constraint system to provide information about

the unknowns. In the initial state there is no information. Information is gained

by applying contraction operators, which cause contraction of the intervals as-

sociated with the unknowns.
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Information about an unknown is given in the form of a set of reals to which

the unknown belongs. These sets are restricted to intervals with machine num-

bers as bounds. For all unknowns simultaneously, the state is a machine box. The

previous section was devoted to de�ne boxes, as well as the necessary preliminary

de�nitions.

We can now de�ne an interval constraint system. It is a system with the fol-

lowing components.

1. A set of primitive relations This is the set of relations that occurs in the

elements of the set of constraints. The following is a typical set of such

relations:

sum
def
= f(x; y; z) 2 R3

j x+ y = zg

prod
def
= f(x; y; z) 2 R3 j x � y = zg

eq
def
= f(x; y) 2 R2 j x = yg

leq
def
= f(x; y) 2 R2 j x � yg

powern
def
= f(x; y) 2 R2 j xn = yg for integer n:

2. A set of constraints Each constraint is a formula of the form

p(x1; : : : ; xn) where p names a relation and x1; : : : ; xn are real numbers.

They may be known (0, and 1 are typical rational examples) or they

may be unknown. In the latter case xi is an identi�er, which may occur

in another constraint, where it denotes the same unknown real.

The relation p is a primitive relation; see the applicable component of

interval constraint systems.

3. A sequence of unknowns This is a sequence of the unknowns occurring

in the elements of the set of constraints. In interval constraint systems,

the unknowns are usually shared by two or more of the constraints.

4. A state A state is a sequence of machine intervals (as de�ned earlier). For

i = 1; : : : ; n, the i-th machine interval is the set of real values that are not

inconsistent (in this state) as value for the i-th unknown. A state should

be thought as a state of information about the sequence of unknowns.

The set of states is partially ordered by pointwise inclusion: S1 � S2 i�
each element of S2 is included (as a set) in the corresponding element of

S1. The symbol is chosen to reect that in S2 one has more information

about the unknowns than in S1. The relation � is a partial order. There

is one bottom in the partial order: the sequence where all the elements

are [�1;+1]. There is a single top in the partial order: the sequence

where all the elements are the empty interval ;.

Now that the concept of interval constraint systems is de�ned, we can come

back to the purpose of such systems: to contract the intervals of the state as

much as possible by applying contraction operators. There is one such operator

associated with each of the primitive relations of the system.
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The main purpose of this paper is to de�ne these operators in terms of

interval arithmetic, and to adapt, as far as necessary, the de�nitions of interval

arithmetic to simplify the connection with interval constraints.

5 The Constraint Contraction Operator

The constraint contraction operator contracts intervals by removing inconsistent

values.

Suppose the state of an interval constraint system contains inconsistent val-

ues. Then these values are inconsistent with at least one primitive relation, say,

r. Ideally we only want values in r. For other reasons, values have already been

restricted to some box B, which is the state projected on the arguments of r.

However, r \ B is not in general a machine box. Hence the best we can do in

practice is to reduce B to bx(r\B). This motivates the following de�nition ([4]).

De�nition13. The constraint contraction operator  associated with an n-ary

relation r acting on an n-ary machine box B is de�ned as r(B) = bx(r \B): 2

The operator is sound because its result contains r \B. It is e�ciently rep-

resentable on a computer because of the bx function.

We are interested in applications of this de�nition where r is sum, prod, eq,

leq, or powern, and where B is the machine box abcdef
def
= [a; b]� [c; d]� [e; f ]

or the machine box abcd
def
= [a; b]� [c; d], for a; b; c; d; e; f 2 M and a � b; c �

d; e � f . The notations abcd and abcdef used in this paper are based on their

de�nitions here, unless otherwise speci�ed.

5.1 Interval Arithmetic for Constraints

Interval division Consider a typical contraction operator: the one that contracts

the interval [0; 2] for x and y and [3; 5] for z taking into account the constraint

x+y = z. As we have explained, the result is [1; 2] for x and y and [3; 4] for z. The

new interval for x can be succinctly computed by the formula [a; b]\([e; f ]�[c; d])

if [a; b], [c; d] and [e; f ] are the old intervals for x, y and z respectively. The

interval subtraction is as de�ned in interval arithmetic.

However, in the analogous situation for the x � y = z constraint, we have to

compute [a; b]\ ([e; f ]=[c; d]). Implementers of interval constraints [5, 3, 10] have

learned to ignore the interval arithmetic de�nition for [e; f ]=[c; d].

According to our de�nition [e; f ]=[c; d] can be of four di�erent forms: a single

closed interval, two disjoint closed intervals, a single interval with 0 as open

bound, and two disjoint intervals where 0 can occur as an open bound. The �rst

category is the one of standard interval arithmetic. An example of the second

category is [1; 1]=[�1; 1] = [�1;�1] [ [1;+1]. One can not replace this set by

its least surrounding interval; otherwise one will obtain a non-empty result for

[�1

2
; 1
2
] \ [1; 1]=[�1; 1] and one will not achieve optimal contraction in interval

constraints.
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An example of the third category is [1; 1]=[1;1] = (0; 1]. One can not replace

this set by its closure, otherwise one will obtain a non-empty result in situations

such as [�1; 0] \ ([1; 1]=[1;1]) and one will not achieve optimal contraction in

interval constraints.

An example of the fourth category is [1; 1]=[�1;1] = [�1; 0) [ [1;+1].

Again, if one ignores the open bound, then optimality can be lost.

To implement the constraint contraction operators, we need to further de-

�ne these operators in terms of interval arithmetic. Therefore, it is important

to de�ne the primitive interval arithmetic operations and consider them to a

su�cient level of detail.

The operator  is optimal in the sense that its result is the smallest repre-

sentable set that contains all possible values. Thus if our implementation for-

mulas achieve equality to rather than containment of , we will have obtained

optimal implementation.

De�nition14.

[a; b] + [c; d]
def
= fz j 9x; y: x+ y = z ^ x 2 [a; b]^ y 2 [c; d]g

[a; b]� [c; d]
def
= fz j 9x; y: y + z = x ^ x 2 [a; b]^ y 2 [c; d]g

[a; b] � [c; d]
def
= fz j 9x; y: x � y = z ^ x 2 [a; b]^ y 2 [c; d]g

[a; b]=[c; d]
def
= fz j 9x; y: y � z = x ^ x 2 [a; b]^ y 2 [c; d]g

for all real intervals [a; b], [c; d], and [e; f ].

Note that the given de�nition of [a; b]� [c; d] is one of the two possibilities:

[a; b]� [c; d]
def
= fz j 9x; y: z = x� y ^ x 2 [a; b]^ y 2 [c; d]g

[a; b]� [c; d]
def
= fz j 9x; y: y + z = x ^ x 2 [a; b]^ y 2 [c; d]g

The corresponding de�nitions for [a; b]=[c; d] would be:

[a; b]=[c; d]
def
= fz j 9x; y: z = x=y ^ x 2 [a; b]^ y 2 [c; d]g

[a; b]=[c; d]
def
= fz j 9x; y: y � z = x ^ x 2 [a; b]^ y 2 [c; d]g

However, in this case there is an important di�erence: x=y is not always

de�ned. The �rst alternative, which is invariably chosen in interval arithmetic,

needs �xing up. The usual �x is to disallow the occurrence of 0 in [c; d]. This

has the e�ect of making interval arithmetic useless exactly in those cases where

one needs it most. The other �x in the literature is called \extended interval

arithmetic". The reference to this is usually given as [13], which is an elusive

publication. Whatever it is, it is unlikely to be as simple as switching to the

second formula, as was �rst pointed out in [17].

For the sake of uniformity, we use the same method for the de�nition of

[a; b]� [c; d], although either alternative will work equally well there.
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De�nition15.

� ([a; b])
def
= fy j 9x: y � x ^ x 2 [a; b]g

� ([a; b])
def
= fy j 9x: x � y ^ x 2 [a; b]g

= ([a; b])
def
= fy j 9x: y = x ^ x 2 [a; b]g

for all real intervals [a; b] and [c; d].

The unary functions de�ned here are new for interval arithmetic. The idea

comes naturally as we are considering the interval arithmetic operations which

are necessary for the implementation of the primitive relations like eq, leq. The

de�nitions above will lead us to a uni�ed de�nition format for the constraint

contraction operators of all the primitive relations, and also simplify the imple-

mentation. For example, the unary function � ([a; b]) will just give up the lower

bound of the interval, that is � ([a; b]) = [�1; b].

De�nition16.

[a; b]
n def
= fy j 9x: xn = y ^ x 2 [a; b]g

[a; b]
1

n

def
= fy j 9x: yn = x ^ x 2 [a; b]g

for all real intervals [a; b] and [c; d] and integers n. 2

Lemma17.

[a; b] + [c; d] = [a+ c; b+ d];

[a; b]� [c; d] = [a� d; b� c];

for all real intervals [a; b] and [c; d].

The implementation of interval multiplication and division is complicated

compared to that of addition and subtraction. It is given in detail in [11].

5.2 Interval Arithmetic Formulas for the Constraint Contraction

Operator

The constraint contraction operator requires formulas for bx(r\B). As this is a

box, we only need to compute its projections. We �rst consider the projections

of r \ B. In the following lemmas, we specify the projections of the primitive

relations based on the interval arithmetic operations de�ned above.

Lemma18. For all a; b; c; d; e; f 2M:

�1(sum \ abcdef) = [a; b]\ ([e; f ]� [c; d])

�2(sum \ abcdef) = [c; d]\ ([e; f ]� [a; b])

�3(sum \ abcdef) = [e; f ] \ ([a; b] + [c; d])

�1(prod \ abcdef) = [a; b]\ ([e; f ]=[c; d])

�2(prod \ abcdef) = [c; d]\ ([e; f ]=[a; b])

�3(prod \ abcdef) = [e; f ] \ ([a; b] � [c; d])
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where �i(X) is the i-th projection of the relation X.

Proof.

�1(prod \ abcdef) = �1(f(x; y; z) j x � y = z ^ x 2 [a; b]^ y 2 [c; d]^ z 2 [e; f ]g)

= fx j 9y; z: x � y = z ^ x 2 [a; b]^ y 2 [c; d]^ z 2 [e; f ]g

= fx j x 2 [a; b]^ (9y; z: x � y = z ^ y 2 [c; d]^ z 2 [e; f ]g

= [a; b]\ fx j 9y; z: x � y = z ^ y 2 [c; d]^ z 2 [e; f ]g

= [a; b]\ ([e; f ]=[c; d])

Similarly for �2 and �3 and for all projections of the relation sum.

Lemma19. For all a; b; c; d 2M and all integers n:

�1(eq \ abcd) = [a; b]\= ([c; d])

�2(eq \ abcd) = [c; d]\= ([a; b])

�1(leq \ abcd) = [a; b]\� ([c; d])

�2(leq \ abcd) = [c; d]\� ([a; b])

�1(powern \ abcd) = [a; b]\ [c; d]
1

n

�2(powern \ abcd) = [c; d]\ [a; b]
n

Where �i(X) is the i-th projection of the relation X.

Proof.

�1(leq \ abcd) = �1(f(x; y) j x � y ^ x 2 [a; b]^ y 2 [c; d]g)

= fx j 9y: x � y ^ x 2 [a; b]^ y 2 [c; d]g

= fx j x 2 [a; b]^ (9y: x � y ^ y 2 [c; d]g

= [a; b]\ fx j 9y: x � y ^ y 2 [c; d]g

= [a; b]\ � ([c; d])

Similarly for �2, �3 and for all projections of the other relations.

Lemma20. bx(�i(r)) = �i(bx(r)), where r is an n-ary relation and i = 1; : : : ; n.

From the above lemma and the de�nitions of the projections over the primi-

tive relations, we are now ready to consider the implementation of the constraint

contraction operator  in detail based on interval arithmetic.

Theorem21. For all a; b; c; d; e; f 2M:

�1(sum(abcdef)) � [a; b]\ [(e� d)�; (f � c)+]

�2(sum(abcdef)) � [c; d]\ [(e � b)�; (f � a)+]

�3(sum(abcdef)) � [e; f ] \ [(a+ c)�; (b+ d)+]
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where �i(X) is the i-th projection of the box X. For �1 there is equality except
when (e� d)� � b < (e� d) or (f � c) < a � (f � c)+. Similarly for �2 and �3.
2

Proof.

�1(sum(abcdef)) = �1(bx(sum \ abcdef))

= bx(�1(sum \ abcdef))

= bx([a; b]\ ([e; f ]� [c; d])

= bx([a; b]\ [e� d; f � c])

= bx([max(a; e� d);min(b; f � c)])

� [max(a; (e� d)�);min(b; (f � c)+)]

= [a; b]\ [(e� d)�; (f � c)+]

Similarly for �2 and �3.

The formulas in this theorem are almost always optimal. Non-optimality

occurs when the interval should be empty and the formula returns an interval

containing exactly one machine number.

The de�nition of prod in terms of interval arithmetic is di�erent from that of

sum. The reason for this, as illustrated in the introduction, is that the interval

division [e; f ]=[c; d] can be of four di�erent forms: a single closed interval, two

disjoint closed intervals, a single interval with 0 as open bound, and two disjoint

intervals with 0 as open bound(s). One needs to consider the di�erent forms

separately to achieve optimal contraction in interval constraints.

Theorem22. For all a; b; c; d; e; f 2M:

�1(prod(abcdef)) = bx([a; b]\ (RI1 [RI2)) if [e; f ]=[c; d] = RI1 [RI2

= bx([a; b]\RI3) if [e; f ]=[c; d] = RI3

�3(prod(abcdef)) = [e; f ] \ [l�; u+]

where �i(X) is the i-th projection of the box X, and l, u are reals, and where
RI1[RI2 is a union of two disjoint connected sets of reals, not necessarily closed,
and RI3 is a connected, but not necessarily closed, set of reals.

Theorem23. For all a; b; c; d 2M:

�1(eq(abcd)) = �2(eq(abcd)) = [a; b]\ [c; d]

�1(leq(abcd)) = [a; b]\ [�1; d]

�2(leq(abcd)) = [c; d]\ [a;+1]

where �i(X) is the i-th projection of the box X.
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The implementation of powern requires considerations similar to those for

prod . [a; b]
n and [a; b]

1

n can be of three di�erent forms: a single closed interval,

two disjoint closed intervals, and two disjoint intervals with 0 as open bound(s).

The mathematical analysis and the implementation details of powern are given

in [20].

Theorem24. For all a; b; c; d 2M and integer n:

�1(powern (abcd)) = bx([a; b]\ (RI1 [RI2)) if [c; d]
1

n = RI1 [RI2

� [a; b]\ [l�; u+] if [c; d]
1

n = [l; u]

�2(powern (abcd)) = bx([c; d]\ (RI1 [RI2)) if [a; b]
n = RI1 [RI2 (3)

� [c; d]\ [l�; u+] if [a; b]n = [l; u]

where �i(X) is the i-th projection of the box X, l; u 2 R and RI1[RI2 is a union
of two disjoint connected sets of reals, not necessarily closed. Considerations
concerning departure from optimality are analogous to those in Theorem 21.

An example of [a; b]n = RI1 [RI2 is [�1; 1]
�1

= [�1; 0)[ [1;+1].

6 Beyond Primitive Constraints

The primitive constraints allow an interval arithmetic system to express equal-

ities or inequalities between real-valued expressions of any complexity. When a

complex constraint is \total" in one of its arguments (as described below) it can

sometimes be computed more e�ciently when treated as a whole, than when

viewed as a set of primitive constraints.

De�nition25. The i-th canonical extension Cr;i of an n-ary relation r is de�ned

as

Cr;i(S1; : : : ; Si�1; Si+1; : : : ; Sn)

= fx j 9u1 2 S1; : : : ; ui�1 2 Si�1; ui+1 2 Si+1; : : :un 2 Sn:

r(u1; : : : ; ui�1; x; ui+1; : : : ; un)g

2

Informally,Cr;i(S1; : : : ; Si�1; Si+1; : : : ; Sn) is the set of all values for the i-th

argument of r that are consistent with r and with the other arguments being

in S1; : : : ; Si�1; Si+1; : : : ; Sn. Canonical extensions can be regarded as general-

izations of interval arithmetic operations; at least, if de�ned in our way. For

example:

Cprod;1([c; d]; [e; f ]) = [e; f ]=[c; d]

Cprod;2([a; b]; [e; f ]) = [e; f ]=[a; b]

Cprod;3([a; b]; [c; d]) = [a; b] � [c; d]

Canonical extensions allow the following generalization of lemma 18.
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Theorem26. Let r be n-ary relation in Rn, and B an n-ary box. For i =

1; : : : ; n we have �i(r \B) = Bi \Cr;i(B1; : : : ; Bi�1; Bi+1; : : : ; Bn), where Bi =

�i(B).

Proof. Consider the case i = 1.

�1(r \B) = �1(f(x1; : : : ; xn) j r(x1; : : : ; xn) ^ x1 2 B1 ^ : : :^ xn 2 Bng)

= fx1 j 9x2; : : : ; xn: r(x1; : : : ; xn) ^ x1 2 B1 ^ : : :^ xn 2 Bng)

= B1 \ fx1 j 9x2; : : : ; xn: r(x1; : : : ; xn) ^ x2 2 B2 ^ : : :^ xn 2 Bng

= B1 \Cr;1(B2; : : : ; Bn):

The proof is similar for i = 2; : : : ; n.

De�nition27. An n-ary relation r is total in its i-th argument if the set

Cr;i(S1; : : : ; Si�1; Si+1; : : : ; Sn) is nonempty whenever all arguments are nonempty.

2

Example: r(x1; : : : ; xn) is de�ned as f(x1; : : : ; xn�1) = xn, where f is a

function. Then r is total in its n-th argument.

Example: prod is total in its third argument. It is not total in its �rst and

second arguments as can be seen from Cprod;2([0; 0]; [1;1]) = ;.

Theorem28 The totality theorem. Let S1; : : : ; Sn be nonempty sets. If an
n-ary relation r is total in its i-th argument (i = 1; : : : ; n) and if
Cr;i(S1; : : : ; Si�1; Si+1; : : : ; Sn) � Si, then
Sj � Cr;j(S1; : : : ; Sj�1; Sj+1; : : : ; Sn) for j = 1; : : : ; i� 1; i+ 1; : : : ; n.

Proof. Assume that i = 1. Suppose Cr;1(S2; : : : ; Sn) � S1 and uj 2 Sj , with

j = 2; : : : ; n. From the totality of r in its �rst argument (see assumption i = 1)

we know that Cr;1(fu2g; : : : ; fung) is nonempty. It therefore contains an ele-

ment, say, u1, and it is in S1. As a result we have that (u1; : : : ; un) 2 r. It

follows that uj 2 Cr;j(fu1g; : : : ; fuj�1g; fuj+1g; : : : ; fung); which is contained

in Cr;j(S1; : : : ; Sj�1; Sj+1; : : : ; Sn).

The totality optimization Suppose the real valued expression E contains the

variables x1; : : : ; xn�1 and no others. Suppose E is de�ned for all values of its

variables. Then the relation r(x1; : : : ; xn) that is de�ned to hold whenever E =

xn, is total in its last argument. We can obtain a short cut when computing the

constraint contraction associated with r. According to theorem 26 we can obtain

the result by computing �i(r \B) = Bi \ Cr;i(B1; : : : ; Bi�1; Bi+1; : : : ; Bn). Let

B be such that Bn = [�1;+1]. Then Cr;n(B1; : : : ; Bi�1; Bi+1; : : : ; Bn) � Bn.

Hence �n(r \ B) is Cr;n(B1; : : : ; Bi�1; Bi+1; : : : ; Bn), which is E evaluated in

interval arithmetic with Bj substituted for xj, j = 1; : : : ; n � 1. Theorem 28

shows that in this case �j(r \ B) = Bj for j = 1; : : : ; n� 1. The theorem says

that the entire propagation is e�ected by a single interval arithmetic evaluation.

This is an instance of what we call the totality optimization. It optimizes

constraint propagation. This optimization is also applicable at the level of the
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single contraction operator. The constraint sum is total in all its arguments.

Therefore, if in the course of evaluating the formulas in lemma 18 the �rst (or

the second) interval operation is found to give a result strictly contained in the

old interval, then the two remaining projections (or one remaining projection)

are unchanged.

The prod constraint is total only in its third argument. The totality optimiza-

tion can therefore only be applied there. Because of this, the third projection

should be evaluated �rst, in case the sole potential opportunity for the totality

optimization materializes.

7 Related Work

Interval arithmetic One source of interval constraints, interval arithmetic, started

with a bang: almost the �rst publication was the 1966 book [15] by Ramon E.

Moore, published in a prestigious series. It is still referred to as a source for im-

portant ideas. Subsequent developments in interval arithmetic are consolidated

in books such as [9, 16, 1].

Interval constraints Interval constraints can be traced to the dissertation by

Waltz where constraints were propagated to reduce sets of possible values [19].

The CHIP programming language [8] showed that this idea is more widely ap-

plicable. The next development was its application to reals by Davis [7]. BNR

Prolog [5] can be regarded as an implementation of Davis's ideas with Prolog as

front-end programming language. That is, BNR Prolog is to Davis what CHIP

is to Waltz. In actual fact, BNR Prolog was inspired by Cleary's relational inter-

val arithmetic [6], which, however, viewed intervals as generalized reals, a view

often taken in the interval arithmetic literature. Thus the BNR Prolog team

not only merged Cleary's ideas with constraint propagation, but also made the

switch from viewing intervals as generalized reals to viewing them as sets of

reals. Davis and the BNR Prolog team were not the only ones to independently

discover interval constraints; a third one was Hyv�onen [12]. The basic interval

constraints method can be enhanced by incorporating Newton's method [2, 10].

In this paper we have developed interval constraints from �rst principles

and formulated the main results in terms of interval arithmetic. We have found

that it is possible to do this in a uniform way, treating constraints uniformly,

independently of whether they arise from the arithmetic operations or relations.

Moreover, we showed that a recently reported modi�cation of interval division

[17], allows both interval arithmetic and interval constraints to �t in the same

framework.
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Abstract. Finding good problem decompositions is crucial for solving

large-scale key/lock con�guration problems. We present a novel approach

to problem decomposition where the detection of a subproblem hierarchy

is formulated as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) on set variables.

Primitive constraints on set variables such as an inverse and a union-over-

set-constraint are used to formalize properties of trees and to ensure that

solutions of these CSPs represent a tree. An objective for optimizing

properties of the tree is presented as well. Experimental results from an

industrial prototype are reported.

Keywords: constraints on trees, problem decomposition, key con�guration,
set variables.

1 Introduction

Domain �ltering techniques as elaborated in the �eld of CSPs have successfully
been applied to solve combinatorial problems such as job-shop scheduling and
car sequencing. An example is the famous edge-�nder constraint that allows
solving di�cult job-shop examples to optimality. The following techniques are
crucial for reducing an initially large search space to a smaller space that still
contains all solutions or all optimal solutions:

1. Improved �ltering by global constraints or good constraint models.
2. Heuristics de�ning the order in which choices are made.
3. Non-chronological search (e.g. best-�rst or limited discrepancy search).

The search space is reduced by cutting o� inconsistent subtrees having no so-
lution (1), by making inconsistent subtrees small by using �rst-fail heuristics
(2), and by cutting subtrees if lower bounds on the solutions in the subtrees are
strictly greater than the costs of the best solution found so far. Finding better
solutions �rst (2,3) thus allows cutting the search space further.

A principal problem, however, is the scalability of these techniques, especially
when we face real-world problems such as production scheduling, personnel plan-
ning, resource allocation, and others that are large in size. For example, if 1000
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tasks have to be allocated to 1000 resources then a complete search to �nd an
optimal solution is no longer practicable. In order to �nd acceptably good so-
lutions, problem decomposition methods are usually applied in AI and OR. We
distinguish three methods:

1. Solution Synthesis: a large problem is decomposed into subproblems such
that each variable occurs in exactly one of the subproblems. If a constraint
belongs to a subproblem then all of its variables belong to this subproblem.
For each subproblem, several possible solutions are determined. The master
problem then consists of (optimally) selecting one solution of each subprob-
lem s.t. all remaining constraints are satis�ed. These are these constraints
that do not belong to any subproblem. This method is used, for example, to
solve crew scheduling problems [1].

2. Subproblem Improvement: a current solution for the complete problem
is improved in several steps. In each step, a subproblem is chosen and changes
to the current solution are restricted to the variables in this subproblem.

3. Subproblem Separation: a large problem is decomposed into subprob-
lems and a common problem, such that each variable appears in exactly
one of these problems. There can be constraints between the variables of a
subproblem and those of the common problem, but not between variables of
two di�erent subproblems. As a consequence, the subproblems can be solved
separately after the common problem has been solved. Such an approach has
been used, for example, in [2] for resource allocation problems.

In this paper, we study the last method for a particular example, namely the
con�guration of locking systems for large complexes such as airports, plants, and
o�ce buildings. A given locking matrix describes which key should open which
lock (of which door). The task is to choose the physical properties of keys and
locks (e.g. the tooth lengths) such that this locking matrix is respected. In order
to treat large cases, the human planners decompose the problem and build up a
hierarchy of subproblems.

In this paper, we address the central question of how to �nd a good decom-
position into subproblems. It turned out that this task can be formulated as a
CSP. Di�erent properties of the tree of subproblems can be formalized in terms
of constraints on set variables [7]. An objective on the form of the tree and the
kind of subproblems can be introduced in the same manner.

The paper is organized as follows: The key con�guration problem is presented
in section 2. Section 3 gives a short survey on set variables. Analyzing properties
of solutions of key con�guration problems allows the introduction of a problem
decomposition scheme (section 4). The CSP for the con�guration of a tree is
introduced in section 5 and extended to the subproblem hierarchy in 6. Section
7 describes an algorithm for �nding such a hierarchy and section 8 reports results
from an industrial prototype.
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l1 l2 l3

k1 X X
k2 X X

k1 k2 l1 l2 l3

ft1;5; ft1;7; ft1;5 ; ft1;7; ft1;5; t1;7;
t2;6g t2;4g t2;6g t2;4g t2;6; t2;4g

Fig. 1. A locking matrix (left side) and a possible solution (right side).

2 The Key Con�guration Problem

We briey present the problem of the con�guration of locking systems. Large
complexes of buildings can have thousands of di�erent doors that have their
respective locks and keys. Obviously, the door of an o�ce should not be opened
by the keys of the other o�ces. Moreover, the entrances of the oors, buildings,
and special-purpose rooms are opened by several keys, but not necessarily all.
Access to several rooms is provided by master keys. Master keys can open several
doors, but not necessarily all. A so-called locking matrix speci�es which key
opens which lock. An example is given in �gure 1. Each row corresponds to
a key and each column to a lock. A key opens a lock if there is a cross in
the corresponding row and column. Mathematically, a locking matrix can be
described by a binary relation between the set of keys and the set of locks.

A locking matrix is technically realized by choosing various physical proper-
ties for each key and each lock (e.g. the teeth and the holes of a key). For the sake
of simplicity, we summarize all these properties by the term pin. A key opens a
lock if the pins of the key are a subset of the pins of the lock. For example, a key
has several teeth ti;d each of which has a depth d and a unique position i. At
each these of positions, a lock has a pin that can be subdivided several times. If
a key opens a lock then the depths of the teeth must correspond to the depths
of the subdivisions. Key k1 in �gure 1 has a tooth t1;5 of depth 5 at position
1 and a tooth t2;6 of depth 6 at position 2. Key k2 has the teeth t1;7 and t2;4.
Since k1 opens lock l1 and k2 opens l2 those locks have the same pin sets. Since
l3 is opened by both keys its pin set is the union of the pin sets of k1 and k2.
We now de�ne a key con�guration problem as follows:

De�nition 1. A key con�guration problem is de�ned by a �nite set K of keys,

a �nite set L of locks, a locking relation O � K �L, and a �nite set P of pins.

A solution to this problem consists of a pin set P (k) � P for each key k 2 K
and of a pin set Q(l) � P for each lock l 2 L such that

1. P (k) � Q(l) i� (k; l) 2 O for each k 2 K and l 2 L,
2. P (k) is legal for each k 2 K,

3. Q(l) is legal for each l 2 L.

The pin sets P (k) and Q(l) are legal if they satisfy mechanical and security
constraints that are manufacturer-speci�c. Some examples are:

1. Security constraints: the di�erence between the shortest and the longest
tooth of a key is at least 3.
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2. Mechanical constraints: a tooth of depth 0 cannot be between two teeth of
depth 8.

A key con�guration problem would not be di�cult to solve if the number of
pins were large. The di�culties stem from the fact that cases with 10000 keys
and locks must be realized with less than 100 pins. Even if the number of keys
and locks is small the number of used pins should be minimized. A pin is used
i� it is contained in the pin set P (k) of at least one key k 2 K and if it is not
contained in the pin set Q(l) of at least one lock l 2 L. In order to �nd a solution
having a minimal number of used pins, we decompose the problem as follows. In
the �rst step, we ignore legality constraints and use anonymous pins.

1. Find an optimal solution that satis�es constraint (1) in def. 1.
2. Assign the anonymous pins to concrete pins by obeying legality constraints.

Whereas the �rst step leads to a general mathematicalmodel, which is di�cult to
solve, the second problem requires manufacturer-speci�c strategies and knowl-
edge, which are beyond the scope of this paper. We therefore restrict further
discussion to the �rst problem.

3 CSPs on Finite Set Variables

The CSPs presented in this paper will be based on constrained set variables as
introduced by [7, 3]. Given a �nite (element) domainD, the value of a set variable
is a subset of the element domain D. The domain of a set variable therefore is
the power-set 2D. Filtering techniques for set variables either add elements of
D to all possible values of the set variable or remove elements from all possible
values. The current domain of a set variable X is therefore represented by a set
of required elements req(X) (those that have been added) and a set of possible
elements pos(X) (those that have not been removed). A variable X has a single
possible value (and is called instantiated) i� req(X) is equal to pos(X).

An n-ary constraint C on set variables is associated with an n-ary relation
RC � 2D

n
. An n-ary constraint literal is an n-ary constraint C applied to an

n-ary tuple of variables (X1; : : : ; Xn) and is written in the form C(X1; : : : ; Xn).

De�nition 2. A CSP on �nite set variables (D;X ; C) is de�ned by a �nite el-

ement domain D, a set of variables X , and a set of constraint literals C. A

domain assignment of the CSP is a pair (req; pos) of two mappings req : X ! 2D

and pos : X ! 2D. A solution for the CSP under a given domain assignment

(req; pos) is a value assignment val : X ! 2D satisfying

1: req(X) � val(X) � pos(X) for all x 2 X ;
2: (val(X1); : : : ; val(Xn)) 2 RC for all C(X1; : : : ; Xn) 2 C:

(1)

As with standard CSPs, �ltering techniques can be applied that reduce the
domains of set variables. For each constraint C, a speci�c �ltering operation can
be de�ned that exploits the semantics of the relation RC [4]. We give an example
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for a simpli�ed union-over-set constraint that is de�ned for 3n set variables with
D := f1; : : : ; ng. The constraint union(X1; Y1; Z1; : : : ; Xn; Yn; Zn) is satis�ed by
val i� [

j2val(Xi)

val(Yj) � val(Zi)

for all i = 1; : : : ; n. The following �ltering operation de�nes new sets of required
and possible elements:

req0(Zi) := req(Zi) [ fk 2 D j 9j : j 2 req(Xi); k 2 req(Yj)g
pos0(Yj) := pos(Yj)� fk 2 D j 9i : j 2 req(Xi); k =2 pos(Zi)g
pos0(Xi) := pos(Xi) � fj 2 D j 9k : k =2 pos(Zi); k 2 req(Yj)g

(2)

We say that a domain assignment is locally consistent i� the �ltering operation
of each constraint maps the domain assignment to itself.

Throughout this paper, we use constraints with the following semantics.
Let X;Y;Xi; Yi; Zi be constrained set variables, d be an element of D, and
C(: : : ; Xi; : : :) be a constraint literal having Xi among its variables:

1. unary constraints: j X j, d 2 X, d =2 X.
2. binary constraints: X � Y , X 6� Y , X = Y .
3. ternary constraints: X \ Y = Z, X [ Y = Z.
4. set-of: fi 2 D j C(: : : ; Xi; : : :)g.
5. inverse: j 2 Xi i� i 2 Yj .
6. aggregations: Zi =

S
j2Xi

Yj and Zi = maxfYj j j 2 Xig.

These constraints and the corresponding �ltering are provided by the constraint
library Ilog Solver [5] or have been added as extension [6].

As an example, we introduce a CSP for the key con�guration problem. We
choose the set P of pins as the element domain of the CSP. We introduce a
set variable Xk for each key k and a set variable Yl for each lock l denoting
the respective pin sets. For each (k; l) 2 O, we introduce a constraint literal
subset(Xk;Yl). Furthermore, we introduce a constraint literal not-subset(Xk;Yl)
for each (k; l) 2 O where O := (K�L)�O. A value assignment val is a solution
of this CSP i�

1: val(Xk) � val(Yl) for (k; l) 2 O (opening)

2: val(Xk) 6� val(Yl) for (k; l) 2 O (locking)
(3)

Since the current domain assignment (req; pos) is locally consistent, the value
assignment val := req satis�es the �rst constraint. It satis�es also the second
constraint if for each pair (k; l) in O there exists a pin p that is in the required
set req(Xk), but not in the possible set of pos(Yl). A possible search strategy
is to pick a pair in O and a pin p and then satisfy the constraint by adding p

to req(Xk) and removing it from pos(Yl). We say that the conict (k; l) 2 O is
solved by the pin p in this case.

In general, the number of pairs in O is large compared to the number of
available pins. As a consequence, several of the conicts are solved by the same
pin. The crucial question is which conicts can be solved by the same pins.
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l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 l6 l7 l8

k1 X X X X
k2 X X X X

k3 X X X X

k4 X X X X
k5 X X X

k6 X X X X X

k7 X X X X X X X X
k8 X X X X X

l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 l6 l7 l8

k1 4 2 2 4 2
k2 3 2 3 2 2

k3 2 2 2 6

k4 1 1 4 1 4
k5 1 3 1 1 3 6

k6 1 1 1

k7
k8 5 5 5

Fig. 2. A nearly hierarchical example (left) and the chosen conict areas (right).

4 Problem Decomposition

In this section, we determine which conicts in O can be solved by the same pins.
The result is used to elaborate a problem decomposition scheme that allows a
good exploitation of the available pins.

Consider a solution to a key con�guration problem (de�ned by P and Q).
For each pin p, we de�ne the set of keys and locks to which the pin has been
assigned in the given solution:

K(p) := fk 2 K j p 2 P (k)g
L(p) := fl 2 L j p 2 Q(l)g

(4)

If a key k is in K(p) and a lock l is not in L(p) then P (k) is not a subset of Q(l).
As a consequence, k does not open l (i.e. (k; l) 2 O). Thus, we get the following
property of a solution:

K(p)� (L� L(p)) � O (5)

Suppose that two conicts (k1; l1), (k2; l2) are solved by the same pin p. Then
the keys k1; k2 are elements of K(p) and the locks l1; l2 are not elements of L(p).
As a consequence, (k1; l2) and (k2; l1) are conicts as well.

We conclude that a pin p can be assigned to a set K0 of keys and suppressed
for a set L0 of locks if K0�L0 is a subset of O, i.e. none of the keys in K0 opens
a lock in L0. We call such a pair (K0; L0) a conict area. The key con�guration
problem can be formulated as the problem of �nding a minimalnumber of conict
areas that cover all conicts in O.

We discuss some examples for �nding large conict areas. The �rst example
consists of 8 keys and 8 locks. The locking matrix is shown in the left part of
�gure 2. In total, there are 27 conicts. All conicts that are in the same row
(or in the same column) can be solved by the same pin. Since 1 row does not
contain a conict, 7 areas would be su�cient. An even better solution is obtained
if we explore the (nearly) hierarchical structure of the problem. In fact, we can
decompose the complete problem into two subproblems k1; k2; k3; l1; l2; l3 and
k4; k5; k6; l4; l5; l6 and a common problem k7; l7; k8; l8. There is a conict area
between the keys of the second subproblem and the locks of the �rst one. The
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nested keys

proprietary

keys

nested

SP1

0 : : : 0

0
nested

SP2

...

... : : : 0

0 : : : 0
nested

SPn

CP

nested locks
propr.
locks

Fig. 3. Structure of (sub)problem

second conict area is between the keys of the �rst subproblem and the locks
of the second one. Hence, two pins are su�cient to separate both subproblems.
Each subproblem consists of two conicts and two pins are necessary to solve
them. However, the pins needed for the �rst subproblem can be reused for the
second one. Since the keys of a subproblem are in conict with the locks of the
other subproblem this does not provide problems. Keys and locks of the common
problem that are involved in conicts are called exible keys and exible locks.
In the example, k8 and l8 are exible and one additional pin per exible object
is needed. As a result, we need only 6 pins. Although the gain of 1 is not very
impressive, the possibilities of reusing the same pins in di�erent subproblems
pays o� if they are large.

The second example consists of 2n keys k1; : : : ; k2n and 2n locks l1; : : : ; l2n .
The key ki opens the lock li, but no other lock. The simplest way is to choose a
conict area per row ending up with 2n pins. A second solution is to recursively
divide the initial problem into two subproblems of same size. Then 2n pins are
su�cient. For 2n = 1024 keys (and locks) we thus need 20 pins. An even better
solution is obtained as follows: Consider a set of m pins. We want to choose a
maximal number of subsets such that none of the sets is a subset of any other
set. Then it is su�cient to assign to each key/lock pair ki,li one of these sets.
The subsets of cardinality m

2
satisfy the required property. There are

�
m
m=2

�
such

subsets. Hence, we determine the smallest m s.t.
�
m
m=2

�
is greater than or equal

to 2n. For the 1024 keys, we thus need only 13 pins. The 20 pins needed for the
�rst approach can be used for 184756 keys, i.e. 180 times more.

We generalize both examples to the following problem decomposition scheme.
A given problem can be decomposed into several subproblems and a common
part. As illustrated in �gure 3, the subproblems are arranged in a diagonal. This
decomposition can recursively be applied to the subproblems. Thus, we obtain
a hierarchy of subproblems. The root of the hierarchy is the initial problem. We
require that all subproblems in the hierarchy satisfy the following properties:
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1. Each key of a subproblem opens at least one lock of the subproblem and
each lock of a subproblem is opened by at least one key of the subproblem.

2. A subproblem has either none or more than one nested subproblem.

3. A key (or lock) of a subproblem either belongs to a nested subproblem or
it is called proprietary key (or proprietary lock) of the subproblem. If a key
(or lock) is a proprietary key (or proprietary lock) of a subproblem then this
subproblem is called the proprietary problem of the key (or the lock).

4. If a key opens a lock then one of them belongs to the proprietary problem
of the other.

5. A proprietary key of a subproblem is a exible key i� there exists a lock of
the subproblem that it does not open. A proprietary lock of a subproblem is
a exible lock i� there exists a key of the subproblem that does not open it.

Such a problem decomposition exists if and only if each key of the key con�g-
uration problem opens at least one lock and each of the locks is opened by at
least one key.

We determine the number of pins needed for a subproblem. Suppose a sub-
problem s has n nested subproblems s1; : : : ; sn and si needs ni pins. Further-
more, let m be the smallest number s.t.

�
m
m=2

�
is greater than or equal to n.

Then s needs m pins for separating the subproblems. Since pins can be reused
in the nested subproblems, s needs only maxfni j i = 1; : : : ; ng pins inside the
subproblems. Furthermore, s needs 1 pin for each exible key and exible lock.
The sum of these numbers gives the number of pins needed for s. The number of
pins needed for the complete problem is obtained at the root of the subproblem
hierarchy.

5 Tree Con�guration

The crucial problem now is to �nd a subproblem hierarchy for a given key con-
�guration problem that minimizes the number of pins. This problem again is a
combinatorial problem and it is therefore convenient to formulate it as a CSP.
This CSP has a general part namely that of the con�guration of a tree which
will be presented in this section. In the next section, we add further constraints
for ensuring that the resulting tree has the properties of a subproblem hierarchy
as introduced in the last section.

The tree con�guration problem (TCP) consists in arranging a given set of
objects V := fv1; : : : ; vng in form of a tree. Several of these objects can belong
to the same node in the tree. In this case, we say that they are equivalent. We
suppose that there is one distinguished object r in V that belongs to the root
node. An object is an ancestor (descendant) of another object if the node of
the �rst object is an ancestor (descendant) of the node of the second object.
An object is related to another object if there is a path between the nodes of
both objects in the tree. If there is no such path the objects exclude each other
and can be separated. In order to determine these relations, we introduce the
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following constrained set variables for each vi 2 V:

Ai the set of ancestors of vi:
Di the set of descendants of vi:
Ei the set of objects equivalent to vi:
Si the set of descendants or equivalent objects of vi:
Ri the set of objects related to vi:
Xi the set of excluded objects of vi:

(6)

There are two reasons for choosing a representation in terms of ancestors in-
stead of parents. First, initial constraints on ancestors and related nodes can be
expressed directly. Second, this allows less strict decisions and is less prone to
failure. After deciding that v is an ancestor of w, it is possible to insert additional
objects between v and w.

We now introduce the constraint (literals) of the CSP. For the sake of read-
ability, we only present the semantics of these constraints and write A(vi),D(vi),
E(vi), S(vi),R(vi),X(vi) for the values val(Ai), val(Di), val(Ei), val(Si), val(Ri),
val(Xi) of the variables Ai;Di;Ei; Si;Ri;Xi.

Union: S(v) has been de�ned as the union of D(v) and E(v). The set of
related objects is the union of D(v), E(v), and A(v). The excluded objects are
the complement of the related nodes.

S(v) = D(v) [E(v) R(v) = S(v) [A(v) V = R(v) [X(v) (7)

Disjointness: The set of ancestors, the set of equivalent objects, the set of
descendant objects, and the set of excluded objects of an object v are mutually
disjoint. Three constraints are su�cient to express this property:

D(v) \E(v) = ; S(v) \A(v) = ; R(v) \X(v) = ; (8)

Reexivity: Each object is equivalent to itself:

v 2 E(v) (9)

Inverse: If an object v is an ancestor of an object w then the w is a descen-
dant of v and vice versa. Furthermore, if v is equivalent to w then w is equivalent
to v. The same property holds for related nodes.

v 2 A(w) i� w 2 D(v)
v 2 E(w) i� w 2 E(v)
v 2 R(w) i� w 2 R(v)

(10)

Transitivity: If v is an ancestor of w then all ancestors of v are ancestors
of w. Furthermore, if v is equivalent to w then all objects that are equivalent
to v are also equivalent to w. We formulate both properties by a union-over-set-
constraint: S

w2A(v)

A(w) � A(v)
S

w2E(v)

E(w) � E(v) (11)
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Tree properties: The root r has no ancestors and no excluded objects:

A(r) = ; X(r) = ; (12)

If an object v has two ancestors w1; w2 then these ancestors are related. This
property guarantees the existence of a unique parent of v. We express it by a
union-over-set-constraint in the following way:

[
w2D(v)

A(w) � R(v) (13)

De�nition of Equivalence: If a node in the tree has only a single son then
there is no reason to put these two objects in di�erent nodes. We avoid this case
by the following property: Two objects v and w have the same sets of related
objects i� they are equivalent. We formulate this by the setof-constraints:

E(v) := fw 2 V j R(v) = R(w)g (14)

Properties of Equivalence: If two nodes are equivalent then they have the
same set of related nodes, of ancestors, and so on. It is su�cient to state:

S
w2E(v)

R(w) � R(v)
S

w2E(v)

S(w) � S(v)
S

w2E(v)

A(w) � A(v) (15)

Ancestors: The following constraint is implied by the others, but allows
more propagation: An object w0 is an ancestor of an object v i� they are related
and there exists an excluded object w of v such that w0 is also related to w. We
formulate this by a union-over-set-constraint:

A(v) = R(v) \
[

w2X(v)

R(w) (16)

We obtain a further implied constraint: If w is a descendant of v then all objects
related to w are also related to v:S

w2D(v)

R(w) � R(v) (17)

The TCP-CSP for V and r consists of the variables (6) and the constraints (7
- 17). The solutions of the TCP-CSP are trees that are labelled with sets of
objects and don't have nodes with only one son.

De�nition 3. A labelled tree for V and r is de�ned by a set of nodes N , a root

r0 2 N , a mapping � : N � fr0g ! N de�ning the parent of a node, and a

mapping � : V ! N de�ning the node of an object1 such that

1: The graph (N ; f(�(n); n) j n 2 N ) is a directed tree;

2: �(r) = r0;

3: � is surjective;

4: if n1 2 N � fr0g then there exists n2 2 N � fr0; n1g s.t. �(n1) = �(n2):
(18)

1 In fact, each node n 2 N is labelled with the set of objects v satisfying �(v) = n.
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Each solution of the CSP corresponds to a unique labelled tree:

Proposition 1. There exists a bijective mapping from the set of solutions of

the TCP-CSP for V and r to the set of labelled trees for V and r.

A tree can be extracted as follows from a solution of the TCP-CSP. Each equiv-
alence class E(v) is a node of the tree. A node E(v) is the parent of node E(w)
i� j A(w) j=j A(v) j + j E(v) j.

6 Tree of Subproblems

In this section, we apply the CSP for tree con�guration to the problem of �nding
a subproblem hierarchy for the key con�guration problem. We apply the TCP-
CSP to the given key and lock objects (plus an additional root object r =2 K[L)
and add further constraints that are based on the locking relation O. Hence, we
consider the following set of objects:

V := K[ L [ frg (19)

Each object v then de�nes a subproblem containing the objects S(v). In section
4, we called it the proprietary subproblem of v. The proprietary keys and locks
of this subproblem are in E(v). The keys and locks of the nested subproblems
are in D(v).

Locking relation: Given any object v in V, we are interested in the objects
that are either opened by v or that v opens.

O(v) :=

8<
:
fw 2 K j (w; v) 2 Og if v 2 L
fw 2 L j (v; w) 2 Og if v 2 K
V if v = r

(20)

If an object w is in O(v) then one of these objects must be in the proprietary
subproblem of the other. This means that both objects must be related (by a
path in the resulting tree):

O(v) � R(v) (21)

Non-empty subproblems: An object w can only be in the proprietary
subproblem S(v) of another object v if it opens or is opened by another object
of the subproblem (i.e. O(w) \ S(v) 6= ; for all w 2 S(v)). We formulate this
condition in terms of setof-constraints:

S(v) � fw 2 V j O(w) \ S(v) 6= ;g (22)

Subsumption: (implied constraint) If the set of opened/opening objects of
an object v is a subset of the set of opened/opening objects of an object w then
these both objects are related:

if O(v) � O(w) then v 2 R(w) (23)
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Flexible Keys/Locks: Given any object v in V, we are interested in the
forbidden objects of v, i.e. the objects that are not opened by v or that v does
not open.

O(v) :=

8<
:
fw 2 K j (w; v) 2 Og if v 2 L
fw 2 L j (v; w) 2 Og if v 2 K
; if v = r

(24)

A proprietary object w of a subproblem is exible i� this subproblem contains a
forbidden object ofw. Again, we use setof-constraints to formulate this condition:

F (v) := fw 2 E(v) j O(w) \ S(v) 6= ;g (25)

Objective: The set of exible objects allows us to de�ne the objective. We
use a simpli�ed objective that counts only the number of exible objects and
neglects the number of pins needed for separating the subproblems.

c(v) =j F (v) j +maxfc(w) j w 2 D(v)g (26)

The CSP for the key con�guration decomposition problem (KDP-CSP) is a
CSP that consists of the variables(6), the constraints (7 - 17) and (20 - 26), and
the objective of minimizing c(r). Each solution of this CSP corresponds to a
subproblem hierarchy for our key con�guration problem.

7 Algorithm

We briey describe a non-deterministic algorithm for �nding the solutions of the
KDP-CSP. It is su�cient to consider the decision variables X(v) for all objects
v. All other sets are uniquely determined by a value assignment to the X(v)s
according to the constraints (7), (8), (14), (16), and (10).

A trivial solution of the KDP-CSP consists in setting all the req(X(v))s to
the empty set. In this case, none of the objects exclude each other and there is a
single subproblem that contains all objects. This solution has the highest number
of exible keys and locks. In order to reduce the number of exible objects, we
try to separate as many objects as possible by maximizing the sets X(v). Our
algorithm consists of two loops. In the outer loop, the algorithm chooses a non-
instantiated X(v). It instantiates it X(v) by considering all possible elements w
that are not required. A non-deterministic choice is made: Either w is added to
the required set of X(v) (the preferred choice) or removed from the possible set
ofX(v). The algorithm �nds a solution i� all variablesX(v)s can be instantiated

with success:

1. while there are non-instantiated variables X(v) do
2. select a v 2 V s.t. req(X(v)) 6= pos(X(v)).
3. while req(X(v)) 6= pos(X(v)) do
4. select a w 2 pos(X(v)) � req(X(v)).
5. choose: add w to req(X(v)) or remove w from req(X(v)).
6. apply �ltering algorithm to update current domain assignment.
7. if this domain assignment is inconsistent then return with failure.
8. return with success.
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Such a non-deterministic algorithm is easy to implement by the search program-
ming facilities of tools such as Ilog Solver.

A big concern, however, is the e�ciency of this approach. If there are n

objects in V then maximal n2 decisions are taken by one non-deterministic exe-
cution of the algorithm. For each of these decisions, two alternatives are consid-
ered. This means that we can obtain maximal 2n

2

di�erent executions. Despite
these worst-case considerations, the CSP has several good properties that reduce
e�ort:

1. Unary constraints: The constraints 21, 23 involve a single variable and
allow reducing the domain of this variable initially (i.e. before any non-
deterministic choice has been made),

2. Variable ordering: In order to �nd larger subproblems �rst, we select a v
with largest req(R(v)) (i.e. smallest pos(X(v)) ) �rst (in line 2).

3. Value ordering: The same principle can be applied when selecting a value
w. Thus, we determine relations between larger subproblems �rst.

4. Separation of subproblems: Once X(v) is instantiated, the set of an-
cestors of v is determined as well. There remain two subproblems, which
are independent and can be solved separately: First, determine the relations
among the objects in S(v) and second, the relations among the objects in
X(v) [A(v).

The �rst three principles have been used in an industrial prototype for key
con�guration and helped to �nd good solutions quickly. More work is needed
to explore the last principle. This could allow treating examples of large size
e�ciently, supposing that these examples have a nearly hierarchical structure.

Ex. #initial #groups #exible height #leaves # choice #fails CPU

objects objects points time

1 51 15 2 4 6 105 176 4sec.

2 46 33 4 6 12 803 1828 33sec.

3 1672 318 4 7 92 262 563 2222sec.
4 4444 252 36 12 94 3706 8158 837sec.

Fig. 4. Results of Industrial Prototype

8 Preliminary Experimental Results

In this section, we report preliminary experimental results that were obtained
by an industrial prototype, which was developed for a manufacturer of lock-
ing systems. The need for problem decomposition methods was discovered quite
early in the development phase. Even for smaller examples, initial experiments
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1 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 14 15 17 23 26 28 29 30 31 33 34

350 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
501 X . X . . . . . X . . . . . . . . . .

502 . . . . . . . . X . X . X . . . . . .

503 . . . . . X . . . . . X . . . . . . .
504 . . . . . X . . . . . . . X . . . X .

505 . . . . . . . . X X . . . . . . . . .

506 X . . X . . X . X . . . X . . . . . .
507 . . . . . X X . . . . . . . . . . . .

508 . . . . X . . . . . . . . X X X X X .

509 . . . . . . . . . . . . . X X . . . .
510 . . . . . . . . . . . . . X . X . . .

511 . . . . . . . . . . . . . X . . . X .

512 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X
513 . . . . X . . X . . . . . . . . . . .

Fig. 5. Locking matrix for example 2.

showed that the assignment of pins to keys and locks should be guided by hi-
erarchical relations between these objects. First attempts were made to �nd
subsumption relations between keys/locks in a procedural way and to directly
build a tree. This approach lacked exibility (e.g. no backtracking possible) and
a clear mathematical speci�cation and worked only for smaller examples. Based
on this experience, we developed a �rst CSP for �nding a subproblem hierarchy.

Compared to the CSP presented in this paper, the prototype has some draw-
backs. First, equivalence classes E(v) and some of the constraints were missing.
As a consequence, inner nodes could have a single son, which led to weird trees.
Second, the objective was to minimize the total number of exible keys/locks,
which was simpler to express and which is an upper bound of the objective c(r).
Third, keys to doors of o�ces were not allowed to be exible due to manufacturer-
speci�c conventions.

In order to �nd good solutions quickly, search occurs in two phases. In a �rst
phase, the search tree is arti�cially cut. Heuristics are used to estimate whether
only one of the alternatives is promising or whether all have to be considered.
In the second, all alternatives are considered, but the best solution of the �rst
phase puts an upper bound on the objective.

Figure 4 shows the results for some selected examples. In order to treat
larger examples e�ciently, keys/locks of o�ces that belong to the same oor are
grouped together. The second columns contains the number of objects before
preprocessing and the third column contains the number after this operation.
We discuss two of the examples briey. The second example is small, but lacks a
clear hierarchical structure. Figure 5 shows the locking matrix of this example,
whereas �gure 6 gives the resulting tree2. Example 3 is large, but has a clear
hierarchical structure and thus a small number of exible keys/locks.

2 The equivalence relation is depicted by horizontal links.
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Fig. 6. Subproblem hierarchy for example 2.

9 Conclusion

We presented a novel approach to problem decomposition for key con�guration
problems. An initially large problem is recursively divided into subproblems and

a common problem such that the subproblems can be treated independently
after the common problem has been solved. Most key con�guration problems in
practice have this hierarchical structure and can thus be treated e�ciently.

The novelty of our approach is the use of constraint satisfaction techniques
for �nding a subproblem hierarchy. This CSP-approach has several advantages
over a procedural or purely heuristic decompositionmethod. Mathematical prop-
erties of the subproblem hierarchy can be stated clearly and added easily. Search
algorithms allow exploring several solutions and �nding a good or a best subprob-
lem hierarchy. The CSP makes a sophisticated usage of constrained set variables
(cf. [7, 3]) and clearly shows the usefulness of constraints such as set-of, inverse,
max-over-set, and union-of-sets-over-set [6].
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Fuzzifying the Constraint Hierarchies Framework
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Abstract. The Constraint Hierarchy (CH) framework is used to tackle

multiple criteria selection (MCS), consisting of a set of candidates and a

set of, possibly competing, criteria for selecting the \best" candidate(s).
In this paper, we identify aspects of the CH framework for further en-

hancement so as to model and solve MCS problems more accurately.

We propose the Fuzzy Constraint Hierarchies framework, which allows
constraints to belong to, possibly, more than one level in a constraint

hierarchy to a varying degree. We also propose to replace the standard

equality relation = used in valuation comparators of the CH framework

by the �-approximate equality relation =
a(�) for providing more exible

control over the handling of valuations with close error values. These

proposals result in three new classes of valuation comparators. Formal
properties of the new comparators are given, wherever possible.

1 Introduction

An over-constrained system [3] is a set of constraints with no solution, caused

by some of the constraints contradicting others. From the users' point of view,

no-solution is hardly a satisfactory answer. Users normally want solutions of

some sort, even if they are partial in the sense that the solutions can cause some

constraints to be violated. The task becomes how to relax or weaken some of the

constraints in an over-constrained system so as to obtain useful partial solution.

New solution techniques, well summarized in [3], are developed to model

and tackle over-constrained systems. In particular, the Constraint Hierarchies

(CH) framework by Borning et al. [2] allows constraints to be required and

preferential . While the required constraints must be satis�ed, satisfaction of

preferential constraints are not mandatory but they should be satis�ed as much

as possible. Each preferential constraint has a strength and, together with the

required constraints, they form a constraint hierarchy . A better comparator is

used to rank and select among competing possible solutions.

The problem at hand is that of multiple criteria selection (MCS), which con-

sists of a set of candidates and a set of, possibly competing, criteria for selecting

the \best" candidate(s). MCS is a common decision process in answering such

questions as which presidency candidate to vote for, which applicants to admit

to the graduate programme, and so on. The CH framework is chosen to model

and solve MCS problems since selection criteria are like preferential constraints:

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 280-294, 1998.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



(1) criteria have relative priorities and (2) candidates are most likely not able

to satisfy all criteria anyway and we would like to select the candidate that sat-

isfy the most constraints in some sense. There are two issues in tackling MCS

problems by the CH framework. First, it is sometimes di�cult to determine the

relative strength of some criteria with absolute certainty. Second, the standard

equality relation used in better comparators is sometimes too rigid and presents

problems in handling competing solutions with very close error values.

In this paper, we show how simple application of fuzzy techniques can re-

solve the issues. To help better model MCS problems, we propose to fuzzify the

levels of constraint hierarchies, allowing constraints to belong to a level with a

certain degree of membership. To deal with valuations with close error values,

we propose to use the �-approximate equality relation =a(�), a relaxed form of

equality, in the comparators, obtained by fuzzifying and de-fuzzifying the stan-

dard equality relation =. The result is the Fuzzy Constraint Hierarchy framework

plus three new classes of valuation comparators, each of which improves upon

their counterparts in the CH framework.

The paper is organized as follows. We �rst give a brief overview of the CH

framework and two motivating scenarios for our work, followed by an exposition

of the Fuzzy Constraint Hierarchies framework, its related class of comparators,

and formal properties of these comparators. We also show how another class

of comparators is de�ned using the �-approximate equality relation. A seam-

less integration of the two new classes of comparators gives the best of both

worlds. Last but not least, we conclude the paper by listing our contributions

and discussing future work and implementation issues.

2 The Constraint Hierarchies Framework

In this section, we give a brief introduction to the CH framework. Interested

readers are referred to [2] for full details. Two example scenarios are used to

illustrate aspects of the framework opted for further enhancement.

2.1 Constraint Hierarchies

Let D be the domain. An n-ary constraint c is a relation over Dn. A labeled

constraint is a pair (c; k), where c is a constraint and k is a label stating the

strength of c. The strength labels are totally ordered. Without loss of generality,

we map the strengths to non-negative integers. A constraint hierarchy H is a

multiset of labeled constraints with a �nite number of labels. According to the

associated labels, constraints are classi�ed into di�erent disjoint multisets Hk,

called levels, for each label k: levelHk contains the set of labeled constraints with

label k. Given a constraint hierarchy, we use H0 to denote the set of required (or

hard) constraints. The levels H1;H2; : : : ;Hn denote di�erent sets of preferential

(or soft) constraints, ranging from the strongest strength to the weakest.

A valuation for a set of constraints is a function that maps the free variables in

the constraints to elements in the domain over which the constraints are de�ned.
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Let c be a constraint and � a valuation. The expression c� is the boolean result

of applying � to c. We say that c� holds if the value of c� is true.

We de�ne S0 = f� j 8c 2 H0 s.t. c� holdsg to be the set of valuations that

satisfy the required constraints. The solution set to a constraint hierarchy H

depends on the de�nition of a valuation comparator better(�; �;H) that com-

pares two valuations � and � for the constraints in H. Many de�nitions of

better are possible as long as the comparator is irreexive, transitive, and re-

spect the hierarchy [2] in the loose sense that a \better" valuation must indeed

satisfy \more" constraints in H. Note that better does not de�ne a total order

since some valuations can be incomparable according to this de�nition. In other

words, it is possible that a valuation � is not better than valuation � and vice

versa. The solution set of a constraint hierarchy H is obtained by eliminating

all potential valuations that are worse than some other potential valuations:

S = f� j � 2 S0 ^ 8� 2 S0 s.t. :better(�; �;H)g:

In the following, we give several de�nitions of better, which require an error

function e(c�) to measure how well a constraint c is satis�ed by valuation �. The

error function returns non-negative real numbers and must satisfy the property:

e(c�) = 0, c� holds. Given a constraint Hierarchy H and two valuations � and

�, the comparator locally-better l-b is de�ned as follows:

l-b(�; �;H) � 9k > 0 such that

8i 2 f1; : : : ; k� 1g8p 2 Hi e(p�) = e(p�)

^ 9q 2 Hk e(q�) < e(q�)

^ 8r 2 Hk e(r�) � e(r�)

The globally-better schema g-b de�nes a class of global comparators, parametrized

by a function g that combines the errors of all constraints in a level Hi.

g-b(�; �;H; g) � 9k > 0 such that

8i 2 f1; : : : ; k� 1g g(�;Hi) = g(�;Hi)

^ g(�;Hk) < g(�;Hk)

Suppose we assign also a positive real number wp to each constraint p to denote

the weight of p. Three global comparators, namely weighted-sum-better w-s-b,

worst-case-better w-c-b, and least-square-better l-s-b can be de�ned using di�er-

ent combining functions g.

w-s-b(�; �;H) � g-b(�; �;H; g) l-s-b(�; �;H) � g-b(�; �;H; g)

where g(�;Hi) �
X
p2Hi

wpe(p� ) where g(�;Hi) �
X
p2Hi

wpe(p� )
2

w-c-b(�; �;H) � g-b(�; �;H; g)

where g(�;Hi) � maxfwpe(p� ) j p 2 Hig

Di�erent speci�c comparators can be de�ned by choosing the appropriate error

function e. We call this class of comparators classical comparators to di�erentiate

them from the ones introduced later in this paper,
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2.2 Dominance of Strong Constraints

What millions died|that Caesar might be great!

Thomas Campbell (1777{1844)

In the CH framework, two valuations are compared level by level, starting from

the strongest level. If two valuations are equivalent in one level, then comparison

proceeds to the next level. The comparison process stops once a valuation is

found to be better than the other at a certain level, or when none of the two

valuations are better than the other. Constraints in weaker levels are completely

ignored. There are two problems. First, it is sometimes di�cult to determine the

relative strengths among constraints with absolute certainty in practice. Second,

a constraint c1 being more important than another constraint c2 may not imply

that the satisfaction of c1 should take strict precedence over that of c2. Failure

to cope with these phenomena may result in counter-intuitive solutions.

Example 1 Suppose a company wants to promote a sales representative to be-

come the general sales manager from a pool of candidates. The ideal candidate

must be a degree holder. (S)he should have at least 5 years of working experience

and be able to meet a sales quota of 1 million per annum. Being in a supervisory

role, the potential manager should also be familiar with and be able to sell at

least 20 products of the company. While the education background is a �rm re-

quirement, working experience and sales performance are, in general, considered

to be more important than versatility in product range. In considering candi-

dates with similar working experience and sales performance, the last criterion

should also be taken into account, although to a lesser degree, to di�erentiate

the best candidate from the rest.

The last criterion is common sense but is di�cult to model in the CH frame-

work. We model the problem to its nearest approximation as follows. There are

four variables: D to denote if the candidate is a degree holder, Y to denote the

candidate's working experience in number of years, Q to denote the candidate's

sales �gure in thousands of dollars, and P to denote the number of products

that the candidate can sell. We get the following constraint hierarchy H.

Level Constraints

H0 (c1) D = degree

H1 (c2) Y � 5, (c3) Q � 1000

H2 (c4) P � 20

The following error function e measures how well the constraints are satis�ed:

e(c1�) =

�
1 if D� = degree

0 Otherwise
e(c2�) =

(
5� Y �

5
if Y � < 5

0 if Y � � 5

e(c3�) =

(
1000� Q�

1000
if Q� < 1000

0 if Q� � 1000
e(c4�) =

(
20� P�

20
if P� < 20

0 if P� � 20

Consider two competing candidates A and B with their corresponding qual-

i�cations encoded in the valuations �A and �B respectively:
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�A = fD 7! degree; Y 7! 5; Q 7! 1000; P 7! 2g

�B = fD 7! degree; Y 7! 5; Q 7! 990; P 7! 30g

Applying the valuations to the constraints in H and using the error function e

just de�ned, we obtain the error sequences of the two candidates.

� e(c1�) e(c2�) e(c3�) e(c4�)

�A 0 0 0 0:9

�B 0 0 0:01 0

Assuming the weight of all constraints to be 1.0, we can easily check that any

classical comparators would conclude A to be the better candidate. According to

the requirement of the selection criteria and common sense, however, candidate

B should be selected since B can sell many more products than A while A's

edge over B in sales performance is only marginal (ten thousand in one million

is negligible in a big corporation!). We call this the dominance problem. In this

example, the slight minimization of the error of one stronger constraint precedes

the consideration of weaker constraints even if the resulting valuation will cause

very large error in the weaker constraint.

The dominance problem cannot be solved by simply adjusting the weight

since the error of c2 is 0 in both cases. One might argue changing the error

function to

e(c3�) =

(
1000�Q�

1000
if Q� < 1000� 100

0 if Q� � 1000� 100

or some similar function to increase the \tolerance" of the constraint c3. Can-

didates A and B are now equal up to level 1 and their comparison has to be

resolved using c4 in level 2. This seems to solve the dominance problem for the

current scenario.

Example 2 What if candidate B can sell only 3 products instead?

�A = fD 7! degree; Y 7! 5; Q 7! 1000; P 7! 2g

�B = fD 7! degree; Y 7! 5; Q 7! 990; P 7! 3g

With the new error function, candidate B will always be selected using all com-

parators de�ned. Depending on how errors are compared, however, candidate A,

who is slightly better in sales performance and slightly worse in the number of

products, should be as competitive as, if not better than, candidate B. The new

error function blindly concludes that the error of a valuation for c3 is 0 if the

error is less a certain value. There are two problems. First, this method fails if

both candidates have sizable but close error values. Second, the errors of c4 for

the valuations are not taken into account. This violates the last requirement of

the promotion criteria.

We cannot massage the relative strengths of the constraints either since sales

performance is in general more important than number of products as stated

in the requirement. We propose to solve the dominance problem by allowing

constraints to belong to di�erent levels with varying membership grade so that

weak constraints can have inuence in stronger levels.
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2.3 Sti� Equality in Better Comparators

Equality is in the eyes of the beholder.

In comparing valuations in the CH framework, comparison proceeds from one

level to the other in the hierarchy only when the valuations are concluded to be

equivalent in the current level. In a local comparator, two valuations are equiva-

lent in a level if the errors computed from the two valuations for every constraint

in the level are equal. In a global comparator, two valuations are equivalent in

a level if the errors computed from the two valuations for all constraints in

the level using the combining function g are equal. Both notions of equivalence

use the standard equality relation =, which governs that any individual x can

only be equal to itself and nothing else. In daily experience, however, we are

sometimes satis�ed with things that are \approximately equal to" each other.

In many real-life situations, we cannot a�ord to be too rigid since physical data

always contain errors so that absolute equality can never be attained.

Given two valuations. There could be cases in which the errors of two valua-

tions for a level are very close to each other and yet one valuation is concluded to

be better than the other or incomparable to the other. The errors are, however,

so close that the conclusion is drawn only in the numerical, but not common,

sense. There could well be more useful information in the next level to help make

a better decision. We call this the sti� equality problem.

Example 3 Let us use the sales representative promotion problem for illustration

again. We assume the same modeling of the problem as in examples 1 and 2. In

our �rst scenario, the competing candidates have the following valuations:

�A = fD 7! degree; Y 7! 2:9; Q 7! 700; P 7! 30g

�B = fD 7! degree; Y 7! 3; Q 7! 690; P 7! 2g

Applying the valuations to the constraints in H gives the following error se-

quences.

� e(c1�) e(c2�) e(c3�) e(c4�)

�A 0 0:42 0:3 0

�B 0 0:4 0:31 0:9

The l-b comparator would �nd the candidates to be incomparable. Assuming all

constraint weights to be 1.0, the global comparators would conclude B to be the

better candidate.

Example 4 Worst yet, in our second scenario, the candidates' pro�les become:

�A = fD 7! degree; Y 7! 2:9; Q 7! 690; P 7! 30g

�B = fD 7! degree; Y 7! 3; Q 7! 700; P 7! 2g

� e(c1�) e(c2�) e(c3�) e(c4�)

�A 0 0:42 0:31 0

�B 0 0:4 0:3 0:9
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All comparators will conclude B to be the better candidate.

Common sense would suggest the contrary for both examples since the two

candidates are close to indistinguishable in level H1. The abysmal di�erences in

the error values are inconclusive. The candidates should better be di�erentiated

using information in level H2. An approach to solve the sti� equality problem is

to relax the equality relationship in the comparators so that two error values of

similar magnitude are considered equal.

3 Fuzzifying Hierarchy Levels

The closer one looks, the fuzzier things are.

Our �rst extension aims to solve the dominance problem. We propose to gen-

eralize the CH framework by allowing a constraint to belong to possibly more

than one level in the hierarchy to a varying degree. In the following, we briey

introduce some basic machineries of the fuzzy set theory [4], followed by the

de�nition of the Fuzzy Constraint Hierarchies (FCH) framework and its formal

properties.

3.1 Basic Fuzzy Set Theory

Every crisp set A is associated with a characteristic function �A : U ! f0; 1g,

which determines whether an individual from the universal set U is a member

or non-member of A:

�A(x) =

�
1 if and only if x 2 A

0 if and only if x 62 A

Fuzzy sets are usually obtained by generalizing the characteristic function so

that �A : U ! [0; 1]. Given an element x 2 U , �A(x) denotes the degree of

membership of x in the fuzzy set A. A larger value indicates a higher degree of

membership. The generalized �A is called a membership function. Thus, each

element of a fuzzy set A is a pair (x; �A(x)). We write (x; �A(x)) 2 A to mean

that x belongs to A with membership grade �A(x). In practice, the membership

function �A of a fuzzy set has to be estimated from partial information sampled

from, possibly, incomplete data.

3.2 Fuzzy-Labeled Constraints

The FCH framework inherits most of the structure of the CH framework. The

domain D and the notions of constraints c and strengths k remain unchanged.

The strengths are totally ordered and we use non-negative integers as strengths.

In the FCH framework, we generalize the level Hk of each strength k from a crisp

set to a fuzzy set for k � 1. The required level remains a crisp set. A fuzzy-labeled

constraint is a tuple (c; k; �k(c)), where c is a constraint, k � 1 is the strength

of c, and �k(c) is a real number in [0; 1] indicating the membership grade of c
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in Hk. The function �k is the membership function associated with the fuzzy

set Hk. A fuzzy constraint hierarchy H consists of a multiset H0 of required

constraints and a multiset of fuzzy-labeled constraints with a �nite number of

labels. It is important to note that a constraint c can belong to more than one

level with varying degree of membership.

The solution set S of a fuzzy constraint hierarchy is de�ned similarly: S0 =

f� j 8c 2 H0 s.t. c� holdsg and S = f� j � 2 S0 ^ 8� 2 S0 s.t. :better(�; �;H)g,

except that the valuation comparator better must now take the membership

grade of constraints into account. Assuming the same notion of error function

e(c�), we present the fuzzy-locally-better comparator f-l-b as follows:

f-l-b(�; �;H) � 9k > 0 such that

8i 2 f1; : : : ; k � 1g8(p; �i(p)) 2 Hi e(p�)�i(p) = e(p�)�i(p)

^ 9(q; �k(q)) 2 Hk e(q�)�k(q) < e(q�)�k(q)

^ 8(r; �k(r)) 2 Hk e(r�)�k(r) � e(r�)�k(r)

The terms �i(p), �k(q), and �k(r) can be canceled out on both sides of the

equality and inequalities. We leave the terms in the de�nition since they are

essential for a further generalization of the comparator. Disregarding the terms

for the moment, this de�nition is almost identical to that of the l-b comparator

in the CH framework. There is a subtle di�erence between the two comparators:

a constraint can appear in possibly more than one level in the hierarchy.

The fuzzy-globally-better schema f-l-g-b is similar to the classical version

except that the combining function g must now incorporate the membership of

the constraints in each level:

f-g-b(�; �;H; g) � 9k > 0 such that

8i 2 f1; : : : ; k � 1g g(�;Hi; �i) = g(�;Hi; �i)

^ g(�;Hk; �k) < g(�;Hk; �k)

The three classical global comparators can be fuzzi�ed as follows:

f-w-s-b(�; �;H) � f-g-b(�; �;H; g)

where g(�;Hi; �i) �
X

(p;�i(p))2Hi

wpe(p� )�i(p)

f-w-c-b(�; �;H) � f-g-b(�; �;H; g)

where g(�;Hi; �i) � maxfwpe(p� )�i(p) j (p; �i(p)) 2 Hig

f-l-s-b(�; �;H) � f-g-b(�; �;H; g)

where g(�;Hi; �i) �
X

(p;�i(p))2Hi

wpe(p� )
2�i(p)

We call the newly de�ned comparators fuzzy comparators.

3.3 Illustrative Examples

The sales representative promotion problem can be more accurately formulated

in the FCH framework as follows:
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Level Constraints

H0 (c1; 1:0)

H1 (c2; 1:0), (c3; 1:0), (c4; 0:02)

H2 (c4; 1:0)

Using the same error functions and weight 1.0 for all constraints, we yield the

following table of results for the two candidate valuations in example 1.

� = �A � = �B � = �A � = �B
i = 1 i = 1 i = 2 i = 2

e(c2�)�i(c2) 0 0 0 0

e(c3�)�i(c3) 0 0.01 0 0

e(c4�)�i(c4) 0.018 0 0.9 0

e(c2�)
2�i(c2) 0 0 0 0

e(c3�)
2�i(c3) 0 0.0001 0 0

e(c4�)
2�i(c4) 0.0162 0 0.81 0

If the f-l-b local comparator is used, we �nd that the two valuations are incom-

parable. Assuming a weight of 1.0 for all constraints in each level, the global

comparators f-w-s-b, f-w-c-b, and f-l-s-b all conclude sales representative B to

be the more desirable candidate for promotion.

In the new hierarchy, the constraint c4 appears, besides in H2, in H1 with

a membership of 0:02. In general, errors of c2 and c3 take precedence in the

decision-making process since they both have a membership of 1.0. The inuence

of c4 becomes e�ective only when the errors in c4 for the candidate valuations are

signi�cant enough to overcome the suppression by the 0:02 membership factor.

We use the same hierarchy to compare the valuations in example 2. The error

of each constraint for each valuation and its product with the corresponding

membership grades are summarized in the following tables:

� = �A � = �B

e(c1�) 0 0

e(c2�) 0 0

e(c3�) 0 0:01

e(c4�) 0:9 0:85

� = �A � = �B � = �A � = �B
i = 1 i = 1 i = 2 i = 2

e(c2�)�i(c2) 0 0 0 0

e(c3�)�i(c3) 0 0.01 0 0

e(c4�)�i(c4) 0.018 0.017 0.9 0.85

e(c2�)
2�i(c2) 0 0 0 0

e(c3�)
2�i(c3) 0 0.0001 0 0

e(c4�)
2�i(c4) 0.0162 0.01445 0.81 0.7225

Again, the local comparator �nds the two valuations incomparable. The global

comparator f-w-s-b recommends candidate A for promotion. The f-w-c-b com-

parator presents a biased view by looking at only the extreme case of a level.

The f-l-s-b comparator ampli�es error di�erences by comparing the square of

the errors. In both cases, the errors of c4 become more prominent in level H1

and candidate B is recommended.
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3.4 Remarks

Weight and membership grade of a constraint seem to be similar concepts and

might be combined in the de�nition of the example global comparators. They are

di�erent for two reasons, one conceptual and one pragmatic. First, the weight of

a constraint is a measure of the relative importance of the constraint as compared

to other constraints within a level, whereas the membership grade of a constraint

denotes the degree that the constraint belong to a level. Second, as can be seen

from examples 1 and 2, the dominance problem persists no matter how we adjust

the weights of constraints in the original constraint hierarchy: strong constraints

still dominate over the weaker ones. On the other hand, membership grade allows

a generally weak constraint to exercise its inuence in stronger levels. Since the

two concepts describe two di�erent properties of a constraint with respect to a

level, we suggest to keep them as two separate values instead of combining them

into a single constant.

The relationship between local and global comparators in the CH framework

carries forward to their fuzzy counterparts in the FCH framework. In other

words, the solution set found using the fuzzy-locally-better comparator contains

both of those found using the fuzzy-weighted-sum-better and the fuzzy-least-

square-better comparators.

Proposition 1. For a given error function e,

8�8�8H f-l-b(�; �;H)! f-w-s-b(�; �;H)

8�8�8H f-l-b(�; �;H)! f-l-s-b(�; �;H):

Corollary 1. For a given fuzzy constraint hierarchy, let SFLB denote the set of

solutions found using the f-l-b comparator, and SFWSB and SFLSB those found

using the f-w-s-b and f-l-s-b comparators respectively. We have SFWSB � SFLB
and SFLSB � SFLB :

We skip the proofs of the results since they are similar to those of the cor-

responding results for the CH framework found in [2]. As expected, the f-l-b

comparator does not imply the f-g-b schema instantiated with an arbitrary

combining function g. For example, the f-l-b comparator does not imply the

f-w-c-b comparator.

4 Fuzzifying the Equality Relation

To equal or not to equal, that is the question.

Our second extension aims to solve the sti� equality problem. We formalize the

notion of approximately-equal-to and de�ne new valuation comparators using

the modi�ed equality relation. The �-approximate-equality relation =a(�) is ob-

tained by computing the �-cut [4] of the fuzzi�ed equality relation, where � is

a user-de�ned constant that controls the degree of approximation or tolerance.
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A relation is a set of tuples. To fuzzify a crisp relation R, we need to devise a

meaningful membership function that conforms to the intended interpretation of

the relation. The membership function for the fuzzi�ed relation, say Rf , should

also provide a metric to measure how \well" an element tuple belongs to Rf .

Thus the function must assign a membership of 1.0 to elements of R and the

membership grade assigned to a non-member x of R should reect the degree of

x satisfying the property described by the intended interpretation of R. We are

interested in only a subset of the standard equality relation = since we only test

the equality of non-negative real numbers. While many membership functions

are possible, we propose to use the following membership function for the fuzzy

relation =f(x; y):

�=f ((x; y)) =

(
1 if x = y = 0

1�
���x�yx+y

��� Otherwise
for any non-negative real numbers x and y.

The function �=f provides a measure on how close two real numbers are.

The fuzzy relation =f , however, cannot be used directly in decision-making. We

need to extract the set of elements of =f , the membership of which exceeds a

certain user supplied approximation threshold � 2 [0; 1], by computing the �-cut

of =f . An �-cut of a fuzzy set A is a crisp set A� that contains all the elements

of the universal set D that have a membership grade in A greater than or equal

to the speci�ed value of �, written as:

A� = fx 2 D j�A(x) � �g:

We de�ne the �-approximate equality relation =a(�) to be =f
�. We say that

x is �-approximately equal to y, written x =a(�) y (by abusing notation), if

(x; y) 2=a(�).

By replacing = by =a(�) in the de�nition of the l-b comparator and simple

mathematics, we yield the approximate-locally-better comparator a-l-b as follows:

a-l-b(�; �;H; �)� 9k > 0 such that

8i 2 f1; : : : ; k � 1g8p 2 Hi e(p�) =a(�) e(p�)

^ 9q 2 Hk (e(q�) 6=a(�) e(q�) ^ e(q�) < e(q�))

^ 8r 2 Hk (e(r�) < e(r�) _ e(r�) =a(�) e(r�))

The approximate-globally-better schema a-g-b is obtained by modifying the g-b

schema in a similar fashion.

a-g-b(�; �;H; g; �)� 9k > 0 such that

8i 2 f1; : : : ; k � 1g g(�;Hi) =a(�) g(�;Hi)

^ (g(�;Hk) 6=a(�) g(�;Hk) ^ g(�;Hk) < g(�;Hk))

We get three global comparators approximate-weighted-sum-better a-w-s-b, approximate-

worst-case-better a-w-c-b, and approximate-least-square-better a-l-s-b by instan-

tiating the a-g-b schema with the same combining functions g for their classical

counterparts. We call this class of comparators approximate comparators.
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4.1 Illustrative Examples

In the following, we show how the new comparators can be used to solve the

sti� equality problem as exempli�ed in examples 3 and 4. Note that the new

comparators have no connection to the FCH framework (yet). In the following,

we assume that the sales representative promotion problem is modeled using the

CH framework as in example 1. We �rst give a table containing the member-

ship grade of the number pairs for the fuzzy relation =f needed for our further

discussion.

x y �=f (x; y)

0:42 0:4 0:976

0:31 0:3 0:984

0:72 (= 0:42 + 0:3) 0:71 (= 0:4 + 0:31) 0:993

0:73 (= 0:42 + 0:31) 0:7 (= 0:4 + 0:3) 0:979

0:2664 (= 0:422+ 0:32) 0:2561 (= 0:42 + 0:312) 0:980

0:2725 (= 0:422 + 0:312) 0:25 (= 0:42 + 0:32) 0:957

Suppose we set the approximation threshold � to 0.95. All approximate com-

parators de�ned are able to conclude that the valuations for both examples are

equivalent at level H1, leaving the decision to level H2. Therefore, candidate A

is recommended.

The threshold � can be adjusted to the user's liking and need. Suppose now

that � is 0.98. The following table summarizes the recommendation made by

each of the approximate comparators for both scenarios.

Example a-l-b a-w-s-b a-w-c-b a-l-s-b

3 B (H1) A (H2) B (H1) A (H2)

4 B (H1) B (H1) B (H1) B (H1)

Each row contains the recommendations for each problem scenario; while each

column corresponds to recommendations from each approximate comparator.

We also record the level at which the decision is made in brackets beside each

recommendation. By increasing the threshold, the equality becomes more sti�

and more undesirable recommendations are made using information solely in

level H1.

4.2 Remarks

The threshold � o�ers �ne control over the sti�ness of the �-approximate equal-

ity relation. On one end of the spectrum, when � = 1, the �-approximate equality

relation is reduced to the standard equality relation. All approximate compara-

tors are also reduced to the original comparators. On the other end of the spec-

trum, when � = 0, any pair of error values are considered to be �-approximately

equal to each other. In this case, all valuations are incomparable no matter which

comparator is used. The solution set is always S0, which is the set of solutions

for the required constraints. In other words, the soft constraints have no e�ect

in the calculation of the solution set.
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As shown in the rework of example 3 with � = 0:98, the comparator a-l-b

implies neither a-w-s-b nor a-l-s-b in general. Thus, solution sets computed from

the new comparators do not inherit the solution set subsumption properties of

their classical counterparts.

The proposed membership function �=f ((x; y)) for the fuzzy relation =f

aims to measure and compare the order of magnitude of the di�erence between

x and y against that of the sum of x and y. While this measure works well in

general, it can give results that may be counter-intuitive to some. For example,

the function will assign the same membership grade to the pairs (0:02; 0:03),

(2; 3), and even (2:0� 106; 3:0� 106). The phenomenon is due to the fact that

the di�erence between the two numbers in each pair all appears in the same

signi�cant digit, in this case the �rst digit, and the digits di�er by the same

amount. In addition, the membership grade of (x; 0) is always 0 for all x > 0.

Thus, even (1:0 � 10�9; 0) will have a membership grade of 0. This is because

the di�erence between any quantity and void is in�nite. From being nothing

to something does constitute a quantum jump. If one �nds this membership

function not suitable, other membership functions, such as,

�=f ((x; y)) = 1�

���� x� y

x+ y + c

���� ; for some constant c > 0

�=f ((x; y)) =

(
jx� yj if jx� yj < 1

1�
���x�yx+y

��� Otherwise
are possible as long as the function provides a reasonable measure of how similar

two nonnegative numbers are.

5 Combining the Frameworks

The FCH framework and the approximate comparators address di�erent aspects

of the CH framework. The fuzzy comparators still su�er from the sti� equality

problem and the approximate comparators do not solve the dominance problem.

Since the two generalizations complement each other, the next natural step is

to incorporate the �-approximate equality relation into the fuzzy comparators,

yielding a new class of fuzzy comparators. We use the same naming convention

for the comparators. Their abbreviated names should be self-explanatory.

The straight-forward generalization of the fuzzy local comparator follows.

a-f-l-b(�; �;H; �)� 9k > 0 such that

8i 2 f1; : : : ; k � 1g8(p; �i(p)) 2 Hi e(p�)�i(p) =a(�) e(p�)�i(p)

^ 9(q; �k(q)) 2 Hk (e(q�)�k(q) 6=a(�) e(q�)�k(q) ^ e(q�)�k(q) < e(q�)�k(q))

^ 8(r; �k(r)) 2 Hk (e(r�)�k(r) < e(r�)�k(r) _ e(r�)�k(r) =a(�) e(r�)�k(r))

This de�nition should explain why the terms �i(p), �k(q), and �k(r) are essential:

they do not cancel out under the �-approximate equality relation.
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The de�nitions of the global schema follows.

a-f-g-b(�; �;H; g; �) � 9k > 0 such that

8i 2 f1; : : : ; k � 1g g(�;Hi; �i) =a(�) g(�;Hi; �i)

^ (g(�;Hk; �k) 6=a(�) g(�;Hk; �k) ^ g(�;Hk; �k) < g(�;Hk; �k))

We get three global comparators a-f-w-s-b, a-f-w-c-b, and a-f-l-s-b by instan-

tiating the global schema with the same combining functions g for their fuzzy

counterparts. We call this class of operators combined operators.

Assuming an approximation threshold of � = 0:95, we obtain the follow-

ing tables of recommendations from each of the combined comparators for the

scenarios described in examples 1 to 4.

Example a-f-l-b a-f-w-s-b a-f-w-c-b a-f-l-s-b

1 A;B (H1) B (H1) B (H1) B (H1)

2 A (H1) A (H1) A;B (H2) B (H1)

3 A (H1) A (H2) A (H2) A (H2)

4 A (H1) A (H2) A (H2) A (H2)

The level at which the recommendation is made is enclosed in brackets. The

recommendation \A;B" means that the two valuations are incomparable. The

recommendations made by the combined comparators are at least as good as

and, in some cases, better than the ones made by either class of the previously

de�ned new comparators.

6 Concluding Remarks

The contribution of this paper is four-fold. First, we review the CH framework

and use realistic examples to illustrate the dominance problem and the sti�

equality problem. We also pinpoint aspects of the framework for further en-

hancement. Second, we propose the FCH framework to solve the dominance

problem. In the new framework, each constraint can belong to more than one

level of a hierarchy and to a varying degree of membership. New local and global

comparators, which take the membership grade of constraints into account, are

introduced. Following the style of [2], we also show the formal properties and

relationship of the new comparators. Third, we give a fuzzy version =f of the

equality relation and de�ne the �-approximate equality relation to be the �-cut

of =f . Another new class of comparators is de�ned based on the �-approximate

equality for solving the sti� equality problem. Fourth, we show a seamless inte-

gration of the the �-approximate equality relation and the FCH framework. The

combined framework allowsmore exibility in the modeling and handling of MCS

problems. In particular, the solutions computed from the combined framework

correspond more to how human makes decision, at least for the four example

problems presented.

Our approach in adopting fuzzy techniques in constraint research di�ers from

that of previous work (such as [1]) in that we fuzzify, instead of constraints,
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(1) the level membership of constraints and (2) the equality relation used in

better comparators. Further work is needed to study the connection between

our framework and the closely related Multiple Attribute (or Criteria or Objec-

tive) Decision-Making (MADM) methods in the fuzzy system [6] and operations

research [8] literature. As with other fuzzy-based systems, experimentation and

experience are needed to determine the membership grades of constraints and

the approximation threshold � for a particular application. The e�cient knowl-

edge elicitation technique by Slany [7] and the learning technique by Rossi and

Sperduti [5] are good starting points.

We have demonstrated how the FCH framework can be used to better model a

large class of over-constrained problems, namely those in MCS. More experience

in using the FCH framework is needed to understand how the framework can

help better tackle other over-constrained problems. There is also need to study

if the FCH framework exhibits undesirable behavior in other problem instances.

Two implementations of FCH for the �nite domain are available, one in

spreadsheet and one using C. A more sophisticated implementation in Prolog of

the combined framework for the �nite domain is in progress. Existing solution

algorithms for constraint hierarchies should also be easily adapted for solving

fuzzy constraint hierarchies since the di�erence between the two frameworks lies

mainly in the de�nition of the comparators.
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Abstract. In this paper we will show how constraint solving methods

can be applied for the recognition of buildings in aerial images. Object

models are transformed to constraint representations which are matched

against extracted image features. To cope with disturbances caused by

occlusions and noise, we distinguish between the unobservability of a) re-

lations between object parts and b) object parts themselves. Whereas

other approaches for solving over-constrained problems suggest to reduce

the relaxation of a variable to the relaxation of its incident constraints, we

argue that both cases have to be treated separately. Information theory

is applied to derive constraint weights on a probabilistic basis. We extend

constraints and variables in a way which provides for an adequate inte-

gration of constraint violation and variable elimination on the one hand,

and allows the determination of the maximum likelihood estimation for

the matching between model and image on the other hand.

1 Introduction

The automation of 3D object extraction, esp. buildings, is an issue of high impor-

tance due to the increasing demand for 3D city models. 3D data are needed for

various applications including geo-information systems, transmitter placement,

urban planning, cartography, and environmental related investigations.

The complexity and variability of buildings makes the use of strict models

and low level image matching techniques like template matching and pattern

classi�cation unfeasible [24]. Relational matching was identi�ed to be the ap-

propriate scheme, where model and image are decomposed into graph structures

and matched against each other [23, 26]. In section 2 we explain the employed

models in detail.

To cope with the huge number of involved image features and the high com-

plexity of building models, we have to apply e�cient techniques in order to

solve the underlying subgraph isomorphism problem. The application of con-

straint solving techniques [18], which has a long tradition in computer vision

[28, 10, 23], proved to achieve good e�ciency on large images [16]. However,

they rely on the fact that all variables can be assigned values and all constraints

can be ful�lled. Unfortunately this is often not the case, because of disturbances

in the image like occlusions, noise and segmentation errors. Thus the problem

often is over-constrained.

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 295-309, 1998.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



In recent years di�erent methods for solving over-constrained systems have

been developed [7, 19, 30]. Although several frameworks were proposed which

have these methods as special cases [8, 15], the speci�c techniques concentrate

either on the relaxation of constraints or on the elimination of variables. Un-

observability of objects in aerial images occurs rather often, and sometimes it

can even be predicted (for example, when we know about low contrast). Clearly

in these cases the unobservability of an object may not be punished as hard as

the violation of constraints between observed objects. Therefore a more natural

model is required which makes this distinction explicit.

We developed a modeling scheme, which distinguishes between the unob-

servability of objects and the violation of relations between objects. Above, it

integrates both e�ects into one evaluation function. Our concept is based on

information theory and is motivated by work on relational matching [1, 26]. It is

explained in section 4. The evaluation function gives the best matching a proba-

bilistic semantic, namely the maximum likelihood estimation. The relaxation of

constraints is achieved by program transformation, namely augmentation of the

constraints by an additional variable which rates the violation resp. satisfaction

of that constraint. Our concept can further be used in conjunction with standard

consistency techniques and thus can be implemented i.e. on top of a CLP(FD)

system. This is explicated in section 5.

At the end of the article (section 6) we �nally show that our proposed mod-

eling scheme also builds a natural link between MaxCSP and Dynamic CSP.

2 Building Recognition as a CSP

For the recognition of buildings we basically apply two models. On the one hand

we have a (3D) object model, describing the shape and geometry of buildings.

The model primitives consist of volumetric building parts that can be combined

to more or less complex building structures. On the other hand we have a (2D)

image model, which describes the objects and their relations that can be observed

in the image. Here the primitives consist of points, lines and faces. Relations

include (among others) line parallelism, neighbourhood, and collinearity.

The gap between the 3D object model and the 2D image model is bridged us-

ing aspect graphs. Aspect graphs enumerate all topologically invariant views on

an object model, and can be e�ciently computed for polyhedral 3D objects. Ev-

ery aspect is represented in terms of the image model. Relations are propagated

from the object model to the 2D aspects.

The modeling is presented in detail in [2]. The strategy, esp. how building

hypotheses are generated and selected, is described in [5].

To identify an aspect and thus the underlying building in an image, the aerial

raster image is segmented to derive a symbolic image description [6]. The ex-

tracted image features are also represented in terms of the image model. The

features and their interrelationships form the feature relation graph FRG.

Now, the model and the extracted image features both are given as relational

structures (graphs), where the nodes represent objects and the edges relations.

The aim is to �nd the (small) model graph in the (huge) feature relation graph
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FRG. To solve this subgraph isomorphism problem, we transform the model

graph into a constraint satisfaction problem CSP(V;D;C), where the variables

V represent the model primitives, and the constraints C the model relations. The

variable domains D consist of the set of extracted image features. The task then

is to �nd a valid assignment of extracted image features to the model variables,

which satis�es all model constraints. This combinatorial problem is also known

as the consistent labeling problem [10, 11].

As we have shown in [16], constraint logic programming over �nite domains

CLP(FD) [25, 13] has proved to be an appropriate platform for representing

the di�erent models and performing the search. The application of consistency

techniques (forward checking and look-ahead) [17, 9, 18] provided an acceptable

e�ciency.

Applied constraints. For the task of building recognition we employ four

di�erent types of constraints. Fig. 1 shows the geometric constraints and �g. 2

the topological constraints.
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1F F2

L3L1

lines on same side

Fig. 1. Geometric constraints being used to describe a building roof consisting of points

P1; : : : ; P6, lines L1; : : : ; L7, and faces F1; F2.

The collinear(L; P) constraint states that a lineP1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

L1

L2

L4

L5

L6

L7

1F

L3

F2

feature adjacency

Fig. 2. Topological con-

straints used for the roof

model.

segment L and a point P have to be collinear. This

is realized by measuring the distance between the

point and the straight line that goes through the

line segment. The constraint now checks whether

the distance is below a given threshold.

The line parallel(L1; L2) constraint states

that two line segments L1 and L2 have to be par-

allel. It is realized by computing the angle di�er-

ence between both lines and the test whether it is

smaller than a given threshold value.

same side line(Lref ; L1; L2) is a ternary con-

straint, stating that two line segments L1 and L2

have to lie in the same halfplane which is de�ned by the straight line going

through a third line segment Lref .

feature adjacent(F1; F2) is a topological constraint, demanding that two

image features F1 and F2 have to be neighboured, where features can be points,

lines and faces. Since the feature adjacency graph is derived during the image
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segmentation and all neighboured feature pairs are enumerated, the test of this

constraints reduces to a simple look-up.

Unobserved features and violation of constraints. The application of

standard constraint solving methods demands that every variable can be as-

signed a value and all constraints can be satis�ed. However, occlusions, low

contrast, noise, and image segmentation errors often cause disturbances, which

in the last consequence have two di�erent e�ects: 1) relations that are expected

in the model do not hold between the corresponding image features, and 2) ex-

pected model features are not observed in the image and therefore objects are

missing (see �g. 3 for an example). Thus the given CSPs are over-constrained

and the employed techniques have to be adapted to reect these problems.

P1

P4P6

L4

L5

L6

L7

L3L1

P5 P3

F21F

L2

P2

?

?
?

?

?

?
?

?

Fig. 3. Portion of an aerial image showing a saddleroof building (on the left) and the

segmentation result with typical disturbances (in the middle). From the segmentation

process the ridge point P2 on the right of the roof was not observed. Therefore the

incident relations cannot be observed either, which is indicated by question marks

in the right image. Furthermore the same side line(L2; L6; L7) constraint and the

collinear(L7 ; P4) constraint is violated. This is indicated by the two ash symbols in

the right image.

3 The Problem is Over-Constrained { What Literature

O�ers
An over-constrained system OCS is a CSP with no solution, because some con-

straints contradict others [14]. Nevertheless, to allow for the computation of

(a somewhat sub-optimal) result, there are four possibilities of weakening the

problem [7]: 1) enlarging a variable domain, 2) enlarging a constraint domain,

3) removing a variable, and 4) removing a constraint. Since there are generally

di�erent possibilities to weaken one CSP, they have to be rated by an evaluation

function, allowing the de�nition of an ordering on them.

In literature several methods with speci�c evaluation functions for solving

OCS have been proposed. They can be basically classi�ed into two categories:

1. Relaxation of constraints (HCLP [30], MaxCSP [8])
2. Elimination of variables (Dynamic CSP [19])

Above, di�erent frameworks (PCSP [8], GOCS [15]) have been suggested. These

frameworks abstract from concrete evaluation functions and the way of weak-

ening the original problem. As we will explain below, they have HCLP and/or
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MaxCSP as instances. To clarify the relation between the mentioned methods,

we have arranged them in a taxonomy as shown in �g. 4. In the following we will

give a brief overview of each method, explain their position in the taxonomy,

and discuss their use for our task of object recognition.

GOCS

PCSPHCLP

MaxCSP Dynamic CSP

?

?
?

. . .

Variable EliminationConstraint Relaxation

Fig. 4. Taxonomy of OCS methods. The only method focussing on variable elimination,

DCSP, has not been cast in a general framework yet.

Maximum Constraint Satisfaction (MaxCSP) is the most simple and

yet best-known method. It has been investigated in detail by Freuder andWallace

in [8]. The underlying (natural) metric simply counts the number of satis�ed

constraints. The best solutions are those with the smallest number of constraint

violations.

Hierarchical Constraint Logic Programming (HCLP) was developed

by Wilson, Borning et al. ([29, 30]), and expresses preferences by employing a

constraint hierarchy. Constraints on the highest level of the hierarchy always have

to be satis�ed. Constraints on lower levels may be violated. The lexicographic

ordering of the hierarchy levels ensures that the satisfaction of a more impor-

tant constraint is always rated higher than alternatively satisfying an arbitrary

number of constraints from lower levels.

HCLP can be considered as a framework for the relaxation of constraints, be-

cause it allows di�erent ways to construct the evaluation function. For example,

in [15] MaxCSP is shown to be an instance of HCLP.

Partial Constraint Satisfaction (PCSP) is a framework developed by

Freuder and Wallace [7, 8] that regards any modi�cation of the original CSP as

a change of the problem space PS. It is general in the sense that any distance

function that is a metric can be used to measure the di�erence of a modi�ed

problem space PS0 to the original PS.

In [8] several concrete metrics are proposed, with MaxCSP being investigated

in detail. However, none of them dealt explicitly with the relaxation of variables.

General framework for Over-Constrained Systems (GOCS) has been

proposed by Jampel in his PhD thesis [15] as an abstraction from HCLP and

PCSP. First it is shown that (most) problems expressed in HCLP can be trans-

formed to PCSP and vice versa, when the evaluation function is expressed in

terms of constraint augmentations (weakening method 2) from above). The main

focus of GOCS lies on the compositionality of evaluation functions and solving

schemes. Unfortunately, the relation to Dynamic CSP was only raised as a ques-

tion of future research in the conclusion of the thesis.
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Dynamic CSP (DCSP) was developed by Mittal and Falkenhainer [19]

and is, to the best of our knowledge, the only scheme that explicitly handles

the elimination of variables. In DCSP variables can be activated or switched

o� by special activity constraints. The circumstances under which variables are

activated can depend on variable valuations in the form P (v1; : : : ; vn)! active :

vj or on the activity status from other variables active : v1 ^ : : : ^ active : vn !

active :vj . When a variable is deactivated, all its incident constraints also become

deactivated. A subset of the variables, called the initial set, denotes the variables

which have always to be active and therefore will be present in any solution.

Discussion. The main problem of the methods that map constraint violation

and variable elimination onto the weakening of constraints (MaxCSP, HCLP)

is that the elimination of a variable can only be simulated by the relaxation of

its incident constraints. Since every constraint also has to be relaxable due to

a simple violation of the underlying relation, what costs should be assigned to

each constraint? These two cases have to be distinguished, because otherwise the

cost for variable elimination would be equal to the violation of all its incident

constraints, which does not necessarily reect the importance of the variable and

thus will often be over-estimated.

The same applies to the frameworks PCSP and GOCS. Although they are not

restricted to the weakening of constraints, the authors state that any of the four

weakening possibilities enumerated above may be reduced to the augmentation

of constraints by new, compatible relation tuples. Whereas logically correct, this

leads to the problems mentioned when de�ning an evaluation function. Moreover,

augmenting constraint or variable domains to resolve the inconsistencies is not

feasible, if we further want to use consistency techniques. They rely on the fact

that 1) variable domains become monotonically smaller as search proceeds, and

2) the set of relation tuples de�ning compatible value combinations remains

constant.

The problem of DCSP as the only available method for handling variable

elimination is, that if variables are active, all constraints between them have to

be satis�ed. This clearly is too restrictive for our application domain (cf. �g. 3).

We will therefore need a scheme which explicitly distinguishes between the

unobservability of objects (realised by variable elimination + relaxation of in-

cident constraints) and relations between objects (by single constraint relax-

ations). Starting point for the integration of both e�ects into one evaluation

function is the work of Vosselman on relational matching [26]. He was the �rst

who succeeded to provide for a sound integration of unobservability of objects

and their relations in an evaluation function for relational matching.

4 An Evaluation Function Based on Information Theory
In literature several evaluation functions for measuring the similarity of two

relational descriptions (graph structures) D1 = (V1; E1) and D2 = (V2; E2) have

been proposed. We will briey review the crucial aspects of three important

established schemes in chronological order, and explain how they overcome the

de�cencies (which are closely related to those of the reviewed OCS methods) of

their ancestors.
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Shapiro and Haralick [22] suggested a (still popular) metric to measure the

structural error E of a mapping between two relational descriptions D1 and D2.

They simply count the number of relation tuples that are not mapped by the

mapping function h : V1 7! V2 from E1 to E2 and vice versa: E(h) = jE1 � h�

E2j+ jE2 �h
�1 �E1j. Later they extended their metric by allowing normalized,

weighted relation attributes (cf. [11]). There are two main problems with this

metric: 1) Graph nodes in V1 that have no mapping partner in V2 are mapped to a

dummy element (the so-called wildcard, symbolized by �). As we have discussed

above with using constraint relaxation methods for variable elimination, it is

di�cult to assign costs for such wildcard mappings. Costs cannot be 0, because

then the best mapping would only consists of wildcard mappings. 2) It is di�cult

to determine constraint weights, because relations can have attributes of di�erent

types (real, integer, symbolic).

Boyer and Kak [1] proposed to regard relational matching as a commu-

nication problem, where the �rst description D1 is transmitted over a dis-

crete, noisy communication channel and is received as a somewhat distorted

Mapping function
h: D1->D2

Receiver

Noise
source

Trans-
mitter

Communication     channel

Message D1 Message D2

Fig. 5. Information theoretic modeling of a discrete

communication channel

descriptionD2 (see �g. 5).

In 1948 Shannon in-

troduced a quantitative

measure for the informa-

tion contained in a trans-

mitted message [21]. The

relation between the in-

formation contained in a

symbol a and the proba-

bility that a will be cho-

sen from an alphabet is

de�ned by the equation

I(a) = � logP (a). It can

be regarded as a measure of surprise that a was observed: the higher the prob-

ability, the lower the information content we get. The conditional information

I(ajb) = � logP (ajb) measures the surprise if we know that a was sent whereas

we receive b. It is a measure for the uncertainty of the transmission.

Boyer and Kak showed that the information content of a relational descrip-

tion is I(D) = I(V ) + I(E), with I(V ) =
P

v2V I(v) being the sum of the

information contained in the nodes, and I(E) =
P

e2E the information con-

tained in the relations. The information of a node vi itself consists of the sum
1

of the information contained in each attribute aj : I(vi) =
P

aj2vi
I(aj). The

information contributed by an attribute a depends on the probability of a tak-

ing a certain valuel: I(a = valuel) = � logP (a = valuel). The information of

a relation ei is de�ned as the sum over the information of all relation tuples

I(ei) =
P

tupj2ei
I(tupj). Finally, the information contained in a relation tuple

is the sum over the relation tuple attributes I(tupj) =
P

aj2tupj
I(aj), where

I(aj) has the same de�nition as above.

1 Assuming that all attributes are statistically independent.
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Now the conditional information between two description I(D2jD1) is de�ned

in an analogous manner by replacing the probabilities by conditional probabili-

ties. Since the conditional information measures the uncertainty of a transmission

(and here also the quality of a channel), the task of �nding the best mapping

ĥ from D1 to D2 can be reduced to the minimization ĥ : minh Ih(D2jD1). The

authors showed that ĥ maximizes P (hjD1 \D2), expressing that ĥ is the most

likely mapping under the given descriptions, the maximum likelihood estimation

(cf. [4]) between D1 and D2.

The most important contribution of the proposed scheme for our purposes

is that (in contrast to the �rst method presented above) weights now reect

the probabilistic nature of attribute values, and that they easily combine to

an evaluation function having a probabilistic semantic. However, it does not

solve the problem of wildcard mappings, because it is not possible to de�ne the

conditional information I(�ja) between an attribute a and a wildcard.

Here the work of Vosselman [26] begins, who switched from using the condi-

tional information to the mutual information, which is a symmetrical measure

of the information that a symbol a gives about another b (and vice versa). It is

de�ned as [12]:

I(a ; b) = log2
P (a \ b)

P (a) � P (b)
(1)

= log2
P (ajb)

P (a)
= log2

P (bja)

P (b)
(2)

Since the mutual information measures the similarity rather than the di�erence

between relational structures, it has to be maximized in order to �nd the best

mapping ĥ. Vosselman showed that maximizing Ih(D1;D2) is equivalent to max-

imizing P (hjD1 \ D2). Still, ĥ is the maximum likelihood estimation between

the relational descriptions D1 and D2.

The crucial improvement wrt. the model of Boyer and Kak consists in the

evaluation of wildcard mappings. Since a relation attribute from an object model

rm and a wildcard are statistically independent, following eqn. 1 this leads to

I(rm ; �) = log
P (rm) � P (�)

P (rm) � P (�)
(because rm and � are independent)

= 0 (3)

This means that wildcard mappings neither support nor contradict to a mapping.

A matching consisting only of wildcard mappings therefore would contain no

(mutual) information.

To see how the modeling scheme can be applied to the constraint represen-

tation of object models we have presented in section 2, suppose that our model

relations are denoted by rm, and the relations that can be observed in the seg-

mented image by ri. Then the mutual information between every pair (rm; ri)

can be calculated from eqn. 2 by applying Je�rey's Rule [20]:

I(ri ; rm) = log2
P (rijrm)

P (ri)
= log2

P (rijrm)P
r0

m

P (rijr0m) � P (r
0
m)

(4)
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The mutual information has to be computed for every value combination of

rm and ri, which in this case are the four tuples (true; true), (true; false),

(false; true), and (false; false). Eq. 5 shows the calculation for the �rst tuple:

I(ri = t ; rm = t) = log2
P (ri = tjrm = t)

P (ri=tjrm=t)P (rm=t)+P (ri=tjrm=f)P (rm=f)
(5)

The following example (tab. 1 and tab. 2) demonstrates the computation of

the mutual information, when the a priori probabilities for the model relation

and the conditional probabilities for the image relation wrt. the model relation

are given:

Table 1. Example for a priori probabilities for model relation rm (left) and

conditional probabilities of image relation ri wrt. model relation rm (right).

r P (r)

true 0:17

false 0:83

P (rijrm) rm = true rm = false

ri = true 0:95 0:00

ri = false 0:05 1:00

Table 2. Resulting mutual information calculated from table 1 using equa-

tion 4. The upper left value was computed using eqn. 5 which is derived from

eqn. 4 for the case (ri = true ; rm = true) .

I(ri ; rm) [bits] rm = true rm = false

ri = true 2:56 �1

ri = false �4:07 0:25

From this example we can see that if a predicted model relation can be

observed in the image, it supports the matching by 2:56 bits. Otherwise, if the

same relation would not hold for the image, it contradicts the matching by 4:07

bits. If the relation could not be observed, because of a wildcard mapping of an

incident variable, it would be rated 0.

Before we now proceed with the de�nition of our CSP modeling scheme we will

summarize the four main points from this section, because we will explicitly refer

to them later:

1. The mutual information between a (relation or object) attribute and a wild-

card is 0.

2. The combination of the ratings of objects and relations is done by simply

building the sum over the mutual information of all attributes.

3. For relations having no other attributes except for true=false the mutual

information is given as a 2�2-table.

4. The mapping ĥ with the highest mutual information corresponds to the

maximum likelihood estimation.
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5 Combining Variable Elimination and Constraint

Relaxation

We assume that the model which should be matched with the extracted image

features is given as a CSP(V;D;C) with variables V , associated domains D,

and constraints C. Now, to distinguish between the relaxation of a constraint

due to a simple violation or due to the unobservability of an incident variable

every constraint c(v1; : : : ; vn) 2 C is extended by a three-valued domain variable

b 2 f�1; 0; 1g to a constraint c0(v1; : : : ; vn; b) with

c0(v1; : : : ; vn; b), (b = 1 ^ c(v1; : : : ; vn)) _

(b = �1 ^ :c(v1; : : : ; vn)) _

(b = 0) (6)

This variable can be seen both as an indicator and a control switch for the

constraint. If on the one hand the original constraint c becomes entailed, b will

be set to one. On the other hand, if b is set to 1, c has to be satis�ed in order

to satisfy c0, thus the original constraint c will be enforced. Analogously, if c

becomes contradictory2, b will be set to �1, and if b is set to �1, the negation

of c is enforced. The third case (b = 0) allows for an unconditional relaxation of

c0 wrt. the original constraint c.

Each variable domain d 2 D is extended by the wildcard value '�' (compara-

ble to an explicit null value in record �elds of databases) to a domain d0 = d[f�g

with

8vi 2 V : (vi = � , 8c0j(: : : ; vi; : : : ; bj) 2 C 0 : bj = 0) (7)

This condition relates the indicator variables to the original CSP variables. It

expresses that if a wildcard is assigned to a variable, the b variables of all incident

constraints have to be 0, to satisfy the constraints c0. The other way around, if

the b variables of all constraints which are incident to a variable are set to 0, the

variable has to be assigned the wildcard value.

As one might already suspect the three-valued variable b is closely related to

the wildcard mapping and the mutual information. In fact it covers main point

1) from the end of the last section. The values �1 and 1 are inspired from point

3), esp. from the mutual information in the left column of tab. 2. A satis�ed

constraint supports a matching (b = 1), a violated constraint gives a malus

(b = �1).

According to point 2) from last section, the evaluation function is de�ned as

the sum over the b variables of the transformed constraints:

f(C 0) =

jC0
jX

i=1

bi with c0i(: : : ; bi) 2 C 0 (8)

Maximization of this function leads to the best matching (cf. point 4) from last

section).

2 Contradiction here has the same de�nition as in [15]: there does not exist any model

(in the logical sense) in which all constraints without c are true, and c is also true.
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Up to now, constraints have been unweighted. If a maximum likelihood estima-

tion is desired, two things have to be done:

1. The values 1 and �1 of the b variables have to be replaced by the mutual

information I(rm = true; ri = true) resp. I(rm = true; ri = false) (cf. left

column of tab. 2).
2. The set of complementary constraints �C has to be determined. When the

set of all possible (binary) constraints is C = fc(vi; vj) j vi; vj 2 V; i 6= jg,

the set of complementary constraints then is �C = f:c j c 2 C ^ c =2 Cg.

These are the constraints which state that relations which are not true in

the object model must also be false in the image. The values 1 and �1

of their indicator variables have to be replaced by the mutual information

I(rm = false; ri = false) resp. I(rm = false; ri = true) (shown in the right

column of tab. 2).

The problem here is that we get a quadratic number of constraints wrt. the

number of variables, because jC _[ �Cj = jCj. We therefore omit the complementary

constraints in the following, knowing that the best matching is related to but

not guaranteed to be the maximum likelihood estimation. It is an issue of future

research to estimate and limit the error.

Application to building recognition. Adding the b variables signi�cantly

enlarges the search space (by a factor of 3jCj). However, a careful modeling in

the context of an application domain allows a priori reductions of the search

space. We will exemplify this in the following for the de�nition of geometric

constraints and the knowledge about the observability of image features.

The geometric constraints line parallel and collinear play an important

role wrt. the quality of a reconstructed building. Violations of these constraints

are not tolerated, because it can be observed that in all of these cases one

of the participating image features is not correctly extracted from the image.

As explained in section 2 the constraints were de�ned using thresholds. If we

now set the threshold to the maximum di�erence we �nd in a (large) set of

training matches, the constraint will be true for all training examples3. Thus

the conditional probability P (ri = truejrm = true) that can be derived from

the training data set will be 1 and therefore P (ri = falsejrm = true) = 0. This

means the constraint will not be violated in any acceptable matching. It can

only be relaxed due to the unobservability of an incident variable. Therefore we

can remove the �1 from the domains of the b variables of line parallel and

collinear constraints.

If one has knowledge about the observability of certain model parts, this can

be exploited by the a priori elimination of wildcards from the resp. variable do-

mains. In the system we have described in [5], the generation of building models

is indexed by previously reconstructed 3D corners. Since the reconstruction of

the corners uses the same image(s) as the �nal recognition of the complete build-

ing, the observability of the resp. building corners is propagated via the building

model to the resulting CSP.

3 We assume that the training matches were done by an expert, who can decide in

every case, wether a certain deviation is acceptable.
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Although a detailed explanation of the implementation is out of the scope of

this paper, we will drop a few words on this topic. The modeling scheme is

implemented by extending the CLP(FD) solver of the Eclipse system [27]. We

adapted the inference rules for forward checking (FCIR) and look ahead (LAIR)

as de�ned by van Hentenryck in [25], and provide a language interface similar to

the constraint declarations of CHIP [3]. At the moment we only use the values

�1 and 1 for the b variables, but we are currently evaluating test data sets to

gain the probability distributions needed to compute the mutual information.

Fig. 6 shows three example matchings that were determined using the proposed

scheme.

Fig. 6. Matching results for three buildings. The left building already was shown in

�g. 3. The proposed evaluation function (correctly) decides that most violations of

geometric constraints are best reected by assuming the unobservability of incident

variables. On the left one corner point and the right ridge point were mapped to a

wildcard. Note that the right edge of the upper roof face is mapped correctly although

it violates a same side line constraint (cf. �g. 3). In the middle one roof edge and

the incident corner point were mapped to a wildcard, because the line parallel and

collinearity constraint could not be satis�ed. Finally, on the right two corner points

and the left edge of the lower roof face have a wildcard mapping.

6 Related Work

In section 3 we have pointed out that MaxCSP only considers the relaxation of

constraints whereas Dynamic CSP is restricted to the elimination of variables.

Here we show that both MaxCSP and Dynamic CSP may be regarded as spe-

cial cases of our evaluation function. We show this by simulating MaxCSP and

Dynamic CSP in terms of our model.

To implement the MaxCSP metric, one simply has to remove the 0 from the

domains of the b variables and the wildcard � from the variable domains. Thus

constraints can only be relaxed, if the underlying relation is violated. Clearly,

maximizing eqn. 8 then maximizes the number of satis�ed constraints.

Dynamic CSP forbids the violation of constraints between active variables.

Therefore we remove the �1 from the domains of the b variables. The initial

variable set is always active and thus present in any solution. This is ensured by

removing the wildcard � from the variables in this set. Activity constraints of

the form P (v1; : : : ; vj)! active : vk are transformed to P 0(v1; : : : ; vj ; b), (b =

0) _ (b = 1 ^ (P (v1; : : : ; vj) ! vk 6= �)). The other activity constraints can be
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transformed in a analogous way. This simulation of Dynamic CSP is similar to

the one mentioned in [19].

Finally, we demonstrate the use of the proposed scheme with an example

given by Freuder and Wallace for PCSP in [8] (which can be seen as a simple

version of a con�guration problem). The problem is that we have a minimal

{Cordovans,
   sneakers}

{denims, dress blue,
       dress grey}

SHOES

{grey, green}

SHIRT

TIE
{grey, turquoise}

SLACKS

(sneakers, grey)}
{(Cordovans,grey),

{(green,grey)}

{(dress grey, turquoise),
(dress blue, grey)}

{(Cordovans, grey)}

{(green, dress grey), (grey, denims),
(grey, dress blue)}

{(Cordovans, dress grey),
(sneakers, denims)}

Fig. 7. Robot clothing example adopted from [8] and extended

by a tie. The MaxCSP approach �nds two best-rated solutions

with two constraint violations each: 1) Cordovans, grey shirt,

grey tie, dress blue slacks (yuck!), and 2) Cordovans, green

shirt, grey tie, dress grey slacks (which is not much better).

Our evaluation function in contrast decides that it is best to

wear sneakers, denims, and a grey shirt and to drop the tie.

wardrobe and some

restrictions which

clothes can be worn

together with oth-

ers. It is shown in

�g. 7 and has un-

der the given con-

ditions no solution.

When applying the

MaxCSP metric to

solve the over-con-

strained problem,

every variable has

to be assigned a

clothing article, be-

cause MaxCSP is

not capable of vari-

able relaxation4. In

this example this

leads to the two

"best" solutions which suggest to wear Cordovans, a grey shirt, a grey tie, and

dress blue slacks or Cordovans, a green shirt, a grey tie, and dress grey slacks.

Both solutions obviously are inacceptable. Allowing also for the elimination of

variables, we instead get a solution that suggests to drop the tie, which is not

only the most comfortable but also the least eye-o�ending proposal.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a modeling scheme for CSPs which provides a smart integra-

tion of the unobservability of object parts and their interrelationships in the con-

text of object recognition. The proposed evaluation function has a probabilistic

basis. Information theory is applied to derive constraint weights from probabil-

ity distributions of relations. These probabilities can be empirically derived from

training matchings. This concept allows the de�nition of the best matching in a

probabilistic sense, namely the maximum likelihood estimation between model

and image data. Over-constrained systems which are modeled using this concept

can be solved by the application of standard constraint solving methods.

We have implemented the scheme in CLP(FD) by extending the solver of the

Eclipse system and have succesfully applied it for the recognition of buildings

in aerial images. We have shown how domain speci�c restrictions can be used to

4 The same applies to HCLP, which also cannot handle the elimination of variables.
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sharpen the modeling of constraints and how a priori knowledge can be used for

initial pruning of the search space.

Finally, by demonstrating that MaxCSP and DCSP are special cases of our

concept we have established an up to now missing (natural) link between them.

Future work has two main focuses, the �rst concentrating on the evaluation

function and the second on operational aspects:

1) The proposed evaluation scheme is close to maximum likelihood estima-

tion. However, if the latter has to be ensured, not only the constraints for the

relations that are true in the object model but also constraints for the comple-

mentary negated relations have to be posted. Clearly, the quadratic number of

required constraints is too big. Therefore further investigation has to be done

on how this can be avoided and what the probabilistic interpretation of such a

reduced model will be.

2) The proximity to MaxCSP suggests the examination of its sophisticated

heuristics in the context of our model. Furthermore it would be interesting to cast

the proposed modeling scheme in the general frameworks of PCSP and GOCS

to gain further insights into the evaluation function (i.e. wrt. compositionality).
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Abstract: Constraint Programming is a technique of choice for solving hard combinatorial
optimization problems. However, it is best used in conjunction with other optimization
paradigms such as local search, yielding hybrid algorithms with constraints. Such combinations
lack a language supporting an elegant description and retaining the original declarativity of
Constraint Logic Programming. We propose a language, SALSA, dedicated to specifying (local,
global or hybrid) search algorithms. We illustrate its use on a few examples from combinatorial
optimization for which we specify complex optimization procedures with a few simple lines of
code of high abstraction level. We report preliminary experiments showing that such a language
can be implemented on top of CP systems, yielding a powerful environment for combinatorial
optimization.

1. Introduction
Today, combinatorial problem solving is one of the most successful fields of
application for Constraint Programming (CP). In the past few years, on problems such
as scheduling, resource allocation, crew rostering, fleet dispatching, etc., the CP
technology has risen to a state-of-the-art level on academic problems as well as on
some real-life industrial ones (see the PACT and Ilog Users conferences).

However, in many cases where the constraint approach has proven really successful,
the standard resolution procedure was not used and a more customized search was
applied. In some sense, many CP approaches have left the framework of Constraint
Logic Programming (CLP) [JL 87], and belong to the more general case of hybrid
optimization algorithms.

Indeed, the default search procedure offered by today's CP systems is inherited from
logic programming systems (Prolog's SLD resolution strategy [Llo 87]). Since
constraint propagation is incomplete for most finite domain constraints used in
combinatorial problem solving (e.g. other global constraints), a search tree is
explored, where each node corresponds to the labeling of one of the variables
involved in the goal by one of the values in its domain). Upon failure in one of the
branches, the algorithm backtracks to the previous node and tries to assign to the
variable the next value from its domain. This search tree is visited by a depth-first
exploration, in order to limit memory requirements. In the case of optimization
problems, two strategies are available, either a new search is started each time a
solution is found (constraining the objective function to take a better value), or one
dynamically impose that the objective be better than the best solution found so far
(branch&bound search). Many Constraint Programming applications have considered
other search strategies for the following reasons :

• Such a global search may not be the best method for obtaining a first solution
(tailored greedy heuristics performing a limited amount of look-ahead search may
be more efficient, for example in scheduling [DT 93] or routing [CL 98]).

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 310-324, 1998.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



• It may be a good idea to incorporate a limited amount of breadth-first search (such
as the “shaving” mechanism used for scheduling [MS 96]),

• Other visiting orders of the search tree may somtimes be worthwhile (e.g. LDS
[HG 95], [CL 98], A* [LM 97]),

• It may be interesting to express topological conditions on the shape of the subtree
that is explored (unbalanced trees, limited number of nodes, limited number of
choices along a branch, ...)

This is actually an old idea of logic programming to separate logic and control and to
specify both with a separate language [HS 98]. The recent work on CP tools (such as
Oz explorer [Sch 97]) belong to this trend of providing the user with the ability to
specify the way the global search tree is visited.

Moreover, combinatorial problem solving with constraints is also expanding beyond
the scope of global search by considering hybrid combinations of constraint
propagation and global search with other paradigms, such as local optimization and
greedy heuristics. This shift can be easily understood for two reasons :

• Global search may be applied successfully only if the algorithm is given enough
time to visit a significant portion of the solution space. For large problems, such a
thorough exploration is out of reach, hence other approaches should be considered.

• In the past decades, Operations Researchers have proposed a variety of algorithms
dedicated to specific optimization problems, many of which are extremely
efficient. This wealth of knowledge should be used as much as possible within CP.

There are many ways in which CP may be combined with local optimization : one can
find a first solution by global search and further optimize it by local search; one can
explore part of a global search tree and apply a local search to optimize the partial
solution at each node of the tree [CL 98]; one can use global search to find one local
move [LK 73], for instance by an exhaustive branch and bound exploration of the
neighborhood [PG 96], or by keeping a fragment of the solution and trying a limited
global search to extend it,

In practice, programming such algorithms is a tedious and error-prone task, for lack of
a high-level language : CP tools do not offer the ability to perform non-monotonic
operations (which are the basis of local search algorithms) and other tools dedicated
to a specific optimization paradigm (MIP [FG 93] or local optimization [MVH 97])
do not offer the possibility to post constraints or to perform hypothetical reasoning.
Hence, the programmer is left with an imperative language which most of the time
lacks abstraction and declarativity (such as C++).

In order to offer an environment for programming such hybrid algorithms, we propose
to consider logic and control separately and to use a specific language in order to
control the search for solutions. To this aim, we propose a language, SALSA,
dedicated to programming search algorithms. SALSA is not a standalone language but
works in cooperation with a host programming language. We will demonstrate how
SALSA can be used to program local, global and hybrid search procedures.

The paper is organized as follows : section 2 discusses the basis of search algorithms,
neighborhoods and choices, and informally introduces the main ideas of SALSA,
while section 3 presents the language. Section 4 is the main part of the paper in which
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we review a set of examples of hybrid algorithms from combinatorial optimization
that illustrate the expressive power of SALSA. Section 5 gives an overview of a
formal operational semantics and briefly presents the prototype implementation.

2. Transitions, choices and neighborhoods
Local and global search algorithms have many features in common. First of all, they
search for solutions (configurations of a system) within some search space. Thus, an
execution of a search algorithm may be represented by a sequence of states (those
points in the search space which have been visited). In local search, states are
solutions (they can be interpreted as answers to the optimization problem), whereas in
global search, states may be incomplete or partial solutions (which is the case, in CP,
when only a fraction of the variables have been instantiated). A search algorithm can
hence be described by the mechanism responsible for driving the execution from one
state to the next one. Such moves from one configuration to another are chosen
among several possible ones : local search only considers one move among the set,
whereas global search comes back to the choice point until all possible branches
(moves) have been considered. If we describe such a system by an undeterministic
automaton, each visited state can be traced back from the start state by a sequence of
transitions. Moreover, global search also considers backward moves (going back in
time to a previously visited state).

2.1 Global search
Global search algorithms are usually specified by goals describing the state to be
reached (the solution). For a given goal, the user can specify the order in which the
variables should be instantiated. Thus, the user is left with two possibilities in order to
customize the search procedure : decomposing the global goal into a series of smaller
sub-goals and specifying a labeling procedure for each sub-goal.

A completely different standpoint consists of describing the search algorithms in a
framework of distributed computation : the state corresponds to the computation
environment (the “constraint store”), and branching corresponds to process cloning. A
process is associated with each node; copies of the current process are made at a
choice point (one copy per branch), and the corresponding transitions are evaluated in
the computation environment of the new process. Such a formalism (offered in Oz
[SS 94]), by giving explicit access to the state (processes are named and can be stored
in variables or passed as arguments to functions), enables the user to program any
exploration strategy, such as A* [Pea 84].

2.2 Local search
The LOCALIZER language has been proposed for local search algorithms [MVH 97].
Such algorithms programmed in this elegant framework feature three components :

1. Invariants : these invariants are used to introduce functional dependencies
between data structures. In addition to the basic data structures used to represent a
solution, some additional data structures are used to store redundant information.
Their values is specified by means of a formula called an invariant. Such
formulae, which are in a sense similar to constraints, are used to maintain
consistent values in the additional data structures each time a value of the basic
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data structures is modified. Unlike constraints, invariants specify in a declarative
manner the non-monotonic evolution of data structures.

2. Neighborhoods : they correspond to the moves that can be applied to go from one
state to another. They are described by imperative updates which trigger some
computations, in order to maintain the invariants.

3. Control : the control flow of the algorithm is described in two places. The global
search procedure is always made of two nested loops (at most MaxTries random
walks, each of which is composed of at most MaxIter moves). In addition, one
may specify some local conditions (affecting one single neighborhood) that will be
used for selecting the move : the moves in the neighborhood may be sorted or
selected according to a given probability, etc.

Hence, with such a description, a local search algorithm can be easily adapted from
hill-climbing to tabu search or from a random walk to simulated annealing, by adding
a few conditions specifying when to accept a move.

2.3 Hybrid search
The formalisms for global and local search differ : in global search, goals and
constraints describe properties of final states, while in local search, invariants and
neighborhoods describe properties of all states. However, if we further decompose
global search algorithms, the basic branching mechanism is very much like that of
local search : from a state, we consider several decisions (labeling a variable by one of
its values, or enforcing one among a set of constraints), each leading to a different
state, and we only choose one of them at a time. Thus, a language expressing
neighborhoods (in local search) and choices (in global search) in the same formalism
would be able to express hybrid combinations. This is what SALSA does :

• Choices are specified in a manner similar to LOCALIZER's neighborhoods.
Transitions correspond to the evaluation of an expression, and some local control
can be specified at the choice level (by specifying which such transitions are valid
ones, in what order they should be considered, recognizing  local optima, etc. ).

• Such choices are reified as objects, which can in turn, be composed by a set of
operators, in order to specify search algorithms.

The result is a language for search algorithms, which can describe elegantly local
search procedures, global search algorithms, and many combinations.

3. The SALSA language
This section describes in an informal manner the SALSA language. A detailed
presentation is available in [CL97]. To keep this presentation simple, we start by a
simple example : default search procedures for a finite domain constraint solver.

3.1 Defining choices
We start by an example of a choice named L, responsible for labeling a logic variable
with one of the values in its domain (SALSA keywords are typed in bold).
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L :: Choice(
moves post(FD, x == v)
with x = some(x in Variable | unknown?(value,x)),

v ∈ domain(x) )

A choice definition contains two parts. The first part follows the moves keyword and
defines the set of transitions representing all branches of the choice. The second part
follows the with keyword and defines local variables. Such variables may either be
bound to a value or be associated to a set of possible values.

Several comments can be made on this example. First of all, the expression that gets
evaluated in a branch of the choice (post(FD, x == v), for some substitution of x and
v) posts a constraint to a constraint solver (FD). Throughout this article, for lack of
space, we will refer to such “solvers” without describing them. Each time we use the
syntax post(S,e), S will be responsible for triggering some computations after the
evaluation of the expression e (by means of constraints, invariants, rules, or any other
consistency mechanism). In our example, the choice uses two local variables x and v.
At run-time, each time the choice L is used, the value of v will be chosen among the
set (domain(x)) while the value of x will be uniquely determined (the expression
some(x in E | P(x) ) will iterate the set E until it finds an element such that P(x) is true
and returns that first element, like in the ALMA programming language [AS 97]).
There will be as many branches to the choice generated by L, as there are possible
values to be substituted to the pair (x,v) in the expression post(FD, x == v).

The next example describes another possibility for restricting the domains of variables
when the domains contain many values : instead of assigning a value to a variable, we
use a dichotomic splitting mechanism. Note here, that the set of transitions is given
explicitly by means of the or keyword, separating the enumerated branches of the
choice. Such a choice has only two branches since the local variables x and mid are
bound to a unique value.

R :: Choice(
moves post(FD, x <= mid) or post(FD, x > mid)
with x = some(x in Variable | unknown?(value,x) & card(x) > 4),

mid = (x.sup + x.inf) / 2 )

3.1 Composing choices in order to define search algorithms
In order to describe complete search algorithms, choices need to be composed. In the
finite domain constraint solver example, all variables need be assigned. For instance,
one can take decisions following the choice L until all variables are instantiated. In
order to express such algorithms, we introduce two composition mechanisms.

If C and D have been defined as two choices, we represent by the expression C×D the
algorithm that applies first a transition from choice C and, from the new state, applies
a transition from choice D. In such a composition, C and D need not be different : one
can apply the same branching mechanism over a whole search tree : Cn represent C
composed n time with itself, and C* represents an infinite expression C×C×.... Hence,
in our example, a standard labeling strategy can be described by the term L*.

Another strategy would consist of first reducing the domains by dichotomic splits
until no more domains of size greater than 4 remain, and then, to apply the labeling
procedure. Such an algorithm can be described as the composition of R* and L*.
However, it cannot be denoted R*×L* since this expression would have to generate an
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infinite number of R-transitions before performing the first L-transition. Hence, we
introduce a new composition mechanism : if C and D are two choices C ◊D tries to
apply a transition of C; whenever C is unable to branch (when C does not manage to
produce one single valid tuple of values for its free variables), a transition of D is
applied. Both composition mechanisms (× and ◊), are generalized to the composition
of arbitrary expressions involving choices. Thus, in our example, the new labeling
procedure should be denoted R*◊L*, since it applies transitions from R, and when it is
no longer able to do so, it applies transitions from L, until it is no longer able to do so.

We have described the syntax of the language for creating such choices as well as for
composing them. We complete this brief presentation by focusing on the control flow
of such algorithms. Choices are responsible for generating branches leading to new
states which are organized into a search tree. There are two implicit rules for the visit
of this tree. First, when a failure occurs (when an uncaught exception is raised), the
control backtracks to the father node, which, in turn, expands the next branch. Second,
when all branches of a node have been explored, the control returns to the father node.

An algorithm is executed by calling the SOLVE primitive on a SALSA expression.
There are two ways to exit from such an algorithm, either when one comes to a leaf of
a search tree and there is no more transition to follow, or, when one should apply a
transition, but the choice is unable to branch. We introduce two special SALSA terms,
called terminators, used to specify the behavior of the algorithm when it comes to
such exits. The cont terminator continues the exploration and the exit terminator
commits to the current state and discards any further exploration. These terminators
can be composed as any other terms. Hence, in our example, the complete procedure
for finding one solution can be expressed as follows :

SOLVE(R* ◊ L* ◊ exit)

We now illustrate how such an algorithm can be easily modified in order to perform a
branch and bound optimization (say, minimization) instead of a simple search for a
solution. For the purpose of the example, we describe two functions which store the
value of the objective function (the logical variable OBJ) in an imperative global
variable (UB) and which post the constraint that the objective be strictly smaller than
the smallest solution found so far. We now describe how SALSA terms can be
enriched with the evaluation of function calls. There are three ways to compose a term
T with a function f. T where f calls f at each internal node of the tree and discards the
sub-trees where this evaluation has returned the value false, or where it has lead to
failure (raising an exception). T and f can also be composed with the constructs × and
◊, in which case f is called before each exit of T.

registerUB() -> UB := OBJ.value
enforceUB() -> post(FD, OBJ < UB)

The branch and bound algorithm described below builds the same search tree as the
algorithm searching for one solution, except that it now calls enforceUB at each
internal node and registerUB at each solution.

SOLVE((R* ◊ L*) where enforceUB ◊ registerUB ◊ cont)

It is often useful in CP to use dedicated algorithms for lower bounds, which may be
more acute than those computed by the constraint solver (for example, the weight of a
minimal spanning tree for the traveling salesman problem [PGPR 96]). In this case,
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we can keep the SALSA term for optimization, all we have to do is  change the
enforceUB function.

enforceUB() : boolean -> (computeLowerBound() < UB)

We can see on this introductory example a benefit from the SALSA formulation : it is
easy to experiment variations on a search algorithm, to replace a choice mechanism
by another, or to customize the way the search tree should be explored.

4. Examples
This section is devoted to the illustration of the SALSA language on real examples
taken from combinatorial optimization. The first example consists of a simple
customized procedure for a combinatorial toy problem solved by CP (n queens on a
chessboard). The second example is a classical example from local optimization,
GSAT; since this example was developed in [MVH 97], we show how the SALSA
formulation is a natural extension of the LOCALIZER approach. The third example
shows how SALSA can be used in order to experiment with greedy heuristics and
limited backtracking on a simple scheduling problem. The fourth example shows how
SALSA can help the programmer to code some complex local optimization
algorithms, such as Lin&Kernighan's heuristic for the TSP, for which the search for
the best local moves is done by a global search algorithm. Finally, the last example
addresses a complex vehicle routing problem, which is solved by a hybrid algorithm
combining various forms of local optimization, look-ahead evaluation, greedy
heuristic and constraint propagation.

4.1 The n queens problem
In order to place n queens on an n×n chessboard, such that no two of them attack each
other, we represent the position of each queen by a logical variable. We store these
variables in an array named queens (queens[i]=j means that there is a queen in the
cell at the intersection of line i and row j). We denote by FD the solver constraining
the rows and diagonals of the various queens to be different. A useful heuristic
consists in selecting the variable on which to branch by the first-fail criterion and
iterating the values in its domain, starting from the center of the row. Such a
branching procedure can be described by a SALSA choice which sorts the values of its
local variables (i,j) by increasing distance to the middle of the row.

Q :: Choice(
moves post(FD, queens[i] == j)

with i = some(i in {i in (1 .. n) | unknown?(value,queens[i])}
minimizing card(domain(queens[i])) )

j ∈ domain(i)
ordered by increasing abs(n/2 - j))

We can now easily describe an algorithm which looks for all solutions and displays
them all (by calling each time the function display) with the following

SOLVE(Q* ◊ display ◊ cont)

4.2 GSAT
We now come to a famous example from local optimization. The GSAT algorithm
was proposed in [SLM 92] in order to solve the 3-SAT problem. Such a problem is
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defined by a set of Boolean variables and a set of clauses which are conjunctions of
three literals (variables or negations of variables). The problem consists of finding an
assignment of values to variables such that all clauses are satisfied. The algorithm
starts with an assignment drawn at random and flips some variables (changing them to
their opposite value). The algorithm tries to repair the solution by performing such
flips which decrease the number of violated clauses). Such a local move can thus
easily be described by :

SimpleFlip :: Choice(
moves x.value := not(x.value)

with x = some(x in Litteral |
exists(c in Clause | involves(c,x) & unsatisfied(c))

such that delta(card({c in Clause | unsatisfied(c)}) <= 0
until {c in Clause | unsatisfied(c)} = {})

Note here that we have enriched (following the design of LOCALIZER) the choice
description with a condition (after the such that keyword) constraining the number of
violated clauses decrease along the transition (with the delta keyword). A random
walk can then easily be described by the following expression which applies at most
MaxIter times a move from the SimpleFlip choice. In order for this algorithm not to
backtrack, we need to retain only one move from this choice. In order to do so, we
introduce the C/n which keeps only up to n moves from the choice C. Moreover, the
last line specifies that whenever penalty() = 0, the choice should not branch. This is
the equivalent of the stopping conditions of LOCALIZER, but it is associated here to
the choice (or neighborhood) and not to the global loop. We can then describe a
simple random walk by the following expression :

SOLVE((SimpleFlip/1)MaxIter ◊ exit)

Note here, that at each choice point, several literals may be flipped until we come to
one which decreases the number of unsatisfied clauses. Once this first feasible move
has been found, all further branches are discarded.

As has been noted in [MVH 97], such an algorithm is inefficient since the set of
unsatisfied clauses is recomputed from scratch for each move. It is wiser to perform
more incremental computations and to maintain a few additional structures. An
elegant specification of such consistency mechanisms by means of invariants is
proposed in [MVH 97]. Such invariants can easily be taken into account in an
improved version of the SimpleFlip choice.

We can also define another choice responsible for generating at most MaxTries
random configurations as well as the full GSAT algorithm described in [MVH 97] :

Init :: Choice(
moves for x in Litteral x.value := random(Boolean),

post(SAT, initInvariants())
with i in (1 .. MaxTries)

SOLVE((Init × (SimpleFlip/1)MaxIter ×  cont) ◊ exit)

What we have done here is to replace the implicit nested loop iteration of
LOCALIZER by a limited exploration in a search tree. Although this may not seem an
improvement for pure local optimization procedure, it will prove useful for more
complex search algorithms. The next table reports some results obtained on a few
instances (times are measured on a Spard Ultra 1) :
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MaxIter MaxTries time

pb1 (301 clauses) 300 30 0.17 s.

pb2 (645 clauses) 1500 100 2.8 s.

pb3 (860 clauses) 2000 300 34 s.

Figure 1: GSAT in CLAIRE/SALSA

A few words may be said about the running times. A first version of the GSAT
algorithm was coded in CLAIRE (http://www.ens.fr/~laburthe/claire.html). The
invariant declaration of LOCALIZER were transformed (by hand) into the few
incremental computations necessary for their maintenance : this step transformed 10
lines of LOCALIZER into 30 lines of CLAIRE. This first algorithm ran faster than
LOCALIZER for two reasons : the first reason is that the CLAIRE code did not have to
interpret at run-time the invariants in order to maintain them; the second reason is that
the set operations have been heavily optimized in CLAIRE and may be more efficient
than those used in [MVH 97]. The algorithm presented here, replaced the simple
iteration loop of our CLAIRE algorithm by its SALSA expression. This resulted in
slow down by a factor of 1.5 (over the imperative CLAIRE version). This slow down
is due to the fact that the transitions are now considered in a framework where they
could be potentially backtracked, which implies an overhead. However, the final
running time is competitive, which suggest that using a common language in order to
specify local and global search algorithms is a plausible approach from an efficiency
point of view.

4.3 Greedy heuristics for disjunctive scheduling
We now describe a few scheduling heuristics which build a schedule in a
chronological manner, selecting tasks one after the other and scheduling them as early
as possible. Such heuristics are the basis of many algorithms for cumulative [De 92],
and job-shop [DT 93] scheduling. An instance of such a heuristic consists of selecting
at each step the task which can start earliest among all unscheduled tasks.  The basic
step of the algorithm can be described by a choice, selecting one task t such that for
all precedence constraints enforcing that some task t' must be performed before t, t'
has already been scheduled.

Ins :: Choice(
moves post(schedule, t.start == t.start.inf)

with t ∈ {t in Tasks | available(t)}
sorted by increasing t.start.inf )

In order to consider only the best task at each choice point, we sort the moves (i.e., the
tasks) by increasing earliest starting time and we limit the exploration of the choice to
one branch. Thus, only the task which can start earliest will be considered by the
choice. This yields a naïve heuristic (H1) which never backtracks :

SOLVE((Ins/1)* ◊ exit)

This heuristic can be improved if we try to schedule the tasks before assessing their
priority. For instance, at each point we can evaluate a lower bound of the makespan of
the schedule and we can try to schedule, at each iteration, the task which causes this
lower bound to increase the least. Such an improved greedy heuristic performs a
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limited look-ahead search. We introduce a new SALSA construct : smallest(T,e,n)
explores all branches of T and retains only those yielding the n smallest values for the
evaluation of e. If we take as a lower bound the minimal possible value for the logical
variable Makespan, the look-ahead greedy heuristic (H2) can be described as follows :

SOLVE(smallest(Ins,Makespan.inf,1)* ◊ exit)

Both these greedy heuristics have been described as partial visits in a search tree.
They can hence be improved with the addition of a limited amount of backtracking.
We can hence propose a kind of “limited discrepancy search” [HG 95], when two
tasks t and t' yield the same lower bound, instead of breaking the tie arbitrarily, we set
a choice point and explore both branches (schedule t or schedule t'). In order to limit
the complexity of the algorithm, we may limit such branching to the first 6 levels of
the search tree and consider at most two tasks per tie. This yields the H3 algorithm :

SOLVE(smallest(Ins, bound, 2, 0%)6 ×
 smallest(Ins, bound, 1)* ◊ display ◊  exit)

Note here, that we have added a parameter to the first look-ahead search which
specifies that we keep at most two branches from the choice Ins and that we only keep
those branches which are no more than 0% away from the minimal value of bound
(thus, we only keep at most 2 tied optimal branches).

A simple comparison of those algorithms H1 to H3 is proposed in figure 2 on a few
benchmarks from job-shop scheduling. Running times are given on a Sparc Ultra 1
and should be considered as indicative because the lower bound function is not
optimized (very naïve). As expected, results get better and running times longer when
more exploration is performed. The purpose of SALSA is to enable the user to
experiment easily with such variations.

instance size optimum H1 H2 H3

MT06 6 × 6 55 88 (0.02s.) 68 (0.05s.) 60 (0.6s.)

MT10 10 × 10 930 1265 (0.1s.) 1262 (0.5s.) 1220 (39s.)

ORB1 10 × 10 1059 1478 (0.08s.) 1456 (0.4s.) 1344 (3.8s.)

ORB2 10 × 10 888 1157 (0.07s.) 1157 (0.3s.) 1038 (4.2s.)

ORB3 10 × 10 1005 1281 (0.09s.) 1297 (0.4s.) 1229 (9.6s.)

Figure 2: various greedy heuristics on job-shop scheduling problems

4.4 The Lin and Kernighan heuristic for the traveling salesman problem
We now describe a famous local optimization procedure proposed in [LK 73] for the
traveling salesman problem (TSP). This procedure is based on k-opt moves which
remove k edges from the circuit and reconnect the k disconnected components (chains
of vertices or single vertices) by k new edges. For most such k-opt moves, the set of
those k old and k new edges forms an alternating cycle. The algorithm constructs this
cycle progressively, by augmenting an alternating path until a cycle is obtained. A
global search algorithm is developped in order to find the best alternating cycle. The
cost of the alternating cycle (the sum of the distances of the old edges minus the sum
of the distances of the new edges) must be positive in order for the move to improve
the tour. The procedure constrains the cost of all alternating paths to be positive, in
order to limit the exploration.
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Such an algorithm can be easily described my means of SALSA choices. Let Cities be
the set of vertices, and d the distance matrix, let pred be the relation encoding the
solution (associating to a vertex its predecessor in the tour), and let possPred be the
relation encoding the graph (associating to a vertex all its possible predecessors). We
represent the alternating path by a vector l of vertices such that each edge
pred(l[i]),l[i] is replaced by pred(l[i+1]),l[i]. We use a solver (LK), which maintains
(say, by means of an invariant) the gain of the alternating path (the sum over all
vertices i in l, of f(i) = d[pred(l[i]), l[i]] - d[pred(l[i+1]), l[i]]) and which triggers a
failure whenever this gain becomes negative. We introduce two choices, initiating and
augmenting the alternating cycle, by adding a vertex to the vector l :

Init :: Choice(
moves post(LK, l := list(x))

with x ∈ {x in Cities |
exists(y in possPred(x) | d[y,x] <

d[pred(x),x]]})

Augment :: Choice(
moves post(LK, l :add x)

with x ∈ Cities
until (length(l) > 1 & l[1] = l[length(l)]) )

The global search algorithm for finding one local move, as it is proposed in the
original paper [LK 73], backtracks on the first two levels of the search tree
(considering all possibilities for the two first vertices of l), and from then on, only
considers the addition of the vertex yielding maximal gain. It can thus be described as
follows :

SOLVE(largest(Init × Augment × largest(Augment,gain,1)*, gain, 1))

Once the best move has been found, we can perform it (flipping the edges along the
alternating cycle) by calling the performMove function. The full algorithm is a
standard hill-climbing procedure which applies such local moves until no more
improvement can be made and can be easily specified as follows :

SOLVE( (largest(Init × Augment × largest(Augment,gain,1)*, gain, 1)
  × performMove)* ◊ exit)

Hence, using SALSA, we have proposed a simple description of a well-known
complex algorithm. Moreover, with such a description, it is easy to experiment with
variations of this algorithm.

4.5 Hybrid insertion heuristics for vehicle routing
This section is devoted to a real hybrid algorithm mixing local and global search
intended for vehicle routing. The problem can be stated as follows : given a set of
points and a central depot, find a set of routes covering all points, each route starting
and ending in the depot, and respecting some side constraints (limited route length,
limited amount of goods transported along a route, time windows, etc.). The objective
is to find a solution with minimal total length. The insertion algorithm starts with
empty routes and selects the tasks one by one and inserts them in a route (such
algorithms are widely used heuristics in practical routing because they are able to
handle many additional constraints). The performance of such insertion heuristics can
be significantly improved if a limited amount of local optimization is performed after
each insertion [GHL 94], [Ru 95], [CL 98]. This leads to a complex algorithm using
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global search as a general framework (a greedy heuristic with a limited look-ahead
exploration of the branches for each insertion), and using local search at each node of
the search tree. We show here how SALSA can be used to program a simplified
version of this algorithm; we refer the reader to [CL 98] for more details.

We start by describing the simple greedy heuristic. Inserting a task t in a route r can
be described as a choice. We consider all pairs of adjacent vertices (x,y) in r and try to
insert t between x and y (by posting to a “dispatch” solver the information that x and t
are now linked by an edge in the route r as well as t and y). Note that we define a
parametric choice (t and r are its two parameters) :

Insert(t:Task, r:Route) :: Choice(
moves post(dispatch, (link(x,t,r), link(t,y,r)))

with (x,y) ∈ edges(r)
sorted by increasing insertionCost(t,x,y) )

From such a choice, we will retain only the edge (x,y) with the least insertion cost, by
limiting the number of branches to 1 (since the branches are sorted by increasing
insertion costs).

In order to specify the procedure used for selecting the route in which a task is
inserted, we need to introduce a new SALSA control structure : choices can be made
from SALSA terms using the moves from keyword followed by a choice expression.
This SALSA expression must be either a straightforward choice, the union of choices
or the lookahead exploration (smallest/greatest) of a SALSA expression. A union of
choices Ux in E (C(x)) is the choice which yields all transitions of the choices C(x) for x
in the set E.

In order to insert one task t, we only keep, for each route, the best possible insertion
place : this can be described by keeping for each route r, only one branch of the
choice Insert(t,r) ) and taking the union of these choices.

Insert(t:Task) :: Choice(
moves from ∪r ∈ Routes(Insert(t,r) / 1) )

Among all these possibilities of insertion, we select only the one yielding the minimal
total cost. And the greedy algorithm can hence be described as follows :

OneInsert :: Choice(
moves from smallest(Insert(t), TotalLength(), 1)

with t = some(t in Tasks | unaffected(t)) )

SOLVE(OneInsert* ◊ exit)

We now come to incremental local optimization, which will be performed after each
insertion. Below, we describe two choices responsible for local moves. The first
choice is responsible for a 2-opt local move on the route to which t belongs (2-opt is a
standard optimization procedure for routing problems which amounts to erase 2 edges
xy and uz from a route to replace them by the edges xu and yz). The second choice is
responsible for a 3-opt optimization which concerns edges from 2 or 3 different routes
(we replace the edges tu, xy and zw by xu, zy and tw). Both kinds of local moves, are
accepted only when they yield an improvement in the total length of the solution.
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TwoOpt(t:Task) :: Choice(
moves post(dispatch, (link(x,u,r), link(y,z,r)))

with r = route(t),
((x,y), (u,z)) ∈ SortedPairsOf(edges(r))

such that delta(Length(r)) < 0 )

ThreeOpt(t:Task) :: Choice(
moves post(dispatch, (link(x,u,r1), link(z,y,r2), link(t,w,r)))

with r = route(t), u = next(t),
r1 ∈ RoutesCloseTo(r), r2 ∈ RoutesCloseTo(r),
(x,y) ∈ edges(r1), (z,w) ∈ edges(r2)

such that delta(TotalLength) < 0 )

We can now describe an enriched version of the heuristic which performs a limited
amount of local optimization during the insertion : for each route r, after having found
the best pair of points between which t should be inserted and before evaluating the
insertion cost, we perform at most n steps of 2-opt in order to optimize r. This enables
us to perform a more informed choice among all possible insertions. Then, once the
best insertion has been chosen and performed, we further optimize the solution by
performing  at most m steps of 3-opt optimization, which may recombine the route in
which the task has been inserted with other routes.

SmartInsert:: Choice(
  moves from smallest(Insert(t) × (TwoOpt(t)/1)n,TotalLength(),1)

× (ThreeOpt(t)/1)m
with t = some(t in Tasks | unaffected(t)) )

The final procedure can then be described as

SOLVE((SmartInsert/1)* ◊ exit)

We have just described here, with 25 lines of SALSA code a hybrid algorithm for
vehicle routing. By looking from top down at this specification, one can see that it is a
greedy algorithm (it is of the form C/1*), that the basic step performs a look-ahead
exploration of a choice, and that the basic choice uses various moves and hill-
climbing random walks. Compared to an imperative implementation of such a hybrid
algorithm, it is much more concise and it gives a global view of the algorithm (which
is useful for understanding what the algorithm does). This SALSA specification is
independant from the data structures, the consistency mechanisms, as well as the
computation environment (distributed or sequential). It is thus a high-level description
of the control of the algorithm, complementary with a logic statement of the problem.

5. Operational Semantics
An operational semantics has been proposed for SALSA in [CL97]. The execution of
SALSA expressions is described formally by a set of transition rules in a calculus of
distributed processes. A process is created each time a new node is expanded in the
search tree. The processes have access to two different kinds of data : local data which
is associated to the search node (for example, the state of the domains) and global data
which is used for communication between processes (for example, in branch and
bound optimization, when a process comes to a solution, a variable shared by all
processes and containing the value of the best solution found so far is updated).

In this semantics, the evaluation of a SALSA expression corresponds to the evolution
of a set of processes which represent the frontier of the tree (those nodes which are the
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limit between the part of the tree which has been explored and what has not yet been
explored). The different processes are not synchronized, which means that the
exploration can follow any strategy (depth first, breadth first, or anything else). Since
the processes are not fully independent (because of the synchronization performed by
the global environment), this leaves the possibility of undeterministic executions for
SALSA programs (for instance, different executions yielding different sequences of
solutions can be obtained from a single SALSA branch and bound optimization).

A proprietary prototype has been implemented at Thomson/CSF after this semantics.
It is implemented as a code generator : SALSA expressions are compiled into CLAIRE
code, which, in turn is compiled into C++ code. On average, one line of SALSA
generates 10-15 lines of CLAIRE which, in turn, generate about 50-100 lines of C++.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have stressed the importance of hybrid algorithms for combinatorial
problem solving with constraints and we have proposed a language for specifying the
control of such algorithms. We have illustrated the use of the SALSA language on
various examples from combinatorial optimization, from standard CP programs or
local optimization  algorithms to complex combinations of local and global search.
For those examples, the SALSA code yields a concise specification of the control of
the algorithm. Hence, SALSA is a step in the quest for elegant and declarative
descriptions of complex algorithms.

In addition, we have implemented a prototype, generating CLAIRE code from SALSA
expressions. Such a tool gives the programmer the ability to experiment easily many
variations of an algorithm, which is valuable for experimenting new ideas or tuning
hybrid algorithms. SALSA can be implemented on other systems than CLAIRE and we
hope that this preliminary work will motivate other proposals from the CP community
concerning languages and environments for algorithms combining local and global
search.
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Abstract. We study the experimental consequences of a recent theor-

etical result by Achlioptas et al. that shows that conventional models of

random problems are trivially insoluble in the limit. We survey the lit-

erature to identify experimental studies that lie within the scope of this

result. We then estimate theoretically and measure experimentally the

size at which problems start to become trivially insoluble. Our results

demonstrate that most (but not all) of these experimental studies are

luckily una�ected by this result. We also study an alternative model of

random problems that does not su�er from this asymptotic weakness.

We show that, at a typical problem size used in experimental studies,

this model looks similar to conventional models. Finally, we generalize

this model so that we can independently adjust the constraint tightness

and density.

1 Introduction

One of the most exciting areas in AI in recent years has been the study of phase
transition behaviour. In a seminal paper that inspired many later researchers,
Cheeseman, Kanefsky, and Taylor demonstrated that the hardest search prob-
lems often occur around a rapid transition in solubility [2]. Problems from such
transitions in solubility are routinely used to benchmark algorithms for many
di�erent NP-complete problems. Experimental results about phase transition
behaviour have come thick and fast since the publication of [2]. For example,
in random 3-Sat, the phase transition was quickly shown to occur when the
ratio of clauses to variables is approximately 4.3 [14]. Unfortunately, theory has
often proved more di�cult. A recent result proves that the width of the phase
transition in random 3-Sat narrows as problems increases in size [3]. However,
we only have rather loose but hard won bounds on its actual location [4, 13].
For random constraint satisfaction problems, Achlioptas et al. recently provided
a more negative theoretical result [1]. They show that the conventional ran-
dom models are almost surely trivially insoluble for large enough problems. This
paper studies the impact of this theoretical result on experimental studies.
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2 Constraint satisfaction

A binary constraint satisfaction problem consists of a set of variables, each with
a domain of values, and a set of binary constraints. Each constraint rules out a
subset of the possible values for a pair of variables. Each assignment of values
to variables ruled out is called a nogood. Associated with each problem is a
constraint graph. This has variables as vertices and edges between variables that
appear in nogoods. The constraint satisfaction decision problem is to decide if
there is an assignment of values to variables so that none of the constraints are
violated.

Four models of random problems are used in most experimental and theor-
etical studies. In each model, we generate a constraint graph G, and then for
each edge in this graph, choose pairs of incompatible values. The models di�er in
how we generate the constraint graph and how we choose incompatible values.
In each case, we can describe problems by the tuple hn;m; p1; p2i, where n is the
number of variables,m is the uniform domain size, p1 is a measure of the density
of the constraint graph, and p2 is a measure of the tightness of the constraints.

model A: with probability p1, we select each one of the n(n � 1)=2 possible
edges in G, and for each edge with probability p2 we pick each one of the
m2 possible pairs of values as incompatible;

model B: we uniformly select exactly p1n(n � 1)=2 edges for G, and for each
edge we uniformly pick exactly p2m

2 pairs of values as incompatible;
model C: with probability p1, we select each one of the n(n � 1)=2 possible

edges in G, and for each edge we uniformly pick exactly p2m
2 pairs of values

as incompatible;
model D: we uniformly select exactly p1n(n � 1)=2 edges for G, and for each

edge with probability p2 we pick each one of the m2 possible pairs of values
as incompatible.

3 Phase transitions

Constraint satisfaction algorithms are now routinely benchmarked using random
problems from one of these four models. To help unify experimental studies with
di�erent problems, Gent et al. [8] de�ne the constrainedness, � of an ensemble
of combinatorial problems as,

� =def 1�
log2(hSoli)

N

where N is the log base 2 of the size of the state space, and hSoli is the expected
number of these states that are solutions. Since 0 � hSoli � 2N , it follows that
� 2 [0;1). If � � 0 then problems are very under-constrained and soluble. It is
usually very easy to �nd one of the many solutions. If � � 1 then problems are
very over-constrained and insoluble. It is usually relatively easy to prove their
insolubility. If � � 1 then problems are on the \knife-edge" between solubility
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and insolubility. It is often di�cult to �nd solutions or prove the insolubility of
such problems. This de�nition of constrainedness has been used to locate phase
transitions behaviour both in NP-complete problems like constraint satisfaction,
and in polynomial problems like enforcing arc consistency [5].

Consider, for example, binary constraint satisfaction problems from model
B. The state space has mn states, one for each possible assignment of values to
the n variables. Each of the p1n(n�1)=2 edges in the constraint graph rules out
a fraction (1� p2) of the possible assignments of values to variables. Thus,

hSoli = mn(1� p2)
p1n(n�1)=2 N = n log2(m)

Substituting these into the de�nition of constrainedness gives,

� =
n � 1

2
p1 logm(

1

1� p2
)

Gent el al. [7] show experimentally that rapid transitions in solubility occur
around � � 1 for a selection of model B problems with between 10 and 110
variables and domains of sizes between 3 and 50. Problem hardness for a wide
variety of algorithms tends to peak around these transitions.

4 The problem with random problems

Achlioptas et al. [1] identify a shortcoming of all four random models. They
prove that if p2 � 1=m then, as n goes to in�nity, there almost surely exists a
awed variable, one which has every value unsupported. A value for a variable
is unsupported if, when the value is assigned to the variable, there exists an ad-
jacent variable in the constraint graph that cannot be assigned a value without
violating a constraint. A problem with a awed variable cannot have a solu-
tion. They argue that therefore \. . . the currently used models are asymptotically
uninteresting except, perhaps, for a small region of their parameter space . . . "
(when p2 < 1=m). Further, they claim that \. . . the threshold-like picture given

by experimental results [with these models] is misleading, since the problems with
de�ning parameters in what is currently perceived as the underconstrained region

(because a solution can be found fast) are in fact overconstrained for large n (ob-
viously, larger than the values used in experiments) . . . ". Note that this result
does not apply to problems in which the constraints have certain types of struc-
ture. For example, if each constraint only allows variables to take di�erent values
then problems encode graph colouring, which has good asymptotic properties.

Achlioptas et al. [1] propose an alternative random problem class, model
E which does not su�er from this asymptotic shortcoming, and which does not
separate the generation of the constraint graph from the selection of the nogoods.
In this model, we select uniformly, independently and with repetitions, pm2n(n�
1)=2 nogoods out of the m2n(n � 1)=2 possible. They prove that if a random
instance generated using this model has less than n=2 nogoods then it almost
surely has a solution (theorem 6, page 113). They conjecture that substantially
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stronger bounds could be derived to increase the number of allowed nogoods. We
note that model E is not entirely novel since Williams and Hogg study random
problems with both a �xed number of nogoods picked uniformly, and with an
uniform probability of including a nogood [15]. As Achlioptas et al. themselves
remark [1], the expected number of repetitions in model E is usually insigni�cant
(for instance, it is O(1) when the number of nogoods is �(n)), and repetitions
are only allowed to simplify the theoretical analysis. The di�erences between
model E and the models of Williams and Hogg are therefore likely to be slight.

5 Experimental practice

Achlioptas et al.'s result does not apply to random problems for which p2 < 1=m.
To study the practical signi�cance of this restriction, we surveyed the literature
from 1994 (when phase transition experiments with random constraint satisfac-
tion problems �rst started to appear), covering all papers in the proceedings
of CP, AAAI, ECAI and IJCAI which gave details of experiments on random
constraint satisfaction problems. The results of this survey are summarized in
Tables 1 and 2. An experimental study is deemed \inapplicable" if the problem
sets tested include an ensemble of problems with p2 < 1=m.

Conference Inapplicable Total

studies studies

AAAI-94 2 3

ECAI-94 0 4

CP-95 3 4

IJCAI-95 1 5

AAAI-96 0 4

CP-96 3 5

ECAI-96 1 5

AAAI-97 2 4

CP-97 0 7

IJCAI-97 0 1

totals 12 42

Table 1. Summary of results of the literature survey.

Just over a quarter of papers include problems to which the results of [1] do
not apply. The most common exception are random problems with m = 3 and
p2 = 1=9 or 2=9. Model B is the most common model of generation, followed
by model A. Whilst a signi�cant number of papers use problems outside the
scope of [1], nearly three quarters use problem sets that are vulnerable to these
criticisms. In addition, all of the papers which included inapplicable problem
sets also used some instances with p2 � 1=m. In conclusion therefore, the results
of [1] apply to most published experiments.
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Conference Author initials Model hn;mi p2 < 1=m?
AAAI-94 [DF,RD] B h25� 250; 3i p2 = 1=9; 2=9

[DF,RD] B h25� 275; 3i p2 = 1=9; 2=9
h15� 60; 6i p2 = 4=36
h15� 35; 9i no

[NY,YO,HH] B h20; 10i no

ECAI-94 [PP] D h20; 10i, h20; 20i, h30; 10i no
[BMS] B h8; 10i no
[DL] B h10; 20i no
[DS,ECF] A h50; 8i no

CP-95 [IPG,EM,PP,TW] B h10� 110; 3i p2 = 2=9
h10; 10i, h20; 10i, h10; 5� 50i, . . . no

[JL,PM] A h10; 10i no
[FB,PR] B h25; 3i p2 = 1=9

h35; 6i, h50; 6i p2 = 4=36
h15; 9i, h35; 9i no

[FB,AG] B h25; 3i p2 = 2=9
h25; 6i, h15; 9i no

IJCAI-95 [ECF,PDH] A h50; 8i no
[DF,RD] B h125; 3i p2 = 1=9

h35; 6i p2 = 4=36
h250; 3i, h50; 6i, h35; 9i, . . . no

[PM,JL] D h10; 10i, h20; 10i, h30; 10i no
[KK,RD] B h100; 8i no
[BMS,SAG] B h20; 10i, h50; 10i no

AAAI-96 [AC,PJ] B h16; 8i, h32; 8i no
[ECF,CDE] B h100; 6i no
[IPG,EM,PP,TW] B h20; 10i no
[KK,RD] B h100; 8i, h125; 6i, h150; 4i no

CP-96 [CB,JCR] B h35; 6i p2 = 4=36
h125; 3i, h350; 3i p2 = 1=9
h35; 9i, h50; 6i, h50; 20i, . . . no

[DAC,JF,IPG,EM,NT,TW] B h20; 10i no
[IPG,EM,PP,BMS,TW] B h20� 50; 10i no
[JL,PM] B h15; 5i p2 = 1=25� 4=25

h10; 10i p2 = 1=100� 9=100
[RJW] A h30; 5i, h100; 5i p2 = 0:1

ECAI-96 [JEB,EPKT,NRW] B h50; 10i no
[BC,GV,DM,PB] B h50; 10i, h20; 5i no
[SAG,BMS] B h30� 70; 10i no
[ACMK,EPKT,JEB] B h30; 5i p2 = 0:12

h40; 5i p2 = 0:08
h60; 5i p2 = 0:04
h10; 5i, h20; 5i, h10; 10i, . . . no

[Jl,PM] B h10; 10i no

AAAI-97 [AM,SES,GS] B h6� 12; 9i no
[DRG,WKJ,WSH] B h10; 5i no
[IPG,EM,PP,TW] B h10� 120; 3i p2 = 2=9

h10; 10� 100i no
[DF,IR,LV] B h20; 4i p2 = 0:125

h150; 3i p2 = 0:222
h20� 75; 6i, h20; 10i no

CP-97 [IPG,JLU] D h10; 10i no
[IR,DF] B h100; 8i no
[DS,ECF] B h20; 20i, h40; 20i no
[BMS,SAG] B h10; 10i no
[PG,JKH] B h50; 10i, h100; 15i, h250; 25i, . . . no
[ED,CB] B h100; 20i no
[IPG,EM, PP, PS, TW] B h20� 70; 10i no

IJCAI-97 [RD, CB] B h20; 10i no

Table 2. Parameters and models used in some previous studies of random constraint

satisfaction problems.
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6 Probability of awed variables

As Achlioptas et al. themselves suggest [1], previous experimental studies will not
have been greatly inuenced by the existence of awed variables since problem
sizes are usually too small. Using the Markov inequality, they give a �rst moment
bound on the probability of a awed variable,

Prfproblem has a awed variableg � n(1� (1� pm2 )
n)m

For example, for the popular hn; 10; 1; 1=2i problem class, they calculate that
the probability of a awed variable is less than 10�5 even for n as large as 200.
At what size of problem and sample do awed variables start to occur?

By making a few simplifying assumptions, we can estimate the probability
of a awed variable with reasonable accuracy. This estimate might be used to
determine parameters for experimental studies. Our �rst assumption is that each
variable is connected to exactly p1(n�1) others. In practice, some variables have
a greater degree, whilst others have a lesser degree. Fortunately, our experiments
show that this mean-�eld approximation does not introduce a large error into
the estimate. We also assume independence between the probabilities that the
di�erent variables have at least one unawed value. The probability that there
are no awed variables is then simply the product of the probabilities that the
variables have at least one unawed value. For model A problems, we have,

Prfproblem has a awed variableg

= 1� Prfthere are no awed variablesg

= 1� (Prfa variable has at least one unawed valueg)n

= 1� (1� Prfevery value for the variable is awedg)n

= 1� (1� (Prfa value for the variable is awedg)m)n

= 1� (1� (Prfvalue inconsistent with every value of an adjacent variableg)m)n

= 1� (1� (1� Prfvalue consistent with a value of every adjacent variableg)m)n

= 1� (1� (1� (Prfvalue consistent with a value of an adjacent variableg)p1(n�1))m)n

= 1� (1� (1� (1� Prfvalue inconsistent with every value of adjacent variableg)p1(n�1))m)n

= 1� (1� (1� (1� (Prfvalue inconsistent with a value of adjacent variableg)m)p1(n�1))m)n

For model A, the probability that a given value is inconsistent with every
value of an adjacent variable is p2. Hence, we obtain the estimate,

Prfproblem has a awed variableg = 1� (1� (1� (1� pm2 )
p1(n�1))m)n

A similar derivation can be made for model B problems. In this model each con-
straint is picked uniformly from the m2Cp2m

2 possible binary constraints. If we
assign a value to one of the variables involved in a constraint, thenm2�mCp2m

2�m

of the possible constraints have nogoods that rule out all the values for the other
variable. Hence, the probability that a particular value for a variable is incon-
sistent with every value for an adjacent variable is given by,

Prfvalue inconsistent with every value of adjacent variableg =
�

m
2 �m)

p2m
2 �m

�
=
�

m
2

p2m
2

�
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Thus, for model B problems, we obtain the estimate,

Prfproblem has a awed variableg = 1�(1�(1�(1�
�

m
2 �m

p2m
2 �m

�
=
�

m
2

p2m
2

�
)p1(n�1))m)n

Note that we have assumed independence between the probabilities that the
m di�erent values for a given variable are awed. The probability that every
value for a variable is awed is then simply the product of the probabilities that
each individual value is awed. Whilst this independence assumption is valid for
model A, it is not strictly true for model B.

7 Problem size

We can use these estimates for the probability of awed variables to determine
when awed variables will start to occur in experimental studies. To test the
accuracy of these estimates and to compare them with the simpler �rst moment
bound, we generated random problems from the popular model B and calculated
the fraction with a awed variable. Since awed variables are more likely in dense
constraint graphs, we generated problems with complete constraint graphs (i.e.
with p1 = 1). As in other studies (e.g. [12, 6]), we also generated a separate
set of problems in which the average degree of the vertices in the constraint
graph is kept constant. That is, we vary p1 as 1=(n � 1). As we argue in Sec-
tion 9, the constraint tightness at the phase transition then remains roughly
constant. Keeping the average degree constant also reduces the probability of
awed variables occurring. In Table 3, we give the results for hn; 10; 1; 1=2i and
hn; 10; 19=(n � 1); 1=2i with n from 200 to 4000. In this (and indeed all the
subsequent experiments) our estimate for the probability of a problem having
a awed variable is very close to the observed fraction of problems with awed
variables, and much closer than the �rst moment bound to the observed fraction
of awed variables.

With complete constraint graphs, awed variables are observed in samples
of 1000 when the problems have 500 or more variables. This is beyond the size
of problems typically solved with systematic procedures but potentially within
the reach of approximation or local search algorithms. By comparison, with
constraint graphs of constant average degree, awed variables are not observed
in samples of 1000 even when the problems have thousands of variables. Because
of the greater homogeneity of model B problems, we expect awed variables to
be less likely than in model A. Our estimates for the probability of a awed
variable support this conjecture. For example, for h1000; 10; 1; 1=2i problems,
our estimate for the probability that a model A problem has a awed variable
is 0:99986 whilst for a model B problem it is 0:275.

With constraint graphs of constant average degree, we can estimate when we
expect to observe awed variables. If p1 = =(n�1) and a fraction f of problems
contain awed variables then, by rearranging our estimates for the probability
of a awed variable, the number of variables nf in model A problems is,

nf =
log(1� f)

log(1� (1� (1� pm2 )
)m)
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sample fraction with estimate for 1st moment

n size awed variables Prfawed variableg bound

200 106 0.000000 0.000000 0:000006
500 104 0.0005 0.0006 0.0370

1000 103 0.272 0.275 > 1

1200 103 0.753 0.755 > 1

1500 103 1.000 0.999 > 1

2000 103 1.000 1.000 > 1

4000 103 1.000 1.000 > 1

(a) hn; 10; 1; 1=2i

sample fraction with estimate for 1st moment

n size awed variables Prfawed variableg bound

200 103 0.000 0.000 0.000

500 103 0.000 0.000 0.037

1000 103 0.000 0.000 > 1

1500 103 0.000 0.000 > 1

2000 103 0.000 0.000 > 1

4000 103 0.000 0.000 > 1

(b) hn; 10; 19=(n� 1); 1=2i

Table 3. The impact of awed variables on model B problems with a domain size of 10

and: (a) complete constraint graphs; (b) constraint graphs of constant average degree.

And in model B problems,

nf =
log(1� f)

log(1� (1� (1�
�

m
2 �m)

p2m
2 �m

�
=
�

m
2

p2m
2

�
))m)

For instance, for model B problems with similar parameters to those of Table 3
(i.e. m = 10,  = 19 and p2 = 1=2), n1=1000 � 3:2 � 1017 and n1=2 � 2:2 � 1019.
That is, problems needmore than 1017 variables before we start to observe awed
variables in samples of 1000 problem instances, and more than 1019 variables
before half contain a awed variable. As a consequence, at this domain size,
constraint tightness, and degree of the constraint graph, experimental studies
can safely ignore awed variables.

With smaller domain sizes, we expect awed variables to be more prevalent.
To test this hypothesis, we generated problems withm = 3, p2 = 1=m and either
complete constraint graphs or constraint graphs of constant average degree. Note
that, for model B, p2 = 1=m is the smallest possible value which gives awed
variables. If p2 < 1=m then at least one value for each variablemust be supported
as each constraint rules out strictly less than m possible values. Note also that
these problems have the same domain size and same constraint tightness as 3-
colouring problems. Table 4 gives the results for hn; 3; 1; 1=3i and hn; 3; 19=(n�
1); 1=3i with n = 10 to 2000. With complete constraint graphs, awed variables
occur with a signi�cant frequency in problems with as few as 20 variables. This
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is despite p2 being given the minimal possible value. With constraint graphs of
constant average degree, although awed variables occur in problems with as
few as 20 variables, their frequency increases much more slowly with n. We need
a thousand or more variables to ensure that problems almost always include a
awed variable. By comparison, with complete constraint graphs, we need just
60 or so variables. Some of the experiments surveyed in Section 5 used random
problems containing hundreds of variables with m = 3 and p2 = 1=3. Flawed
variables may therefore have had a signi�cant impact on these experiments.

sample fraction with estimate for 1st moment

n size awed variables Prfawed variableg bound

10 103 0.006 0.011 0.311

20 103 0.143 0.156 > 1

30 103 0.504 0.536 > 1

40 103 0.869 0.882 > 1

50 103 0.987 0.990 > 1

60 103 1.000 1.000 > 1

(a) hn; 3; 1; 1=3i

sample fraction with estimate for 1st moment

n size awed variables Prfawed variableg bound

20 103 0.143 0.156 > 1

50 103 0.318 0.345 > 1

100 103 0.524 0.571 > 1

200 103 0.796 0.816 > 1

500 103 0.986 0.985 > 1

1000 103 0.999 1.000 > 1

2000 103 1.000 1.000 > 1

(b) hn; 3; 19=(n� 1); 1=3i

Table 4. The impact of awed variables on model B problems with a small domain size

and: (a) complete constraint graph; (b) constraint graph of constant average degree.

8 Model E

At the sizes typically used in previous experimental studies, how does model E
di�er from the conventional models? To explore this issue, we compared problems
from model E with n = 20 and m = 10 against problems of a similar size from
the popular model B. As we argue in the next section, model E quickly gives
problems with complete constraint graphs. We therefore used model B problems
with p1 = 1 as a comparison. For model B, we generated 1000 problems at each
value of p2 between 1/100 and 99/100. For model E, we generated 1000 problems
at each value of p from 1/190 to 500/190 in steps of 1/190. Note that model E
allows for repetitions when selecting nogoods so p can be greater than 1.
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Fig. 1. Fraction of soluble problems against constrainedness, �

To aid comparison, we estimated the constrainedness, � of the generated
problems. We have found � a useful measure for comparing algorithm perform-
ance across a wide variety of di�erent problem classes [9]. Since the nogoods
in model E are selected independently and with repetitions, � is approximately
proportional to p. In Figure 1, we plot the fraction of soluble problems against
the constrainedness. In both models, we see a rapid transition between soluble
and insoluble problems at around � � 1 as predicted. Associated with this trans-
ition is a peak in search cost. In Figure 2, we plot the median consistency checks
performed by the forward checking algorithm with conict-directed backjumping
and the fail-�rst heuristic (FC-CBJ-FF). The search cost for the two models is
very similar, depending almost entirely on their constrainedness and size. The
only slight di�erence is that at very small values of p, model E problems do have
complete constraint graphs and are easier to solve. We discuss the size of the
constraint graph in more detail in the next section.

9 Constraint graph

Some of the experimental studies listed in Section 5 keep p1 constant as n in-
creases. Even if problem and sample sizes are small enough that awed variables
are unlikely, this may not be a very good idea. The transition between soluble and
insoluble problems occurs around � � 1. That is, when �n�1

2
p1 logm(1�p2) � 1.

If we �x m and p1 then p2 decreases as we increase n. Eventually p2 is less than
1=m2 and, in model B at least, we are unable to generate any non-empty con-
straints. For instance, with p1 = 1, m = 3 and � � 1, p2 is smaller than 1=m2
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Fig. 2. Median search cost for FC-CBF-FF against constrainedness, �

for n larger than about 20. In other words, even though awed variables cannot
occur since p2 < 1=m, we cannot run an experiment at the phase transition with
m = 3 and p1 = 1 for n larger than about 20.

It may be better experimental practice to maintain the topology of the con-
straint graph by keeping the average degree constant. That is, to vary p1 as
1=(n� 1). If � � 1 and p1 = =(n� 1), then p2 � 1�m�2= which is constant.
Hence the phase transition is expected to occur at a roughly constant value of p2
as n varies. Experimental data for small n supports this conclusion. For example,
Figure 2 of [12] shows that the transition in solubility for model B problems with
m = 10 and p1 = 4:9=(n�1) occurs at p2 � 1�m�2=4:9 � 0:6 as n increases from
10 to 50. Of course, since p2 � 1=m, such problems contain awed variables and
are trivially insoluble for large enough n. However, as we argued before, n needs
to be so large that our experiments can safely ignore this fact. For instance, for
m = 10, p1 = 4:9=(n � 1), and p2 = 0:6, we calculate that n1=1000 � 5:6 � 1013

and n1=2 � 3:8 � 1016. That is, problems need more than 1013 variables before
we expect to observe awed variables in samples of 1000 problem instances, and
more than 1016 variables before half contain a awed variable.

One shortcoming of model E is that it generates complete constraint graphs
for quite small values of p, even though each constraint contains just a few
nogoods. It is hard therefore to generate sparse constraint graphs with tight
constraints. By comparison, in models A to D we can independently adjust the
constraint tightness and density. In model E, we randomly select pm2n(n�1)=2
nogoods independently and with repetitions. By a coupon collector's argument,
we expect a complete constraint graph when p � log(n(n � 1)=2)=m2. For ex-
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ample, for n = 20, m = 10, we just need p � 0:052 before we expect a complete
constraint graph. With a larger number of nogoods, there is a very small probab-
ility that the constraint graph is not complete. Assuming independence between
the nogoods, we can estimate this probability as follows,

Prfconstraint graph is completeg

= Prfall pairs of vertices are joinedg

= (Prftwo given vertices are joinedg)n(n�1)=2

= (1� Prftwo given vertices are not joinedg)n(n�1)=2

= (1� Prfno nogoods mention the two variablesg)n(n�1)=2

= (1� (Prfa given nogood does not mention the twog)pm
2
n(n�1)=2)n(n�1)=2

= (1� (1� Prfa given nogood does mention the twog)pm
2
n(n�1)=2)n(n�1)=2

As there are n(n � 1)=2 possible pairs of variables that a nogood could men-
tion, the probability that any nogood does not mention two given variables is
simply 2=n(n� 1). Hence,

Prfconstraint graph is completeg = (1� (1�
2

n(n� 1)
)pm

2
n(n�1)=2)n(n�1)=2

For example, for n = 20 andm = 10, the probability that the constraint graph is
incomplete is less than 10�2 when p = 1=m, and less than 10�18 when p = 1=2.

We can generalize model E to tackle this problem by reversing the usual
process of generating a constraint graph and then selecting nogoods within it. In
model F, we select uniformly, independently and with repetitions, p1p2m

2n(n�
1)=2 nogoods out of the m2n(n � 1)=2 possible. We then generate a constraint
graph with exactly p1n(n� 1)=2 edges and throw out any nogoods that are not
between connected vertices in this graph. Note that model E is a special case of
model F in which p1 = 1. Using similar arguments to [1], we can show that model
F (like model E) is not trivially insoluble as we increase problem size. In addition,
by setting p1 small but p2 large, we can generate sparse constraint graphs with
tight constraints. We leave it as an open question if there are models with good
asymptotic properties which admit problems with a few tight constraints, but
which do not throw out nogoods.

10 Non-random problems

Random problems provide a plentiful and unbiased source of problems for bench-
marking. However, we must be careful that our algorithms do not become tuned
to solve randomproblems and perform poorly on real problems. All of the models
discussed here generate simple binary constraints, but real problems can con-
tain structures that occur very rarely in these models. For example, in a graph
colouring problem derived from a real exam time-tabling problem at Edinburgh
University, Gent and Walsh found a 10 clique of nodes with only 9 colours avail-
able [10]. This was in a 59 node graph with 594 edges. The presence of this clique
dominated the performance of their graph colouring algorithm. Random graphs
of similar size and density are very unlikely to contain such a large clique.
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The probability that m given nodes in a random graph with n nodes and e
edges are connected by the right m(m� 1)=2 edges to form a m-clique is,

Prfm given nodes form a m-cliqueg =

m(m�1)

2
�1Y

i=0

e� i
n(n�1)

2
� i

Multiplying this probability by nCm, the number of sets of m nodes in a n node
graph, we get the expected number of m-cliques. By the Markov inequality, this
gives a bound on the probability of the graph containing a m-clique,

Prfm-clique in graph of n nodes & e edgesg �
n!

m!(n�m)!

m(m�1)

2
�1Y

i=0

e� i
n(n�1)

2
� i

For n = 59, m = 10 and e = 594, the probability of clique of size 10 or larger is
less than 10�10. It is thus very unlikely that a random graph of the same size and
density as the graph in the exam time-tabling problem would contain a regular
structure like a 10-clique. However, cliques of this size are very likely in the real
data due to the module structure within courses.

As another example, Gomes et al. have proposed quasigroup completion as
a constraint satisfaction benchmark that models some of the structure found in
time-tabling problems [11]. Quasigroup completion is the problem of �lling in
the missing entries in a Latin square, a multiplication table in which each entry
appears once in every row and column. An order n quasigroup problem can be
formulated as n-colouring a graph with n2 nodes and n2(n�1) edges. The edges
form 2n cliques, with each clique being of size n and representing the constraint
that each colour appears once in every row or column. For example, an order
10 quasigroup has 20 cliques of size 10 in a 100 node graph with 900 edges.
With a random graph of this size and edge density, the probability of a clique
of size 10 or larger is less than 10�20. It is thus unlikely that a random graph of
this size and density would contain a regular structure like a 10-clique, let alone
20 of them linked together. The random models are thus unlikely to generate
problems like the exam time-tabling problem or quasigroup completion.

11 Conclusions

We have performed a detailed study of the experimental consequences of a recent
theoretical result of Achlioptas et al. [1]. This result shows that, as we increase
problem size, the conventional models of random problems almost surely con-
tain a awed variable and are therefore trivially insoluble. Our survey of previous
experimental studies shows that most meet the restriction on their result that
p2 � 1=m. Fortunately, most (but not all) of these studies use too few variables
and too large domains to be a�ected by the result. As expected, awed vari-
ables occur most often with dense constraint graphs and small domains. With
constraint graphs of �xed average degree and large domains, awed variables
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can be safely ignored. Achlioptas et al. propose an alternative random model
which does not su�er from this asymptotic problem. We show that, at a typical
problem size used in experiments, this model gives problems of a similar solubil-
ity and hardness to conventional models. However, it has a small experimental
weakness since we cannot run tests with sparse but tight constraints. We there-
fore generalized the model so that we can independently adjust the constraint
tightness and density. Finally, we showed that some of the structures that occur
in real problems like large cliques are very rare in these random models.

What general lessons can be learnt from this study? First, experiments can
bene�t greatly from theory. Flawed variables are likely to have occurred in a
small but signi�cant number of previous experimental studies. A simple arc con-
sistency algorithm would therefore have solved some of these problems. Experi-
mental practice can now be improved to ensure that either we use an alternative
model without this asymptotic problem, or we use a conventional model but
choose parameters so that awed variables are unlikely. Second, theory can be-
ne�t greatly from experiments. Theory provided an estimate for the probability
of problems having awed variables. Experiments quickly determined the accur-
acy of this estimate. Third, we must continue to improve and extend our random
models so that we can generate a wide range of hard problems with which to
test our algorithms.
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Abstract. We describe an object-oriented constraint solving toolkit,

QOCA, designed for interactive graphical applications. It has a simple
yet powerful interface based on the metric space model for constraint ma-

nipulation. Currently QOCA supports linear arithmetic constraints and

two di�erent metrics: the square of the Euclidean distance and the Man-

hattan distance. It provides three solvers, all of which rely on keeping

the constraints in solved form and relies on novel algorithms for e�cient

resolving of constraints during direct manipulation. We provide a thor-
ough empirical evaluation of QOCA, both of the interface design and the

speed of constraint solving.

1 Introduction

Since the very infancy of computer graphics there has been interest in the use

of constraints [16]. The reason being that constraints allow graphical objects

to behave more intelligently since they capture the semantic relationships be-

tween diagram components. However, despite the utility of constraints, they are

not widely used in interactive graphical applications. Apart from CAD systems,

most applications provide at best rudimentary constraint solving abilities. We

feel that the reasons for this are twofold. First there is the problem of e�ciency.

E�cient constraint solving techniques, such as those based on local propaga-

tion, are suitable for some applications such as simulation but are not powerful

enough for many graphical application since these require inequalities or cyclic

constraints. On the other hand, general arithmetic constraint solving techniques

are su�ciently expressive but naive implementations are too slow, in particular

for real time direct manipulation. The second reason is that, perhaps because of

concerns about e�ciency, most existing constraint solvers are tightly integrated

with the graphical application making reuse of the solver in other applications

di�cult. This means that an application builder who wishes to provide con-

straints must spend considerable e�ort and time building their own specialized

1 Current a�liation: Ericsson Australia, 198 Bell St, Preston 3072, Australia.

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 340-354, 1998.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



constraint solver, something most graphical application programmers do not

have the time or necessary background in constraint solving to do.

Over the last 7 years we have been developing an object-oriented constraint

solving toolkit, called QOCA, which is expressly designed for interactive graphi-

cal applications and which is intended to overcome the above two problems. It is

written in C++ and consists of about 17,000 lines of code. A major design goal

has been to provide an interface which is simple yet exible enough to be used in

a wide variety of applications and which treats constraints as �rst class objects.

The other goal has been to provide constraints which are expressive enough to

be useful and yet which can be solved su�ciently quickly for real-time direct

manipulation. To some extent there is a synergy between these two goals since,

because of the many possible tradeo�s between e�ciency and expressiveness,

QOCA provides a variety of solvers and a simple common interface allows the

application programmer to readily experiment with the di�erent solvers, choos-

ing the appropriate one for their application.

Currently QOCA provides three di�erent solvers. All are based on keep-

ing the current constraints in a tableau and using pivoting to keep them in

a solved form. The �rst, LinEqSolver, provides linear equalities and uses the

square of the the (weighted) Euclidean distance to compare solutions. The sec-

ond, LinIneqSolver, also uses the square of the Euclidean distance but also

allows linear inequalities. It is based on linear complementary pivoting [8]. The

third, CassSolver, is based on the Cassowary algorithm [5]. It also provides

linear equalities and inequalities but instead uses the (weighted) Manhattan

distance to compare solutions.

We provide a systematic evaluation of QOCA. We demonstrate the utility

of the interface by describing how it has been employed in four widely varying

graphical applications: graphic editors, error correction in visual language pars-

ing, graph layout and interactive document layout on the Internet. Our empirical

results also demonstrate that the three solvers are su�ciently fast for practical

applications.

The most closely related work are our earlier papers on other aspects of

QOCA. In [11] we focused on how it could be integrated with an existing graph-

ical editor, Idraw, and in [5] we gave the Cassowary algorithm. The current

paper extends these by detailing new constraint solving algorithms, the metric

space model for interaction, the architecture of QOCA and providing the �rst

empirical evaluation of QOCA. Other related work on constraint solving algo-

rithms for graphical applications are largely formalized in terms of constraint

hierarchies. Early solvers provided only local propagation. More recent solvers

include UltraViolet [1,2] which supports linear equations and certain types of

linear inequalities and DETAIL [13, 12] which supports linear equations. QOCA

extends these by supporting arbitrary linear inequalities. In addition we provide

an empirical evaluation of our algorithms in the context of a concrete application.
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2 The Interface of QOCA

One of the most striking features of QOCA is its simple interface. To understand

the interface design, consider a simple application, that of a constraint-based

graphics editor. The editor essentially provides three operations: the user may

add objects or constraints, the user may delete an object or constraint, and �nally

the user may edit or directly manipulate an object. At any point in time, the

con�guration of the editor consists of a set of graphic objects, a set of constraints

over variables in the objects and a current solution which is an assignment to

the variables that satis�es the constraints. The variables correspond to graphical

attributes of the objects in the diagram and the diagram on the graphics display

is, therefore, simply a visual representation of the current solution.

Reecting this discussion, the QOCA toolkit is based on the metric space

model, a new metaphor for constraint interaction. In this model, there is a met-

ric which gives the distance between two assignments to the variables, and at

any time there is a current set of constraints and a current solution. Mirroring

the operations in the graphic editor, interaction in the metric space model can

occur in three ways. First, a constraint may be added to the current set of con-

straints in which case the new solution is the assignment which is closest to the

old assignment and which satis�es the new constraint set. Second, a constraint

may be deleted from the current set of constraints, in which case the current

solution remains unchanged. Finally, the current solution may be manipulated

by \suggesting" values for some of the variables. The new solution is the assign-

ment which is closest to the old assignment and to the requested variable values

and which satis�es the constraint set. The constraint set remains unchanged.

The metric space model is closely related to the now classic hierarchical con-

straints approach [3]. The reason that we have based the toolkit on the metric

space model rather than directly on the constraint hierarchy model is that in the

metric space model editing a variable value is viewed as a di�erent operation to

constraint deletion and addition while the natural way to model variable edit-

ing in the constraint hierarchy approach is as a sequence of constraint deletion

and additions. The advantage of having an explicit operation for editing is that

the speed requirements for editing are much more stringent than for constraint

deletion and addition because of the need to provide continuous feedback during

direct manipulation. Thus for e�ciency it is important to provide a specialized

algorithm for editing which can take advantage of the fact that the current so-

lution is \close" to the next solution rather than using algorithms for arbitrary

constraint deletion and addition. A related advantage of the metric space model

is that we believe it more directly matches the application program needs, so it

provides a simpler and more natural interface for the application programmer.

QOCA implements the metric space model by means of three main compo-

nents: constrained variables, called CFloats, linear arithmetic constraints, called

LinConstraints, and constraint solvers, called Solvers.

Internally a CFloat, v, has a value, v:val, a desired value, v:des, both of which

are oating point numbers as well as a stay weight, v:weight, and and an edit

weight, v:eweight, which, respectively, indicate the importance of leaving the
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variable unchanged if it is not being edited and the importance of changing it to

the desired value when the variable is being edited. Both weights are non-negative

oats. The weights are set by the application programmer when the CFloat is

created and cannot be subsequently changed. Applications set the desired value

when the variable is created and also when the variable is selected for editing. The

solver is responsible for setting the actual value and will also update the desired

value to be the actual value when appropriate. To the application programmer

the CFloat appears to have a single value, since they set the desired value using

the method SuggestValue, call the solver, and then read the actual value using

GetValue. However, for book keeping reasons, the solver requires CFloats to

keep the two values separate.

There are a number of di�erent types of CFloats. The standard CFloat used

by the application programmer is the unrestricted CFloat whose value can range

over all reals. Internally the solvers also make use of restricted CFloats whose

value must be non-negative and which are used to represent slack variables and

arti�cial variables.

Linear arithmetic constraints, that is LinConstraints, can be constructed

from CFloats. They have the standard form:

a1 � x1 + :::+ an � xn op c

where op is one of <, >, >=, <= or ==, c is a oat and the ais are oats and

the xis are CFloats. Note that QOCA takes advantage of the C++ facilities for

overloading operators so as to allow the natural speci�cation of constraints.

Actually, neither CFloats nor LinConstraints are directly manipulated by

the programmer. Instead, for e�ciency and safeness they are manipulated by

means of the reference-counted \handles," CFloatHandle and ConstraintHandle

respectively. These can be assigned and constructed in the obvious ways.

Constraint solvers form the heart of QOCA. Interaction with a solver has

two modes: constraint manipulation and editing.

Each solver provides the following Boolean methods for constraint manip-

ulation. Linear constraints can be added to the solver one at a time using

AddConstraint. Each time the solver checks that the new constraint is compati-

ble with the current constraints. If it is not, the constraint is not added and false

is returned. The solver methods RemoveConstraint and ChangeConstraint re-

spectively allow the application programmer to remove a constraint which is

currently in the solver or indicate that it has been changed. ChangeConstraint

behaves as if it does a RemoveConstraint followed by an AddConstraint but

the actual implementation may do considerably less work, in particular when

only the RHS constant in the constraint has changed. After the application pro-

grammer has �nished adding or removing constraints from the solver they must

call the solver method Solve to �nd a new assignment for the variables which is

as close as possible to the current solution. The desired values are then updated

to the new solution. The reason for requiring the programmer to perform an

explicit call to Solve rather than implicitly calling Solve after each addition or

deletion is that it may be quite expensive, so should only be called when needed.
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The editing mode is used to modify the values of the \edit" variables. Typ-

ically this occurs during direct manipulation. First the application program-

mer tells the solver which variables are to be edited using multiple calls to

SetEditVar. Next BeginEdit is called. This initializes internal data structures

for fast \resolving" of the constraints. Now during manipulation the application

programmer repeatedly sets the desired values of the edit variables and then

calls the solver function Resolve which e�ciently computes the new solution to

the constraints which is as close as possible to the old solution and to the new

desired values of the edit variables. Finally the application programmer calls

EndEdit to signal the end of the edit phase.

In more detail, the assignment found by Solve for the variables v1; :::vn is

the solution to the current constraints which minimizes the objective functionPn

i=1 vi:weight� jjvi� vi:desjj where the precise metric jj � jj employed is solver

dependent. The objective function employed in Resolve is similar except that the

weighting for each variable, v, being edited is v:eweight rather than v:weight.

Given that the edit weights are uniformly greater than the stay weights, this

reects the desire to move the variables being edited to the new value at the

expense of keeping the value of the other variables unchanged.

Example 1. Consider a diagram consisting of a point (xm; ym) and a line from

(xl; yl) to (xu; yu) in which the point is constrained to lie at the midpoint of

the line. The following program fragment creates the variables and constraints,

adds them to the solver and calls Solve to compute the initial position. The

constructor for CFloatHandles takes three arguments: the stay and edit weights

together with an initial desired value. Note that both xm and ym have a stay

weight of zero indicating that they are \dependent variables," although they have

a non-zero edit weight (otherwise, editing could never change their value!). Next

the program chooses xm and ym to be the edit variables, and then repeatedly

samples the mouse to �nd the desired values and calls Resolve to compute the

new value until the user releases the mouse button, which �nishes the edit cycle.

CFloatHandle xl(1,1000,45.5), xm(0,1000,0), xu(1,1000,60),

yl(1,1000,45.5), ym(0,1000,0), yu(1,1000,60);

ConstraintHandle xcon = (1*xl + 1*xu - 2*xm == 0),

ycon = (1*yl + 1*yu - 2*ym == 0);

LinEqSolver solv;

solv.AddConstraint(xcon); solv.AddConstraint(ycon);

solv.Solve();

DrawLine(xl.GetValue(),yl.GetValue(),xu.GetValue(),yu.GetValue());

solv.SetEditVar(xm); solv.SetEditVar(ym);

solv.BeginEdit();

while (mouse.button.down) {

xm.SuggestValue(mouse.x); ym.SuggestValue(mouse.y);

solv.Resolve();

DrawLine(xl.GetValue(),yl.GetValue(),xu.GetValue(),yu.GetValue());

}

solv.EndEdit();
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3 The Solvers

The QOCA toolkit is designed to provide a variety of solvers. These may provide

di�erent types of constraints, use di�erent metrics or employ di�erent algorithms

and time/space tradeo�s in constraint solving. Currently QOCA provides three

true solvers and two auxiliary solvers.

All of the solvers are based on transforming the original constraints into a

solved form. Each constraint ci in the solved form is either of the form 0 = 0

or of the form xi +
Pm

j=1 aijyj = bi where the variable xi occurs only in ci and

the y1; :::; ym are variables and the aij and bi are constants. If the variable xi
is restricted, i.e. a slack variable, the RHS constant bi is required to be non-

negative. The variable xi is said to be basic and the y1; :::; ym are parameters.

A constraint of the form 0 = 0 indicates that a redundant constraint is present,

that is a constraint implied by the other constraints in the system.

To support manipulation of constraints into their solved form QOCA pro-

vides the Tableau class. Conceptually, a tableau contains three parts: the original

constraints, the solved form, and the quasi-inverse. The quasi-inverse is a matrix

detailing the elementary row operations which have been performed on the orig-

inal constraints to obtain the normal form. The primary reason for computing

the quasi inverse is that it allows incremental deletion of constraints. Careful

implementation of the tableau class is vital for reasonable performance. Indeed,

because of the multiple uses of the tableau class, the QOCA toolkit provides

a variety of di�erent implementations. One of the most important implemen-

tation decisions is whether to explicitly compute the solved form or rather to

implicitly compute it as needed by multiplying the original constraints by the

quasi-inverse.

3.1 The Simple Linear Equality Solver: LinEqSystem

The most basic solver is LinEqSystem. This provides incremental addition and

deletion of linear equations. Although it provides Solve and Resolve the su�x

\System" indicates that it does not directly support the metric system model.

Instead the application programmer should use the solver LinEqSolver. This,

however, is implemented using LinEqSystem so we will �rst explain how this

works.

LinEqSystem is built around a single tableau. The key invariant is that after

each operation the constraints are left in solved form. We now briey describe

the solver's implementation.

AddConstraint: Incremental addition of a linear equation is performed by using

an incremental version of Gauss-Jordan elimination (see for instance [15]).

RemoveConstraint: Constraint removal is handled by using the quasi-inverse,

similarly to the algorithm given in [14].

ChangeConstraint: In most cases this calls RemoveConstraint followed by a

AddConstraint. However, if only the RHS constant has changed in the con-

straint, then the original constraint in the tableau is modi�ed and by employing
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the quasi-inverse the di�erential change to the RHS values of the solved form is

e�ciently computed.

BeginEdit: First this performs pivots to make edit variables parameters, if this

is possible, and then computes DepVars, the set of basic variables which depend

on the edit variables.

Solve and Resolve: These do not directly support the metric space model.

Instead the solution computed depends on the current solved form. The solver

simply uses the value of the parametric variables to compute the value of the

basic variables. The e�ect of this is to ignore the desired values for basic variables.

One subtlety is that Resolve computes the new values of the basic variables in

DepVars di�erentially. We note that in theory this may lead to a buildup of

rounding errors, but this does not seem to occur in practice.

EndEdit: This sets the desired values of all variables to be their actual values.

3.2 Linear Equality Solver: LinEqSolver

The solver LinEqSolver is implemented in terms of LinEqSystem. It provides

incremental addition and deletion of linear equalities as well as a Solve and

Resolve which support the metric system model. The square of the Euclidean

distance between the variable values is used as the metric.

Constraints are kept inside a private LinEqSystem. Thus, AddConstraint,

RemoveConstraint, and ChangeConstraint, are directly provided by the un-

derlying LinEqSystem.

Solve: Intuitively this is quite simple, we must �nd the solution which mini-

mizes:
nX

i=1

vi:weight � (vi:val � vi:des)
2;

with respect to the constraints C in the solver where v1; :::; vn are the CFloats.

We do this by using the solved form of C to eliminate the basic variables, x. This

gives a quadratic polynomial, say f 0(y), over the parametric variables y1; :::; ym.

The minimal value for f 0 will occur at the point in which all derivatives are equal

to zero. Thus to �nd the value for the parameters which minimizes the original

system we set up another LinEqSystem this time with a constraint @f 0=@yi = 0

for each parameter yi. Once the values for each yi are found these can be passed

as desired values into the original LinEqSystem to �nd the overall solution.

Resolve: This is quite similar to Solve. One di�erence is that edit weights

are used for edit variables and that the parameters dependent upon the edit

variables are found �rst. When constructing the partial derivatives we need only

consider these, since the other parameters will maintain their current value.

One di�culty is that the constraint system rf 0(y) = 0 actually depends on

the desired values for the variables, in particular the desired values for the edit

variables. Unfortunately, these change each time Resolve is called. Clearly we do

not want to create and solve a new system rf 0(y) = 0 for each call. Instead in

BeginEdit we compute the parametric derivative rf 0(y;d) where d is a vector

of variables, one for each edit variable's desired value. We are careful to ensure
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that when pivoting the ds remain parameters. Then in Resolve we simply solve

for the parameters y given the new values for the ds (which is simply the new

desired value of the corresponding edit variable). In turn we resolve for the

values of the x given values for the y in the original tableau. Thus Resolve in

LinEqSolver actually calls Resolve for each of its internal LinEqSystems.

3.3 The Simplex Solver: LinIneqSystem

The most basic solver provided by QOCA which supports linear inequalities

as well as linear equalities is LinIneqSystem. Like LinEqSystem, this solver is

not intended for direct use by the application programmer since it does not

support the metric space model, rather it is used to implement the two solvers

for inequalities, LinIneqSolver and CassSolver, which do support the metric

space model. LinIneqSystem contains a single tableau to which constraints are

added. The interesting methods are described below.

AddConstraint: Incremental addition of a linear equation or inequality is per-

formed by using an incremental version of Gauss-Jordan elimination and phase I

of the simplex algorithm (see for instance [15,5]). An invariant of the constraint

addition algorithm is that the solved form will always have the form

x
ur +A

1
y
ur +A

2
y
sl = b

ur ^ x
sl +A

3
y
sl = b

sl

where xur is the vector of \unrestricted" basic variables, yur is the vector of

\unrestricted" parameters, xsl is the vector of basic variables which are slacks,

y
sl is the vector of parameters which are slacks and the RHS constants bsl are

required to be non-negative.

RemoveConstraint: The algorithm for constraint removal is given in [14].

ChangeConstraint: In most cases this calls RemoveConstraint followed by

AddConstraint. However, if only the RHS constant has changed in the con-

straint, then the new RHS values of the solved form are computed. If any of the

RHS constants associated with slack basic variables have become non-negative,

phase I of the simplex is called.

Solve: This doe not directly support the metric space model. Instead it uses

phase II of the simplex algorithm to minimize
Pn

i=1 vi:weight� (vi:val� vi:des)

with respect to the linear constraints C in the solver with CFloats v1; :::; vn.

3.4 Linear Complementary Pivoting: LinIneqSolver

QOCA provides two solvers which support linear inequalities as well as equalities

and which provide a Solve and Resolvewhich support the metric system model.

They di�er in the choice of metric used to �nd the closest solution and the

underlying algorithms. The �rst solver we shall look at, LinIneqSolver, like

LinEqSolver uses the square of the Euclidean distance as the metric.

In this solver, constraints are kept inside a private LinIneqSystem. This

means AddConstraint, RemoveConstraint and ChangeConstraint are directly

provided by the underlying LinIneqSystem.
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Solve: This must �nd the solution which minimizes

nX

i=1

vi:weight� (vi:val � vi:des)
2

with respect to the constraints in the solver. This is an example of a convex

quadratic problem. Arguably the simplest approach to solving such problems is

a simple modi�cation of the simplex algorithm that �nds the local optimum of

a quadratic problem, which since the problem is convex, is the global optimum.

Now, a solution is a local minimum if in every direction either the optimiza-

tion value increases or the region becomes infeasible. The information about

infeasibility is captured by the constraints in the original problem (called the

primal problem). Information about how the optimization function decreases is

captured in the so-called dual problem which is obtained by looking at the deriva-

tive of the optimization function. The idea is, therefore, to combine the primal

and dual problems and solve these together. Any solution to their combination

will be a feasible optimal solution for the original problem. Since the deriva-

tive of a quadratic optimization function is linear, both the dual and the primal

problem consist of linear arithmetic constraints and so a variant of the simplex

can be used to solve their conjunction.

We �rst consider the simpler case in which all variables are restricted to

take non-negative values. Let the constraints in the primal problem be in (basic

feasible) solved form:

PP : x +Ay = b

where x are the basic variables and y are the parameters and let f 0 be the

function to be minimized after basic variables have been eliminated from it.

Then the dual problem is

DP : t�A
T
z = rf 0(y)

where z � 0 are the dual variables (one for each equation in the primal prob-

lem) and t � 0 are the dual slack variables. The combined problem CP is the

conjunction of the dual and primal problem plus the constraints that x � z = 0

and y � t = 0. These last constraints mean that in the combined problem every

variable has a complementary variable which is not allowed to be positive if it

is.

Example 2. Imagine that we have three variables, xl, xr and xm, which are

restricted to take non-negative values, xm is in the middle of xl and xr, xl is

to the left of xr and xr is less than 100. After rewriting into solved form, our

primal problem is:
xm �1

2
xl �

1

2
xr = 0

s1 +xl �xr = 0

s2 +xr = 100

and that xl:des = 40, xm:des = 60 and xr:des = 60. After elimination we obtain

the function f 0 = (xl�40)2+(1
2
xl+

1

2
xr�60)2+(xr �60)2: Putting the primal
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and dual together we obtain:

xm �1

2
xl �

1

2
xr = 0

s1 +xl �xr = 0

s2 +xr = 100

t1 �
5

2
xl �

1

2
xr +

1

2
z1 �z2 = �150

t2 �
1

2
xl �

5

2
xr +

1

2
z1 +z2 �z3 = �180

where the variables in the problem and their complements are given by:

xl $ t1 xm $ z1 xr $ t2 s1 $ z2 s2 $ z3:

Unfortunately the complete problem is not in solved form since some of the

RHS constants are negative. To transform it into a solved form we subtract an

arti�cial variable v from every equation and then pivot on the row with the

largest negative constant, making v basic in that row. We obtain:

xm �t2 +2xr �
1

2
z1 �z2 +z3 = 180

s1 �t2 +
3

2
xl +

3

2
xr �

1

2
z1 �z2 +z3 = 180

s2 �t2 +
1

2
xl +

7

2
xr �

1

2
z1 �z2 +z3 = 280

t1 �t2 �2xl +xr �2z2 +z3 = 30

v �t2 +
1

2
xl +

5

2
xr �

1

2
z1 �z2 +z3 = 180

We have now obtained a solved form which is feasible and which satis�es the

complementary conditions. The only problem is that the arti�cial variable v is in

the basis. We continue pivoting until v leaves the basis. At each pivot we choose

to make basic the variable which is complementary to the variable which just

left the basis. Thus in the next stage we would choose to move xr into the basis

since this is the complement of t2. We use the standard simplex row selection

rule to determine which variable to move out of the basis. This ensures that

feasibility is maintained. Because we only move a variable into the basis once

its complementary variable has been moved out of the basis this means that the

solution corresponding to any of the solved forms will satisfy the complementary

conditions.

Unfortunately our case is more complex because we also have unrestricted

variables. Now our primal problem will have the special form identi�ed above:

x
ur +A

1
y
ur +A

2
y
sl = b

ur ^ x
sl +A

3
y
sl = b

sl

Naive computation of the dual problem gives

�A1T
z
ur = rf 0(yur) ^ t�A

2T
z
ur �A

3T
z
sl = rf 0(ysl)

where z
ur are the dual unrestricted variables (the dual variable of an equa-

tion is unrestricted) and zsl are the dual restricted variables. However from the

complementary condition it essentially follows that the zur will always remain

parameters, thus they can be ignored. Thus the dual problem is equivalent to:

0 = rf 0(yur) ^ t�A
3T
z
sl = rf 0(ysl)
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We solve this by �rst using the complementary pivot algorithm to �nd values

for ysl, yur and xsl by solving

0 = rf 0(yur) ^ x
sl +A

3
y
sl = b

sl ^ t�A
3T
z
sl = rf 0(ysl)

and then performing back substitution of the parameter values into the original

LinIneqSystem in order to �nd values for xur.

Resolve: It is straightforward to modify the algorithm for Solve so that it is

incremental for resolving. Changing the desired variable values only changes the

RHS constants in the solved form. There are two possibilities. If the solved form

remains feasible, then we just read the new solution directly from the solved form.

Otherwise, the solved form is now infeasible. In this case we proceed as above,

�rst introducing an arti�cial variable v and making the solved form feasible,

then pivoting until v leaves the basis. In order to be able to update the RHS

e�ciently, as in LinEqSolver, we introduce a new variable for each edit variable

which acts as a placeholder for the desired value.

3.5 Cassowary Solver: CassSolver

The �nal solver provided in the QOCA toolkit is CassSolver, based on the

Cassowary algorithm described in [5]. Like LinIneqSolver this provides linear

inequality and equality constraints and makes use of a private LinIneqSystem.

Unlike LinIneqSolver, CassSolvermeasure the distance between two solutions

using the Manhattan distance rather than the square of the Euclidean distance.

The key idea behind the Cassowary algorithm is to minimize the objective

function
nX

i=1

vi:weight� jvi:val � vi:desj

by solving a related linear programming problem. This problem is obtained by

�rst adding to the original problem new restricted variables �+i and ��i for each

of the original CFloats vi. These are the positive and negative error respectively

of the variable vi. Then for each vi we associate an error equality

vi + �+i � ��i = vi:des:

The solution to the original problem is found by minimizing the linear objective

function
nX

i=1

vi:weight� (�+i + ��i )

with respect to the original constraints together with the error equalities. We

now briey describe the interesting methods:

AddConstraint: This adds the constraint together with an error equality for

each new variable to an internal LinIneqSystem.

RemoveConstraint: This removes the constraint as well as the associated error

equalities from the internal LinIneqSystem.
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Solve: Uses phase II of the simplex algorithm to solve the objective function

using the internal LinIneqSystem.

BeginEdit: Modi�es the objective function so that the edit weight is used to

multiply the error variables associated with edit variables rather than the stay

weight.

Resolve: Changing the desired value for an edit variable means that the RHS

constant of the error equation must be changed. This is achieved by calling the

ChangeConstraint method of the internal LinIneqSystem. If this causes the

RHS of any restricted variable in the solved form to become negative, the dual

simplex algorithm is used to restore feasibility.

EndEdit: This sets the desired value of each variable to its actual value. In

order to reect this change, the ChangeConstraint method of the internal

LinIneqSystem is used to appropriately modify the RHS constants of the er-

ror equations.

We note that the algorithms for Resolve and EndEdit are signi�cantly sim-

pler than those given in [5]. This is because we can simply change the RHS

constants of the error equations and then use the ChangeConstraint method

of the internal LinIneqSystem to appropriately update the RHS constants in

the solved form. This is easy because the tableau contains the quasi-inverse. In

contrast the algorithm in [5] must explicitly modify the solved form.

4 Evaluation

There are two aspects of the toolkit which warrant evaluation. The �rst is the

design of the interface, the second is performance of the constraint solvers. We

look at these in turn.

Clearly the interface is reasonably simple. The question is whether it is suf-

�ciently exible to be used in a variety of applications. The original motivation

for the interface design and the associated metric space model came from the

integration with the graphic editor Idraw [11]. Since then we have used QOCA

in a number of other graphical applications which we now detail.

QOCA has been employed for two di�erent purpose in the Penguins sys-

tem [6,7]. Given a grammatical speci�cation of a visual language, such as state

transition diagrams or mathematical equations, the Penguins system automati-

cally generates an incremental parser for the visual language which is integrated

into a graphics editor. One use of QOCA is for geometric error correction during

parsing. The second use of QOCA in Penguins is to support direct manipulation

during editing of diagrams. Constraints inferred during parsing are maintained

during manipulation, thus providing an editor which behaves as if it under-

stands the semantics of the visual language. One pleasing observation has been

that linear equations and inequalities have proven su�cient to approximate the

constraints in a very wide variety of visual languages, namely, state transition di-

agrams, ow charts, mathematical equations, trees and message sequence charts.

Another application in which we have employed QOCA (more exactly, a Java

implementation of the Cassowary algorithm with the same interface) is for the
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dynamic layout of multiple column web documents composed of text, images

and tables [4]. As the viewer changes font selection or resizes the browser, the

layout of the document is modi�ed. Geometric constraints ensure that the lay-

out is appropriate. Again linear equality and inequality constraints have proven

powerful enough.

The �nal applications we have used QOCA for are in graph layout. Currently

QOCA is not suitable for arbitrary graph layout since this requires minimization

of a complex non-quadratic objective function which captures aesthetics like

reducing the number of edge crossings. However, QOCA has proven suitable for

tree layout. Since it also allows arbitrary linear constraints on node placement

it is more exible than other approaches to tree layout. QOCA has also proven

useful for quickly �nding an initial graph layout, before using more expensive

optimization techniques to improve the layout [9]. Finally, it has proven useful

for removing node overlapping from a graph layout [10].

The second aspect of QOCA requiring evaluation is the speed of constraint

solving, in particular whether it is fast enough to be used in real applications.

Our test data comes from two applications generated by the Penguins system.

The �rst is an incremental parser for recognizing state transition diagrams and

the associated graphics editor. The second is similar except that the visual lan-

guage is that of binary trees. The �rst application only requires equalities, so

we have used it to compare all three solvers, while in the second application

inequality constraints are used to preserve the ordering of the node's children

and that parents are above their children. Thus we have used this to compare

LinIneqSolver and CassSolver. We have tried QOCA on a variety of diagrams

with up to 150 graphics objects.

We have timed the various calls to QOCA made during the incremental

recognition of each of these diagrams and during direct manipulation. In each

application, after each graphic object is drawn, the incremental parser is called.

This calls AddConstraint to add constraints to the solver and also Solve to

perform error correction. It may also call RemoveConstraint since adding new

objects may invalidate earlier recognition of objects. Direct manipulation with

the graphic editor calls EditVar and BeginEdit to begin editing, Resolve dur-

ing manipulation and EndEdit at the end of the direct manipulation. We have

deliberately chosen diagrams which will exhibit worst-case behaviour of Resolve

and BeginEdit since virtually all components of the diagram are connected and

so almost all variables are dependent upon the edit variables.

Table 1 details our �ndings. All times are for a Pentium-II 266MMX running

Windows95 and are in milliseconds.We give the number of graphical components

in the diagram (Size), the number of constraints (C) and the number of vari-

ables (V) generated by the application program (this does not include auxiliary

constraints and variables generated within the solvers). For each operation and

solver LinEqSolver (Eq), LinIneqSolver (In) and CassSolver (Cs) we give the

average and then in brackets the maximum elapsed time taken to perform the

operation.
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Size

C

V

Eq 14 (76) 68 (327) 140 (731)

In 29 (107) 122 (467) 254 (1050) 84 (282) 327 (1784) 796 (2813)

Cs 2 (7) 6 (30) 11 (60) 0 (0) 3 (18) 10 (34)

Eq 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

In 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Cs 7 (23) 39 (110) 90 (268) 3 (15) 45 (120) 122 (288)

Eq 25 (74) 102 (312) 233 (701)

In 38 (109) 149 (453) 339 (1016) 47 (208) 229 (1111) 733 (2612)

Cs 24 (194) 75 (439) 154 (920) 12 (55) 52 (217) 123 (727)

Eq 0 (13) 0 (28) 0 (56)

In 0 (13) 3 (26) 11 (55) 1 (13) 7 (41) 27 (81)

Cs 0 (13) 1 (119) 2 (141) 0 (4) 0 (11) 1 (40)

Eq 0 (2) 0 (25) 0 (82)

In 0 (3) 0 (24) 0 (81) 0 (6) 0 (29) 1 (94)

Cs 3 (209) 7 (417) 13 (603) 0 (18) 2 (28) 6 (892)

Eq 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

In 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (2)

Cs 0 (0) 0 (3) 0 (3) 0 (0) 0 (3) 0 (3)

-

-

(b) Binary tree application(a) State transition application

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100

452
498

150

664
747

150

573
768

50

228
252

50

177
255

100

379
513

Add-

Constraint

Remove-

Constraint

BeginEdit

EndEdit

Solve

Resolve

Table 1. Speed of Constraint Solving

The performance of all three solvers is very satisfactory when adding or

removing constraints. All three perform well when only equalities are used.

LinEqSolver is slightly faster than LinIneqSolver, and quicker than CassSolver

during Resolve and EndEdit but slower (because of the overhead of construct-

ing a second tableau) in Solve and BeginEdit. When inequalities are used the

performance of LinIneqSolver is a little slow for diagrams with more than

600 constraints. The performance of CassSolver, however, is impressive. Thus,

LinEqSolver is the method of choice for equalities, while CassSolver is the

method of choice if inequalities are also required.
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Abstract. In this paper we consider Datalog queries with linear con-

straints. We identify several syntactical subcases of Datalog queries with

linear constraints, called safe queries, and show that the least model of

safe Datalog queries with linear constraints can be evaluated bottom-

up in closed-form. These subcases include Datalog with only positive

and upper-bound or only negative and lower bound constraints or only

half-addition, upper and lower bound constraints. We also study other

subcases where the recognition problem is decidable.

1 Introduction

Constraint databases is an active area of current research. In particular, lin-
ear constraint databases have been used for modeling geometric data and in
other applications [3, 14, 15, 22, 23]. There are several proposals to de�ne query
languages for linear constraint databases.

Most query language proposals are based on �rst-order logic. However, it
has been found that �rst-order languages even with real polynomial constraint
databases are incapable of expressing many simple recursive queries like �nding
the transitive closure of an input graph [2].

Other query language proposals are based on �xpoint-logic [1, 29]. Unfortu-
nately, the evaluation of �xpoint queries with linear constraint databases is not
guaranteed. This is a major drawback for database use, where non-expert users
should be allowed to express new queries without having to worry about termi-
nation problems. For example, Kuijpers et al. [22] prove for a �ve-rule strati�ed
Datalog program that de�nes topological connectivity that it terminates for any
rational linear constraint database input. However, the proof is quite complicated
and works only for that single program.

Recently, Grumbach and Kuper [12] have proposed a tractable language with
a bounded inationary �xpoint operator. This is advantageous from the point of
guaranteed termination for any query expressible in the language. However, the
query language has a syntax and semantics which is not particularly elegant.

In this paper we consider restricted subsets of �xpoint-logic with linear con-
straint databases. For these restricted cases, we show that termination of the

? This work was supported in part by NSF grants IRI-9625055 and IRI-9632871.

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 355-369, 1998.
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query evaluation can be guaranteed. In addition, the correctness of the syntax
of the language is easy to check even by beginning users, while the semantics of
the language is based on standard �xpoint-logic.

An important problem that occurs in database applications is the recognition
problem. Given a query program, an input database, a de�ned relation name R,
and a tuple t of constants (rationals or integers) the recognition problem asks
whether t is in R within the least �xpoint of the query program and the input
database.

The recognition problem is known to be undecidable in general for �xpoint
queries and linear constraint databases. In this paper we identify several syn-
tactical subcases of �xpoint queries for which the recognition problem can be
solved in �nite time. We call these syntactical subcases safe queries.

The primary language based on �xpoint logic is Datalog. Theorem 1 shows
that the least �xpoint of any Datalog query with only positive and upper bound
constraints or only negative and lower bound constraints is evaluable in PTIME.
Theorems 2 shows that the least �xpoint of Datalog queries with integer half-
addition constraints is also evaluable in �nite time. These theorems extend the
known cases of Datalog with constraint queries whose least �xpoints can be
found in �nite time.

In both cases the least �xpoints will be computed in a constraint form, where
the output relations are a set of constraint tuples. Each constraint tuple is a
shorthand description for the set of constant tuples that satisfy the constraint.
Therefore, it is easy to test whether t is in relationR by testing whether t satis�es
any constraint tuple of R. We also consider the complexity of the recognition
problem for any �xed program on a variable size input database. This measure,
often used in databases, is referred to as the data complexity of queries [6, 30].
Theorem 3 shows that Datalog with half-addition constraints has a DEXPTIME-
complete data complexity. Theorems 4 and 6 show that the recognition problem
is also decidable for two subcases of Datalog with addition and Datalog with
linear equation constraints.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lists some basic de�nitions,
including various types of constraints and Datalog queries with constraints. Sec-
tion 3 describes the evaluation procedure for Datalog queries for positive and
upper bound, negative and lower bound and half-addition constraints and ana-
lyzes the data complexity of the recognition problem. Sections 4 and 5 study
the recognition problem for subcases of Datalog with addition and Datalog with
equation constraints. Finally, Section 6 discusses related work and conclusions.

2 Basic Concepts

2.1 Atomic Constraints

In this paper we consider several types of atomic constraints, which are all sub-
cases of linear constraints of the form

c1x1 + : : :+ ckxk � b
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where ci is a constant and xi is a variable for each 1 � i � k, the � is either �
or > and b is any constant. We call b the gap-value in each linear constraint.

We distinguish between two cases of linear constraints depending on the
domain of the variables and constants: the domain of rational linear constraints
is the set of rationals Q and the domain of integer linear constraints is the set
of integers Z.

We consider the following subcases of (rational or integer) linear constraints.

Positive Constraint: A positive constraint is an atomic constraint where
each coe�cient is non-negative.

Negative Constraint: A negative constraint is an atomic constraint where
each coe�cient is non-positive.

Lower Bound Constraint: A lower bound constraint is an atomic con-
straint of the form x � b.

Upper Bound Constraint: An upper bound constraint is an atomic con-
straint of the form �x � b.

Equality Constraint: An equality constraint is a conjunction of an upper
and a lower bound constraint of the form x � b and �x � �b. We abbreviate
such a conjunction by x = b.

Half-Addition Constraint: A half-addition constraint is an atomic con-
straint of the form x1 + x2 � b or x1 � x2 � b or �x1 + x2 � b or �x1 � x2 � b

where b is non-negative.

Addition Constraint:An addition constraint is a conjunction of two atomic
constraints of the form �x1 + x2 � b and x1 � x2 � �b. We abbreviate such a
conjunction by x2 = x1 + b.

Equation Constraint: An equation constraint has the same form as an
atomic constraint except � is =. An equation constraint can be expressed by a
conjunction of two atomic constraints.

Note: An addition constraint can be expressed as 9x3 x2 + x3 � b and
�x2�x3 � �b and x1+x3 � 0 and�x1�x3 � 0. Notice that addition constraints
cannot be expressed by half-addition constraints when b 6= 0, because either �b
or b is negative.

2.2 Datalog with Constraints

The following de�nition of the syntax and semantics of Datalog programs with
constraints extends the de�nition of Datalog without constraints in [1, 29] and
was also given in [18].

Facts: Each input database is a set of facts (also called constraint tuples)
that have the form,

R0(x1; : : : ; xk) :|  : (fact)
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where  is a conjunction of atomic constraints on x1; : : : ; xk which are not nec-
essarily distinct variables or constants.

Rules: Each Datalog program is a set of rules that have the form,

R0(x1; : : : ; xk) :| R1(x1;1; : : : ; x1;k1); : : : ; Rn(xn;1; : : : ; xn;kn);  : (rule)

where R0; : : : ; Rn are not necessary distinct relation symbols and the xs are
not necessarily distinct variables or constants and  is a conjunction of atomic
constraints. We call the left hand side of :| the head and the right hand side
of :| the body of a fact or rule. Several facts or several rules can have the same
left-hand relation name. In the facts all variables in the body also appear in the
head. In the rules some variables in the body may not appear in the head.

Query: Each Datalog query consists of a Datalog program and an input
database.

Example 1 The following query checks whether at least k out of n formulas
f1(x1; : : : ; xm); : : : ; fn(x1; : : : ; xm) of atomic constraints can be simultaneously
satis�ed. We assume that the formulas are in disjunctive normal form and that
fi;j(x1; : : : ; xm) is the jth disjunct of the ith formula.

Let C(y; x1; : : : ; xm) be an input database relation which contains a con-
straint tuples of the form y = i; fi;j(x1; : : : ; xm) for each fi;j .

Let Next(x; y) be an input database relation that contains the constraint
tuples x = i; y = i + 1 for each 0 � i � n. Let Need(x) and Out Of(y) be the
relations that contains x = k and y = n, respectively. Then, the query can be
expressed as follows.

Sat(x1; : : : ; xm) :| Test(x1; : : : ; xm; n; k); Out Of(n) Need(k):

T est(x1; : : : ; xm; i1; j1) :| Test(x1; : : : ; xm; i; j); Next(i; i1);
C(i1; x1; : : : ; xm); Next(j; j1):

T est(x1; : : : ; xm; i1; j) :| Test(x1; : : : ; xm; i; j); Next(i; i1):

T est(x1; : : : ; xm; 0; 0):

The query de�nes the relation Test such that Test(x1; : : : ; xm; i; j) is true
for some values of x1; : : : ; xm; i; j if and only if out of the �rst i formulas at least
j can be simultaneously satis�ed.

Semantics: Let Q be any Datalog query with constraints. We call an interpre-
tation of Q any assignment I of a �nite or in�nite number of tuples over ��(Ri)

to each Ri that occurs in Q, where � is the domain of the attribute variables
and �(Ri) is the arity of relation Ri.

The immediate consequence operator of a Datalog query Q, denoted TQ, is a
mapping from interpretations to interpretations as follows. For each interpreta-
tion I :
R0(a1; : : : ; ak) 2 TQ(I) i� there is an instantiation � of all variables by constants
from �, including variables x1; : : : ; xk by constants a1; : : : ; ak, in either a fact of
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the form (fact) such that �( ) is true, or a rule of the form (rule) such that
Ri(�(xi;1; : : : ; xi;ki )) 2 I for each 1 � i � n and �( ) is true.

Let T 0
Q(I) = TQ(I). Also let T

i+1
Q (I) = T iQ(I)[TQ(T

i
Q(I)). An interpretation

I is called a least �xpoint of a query Q i� I =
S
i T

i
Q(;).

The above is a general de�nition of the syntax and the semantics of Datalog
programs with constraints. In this paper, we will be interested in particular with
the following cases of Datalog with constraints:

Datalogpos: positive and upper bound constraints.

Datalogneg: negative and lower bound constraints.

Datalogha: half-addition, upper and lower bound constraints.

DatalogV A: addition constraints de�ning vector addition.

DatalogMM : equation constraints de�ning matrix multiplication.

For the last two types of queries some special restrictions apply that are
detailed in Sections 4 and 5.

2.3 Strati�ed Datalog with Constraints

Semipositive Datalog queries [1, 29] extend Datalog with negation. Syntactically,
they are composed of facts of the form (fact) and rules of the form (rule) where
a negation symbol may occur before any relation symbol Ri that is the head of
some fact.

Semantically, each semipositive Datalog program is a mapping from interpre-
tations to interpretations similarly to Datalog programs except if Ri is negated
in a rule, then the consequence operator requires that Ri(�(xi;1; : : : ; xi;ki)) 62 I .

Example 2 We can modify Example 1 to test whether exactly k formulas are
satis�ed by inserting : C(i1; x1; : : : ; xm) into the body of the third rule.

Another extension of Datalog is the class of strati�ed Datalog programs. Each
strati�ed Datalog program � is the union of semipositive programs �1; : : : ; �k

satisfying the following property: no relation symbol R that occurs negated in a
�i is a head of a rule in any �j with j � i. We call Pi the ith stratum of the
program.

Each strati�ed Datalog program is a mapping from interpretations to in-
terpretations. In particular, if � is the union of the semipositive programs
�1; : : : ; �k with the above property, then the composition �k(: : : �1() : : :) is
its semantics.

The above is a general de�nition for semipositive and strati�ed Datalog pro-
grams. In this paper, we will be interested in the following:

Strati�ed Datalogpos=neg: that is, strati�ed Datalog programs in which:

{ Each input database relation is either positive, that is, it contains only posi-
tive or upper bound constraints, or negative, that is, it contains only negative
or lower bound constraints.
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{ Each odd stratum contains only unnegated positive input database relations
or relations de�ned in earlier odd strata and negated negative input database
relations or relations de�ned in earlier even strata.

{ Each even stratum contains only unnegated negative input database rela-
tions or relations de�ned in earlier even strata and negated positive input
database relations or relations de�ned in earlier odd strata.

3 Evaluation of Datalog with Constraints

In this section we show that the least �xpoint of Datalogpos, Datalogneg and
Datalogha queries can be evaluated bottom-up.

3.1 Constraint Least Fixpoints and Least Models

Constraint Rule Application: Let us assume that we have a rule of the form
(rule) and we also have given or derived facts for each 1 � i � n of the form:

Ri(xi;1; : : : ; xi;ki ) :|  i(xi;1; : : : ; xi;ki):

where formula  i is a conjunction of constraints. A constraint rule application

of this rule given these facts as input produces the following derived fact:

R0(x1; : : : ; xk) :| �(x1; : : : ; xk):

where � is a quanti�er-free formula that is equivalent to

9 �  1(x1;1; : : : ; x1;k1); : : : ;  n(xn;1; : : : ; xn;kn);  :

where � is the list of the variables in the body of the rule which do not occur in
the head of the rule.

The bottom-up constraint �xpoint evaluation of Datalog queries starts from
the input facts and rules and repeatedly applies one of the rules until no new
facts can be derived and added to the database. We call the set of input and
derived facts the constraint least �xpoint of the query.

Remember that a constraint tuple is equivalent to a possibly in�nite num-
ber of regular tuples of constants from the domain. Hence a �nite number of
constraint tuples could represent an in�nite least �xpoint. Proposition 1, which
relies on this observation, was proven in many instances in constraint logic pro-
gramming and constraint databases [16{18].

Proposition 1 For any Datalog with constraints query the bottom-up con-
straint least �xpoint is equivalent to the least �xpoint.

Observation 1: The evaluation of strati�ed Datalog queries can be reduced to
the evaluation of Datalog queries. We evaluate each stratum by at �rst replacing
in it each negated occurrence of a constraint relation Ri by its complement
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constraint relation co Ri. This evaluation gives a constraint least model for the
strati�ed Datalog query.

Proposition 1 gives some idea for computing even in�nite least �xpoints in
�nite time. However, the termination of the constraint least �xpoint evaluation
has to be proven for each particular case of constraints. For several cases of
constraints termination is not possible. However, we can show termination for
Datalogpos, Datalogneg, strati�ed Datalogpos=neg and Datalogha queries.

3.2 Termination Proof for Datalogpos, Datalogneg and Strati�ed

Datalogpos=neg

Observation 2: For integers we can rewrite each > constraint with gap-value b
into an equivalent � constraint with gap-value b+1 and the same left hand sides.
Hence we will assume that we have only � constraints in the case of integers.
Otherwise, the statements in this section apply to both rationals and integers
with small di�erences that we point out as appropriate.

At �rst, we prove two quanti�er elimination results, the �rst for positive
and upper bound constraints, and the second for negative and lower bound
constraints.

Lemma 1 Let S be any conjunction of positive and upper bound constraints
over x; y1; : : : ; yn. Then we can rewrite 9xS into a logically equivalent conjunc-
tion S0 of positive and upper bound constraints over y1; : : : ; yn.

The symmetric case of the above is also closed under quanti�er-elimination.

Lemma 2 Let S be any conjunction of negative and lower bound constraints
over x; y1; : : : ; yn. Then we can rewrite 9xS into a logically equivalent conjunc-
tion S0 of negative and lower bound constraints over y1; : : : ; yn.

We can now show the following theorem in case of Datalog with positive or
Datalog with negative constraints.

Theorem 1 The least �xpoint of any Datalogpos or Datalogneg query is evalu-
able in closed form in PTIME in the size of the input database.

By Observation 1 we can reduce the evaluation of strati�ed Datalogpos=neg

queries to evaluating for each stratum either a Datalogpos or Datalogneg query
by �nding the complement relations before the evaluation of each stratum.

Lemma 3 Let R be any constraint relation with n number of tuples and at most
m number of atomic constraints in each tuple. Then the complement relation of
R can be found in PTIME in the size of the relation.

The proof of the above Lemma uses the fact that in any �xed k-dimension
n number of hyperplanes cut the space into a polynomial in n number of k-
dimensional polyhedra, each of which either belongs to R or to its complement.
From Lemma 3 follows:
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Corollary 1 The least model of any strati�ed �xed Datalogpos=neg program
and variable input database is evaluable in closed form, where relations de�ned
in odd strata will have positive and relations de�ned in even strata will have
negative constraint forms, in PTIME in the size of the input database.

3.3 Termination Proof for Datalogha

Datalogha with Integer Domain: By Observation 2 we can again assume
that each � is �. We can transform any conjunction S of half-addition, lower
bound and upper bound constraints over a set of variables x1; : : : ; xn�1 into a
S0 with only half-addition constraints over x1; : : : ; xn�1; d where d is the largest
absolute value of the gap-values in S. This is because we can replace each x � b

by x+ d � (b+ d) and each �x � b by �x+ d � (b+ d).

We consider d as if it were an nth variable xn. We could have any distinct
pair of the n variables on the left hand side of a half-addition constraint. It does
not matter which element of a pair is written �rst and which is written second.
Without loss of generality we can insist that if �xi�xj is on the left hand side,
then i < j. It is easy to see that there can be only 4n(n � 1)=2 = 2n(n � 1)
di�erent left hand sides because there are four distinct cases considering whether
xi and xj has positive or negative signs.

We further simplify S0 so that it contains at most one half-addition constraint
with each di�erent left hand side. If S0 has several half-addition constraints with
the same left hand side all but the one with the highest gap-value is superuous
and is deleted. We call S0 the normal form of S.

Lemma 4 Let S be any normal form conjunction of half-addition constraints
over x; y1; : : : ; yn and d. Then we can rewrite 9xS into a logically equivalent
normal form S0 of half-addition constraints over y1; : : : ; yn and d.

Let us �x any ordering of the 2n(n� 1) possible left hand sides. Using this
�xed ordering, we can represent any S in normal form as a 2n(n�1)-dimensional
point in which the ith coordinate value will be (b+1) if S contains a half-addition
constraint with the ith left hand side and b is the gap-value in it, and 0 otherwise.

We say that a point dominates another point if it has the same dimension
and all of its coordinate values are � the corresponding coordinate values in the
other point.

Suppose that relation R(x1; : : : ; xn�1) is de�ned in some Datalog
ha program.

As the constraint �xpoint evaluation derives new constraint tuples for R, the
right hand side of these constraint tuples will be conjunctions of half-addition
constraints over the n variables, including d. The sequence of derived constraint
tuples can be represented as described above using a point sequence:

p1; p2; : : :

It is easy to see that if point pi dominates point pj , then pi and pj represent
conjunctions Si and Sj of half-addition constraints such that the set of solutions
of Si is included in the set of solutions of Sj . This shows that the �xpoint
evaluation could be modi�ed to add only points that do not dominate any earlier
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point in the sequence. By the geometric Lemma in [24], in any �xed dimension
any sequence of distinct points with non-negative integer coordinates must be
�nite, if no point dominates any earlier point in the sequence. This shows that
using a modi�ed constraint �xpoint evaluation:

Theorem 2 The least �xpoint of any Datalogha query is evaluable in half-
addition constraint form when the domain is the integer numbers.

For the recognition problem we can say the following.

Theorem 3 The recognition problem for any �xed Datalogha program and vari-
able input database has a DEXPTIME-complete data complexity when the do-
main is the integer numbers.

Datalogha with Rational Domain: We can assume without loss of generality
that the gap-values and the absolute value d are integer numbers, because if they
are not, then we can multiply all gap-values by the least common multiple m of
all the denumerators. Clearly, (a1; : : : ; ak) satis�es a transformed conjunction of
constraints if and only if (a1m ; : : : ;

ak
m ) satis�es the original constraint.

For dealing with rational numbers we will also treat as a special variable xn+1

the value d+ 1
2
. Otherwise, the normal form will be de�ned as in the integer case

except we allow both � and > comparisons within the half-addition constraints.

Lemma 5 Let S be any normal form conjunction of half-addition constraints
over x; y1; : : : ; yn; d; d +

1
2
. Then we can rewrite 9xS into a logically equivalent

normal form S0 of half-addition constraints over y1; : : : ; yn; d; d+
1
2
.

For the rest of the section, the proof is similar to the integer case. Hence we
have that:

Corollary 2 The least �xpoint of any Datalogha query is evaluable in half-
addition constraint form when the domain is the rational numbers.

For the recognition problem we can say the following.

Corollary 3 The recognition problem for any �xed Datalogha program and
variable input database has a DEXPTIME-complete data complexity when the
domain is the rational numbers.

4 The Recognition Problem for DatalogV A Queries

DatalogVA queries are composed of regular relational database facts (sets of
constant tuples) and rules of the form:

R(x1; : : : ; xm; y1; : : : ; yk) :| F1(y1;1; : : : ; y1;k1); : : : ; Fn(yn;1; : : : ; yn;kn);
P (z1; : : : ; zm; yp;1; : : : ; yp;kp);
x1 = z1 + c1; : : : ; xm = zm + cm:
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where the Fis are input database relations, R and P are relation symbols
occuring in the head of rules. Relation P and each relation Fi is optional in the
rule. The ys are not necessarily distinct variables among themselves but they
are all distinct from the xis and zis, which are all di�erent.

The domain of the xi and zi variables is the set of non-negative integers
numbers N, but each ci and any constant in the input database can be any
integer.

The following theorem is proven by reduction of the recognition problem
for DatalogV A to the recognition problem in vector addition systems with states,
VASS, which is shown to be decidable in [21]. VASS is a generalization the reach-
ability problem in Petri nets, for which the containment problem is undecidable.
This implies for DatalogV A queries the following.

Theorem 4 The recognition problem for DatalogVA queries is decidable and
for semipositive DatalogVA queries is undecidable.

Nevertheless, it is possible to prove the following.

Theorem 5 It can be decided whether a DatalogV A query is safe, i.e., its output
can be represented in constraint form for any valid input database.

5 The Recognition Problem for DatalogMM Queries

DatalogMM queries are composed of regular relational database facts and rules
of the form:

R(x1; : : : ; xm) :| R(y1; : : : ; ym);
�x1 + c1;1y1 + : : :+ c1;mym = 0;
...
�xm + cm;1y1 + : : :+ cm;mym = 0:

or

R(x1; : : : ; xm) :| F (x1; : : : ; xm):

where F is a regular input relation (sets of constant tuples), the xis and yis
are all di�erent variables, and each ci;j is a rational constant. The domain of the
variables is the set of rational numbers.

It can be seen that DatalogMM queries can express sets of Markov processes

when we make the restriction that for each j the
P

1�i�m ci;j = 1 and use only
a single recursive rule. We call this condition (1).

Further, it is known that the value of Markov processes approach a steady
state when all the ci;js are positive. We call this condition (2).

Therefore, when conditions (1&2) hold, then after some �nite number of rule
applications we will only get R(a1; : : : ; am) tuples such that j ai � bi j< � where
(b1; : : : ; bn) is the steady state value and � is an arbitrarily small positive rational
number.
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We de�ne the recognition problem with � tolerance the task of deciding
whether there is a tuple in the least �xpoint of the query such that each of
its elements is within an � distance from the corresponing element in the given
tuple. Taking advantage of the steady state convergence of Markov processes [28],
we can prove the following.

Theorem 6 The recognition problem with � tolerance for DatalogMM quereis
satisfying conditions (1&2) is decidable.

6 Related Works and Conclusion

Datalogpos, Datalogneg and Datalogha queries are cases of constraint logic pro-
grams whose syntax and semantics was de�ned in a general way in [16]. Con-
straint bottom-up evaluations for constraint queries (both constraint logic pro-
grams and constraint relational calculus queries) were considered within a con-
straint database framework in [18] and many recent papers (see [17, 26] for sur-
veys on constraint logic programming and constraint databases).

A gap-order constraint is a lower bound constraint, an upper bound constraint
or a constraint of the form x + b � y where b � 0. Note that all gap-order
constraints are half-addition constraints, but some half-addition constraints are
not gap-order constraints. For example, x + y � 5 is a half-addition constraint
but it is not expressible by gap-order constraints. A least �xpoint evaluation for
Datalog with gap-order constraints is described in [24]. The recognition problem
is also studied in [8]. The DISCO system [5] implements Datalog queries with
integer gap-order constraints. Adding negation in a safe way to Datalog with
gap-order queries is studied in [25].

A temporal constraint is like a gap-order constraint but the gap-value can be
any integer (both negative and non-negative). Temporal constraints can express
addition constraints. Hence the recognition problem for Datalog with temporal
constraints is undecidable. However, an evaluation of relational calculus queries
with temporal constraints is possible and is considered by Koubarakis in [19,
20]. E�cient tests for temporal constraint satisfaction are described in [9] and
for monotone two-variable constraints in [11].

Chomicki and Imielinski [7] consider the language Datalog1S which is like
Datalog extended with an increment operator which may occur only in the �rst
argument of relations. Linear recursive Datalog1S is a subcase of DatalogV A.
The least �xpoint is evaluable for Datalog1S queries [7].

Fribourg and Ols�en [10] consider the connection between Petri nets and a
subset of DatalogV A programs. [10] shows that the least �xpoint of those queries
that can be represented by a special case of Petri nets, called BPP-nets, is
evaluable in �nite time.

There is a growing number of implementations of �rst-order constraint queries
with linear constraint databases, for example CCUBE [4], DEDALE [13] and
MLPQ [27]. The query evaluation algorithms described in this paper could be
useful extensions of these systems as well as some constraint logic programming
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systems, for example CLP(R), that implement linear constraints. We already
started implementing safe recursive queries in MLPQ.
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Proof of Lemma 1: First, simplify the positive constraints by deleting all
variables with zero coe�cients. Now, S0 will contain the set of constraints that
do not contain the variable x and all constraints that can be derived from some
upper bound constraint of the form �x�1b and a positive constraint of the form
c0x+ c1y1 + : : :+ cnyn�2a where ci is a positive rational number for 0 � i � n.
The new constraint created will be c1y1 + : : :+ cnyn�3a + c0b, where �3 is � if
�1 and �2 are both � and > otherwise. This is still a positive constraint and if
a; b and c0 are integers, then the new gap-value created will be also an integer.
Therefore, upper bound and positive constraints are closed under existential
quanti�er elimination in the case of both rationals and integers. We can prove
the soundness of the quanti�er elimination similarly to the proof of Lemma 4.

Proof of Lemma 2: This case is symmetric to the case of Lemma 1. All
constraints created will be between a lower bound constraint and a negative
constraint.

Proof of Theorem 1: Let us consider any relation R(x1; : : : ; xk). Each fact
of R will contain a conjunction of positive and upper bound constraints. Note
that the left hand side of each positive constraint will be the same as the left
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hand side of a positive constraint in the input database or one of the rules except
that some coe�cients can be changed to zero. Therefore, the number of di�erent
left hand sides of positive constraints is a �nite number (if we have m variables
in a positive constraint, then there could be 2m di�erent left hand sides that
could be generated from it).

Let C be the set of positive coe�cients in any positive constraint in the
input database or the rules. Let B be the set of gap-values in any upper bound
constraint. Let D denote the set of all possible products of an element in B and
and element in C. Now, consider any positive constraint with m variables. As
we eliminate any variable from it by adding it to an upper bound constraint
we always add an element of D to the gap-value of the positive constraint.
Further we can add only m times. Hence the number of possible gap-values
that can be created is �nite. In fact, if there are at most m variables in any
positive constraint, then the set of possible gap-values that can be created are
S = fb + d1 + : : : + dm : b 2 B; di 2 D [ f0g; 1 � i � mg. For any �xed
program, m will be a constant equivalent to the maximum number of variables
in any rule or fact. Hence the number of possible gap-values that can be created
is polynomial in the size of B and C and hence also in the size of the input
database.

Since both the set of left hand sides and the set of right hand sides that could
occur in any constraint in any fact of R is a polynomial in the input database
size, the number of possible constraints and the number of possible facts of
R is also polynomial in it. The �xpoint evaluation needs to continue at most
the number of di�erent constraint tuples that could be added to the database.
Since that is a polynomial number in the input database size, after that many
iterations the �xpoint evaluation can stop. Hence each �xed Datalogpos query
can be evaluated in PTIME in the size of the input database.

A similar argument can show that Datalogneg is also evaluable in PTIME
data complexity.

Proof of Lemma 4: S0 will be the conjunction of all the half-addition
constraints in S that do not contain the variable x and all the half-addition
constraints that can be derived from any pair of half-addition constraints in S
using the implication table below.

x� z � b �x+ z � b x+ z � b �x� z � b

x� y � a �y + z � a+ b �y � z � a+ b

�x+ y � a y � z � a+ b y + z � a+ b

x+ y � a y + z � a+ b y � z � a+ b

�x� y � a �y � z � a+ b �y + z � a+ b

Given any two half-addition constraints with opposite signs for x, their sum
is returned by the implication table. It is easy to see that if S consisted of half-
addition constraints, then S0 will contain only half-addition constraints because
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in each constraint created using the implication table the gap-value will be the
sum of two gap-values already present in S. Therefore only non-negative gap-
values will be created using the implication table. The only case that merits
special mention is when y and z are the same variables. In that case we may
obtain either 2y � a+b or�2y � a+b. These two cases can be rewritten into half-
addition constraint form as y+d � floor(a+b

2
)+d and �y+d � floor(a+b

2
)+d

respectively, where the oor function takes the smallest integer value that is
greater than or equal to any given rational value.

For any instantiation, if two half-addition constraints are both true, then
their sum also must be a true half-addition constraint. Hence if S is true, then
S0 must be also true for any instantiation of the variables x; y1; : : : ; yn.

For the other direction, suppose that S0 is true for some instantiation of
the variables y1; : : : ; yn. Then make the same instantiation into S. After the
instantiation, x will be the only remaining variable in S. Wherever x occurs
positively, the constraint implies a lower bound for x, and wherever x occurs
negatively the constraint implies an upper bound for x.

Suppose that the largest lower bound l is implied by some constraint f and
the smallest upper bound u is implied by some constraint g. Since the sum of f
and g under the current instantiation is equivalent to l � u and is in S0, which
is true, we can �nd a value between l and u inclusively for x that will make S
also true.

Proof of Theorem 2: We can modify the basic �xpoint evaluation method
by adding for each relation R only \points" that do not dominate any earlier
point added to relation R. This shows that the number of points added to R
must be �nite. By reasoning similarly to R for each de�ned relation, we can
see that the modi�ed �xpoint evaluation must terminate. The correctness of the
modi�cation follows from the observation that points that are not added are not
new (in the sense that there is no instantiation which makes them true but does
not make any other input or already derived fact true).
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Abstract. This paper explores the performance of a new complete non-
systematic search algorithm learn-SAT on two types of 3-SAT problems, (i) an
extended range of AIM problems [1] and (ii) structured unsolvable problems
[2].  These are thought to present a difficult challenge for non-systematic
search algorithms.  They have been extensively used to study powerful special
purpose SAT algorithms.  We consider two of these, viz. the tableau-based
algorithm of Bayardo & Schrag [2] and relsat.  We compare their performance
with that of learn-SAT, which is based on restart-repair and learning no-goods.
Surprisingly, learn-SAT does very well.  Sometimes it does much better than
the other two algorithms; at other times they are broadly equivalent; and then
there are some “anomalies”.  One thing at least is clear, learn-SAT solves
problems which many would predict are beyond its scope. The relative
performance of the three algorithms generates several interesting questions.
We point to some of them with a view to future research.  The empirical
paradigm in this paper reflect some of the views outlined by Mammen & Hogg
[10].

1 Introduction

This paper builds on the work initiated in Richards & Richards [15, 16], which are
focused on assessing the viability of a complete non-systematic search technique
based on restart-repair and learning-by-merging.  Non-systematic search algorithms
are generally thought to be ill-suited to problems with few solutions.  In Richards &
Richards [16] we show that this is not the case for an algorithm here called learn-
SAT.  We ran learn-SAT on a range of 3-SAT problems having just one solution, i.e.
on problems generated using the method of Asahiro et al. [1].  Its performance is
compared with that of the tableau-based algorithm of Bayardo & Schrag [2]. Using
constraint checks as a measure of performance, we discovered that learn-SAT
performs significantly better at lower clause densities, and only slightly worse (with
one exception) at higher clause densities.  These results led us to conjecture that
learn-SAT performs in similarly on other 3-SAT problems.  That is, it typically
outperforms systematic algorithms at lower clause densities and approximate
performance elsewhere.

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 370-384, 1998.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



One key issue for learn-SAT is memory.  In the worse case, as we explain below,
learn-SAT requires exponential space.  This will certainly be a problem in some
instances, but it is not clear precisely where this limitation affects performance.  For
single solution 3-SAT problems, learn-SAT performs well in comparison with the
best current algorithms.  Memory is efficiently managed in these cases and perhaps,
we are tempted to hypothesise, this will be so for all solvable problems.  Where the
limitation will be felt, however, is on unsolvable problems.  Whether these cases are
typical or not is an issue we begin to address below.

To this end we investigate structured unsolvable problems generated by the
method of Bayardo & Schrag [2].  These problems consist of a randomly generating
unsolvable problem inserted into a randomly generated larger problem.  This
approach allows scaleability of algorithms to be investigated on two dimensions, one
relating to the size of the “inner” problem, the other relating to the size of the
“outer” problem.

We show below that learn-SAT scales very well on the size of the outer problem,
in comparison with the best known algorithm relsat [3].  In general, learn-SAT
performs much better than relsat at lower clause densities, and only marginally
worse at higher clause densities.   As the outer problem grows, the relative
performance of learn-SAT becomes even better.  It outperforms relsat at ever higher
clause densities.

One might expect the situation to be different with respect to the size of the inner
problem.  That is, as the inner unsolvable problem becomes larger, the relative
performance of learn-SAT might get progressively worse.  We look at unsolvable
inner problems of four different sizes, from 10 to 25 variables. Perhaps surprisingly,
learn-SAT performs significantly better than relsat on all problems at clause density
4 or below, and again at most 5 times worse at higher clause densities.  But there is
an interesting trend.  As the size of the inner problem increases, the relative
performance of relsat becomes ever better.  It progressively outperforms learn-SAT at
ever lower clause densities.  The conclusion here is that relsat scales better with
respect to the size of the inner problem  Nevertheless, it does not overtake learn-SAT
at 3.5 until the inner problem is half the size of the outer problem.  The performance
profile of learn-SAT on the inner unsolvable problems reflects the burden on memory
generated by search.  Sometimes search imposes a very light burden, e.g. at lower
clause densities, and sometimes it creates a heavier burden, although not in general
an excessive one.

What emerges from the empirical studies in this paper is that memory
management in learn-SAT for 3-SAT problems is a burden that can be handled
effectively.  Overall learn-SAT performs very well relative to relsat.  But there are
circumstances where their performances diverge, one outperforming the other by a
significant margin.  This raises some interesting questions, which we cannot pursue
here.

The structure of the paper is as follows.  In Section 2 we describe learn-SAT and
its origins.  In Section 3 we report the results of a comparative study on the AIM
problems.  In Section 4 we extend the empirical study to structured unsolvable
problems [2].  For reference in Section 5 we compare learn-SAT and relsat on
certain benchmarks and in Section 6 we summarise the conclusions.
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2  Learn-SAT   

Learn-SAT has two basic components:  restart-repair and learning-by-merging.
Restart-repair seeks to build incrementally a complete consistent assignment to the
variables of a problem.  If it encounters a dead-end, a partial assignment which
cannot be consistently extended to a variable, the search is abandoned and restarts
from the beginning.  This process is implemented as part of a repair strategy guided
by a complete “tentative” assignment to the variables.

Learning-by-merging identifies a new constraint at each dead-end.  This is added
to the constraint store and prunes the subsequent search.  Learning-by-merging
ensures the completeness of learn-SAT.  This form of learning originates from the
work of Maruyama et al. [11] and Jiang et al. [9]; it is fully described in Richards et
al. [14].  Similar learning techniques have been developed independently by a
number of people, among them Dechter [6], Schiex & Verfaillie [17, 18], Ginsberg
[8] and Frost & Dechter [7].  These investigate no-good learning in the context of
backtrack search.  In contrast, we apply no-good learning in the context of non-
systematic search.  The origins of learn-SAT lie in ng-backmarking [14] and weak-
commitment [19].  Ng-backmarking is based on a very weak form of search driven
mainly through learning-by-merging.  Weak-commitment uses a stronger form of
search with weaker no-good learning.  Learn-SAT combines the search of weak-
commitment with learning-by-merging.

Before describing the components of learn-SAT, we first define some key
concepts.  A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is expressed in terms of a set of
variables V, where each v ∈ V has an associated finite domain D of possible values,
and a set of constraints C involving some subset of the set of variables.  A constraint
c ∈ C, involving variables v1, v2, � , vk is represented as a subset of D1×D2 ... Dk
which specifies the set of prohibited n-tuples.  An assignment is a labelling of values
to a subset of the set of variables.  A complete assignment is a labelling of values to
all the variables of the CSP.  A consistent assignment is a labelling to a subset of the
variables such that no constraint is violated.  A solution is a complete and consistent
assignment.  Given an assignment, a conflict variable is a variable involved in a
constraint violated by the assignment.

Given a CSP, a no-good is an assignment to a set of variables that either violates
a constraint or cannot be extended to a solution.  Note that all n-tuples prohibited by
the initial problem constraints, i.e. those which define the problem, are no-goods;
these are called simple no-goods.  For an assignment P and a no-good NG, P violates
NG if NG ⊆ P.  Any assignment that violates a no-good is also a no-good.

Let us now turn to restart-repair, a constructive search technique.  This seeks to
build a consistent partial assignment incrementally by repairing a complete but
inconsistent assignment to the variables.  The algorithm splits this assignment into
two partial assignments VarsLeft and VarsDone.  It begins with VarsDone being
empty and VarsLeft consisting of the complete inconsistent assignment.  As long as
VarsDone is consistent and VarsLeft is inconsistent, the following process repeats: a
variable whose assignment is involved in a constraint violation is randomly selected
from VarsLeft and a value is then chosen that is consistent with VarsDone.  The
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process either terminates in a complete consistent solution or encounters a dead-end,
i.e. a variable that cannot be assigned a value consistent with VarsDone.  Restart-
repair restarts with VarsDone again empty and VarsLeft consisting of all the
variables with their current assignments.  Restart-repair is specified in detail in
Figure 1.  Note that restart-repair is incomplete.

Restart-repair
1 VarsDone:= a consistent partial assignment (initially empty)
2 VarsLeft:= an assignment to all variables not in VarsDone
3 until VarsDone ∪ VarsLeft is a solution do
4 Randomly select variable/value pair (v,val) in conflict from VarsLeft
5 if assign v a value val� consistent with VarsDone
6 then VarsDone ← VarsDone ∪ (v,val�), and VarsLeft ← VarsLeft-(v,val)
8 else VarsLeft ← VarsDone ∪ VarsLeft and VarsDone ← ø

Fig. 1.  Restart-repair

The second component of learn-SAT, viz. learning-by-merging, takes the form
specified in Richards et al. [14], and is defined as follows:  Given a CSP, let P be a
dead-end assignment and v be the dead-end variable.  For each value xi (1 ≤ i ≤ m) in

the domain of v, there exists a constraint ci and a no-good ngi that prohibits that

value.  Learning-by-merging generates a new no-good ng by merging the no-goods
ng1, ng2, ... , ngm at v, ng = ∪(ngi - v).  Note that P violates ng.

Restart-repair + Learning-by-merging
1 VarsDone:= a consistent partial assignment (initially empty)
2 VarsLeft:= an assignment to all variables not in VarsDone
3 until VarsDone ∪ VarsLeft is a solution do
4 Randomly select variable/value pair (v,val) in conflict from VarsLeft
5 if assign v a value val� consistent with VarsDone
6 then VarsDone ← VarsDone ∪ (v,val�), and VarsLeft ← VarsLeft-(v,val)
7* else ng ← merge-learn(VarsDone, v),   

if ng = ø then return fail, no solution exists
else record ng, and let VarsLeft ← VarsDone ∪ VarsLeft
and VarsDone ← ø

Fig. 2.  Restart-repair + Learning-by-merging
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Learning-by-merging is integrated with restart-repair to yield the basic search
component of learn-SAT; see Figure 2.  It is important to note that this composite
algorithm is complete.  This follows directly from the fact that the search space
pruned by the no-good set (constraint store) is monotonically increasing.  At each
dead-end a new no-good is added to the constraint store which is not subsumed by
any other no-good.  As a result, each no-good learned prunes more of the search
space.

Learn-SAT incorporates a heuristic called binary ordering which is specifically
tailored for SAT problems.  This heuristic drives the search towards discovering
dead-ends, i.e. no-goods, as early as possible.  It is “biased” towards removing parts
of the search space where there are no solutions.  This is unlike hill-climbing
heuristics like the min-conflicts strategy of Minton et al. [12], which seeks to
minimise the number of constraint violations at each repair step.

Restart-repair + Learning-by-merging + Binary-ordering
1-3 As above
4* Let VarsConf be the set of conflict variables in VarsLeft
 Select variable v from VarsConf with maximum bin count C(v)+C(¬v)
     where C(v) is the number of binary clauses involving v
 and C(¬v) is the number of binary clauses involving ¬ v
5* if  assign v a value val� consistent with VarsDone such that
 the number of resulting binary clauses is maximised
6-7* As above

Fig. 3.  Restart-repair + Learning-by-merging + Binary-ordering

The binary-ordering heuristic is specified in lines 4* and 5* of Figure 3.  The basic
strategy is to look at all the variables in VarsLeft which are involved in a constraint
violation.  For each such variable count the number of binary clauses in which the
variable occurs, and add this to the number of binary clauses in which the negation
of the variable occurs.  Select the variable with the highest sum to be reassigned in
VarsDone.

The final component of learn-SAT is forward checking.  The implementation
here is somewhat subtle since it must be integrated with learning.  The basic
requirement is explained as follows.  Suppose learn-SAT is attempting to extend
VarsDone to another variable v.  Suppose that v is a dead-end variable.  When learn-
SAT tries one possible value for v, forward checking eliminates the remaining
element(s) in the domain of some other variable, domain wipe-out.  A set of
assignments in VarsDone which cause this are stored as a set.  The same holds when
learn-SAT tries each of the other possible values for v.  Forward checking leads to
domain wipe-out, not necessarily for the same variable in each case.  Again
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assignments in VarsDone which cause this are stored for each possible value for v.
The no-good generated when all the values in the domain of v have been tried is the
union of all of these “elimination” sets.  This procedure is fully described in Richards
& Richards [15] .

3  AIM Problems

3.1  Experimental strategy

We now explore the performance of learn-SAT on the so-called AIM problems.
These problems are generated using the method of Asahiro et al. [1].  Each instance
has exactly one solution.  One might expect that learn-SAT will have to do a very
considerable amount of search before finding the solution.  As a result, it would have
to manage an excessively heavy burden on memory, thereby degrading the quality of
performance.

The tableau-based algorithm of Bayardo & Schrag [2] is thought to be one of the
best for solving hard SAT problems, among them the AIM problems.  This
algorithm uses the Tableau method of Crawford & Auton [5] and incorporates
conflict-directed backjumping [13] and 3rd order jump-back learning [7].  We refer to
this  algorithm as Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn}, reflecting its three main components.

It is has been said that Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn} solves the AIM problems trivially.
On some measures this may be true.  But it is not the case if performance is
measured in terms of constraint checks.  In this paper we shall calibrate the
performance of an algorithm in terms of the number of constraint checks executed
during search.  Since constraint checking is involved at every stage in the search,
this provides a more reliable and sensitive measure of the overall work undertaken.
It also allows very different kinds of algorithms to be compared, not only the two
algorithms under investigation but also the weight strategy of Cha & Iwama [4].1

3.2  Problem set and empirical results

We compare the performances of learn-SAT and Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn} on AIM
problems across different clause densities.  To enhance the “granularity” of the study
we consider more clause densities than were addressed in the original problem set.2

We look at instances generated at 9 clause densities, ranging from 1.6 to 6.8.  At
each clause density we consider 4 different problems, each with 100 randomly
generated initial complete assignments.  Each data point represents the average

                                                       

1 In the case of Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn} constraint checking takes two forms.  First, every
instance of unit propagation is counted as a constraint check; that is, every clause involved in
unit propagation represents a constraint check.  Second, every elimination or reduction of a
clause due to a value assignment is counted as a constraint check.
2 We are grateful to Yuichi Asahiro for extending the problem set as required.
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number of constraint checks executed in solving 400 problem instances.3  Figure 4
shows the performance of learn-SAT and Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn} on problems
involving 50, 100, and 200 variables.
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Fig. 4.  Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn} and learn-SAT on AIM problems

Between 1.6 and 2.6 learn-SAT does better than Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn}.  This
becomes more pronounced as the problem size increases.  In effect, learn-SAT seems
not only to perform better, but also to scale better, than Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn} at
lower clause densities.  One might wonder how robust this phenomenon is.  That is,
will learn-SAT always outperform Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn} at lower clause densities?
We explore this question further in the next section.

The relative performance at clause densities between 4.2 and 6.8 is more mixed.
On the 50 variable problems learn-SAT does considerably better, but as the problem

                                                       

3 One may feel that this is a relatively small data set, particularly in comparison with
empirical studies which consider many thousands of problems.  In the case of this study,
however, we address a very specific kind of problem.  At each clause density we consider
randomly generated instances of four problems.  This represents a much more extensive
sampling than would be achieved in any less focused study.  Moreover, the results of the study
constitute only one view of the phenomenon we are exploring.  See next section.
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size increases, Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn} improves.  It is only marginally worse on the
100 variable problems and slightly better on the 200 variable problems.  This
suggests that at these clause densities Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn} scales better than learn-
SAT.  We look at this phenomenon again with respect to unsolvable problems.

The trend which we see between 4.2 and 6.8 is much more pronounced at 3.4.
For the smallest problems the two algorithms are basically equivalent, but on the 100
variable problems Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn} performs roughly three times better than
learn-SAT, and on the 200 variable problems an order of magnitude better.  Here
Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn} is clearly the more scaleable algorithm.

For the extended set of AIM problems, it is remarkable that learn-SAT performs
so well at every clause density in comparison to Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn}, with the
single exception of clause density 3.4.  This is not as one might predict.  In the worst
case the memory burden of learn-SAT is exponential and therefore progressively
insupportable.  AIM problems might be expected to approximate the worst case for
learn-SAT.  The algorithm should have to undertake an excessive amount of search,
exploring a large number of dead-ends.  The algorithm adds a no-good to the
constraint store at each dead-end, the resulting burden on memory should become
progressively difficult to manage.  Curiously, this does not happen, at least not
uniformly.  Relatively speaking, learn-SAT is managing the burden on memory at
least as well as Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn} is managing its overheads, except at clause
density 3.4.

We conjecture that learn-SAT will perform much better than
Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn} at lower clause densities, and will scale very much better
there.  We also conjecture that Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn} will scale better than learn-
SAT at higher clause densities, and will very significantly outperform it at a
particular clause density, here roughly 3.4.  We call this the transition point for
learn-SAT since its performance generally improves as we move away from this
point.4

Significantly 3.4 is not the only transition point.  There is another one at
approximately 2.6 for Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn}.  How is this to be explained?  One
might suspect that it is a combination of the topology of the problems and the
methods of search.  Seeking an explanation, however, seems premature.  The leading
question here is whether the phenomenon is stable.  We address this question in the
next section.

Before doing so, we consider whether other non-systematic search techniques,
particularly incomplete algorithms, might approximate or even outperform learn-
SAT on the AIM problems.  Cha & Iwama [4] conducted experiments on instances of
these problems using various non-systematic, incomplete algorithms including
GSAT, walk-SAT and weight.  They found weight to be the best of these.  We
discovered, however, that weight performed very much worse than learn-SAT.  For
all problem instances, regardless of size, and at all clause densities learn-SAT
typically outperformed weight by 2 or 3 orders of magnitude.

                                                       

4 This should not be confused with the concept of a phase transition which relates to randomly
generated problem sets containing both solvable and unsolvable problem instances.  Here all
the problem instances are solvable.
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Finally, we tested the conjecture that learn-SAT scales well relative to
Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn} on problems at lower clause densities.  We looked at problems
with 400 variables at clause density 2.  As before, we addressed four different
problems of this size and density, and considered 100 randomly generated initial
assignments for each problem.  The relative performance of learn-SAT and
Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn} is unambiguous:  learn-SAT requires approximately 500,000
constraint checks on average for these problems.  In contrast Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn}
fails to solve 60% of these problems within a pre-set limit of 10,000,000 constraint
checks.

4 Structured Unsolvable 3-SAT Problems

4.1  Experimental strategy

In this section we explore the issue of scaleability with respect to unsolvable
problems.  Again one might expect that learn-SAT will not scale well on these
problems.  Proving a problem is unsolvable requires that the whole search space be
eliminated; in the case of learn-SAT this means finding a set of no-goods which
prunes all possible assignments.  This should typically generate a very heavy burden
on memory management, thereby making it difficult to prove unsolvability.
Moreover, as the problems become larger, the burden on memory should grow
sharply and hence, the performance should degrade steeply.

However, the “picture” which emerges from studying the structured unsolvable
problems of Bayardo & Schrag [2] conforms only partly to this prediction.  For
problem instances of a certain type, explained below, learn-SAT shows the
anticipated difficulties.  These impose a significant burden on memory, and as the
problems increase in size, the performance of learn-SAT deteriorates.  However, for
problem instances of another type the situation is very different.  For these instances
learn-SAT scales very much better than both Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn} and a related
algorithm relsat [3], which has been shown to perform better than
Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn}.

This result is not only surprising but instructive.  It indicates that memory can be
efficiently managed for certain unsolvable problems, particularly relative to the
burden carried by systematic search algorithms like Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn} and
relsat.  The rate at which the performance of these algorithms deteriorates as the
problems become larger is far greater than that for learn-SAT.  This is a clear
manifestation that search in learn-SAT imposes a much more confined overhead on
memory than the “corresponding” burden generated by the two systematic search
algorithms, Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn} and relsat.

4.2  Problem sets and empirical results

The method of Bayardo & Schrag [2] constructs unsolvable problems by inserting an
unsolvable sub-problem into a larger problem.  Each component, i.e. the inner
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problem and the outer problem, can have different clause densities and will typically
be of different size.  We let n and d designate the size and clause density of the
problem as a whole (the outer problem), and n’ and d’ the size and density of the
inner unsolvable sub-problem.  In the experiments below we explore the relative
performance of learn-SAT and relsat on two dimensions:  one, the size of the outer
problem, and the other, the size of the inner problem.

First, we compare the performance of relsat and Tableau{CBJ+3rdLrn}, and
another special purpose algorithm sizesat, also developed by Bayardo & Schrag [3].
The point here is to indicate that the three algorithms do not differ much in their
performance on these unsolvable problems.  To this end we consider problem
instances of “average” size with respect to both the outer problem and the inner
unsolvable sub-problem.  For all problem instances the inner unsolvable sub-problem
consists of 15 variables (n’ = 15) with clause density d’ given by the equation n’ * d’
= (3.5 * n’) + 5.5  The size of the outer problem is also fixed, all instances consist of
100 variables (n = 100), and the clause density d varies in the range 3 to 10.  Each
data point represents the average performance of each algorithm on 100 instances;
both the inner sub-problem and the outer problem are randomly generated.  As
before, we measured the average number of constraint checks executed.  Although
relsat is uniformly the best of the three algorithms, the margin of difference is not
very great.  For structured unsolvable problems we can reasonably assume that the
performance profiles will be relatively similar.  For this reason we focus our
subsequent empirical studies on relsat.

The first study explores the issue of scaleability with respect to the outer problem.
We look at problems where the outer problem consists of 75, 100 or 150 variables (n)
and we consider a range of clause densities d from 3 to 10.  In all cases the size n’
and density d’ of the inner unsolvable sub-problem is the same; n’ = 15 variables,
and d’ is fixed by the formula n’ * d’ = (3.5 * n’) + 5.  Figure 6 gives the average
performance of learn-SAT and relsat on 100 randomly generated problems at each
data point.

Three striking things emerge from Figure 6.  First, the overall performance of
learn-SAT relative to relsat is far better than one might expect.  When learn-SAT
fails to reach the performance of relsat, which is only at the higher clause densities,
it is by a modestly small margin.  We saw something similar in the case of the AIM
problems.  Second, at the lower clause densities the performance of learn-SAT is very
much better than that of relsat, again there are notable similarities between these
results and the results of the AIM problems.

Perhaps the most striking phenomenon concerns scaleability.  As we move from
the lower to the higher clause densities, the relative performance of the two
algorithms “crosses over”; that is, learn-SAT performs better than relsat.  We call

                                                       

5 This equation ensures that the randomly generated sub-problem is unsolvable and relatively
hard to prove to be so.  The phase transition for these problems lies at 3.4 roughly, where
50% of the problems generated are unsolvable.  The problems are certain to be unsolvable at
a slightly higher clause density, which is given by the equation.  These are thought to be very
hard to prove inconsistent.
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this the performance cross-over.6  Interestingly, the cross-over moves as the size of
the outer problem increases.  For 75 variable problems the cross-over lies between
densities 4 and 5, for 100 variable problems it lies between 5 and 6, and for 150
variable problems between 6 and 7.  This “right shift” is a clear manifestation of
relative scaleability.

The conclusion here is unmistakable.  For these problems the burdens of relsat
rise much more steeply than the burden on memory in learn-SAT.  Learn-SAT
performs better on an ever increasing set of problems.  This raises an interesting
question:  Does there exist a cross-over for all outer problems sizes or is there an
outer problem size with no cross-over?
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Fig. 6.   Relsat and learn-SAT for structured insoluble problems

There is another view of the above results, connected with transition points. Note
that the transition point for relsat is uniformly at clause density 4, roughly.  In
contrast, the transition point for learn-SAT moves from 5 to 7 to 9 on the three
different problem sizes.  In effect, transition points are not always stable.  Sometimes
they are; sometimes they are not.  In addition, the peak at the transition point is
relatively small for learn-SAT whereas the peak is much greater for relsat.  This is

                                                       

6 This is not to be confused with the phase transition crossover where randomly generated
problems have a 50% probability of being either solvable or unsolvable.
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clearly significant in seeking an explanation for these phenomena.  We do not
speculate further here on this question.

As for scaleability, this too is not uniform.  In particular, learn-SAT does not
always scale better than relsat.  Above we fixed the size of the inner unsolvable sub-
problem while varying the outer problem size.  Let us now vary the size of the inner
problem and fix the outer problem size.  For the next study the outer problem always
involves 100 variables.  Again we explore different clause densities, ranging from 3
to 10.  We consider inner sub-problems of four different sizes:  10, 15, 20 and 25
variables.  For all sub-problems we again use n’ * d’ = (3.5 *n’) + 5 to fix clause
density.  For each data point we randomly generate 100 problem instances.  The
results are given in Figure 7.

Here the results are more as one might expect, although the overall performance
of learn-SAT is surprisingly good, even on the largest sub-problems.  Moreover,
learn-SAT again outperforms relsat at the lower clause densities by a large margin.
But here the cross-over point moves to the left as the size of the inner sub-problem
grows.  For sub-problems consisting of 10 variables, the cross-over point is between
clause density 6 and 7.  For 15 variable sub-problems it is between 5 and 6, and
finally for 25 variable sub-problems between 4 and 5.
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Fig. 7.  Relsat and learn-SAT for structured insoluble 3-SAT problems

Again the conclusion is unmistakable.  Relsat outperforms learn-SAT as the size
of the sub-problem grows.  In effect, relsat scales better than learn-SAT on these
problems.  However, when relsat performs poorly relative to learn-SAT it performs
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very poorly indeed.  Between clause densities 3 and 4 its performance is far below
that of learn-SAT.  Note that again the transition points are shifting.  The Learn-SAT
transition moves from approximately 8 to 7 to 6 to 5, while relsat moves from 4 to 3
approximately.   Instability seems a characteristic of transition points.

In view of the trend with respect to sub-problem size one might expect that relsat
will eventually overtake the performance of learn-SAT at a clause density below 4.
To explore this we consider three sets of 100 problems with 100 variables and clause
density 3.5.  In the first set each problem contains an unsolvable sub-problem where
the number n’ of variables is 40 and the clause density d’ is determined by the
equation n’ * d’ = (3.5 * n’) + 5.  In the second set of problems n’ is 45, and in the
third set n’ is 50, again the above formula is used to determine clause density d’.
Where n’ is 40, learn-SAT requires approximately 400,000 constraint checks, less
than half of the count for relsat, approximately 1,000,000 on average.  When n’ is
45, the two algorithms require approximately the same number of constraint checks
on average, roughly 1,100,000.  But when n’ is 50, relsat requires 900,000 constraint
checks on average, which is approximately two times better than learn-SAT.

5 Some Benchmarks

learn-SAT relsat
aim-no 50 vars 1.6 density 3039 5197

2.0 density 3142 13833
100 vars 1.6 density 13375 84499

2.0 density 7226 60768
200 vars 1.6 density 17446 104382

2.0 density 25284 232366
lit-reg 650 vars 3.0 density 3840102 **
dubois 17850000(97%) 31020000(54%)
hole ** 11340000

Fig. 8.  Table of results for DIMACS benchmark problems

How does learn-SAT compare with other algorithms on certain well-known
benchmarks?  Although we do not address this in detail, we take the first steps
towards answering this question.  The results are tabulated above in Figure 8.7  They
show average constraint checks and in brackets the percentage of problems solved
within a cut-off bound, if less than 100%.8

                                                       

7 Problems are from ftp://dimacs.rutgers.edu/pub/challenge/satisfiability
8 The cut-off bound for the aim-no and the literal regular problems is 10,000,000 constraint
checks, and for the dubois and hole problems it is 50,000,000.  ** shows that no problems
were solved within the cut-off.
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6 Explanation of Performance Profiles

The relative performance profiles of the algorithms compared here raise an
interesting question:  How are these differences to be explained?  Two key related
phenomena are performance cross-over and shifting transition points.  These appear
to challenge the usual algorithm independent explanations based on problem
topology.  This is a topic for future research.
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Abstract. This paper presents a robust approach to solve Hoist Sch-

eduling Problems (HSPs) based on an integration of Constraint Logic

Programming (CLP) and Mixed Integer Programming (MIP). By con-

trast with previous dedicated models and algorithms for solving classes

of HSPs, we de�ne only one model and run di�erent solvers.

The robust approach is achieved by using a CLP formalism. We show

that our models for di�erent classes of industrial HSPs are all based

on the same generic model. In our hybrid algorithm search is separated

from the handling of constraints. Constraint handling is performed by

constraint propagation and linear constraint solving. Search is applied

by labelling of boolean and integer variables.

Computational experience shows that the hybrid algorithm, combining

CLP and MIP solvers, solves classes of HSPs which cannot be handled

by previous dedicated algorithms. For example, the hybrid algorithm

derives an optimal solution, and proves its optimality, for multiple-hoists

scheduling problems.

1 Introduction

1.1 The Hoist Scheduling Problem

Many industrial processes employ computer-controlled hoists for material han-
dling [2, 4, 14, 16, 22]. The hoists are programmed to perform a �xed sequence
of moves repeatedly. Each repetition of the sequence of moves is called a cycle

and the total time required by the hoists to complete the cycle is called a cycle

time. A typical application is an automated electroplating line for processing
printed circuit boards (jobs). The importance of minimising the cyclic time is
evident by the fact that the lot sizes for electroplating jobs are usually large
and a production run may require weeks between changeovers [22]. Even a small
reduction in the cycle time can result in a signi�cant saving of time and cost.

Due to the nature of di�erent industrial processes, speci�c approaches for
di�erent classes of HSPs have been developed. There are two drawbacks of the
proposed approaches. First, the models and solution algorithms are dedicated
to each class of problems, and second, an optimal solution and the proof of
optimality has been shown only for restricted classes of HSPs [10].

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 385-399, 1998.
Ó Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



1.2 A Generic Model and Solver for HSPs

This paper addresses all the di�erent classes of HSPs using a single generic ap-
proach. This approach uses Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) as the mod-
elling language, and models the di�erent classes of HSPs by extending a single
underlying model with extra constraints. The models are handled by a generic
algorithm which uses a combination of constraint propagation and linear solving.

The HSP problem involves both linear constraints and logical constraints,
and CLP is a powerful language for modelling such problems. The language used
in this paper to model HSPs is CLP(R)1, an instance of the CLP scheme [13].
However while the CLP Scheme envisages a single constraint solver for all the
constraints, this paper follows [3] and passes constraints to either (or both) of two
di�erent solvers. In this setup, we can separate the de�nition and the behaviour
of constraints. A practical consequence is that the programmer can concentrate
on modelling of the problem and any problems with the performance of the
default behaviour can be ironed out afterwards.

The hybrid algorithms for solving HSPs combines a CLP solver and a MIP
solver such that both solvers share the variables and constraints to cooperate in
�nding an optimal solution. The experiments on HSPs have shown that there
are problem classes which can be solved neither by constraint propagation nor
MIP alone, but which succumb to this combination of the two.

Moreover the combination is not an exclusive one, where some constraints
are handled by one solver and the remainder by the other solver. Indeed every
constraint is passed to both solvers. This application, therefore, shows the value
of allowing a single constraint to be handled by more than one solver.

1.3 Outline of the Paper

In this paper two contributions are presented. First, models for classes of HSPs
can be de�ned independently of any solver which will be used during the search
for an optimal solution. Second, the proposed hybrid algorithm derives a schedule
with the minimal cyclic time and proves its optimality for classes of HSPs which
cannot be handled by previous dedicated CLP and MIP solvers.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents related
work. Section 3 models di�erent classes of HSPs. Section 4 demonstrates how to
use a CLP formalism to apply di�erent solvers on the same model. Section 5
presents the computational experience with the proposed hybrid approach. Fi-
nally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

1 By CLP(R) we mean constraint logic programming over numerical equations and in-

equations. The implementation we use is ECLiPSe [9], which supports not only linear

constraint solving, but also �nite domain propagation, and various other constraint

handling facilities.
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2 Related Work

2.1 Hoist Scheduling Models and Programs

Previous approaches to minimise the cycle time of HSPs are mostly mathemati-
cal programming-based approaches [15, 16, 18, 22]. Recently, several constraint
programming-based approaches have been developed [2, 4]. In the following we
present classes of HSPs, the models, and the solution algorithms which have
been used in the proposed approaches.

Phillips and Unger [18] used a mixed integer programming model to deter-
mine a schedule with the minimum cyclic time for a real one-hoist scheduling
problem with 12 chemical treatment tanks. The Phillips and Unger's (P&U's)
HSP has become a benchmark problem in several follow-up studies.

Shapiro and Nuttle [22] introduced a branch-and-bound procedure and used
linear programming on di�erent subproblems to bound the search space.

Lei and Wang [15] introduced a heuristic algorithm for two-hoists scheduling
problems with both hoists on the same track. The algorithm uses a partitioning

approach by which the production line is partitioned into two sets of contiguous
tanks and each hoist is assigned to a set. Lei et. al. [14] introduced also another
heuristic algorithm for the class of two-hoists scheduling problems with both
hoists on the same track. In contrast to the algorithm in [15], the movements of
both hoists must be scheduled to avoid tra�c collisions. The algorithm is not
able to guarantee the optimal solution.

Baptiste et. al. [2] presented advantages and drawbacks of di�erent kinds of
constraint programming-based approaches. All approaches demonstrated that
the good versatility of CLP language allows one to develop very rapidly com-
putational models for di�erent classes of HSPs. The empirical results show that
CLP with a linear solver (Prolog III) is more e�ective than constraint propaga-
tion over �nite domains in dealing with the HSPs. Prolog III was able to produce
an optimal one-hoist schedule for the P&U's problem in 30 minutes and the �nite
domain solver in 306 minutes on SUN station Sparc 4/60. To increase the power
of consistency control within the constraints solver, the disjunctive constraints
have been used in an active way to reduce the domain of each variable. This
modi�cation of the CLP approach helps the rational solver to derive the optimal
schedule in 40 seconds.

All HSPs introduced above have been shown by the authors to belong to the
class of NP-hard problems [10]. Existing approaches which derive the minimal
cycle time are limited to the single-hoist cases and use branch-and-bound proce-
dures, whose e�ciency quickly diminishes as the number of tanks in the system
increases. Scheduling two or more hoists further expands the search space, and
makes the task of searching for the global optimal solution extremely di�cult.

2.2 MIP, CLP and Hybrid Algorithms

Hoist scheduling problems involve both logical and linear constraints. A pi-
oneer in the combination of logical constraint solving and OR techniques is
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Hooker [11]. An implemented system which combines logic and linear program-
ming is 2LP [17]. A mathematical modelling language and implementation that
interfaces to both CLP and linear solvers is presented in [1].

One of the �rst CLP platforms to support both constraint propagation and
linear solving was CHIP [5]. However the solvers were not designed to handle
constraints with shared variables. A CLP implementation supporting the combi-
nation of constraint propagation and linear programming with shared constraints
and variables was described in [3].

The linear constraint solvers of these two systems were internal ones, and
lacked the scaleability of commercial matrix-based implementations such as
CPLEX [6] and XPRESS-MP [23]. Nevertheless several researchers identi�ed
problems and problem classes that could not be handled by the major MIP
packages, but could be solved using constraint propagation. Examples were party
planning [20] and machine allocation [8].

In 1995 an integration was developed between the CLP platform ECLiPSe
and the commercial packages CPLEX and XPRESS-MP [21]. This was used to
build a hybrid algorithm solving a eet scheduling problem [12]. Subsequently
an automatic translator was built to map models expressed in ECLiPSe to MIP
models [19]. The resulting MIP model can be solved using constraint propagation
and search in ECLiPSe; linear solving and search in an external MIP package; or
linear solving in an external package, and propagation and search in ECLiPSe.
The paper [19] describes how this system was used to improve on the CLP results
of [8, 20], and to solve a number of other problems.

The current paper uses the same implementation to solve to optimality some
problem classes that have never previously been solved, neither using CLP nor
MIP techniques.

3 Modelling the Di�erent HSP Classes

In this section we present natural models for several classes of HSPs. The models
are not tailored for any solver, and models for di�erent classes are obtained by
simply adding or changing the relevant constraints: no remodelling is attempted.

The modelling language syntax is based on Edinburgh Prolog, with some
extensions to make the models easier to read.2

{ for(El,Min:Max) do Goal, applies the goal to each number in the range.

{ A functional syntax can be used where an integer is expected. For example the

goal plus(2,1) < 5 is expanded into the goal plus(2,1,N), N<5.

{ Finally an array syntax is de�ned such that Array[N] picks out the Nth member of

the array Array, for example: Var = f(5,3,1), X is Var[2] which instantiates

X to 3.

3.1 Single Cyclic Scheduling

Informal Description The simplest cyclic HSP contains a single hoist and
the number of sequential chemical treatment tanks in the production line. Each

2 These extensions have been implemented in ECLiPSe.
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tank applies chemical or plating treatments, such as H2SO4 activating or Nickel
plating, to the jobs. A large number of identical jobs is placed at the initial stage
of the production line and these jobs have to be processed in the order that tanks
are sequenced. The hoist is programmed to handle the inter-tank moves of the
jobs, where each move consists of three simple hoist operations: (i) lift a job from
a tank; (ii) move to the next tank; and (iii) submerge the job in that tank. Upon
completion of a move, a hoist travels to another tank for the next scheduled
move. Both the hoist travelling times and the times to perform moves are given
constants. The time of each move is independent of the move direction. A hoist
can carry one job at a time, and no bu�er exists between tanks. A job must
remain in each tank for a certain amount of time, between a minimum and a
maximum: this is the tank's time window. The �xed sequence of moves that
the hoist performs in each cycle is de�ned by a one-hoist cyclic schedule [18].
Exactly one job is removed from each tank in a cycle, and therefore, one job
enters and one job leaves the production line in a cycle. Figure 1 represents a
one-hoist scheduling problem with 6 tanks and three jobs present in the system
simultaneously.

tank 3 tank 6

track

hoist

tank 1

processed

jobs jobs
unprocessed

tank 2

job2

tank 4 tank 5

job3 job1

Fig. 1. A one-hoist scheduling problem

CLP Model This class of one-hoist scheduling problems can be captured by the
following model. The model is expressed in CLP syntax: input data is expressed
as facts; constraints as clauses; variables start with an upper-case letter. We use
a bold font for types; for example numTanks(Integer)means that the predicate
numTanks takes a single argument which is an integer.

{ numTanks(Integer). The number (=12) of chemical treatment tanks in the pro-

duction line.

{ empty(Tank, Tank, Time). Tank is an integer denoting a tank. Time is also

an integer. The predicate empty is used to record the times of travel from tank to

tank for the hoist when empty. It records times for every pair of tanks.

{ full(Tank, Time). The transport times of jobs from a tank to the next tank

on the production line.

{ numJobs(Integer). The number (=3) of jobs in the production line.
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{ minTime(Tank, Time). The minimum time a job can stay in each tank.

{ maxTime(Tank, Time). The maximum time a job can stay in each tank.

The problem variables are those whose value is found during the search for the
shortest possible cycle:

{ Entry. An array of the times at which the jobs are put into the tanks.

{ Removal. An array of the times at which the jobs are removed from the tanks.

{ Period. The time of a cycle.

A single cyclic HSP with time windows can be de�ned by four types of con-
straints.

First, we relate the array of variables Entry to the array of decision variables
Removal. For each tank, the entry time is the removal time from the previous
tank, plus the transportation time between the two tanks. The \0th" tank is the
stack of unprocessed jobs.

lin1(Removal,Entry):-

for(Tank,1:numTanks) do

Removal[Tank-1] + full(Tank-1) = Entry[Tank].

Second, the entry time of a job to a tank is related straightforwardly to its re-
moval time from this tank: the di�erence between them is equal to the treatment
time in the tank. Due to the nature of chemical treatments, the processing of a
job in a tank must be completed within a given time window. These intervals
impose time window constraints on the hoist movements. Scheduling with time
window has been studied by Phillips and Unger [18].

lin2(Removal,Entry) :-

for(Tank,1:numTanks) do

Entry[Tank] + minTime(Tank) � Removal[Tank],

Entry[Tank] + maxTime(Tank) � Removal[Tank].

Third, since one job is removed from the production line during each cycle
the time of any job in the system cannot be longer than the time of NumJobs
cycles.

lin3(Removal,Period) :-

Removal[numTanks] + full(numTanks) � numJobs * Period.

Fourth, the hoist can only do one thing at a time. Thus a constraint is
required to prevent the hoist transporting a job from tank T1 to T1 + 1 at the
same time as it is transporting the same, or another, job from tank T2 to T2+1.
A clash will obviously occur if a task is being performed on a job at the same
time as any other task on the same job. Less obviously a clash will occur if a task
is being performed on a job at time Time, and another task is being performed
on the same job at time Time+Period. In this case the clash will be between the
�rst task on one job and the second task on the following job. In fact a clash
will occur if two tasks are being performed on a job at any pair of times Time
and Time+N*Period, for N up to but not including the number of jobs at the
same time on the production line.

To ensure no clash between the transportation from T1 to T1 + 1 and T2 to
T2 +1, either one job must be removed from tank T1 after the other was placed
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in tank T2 + 1, leaving time for the hoist to travel empty from tank T2 + 1 to
tank T1; or the job must be placed in tank T1 + 1 before being removed from
tank T2, leaving time for the hoist to travel empty from T1 + 1 to T2.

This constraint is the core of the generic HSP model. It is expressed in terms
of the following clauses:

disj(Removal,Entry,Period) :-

for(T1,1:numTanks-1) do for(T2,T1+1:numTanks) do

for(K,1:numJobs-1) do

disj1(T1,T2,K,Removal,Entry,Period).

disj1(T1,T2,K,Removal,Entry,Period) :-

Entry[T1+1] + empty(T1+1,T2) + K * Period � Removal[T2].

disj1(T1,T2,K,Removal,Entry,Period) :-

Entry[T2+1] + empty(T2+1,T1) � Removal[T1] + K * Period.

This disjunctive constraint is super�cially similar to the resource constraints en-
countered in disjunctive scheduling, which enforce that one task is performed ei-
ther before or after another task [7]. However the disjunctive constraints in hoist
scheduling involve not just the two task variables, Entry[T1] and Removal[T2]

for example, but they also involve a third variable Period. The occurrence of a
third variable makes the handling of the hoist scheduling disjunctive constraints
quite di�erent. In case there are only two variables, choosing one alternative
for each disjunctive constraint, together with propagation, su�ces to decide the
global consistency of the constraints. In case three variable are involved, by con-
trast, choosing disjuncts and propagating without failing, no longer su�ces to
guarantee global consistency.

The whole single cyclic scheduling problem with time windows, denoted by
hsp1, is de�ned as follows:

problem hsp1:

minimize Period

subject to lin1(Removal,Entry), lin2(Removal,Entry),

lin3(Removal,Period), disj(Removal,Entry,Period).

Other classes of HSPs can be de�ned by an extension or a small modi�cation of
this generic HSP model.

3.2 Scheduling with Tank Capacity

Each tank has a �nite capacity. There is a limit to the number of jobs it can
treat at any one time. The papers on one-hoist scheduling problems consider
usually the maximum capacity of each tank equal to one.

{ tankCapacity(Tank, Integer). The capacity of each tank.

The tanks must never contain more jobs than their capacities. So for tank T1,
a job must be removed before the arrival of the job which is tankCapacity(I)
jobs (=cycles) behind it on the production line. We introduce the following
constraint:
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lin4(Removal,Entry,Period) :-

for(Tank,1:numTanks) do

Removal[Tank] - Entry[Tank] � tankCapacity(Tank) * Period.

The P&U's problem with tank capacity is denoted by hsp2 and it contains
constraints lin1, lin2, lin3, lin4, disj.

3.3 Scheduling with Multiple Hoists on One Track

HSP can use two or more hoists on the same track. In the multiple hoist problem
we need a variable which associates a hoist to each activity - transporting a job
from one tank to the next. Data:

{ numHoists(Integer). The number of hoists (=2) in the system.

Variable:

{ Hoist An array recording which hoist is assigned to each activity. Hoist[T] is the

hoist which transports a job from tank T to T+1.

The multiple hoist problem can be modelled by changing only the disjunctive
constraint disj from the previous model. The new disjunctive constraint only
di�ers by allowing an extra alternative: the case where the two activities are
performed by di�erent hoists.

We assume the hoists are numbered, with the hoists further along the track
towards the higher-numbered tanks also having higher numbers. Because the
hoists cannot pass each other, if two activities do overlap in time, the activity
involving the higher-numbered tank must be performed by the higher-numbered
hoist.

mhdisj(Removal,Entry,Hoist,Period) :-

for(T1,1:numTanks-1) do for(T2,T1+1:numTanks) do

for(K,1:numJobs-1) do

mhdisj1(T1,T2,K,Removal,Entry,Hoist,Period).

mhdisj1(T1,T2,K,Removal,Entry, H,Period) :-

Entry[T1+1] + empty(T1+1,T2) � Removal[T2] + K * Period.

mhdisj1(T1,T2,K,Removal,Entry, H,Period) :-

Entry[T2+1] + empty(T2+1,T1) + K * Period � Removal[T1].

mhdisj1(T1,T2,K,Removal,Entry,Hoist,Period) :-

/* Comment: T2>T1 */

Hoist[T2] � Hoist[T1] + 1.

The whole P&U's problem with multi hoists on one track is denoted by hsp3

and it contains constraints lin1, lin2, lin3, lin4, mhdisj.
Notice that Lei and others introduced two quite di�erent models for the 2-

hoist problem, the partitioning model [15], and the tra�c-collision approach [14].
hsp3 models the tra�c-collision approach. The weaker partition approach could
be modelled by adding the single constraint

partition(Hoist) :-

for(I,1:numTanks-1) do for(J,I+1:numTanks) do

Hoist[J] � Hoist[I].
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3.4 Scheduling with Multiple Tracks

HSPs can contain hoists on more than one track. Previous approaches toward
solving cyclic HSPs have been limited to single-track cases. Our model for that
problem is very similar to the model for the previous class of HSPs. Since the
hoists use di�erent tracks it is enough to force that the hoists for each tank are
di�erent. We adapt the model of hsp3 by adding a single extra clause to the
procedure for mhdisj1, viz:

mhdisj1(T1,T2,K,Removal,Entry,Hoist,Period) :-

Hoist[T1] � Hoist[T2] + 1.

The whole P&U's problem with multi hoists on di�erent tracks is denoted by
hsp4 and it contains lin1, lin2, lin3, lin4, and the modi�ed mhdisj.

4 Deriving Models for Di�erent Solvers

We use the CLP formalism for modelling and solving HSPs. Once a CLP program
has been developed for a class of HSPs it is relatively easy, compared with the
mathematical programming approach, to adapt the model for other classes of
HSPs and run di�erent solution algorithms.

4.1 Modelling

CLP has greater expressive power than traditional mathematical programming
models in two ways:

{ Constraints involving disjunction can be represented directly
{ Constraints can be encapsulated (as predicates) and used in the de�nition
of further constraints

However, a CLP model can be automatically translated into a traditional MIP
model by

{ Eliminating disjunctions in favour of auxiliary boolean variables
{ Unfolding predicates into their de�nitions

This translation is only applicable on condition that any recursively de�ned
constraints can be fully unfolded at the time of translation. This condition is
satis�ed in the HSP model, and all the other large scale industrial optimisation
problems we have addressed. The translation is presented in detail in [19]. We
briey summarise the key steps, and present a toy example.

{ For each possible top level goal, p(X1, ..., Xn) add to the program a single
clause

p(X1...Xn) :- p(X1...Xn,1).

The extra �nal argument is an input boolean (1 imposes the constraint,
whilst 0 would relax it).
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{ Each predicate de�nition

disj(X1...Xn) :- Body1.

...

disj(X1...Xn) :- BodyN.

is translated into a single-clause predicate

disj(X1...Xn,B) :- Body1[B1], ..., BodyN[BN], B1+...+BN=B.

The bodies Bodyi[Bi] are produced by adding an extra argument Bi to
every goal.

{ Each linear constraint X � Y is translated into another linear constraint
X + m * B � Y + m where m is the number (hi(X)� lo(Y )). Value hi(X)
is the upper bound of X and lo(Y ) is the lower bound of Y . Note, every
translated linear constraint is equivalent to the original constraint if the
auxiliary binary variable is instantiated to 1; and it is true for every value
of X and Y within their ranges, if it is instantiated to 0.

After translation, the resulting CLP program has no choice points. When the
input data of a given problem are supplied, the translated program is automat-
ically unfolded into a conjunction of linear constraints.

4.2 Example

The program

prog(X, Y) : � X::1..10, Y::1..10, diff(X, Y).

diff(X, Y) : � Y+2 � X.

diff(X, Y) : � X+2 � Y.

is translated into the program:

prog(X, Y) : � prog(X, Y, 1).

prog(X, Y, B) : � X::1..10, Y::1..10, diff(X, Y, B).

diff(X, Y, B) : � Y+2+B1 �11 � X+11, X+2+B2 � 11 � Y+11, B1+B2 = B.

The goal prog(3,Y) is unfolded into the constraints:

1 � Y � 10, Y+2+B1 � 11 � 14, 5+B2 � 11 � Y+11, B1+B2 = 1.

4.3 Solving

The proposed evaluation algorithm allows an integration of MIP with CLP us-
ing a unique model for a problem. The derived linear constraints are treated
either by the MIP solver, or the CLP solver, or by both solvers. Our hybrid
algorithm combines both solvers such that search is separated from the handling
of constraints. Search is applied by labelling of boolean and integer variables.
Constraint handling is performed by constraint propagation of the CLP solver
and linear constraint solving of the MIP solver.
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We have implemented the integration of CLP with MIP by using the ECLiPSe
constraint logic programming platform and the XPRESS-MP mathematical pro-
gramming package [9, 23]. This allows XPRESS to be used to solve problems
modelled in ECLiPSe. The control of the search process and the constraint
propagation is handled by CLP while the linear constraint solving is handled
by MIP. The constraint propagation is performed by a consistency algorithm on
�nite domains and it represents a component of the ECLiPSe package. On the
other hand, the linear constraint solving is performed by the simplex algorithm
which is a component of the XPRESS package.

Communication between the solvers is supported by the attributed variables
of ECLiPSe. For the purposes of the hoist scheduling problem, the information
communicated is just the upper and lower bounds of the variables.

Naturally the main performance bene�t of the hybrid solver is due to the
early detection of failure by the di�erent solvers. Each solver detects certain
failures which would not have been detected by the other solver until a later
node in the search tree. For example constraint propagation fails immediately
with constraints,

X::0..2, Y::0..2, X+2*Y = 3, X-Y = 1.

but cannot detect any inconsistency in the constraints:

X::1..10, Y::1..10, 2*X+2*Y � 20, X+Y � 11.

A linear solver has precisely the complementary behaviour, detecting the incon-
sistency of the second constraint set, but not the �rst.

On the HSP problem, we apply the following three solvers:

{ CLP solver. The constraints are considered only by ECLiPSe. The search
is done by labelling binary variables �rst. Constraint handling is performed
by constraint propagation on �nite domains.

{ MIP solver. The constraints are considered only by XPRESS. The search
is done by performing the default XPRESS branch-and-bound procedure.
Constraint handling is performed by linear constraint solving (simplex). The
optimal solution of the whole problem is returned to ECLiPSe.

{ CLP&MIP solver.The constraints are considered by ECLiPSe and XPRESS.
The search is done by labelling binary variables �rst. Constraint handling is
performed by constraint propagation on �nite domains and linear constraint
solving.

5 Empirical Results

Let us discuss the empirical results of the hybrid CLP&MIP solver relative to
the results of the CLP and MIP solvers on the following HSPs from Section 2:

The empirical results in Table 2 show that HSPs are hard for our CLP solver.
However, the exibility of CLP gives the programmer the choice of a variety
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Table 1. Hoist scheduling problems

hsp1 the P&U's problem with 12 tanks and 4 jobs

hsp2 the P&U's problem with the tank capacity equal to 2

hsp3 the collision-based P&U's problem with 2 hoists on one track

hsp4 the P&U's problem with 2 hoists on two tracks

of constraint solvers and variable domains. Baptiste et al. [2] compared two do-
mains and associated constraint solvers from di�erent CLP languages: CHIP's
�nite domains and Prolog III's rational numbers. Their empirical results show
when a constraint solver should be chosen in preference to another constraint
solver and how to control the search towards an e�cient running program.

The MIP solver has di�culties to derive an optimal solution to all HSPs. The
solver is very e�cient for problems hsp1 and hsp2, and ine�cient for problems
hsp3, and hsp4.

Table 2. Characteristics of the solvers on di�erent HSPs

The CLP solver:

Time Time Time Min. cycle FD fails

(1st sol.) (opt.sol.) (proof opt.) time

hsp1 1204 sec > 60 min - - > 20000

hsp2 3371 sec > 60 min - - > 20000

hsp3 > 60 min - - - > 20000

hsp4 > 60 min - - - > 20000

The MIP solver:

Time Time Time Min. cycle Nodes

(1st sol.) (opt.sol.) (proof opt.) time processed

hsp1 4 sec 6 sec 7 sec 521 1200

hsp2 6 sec 8 sec 8 sec 521 1521

hsp3 7 sec > 60 min - - > 50000

hsp4 6 sec > 60 min - - > 50000

The CLP&MIP solver:

Time Time Time Min. cycle FD fails LP fails

(1st sol.) (opt.sol.) (proof opt.) time

hsp1 19 sec 73 sec 105 sec 521 1338 502

hsp2 28 sec 76 sec 102 sec 521 1399 521

hsp3 218 sec 926 sec 961 sec 395 4179 1768

hsp4 36 sec 68 sec 185 sec 379 1300 92

By applying the CLP&MIP solver, simplex and the constraint propagation on
�nite domains helped to derive an optimal solution and to prove its optimality. It
follows that the proposed constraint handling is very useful procedure by cutting
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the solution space and deriving an optimal solution to the HSPs in reasonable
time. There is a certain level of orthogonality between constraint propagation
and linear constraint solving. The number of FD-failures and the number of LP-
failures show that both constraint handling procedures are needed to prune the
search space. Since constraint propagation is performed before linear constraint
solving it is di�cult to say which procedure is more important.

All timings in Table 2 are in CPU seconds running on a SUN-SPARC/20.
"FD-fails" denotes the number of failures by performing constraint propagation
and "LP-fails" denotes the number of failures by linear constraint solving.

We show the robustness of the hybrid approach by solving 100 randomly
generated two-hoists HSPs with multiple tracks. The problems represent mod-
i�cations of problem hsp4 in Section 2. The limits on processing times, Min(i)
and Max(i), i = 1; :::; NumTanks, are determined by drawing values from two
sampling functions, fMin(i) = Min(i) � 10 + 20 � r1 and fMax(i) = Max(i) �
10 + 20 � r2, where r1 and r2 are (0; 1) uniform random numbers [15]. Once the
values of these processing time limits are computed, they are used as constants.
The hoist travelling times are also determined in a similar way using a sampling
function fFull(i) = Empty(i; i+ 1) + 15 + 10 � r3.

Table 3. The CLP&MIP solver on 100 randomly generated hsp4

Derived optimal solutions 100

Min. time 167 sec

Max. time 1146 sec

Avg. time 314 sec

Table 3 represents the minimum, maximum, and average computation times
needed to derive optimal schedules of the generated HSPs. The results demon-
strate that the hybrid solver is a robust algorithm and successfully derives an
optimal solution and proves its optimality to all HSPs with two hoists on di�er-
ent tracks.

6 Conclusions

We have presented models for several classes of industrial HSPs and an e�-
cient translation to a generic model for di�erent solution techniques, i.e. the
CLP solver, the MIP solver, or hybrid CLP&MIP solvers. These models and
solvers have been benchmarked on some problems which have been the subject
of previous research both using CLP, MIP and heuristic algorithms.

The proposed CLP&MIP solver can solve several classes of HSPs which have
never previously been solved to optimality. Neither the CLP solver nor the MIP
solver alone are able to solve them in reasonable time. The experimental results
demonstrated that constraint propagation and linear constraint solving are or-
thogonal up to certain degree. An infeasibility of several HSPs is recognised by
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only one of the procedures. The proposed integration of CLP with MIP allows
comparisons between the two approaches and gives a clearer idea of when CLP
should be chosen in preference to MIP, and when an integrated solver is quicker
than the CLP solver or the MIP solver.

However the HSP experiments have revealed an unexpected, but very im-
portant, bene�t of hybrid solvers. The experiments show that, if constraints are
passed to both a constraint propagation engine and a linear solver, the robust-
ness of the model may be dramatically enhanced. The same generic model can
be easily and naturally adapted for all the di�erent classes of HSPs, and they
can all be solved.

Using either MIP or CLP solvers alone, problem modelling is made harder
because models must be designed speci�cally for the solver, as for example in
[14, 15, 16, 18, 22]. In fact, when the same generic model is solved by a CLP
or an MIP solver alone, only a subset of the di�erent problem classes can be
e�ectively handled. Our hope is that hybrid solvers may make it possible to
simplify problem modelling, by reducing the need to address issues of solver
e�ciency at the modelling stage.

Our work makes a contribution to the long-term objective of separating the
modelling and solving of combinatorial problems. With the powerful modelling
facilities of CLP, with multiple solvers and exible search control, the encoding
of a correct model of the problem can indeed be a guaranteed step towards
an e�cient running program. The consequences can be revolutionary - with
programmers actually taking modelling seriously.
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Abstract. We introduce a constraint system LC that handles arithmetic

constraints over reals within the linear concurrent constraint program-

ming (lcc) framework. This approach provides us with a general, ex-

tensible foundation for linear programming algorithm design that comes

with a (linear) logical semantics. In particular, it allows us to build a

`glass-box' version of the (constraint solver) simplex algorithm by de�n-

ing (monotone) cc ask and tell agents over a higher-level constraint sys-

tem as lcc(LC) programs. We illustrate at the same time the use of the

lccframework as a non-trivial concurrent algorithm speci�cation tool.

1 Introduction

Constraint-based programming languages are based on a functional separation
between a program that successively generates pieces of partial information
called constraints, and a constraint solver that collects, combines, simpli�es
and detects inconsistencies between these constraints. Initially, constraint solvers
were monolithic programs written in a low-level language (the `black-box' ap-
proach), making it hard not only to modify or extend the solver, but also to
reason about it or debug it. A few proposals [6, 16] have been made over the
years to allow more exibility and customization of constraint solvers, as well
as provide them with an interesting semantics, ideally on par with that of the
language : the so-called `glass-box' (or `open-box') approaches. In particular, a
signi�cant success of the concurrent constraint (cc) paradigm has been the ra-
tional reconstruction of the �nite-domain constraint propagators of CLP(FD)
by cc-agents [6].
In the cc paradigm, concurrent agents communicate asynchronously via a shared
store : they add constraints to the store (tell agents) and synchronize by asking
the store whether a given constraint is entailed (ask agents). However, the store
evolves monotonically during computations, making the cc framework ill-suited
to the expression of global constraints that use inherently non-monotonic (im-
perative, backtrackable) data structures.
This is precisely the case for another prominent domain of application of con-
straint technology : constraint programming over reals. The simplex algorithm is
typically non-monotonic in that the information computed along a failed branch
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of the search procedure (i.e. one that leads to a non-optimal vertex) is used to
perform the rest of the search.
Indeed, although many systems for handling linear constraints over reals have
been proposed (see [12] for a survey), we are not aware of any attempt to recon-
struct the corresponding family of constraint solving algorithms in the spirit of
cc(FD), i.e. from a set of elementary, combinable primitives aimed at abstracting
its fundamental operations. In this paper, we show how Linear cc (lcc) { a non-

monotonic extension of cc languages introduced in [14], in a spirit similar to [1],
where the constraint system is axiomatized in linear logic and constraints are
consumed by ask agents without maintenance or recomputation { may be used
to overcome the `non-monotony obstacle', and in so doing we provide the �rst
example of practical use of the lcc framework. We illustrate lcc expressiveness
and programming style by �rst building a low-level constraint system to handle
equations and inequations over reals, and then programming one (of many possi-
ble) constraint solvers faithful to the cc ask & tell paradigm as an lcc program
on top of that constraint system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the necessary back-
ground on the lcc framework as developed in [13, 4], and describes the tight
correspondance between lcc computations and proofs in linear logic. Section 3
then introduces the constraint system LC designed to serve as a base for (non-
monotonic) constraint computing over reals. Section 4 illustrates the use of LC by
expressing a constraint solver that is complete with respect to satis�ability and
entailment of linear equations and inequations as a couple of lcc agents, e�ec-
tively de�ning a cc(R) language.

2 The lcc Framework

We recall below the main features of the linear concurrent constraint framework
as de�ned in [4, 13]

2.1 Syntax

De�nition 21 (Linear constraint system) A linear constraint system is a

pair (C;`C), where:

{ C is a set of formulas of intuitionistic linear logic (ILL) (see for example

[5]), called the linear constraints, built from a set V of variables, a set � of

function and relation symbols, with logical operators: 
; 1; 9; !

{ C is a subset of C�C which de�nes the non-logical axioms of the constraint

system.

{ `C is the least subset of C? � C containing C and closed by the rules of

ILL for 1, 
, 9 and ! .

The classical constraint systems of cc languages [15] can be recovered with
the usual translation of classical or intuitionistic logic into linear logic, by writing
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all constraints under a ! [5]. In general, linear constraints are not erasable in
the sense that d 6` 1. However, explicit erasure of constraints through the ask
operator of lcc agents constitutes one of the main features of the formalism, and
opens up the possibility of writing non-monotonic algorithms.

lcc agents are de�ned by the grammar A ::= p(x) j tell(c) j (A k A) j
A + A j 9xA j 8x(c ! A) where k stands for parallel composition, + for non-
deterministic choice, 9 for variable hiding and ! for blocking ask. The atomic
agents p(x) : : : are procedure calls. Recursion is obtained by declarations : D ::=
p(x) = A and D :: � j [D]�;D where [D]� denotes congruence classes of D up to
variable renaming.

An lcc program is a delclarations-agent couple. In the following, both the
constraint system C and the set of declarations D will be implicit.

De�nition 22 (Con�gurations) A con�guration is a triple (x; c; � ), where
x is a set of variables, c is a constraint, and � a multi-set of agents.

In a con�guration (x; c; � ), x denotes the set of hidden variables and c

is the store. We shall use the notation x; y to denote the union of the disjoint

sets x and fyg, fv(A) to denote the set of free variables of an agent or formula
A, and v(A) to denote the set of all variables occurring in A. The operational
semantics of lcc programs can be presented by a congruence and a transition
relation between con�gurations.

De�nition 23 The structural congruence � is the least congruence satisfying

the rules of Table 1.

Table 1. Structural congruence

�-Conversion
z 62 v(A)

9yA � 9zA[z=y]

Parallel composition (x; c; A k B; � ) � (x; c; A;B; � )

Hiding
y 62 x [ fv(c; � )

(x; c; 9yA;� ) � (x; y; c; A; � )

y 62 fv(c; � )

(x; y; c; � ) � (x; c; � )

The transition relation �! is the least transitive relation on con�gurations

satisfying the rules of Table 2.

The only di�erence with monotonic cc is that constraints are formulas of
linear logic and that the communication rule ask consumes information. In
the ask rule, the resulting store d is the part of the store which remains af-
ter some necessary consumptions for entailing the guard e. Without restriction,
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Table 2. Transition relation

Tell (x; c; tell(d); � ) �! (x; c
 d; � )

Ask
c `C d
 e[t=y]

(x; c; 8y(e! A); � ) �! (x; d; A[t=y]; � )

Procedure calls
[p(y) = A]� 2 D

(x; c; p(y); � ) �! (x; c; A;� )

�
(x; c; � )�(x0; c0; � 0) (x0; c0; � 0)�!(y0; d0; �0) (y0; d0; �0)�(y; d; �)

(x; c; � )�!(y; d; �)

Guarded choice
(x; c; A; � ) �! (y; d; �)

(x; c; A+B; � ) �! (y; d; �)

(x; c; B; � ) �! (y; d; �)

(x; c; A+B; � ) �! (y; d; �)

lcc computation is thus intrinsically non-deterministic, even without the choice
operator +, since several constraints can satisfy the condition of the ask rule.
Note that ask agents are written with a universal quanti�er to indicated the
variables which are bound in the guard.
Of particular interest, especially for control purposes, are linear atomic con-
straints without entailment, i.e.'tokens'1. In that case, entailment by a store is
simply multiset inclusion. Note also that we chose the one-step guarded choice
rule to express non-determinism, the main reason being that we will need to keep
a tight rein on the production of suspensions in the programs of Section 4. As
noted in [4], this choice has no e�ect on the semantics as long as only successes
and accessible stores are observed.

De�nition 24 (Observables) The store of a con�guration (x; c; � ) is the

constraint 9xc. An accessible store from A is a constraint d such that there exist

a constraint c and a multi-set � of agents such that (;; 1; A) �! (x; c; � ) and
9xc ` d
>.

A success for an agent A is a con�guration (x; c; ;) such that (;; 1; A) �!
(x; c; ;);

A suspension for A is a con�guration (x; c; d1 ! A1; : : : ; dn ! An), n � 0,
such that (;; 1; A) �! (x; c; d1 ! A1; : : : ; dn ! An) and for no i, c > di (a

success is a suspension with n = 0).

2.2 Logical semantics

One of the main attractive features of the lcc framework is its logical semantics,
i.e. the existence of a direct translation between lcc and linear logic, following

1 Tokens are practically the only type of constraints that lcc examples in the literature

have used so far.
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the `Programs=Formulas and Computation = Proof Search' paradigm. We sum-
marize below the main features of this correspondance, as presented in [4, 13].

Let (C;C) be a linear constraint system and D be a set of declarations.

De�nition 25 lcc agents are translated into formulas in the following way:

tell(c)y = c 8x(c! A)y = 8xc( Ay

p(x)y = p(x) (9xA)y = 9xAy

(A k B)y = Ay 
By (A+B)y = Ay & By

If � is the multi-set of agents (A1 : : : An), de�ne � y = A
y
1 
 � � � 
 Ay

n
. If

� = ; then � y = 1.

The translation of a con�guration (x; c; � ) is the formula 9x(c
 � y).

Let us denote by ILL(C,D) the deduction system obtained by adding to ILL:

{ the non-logical axiom c ` d for every c C d in C ,

{ the non-logical axiom p(x) ` Ay for every declaration p(x) = A in D.

Theorem 26 (Soundness) Let (x; c; � ) and (y; d; �) be LCC con�gura-

tions.

If (x; c; � ) � (y; d; �) then (x; c; � )y a`ILL(C;D) (y; d; �)y.

If (x; c; � ) �! (y; d; �) then (x; c; � )y `ILL(C;D) (y; d; �)y.

Conversely, one can characterize the observation of successes, even in presence
of the operator of explicit choice + (the proofs are given in [13, 4]):

Theorem 27 (Observation of successes) Let A be an lcc agent and c be a

linear constraint.

If Ay `ILL(C;D) c, then there exists a success (x; d; ;) for A such that

9xd `C c.

Theorem 28 (Observation of stores [11]) Let A be an lcc agent and c be

a linear constraint. If Ay `ILL(C;D) c
>, then c is a store accessible from A.

2.3 Programming in lcc

lcc as we envision it is to cc what linear logic is to classical logic : a lower-
level machinery giving explicit control over resources (constraints and formulas),
therefore allowing greater expressivity as well as �ner theoretical analysis. With
this added expressive power comes, however, the usual drawback of `lower level'
formalisms : writing complex programs can get somewhat unwieldy. In particu-
lar, concurrency and asynchrony notoriously require explicit and heavy-handed
handling of the necessary synchronizations, especially in a non-monotonic frame-

work. We list below the main features of the corresponding programming disci-
pline, and also add some syntactic sugar to the framework.
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Programming Style Non-monotony in the concurrent constraint framework
has several consequences :

{ Constraint consumption allows a form of imperative programming : for ex-
ample, by using a constraint eq(x,v) that is a placeholder for the real value
v of variable x, on may erase (ask) or update (ask followed by tell) the
'value' of x that may be read by the 8-rule. This, in turn, precludes the
need for data structures such as streams to hold simpler, but inherently
non-monotonic, information.

{ One must distinguish between permanent constraints (i.e. the monotonic,
or `banged', subset of the constraint system) that behave exactly as in the
cc framework, and constraints that may be removed either by internal ac-

tions of the constraint system, that is linear deductions de�ned by the `
relation, or by ask at the level of agents.

{ The fact that the ` relation deduces non-monotonically forces the program
designer to think { at least in part { procedurally about the store when
programming the agents :
� The rules of the constraint system must be designed with 'defeasibility'
in mind, i.e. consequences of a constraint c must not be left behind after

its erasure or update, as they may become inconsistent with, for example,
a newer version of c.

� External consumption of constraints through the ask e�ectively actual-
izes2 the potential non-determinism of the ` relation, i.e. it forces the
store into one of a set of possible equivalence classes of states.
For example, let c; d; d0; e; e0; f be linear constraints such that c ` d
d0

and c
e
e0. Agents d �! f and e �! f force the store in respective
states f
d0 and f
e0.
The store may thus be seen as `looping' through the equivalence-class of
possible deductions, this equivalence class being modi�ed by a tell action
or reduced (measured) by an ask action.

� The framework is of course not conuent in general : non-joinable `crit-
ical pairs' in the rules de�ning the constraint system may lead to non-
conuent behavior of programs, as may non-deterministic agents whose
alternatives are `non-joinable'. Note that since we work here with what is
essentially a certain class of rewriting rules, a conuence theorem such as
the one developed for the Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) formalism
in [16], based on joinability of critical pairs, may help de�ne a `well-
behaved' subclass of linear constraint systems.

Bracket Notation : When describing constraint system rules or lcc agents,
one very often wishes not to consume a given constraint in a speci�c rule or
query, e�ectively designing a rule `monotonic' relatively to that constraint. We
will use the following notation :

TcU
d ` e stands for c
d ` c
e

2 It is hard to avoid thinking of the analogy with the act of measuring a micro-state

in quantum mechanics...
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and similarly for �! .

3 A Constraint System for Linear (In)Equalities

We wish to capture in the de�nition of a linear constraint system the most gen-
eral { the less 'context dependent' { pieces of information needed and operations
performed by algorithms dealing with linear equations and inequations. To de-
scribe and modify a `state of a�airs' in such a context, we need to manipulate
three types of information (from the `highest level' to the `lowest level') :

1. The system S of equations and inequations representing the mathematically
meaningful information on the real-valued variables, in the usual linear-
algebraic or geometric interpretation of the language.

2. Sets of variables and indices : constraints in S must be manipulated and
combined explicitly to yield useful information, typically satis�ability or en-
tailment of other constraints. In particular, S may be represented in many
ways equivalent with respect to the geometric interpretation : search through
the space of representations is the core of the simplex algorithm.
To maintain and modify this representational information, we use sets of
variables and indices. The purpose is that a given `point of view' on S be
entirely described by a few sets such as the sets of upper-bounded and lower-
bounded variables, the set of base variables, and the set of all variables in
S.

3. To carry actual computations in a concurrent constraint setting, we �nally
need some extra information in the store :
{ synchronization constraints, i.e. tokens that play their usual synchroniza-
tion role between concurrent processes acting on the same variables.

{ a way to store intermediate (numerical) results of calculations : a mere
binary `placeholder' constraint eq(x,v) with arithmetic evaluation of its
value-argument v by the store is su�cient.

We now move on to a more formal description of the (LC, `LC ) constraint
system for elementary manipulation of linear equations and inequations3.

3.1 `Classical' Foundations

To handle linear equations and inequations over reals4, we need to carry basic
arithmetic computations : evaluate the coe�cients of linear combinations of con-

3 Since we wish to recover monotony in the cc framework later on, we do not include

rules for disequations. Their treatment within the constraint system, similar to that

of equations, entails no special di�culty. Of course, to test e�ciently for satis�ability

and entailment with disequations in the system, one has to do some extra work. The

constraint solver reconstruction that we present in Section 4 is designed so that

detection of implicit equalities and corresponding improvements in the entailment

test for equations may be added easily to the `core' agents
4 Actually, we compute only over rationals. We suppose given a (countable) set of

de�nitions for integer constants (one may see them as mere syntactic conventions),

and any rational number may be expressed as a basic arithmetic term.
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straints, test wether their value is positive, or zero, etc.
Therefore, we need de�nitions for the basic arithmetic function and predicate
symbols f0; 1;+; �;�; =;=;�;�; 6=g5. We rely for this on the usual axioms of
elementary �eld theory, together with the 5 axioms de�ning the order relation
on an ordered �eld.
Note that these axioms constitute6 a complete theory [9] : satis�ability of any
formula built with the above predicates is decidable, using a quanti�er elimina-
tion method. Moreover, it is the `natural' theory when dealing with constraints
on reals or rationals, and it enjoys the standard mathematical structures R as a
model: we shall refer to it as CT in the rest of the paper. Of course, we cannot use
CT `directly' for our constraint system : besides its computational intractability,
it gives no explicit control over the constraints and the `state of deductions'.

3.2 Constraints on Sets

Sets are represented by constraints set(E; T ) where E is a variable and T a set-
term, represented modulo set equality (`=set' is de�ned by the usual `classical'
axioms, as term equality augmented with associativity and commutativity prop-
erties ). Table 3 gives the rules on set manipulation.
The element equivalence allows to add an element to a set, or pluck it from a
set to work with it, while the assign rule deals with set copying.

Table 3. LC set constraints

Evaluate set(E;A)
A =set B `LC set(E;B)

Element set(E; fx1; : : : ; xng)
(x 2 E) a`LC set(E; fx; x1; : : : ; xng)

Assign set(E; fx1; : : : ; xng)
(E
0 := E) `LC set(E; fx1; : : : ; xng)
set(E

0
; fx1; : : : ; xng

We will note E = fx1; : : : ; xng for set(E; fx1; : : : ; xng) and E = ; for
set(E; fg) when the context is unambiguous.
We use this set machinery in the following as a privileged way of implementing
the information removal capabilities of lcc. For example, if E is a set of variables
of unknown cardinality to which a treatment T must be applied :

1. E is copied to E' using the assign rule ; E' will be used for T to prevent
interference with other processes that need to access E

5 These axioms are formulas of `classical logic' (we suppose them translated in linear

logic, i.e. suitably `banged') : the predicates f=;�;�; 6=g will behave like `usual',

non-consumable constraints.
6 Together with the axiom of existence of a square root and the axiom schema of

existence of a zero for any odd-degree polynomial.
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2. agents of the form `(8e((e 2 E0)�! T (e)))' remove elements from E' and
apply the treatment T

3. a test E0 6= ; guards a `termination agent' that `cleans up' and posts a token
to signal completion to other processes

3.3 Linear Arithmetic Constraints

The LC constraint system uses the following constraints, in addition to those
de�ned above :

{ Tokens : as necessary.7

{ Unary : vars, base

{ Binary : line, eq, leq, geq, vareq, const

{ Ternary : co

Equations in LC are represented as line(i; a) constraints, where i is the equa-
tion number and a is a linear arithmetic term a1x1 + : : : anxn + b. A constraint
line(i; a) may be read as : ` equation (i) states that a=0 ' and thought of as a
line in a simplex matrix. Inequations are limited to one variable, and represented
by : leq(x; �) for x � � and geq(x; �) for x � �

The eq(x,v) constraint stands for :`x has current value v0 and is a placeholder
for values of variables that evaluates its second argument.
The LC rules8 for linear equations and inequations are given in Table 4. They are
designed to maintain the system of equations in Gauss normal form and deduce
the corresponding coe�cients so that agents may access them.
Two distinguished sets, the set V of all variables in the linear system and the set
B of base variables, are used to direct the gaussian elimination process carried
through the Scalar and Simplify rules. These sets are recognized and main-
tained through the vars and base predicates.
An equation holds two types of non-monotonically varying information : the set
of its non-zero-coe�cient variables and the values of the coe�cients. Through
the Dissect-Rebuild equivalence, a line may be dissected into the multiset of
its coe�cients (represented as constraints co(i; x; a) { or const(i; a) for the con-
stant subterm { where i is the equation number, x the variable and a the value
of the coe�cient) and the set of its variables Vi (distinguished by the vareq

constraint), and subsequently rebuilt if none of the necessary information has
been consumed . The existence of two distinct states (`dissected' versus `whole')
stems from the need to prevent modi�cation of a line while its coe�cients are
being used, since those coe�cients would then lose their logical meaning.

7 As tokens do not appear in deductions of LC, de�ning new tokens as needed for

the speci�c application has no impact on the workings of the constraint system.

Alternatively, one can de�ne a generic unary constraint token(i) and use the `9'

mechanism to generate new indices
8 Depending on the presentation, these rules should be taken either as axioms or axiom

schemas, universally quanti�ed over the intended range of the variables (Q or N) or

over the number of terms in the linear sums.
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Table 4. LC axioms for linear equations and inequations

Evaluate line(i; s)
(s = s
0) `LC line(i; s

0) eq(x; v)
(v = v
0) `LC eq(i; v

0)

Scalar line(i; s) `LC line(i; �s)

Simplify Tbase(B)
(xl; i) 2 B
line(i;
P

aikxk + bi)U
line(j;
P

ajkxk + bj)

`LC line(j;
P

(ajk �
ajl
ail

� aik)xk + (bj �
ajl
ail

� bi))

Dissect-Rebuild Tbase(B)
B = fx1; : : : ; xpg
V ars(V )
V = fx1; : : : ; xng


vareq(i; Vi)U
line(i; a) a`LC co(i; xi1 ; ai1)
 : : :
co(i; xik ; aik )


co(i; xik+1 ; 0)
 : : :
co(i; xin ; 0)
const(i; b)
Vi = fxi1 ; : : : ; xikg

where (xi1 ; : : : ; xik ) = fv(a), b is the constant in a,

9n1; : : : ; nks:t: (xi1 ; n1) 2 B, and (xi2 ; n2); : : : ; (xik ; nk) =2 B

Instantiate Tline(i; x+ b)U `LC !(x = �b)

Faileq line(i; a)
 (a 6= 0) `LC ?

Failineq geq(x; a)
 leq(x; b)
 (b < a) `LC ?

leq(x; a)
(x > a) `LC ? geq(x;a)
(x < a) `LC ?

Moreover, the coe�cients we are interested in are those of lines in Gauss normal
form relatively to set B : the conditions of application of the rule are meant
to ensure that coe�cients are deduced only when the elimination process has
terminated.
The Instantiate rule, together with Evaluate, allows replacement of variables
that are constrained to one value by that value in the other equations. Finally,
the failure rules catch trivial inconsistency or incompatibility of equations or
inequations.

The two following properties of LC are easily shown by reasoning on the pos-
sible deductions from an initial state consisting in a store S of m line constraints,
with leq, and geq constraints and a base B of m variables.

Theorem 1. LC is consistency-complete with respect to systems of equations.

Proof: `Consistency-complete' means here that if the system composed of the
line constraints of S has no solution under its standard mathematical interpre-
tation { i.e. model of CT { than store S is inconsistent under `LC . This is just
a consequence of the completeness of the gaussian elimination process.
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Theorem 2. LC is sound : satis�ability in CT implies sati�ability in LC.

Proof: Once again, this is a consequence of the nature of the elimination process.
The Faileq rule can only be activated if the subsystem of equations is incon-
sistent. The �rst inequation failure rule may be activated only through trivially
incompatible inequations on the same variable, while the other failure rules may
be activated only if variable x is instantiated to a value v, which happens only
if line(i,x-v) is a linear combination of the initial equations.

The LC constraint system thus provides a set of elementary tools to manip-
ulate information about linear arithmetic constraints, together with a logical
interpretation of these manipulations. The only `active' behavior of LC consists
in applying gaussian elimination to equations, e�ectively keeping the system in
`dereferenced' form. Although trivial conicts are detected and lead to failure,
global satis�ability of a system of equations and inequations corresponding to
the usual mathematical interpretation is, of course, not tested. How to imple-
ment such a test, e�ectively recreating a higher-level constraint solver over reals
in the common sense of the term, is the object of the next section.

4 Rebuilding the Simplex

In this section, we illustrate the expressive power of LC and the lcc framework
by showing how one can rebuild a {fairly{ classical simplex-based constraint
solver by programming the ask and tell agents in lcc(LC). This solver can be
easily modi�ed, extended, or tailored to speci�c applications (for instance, re-
activity { dynamic removal of equations or inequations { may be implemented
with little extra work).

We also show that the higher level ask and tell lcc(LC) primitives de�ned
may be seen as monotonic operators over the CT constraint system, where the
CT language is construed as an abstraction of the LC constraint system , while
completeness of LC w.r.t. the linear existential formulas of CT is recovered pre-
cisely through the ask and tell.
We start by giving minimal background and notations on linear programming,
as well as some properties of the representation of linear systems we use to test
satis�ability and entailment of linear constraints. Next, we describe the struc-
ture of the ask and tell procedures and give some avor of the (hopefully simple)
lcc programming style. We �nish by showing how monotonicity is recovered

by abstracting away tokens, sets, and indices from LC and considering a more
familiar, higher level, entailment relation over the abstract constraint system
CT .

4.1 A Simplex Algorithm

We choose to represent linear programming problems in a way very similar to
the one presented in Refalo's work [12] on resolution and implication of linear
constraints in the CLP framework. Let us recall briey the main notations and
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results that sustain this approach.
Any system of equations, inequations and disequations may be rewritten in nor-

mal form, de�ned as a pair (FG(auss); FS(implex)) where FG holds the equations
and disequations over unbounded variables, while FS holds inequations and equa-
tions over bounded variables. The details of the decomposition are given in [12],
the main result being that a system in normal form has a solution.

We concentrate here on the FS subsystem9, for which a `solvable form' is
de�ned.

De�nition 41 A system of linear constraints is in solvable form if it is written :

�
xb =M�Lx�L +M�Ux�U
l � x � u

and veri�es :

lB �M�Ll�L +M�Uu�U

where :

{ M is an m*n matrix, and M�B = �I

{ x is a vector of n variables

{ B,L,U are disjoint index sets, B representing the base variables, L and U the

lower and upper-bounded variables

{ l and u are vectors of �Rm s.t. hli; uii 6= h�1;+1i and li 6= �1 for i 2 L,

ui 6= +1 for i 2 U .

One shows easily that a system of equations and inequations over bounded vari-
ables has a solution i� it may be put in solvable form. We de�ne the base solution

associated with a solvable form S as a variable a�ectation �S :

�S(xi) =

8<
:

li if i 2 L

ui if i 2 U

�S(axL + a0xU ) if i 2 B and xi is in base

A standard linear program is of the formmin aLxL+aUxU+b under conditions
S, where S is a system in solvable form. It is solved when aL � 0 and aU � 0, as
the base solution associated with S is then optimal for the cost function.

4.2 Description of the ask and tell Agents

To program a naturally usable constraint system for equations and inequations
over reals in a concurrent constraints setting entails de�ning :

{ a tell(c) agent that checks for satis�ability of � [ c when executed in store
� and updates the store accordingly

9 Let us just mention that handling the FG subsystem requires maintenance of two

extra variable sets J and K and incremental detection of implicit equalities [12, 8],

and that disequations may be treated one by one [7].
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{ an ask(c) agent that checks wether � `CT c

where c ranges over equations (ax = b) and inequations (ax � b). Furthermore,
ask(c) and tell(c) should be atomic operations.
Most of the notations used in our code come directly from the above de�nition
of solvable form ; sets B10,U,L are maintained by the tell agents.
The tell(ax � b) procedure (Table 5) tests satis�ability of a constraint ax � b

in store S by adding an equation line(i; ax) to the store (to take advantage of
the built-in elimination mechanism that maintains ax as a combination of the
variables of L and U), and then minimizing ax with limit b, i.e. using a `partial'
simplex algorithm that stops as soon as ax � b, or when the minimum m is
reached and m > b, or ax proves to be unbounded. tell(ax = b) functions simi-
larly, minimizing ax with limit b or �ax with limit -b, depending on the value of
ax under the current base solution. In cases where the constraint is satis�able,
partialsimplex returns the token satis�able and tell adds the constraint to the
store permanently by updating the B,U and L sets, else (unsatis�able case) it
fails.
Similarly, the ask(ax � b) procedure tests entailment of ax � b by minimizing

�ax with limit -b when ax contains only bounded variables 11 In case elimination
of implicit equalities from the system is implemented, than ask(ax = b) merely
tests wether ax = b is trivially solvable ; if it is not, than the simplex must
be used again. In indecisive cases, ask suspends, guarded by a ((base(B)
B 6=
B0)�! ask(:::)) agent that detects variation of the base relative to base B0

where the previous computation was carried.
The core of the program, used both in the ask and tell agents, is the partial-
simplex(ax,b) procedure, partly shown in Table 6. Agent Selectinvar(i) �lls in
global set Xi with candidate entering variables, and then calls Selectionrule that
reduces it to a singleton, according to ,e.g., Bland's rule. Agent Selectoutvars �lls
set Xo with candidate exiting variables, i.e. variables x 2 B such that the vari-
ation caused by a pivot is compatible with inequality constraints. Agent Pivot
just updates B,U,L using the entering variable and one of the x 2 Xo.

The following programming techniques ensure graceful combination of con-
currency and non-determinism with non-monotony :

{ sets are used to control recursion and check for termination (a.k.a. ;)
{ guarded choices are designed to avoid suspensions that might awaken later
in a store where the (non-monotonically varying) values currently computed
have lost meaning

{ atomicity of ask and tell is guaranteed by guarding their execution with
the distinguished token update

The most striking use of linearity (non-monotonicity) here resides perhaps in the
Pivot procedure, where 8k (((xo; k) 2 B)�! tell((xi; k) 2 B) removes variable
xo from the base and replaces it by xi, both variables being instantiated through
the same equation k.

10 B holds couples (x,i)
11 If ax contains unbounded variables, than ax � b is not implied by the store.
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Table 5. tell(ax�b) agent

tell(ax � b) :: (sup(Eqs;N) k tell(line(N + 1; ax)) k

(Tline(N + 1; ax)U�! partialsimplex(N + 1; b)) k

(unsatisfiable�! tell(?))

+
satisfiable�! 9xs(tell(leq(xs; b)
(xs 2 U) k

(line(N + 1; ax)�! line(N + 1; ax� xs)) k

8B;8xeT(base(B)U
(xe 2 Xe)�!

tell((xe; N + 1) 2 B)) k

((xe 2 U)�! tell(update))

+ ((xe 2 L)�! tell(update)))

4.3 Monotony Recovered

Once the ask and tell agents are de�ned as atomic operators, we wish to re-
cover their intended meaning with respect to the natural interpretation arith-
metic constraints (see 3.1 above). To do so, we need to abstract away the extra
information stored in LC for control purposes, i.e. the lower level information
types mentioned in Section 3.
We de�ne a correspondance between LC and CT as follows :

{ � : LC �! CT abstracts away mathematically meaningless information
by mapping constraints line,eq,leq,geq to the corresponding constraints
written with =;�;� and `forgetting' all other information in LC

{ � : cc(CT ) �! lcc(LC) where tell(c); ask(c) 7! implementation in lcc(LC)

We can then relate the derivations in lcc(LC) and cc(CT ) as follows by (tedious
!) reasoning on the complete code for ask and tell :

Theorem 3 (Abstraction).

If (x; s; �(tell(c))) �!LC (x0; s0; ;) then

(y; �(s); tell(c)) �!CT (y0; �(s0); ;)

If (x; s; �(ask(c)�! A)) �!LC (x0; s0; �(A)) then �(s) `CT c

Conversely, an lcc(LC) con�guration is CT -reachable if it is accessible from
the �-translation of a cc(CT ) initial con�guration.

Theorem 4 (Implementation).

If (x; s; �(tell(c)) is reachable and (y; �(s); tell(c)) �!CT (y0; �(s0); ;) then
(x; s; �(tell(c))) �!LC (x0; s0; ;)
If �(s) `CT c and (x; s; �(ask(c)�! A)) is reachable then

(x; s; �(ask(c)�! A)) �!LC (x0; s0; �(A))
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Table 6. Partialsimplex agent

partialsimplex(i; �) :: eval(i; �) k trueval(�)�! (9C(eq(C;�) k pivots(i; C; �)))

pivots(i; C; �) ::9d(selectinvar(i) k selectoutvars(i; d) k

(Xi = ;�! tell(unsatisfiable))+ 8vd (Teq(d; vd)U
(Xi 6= ;))

�!

((vd = +1)�! tell(satisfiable)

+
(vd 6=1)
switchtoken�! (switch k switchtoken �! pivots(i; C; �))

+
(vd 6=1)
pivottoken�! 8� (eq(C;�)

�!

((�� vd � �)�! tell(satisfiable))

+
((�� vd > �)

�!

((Xi 6= ;�!

pivot k ((Xi = ;)
T8�eq(C;�)U�! pivots(i; C; �))))))

In other words, the ask and tell agents de�ned above behave exactly as
classical (monotonic) cc agents over the CT constraint system. Thus, while lin-
earity { the possibility to remove information from the store { is necessary to
program these agents over the elementary constraint system LC, and will still be
necessary for example to extend the simplex algorithm or combine it with other
resolution procedures, one may chose to hide it at the higher level of abstrac-
tion corresponding to the usual black-box speci�cation of solvers over reals. In
particular, the functional separation between language and solver, breached a

priori by the extra expressiveness of the lcc framework, is recovered : the box
has been opened and closed again.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The dual motivation of this paper leads to two correlated but distinct research
tracks. First, we have built a linear constraint system LC designed to handle
equations and inequations over reals, and showed its faithfulness to the intended
goal. We have illustrated its expressive power by de�ning a complete constraint
solver for linear arithmetic constraints as a couple (ask, tell) of lcc(LC) agents.
The other contribution of this paper is that it provides the �rst example of
practical use of the lcc framework, and makes the case of its interest as a
programming paradigm.
On the �rst track, possible research directions include :

{ explicit extension of the reconstructed constraint solver to allow full reactiv-
ity/defeasibility for linear equations and disequations
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{ comparison of non-standard pivot algorithms { such as criss-cross methods
[10] { with simplex methods as a source of potential algorithmic insight.

The second track addresses more general language design issues. The speci-
�city of the lcc framework resides in its combination of declarative and im-
perative programming in a concurrent context, and in its logical semantics that
follows very closely both the constraint system description formalism { indeed,
solvers are described in linear logic { and the programming language itself. It is
worthwhile to note the emergence of a natural separation between three levels :
rules for which no strategy is speci�ed (the `classical' rules of the solver), linear
rules that allow speci�cation of an `execution' strategy through ask agents, and
the `strategy speci�cation' language itself (lcc programs). This separation is
related to the separation typical of another generalized constraint programming
paradigm, based on (rewriting) rules, the CHR/ELAN framework [16, 3, 2] :

1. a { classically speci�ed, black-box { constraint solver

2. constraint rewriting rules that operate above this solver

3. strategies that govern the application of these rules.

As a �rst step towards a better understanding of this strati�cation, and its
interaction with concurrency, we plan on investigating links between the two
frameworks. For example, building a simple translation of CHR into the lower-
level lcc formalism could facilitate transport of the conuence properties proven
in [16].
Finally, one of the main promises of a concurrent `constraints + states' program-
ming paradigm is the possibility to combine solvers within the same framework,
for instance, global, complete algorithms such as the simplex with local, incom-
plete algorithms such as those underlying �nite-domain or real solvers that use
interval arithmetic.
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Abstract. We use a local search method we term Large Neighbourhood

Search (LNS) to solve vehicle routing problems. LNS is analogous to the

shu�ing technique of job-shop scheduling, and so meshes well with con-

straint programming technology. LNS explores a large neighbourhood of

the current solution by selecting a number of \related" customer visits to

remove from the set of planned routes, and re-inserting these visits using

a constraint-based tree search. Unlike similar methods, we use Limited

Discrepancy Search during the tree search to re-insert visits. We analyse
the performance of our method on benchmark problems. We demon-

strate that results produced are competitive with Operations Research

meta-heuristic methods, indicating that constraint-based technology is
directly applicable to vehicle routing problems.

1 Introduction

A vehicle routing problem (VRP) is one of visiting a set of customers using a
eet of vehicles, respecting constraints on the vehicles, customers, drivers, and so
on. The goal is to produce a low cost routing plan specifying for each vehicle, the
order of the customer visits they make. (In academic problems cost is generally
proportional to the number of vehicles, or total travel distance/time.) Industrial
VRPs tend to be large, and so local search techniques are used extensively as
they scale well and can produce reliably good solutions.

Constraint programming appears to be a good technology to apply to VRPs
because of the ubiquity of complex constraints in real problems, such as legisla-
tion on driver breaks, or complex pay provisions. However, search in constraint
programming is usually based upon complete tree-based techniques, which can
at the present moment only solve problems of up to 30 customers reliably.

A natural conjecture is that a combination of local search and constraint
programming should work well for VRPs. Such a method would hopefully provide
the advantages of both: exploration and propagation.

? This work was carried out while the author was working in the Department of Com-

puter Science, University of Strathclyde, as part of the APES research group. The

author wishes to thank all members of APES for their help and support.

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 417-431, 1998.
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We apply a technique we refer to as Large Neighbourhood Search (LNS) to
VRPs. LNS makes moves like local search, but uses a tree-based search with
constraint propagation to evaluate the cost and legality of the move. The moves
made are generally very powerful, changing a large portion of the solution. The
potential for changing large parts of the solution gives LNS its name, as a neigh-
bourhood's size typically varies exponentially with the number of basic elements
of the solution changed by the move.

One way of applying LNS to a VRP is by de�ning a move to be the removal
and re-insertion of a set I of customer visits. We de�ne a \relatedness" measure
between customer visits and use this as a basis for choosing the set I at each
step. We use Limited Discrepancy Search (LDS) to re-insert the customer visits
into the current set of routes. The size of I increases over time, stepping up when
search is deemed to have stagnated at the current size of set I.

Experiments are carried out on benchmark problems, with and without time
windows. We analyse solutions produced by LNS over a range of parameter
settings. LNS is shown to have excellent average performance and produces many
new best solutions to these benchmark problems.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes LNS as applied to the
VRP, compares it with related work, and assesses its bene�ts. Section 3 presents
computational experiments on benchmark problems. Section 4 concludes.

2 Large Neighbourhood Search

LNS is based upon a process of continual relaxation and re-optimization. For the
VRP, the positions of some customer visits are relaxed (the visits are removed
from the routing plan), and then the routing plan re-optimised over the relaxed
positions (by re-inserting these visits). One iteration of removal and re-insertion
can be considered as the examination of a neighbourhood move. If a re-insertion
is found that results in a cost below that of the best routing plan found so far,
this new solution is kept as the current one.

The re-insertion process uses heuristics and constraint propagation. The min-

imum cost re-insertion can be evaluated via branch and bound, or techniques
that only partially explore the search tree can be used.

Two factors a�ect the way in which LNS operates when applied to the VRP:
how customer visits are chosen for removal, and the re-insertion process. These
are now examined in more detail.

2.1 Choosing Customer Visits

We describe a possible method for choosing the customer visits that are removed
and re-inserted. We would not be surprised if better techniques are found. How-
ever, we believe in a general choice strategy: that of choosing related visits.
Related has to be suitably de�ned. A good measure is one that results in op-
portunities for the re-insertion to improve the routing plan. i.e. the measure
should discount (by labelling as unrelated or loosely related), sets of visits that
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are likely to maintain their previous positions when re-inserted. There is no
point in removing visits whose re-insertion is independent of the others', and the
relatedness concept attempts to capture this.

One observation is that visits geographically close to one another are more
related than remote ones. (Alternatively, visits that it is cheap to travel between
should be more related than those with a high travel cost.) It is unlikely that
remote visits will have inter-changes in position due to the high costs involved.

If two visits occur in the same route, we can also consider them to be re-
lated. Removing multiple visits from the same route should be encouraged when
reducing the number of vehicles used is important, as removing all visits from a
route is the only way to reduce the number of routes. (This happens when all
visits are removed from a route, and are then re-inserted into existing routes.)
Related visits might also have similar allowable visiting hours, or be visited at
similar times in the current routing plan.1

Here, for simplicity, we assume a binary relatedness operator R(i; j) taking
two visits and delivering a non-negative value indicating how closely they are
related. Ideally, this function should include domain knowledge about side con-
straints (e.g. see section 2.4 for a discussion of a pickup and delivery example).

We do not address problems with side constraints2 here, and de�ne:

R(i; j) = 1=(cij + Vij)

where cij is the cost of getting to j from i (travel distance in this paper), and
Vij evaluates to 1 if i and j are served by di�erent vehicles and reduction of the
number of vehicles is important in the cost function (see section 3.2 on problems
with time windows). Vij evaluates to 0 otherwise. We assume that all cij are
normalised in the range [0::1].

Figure 1 describes how visits are chosen. If the relatedness measure R(i; j)
perfectly captured which visits should be removed together, then one would
imagine that visits should be drawn from the routing plan using only the relat-
edness concept. In reality, the relatedness measure is never perfect, and relying
on it too heavily can cause search to be too short-sighted (for example, see sec-
tion 3.1). We therefore include a random element. In the algorithm, D controls
determinism.With D = 1, relatedness is ignored and visits are chosen randomly.
With D = 1, visits relaxed are maximally related to some other relaxed visit.
In between, there is a mixture. (Also note that there is always some random
element to the search even at D =1, as a random visit maximally related to a
previously relaxed visit is chosen.)

There are other ways that R(i; j) could be used to choose customer visits. In
�gure 1, a visit is chosen that is related to one visit in the already chosen set.
Alternatively, one could rank the visits by relatedness to all (or some) visits in
the chosen set. Moreover, the ranking system is not ideal when the relatedness
of some pairs of visits is much larger than others (this is addressed in [10]).

1 For the job-shop scheduling problem, [4] uses a shu�ing technique (analogous to

LNS) that relaxes the start times of all operations within a certain range.
2 See [10] for a study of LNS when side constraints are added.
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RemoveVisits(RoutingPlan plan, integer toRemove, real D)
VisitSet inplan := GetVisits(plan)

Visit v := ChooseRandomVisit(inplan)

inplan := inplan - fvg
RemoveVisit(plan, v)

VisitSet removed := fvg

while jremovedj < toRemove do
v := ChooseRandomVisit(removed)

// Rank visits in plan with respect to relatedness to v

// Visits are ranked in decreasing order of relatedness
VisitList lst := RankUsingRelatedness(v, inplan)

// Choose a random number, rand, in [0; 1)
real rand := Random(0,1)

// Relax the visit that is randD of the way through the rank

v := lst[integer(jlstj�randD)]
removed := removed + fvg

inplan := inplan - fvg

end while

end RemoveVisits

Fig. 1. How visits are removed using relatedness

Control of the Neighbourhood Size For e�ciency, one wants to remove the
smallest set of visits that will improve the cost when the visits are re-inserted.
We use the following scheme to attempt to ensure this: Initially, start the number
of visits r to remove at 1. Then, during search, if a consecutive attempted moves
have not resulted in an improvement in the cost, increase r by one. An upper
limit of 30 was placed on the value of r. This scheme increases r only when the
search has deemed to have become \stuck" for the smaller value of r. The value
of a determines how stubbornly LNS seeks improvements at smaller values of
r. [3] used a similar technique for shu�ing in job-shop scheduling.

2.2 Re-inserting Visits

The re-insertion process uses branch and bound, with constraint propagation
and heuristics for variable and value selection. The upper bound is set to the
cost of the best solution found so far. In its simplest form, the search examines
the whole tree for the re-insertion of all visits at minimum cost.

We view each of the relaxed (removed) visits as the constrained variables,
that can take values corresponding to their available insertion points. (An inser-
tion point is a point between two adjcacent visits in the same route that may
accommodate the visit.) For any particular visit, some insertion points may be
ruled out as illegal via simple propagation rules. For example, a visit v cannot
be inserted between visits i and j if this would cause the vehicle to arrive at v or
j after their latest deadlines. Additionally, propagation rules maintain the load
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on the vehicle, and bounds on start of service time for all visits along a route,
based on the pickup quantity, the travel times between visits, and customer time
windows. For a detailed description of such rules, see [15].

Insertion positions for visits can also be ruled out if they would take the lower
bound on the cost of the plan over the upper bound de�ned by the best solution
found so far. We form the lower bound as the current cost of the routing plan.
(We do not compute a lower bound on the cost of including as yet unrouted
visits.) This makes the procedure fast, but the search tree is larger than it would
be if the bound was better. Improving the bound is a subject of future work.

Branching Heuristics We follow the general rules of of \most constrained
variable", \least constrained value" to choose a visit to insert and its insertion
point. A visit could be considered constrained if it is far from the rest of the
routing plan (and so will bring the cost of the plan more quickly towards the
upper bound when inserted). When choosing a position, we could consider an
insertion point less constraining if it increases the cost of the routing plan less.

Assume that visit v has a set of insertion points Iv = fp1; : : : ; png, and
that the cost Cp of an insertion point p is the increase in cost of the routing
plan resulting from inserting v at p. We then de�ne the cheapest insertion point
cv 2 Iv of v as the one for which Ccv is a minimum.As a heuristic, we choose visit
v to insert for which the cost Ccv of its cheapest insertion is largest. This choice of
visit is known as the farthest insertion heuristic. We then try to insert this visit
at each of its insertion points, cheapest to most expensive, in increasing order.
The sub-problem of inserting the remaining visits is solved after each insertion of
v. If any visit has only one legal insertion point, it is immediately inserted at this
point. This is performed as a propagation rule: a so-called \unit propagation".

The farthest insertion heuristic works well, but like any heuristic, has its
problems. The main one is it only addresses one constraint: the bound on the
cost function. When other constraints are added, its guidance is poorer. Ideally,
one wants the heuristic to take account of all (or the more important) constraints.

Limited Discrepancy Search In many cases, the branch and bound re-
insertion procedure can �nd a better solution or prove that none exists for about
25 removed visits in a few seconds for problems with time windows. For prob-
lems without time windows, the optimal re-insertion for only around 15 visits
can be computed in this time as the reduced number of constraints results in less
pruning of the search space. Unfortunately, the distribution of solution times has
a heavy tail, and some re-insertions take a long time to compute. To alleviate
this problem, we used Limited Discrepancy Search [9] (LDS). LDS explores the
search tree in order of an increasing number of discrepancies, a discrepancy be-
ing a branch against the value ordering heuristic. We count a single discrepancy
as the insertion of a customer visit at its second cheapest position. We count
as two discrepancies either one insertion at the third cheapest position, or two
insertions at their second cheapest positions, and so on. We use only one phase

of LDS, with the discrepancy limit set to a pre-de�ned value d. In this way, we
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explore all leaf nodes from 0 to d discrepancies, without re-visiting leaf nodes.
Our re-insertion algorithm is shown in �gure 2. The management of legal in-
sert positions is not mentioned|we assume they are handled by automatically
triggered propagation rules, as previously discussed. The parameter d trades the
coverage of the the search tree with the speed of re-insertion. When d is small, we
opt for large numbers of attempted re-insertions with little search tree coverage
for each one. For high values of d, the opposite situation holds. The presence of
a \trade o�" is investigated in section 3.

Reinsert(RoutingPlan plan, VisitSet visits, integer discrep)

if jvisitsj = 0 then

if Cost(plan) < Cost(bestplan) then
bestplan := plan

end if

else

Visit v := ChooseFarthestVisit(visits)

integer i := 0

for p in rankedPositions(v) and i � discrep do

Store(plan) // Preserve plan on stack
InsertVisit(plan, v, p)

Reinsert(plan, visits - v, discrep - i)
Restore(plan) // Restore plan from stack
i := i + 1

end for

end if

end Reinsert

Fig. 2. How visits are re-inserted

2.3 Related Work

LNS is analogous to the shu�ing technique used in job-shop scheduling [1, 4].
To perform a shu�e, start times for operations on the majority of machines
are relaxed, and a tree-based search procedure reconstructs the schedule. We
have not used the term \shu�ing" in this paper to avoid confusion with job-
shop scheduling. Moreover, the basic idea is easily generalizable to other problem
classes, where the natural visualization of the move is not a shu�ing of positions.

In [1], a simple shu�e is presented, but in [4], various types of shu�e are
used. The shu�es di�er by the criteria for selecting the operations that will be
relaxed. These selections use common machines, common start times, and so
on. Interestingly, each of the shu�es can be seen as exploiting the relatedness
of operations. The authors also use an incomplete search technique to recon-
struct the schedule by limiting the number of backtracks available. We tried
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such an approach, but it proved inferior to LDS, with virtually no advantages
in implementation simplicity or e�ciency.

Other work on routing problems [14,16] also advocates the use of constraint
programming within local search. Here, move operators from the routing liter-
ature are used (for instance generalised insertion), but a constraint program-
ming branch and bound search evaluates the neighbourhood to �nd the best
legal move. One can see the similarities with LNS, but there are di�erences.
The main one is that only traditional move operators are being used, and so
constraint programming only improves the e�ciency of the evaluation of the
neighbourhood, and not the power of the move operators themselves. Secondly,
the whole neighbourhood is being explored, requiring a complete branch and
bound search. With LNS, any method can be used to perform the re-insertion of
visits, for instance, a heuristic method, local or complete search, LDS, or another
discrepancy-based approach (e.g. [13]).

Some work has been performed in solving quadratic assignment problems
using a similar technique to LNS [12].

Constraint programming and local search were applied to routing problems
in [2], using a technique of �ltering out certain moves which violate core con-
straints, allowing the constraint engine to check the remainder. The operation
of the method is therefore unlike LNS.

2.4 Discussion

There are advantages to using LNS over traditional local search. The main ad-
vantage is that side constraints can be better handled. For instance, in the VRP,
di�erent models such as the pickup and delivery problem (PDP) can be easily
dealt with. Using traditional local search, this is more di�cult: special-purpose
operators need to move both the pickup and delivery to a di�erent route simul-
taneously. With LNS, the pickup and delivery are simply made strongly related.
The normal PDP constraints of same vehicle and time(pickup) < time (delivery)

then constrain where the visits can be re-inserted. Making these visits highly
related is important here. If only one visit of the pair was removed, it would be
highly restricted in where it could be re-inserted.3

Kindervater and Savelsbergh [11] discuss ways of e�ciently introducing side
constraints into local search. Their methods, however, are complex and dedicated
to particular move operators and side constraints. Moreover, they do not suggest
how to extend their methods to di�erent move operators or side constraints.

A di�culty with problems with many side constraints is that many of the
simple local search move operations normally used (such as moving a single visit
to a new position) will be illegal due to violation of these constraints. Increasing

3 The above discussion brings about a di�culty with LNS. When many di�erent types

of side constraints are operating, how strongly should any constraint relate visits in

comparison to the others? This question, one of tuning, seems to plague all su�ciently

complex heuristic algorithms. Automatically determining relative relatedness values

is a subject of future work.
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numbers of side constraints constantly reduce the number of feasible moves.
This can make local search di�cult, as the search space becomes more restricted
or even disconnected. LNS alleviates this problem somewhat by providing far-
reaching move operators that allow the search to move over barriers in the search
space created by side constraints.

In local search, evaluation of cost di�erences is time consuming. In idealised
models, one often uses travel distance as the cost function, since for most simple
moves, cost di�erences can be computed in constant time. (Savelsbergh [19] has
also introduced ways of computing route time di�erences for such operators in
constant time.) However, for real VRPs, cost functions are seldom this simple.
With LNS, the full cost of a move is evaluated during constraint propagation.
Cost di�erences are not used, and there is no need to invent clever methods to
compute them. We did mention, however, that our heuristics for choosing the
next visit to insert and its favoured position operate on cost di�erences. Since
this information is just a hint to the search, and most cost functions are generally
related to distance, we can simply use distance as an approximation.

3 Computational Results

We report the results of applying LNS to benchmark problems with and without
time windows. All problems have an unlimited number of identical limited ca-
pacity vehicles located at a single depot. Time and distance between customers
is Euclidean. Each customer has a speci�ed load, and for problems with time
windows, a service time and a time window during which it must be visited. For
all problems, we chose an initial solution with the number of vehicles equal to the
number of customers, with one customer visit performed by each vehicle. The
initial neighbourhood size is set so that only one visit is removed and re-inserted.
We examine the quality of solutions obtained by LNS over various parameter
settings. We also report new best solutions obtained. Finally, we perform CPU-
intensive runs of LNS to compare results with the best Operations Research
methods. We used a 143 MHz Ultra Sparc running Solaris for all experiments.
All code was written in C++ and compiled using the Sun C++ compiler.

3.1 Capacitated VRPs

Following [18], we use three types of capacitated VRP: classic test problems,
non-uniform problems, and those derived from real data. The classic problems
(C50, C75, C100, C100B, C120, C150, C199) are due to [6]. The non-uniform
problems (TAI100A{TAI100D,TAI150A{TAI150D) were created by Rochat and
Taillard [18] to capture structure inherent in real problems: loads are exponen-
tially distributed, and customers are realistically clustered. Finally, problems
reecting real data are taken from [8] (F71 and F134) and [22] (TAI385). In all
these problems, the number in the name indicates the number of customers. The
objective is to minimise the total distance travelled.
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LNS as presented has 3 parameters. First, we can vary the number of discrep-
ancies d used by LDS. Second, we can vary the number of unsuccessful moves a
that must be made to increase the number of visits to re-insert. Finally, we can
change the determinism parameter D. We chose d 2 f0; 1; 2; 3;5; 10;1g (d =1

performs complete search), a 2 f250; 500; 1000g, and D 2 f1; 5; 10; 15;30;1g
(D = 1 ignores relatedness, while D =1 uses maximal relatedness).

For each combination of parameter settings, we ran LNS three times (with
di�erent random seeds) on all problems, with a time limit of 900 seconds. When
d =1 some re-insertions can take a long time, and so a time limit of 20 seconds
was placed on the re-insertion process, which is in force for all experiments. (The
number of timeouts that occurred for d � 10 was negligable.)

Table 1 shows the results of running LNS over all capacitated problems:
three times for each parameter combination. We show the percentage di�erence
in cost between solutions obtained by LNS and the best published solution. We
computed these percentages as follows: for each combination of parameters, we
take the costs of all the solutions provided by LNS and divide them by the cost
of the best published solution for the corresponding problem. This delivers a
set of cost ratios. We then form a ratio which is the geometric mean of this
set: the global cost ratio. By subtracting one and multiplying by 100, we attain
the average percentage �gure above the best published solutions. We used this
method to produce all averages of percentages.

The average costs produced by LNS are close to the best published ones.
All average results are within 7% of the best published solution, and for the
best parameter settings, 2.2% from the best published solution on average. The
number of attempts a has the smallest impact on the quality, but results for
a = 1000 are slightly worse. From examination of, for instance, the results for
a = 250, it is clear that the worst results are produced at the extremities of
the ranges of discrepancies and determinism. Determinism set at 5 or 10 and
a discrepancy limit around 2 appear to give the best results. Relatedness is
useful, as at unit determinism (visits chosen for re-insertion at random), results
are poorer. However, over reliance on relatedness also produces a degradation
of results (seen at in�nite determinism). LDS is also playing a role: at 0 and
in�nite discrepancies, results are worse than for values such as 2 or 3.

Best Published Solutions Table 2 compares the lowest costs obtained by LNS
with the best published ones. A +, -, or = indicates whether LNS bettered, could
not match, or matched these solutions. LNS has tied the best in 8 cases, bettered
it in 3, and not attained it in 7 of the cases. We attribute the largest deviation of
around 1.5% in problem TAI385 to the large problem size. We believe a longer
running time is required than we allowed in our experiments.

3.2 VRPs with Time Windows

We performed experiments on some of Solomon's instances [20], the classic
benchmark VRPs with time windows. Each problem has 100 customers, time
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discrepancies

attempts determinism 0 1 2 3 5 10 1

1 4.3 3.8 4.8 4.2 5.0 5.6 6.0

5 3.0 2.5 2.3 2.2 3.3 3.7 2.6

250 10 2.8 2.3 2.2 2.3 2.5 3.5 3.2
15 2.8 2.4 2.2 2.7 2.6 3.4 3.8

30 3.3 2.8 2.7 2.6 3.4 3.2 4.2

1 5.5 3.6 4.1 4.3 5.1 5.3 4.5

1 5.1 4.4 3.8 4.6 5.0 5.3 5.3

5 3.0 2.4 2.9 2.7 2.4 2.9 3.8
500 10 2.8 2.1 2.3 2.6 2.9 3.9 3.7

15 2.9 2.5 2.5 2.3 2.6 3.3 3.6

30 2.6 2.7 3.0 2.6 3.2 3.9 4.2
1 4.9 5.0 4.6 3.9 4.2 5.8 4.6

1 4.8 5.3 5.2 4.6 5.3 6.0 5.4
5 2.9 2.9 2.9 3.0 2.7 3.4 3.6

1000 10 3.1 3.1 2.9 3.1 3.1 3.2 3.9

15 3.1 2.8 2.7 2.9 2.6 3.0 3.6

30 3.5 3.0 2.6 3.7 3.2 3.4 4.1

1 6.1 4.4 5.0 4.6 5.7 6.0 5.2

Table 1. Performance of LNS on simple capacitated problems over various parameter
settings. Each problem without time windows was solved three times. Mean percentages

above the best published solutions are shown.

windows and capacity constraints. A scheduling horizon is de�ned by placing a
time deadline on the return time to the depot. The problems are divided into
two main classes: \series 1" and \series 2" with di�erent scheduling horizons.
The series 1 problems have a shorter scheduling horizon than those of series 2.
On average, around 3 vehicles are required to serve the 100 customers in the
series 2 problems, whereas around 12 are needed for series 1. Experiments were
performed only on the series 1 problems, of which there are 29. For the series 2
problems, the re-insertion procedure was not able to optimise the insertion of
the large number of visits required to reduce the number of routes to 4 or under.
As future work, we plan to tackle this problem by providing some guidance in
the cost function to encourage at least one short route. In this way, less visits
will need to be re-optimised to reduce the number of routes.

The series 1 problems are split into subclasses: R1, with customers distributed
randomly, C1, with customers in well-de�ned clusters, and RC1, with a mixture.
The objective function for VRPs with time windows is normally a hierarchical
one: minimise the number of vehicles, and within this, minimise total travel
distance. We associate a high cost with the use of each vehicle, and then LNS
automatically reduces vehicles when it can. We performed the same analysis as
for problems without time windows.

The average percentages above the best published values are shown in table 3.
Since we now take vehicles into account, we show the average percentages of
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Problem Best LNS

C50 524.61 524.61 =

C75 835.26 835.26 =
C100 826.14 826.14 =

C100B 819.56 819.56 =

C120 1042.11 1042.97 -
C150 1028.42 1032.61 -

C199 1291.45 1310.28 -

TAI100A 2047.90 2047.90 =
TAI100B 1940.61 1939.90 +

Problem Best LNS

TAI100C 1407.44 1406.86 +

TAI100D 1581.25 1586.08 -

TAI150A 3055.23 3055.23 =

TAI150B 2727.99 2732.27 -
TAI150C 2362.79 2361.62 +

TAI150D 2655.67 2661.72 -

F71 241.97 241.97 =
F134 1162.96 1162.96 =

Table 2. Comparison of best solutions obtained by LNS against best published solu-

tions for simple capacitated problems.

vehicles (left) and distance (right) above the best published solution. Only results
for classes R1 and RC1 are included in the table. Results for class C1 were not
included as these problems are easy. Nearly all runs produced the best known
solution to their corresponding problem and so including class C1 in the table
would have skewed the results. Further evidence of the easiness of some of the C1
benchmarks is that problems C101 and C102 can be solved to optimality by our
branch and bound insertion procedure in a few seconds. The optimal solution to
both problems is 10 vehicles, distance 828.94, correcting previous results in [7]
that claim the optimal has distance 827.3 using 10 vehicles. [7] uses distances
truncated at the �rst decimal place, leading to the error. We use real-valued
distance and time values.

Results again indicate that LNS performs well, attaining average solutions
(in terms of numbers of vehicles) as good as just over 3% from the best published
solution. However, some quite bad solutions (up to around 12% from the best
published solution) are produced when relatedness is ignored (D = 1).

One can see that good solutions are created when the number of discrepancies
is higher than for the problems without time windows. There are reasons for this.
First, when more constraints are present, more pruning occurs, making more
intensive search cheaper than for problems with no time windows (this e�ect
can also been observed in [5, 15]). Second, our farthest insertion heuristic makes
more mistakes for these problems for two reasons: time windows are not taken
into account, and the heuristic provides poor guidance in reducing the number
of routes. Thus, more discrepancies are necessary to repair heuristic errors.

The attempts a plays an important role|results are poorer for increasing
a. This is because the neighbourhood size is still low by the end of the search.
For instance, with a = 1000, little search is done with medium to large numbers
(> 15) of visits are being re-inserted. The worsening of results as a increases is
probably due to the fact that to reduce the number of routes by one, often two
or even three routes have to be removed from the routing plan. For the series 1
problems, this means that around 20 visits or more must be removed.
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discrepancies

att. det. 0 1 2 3 5 10 1

1 9.4 2.1 8.5 1.3 9.5 1.4 10.5 1.5 9.5 1.5 12.7 1.4 10.6 1.6

5 5.4 1.9 4.4 1.0 3.7 0.7 4.2 0.6 3.8 0.9 3.3 0.4 3.7 0.4

250 10 5.6 2.0 4.2 1.5 3.8 1.0 3.8 0.8 3.2 0.6 4.1 0.4 3.4 0.4
15 5.0 2.8 3.5 1.6 4.1 0.9 3.6 0.7 3.3 0.6 3.6 0.3 3.3 0.6

30 6.6 4.2 3.1 2.2 3.6 0.8 3.3 0.8 3.8 0.1 5.0 -0.0 4.3 0.5

1 6.0 4.2 6.0 1.4 4.5 1.6 4.2 0.4 3.7 0.5 3.6 0.6 4.2 0.2

1 9.9 1.8 9.0 1.0 10.5 1.4 10.2 1.1 9.2 1.2 8.1 1.7 10.8 1.1

5 5.6 1.4 4.4 0.8 4.3 0.7 4.2 0.5 4.1 0.6 3.6 0.2 3.9 0.4
500 10 5.2 2.1 3.8 1.3 3.5 0.7 3.7 0.6 4.4 -0.1 4.4 0.1 4.2 0.4

15 5.0 2.2 4.7 0.7 3.7 0.5 3.7 0.7 3.4 0.4 3.4 0.1 4.0 0.1

30 5.1 3.0 3.8 1.4 4.7 0.7 3.2 0.7 3.9 0.4 3.4 0.7 4.6 0.0
1 6.1 4.2 5.1 1.4 3.9 0.8 4.1 0.5 3.8 0.6 3.7 0.8 3.6 0.7

1 9.9 2.3 11.6 2.1 9.3 1.9 10.4 1.9 13.8 2.1 11.0 1.9 10.0 1.8
5 6.1 1.3 5.0 0.8 5.1 0.3 5.3 0.4 5.0 0.5 4.2 0.1 5.0 0.4

1000 10 6.1 1.3 4.8 0.6 5.1 0.4 4.3 0.8 5.4 0.2 3.4 0.4 4.1 0.6

15 5.8 2.1 4.7 0.8 5.1 0.3 4.2 0.6 5.7 0.1 3.5 1.1 4.4 0.3

30 6.2 2.4 5.7 0.7 3.9 0.3 4.9 0.4 5.0 0.3 3.9 0.1 5.7 0.1

1 7.2 2.7 5.4 2.2 4.1 1.7 4.3 0.8 5.4 0.1 5.2 0.3 5.2 0.3

Table 3. Performance of LNS on VRPs with time windows over various parameter
settings. Each problem was solved three times. Mean percentages of vehicles (left) and

distance (right) above the best published solutions are shown.

Finally, unlike the problems without time windows, relying heavily on relat-
edness does not appear to be as detrimental to the quality of results. Without
time windows, cost rose noticeably when D was too high, but only a mild in-
crease (if any) can be seen for the problems with time windows. It would thus
appear that the relatedness function for problems with time windows (which
concentrates on relating visits in the same route) is a good guide.

Best Published Solutions Table 4 compares the best solutions obtained by
LNS with the best published ones taken from [7, 17, 18, 21, 23]. We show in the
table the best published solution, and the best solution obtained by either Rochat
and Taillard [18] (hereafter referred to as RT) or Taillard et al. [21] (hereafter
referred to as TAI) if the best published solution was not generated by RT or
TAI. We do this as RT and TAI (unlike the others) use real, double precision
distances. As stated in [21], a consequence of using limited precision distances
is that solutions found using these methods may not be feasible when higher
precision distances are used to check their validity. A +, -, or = indicates whether
LNS bettered, could not match, or matched the best solution from RT or TAI.

LNS has tied RT or TAI in 16 of the 29 cases, bettered them in 10, and not
matched them in 3 of the cases. In two of these three cases, LNS could not match
the number of vehicles used by TAI. All new best solutions produced by LNS
are available at http://www.math.sintef.no/GreenTrip.
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Prob. Best Pub. RT & TAI LNS

C101 10 827.3 10 828.94 10 828.94 =

C102 10 827.3 10 828.94 10 828.94 =
C103 10 828.06 10 828.06 =

C104 10 824.78 10 824.78 =

C105 10 828.94 10 828.94 =
C106 10 827.3 10 828.94 10 828.94 =

C107 10 827.3 10 828.94 10 828.94 =

C108 10 827.3 10 828.94 10 828.94 =
C109 10 828.94 10 828.94 =

R101 18 1607.7 19 1650.80 19 1650.80 =

R102 17 1434.0 17 1486.12 17 1486.12 =
R103 13 1207 13 1294.24 13 1292.68 +

R104 10 982.01 9 1007.31 +

R105 14 1377.11 14 1377.11 =
R106 12 1252.03 12 1252.03 =

Prob. Best Pub. RT & TAI LNS

R107 10 1126.69 10 1104.66 +

R108 9 968.59 9 963.99 +

R109 11 1214.54 11 1197.42 +

R110 11 1080.36 10 1135.07 +
R111 10 1104.83 10 1096.73 +

R112 10 953.63 10 953.63 =

RC101 14 1669 14 1696.94 14 1696.95 -
RC102 12 1554.75 12 1554.75 =

RC103 11 1110 11 1262.02 11 1261.67 +

RC104 10 1135.83 10 1135.48 +
RC105 13 1643.38 14 1540.18 -

RC106 11 1448.26 12 1376.26 -

RC107 11 1230.54 11 1230.48 +
RC108 10 1139.82 10 1139.82 =

Table 4. Comparison of best solutions obtained against best published solutions for

Solomon's problems

Comparison of Improvement Over Time In both RT and TAI, tables of
the mean number of vehicles and distances as the search progresses are given. We
use this opportunity to compare LNS with these approaches. However, these ap-
proaches use more CPU time than the experiments reported so far. We therefore
performed longer runs of LNS using parameter settings of a = 250 and D = 15
(which we considered reasonable from examination of table 3). We solved all
problems in R1 and RC1 6 times with di�erent random seeds, using a time limit
of 1 hour. For half of these runs we set d = 5, and for the other half, d = 10.

Table 5 shows, for each method, the CPU time used at three points during
the algorithm, and the mean solution quality for each class at that point. This
quality is expressed as the mean number of vehicles used per problem over the
class, and the mean distance travelled per problem over the class. We use a faster
machine than either RT or TAI, and to give a better comparison of resources
used, have divided their times by the ratio of our clock rate to theirs.

We can see that the results for d = 5 are better than those for d = 10, and
so a smaller discrepancy is better here. LNS performs well in comparison with
the best Operations Research meta-heuristic techniques: the number of vehicles
and distance is reduced to approximately the same level as TAI using a roughly
equivalent amount of CPU time.

4 Conclusion

Large Neighbourhood Search, a method analogous to the shu�e of job-shop
scheduling, has been applied to VRPs. LNS operates by making powerful re-
insertion based moves, which are evaluated using constraint programming.
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RT TAI LNS

Class CPU Quality CPU Quality CPU Quality (d = 5) Quality (d = 10)

315 12.83 1208.43 803 12.64 1233.88 900 12.45 1198.37 12.48 1196.07

R1 909 12.58 1202.31 2408 12.39 1230.48 1800 12.35 1201.47 12.45 1195.30

1888 12.58 1197.42 4816 12.33 1220.35 3600 12.33 1201.79 12.42 1195.71

301 12.75 1381.33 656 12.08 1404.59 900 12.05 1363.67 12.05 1360.89

RC1 909 12.50 1368.03 1969 12.00 1387.01 1800 12.00 1363.68 12.03 1358.40
1818 12.38 1369.48 3938 11.90 1381.31 3600 11.95 1364.17 12.00 1358.26

Table 5. Comparison of solution quality over time for Solomon's problems

Selecting visits for re-insertion based upon a \relatedness" concept leads to
signi�cantly better results than random selection. LDS was used to re-insert
visits, giving better results than complete search or limiting the the number of
backtracks in depth-�rst search.

On benchmark problems, LNS is highly competitive with leading Operations
Research methods, while being much simpler. Furthermore, we believe LNS holds
more promise for real problems than traditional local search methods due to its
ability to better address side constraints.
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Abstract. The multi-way data�ow constraint model allows a user to de-
scribe interactive applications whose consistency is maintained by a local
propagation algorithm. Local propagation applies a sequence of methods
that solve the constraints individually. The local aspect of this solving
process makes this model sensitive to cycles in the constraint graph. We
use a formalism which overcomes this major limitation by allowing the
de�nition of general methods that can solve several constraints simulta-
neously. This paper presents an algorithm called General-PDOF to deal
with these methods which has a polynomial worst case time complexity.
This algorithm therefore has the potential to tackle numerous real-life
applications where cycles make local propagation unfeasible. Especially,
general methods can implement �ruler and compass� rules to solve geo-
metric constraints.

1 Introduction

Data�ow constraints are used in interactive systems, such as graphical user in-
terfaces, graphical layout systems and animation. They simplify the program-
ming task, are conceptually simple and easy to understand. They are capable
of expressing relationships over multiple data types, including numbers, strings,
bitmaps, fonts, and colors [Vander Zanden, 1996].
Local propagation was �rst applied to graphical layout systems [Sutherland, 1963],
[Gosling, 1983] but is not used in this �eld anymore. Indeed, cycles in the con-
straint graph often make local propagation unfeasible for these applications
which involve non-linear equations and dense constraint graphs. Instead, many
researchers in the CAD �eld have designed more powerful algorithms reasoning
at the geometric level, that is, considering relations between geometric objects
(see [Bouma et al., 1995], [Fudos and Ho�mann, 1997], [Dufourd et al., 1998],
[Kramer, 1992], [Hsu and Brüderlin, 1997]). Some of them use a propagation of

degrees of freedom approach which can be viewed as a propagation mechanism
working at the geometric level [Hsu and Brüderlin, 1997], [Kramer, 1992].

The model used in this paper remains at the algebraic level and generalizes
the notion of method speci�c to local propagation: in the standard model, a
method solves one constraint; here, a general method solves a set of constraints.

M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (Eds.): CP’98, LNCS 1520, pp. 432-446, 1998.
 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



The paper describes General-PDOF, a simple, complete and polynomial time
algorithm to planify the (general) methods to apply. The contribution of this
generalization is twofold:

� For general-purpose interactive applications, this allows a designer to incre-
mentally de�ne new general methods whose constraints form a cycle when
the current de�nitions led to a failure.

� In the CAD �eld, executing a general method (at the algebraic level) corre-
sponds to applying a �ruler and compass� rule which is traditionnally a basic
operation to solve geometric constraints. Thus, General-PDOF can maintain
a system of geometric constraints while working at the algebraic level with
a simple and general scheme.

2 Background

A multi-way data�ow constraint problem can be denoted by (V;C;M ). V is a set

of variables with a current value each. C is a set of data�ow constraints and M
is a set of methods that can satisfy the constraints.

De�nition 1 A constraint c in C is a relation between a set of variables Vc
in V . It has a predicate <c to check whether a valuation of Vc satis�es it. (i.e.,
<c(Vc) = true; Vc denotes a tuple of values, one for each variable in Vc.)

Constraint c has a set Mc of methods that must be used to satisfy it1.

A method satis�es a constraint by calculating values for its output variables
in function of the other variables of the constraint.

De�nition 2 A method m in Mc is a function that can satisfy a constraint c.

Vc can be partitioned into two disjoint subsets: the input variables V in
c;m and

the non empty subset of output variables V out
c;m . (m outputs to the variables

of V out
c;m .)

Method m is de�ned by V out
c;m = m(V in

c;m) such that constraint c is satis�ed.

Method m is executed when m is applied and the variables of V out
c;m are bound

with the new values. Method m is free if no variable v in V out
c;m is connected to a

constraint in C (except c). Thus, the execution of a free method does not violate

other constraints.

A data�ow constraint system is often represented by a constraint graph Gc

as shown in Figure 1 (a).

De�nition 3 A constraint graph is a bipartite graph where nodes are con-

straints and variables represented by rectangles and circles respectively. Each

constraint is connected to its variables.

1 Hence the name multi-way data�ow constraint.
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Local propagation is the technique used to maintain the consistency of multi-
way constraint systems, typically when new constraints are incrementally added.
It works in two phases:

� The planning phase assigns one method to each constraint. The result of this
phase is a valid directed graph Gm called method graph (see De�nition 4 and
Figure 1).

� When the method graph Gm contains no directed cycles, the evaluation

phase executes the methods in some topological order. Otherwise, strongly
connected components, i.e., cycles, are collected and evaluated by an external
solver.

De�nition 4 Amethod graph is a directed graph where nodes are the methods

selected by the planning phase. There is an arc (mi;mj) i� at least one output

variable of mi is linked to a constraint satis�ed by mj .

This de�nition di�ers from the usual one [Sannella, 1994]. It is more gen-
eral [Trombettoni, 1997] and will be useful in the following.

De�nition 5 A method graph Gm is valid i� (1) every constraint has exactly

one method associated with it in Gm, and (2) Gm has no variable con�icts, that

is, each variable is an output variable of, at most, one method.

(b) (c)(a)

C1 C1 C2

C3

V1

V2 V3

V4

V1

V2 V3

V4

C2

C3

m1 m2

m3

m1 m2

m3

Fig. 1. (a) A (cyclic) constraint graph. (b) Methods selected during the planning phase.
A method is represented by an ellipse that encloses both the output variables and the
constraint. (c) Valid acyclic method graph formed by these methods. Method m3, also
denoted by mv4

c3 , is free.

Planning algorithms can be divided into three main categories.
DeltaBlue [Freeman-Benson et al., 1990] and SkyBlue [Sannella, 1994] work

by propagating the con�icts from the perturbations to the leaves of the constraint
graph.

The propagation of degrees of freedom scheme (in short PDOF) selects the
methods in reverse order, i.e., �rst executing the methods that were chosen
last. This algorithm has been used in SketchPad [Sutherland, 1963] and Quick-
Plan [Vander Zanden, 1996].

A third approach is related to the graph problem of bipartite maximum-
matching [Gangnet and Rosenberg, 1992], [Serrano, 1987].
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3 De�nition and Use of General Methods

Most of the systems based on local propagation only allow single-output meth-
ods that solve one constraint by changing the value of one of its variables.
For example, the constraint x = y � z has three single-output methods, e.g.,
y  x

z
. SkyBlue and QuickPlan accept multi-output methods that solve one

constraint (also called multi-output) by changing the value of several variables.
[Trombettoni, 1995] introduces general methods that solve one or more con-
straints by changing the value of one or more output variables. These variables
must be connected to at least one of the constraints.

De�nition 6 A general method m can satisfy a set of constraints Cm. Let Vm
be the set of variables linked to a constraint in Cm. Vm is partitioned into two

disjoint subsets V out
m and V in

m .

Method m is de�ned by V out
m = m(V in

m ) such that the constraints in Cm are

satis�ed2.

3.1 Example

A

B

C

Dtheta1
theta2

Fig. 2. A mechanism made of three bars AB, BC and CD in 2 D.

The example in Figure 2 is inspired from a linkage described in [Kramer, 1992].
It can be modeled as follows: Points A (xa; ya) and D (xd; yd) are �xed in the
plane (gray constraints in Figure 3). Bars only impose distance constraints that
are quadratic equations. The user can drive the mechanism by moving the bar
AB (resp. CD) by an angle �1 (resp. �2).

The corresponding constraint graph is shown in Figure 3 (left), along with
the de�ned methods: Method m�1

c1 is a single-output method that can calculate

�1 when the location of B is known. Method m
xb;yb
c1;c2 is a general method which

gives a new position for the point B. In a sense, this method intersects a line
(constraint c1) and a circle centered in A (constraint c2) when the location of A

and �1 are known. Method mxb;yb
c2;c3 is a general method giving a new position for

the point B which, in a sense, intersects two circles centered in A and C when
these points are known. The other methods are symmetric to those above.

2 The de�nitions of Section 2 remain unchanged or can be trivially extended.
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theta2theta1

C1

C2 C3 C4

C5

Xa Xb

Ya Yb

Xc

Yc

Xd

Yd

theta2theta1

C1

C2 C3 C4

C5

Xa Xb

Ya Yb

Xc

Yc

Xd

Yd

Fig. 3. Left: constraint graph and de�ned methods of the linkage example. A general
method is depicted by an ellipsoid that includes the set of solved constraints and the
output variables. Right: the sequence of methods to execute when the user changes the
angle �1: to recover the consistency of the linkage, point B is moved, next, point C is
moved and �nally the angle �2 is modi�ed.

In general, the methods may be either de�ned by the user or automatically
de�ned from the corresponding constraints. Single-output methods can gener-
ally be automatically de�ned in graphical applications. This is also the case for
the general methods of the example that are based on distance and angular

constraints.

Remarks

Any numeric method could be used to perform method execution, such as the
Newton-Raphson algorithm, or also continuous CSP solvers, such as Numer-
ica [Hentenryck et al., 1997]. It is important to note that a method execution
must yield only one (partial) solution, while generally having several choices. In
the example, the general methods yield one of the two possible locations for the
corresponding point to move. The code of the method should indicate which one
to choose. For example, method mxb;yb

c1;c2 �keeps� only the point with a positive yb
when �1 is comprised in [0;�]. This refers to the general and crucial problem of
solution predictibility in graphical systems [Kramer, 1992], [Bouma et al., 1995],
[Hsu and Brüderlin, 1997]. When one method execution fails, e.g., in case of null
intersection between two circles, we consider that the whole propagation process
fails.

This problem cannot be modeled with multi-output constraints and shows
that the multi-output formalism is a strict restriction of the general formalism.
See [Trombettoni, 1997] for other examples. To model methodmxb;yb

c2;c3 as a multi-
output method, we could consider the conjunction of c2 and c3. However, it is
then impossible to model method m

xc;yc
c3;c4 in the same way. Indeed, these two

methods cannot be de�ned together as multi-output methods because they both
solve constraint c3, but one solves c2 while the other solves c4. Also, methods
m

xb;yb
c1;c2 and m�1

c1 cannot be de�ned together in the multi-output method formal-
ism. If only single-output methods are de�ned in the problem, it can be seen
that there is no acyclic method graph able to solve the problem. This means
that the PDOF algorithm cannot �nd a method graph and fails.
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4 The General-PDOF Algorithm

We consider the problem of �nding a valid acyclic method graph for a data�ow
constraint problem with general methods. [Trombettoni, 1997] shows cases where
this problem has no solution, whereas solutions exist when considering, not only
the de�ned methods, but also certain implicit submethods that are deduced auto-
matically from de�ned general methods. If these submethods are not known by
the propagation algorithm, the solution may be missed. Thus, we would like to
design an algorithm that can solve the problem of �nding a valid acyclic method

graph by planning with both de�ned methods and their submethods. It is impor-
tant to note that the user does not really care with submethods which will only
enable our algorithm to be complete.

Intuitively, the notion of a submethod has the following meaning. When a
general method is de�ned, this may imply that other general methods, called
submethods, also exist. A submethod satis�es a subset C0 of the constraints
of the method and outputs to a subset V 0 of its output variables. The projec-
tion of the result of the method execution on V 0 satis�es the constraints in C0.
For example, consider the general method mxb;yb

c2;c3 of the previous example. This

method induces submethodsm
xb;yb
c2 andm

xb;yb
c3 .m

xb;yb
c2;c3 calculates the intersection

between two circles centered in A and C, and chooses one of the two possible
locations (if any). We can also select this point for method m

xb;yb
c2 which could

theoretically yield any point on the circle centered in A. Figure 6 will show an
example where such submethods are needed to �nd a valid method graph.

Since submethods are not de�ned explicitly and may be numerous, it can-
not be guessed a priori whether a polynomial algorithm can be obtained. This
problem is more general than �nding a valid acyclic method graph to a sys-
tem with multi-output constraints. [Vander Zanden, 1996] shows that PDOF re-
mains polynomial when handling multi-output constraints. [Trombettoni, 1995]
has presented an exponential algorithm to handle general methods. This section
presents the General-PDOF algorithm that solves this problem in polynomial
time.

4.1 Submethods

A general method m, given as input of a problem, may induce a method m0 that
satis�es a subset of the constraints in m and that is not an input of the problem.
Figure 4 shows an example.

De�nition 7 Let m be a general method that solves the constraints Cm, with

input variables V in
m and output variables V out

m .

m0, a submethod of method m, is de�ned by m, a subset C0

m of Cm, and a

subset V out0

m of V out
m : m0 is a function from V in

m to V out0

m such that m0(V in
m ) =

�V out
0

m

(m(V in
m )), where � is the projection on V out0

m of the values returned by m.

The submethod m0 is correct, i.e., m0 is a method, if calling m0 yields values

for V out0

m that satisfy the constraints in C0

m.
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C1 C2

a b c

d e

C1 C2

a b c

d e

C1 C2

a b c

d e(1) (2) (3)

m

Fig. 4. (1) A general method m that solves constraints c1 and c2 and outputs to
variables a, b and c. (2) Correct submethod of m. (3) Incorrect submethod of m.
Indeed, m changes the value of variable a to satisfy c1. Thus, there is no guarantee
that, for every possible input values for d and e, the projection of the computation of
m, only on variable b, satis�es c1.

This example highlights su�cient syntactical conditions for which a method
is correct:

Proposition 1 Let m be a general method that solves the constraints Cm and

outputs to variables Vm. Let m0 be a submethod of m that handles constraints

C0

m � Cm and outputs to variables V 0

m � Vm.

Submethod m0 is correct if no constraint in C0

m is linked to an output variable

of Vm which is not in V 0

m.

A correct submethod m0 means that there exists at least one procedure to
perform it, that is, the one given by the de�ned method m. For instance, the
submethod m

xb;yb
c2 previously mentionned in the example can use the result of

m
xb;yb
c2;c3 (intersecting the two circles centered in A and C), even if c2 does not

constrain A. However, using method m is not necessary and another procedure
can be generated from scratch for m0 according to the constraints implied. For
instance, another procedure can be used for m

xb;yb
c2 that chooses an arbitrary

point on the circle centered in A or that chooses on this circle the closest point
from the old position of B.

4.2 Presentation of the Algorithm

Algorithm 1 describes General-PDOF. Its completeness is not trivial and the
proof can be found in Section 6. Section 4.3 shows examples. Let us �rst recall
the classical PDOF algorithm.

The key idea behind PDOF is to focus on how to terminate the propagation
process, instead of propagating the initial perturbations. It is performed by iter-
atively selecting a free method, that will be executed after those not yet selected
in the remaining constraint graph, and removing its constraints and output vari-
ables from the current constraint graph. The process ends when the constraint
graph does not contain anymore constraints, and the (directed) method graph
formed by the selected methods, i.e., MG, is valid and acyclic.

Except that our algorithm can take into account general methods, it is very
close to the classical PDOF scheme: only the Connect procedure has been added.
In the classical PDOF algorithm, the set of de�ned methods that can currently
be selected, including the free ones, evolves as follows when a method is selected
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algorithm General-PDOF (G: a constraint graph): a valid method graph
let free be the set of free methods in G
let MG be an empty acyclic method graph
while G contains a constraint do

if free = ; then

exit and return ; /* no solution */

else

� choose a method m from free and remove it from this set
� add m to MG (along with the corresponding arcs)
� remove from G the constraints and the output variables of m
� Connect (G, m)
� add to free the free methods of G that previously output to an input
variable of m

end

end

return MG
end.

procedure Connect (G, m)
let Cm be the set of constraints solved by m
let Vm be the set of output variables of m
for every general method mi that satis�es a constraint in G connected to an

input variable of m do

m
0

i  SubMethod (mi, Cm, Vm)
if m0

i 6= mi and m
0

i has non empty sets of constraints and output variables
then

Mi  Generate-connected-methods (m0

i)
remove mi and add the setMi of connectedmethods to the set of meth-
ods (see De�nition 8)

end

end

end.

Algorithm 1: The General-PDOF algorithm.

and its constraint c is removed: the set of methods that satisfy c is not available
anymore and the remaining set is unchanged. We also �nd these two basic cases in
General-PDOF, but an additional non trivial case may occur. When a method
(general or not) is selected and its constraints Cm and output variables Vm
are removed, certain general methods may be neither rejected, nor kept in the
current set: those that have a part of their constraints and output variables
removed. Lemma 2 will show that their submethods are still correct: SubMethod

(mi, Cm, Vm), called by the Connect procedure, adds a new (sub)method m0

i

to the whole set by removing from mi the constraints in Cm and the output
variables in Vm. Moreover, if m0

i is not connected, it is split into the set of its
connected subparts by the function Generate-connected-methods. Note that since
method connectivity is maintained during the planning phase, this requires that
de�ned methods are initially connected.
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De�nition 8 Let m be a general method that solves constraints Cm and that

outputs to variables Vm. Let gm be the bipartite graph that represents the depen-

dencies between Vm and Cm in m.

The method m is connected if gm is connected, i.e., there exists a path

between any two nodes in gm.

4.3 Examples

The reader can easily check that General-PDOF can build the method graph
of the example in Section 3.1: method m�2

c5 is �rst selected, which frees method

m
xc;yc
c3;c4 . The selection of that method frees methodmxb;yb

c1;c2 . Selectingm
xb;yb
c1;c2 �nally

frees the input method modifying �1 which is selected at the end.
The example in Figure 5 illustrates the subtleties of the Connect procedure

and their importance in guaranteeing completeness.

m

m’’ m’

Fig. 5. Role of the Connect procedure. At �rst, the only free method is the single-
output method at the top of the �gure. When it is selected and removed from the
graph, the general method m is replaced by its two connected submethods m0 and m00.
The free method m0 is then selected and removed. This frees the single-output method
at the bottom of the �gure which is selected next. Finally, the method m00 is selected.
If m had not been split into m0 and m00, no solution would have been found. Indeed,
the "conjunction" of m0 and m00 would not have been free (because of m00).

Figure 6 details a geometric example solvable by General-PDOF which high-
lights the importance of taking into account submethods.

The submethod m
xb;yb
c1 is executed �rst by placing B in the location calcu-

lated by m
xb;yb
c1;c2 . This corresponds to one of the two possible locations coming

from the intersection between the two circles centered in the new position of A
and the old position of C. Using this old position for C, it will be given B a
new position close to the old one, in case of a small move of A. Then C will be
moved by executing the method m

xc;yc
c2;c3 , using the new positions of B and D.

5 Time Complexity

The worst-case time complexity of General-PDOF is O(n�dc�dv�r�(g�dc+
g2)). n is the number of constraints, r is the maximum number of methods per
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A

B

C

D

Xa

Yb

Xb

Ya

XdXc

Yc Yd

C1 C2 C3

Fig. 6. Another linkage example where the user freely moves A and D simultaneously.
All general methods are de�ned which compute one point given the location of two
adjacent ones (intersection of two circles). The methods selected by General-PDOF
are shown on the constraint graph. In particular, no solution could be found if the
submethod mxb;yb

c1 of mxb;yb

c1;c2 was not taken into account.

constraint, dc and dv are the maximumdegrees of respectively a constraint and a
variable in the constraint graph, and g is the maximumnumber of constraints and
output variables involved in a general method. This complexity is a polynomial
function of the input parameters: dv � n; g � n; dc � jV j; r � jM j.

Details: At each step of General-PDOF, at least one constraint is removed,
so that the maximum number of calls to the while loop is n. The other factors
correspond to the calls at each iteration, i.e., within the while loop. The com-
plexity of an iteration is dominated by the two last items (see Algorithm 1). In
both cases, dc�dv� r methods are visited, that is, all of the methods satisfying
a constraint at distance 2 of the removed constraints in the bipartite constraint
graph3. The Connect procedure is O(g � dc) because a method m0

i can be split
in at most g connected methods. Checking that a visited method is newly free
is O(g2). These two results are obtained by managing marks for the constraints
and output variables of the visited method.

The same analysis gives a more precise time complexity for PDOF which is
O(n� dv � dc2) and O(n � dv � dc2 � r) for multi-output constraints.

Note that this polynomial complexity only concerns the planning phase. The
execution phase complexity cannot be evaluated without considering speci�c
types of constraints.

5.1 Discussion

PDOF is O(n) when dc and dv are considered constant, which is the case for the
sparse constraint graphs encountered in real user interfaces [Sannella, 1994].

PDOF applied to multi-outputmethods is O(n) when r is also considered con-
stant. The number r of multi-output methods per constraint could theoretically
be very large, but it is a small constant for user interfaces [Sannella et al., 1993].

3 The data structures follow the existing implementations where entities are imple-
mented as records [Vander Zanden, 1996], [Sannella, 1994].
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Also, [Vander Zanden, 1996] shows that PDOF is linear in the number of con-
straints using benchmarks and existing user interfaces.

General-PDOF is also O(n) when dc, dv, g and r are considered constant.
Considering r constant follows the same argument as for multi-output con-
straints. In CAD applications, the number of ruler and compass rules per con-
straint should be small. The factor g could theoretically be equal to n, but
methods that solve the entire problem should not be de�ned.

To conclude this discussion, General-PDOF is polynomial. We believe that,
in practice, it is linear and very close to the classical PDOF scheme.

6 Completeness

The following completeness property validates General-PDOF.

Proposition 2 Let P = (V;C;M ) be a data�ow constraint problem that con-

tains general methods.

If there exist valid acyclic method graphs that correspond to P (that may

contain submethods of methods in M), then General-PDOF can �nd one of them.

The proof uses the following two lemmaswhich are proven in [Trombettoni, 1997].

Lemma 1 Let P be a data�ow constraint problem that contains general methods

and let m be one of the methods of P .

If m is connected then m has no submethod that is both correct and free.

Lemma 2 Let us consider any step of General-PDOF applied to a given prob-

lem. Let m1 be a free method that solves the constraints C1 and outputs to the

variables V1. Let m2 be another method of the problem.

After having removed m1, the submethod m0

2
= SubMethod (m2, C1, V1) is

correct.

Proof of Proposition 2 (sketch). The completeness proof of General-PDOF
is based on: (1) a con�uence property coming from PDOF that remains valid
for General-PDOF, and (2) the fact that all of the existing free methods are
available at each step of the algorithm.

A con�uence property of PDOF states that, considering two free methods
m1 and m2 at a given step, removing a free method m1 does not prevent the
further selection of m2. This property remains true for General-PDOF. Indeed,
Lemma 2 applied to m2 proves that m0

2
is correct, and a submethod of a free

method is also free. Thus, when method m1 is selected and removed, m2 (more
precisely m0

2
) remains available for a further selection.

The two lemmas are necessary to prove that all of the existing free methods
are available at each step of the algorithm. Lemma 1 shows that General-PDOF
does not need to consider the submethods of the current connected methods
because they cannot be selected. This justi�es the connectivity condition main-
tained during the process. Lemma 2 shows that the submethod m0

i, calculated
by the procedure Connect of General-PDOF, is correct. This explains why the
algorithm adds all of the connected submethods deduced from m0

i since these
are all correct and may be free.2
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7 Qualitative comparison with Maximum-matching

In the data�ow constraint �eld, the maximum-matching algorithm (MM) can
be used as follows [Gangnet and Rosenberg, 1992]. The planning phase applies
MM on the constraint graph. Each pair (c; v) in the matching corresponds to the
selection of the single-output method mv

c . A method graph is thus obtained. The
evaluation phase collects the strongly connected components, topologically sorts
the condensed graph and solves each component in this order: the corresponding
method is executed or an external solver is called when a component is made of
several methods (a cycle).

MM is close to General-PDOF in that a strongly connected component may
correspond to a general method. We highlight here several di�erences.

7.1 Advantages of MM

First, MM does not require to de�ne general methods, but only single-output
methods, which is simpler.

Second, MM �nds the same decomposition as General-PDOF when tackling
a �structurally well-constrained� problem of equations4, i.e., for which there
exists a perfect matching. Indeed, [König, 1916] has shown that, in this case, the
decomposition in strongly connected components is unique. One can check this
on the example presented in Section 3.1.

Third, MM always terminates giving a method graph, whereas General-
PDOF may fail if there is no acyclic method graph with the de�ned methods.
Indeed, General-PDOF can use only the de�ned methods and their submethods.

7.2 Advantages of General-PDOF

First, when the problem is under-constrained, such as in most of graphical ap-
plications, the result of König does not hold anymore, so that MM may generate
(strongly connected) components of arbitrary �semantics� and size. Indeed, MM
may generate larger components than General-PDOF would do. In particular,

MM may create a cyclic method graph which needs to be evaluated by an exter-

nal solver even though an acyclic method graph exists which would lead to a less

time-consuming solution. Moreover, the components created by MM may not
correspond to a �real� general method.

For instance, suppose that an additional degree of freedom is allowed in the
problem described in Section 3.1: point A can now �roll� horizontally, i.e., xa
is free. In this case, after having changed �1, MM may create the component
which corresponds to the general method m

xa;xb
c1;c2 . However, this method has

no sense geometrically and corresponds to a contradictory system of equations.
General-PDOF cannot make this bad choice if mxa;xb

c1;c2 is not de�ned.

Second, and even if the problem is well-constrained, MM builds only compo-
nents which contain as many constraints as variables since there exists a perfect

4 except if non-square general methods are de�ned (see below).
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matching of the corresponding subgraph. Thus, MM is not able to planify non-
square components5, such as the ones solving inequalities or method m

xb;yb
c1 of

the example in Figure 6.

Finally, a component built arbitrarily by MM may yield a solution which is
not intuitive for the user, whereas the de�nition of a general method handled
by General-PDOF should precise which solution to choose, according to the
semantics of the corresponding ruler and compass rule for example.

7.3 Taking the Best of the Two Algorithms

The confrontation between these two algorithms is not necessary in fact because
MM and PDOF can easily be brought together. This can be done as follows:

1. Apply MM on the constraint graph. Let A be the set of arcs in the matching.

2. Apply PDOF on the constraint graph. Two cases may occur at each step:

(a) There exists a free method mv
c : m

v
c is selected by PDOF and c and v are

removed from the graph. Arcs sharing v or c are removed from A.

(b) There exists no free method (PDOF is blocked):

i. Topologically sort the (condensed) directed graph corresponding to
A. One obtains a DAG D of components.

ii. Choose a leaf of D as next free method to select with PDOF.

Thus, this MM-PDOF algorithm can �nd an acyclic method graph with
de�ned methods if possible (because of PDOF) but never fails and builds new
components when no free method is available (because of MM).

The correctness of this algorithm is trivial to check.

We believe that MM-PDOF can be extended to a MM-GPDOF algorithm
which makes collaborate MM and General-PDOF. MM-GPDOF will be de-
scribed in a future work.

8 Conclusion

This paper has described a new local propagation algorithm, called General-
PDOF, that can take into account methods solving several constraints simulta-
neously. This formalism especially allows a system to solve geometric constraints
at the algebraic level while keeping a bridge between the two levels.

General-PDOF is simple, complete and has a polynomial time complexity.
From a theoretical point of view, it shows that the constraint planning problem
with general methods is in P when acyclic solutions are sought. There is no com-
putational jump from simpler problems (with only single-output or multi-output
constraints [Trombettoni and Neveu, 1997]). In practice, this complexity should
be linear in the number of constraints for user interfaces or CAD applications
and General-PDOF should be almost as e�cient as PDOF.

5 These components generally correspond to general methods which choose a solution
among an in�nite set...
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The algorithm given in [Trombettoni, 1995] solves the same problem. How-
ever, it is complicated and has an exponential time complexity. The comparison
between the two algorithms suggests that the propagation of con�icts scheme is
not suitable to handle general methods [Trombettoni, 1997].

9 Future Works

Many systems based on local propagation, such as DeltaBlue, SkyBlue and
QuickPlan, allow the user to de�ne both required constraints that must be satis-
�ed and preferential constraints that are satis�ed if possible [Borning et al., 1992].
QuickPlan, based on PDOF, removes preferential constraints with a low pri-
ority until an acyclic solution is obtained. However, this technique may fail
when cycles only contain required constraints. General-PDOF could easily re-
place the PDOF procedure of QuickPlan in order to take into account both
general methods and constraint hierarchies [Borning et al., 1992]. A brief anal-
ysis shows that the locally-graph-better criterion still holds for this hybrid algo-
rithm [Trombettoni, 1997].

We intend to design a MM-GPDOF algorithm which will allow a simple and
pertinent collaboration between maximum-matching and General-PDOF: MM-
GPDOF would planify de�ned (general) methods if possible and would build
non-de�ned general methods (corresponding to strongly connected components)
only when necessary.

The main contribution of this paper is �theoretical�, formally describing a
new general-purpose local propagation algorithm and its properties. The po-
tential of General-PDOF to maintain systems of geometric constraints must be
validated. We intend to develop a prototype suitable for such applications and
especially compare it to the propagation of (geometric) degrees of freedom ap-
proach [Hsu and Brüderlin, 1997], [Kramer, 1992]. It will be desirable to allow
this tool to automatically de�ne the set of ruler and compass general methods
based on the given geometric constraint graph.

In this paper, local propagation has been presented as a technique for in-
crementally maintaining a set of constraints. However, it could also be used to
decompose a set of numeric constraints before satisfaction. [Bliek et al., 1998]
presents a distance problem made of tetrahedra and additional bars. In that ex-
ample, General-PDOF could be used to �nd the decomposition in small blocks.
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Abstract. An important extension of constraint technology involves

problems that undergo changes that may invalidate the current solu-
tion. Previous work on dynamic problems sought methods for e�ciently

�nding new solutions. We take a more proactive approach, exploring

methods for �nding solutions more likely to remain valid after changes
that temporarily alter the set of valid assignments (stable solutions). To

this end, we examine strategies for tracking changes in a problem and

incorporating this information to guide search to solutions that are more
likely to be stable. In this work search is carried out with a min-conicts

hill climbing procedure, and information about change is used to bias

value selection, either by distorting the objective function or by impos-
ing further criteria on selection. We study methods that track either value

losses or constraint additions, and incorporate information about rela-

tive frequency of change into search. Our experiments show that these
methods are generally e�ective in �nding stable solutions, and in some

cases handle the tradeo� between solution stability and search e�ciency

quite well. In addition, we identify one condition in which these methods

markedly reduce the e�ort to �nd a stable solution.

1 Introduction

Constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) involve assigning values to variables
in order to satisfy constraints among subsets of variables. Dynamic constraint
satisfaction problems (DCSPs) are CSPs that change intermittently over time,
by loss or gain of values, variables or constraints. Such change may make the
current solution invalid, as when a value is lost, or the number of acceptable
tuples in a constraint is reduced, or a new constraint added.

A potentially important distinction is between temporary and permanent
changes in the problem. Earlier research has been oriented toward the latter
case [1] [3] [6]. In this work, a DCSP was construed as a sequence of CSPs to be
solved, and this may have reected the assumption that changes were permanent.
(In the work in which the sequential model was �rst proposed [3], this assumption
was made explicitly.) But there are situations in which current conditions (e.g.,
machine breakdown or employee absence) preclude certain possibilities that may
again be realized when these conditions no longer hold. In the present research,
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we emphasize the case of temporary change and introduce methods speci�cally
suited for it. We call these problems recurrent DCSPs to distinguish them from
DCSPs in which changes are permanent.

If problem alterations are temporary, then changes may occur repeatedly,
and di�erent changes may occur with di�erent frequencies. In this case it should
be possible to go beyond corrective strategies studied in earlier work to more
proactive strategies. Instead of re-solving the problem after a solution has been
lost, we would like to avoid losing our solution in the �rst place. In this way, we
can forestall extra search as well as other undesirable aspects of solution failure
(downtime, frustration, etc. [2]). This can be done if we can �nd solutions that
are stable in the face of change, i.e., that remain valid for the altered problem.

Two criteria for evaluating performance have been suggested earlier, and
these can be carried over to the present work: (i) e�ciency in �nding a new
solution, (ii) solution similarity or consistency, i.e. �nding a new solution that
shares as many values as possible with the old one [6]. We add a third criterion,
(iii) solution stability in the face of problem alteration. (In [6] the term \stability"
was used for criterion (ii). But, since \similarity" is a more transparent term for
this feature, it seems appropriate to use \stability" for the third criterion.)

Some earlier work mentions proactive methods for dynamic CSPs, using a
probabilistic model for constraint inclusion [4]. There are, however, critical dif-
ferences between the speci�c context for which this model is intended and the
situation treated in the present paper, as discussed elsewhere [8].

The next section, 2, describes the methods used in this work to �nd stable
solutions. Section 3 describes our experimental testbed and basic methods for
testing strategies for �nding stable solutions. Section 4 gives the basic results
of empirical tests of stability methods with value loss and constraint addition.
Section 5 gives results pertaining to number of stable solutions available and
rate of information gain. Section 6 gives conclusions.

2 Methods for Finding Stable Solutions

2.1 Hill Climbing for Recurrent DCSPs

In the DCSPs we are considering, changes to the problem are unpredictable and
can also occur during search, i.e. before a solution has been found to replace the
one lost before the original change. Under these circumstances, heuristic repair
techniques seem like a natural choice, as they do for DCSPs in general. With
these methods, problem alteration during search can be incorporated gracefully.
An unassigned variable may need to be relabeled, and the resulting assignment
may have more conicts than before. Hill-climbing can then proceed as usual,
trying to �nd a better assignment by heuristic repair, and since adjustments
begin at the points of alteration, it may be possible to obtain a new solution
with a minimum of revision.

Complete methods face more daunting problems in this situation: (i) if a
value in the partial assignment is lost, the partial solution must be retracted
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back to the point of change before proceeding, (ii) if values are added as well
as deleted, the algorithm must start over to be certain of �nding an existing
solution (pointed out by D. Clancey). Under these conditions, the chief de�ciency
of hill climbing, that it cannot determine whether a solution is optimal, may be
overshadowed by the di�culty of otherwise �nding a solution at all.

The procedure used in this work was min-conicts augmented by a \random
walk" strategy in which a random assignment is made with a certain probability
(here, 0.10) to a variable in conict, regardless of whether the new assignment is
better or worse than the previous one (Figure 1). This gets min-conicts out of
local minima, and the augmented procedure is e�ective in �nding global minima
for random CSPs [7].

fPreprocessingg
For each successive variable

choose value that minimizes conicts with previous values chosen

fHill Climbingg
Repeat

1. randomly select a variable x with � 1 conicts

2. with probability p

choose a value v at random from the domain of x

20. with probability 1� p

�nd all min-conicts values in domain of x

choose value v at random from min-conicts set

3. assign v to x

until cuto� time reached or complete solution found

Fig. 1. Basic hill climbing procedure used in this work: min-conicts augmented with

a random walk feature. In this work p always equals 0.1.

Methods for collecting information relevant to stability that are described in
the next section do not require local search procedures. But they seem well-suited
to such an approach, as will be indicated.

2.2 Strategies for Finding Stable Solutions

Having chosen a search procedure, we must then consider how to extend it for
the purpose of �nding stable solutions. This extension necessarily involves two
steps, collecting information about change and incorporating this information
into the search process (through elaborations of the procedure in Figure 1).

Collecting InformationOn Change Recurrent DCSPs have these properties:

� Values or tuples may be lost or constraints added temporarily.
� There are di�erences in the likelihood of change for di�erent elements of the
same type.

� These di�erences are not known a priori.
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Our basic goal is to avoid choosing values for assignment that are likely to
make our solution invalid in the future. To accomplish this under the speci�ed
conditions, we must collect information about changes as they occur and use it
to decide which value to assign to a given variable during subsequent search.

Data collection can proceed in either of two ways: (i) we can track changes
directly, e.g. recording values that are lost, or (ii) we can track solution loss
resulting from problem change and relate this to values that participate in solu-
tions of varying stability. In this paper we examine methods for tracking change.
This is because in some ways these are the most straightforward and intuitive
strategies and because the resulting distributed information about change seems
to mesh well with local search. (The alternative, which includes Bayesian meth-
ods, will be discussed elsewhere.) The changes we consider here are value losses
and constraint additions.

Perhaps the simplest collection strategy is to ag any element that changes.
But in this case we cannot discriminate between elements subject to di�erent
rates of change. A better method is to tally the number of changes for each
element of a given type over time.More sophisticated measures can be envisaged,
such as the time that a constraint is present or a value is unavailable, or the
number of steps required to �nd a new solution after a given change has occurred.
However, in this paper we will stick to counting changes.

In fact, simply counting the number of times that an element changes is
likely to be a very good strategy and, therefore, one worth examining in detail.
This is because these counts can be related to relative frequencies and the latter
to parent probabilities, in accordance with Bernoulli's Theorem [5]. So, if there
are di�erences in rates of failure that can be considered probabilistically, simple
counts such as these may be the best representation of these di�erences. This
also means that, for our purposes, no function of these counts is likely to improve
on the identity function.

On the other hand, we don't wish to overemphasize the probabilistic inter-
pretation of these tallies. Their essential feature is that they provide a total
ordering among the elements of a given type, so that any two elements can be
compared on this basis. As will become clear in the next section, this is all we
need to use this information during hill climbing search. In this way, we limit
the assumptions required to use this information. Moreover, because we do not
have to specify how this information must be combined, we are free to use it in
a variety of ways to guide search toward more stable solutions. The tradeo�s in
using this approach versus one that allows us to combine local information, e.g.
to de�ne more global concepts of goodness, must be the subject of later work.

Incorporating Information into Search We �rst consider the case of value
loss because counts of this type, or \penalties", are directly related to the el-
ements considered in decision making in the min-conicts procedure. In this
context, we evaluate two methods for incorporating penalties into local search.

In the �rst method, at the point where we compare conicts among values of
a domain, we add the penalty for each value to its current conicts. (We call this
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a. Penalty-Adding

20. with probability 1� p

�nd all values in domain of x with minimum (conicts + scaled penalty)
choose value v at random from this biased min-conicts set

b. Penalty Selection

20. with probability 1� p

�nd all min-conicts values in domain of x

repeat

select and remove value v at random from min-conicts set

until penalty for v < cuto� or no more values
if penalty for v < cuto�

choose v for assignment

else
assign a value chosen at random from original min-conicts set

Fig. 2. Adjustments made to min-conicts procedure to incorporate information about

value loss (penalties).

penalty-adding.) Therefore, our min-conicts set is based on this biased value for
conicts (Figure 2a). This should certainly bias search heavily in favor of stable
values, but if penalties, or tallies, are used in their original form, the conicts
themselves will have an ever-diminishing inuence, and this will eventually un-
dermine hill climbing. To ameliorate this problem, the original penalties can be
scaled to be commensurate with the range of conicts. In this work, penalites
were rescaled from the current range (0 to the largest penalty) to a range from
0 to the degree of the variable currently considered for repair.

In the second method (termed penalty selection), the set of min-conicts
values is found as usual. Then a value is chosen at random from this set, but
it is not chosen for assignment unless its penalty is less than some criterion or
cuto�. This process is repeated until an acceptable value is found or all values
have been tested; in the latter case, we revert to the usual selection procedure
(Figure 2b). In tests described in this paper, the cuto� for selection was the
current average penalty. This method should retain much of the e�ciency of the
original hill climbing procedure. At the same time, it is not evident that one
method will be better than the other in �nding stable solutions.

In both cases, a selection or cuto� method is also used with the random
walk. That is, if the procedure decides to choose a value at random, then values
are chosen successively and at random from the remaining, untested subdomain
until one is found that meets the selection criterion. If no such value can be
found, walk gives up.

Constraint penalties (tallies of constraint addition) can be incorporated into
hill climbing by checking them during value selection to avoid values that violate
potential constraints with high penalties (Figure 3). In this case, a value chosen
from the min-conicts set is tested against potential constraints that are not
part of the current problem. If none of these constraints are violated or if any
violated constraints have penalties below a cuto� value, then this value is ac-
cepted. Otherwise, another value is chosen. If no acceptable value is found, then
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Selection Based on Constraint Penalties

20. with probability 1� p

�nd all min-conicts values in domain of x
repeat

select and remove value v at random from min-conicts set

for each potential constraint not currently present
if value is incompatible with other value(s) in constraint

and constraint-penalty > cuto�

reject value and exit for-loop

until v not rejected or no more values

if v not rejected
choose v for assignment

else

assign a value chosen at random from original min-conicts set

Fig. 3. Adjustments made to min-conicts procedure to incorporate information about

constraint additions.

a random selection is made from the min-conicts set. Again, a corresponding
procedure is used for selection in the walk condition.

As penalties accrue for di�erent elements, hill climbingmay be constrained to
the point where it is di�cult to �nd a complete solution. This is an interesting
and important problem that requires further study. In the present work, we
relaxed the selection criterion a bit each time that hill climbing had not found
a solution after k seconds. (In experimental work described below, k was high
enough that it was rarely necessary to employ this feature; but it was needed to
ensure that hill climbing could always �nd a solution.)

3 Evaluating Penalty Strategies

3.1 A Testbed for Evaluation

To examine the e�ectiveness of the strategies described in Section 2 experimen-
tally, we tested the procedures with a simulated recurrent DCSP. The simulation
occurs in two steps:

� a setup phase in which a probability of change is assigned to each element
� a runtime phase, during which a succession of changes occurs in combination
with repeated periods of search

The setup phase turns a CSP into a recurrent DCSP, guided by information
given by the user. In most work to date we have used a two-tiered distribution of
probabilities based on three user-supplied values: (i) a value representing the ex-
pected (i.e. not �xed) proportion of elements associated with more likely events
(here, value loss or constraint addition), (ii) and (iii) values for the higher and
lower probabilities of change. For each element (i.e. each domain value or each
non-�xed constraint), if a number generated by a pseudo-random generator is
less than value (i), the element is assigned the high-probability number, (ii), oth-
erwise it is assigned the low-probability number, (iii). For constraint additions,
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the user also supplies a value for the (expected) proportion of constraints in the
original problem that are to be �xed.

In the runtime phase, changes are made periodically by scanning the entire
set of relevant elements and, for each element, deciding whether a change should
be made with respect to the original problem. (The entire scan is called an
occasion for change.) For a domain value, the decision is whether it should be
deleted; for a non-�xed constraint, the decision is whether it should be added.
This is done within either: (i) a solution-to-solution format, in which changes
occur each time that hill climbing �nds a new solution, (ii) a �xed-time format
in which changes occur after �xed intervals, regardless of the state of search.
In all cases, with each occasion for change the altered problem is not accepted
unless it has a complete solution. Therefore, changes may be made repeatedly
according to the procedure just described until this criterion is met. (This allows
clearcut stopping points for hill climbing, which makes experimental evaluation
more straightforward.)

The hill climbing procedure, of course, knows nothing about the underlying
probabilities associated with the problem elements. It simply tries to �nd a
solution for the current problem. If, in addition, a penalty condition is speci�ed
(see below), it uses the current counts of the number of changes for each element,
as described in Section 2, to avoid assigning values or violating constraints with
higher penalties.

3.2 Overview of Experiments

Most work to date has used the two-tiered scheme to represent DCSPs with a
small proportion of elements that are likely to be lost or added and which should,
therefore, be avoided (in the case of domain values) or satis�ed (in the case of
constraints) to enhance stability. Remaining elements have a small, non-zero
probability of change. (Hence, there are no fully stable solutions.) In addition,
most work has used the solution-to-solution format.

In all experiments every problem was tested twice, once with hill climbing
alone, and once with penalty information incorporated into search. (Order of
testing was random.) Such a within-problems design insures a higher degree of
experimental control than a design with two sets of problems.

Tests were made with coloring problems because the latter are often used in
connection with scheduling and resource allocation. In many cases random CSPs
have also been tested. Since we have not observed any di�erences in results for
the two types of problem, we restrict our account to the former.

Performance was measured both in terms of the quality of solutions obtained
by hill climbing under penalty and non-penalty conditions and the e�ciency of
�nding a solution. For experiments with value loss, the simplest quality measure
was the number of high-probability (`bad') values per solution. A global measure
of solution stability was the ratio of solutions to occasions for change. Low values
for this measure indicate that solutions remained valid after many such occasions,
i.e. that stability was relative high. Statistics for both measures were based on
all solutions after the �rst. E�ciency was measured by the total search time
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during the entire run of k occasions for change. (Setup times at the beginning
of a run and in connection with each new set of changes were excluded.)

The testbed and hill climbing procedures were coded in Common Lisp (Lisp-
works by Harlequin). The experiments were run on a DEC Alpha (DEC3000
M300LX) using compiled code.

4 Experimental Tests of Penalty Strategies

4.1 Experiment 1: Tests with Value Loss

In the �rst set of tests, changes were limited to value loss. This experiment (like
the next) had a two-sided purpose: (i) to assess e�ectivenes of strategies for com-
bining local failure information and hill climbing, (ii) to see if the e�ects of these
techniques are detectable when `bad' values were chosen without regard to prob-
lem structure. Under these conditions it is impossible to improve solution quality
in every case, since in some cases the bad values may not be part of a solution,
or they might be either impossible to replace or easily replaced by ordinary hill
climbing.A positive result would therefore mean that these methods are likely to
have some generality of application. It would also make experimentation much
easier, since one would not have to set up carefully contrived situations to see
e�ects.

Methods Random 3-color problems with 100 variables were used in these tests.
Presence of complete solutions was guaranteed by repeatedly generating prob-
lems until one with a complete solution was found. The density of the constraint
graph, in terms of edges added to a spanning tree, was constant for each exper-
iment and was either 0.010, 0.016 or 0.022. (The last-mentioned density is at
the edge of the critical complexity region.) All tests were based on 100 problems
generated during testing.

For these DCSPs, the higher value for deletion probability, ph, was 0.3, the
lower value, pl, was 0.003. This gave a large di�erence between likelihood of loss
for high- and low-probability values, without making the former too extreme or
the latter so low that these values were rarely deleted. The probability, pp, that
a domain value was associated with the higher deletion probability was 0.025,
so the expected number of `bad' values was 7.5.

In the runtime phase, there were 250 occasions for change (value deletion) in
both penalty and non-penalty conditions. During the penalty condition, tallies
were kept for each domain value of the number of times it was deleted, for use
during subsequent hill climbing, as described in Section 2. At the time of deletion,
deleted values were compared with the current instantiation of their associated
variables, and assignment losses noted. If there were no assigment losses, deleted
values were returned to their domains, and the next deletion occasion began
immediately. If at least one assignment was lost after a deletion occasion, then
hill climbing recommenced.
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Separate tests were made with penalty-adding and penalty selection. In addi-
tion, a \solution reuse" and a \restart" condition were tested with each penalty
strategy. In the reuse condition, if an assignment had been lost, hill climbing
started with the remaining assignments. Lost assignments were �rst replaced
by valid values using the min-conicts criterion; if there were still conicts, hill
climbing continued to look for a better solution. In the restart condition, af-
ter each assignment loss hill climbing began with preprocessing using the same
variable ordering. This condition was included to evaluate solution reuse per se.

For the two lower constraint graph densities, penalty-discounting occurred
after every 100 seconds of hill climbing; for density = 0.022, it occurred after
every 1000 seconds. For penalty addition, the e�ective penalty was halved each
time. For penalty selection (and for randomwalk with either strategy), the cuto�,
originally the average penalty value, was doubled.

Results With values penalized after each deletion, both penalty strategies
guided hill climbing to solutions with appreciably fewer `bad' values (Figure 4).
It should be noted that the means in Figure 4 are based on an entire run, during
which time penalties were increasing from zero. As already indicated, there was
also no attempt to select bad values that could be replaced or, conversely, that
actually formed part of a solution. This intentional indi�erence to conditions for
success suggests that these strategies are likely to be useful in practice, at least
for comparable problems and distributions of failure.
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Fig. 4. Number of `bad' (high-probability-of-deletion) values per solution. Columns are

means of 100 test-means (one per problem). Each column-pair is from a separate ex-

periment with tandem runs under penalty and non-penalty conditions. Solution reuse,

restart, penalty-adding and penalty selection conditions (as described in text).

Adding penalties to the number of conicts was somewhat more e�ective in
avoiding high-probability values than selecting from among the true min-conicts
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on the basis of penalties. However, penalty-adding was more costly in terms of
run time (Figure 5): for most problems at each density, search was faster in the
non-penalty condition, and there were always a few problems where incorporat-
ing penalties slowed hill climbing down appreciably. In contrast, for the penalty
selection strategy there were no consistent di�erences between penalty and non-
penalty conditions across problems, and occasional large di�erences in run time
favored the penalty condition as often as the control.

In these tests, penalty strategies e�ected only a small decrease (10-15%) in
mean value for the ratio of solutions to deletion occasions (a measure of overall
solution stability). As noted above, a large di�erence could not be expected
when high-probability-of-deletion values were chosen at random. In addition, in
these experiments assignments could be lost following deletion of low-probability
values, and an assignment included a third of the possible values. Subsidiary
tests carried out in the same way as Experiment 1 showed that increasing pp
and decreasing pl both led to larger reductions in the ratio of solutions to deletion
occasions (up to 50% for individual problems), although there were also larger
di�erences in run time.
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Fig. 5. Mean and median run times (s) per problem for each strategy and its control.

Same tests as in Figure 4, with solution reuse procedure. Note log scale on ordinate.

The average similarity of successive solutions in a run was always high in
experiments with solution reuse, and was almost identical for penalty and non-
penalty conditions at each problem density regardless of the particular strategy.
At density = 0.010 solution similarity was 0.95 or 0.96 in all cases, at density =
0.016 it was 0.89 or 0.90, and at density = 0.022 it was 0.69{0.72.

In comparison with \restarting" after assignment loss, solution reuse was very
successful in avoiding bad values in solutions (Figure 4). Average similarity of
successive solutions was also much lower with restart (0.75-6, 0.56-8, and 0.37-42
for successively higher densities (both strategies)), although hill climbing always
began with an initial assignment based on the same variable and value ordering.
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4.2 Experiment 2: Tests with Constraint Addition

Methods Random 3-color problems were used, with 100 variables and density
= 0.035. No attempt was made to insure that the original problem had solutions,
and for this density this was unlikely. In each test 100 problems were generated.

In setting up DCSPs, a probability of 0.6 was used for �xed constraints. For
non-�xed constraints, pp, here the probability that a constraint is associated
with the higher probability of addition, was either 0.3 or 0.35. Two sets of high-
and low-probability values were used: 0.2/0.002 and 0.3/0.003. These conditions
were crossed, to give four tests in all. These combinations of probability-values
give expected constraint graph densities of 0.014-0.015.

In the runtime phase, there were 250 occasions for change (constraint addi-
tion) in both penalty and non-penalty conditions. On each occasion, all non-�xed
constraints were considered for addition, using the above probabilities. As in Ex-
periment 1, if the existing solution remained valid after this procedure, the next
occasion began immediately, and this was done until at least one variable assign-
ment was made invalid, at which point hill climbing recommenced. During the
penalty condition, tallies were kept for each constraint of the number of times it
was added to the problem. Because of time constraints, only the solution reuse
condition was tested. Penalty discounting was carried out as with the penalty
selection procedure for lost values, using a time interval of 100 seconds. The
measure of solution quality was the ratio of solutions to occasions for change.

Results With all four probability combinations, penalties improved the general
measure of solution quality (Figure 6). The average degree of improvement was
somewhat better than with value deletion for problems of comparable density
(0.016). But in the present tests mean run time was 2-3 times greater under
penalty conditions. Solution similarity was high in both penalty and non-penalty
conditions, the average di�ering by 0.01 in each case.
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4.3 Discussion of Experiments 1 and 2

Strategies based on tracking changes with frequency tallies can improve stability.
The experiments show that improvements occur frequently enough so that, in
this respect, these techniques may have some generality of application. Of course,
tests still need to be made on other types of problems.

With value loss, the penalty selection strategy for incorporating information
into search sometimes handled the tradeo� between solution quality (stability)
and e�ciency very well. In particular, for the most di�cult problems (density =
0.022) there was no essential di�erence in either summary measure (Figure 5).

Unfortunately, for constraint addition, the same type of strategy did incur
a sizeable cost, while improving solution stability across the set of problems.
E�ects on cost were also found with value loss when the number of bad values
was higher. Experience with a greater range of problems and conditions will be
necessary to better determine when e�ciency is markedly impaired.

Experiment 1 showed that, even without penalty information, solution reuse
has a marked e�ect on stability, reected in comparisons with the restart condi-
tion. (As expected, the former was also much more e�cient.) Preliminary anal-
ysis suggests that two aspects of this procedure improve solution stability.

The �rst is an \avoidance" or \tabu" e�ect, which also holds for restart and
any other DCSP procedure. During the time that a value is unavailable, it is
tabooed for purposes of �nding a solution. Since high probability-of-deletion
values are more likely to be on the `tabu list', this reduces the likelihood of
their showing up in successive solutions. This e�ect was evaluated by running
a variation on the restart condition in which lost values were put back before
search was resumed. Under these conditions, for problems with density = 0.016,
the number of bad values per solution increased from 1.5 to 2.5.

The second factor is a conservation of stable values by the reuse procedure.
For example, consider a simple situation in which a high- and a low-probability
value can both be assigned to a variable. For probability-values in Experiment
1, the transition probabilities for deletion occasions are:

low high

low .997 .003

high .3 .7

Obviously, this system will end up with the low-probability value assigned most
often, i.e. it will tend to have a stable assignment. (If all three values can form
part of complete assignments, then two are likely to be low-probability values,
and under the same assumptions, the stability will be slightly greater.) In Ex-
periment 1, if all instances of high-probability values had this character, there
would be about eight of these transition matrices on average and 92 in which
all transitions from a value to itself have probabilities of 0.997. When all vari-
ables have low-probability assignments, the probability of no-loss after deletion
is 0.740. In this state, the probability of shifting to a high-probability value is
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1 � 0:976 = 0.024. This simple model does not take account of transitions due
to hill climbing, but it shows that, ceteris paribus, solution reuse should result
in a fair degree of solution stability.

5 Further Experiments on Tracking Change

5.1 Finding Stable Solutions when Solution Cover is High

Experiments 1-2 show that techniques for tracking change can e�ect a gen-
eral albeit modest improvement in solution stability. An important question is
whether there are situations where improvement is more substantial. One pos-
sibility amenable to experimentation is the case where only a small proportion
of the solutions are relatively stable. Without special strategies for �nding these
solutions, hill climbing may be unlikely to encounter them. The independent
variable here will be called the cover of the solution set by the set of high-
probability-of-deletion values. For purposes of experimentation, we simplify the
situation by setting pl to zero; coverage is then de�ned as the proportion of
solutions that include at least one value subject to deletion.

Methods Like the experiments in the previous section, these experiments were
based on tandem runs of penalty and non-penalty procedures over identical
problems and deletion conditions. The di�erences were, (i) the high-probability-
of-deletion values were the only values with a non-zero probability of deletion
(�xed deletion set), (ii) a run ended when a fully stable solution was found, i.e.,
one with no assignments in the deletion set. For historical reasons, tests to date
have only been run with the penalty-adding strategy.

Coloring problems with 100 variables and three colors were generated and
tested as in Experiment 1. These problems had a density of 0.028, and the
maximum number of solutions was 5 million. These speci�cations were made
because solutions had to be counted repeatedly in generating deletion sets with
speci�ed degrees of cover.

For each double run, a deletion set of size 7 was chosen at random and
the coverage calculated; this procedure was repeated until the coverage was in
the speci�ed range. Then hill climbing was carried out much as in the �rst set
of experiments. After the �rst solution was found, a value in the deletion set
was selected at random and deleted from the domain of its associated variable.
If the current solution was made invalid by this deletion, then hill climbing
recommenced and continued until it found a new solution. Then the value that
had been deleted was replaced and another value was selected from the set. And
so forth, until a solution was found that did not include any values in the deletion
set. Three ranges of coverage were tested: 0.65-0.75, 0.85-0.95 and � 0.99. Fifty
problems were generated for each test. (For the 0.99 coverage, in four cases no
deletion set giving this degree of coverage could be found within 1000 tries. As
a result, statistics are based on 46 problems in this case.)

The measure of quality/stability in this experiment was the number of com-
plete solutions found before �nding a fully stable solution.
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Results and Discussion The results show that, on average, use of penalties
allows hill climbing to �nd a stable solution more e�ciently, i.e., fewer solutions
need to be found before �nding one that is completely stable. This e�ect was
found across a fairly wide range of cover (Figure 7).

With very high coverage there was considerable divergence between penalty
and non-penalty conditions in mean number of solutions found before �nding
a stable one (Figure 7). This di�erence was largely due to cases in which hill
climbing without penalties found a very large number of solutions (up to 2200).
Although such cases formed a minority, they were by no means rare: for eight of
the 46 tests, the ratio of solutions found for non-penalty and penalty conditions,
respectively, was � 10:1. This indicates that the penalty function was most
e�ective in just those cases that posed the greatest problems for hill climbing.
These e�ects carried over to run times, since for each condition di�erences in
both medians and means were in favor of hill climbing with penalties.

5.2 Tests of E�ciency of Information Collection

If we have no a priori information about relative rates of change among elements,
it is important to know something about the number of changes required before
we can make intelligent decisions about stability. In particular, is it necessary
for penalties to converge to basic rates (or probabilities) of change before they
are useful? In addition, if the basic likelihood of loss is changing, we may only
want to use the most recent information, and we would like to know how little
information we need to track changes under these conditions.

Information on these questions was obtained empirically with a procedure
like that of Experiment 1 in which penalties were only incremented on the �rst
k deletion occasions. Since there were 250 occasions in all, then for 250 { k occa-
sions, penalties remained constant. k was either 50, 10 or 3. These experiments
were done with penalty selection and solution reuse; 50 problems with density
= 0.016 were tested for each value of k.

With penalties based on 50 deletion occasions, the results were the same
as in Experiment 1, where penalties accrued for all 250 sets of deletions. The
average number of `bad' values per solution was 0.48 with the basic hill climbing
procedure and 0.15 with penalties. With penalties based on 10 deletion sets, the
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corresponding averages were 0.49 and 0.23, and with three sets they were 0.54
and 0.35.

We conclude that tracking value loss is an e�cient way to gather information
for �nding stable solutions. Moreover, it is e�ective even when assumptions about
convergence to underlying probabilities are clearly violated. In the present tests,
after three sets of deletions the expected penalty for a high-probability value is
about 1, while the expected number of low-probability values with penalties > 0
is between 2 and 3. So some high- and low-probability values will have penalties
that are equal or in the `wrong' direction, although their probabilities di�er by
a factor of 1000. Despite their poor quality as estimates in this case, penalties
served to bias local search in the direction of more stable solutions.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we introduce the concept of solution stability for CSPs and con-
sider one important application, recurrent DCSPs. In addition, we describe a set
of methods that are successful in �nding stable solutions and, in some cases, in
dealing with the tradeo� between solution quality and search e�ciency. We have
also identi�ed new concepts, such as solution cover, and considered basic issues
such as e�ciency in gaining information about change. Further issues raised by
this work include complete vs. incomplete search for recurrent DCSPs, track-
ing solution loss vs. problem change, and optimization with respect to solution
stability.
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Objective. In a faulty digital circuit, many (single) faulty gates may explain the
observed findings. It may be not practical (e.g. in VLSI chips) to test points in the
circuit other than their input and output bits, so constraint technology was used to
obtain input patterns that identify single faulty gates. However, two alternative faulty
gates often have a large number of test patterns, but only a few, if any, differentiate
them. We focus on obtaining test patterns that discriminate alternative faulty gates.

Technique. The technique of [2] to generate a test pattern for a faulty gate introduces
new values, d and notd, and assigns d to the gate output. New truth tables cope with
the new values, and the patterns generated force a d (or notd) to reach an output bit.

We adapted the technique to differentiate two faulty gates, not both faulty. The
output of a gate is either independent of the faulty state of both gates, or depends on
the faulty state of one of the gates alone or depends on either faulty states. We denote
this latter case as m-X, meaning that the gate output takes value X if both gates are
normal and not X if any of the gates is faulty. Similarly, d1-X (d2-X) denotes the
output of a gate that depends solely on the faulty state of gate g1 (g2) and takes value X
if g1 (g2) is normal and not X if it is faulty. We developed truth tables to cope with
these new values, which depend on whether the gate is one of the potentially faulty.

For example, the table aside shows
the output of faulty gate g1, a not gate,
both for stuck-at-0 and stuck-at-1 faults.

input 0 1 d2-0 d2-1
g1 st.-at-0 d1-1 0 m-1 d2-0
g1 st.-at-1 1 d1-0 d2-1 m-0

A differential test pattern produces either a d1 or a d2 signal at some output bit,
and can be regarded as letting such signals propagate from gates g1 and g2 where they
are produced to the output bit. Naïve analysis suggests that the output of a gate whose
inputs depend on faults at both gates will not differentiate the two faults, but this is not
correct. For example, a d1-X signal “xor-ed” with a m-Y signal results in d2-Z (where
Z = X xor Y, and “and-ing” a d1-1 with an m-0 results in d2-0).

Results.  We implemented the truth tables of the gates as constraints in an HCLP(FD)
language [1], and obtained promising results in some ISCAS benchmarks. Circuit
‘d3540’ with 50 input bits and 22 output bits, 14 alternative faults were classified in 6
indistinguishable classes and differential patterns produced for them in 21.42 secs.

Future. The program has since been modified to differentiate two sets of faulty gates.
We are developing a new version of the program where the gates are implemented as
user-defined constraints in CLP over finite domains (0,1 plus m- and d-signals).
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Summary

We introduce a new optimization method based on a Genetic Algorithm (GA)

combined with Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) techniques. The approach

is designed for combinatorial problems whose search spaces are too large and/or

objective functions too complex for usual CSP techniques and whose constraints

are too complex for conventional genetic algorithm. The main idea is the handling

of sub-domains of the CSP variables by the genetic algorithm. The population

of the genetic algorithm is made up of strings of sub-domains whose adaptation

are computed through the resolution of the corresponding \sub-CSPs" which

are somehow much easier than the original problem. We provide basic and dedi-

cated recombination and mutation operators with various degrees of robustness.

The �rst set of experimentations adresses a na��ve formulation of a Vehicle Rout-

ing Problem (VRP). The results are quite encouraging as we outperform CSP

techniques and genetic algorithm alone on these formulations.

Genetic algorithms are well suited to the quick and global exploration of a

large search space to optimize any objective function (even a \black box" one,

i.e. no hypothesis is required on the function) and are able to provide several

solutions of \good quality".

Constraints satisfaction techniques are �tted to highly constrained problems

for which the exhaustive exploration of their search spaces are conceivable. Such

a method provides naturally feasible solutions.

We suggest to take advantage of the two approaches by combining hybridizing

them:

{ use of constraint satisfaction to compute feasible solutions on a subspace of

the search space;

{ use of a genetic algorithm to explore the space formed by the set of these

subspaces and perform the optimization.

The ratio � of the size of a subspace to the size of the whole search space is

the essential parameter of the hybridization : one can continuously pass from a

pure CSP search (� = 1) to a pure stochastic search (� = 0, i.e a subspace is

reduced to a single value).
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Classical constraint problems (CSPs) are a very expressive and natural for-

malism to specify many kinds of real-life problems. However, sometimes they are

not very exible when trying to represent real-life scenarios where the knowl-

edge is not completely available nor crisp. For this reason, many extensions of

the classical CSP framework have been proposed in the literature: fuzzy, partial,

probabilistic, hierarchical. More recently, all these extensions have been uni�ed

in a general framework [1], called SCSP, which uses a semiring to associate with

each tuple of values for the variables of each constraint an appropriate \degree

of preference", which can also be interpreted as a cost, or an award, or others.

Sometimes, however, even SCSPs are not expressive enough, since one may

know his/her preferences over some of the solutions but have no idea on how

to code this knowledge into the SCSP. That is, one has a global idea about

the goodness of a solution, but does not know the contribution of each single

constraint to such a measure. In [2] this situation is addressed by using learning

techniques based on gradient descent: it is assumed that the level of preference

for some solutions (the examples) is known, and it is proposed to learn, from

these examples, values to be associated with each constraint tuple, in a way that

is compatible with the examples.

Here we make the technique proposed in [2] concrete: we identify its fea-

tures, and we show the results of several experiments run by choosing various

values of these features. The SCSP problems on which the experiments are run

are randomly generated, in a way which is similar to the random generation of

classical CSPs. The results are encouraging, and show that the proposed tech-

nique is both reasonable and promising. In fact, the �nal error in the levels of

preferences which are learnt by our approach is small.

We also develop a variation of the basic learning technique which allows to

get a reasonable result with a smaller number of examples, thus making the

user role in the modeling phase even easier. This new technique is based on

an incremental and interactive process, composed of several learning phases in

sequence, which have new test sets each time, and training sets larger and larger.
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Extended Abstract. In this paper we develop and analyse CSP-based pro-
cedures for solving scheduling problems with metric temporal constraints (e.g.
jobs' deadlines or separation constraints between couple of consecutive activ-
ities in a job) and multiple capacitated resources, referred to formally as the
Multiple Capacitated Metric Scheduling Problem (MCM-SP). This work follows
two di�erent solution approaches used to identify resource capacity conicts.
(1) Pro�le-based approaches (e.g. [1]) - They consist of characterizing a resource
demand as a function of time, identifying periods of overallocation in this de-
mand pro�le, and incrementally performing \leveling actions" to (hopefully) en-
sure that resource usage peaks fall below the total capacity of the resource. (2)
Clique-based approaches [3, 2] - Given a current schedule, this approach builds
up a conicts graph whose nodes are activities and whose edges represent over-
lapping resource capacity requests of the connected activities. Fully connected
subgraphs (cliques) are identi�ed and if the number of nodes in the clique is
greater than resource capacity a conict is detected.

Clique-based approaches perform more global analysis and o�er greater ac-
curacy in conict detection in comparison with local pairwise pro�le-based anal-
ysis, but at a potentially much higher computational cost. In a previous paper
[1], several pro�le-based solution procedures were developed and evaluated (in
particular the ESTA algorithm), some of them descending from an approach
proposed in the planning literature. Here we complete our analysis with a set
of experiments which evaluate cost/performance tradeo�s on problems of in-
creasing scale, varying both the tightness of temporal constraints and the size of
resource capacity levels. In problem space regions which are highly constrained,
clique-based approaches produces more and better quality solutions, even if they
have a much higher computational cost than pro�le-based approaches, and the
di�erential increases as resource capacity levels increase. In this less constrained
circumstance, both methods perform comparably wrt solution quality, suggest-
ing the advantage of the pro�le-based approaches over the clique-based ones.
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In order to improve the deductive power of �nite domain constraint solvers
usually redundant and global constraints are added to the constraint system.
The objective of this work [2] is to develop a new constraint solving scheme
designed as an extension of a classical arc-consistency algorithm. Associated to
a declarative language, it allows the user to implement his own global relations
without the need of manipulating internal structures of the solver or modifying
in depth the original model of the studied problem. This system relies on two
new structures: index-sets and constraint templates. The former consist in sets of
integers used as indices over tables. They collect variables sharing some proper-
ties (for instance tasks in a scheduling problem assigned to the same machine).
The latter are descriptions of constraints that must be applied (possibly) over
selected sets of variables (for instance the fact that a set of tasks must be sched-
uled before another set). Both, set-index and constraint template de�nitions are
evaluated dynamically and depend on the variables' domains. Indeed, the new
constraints are automatically generated by the constraint solver based on the
set contents and variable domain values. The index-set and constraint de�nition
language uses a mathematic style notation. The de�nitions are compiled to the
solver representation which can be directly handled by the propagation mecha-
nism. This organisation guarantees a high level of e�ciency.
A prototype based on these structures has been implemented [3] and is cur-
rently being tested on various problem types (e.g. [1, 4, 5]). The �rst results are
promising.
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In this research, we study a transportation problem which is concerned

with vehicle routing and driver scheduling for a bus station. The problem re-

quires drivers to provide pick-up and delivery services to customers, subject to

vehicle capacity limitation and time constraints. The objective is to e�ciently

schedule the �eet of vehicles for customer demand so as to reduce costs.

We present a complete constraint model and a solution method for solving

the problem. For vehicle routing, a permutation constraint is used to obtain

a total order for visiting all customer locations regardless of di�erent vehicle

routes; this provides a global planning over all routes. For driver schedul-

ing, set partitioning constraints are used for assigning vehicles to requests.

Based on this constraint model, e�cient real-time response and optimization

algorithms are constructed to generate feasible schedules for the problem.

Our speci�c problem comes from GIHP (Groupement pour l'insertion des

personnes handicapées physiques) which provides transport services to handi-

capped people. The bus station possesses about 20 vehicles and receives up to

400 requests (800 locations to visit) daily. For GIHP, a transport scheduling

system called ROUTER [2] has been developed using the constraint solver of

NCL [4]. On a Pentium/300, real-time response for inserting a new request

into an existing schedule for about 350 requests is kept under 30 seconds.

Optimal insertion is kept under 2:5 minutes. Our algorithm improves average

service time per request from about 25 minutes to 15-20 minutes.
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CLP systems di�er signi�cantly in the e�ciency of their execution so that a
wrong choice for an application may be disastrous relative to the necessary per-
formance. Thus, e�ciency should be taken into account when choosing the best
system for a particular application. In spite of this, there appeared to be no im-
partial e�ciency information concerning CLP systems. In the research described
here1, we have compared, as fairly as possible, eight systems and provided de-
tailed results concerning their speed and robustness.

Eight systems were compared, four black box: ECLiPSe 3.5.2, Oz 2.0, the
Ilog SOLVER 3.1 and B-Prolog 2.1; and four glass box: clp(FD) 2.21, CHR
(built on top of ECLiPSe 3.5.2), SICStus 3#5 and IF/Prolog 5.0. These were
compared with respect to the performance of their constraint propagation. For
a fair comparison, two very di�erent labeling strategies were used: the naive
labeling and the �rst fail labeling. As far as possible, the variable and value
ordering was kept the same for all the systems. In addition, for the robustness
comparison, the garbage collection was kept switched on in all the systems.

Seven (mostly well-known) benchmarks were used. The solutions (�nding
both the �rst answer and all possible answers) we chose were either supplied
with the system, by the system implementers or �rst written by us and then
improved by the implementers. All seven benchmarks were used in the e�ciency
tests but just two scalable ones were used for the robustness tests.

Ilog was the fastest system and also extremely robust. clp(FD) was also very
fast but did not scale well with respect to the number of FD variables. Oz,
SICStus and IF/Prolog had very similar performance �gures and were about
two to three times faster than ECLiPSe. IF/Prolog worked particularly well for
�rst solution search (even sometimes better than clp(FD) and Ilog). SICStus and
IF/Prolog were more robust than clp(FD), Oz, and ECLiPSe. However, of the
two, SICStus has the greater robustness. B-Prolog was comparable to clp(FD)
when there was only a small number of FD variables although, as B-Prolog
lacked garbage collection, the performance deteriorated rapidly as the number
increased. The slowest system was CHR. Two reasons for this: (1) the version
used had been built on top of ECLiPSe (which itself had poor results) and (2)
it was not designed for e�ciency but for de�ning adequate constraints solvers
for particular problems on speci�c domains.

? This work was partly supported by EPSRC grant GR/L19515.
1 See also http://apolo.lcc.uma.es/�afdez/comparison/E�ciency.html
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A well-studied problem in the electric power industry is that of optimally

scheduling preventative maintenance of power generating units within a power

plant [1, 3]. The general purpose of determining a maintenance schedule is to

determine the duration and sequence of outages of power generating units over

a given time period, while minimizing operating and maintenance costs over

the planning period, subject to various constraints. We show how maintenance

scheduling can be cast as a constraint satisfaction problem and used to de�ne

the structure of randomly generated non-binary CSPs. These random problem

instances are then used to evaluate several previously studied backtracking-based

algorithms, including backjumping and dynamic variable ordering augmented

with constraint learning and look-ahead value ordering [2].

We also de�ne and report on a new \iterative learning" algorithm which

solves maintenance scheduling problems in the following manner. In order to

�nd an optimal schedule, the algorithm solves a series of CSPs with successively

tighter cost-bound constraints. For the solution of each problem in the series

constraint learning is applied, which involves recording additional constraints

that are uncovered during search. However, instead of solving each problem in

the series independently, after a problem is solved successfully with a certain

cost-bound, the new constraints recorded by learning are used in subsequent

attempts to �nd a schedule with a lower cost-bound. We show empirically that

on a class of randomly generated maintenance scheduling problems iterative

learning reduces the time required to �nd a good schedule.
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This abstract gives a brief overview of our work presented in [3]. Our approach

for characterising the run-time behaviour of stochastic local search (SLS) algorithms

is based on a novel and adequate empirical methodology for evaluating SLS algo-

rithms �rst used in [1] and presented in more detail in [2]: Instead of collecting

simple statistics averaged over a large number of runs and large sets of instances,

we are estimating and functionally characterising run-time distributions on single

instances. The data thus obtained provides the basis for formulating hypotheses

on the behaviour of SLS algorithms on problem distributions and across several

domains. These hypotheses are then tested using standard statistical methodology

like parameter estimation methods and goodness-of-�t tests.

Using this methodology, we obtain some novel and surprisingly general empirical

results concerning the run-time behaviour of the most popular SLS algorithms for

SAT and CSP. Our main result establishes that on hard instances from a variety of

randomised problem classes (Random-3-SAT at the phase transition) as well as en-

coded problems from other domains (like blocks world planning or graph colouring),

the run-time behaviour of some of the most powerful SLS algorithms for both SAT

and CSP can be characterised by exponential distributions. This result has a number

of signi�cant implications, the most interesting of which might be the fact that SLS

algorithms displaying this type of behaviour can be easily parallelised with optimal

speedup, or, equivalently, their performance cannot be improved by using restart. As

another consequence, the search performed by these algorithms can be interpreted

as random picking in a dramatically reduced search-space. Therefore, besides the

practical implications of our �ndings, these also suggest a new interpretation of the

behaviour of SLS algorithms and raise a number of interesting questions.

For details, we refer the interested reader to the full paper [3], which is available

at http://www.intellektik.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/�kipr/1998.
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Abstract. The constraint paradigm provides powerful concepts to represent and
solve different kinds of planning problems. Typically a large and conflicting set
of restrictions, objectives and preferences has to be considered for real planning
problems. We introduce a unified formalism - called Petri decision nets - for
representation and implementation of complex CSP solution algorithms. The
formalism enables the consideration of the problem structure as well as given
objectives and the usage of problem specific heuristics or expert knowledge. It
is based on the fundamental assumption that designing CSP solution algorithms
means designing decision networks.

Petri Decision Nets (PDN)

We use a synthesis of different Petri net approaches to represent decision networks.
Each decision activity necessary to solve a CSP is represented as a single place within
a PDN. The marking of a place denotes the execution of the associated decision
process. Each place generates an output vector according to the result of the decision.
Transitions control the decision flow. For each transition a firing condition is defined.
It depends on the output vectors of the pre- and postplaces of the transition. A
transition fires if all its preplaces are marked, all its postplaces are unmarked and the
Boolean condition evaluates to true. The firing of the transitions in PDN is
deterministic, controlled by the output vectors of the places. Integrating the concept of
hierarchical Petri nets enables hierarchical structuring in PDN as well. Using the PDN
formalism allows a more detailed and explicit representation of CSP solution
algorithms. An example of a PDN is shown in Fig. 1.

Outputvector x1

(marked place)

firing condition
f1.1(x1,x2)=¬x1

firing condition
f1.2(x1,x3)=x1

P1 : check net-
consistency

P2 : back-
tracking

P3 : step
forward

Outputvector x2

(unmarked place)
P2

P3

T1

T2

Outputvector x3

(unmarked place)

P1

Fig. 1. Decision flow in Petri decision nets
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As constraint logic programming matures and larger applications are built,
an increased need arises for advanced development and debugging environments.
Assertions are linguistic constructions which allow expressing properties of pro-
grams. Classical examples of assertions are type declarations. However, herein
we are interested in supporting a more general setting [3, 1] in which, on one
hand assertions can be of a more general nature, including properties which are
statically undecidable, and, on the other, only a small number of assertions may
be present in the program, i.e., the assertions are optional. In particular, we
do not wish to limit the programming language or the language of assertions
unnecessarily in order to make the assertions statically decidable. Consequently,
the proposed framework needs to deal throughout with approximations [2].

The framework we propose (see [4]) is aimed at detecting deviations of the
program behavior (symptoms) w.r.t. the given assertions, either statically (at
compile-time) or dynamically (at run-time). Our approach is strongly motivated
by the availability of analyzers for constraint logic programs which can statically
infer a wide range of properties, from types to determinacy or termination.

We provide techniques for using information from global analysis both to
detect at compile-time assertions which do not hold (i.e., static symptoms) and
assertions which hold for all possible executions (i.e., statically proved asser-
tions). We also provide program transformations which introduce tests in the
program for checking assertions at run-time. Both the static and the dynamic
checking are provably safe in the sense that all errors agged are de�nite viola-
tions of the speci�cations. A preliminary implementation and evaluation of the
framework has been performed. Details can be found in [4].
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Constraint propagation algorithms present inherent parallelism. Each con-

straint behaves as a concurrent process triggered by changes in the store of

variables, updating the store in its turn. There is an inherent sequentiality, as

well, since a constraint must be executed only as the consequence of a previous

execution of another constraint. We have developed di�erent parallel execution

models of constraint propagation for MIMD distributed memory machines. We

have adopted the indexical scheme, an adequate approach to achieve consistency

for n-ary constraints. The proposed models arise from two techniques, dynamic

and static, for scheduling constraint executions (assignment of constraint exe-

cutions to processing elements). In the static scheduling models the constraint

graph is divided into N partitions, which are executed in parallel on N proces-

sors.We have investigated an important issue a�ecting performance, the criterion

to establish the graph partition in order to balance the run-time workload. In

the dynamic scheduling models, any processor can execute any constraint, im-

proving the workload balance. However, a coordination mechanism is required to

ensure a sound order in the execution of constraints. We have designed coordi-

nation mechanisms for both centralised and distributed control schemes. Several

parallel processing methods for solving Constraint Satisfaction Problems have

been proposed. [1] and [3] must be remarked in relation with our work.

These execution models have been implemented in C, developed and tested

on a CRAY T3E multiprocessor. Benchmarks considered so far exhibit a speedup

between three and �ve, though better results may be expected for larger prob-

lems. The study of the distribution of constraints among processors has shown

that a strongly connected partitioning is worse than a heuristic distribution that

balances the ready set. Tests on broadcast frequency revealed the convenience

of an immediate update. The dynamic model exhibits lower speedups than the

static model.
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The assembly problem is the spatial joining of separate rigid bodies within

a CAD/CAM-system. The solution to the assembly does not only need to con-

tain one consistent instantiation, but also qualitative information. In particular,

this covers the localization of redundancy and remaining degrees of freedom in

the mechanism. Although it is natural to model the assembly as a constraint

satisfaction problem (CSP), solving remains a di�cult task.

In general, a CSP can be attacked by two strategies: consistency enforce-

ment and search. Algorithms work best if they combine these strategies in a

clever way. When modeling the assembly problem as a CSP, one is confronted

with two special conditions. First, the variable domains are continuous. Second,

constraints are not arbitrary, but are conjunctions of instantiated prede�ned

constraint types. Thus, search is not possible because of the continuous domains

and numeric iterative or interval approaches deliver no information on degrees

of freedom and redundancy. Therefore, pure consistency enforcement, which has

many drawbacks in general CSPs, is the best choice.

In this poster, we discuss how consistency can be enforced in assembly prob-

lems while preserving redundancy information. For this purpose, we introduce

k-block-consistency (k-BC), which only requires support for tuples of the same

biconnected component (block). BC is weaker than ordinary consistency and

can therefore be computed more e�ciently. Nevertheless, k-block-consistency is

su�cient for k-consistency if the used variable ordering is pre�x-connected, i.e.

the subgraphs induced by the pre�xes of the ordering are connected.

Redundancy and inconsistency can be located on the block level. Due to the

fact that each solution as a whole can be moved arbitrarily in space without

becoming inconsistent, each value for each variable will always have a support

in any other variable. Furthermore, BC does preserve the block structure. Dur-

ing BC enforcement, redundancy and inconsistency are not spread across block

borders and can therefore be located properly.

The width is an important indicator for the complexity of constraint satisfac-

tion problems. The width of the block induced subgraphs and of the whole graph

are closely related. The width k of a graph is bounded by kmax � k � kmax + 1

where kmax is the maximumwidth of the block induced subgraphs.

Full paper: Using Blocks for Constraint Satisfaction, B. Seybold, F. Metzger, G. Ogan,

and K. Simon. Technical Report 297, ETH Zurich, Institute of Theoretical Computer

Science, May 1998.
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The solution of Dynamic Constraint Satisfaction Problems (DCSPs) in Con-

straint Logic Programming (CLP) basically requires a solution of dynamically

changing systems of syntactical equations over the rational trees.

For instance, let U; V;X; Y; Z be variables, c be a constant, f; g be function

symbols and fX
:
= f(X;Y ); f(Z; c)

:
= X;U

:
= V; V

:
= U; g(c)

:
= Zg be a set of

syntactical equations. Suppose that all but the last equations are considered and

the rational solved form

X
:
= f(X;Y ); Z

:
= f(X;Y ); Y

:
= c; U

:
= V:

is calculated. Given the last equation, inconsistency is detected, because the two

equations g(c)
:
= Z and Z

:
= f(X;Y ) are unsolvable. For an adaptation of the

rational solved form and the decision about the consistency after the deletion

of the equation f(Z; c)
:
= X in CLP we have the opportunity to backtrack

to the �rst equation X
:
= f(X;Y ) and then recalculate the solution. A closer

examination shows that backtracking is not really necessary. Only the bindings

Z
:
= f(X;Y ) and Y

:
= c depend on the deleted equation. The binding U

:
= V

and the equation V
:
= U are completely independent. Thus, for an adaptation

it is su�cient to keep the bindings X
:
= f(X;Y ); U

:
= V and reconsider the

equation g(c)
:
= Z.

Based on this deeper understanding we developed an uni�cation algorithm,
which uses truth maintenance techniques to maintain a solved form of a set
of equations over the rational trees. Therefore, each given equation is marked
with a set of arbitrary identi�ers, called label, to distinguish equations or sets of
equations one potentially wants to delete. Furthermore, each derived binding is
marked with the union of the labels of the equations and bindings it depends on.
The uni�cation algorithm keeps track of which input equations inuence which
output bindings in the rational solved form. The algorithm also keeps the input
equations that were needed to adapt the bindings after any deletions, e. g.

unify([hX
:
= f(X;Y )if1g; hf(Z; c)

:
= Xif2g; hU

:
= V if3g; hV

:
= Uif4g; hg(c)

:
= Zif5g])

= ( ?
|{z}

inconsistency

; fhX
:
= f(X;Y )if1g; hZ

:
= f(X;Y )if1;2g; hY

:
= cif1;2g; hU

:
= V if3gg

| {z }

rational solved form

;

[hf(Z; c)
:
= Xif2g; hV

:
= Uif4g; hg(c)

:
= Zif5g]

| {z }

equations required for adaptation

) :

? The full paper is available at ftp://ftp.first.gmd.de/pub/plan/cp98-wolf.ps.
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Abstract. Planning of local wireless communication networks is about

installing base stations (small radio transmitters) to provide wireless de-

vices with strong enough signals. POPULAR is an advanced industrial

prototype that allows to compute the minimal number of base stations

and their location given a blue-print of the installation site and infor-

mation about the materials used for walls and ceilings. It does so by

simulating the propagation of radio-waves using ray tracing and by sub-

sequent optimization of the number of base stations needed to cover the

whole building. Taking advantage of state-of-the-art techniques for pro-

grammable application-oriented constraint solving, POPULAR is among

the �rst practical tools that can optimally plan wireless communication

networks.

1 Introduction

Mobile communication has become literally ubiquitous these days. According

to a press release of British Telecommunications Plc and MCI Communications

Corp of September 1996, there are 60 Mill. mobile phones worldwide (compare

this �gure to the world's 50 Mill. fax numbers and 40 Mill. email addresses).

More and more, mobile communications also comes to company sites by means

of local, indoor wireless communication networks. No cabling is required and the

employees can be reached at any time at any place.

Current systems are cellular in that a base station (sender, transmitter) con-

trols the links to the tranceivers. A (radio) cell is the space that is covered by

a single base station. For buildings, multi-cellular systems are required, because

walls and oors absorb part of the radio signal.

Today, the number and positioning of base stations is estimated by an ex-

perienced sales person. Computer-aided planning promises to ease some of the

? Work was done while the authors were at ECRC, Munich, Germany
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di�culties encountered. An advanced prototype, POPULAR (Planning of Pic-

ocellular Radio) [3, 4], was developed in collaboration with industry and re-

search institutions in Germany: The Siemens Research and Development Depart-

ment (ZFE), the Siemens Personal Networks Department (PN), the European

Computer-Industry Research Center (ECRC) and the Institute of Communica-

tion Networks at the Aachen University of Technology.

Given a blue-print of the building and information about the materials used

for walls and ceilings, POPULAR computes the minimal number of base stations

and their location by simulating the propagation of radio-waves using ray tracing

and subsequent optimization of the number of base stations needed to cover the

whole building.

The authors implemented a �rst protoype in a few months in the constraint

logic programming language ECLiPSe [6] while at ECRC in 1995. The language

includes a library for Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [5], which are a high-

level language extension to implement arbitrary constraint systems. The CHR

library was essential for a rapid, exible and e�cient implementation of the

constraints that appear in this optimization problem. Based on this prototype,

J.-R. Molwitz, a student from the University of Aachen, implemented POPULAR

within one man-year while at Siemens.

2 Simulation of Radio Cells by Ray-Tracing

Radio wave propagation su�ers mainly from the following e�ects:

{ attenuation (weakening) of the signal due to distance,

{ shadowing (absorption) through obstacles,

{ multipath propagation due to reection and di�raction.

The COST3 Subgroup 'Propagation Models' proposed the so-called path loss

model [1] to describe these e�ects. The model is based on the power balance

of wireless transmission. It combines a distance dependent term with correction

factors for extra path loss due to oors and walls of the building in the propaga-

tion path. To take reection and multipath e�ects into account, a fading reserve

(fade margin) is introduced. We also extended the model to take the directional

e�ect of an antenna into account, since antennas do not beam with the same

energy in every direction.

In the simulation phase, the characteristics of the building are computed

using of test points. Each test point represents a possible receiver position. The

test points are placed on a 3-dimensional grid inside the volume that should be

covered. For each test point the space where a base station can be put to cover

the test point, the \radio cell", is calculated. If the test grid is su�ciently small

(several per squaremeter), we can expect that if two neighbouring test points are

covered, the space inbetween - hence the whole building - can also be covered.

Ray tracing simulates the propagation of radio waves through the walls and

ceilings of the building. To get to the point of minimal sensitivity (i.e. maximal

3 European Cooperation in the �eld Of Scienti�c and Technical research
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permissible path loss), each path must be followed through the whole building.

The values of antenna attenuation in the direction of the path, the path loss due

to the distance and the insertion losses due to intersections of the path with walls

and oors are added up to the maximal permissible path loss. The resulting end

points are used to describe the hull of the radio cell. Note that the radio cell

will usually be a rather odd-shaped object, since the received power may exhibit

discontinuities because of tiny changes in the location - such as a move around

the corner.

3 Constraint-Based Optimization

For each of the resulting radio cells a constraint is set up that there must be a

location of a base station (geometrically speaking, a point) somewhere in that

space. Then, we try to �nd locations that are in as many cells at the same time as

possible. This means that a base station at one of these locations will cover sev-

eral test points at once. Thus the possible locations are constrained to be in the

intersections of the cells covered. In this way, a �rst solution is computed. Next,

to minimize the number of base stations, we use a branch-and-bound method. It

consists in repeatedly searching for a solution with a smaller number of base sta-

tions until the minimal number is found. The constraint solver was implemented

using Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [5], which are essentially multi-headed

guarded rules that rewrite constraints into simpler ones until they are solved.

In a �rst attempt restricted to two dimensions, we approximated a cell by a

single rectangle. The 2-D coordinates are of the form X#Y, rectangles are orthog-

onal to the coordinate system and are represented by a pair, composed of their

left lower and right upper corner coordinates. For each cell, simply a constraint

inside(Sender, Rectangle) is imposed, where Sender refers to a point that

must be inside the Rectangle.

not_empty @ inside(S,A#B-C#D) ==> A<C,B<D.

intersect @ inside(S,A1#B1-C1#D1),inside(S,A2#B2-C2#D2) <=>

A is max(A1,A2), B is max(B1,B2),

C is min(C1,C2), D is min(D1,D2),

inside(S,A#B-C#D).

The �rst rule (named not empty) says that the constraint inside(S,A#B-C#D)

is only valid if also the condition A<C,B<D is ful�lled, so that the rectangle has

a non-empty area. The intersect rule says that if a base station location S is

constrained by two inside constraints to be in two rectangles at once, we can

replace these two constraints by a single inside constraint whose rectangle is

computed as the intersection of the two initial rectangles.

To compute a solution, after we have set up all the inside constraints, we try

to equate as many base stations as possible. Equating base stations causes the

intersect rule to �re with the constraints associated with the base stations. As

a result of this labeling procedure, a base stations location will be constrained

more and more and thus the intersect rule will be applied again and again
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until the rectangle becomes very small and �nally empty. Then the not empty

rule applies, causes failure and so initiates chronological backtracking that will

lead to another choice.

It took just 10 minutes to extend this solver so that it works with union

of rectangles, that can describe the cell more accurately - actually to any de-

sired degree of precision. The union corresponds to a disjunctive constraint of

the form inside(S,R1) or inside(S,R2) or ... or inside(S,Rn) which is

more compactly implemented as inside(S,[R1,R2,...,Rn]). The subsequent

lifting to 3 dimensions just amounted to adding a third coordinate and code

analogous to the one for the other dimensions.

4 Evaluation

Taking advantage of state-of-the-art techniques for programmable application-

oriented constraint solving, POPULAR was among the �rst practical tools that

could optimally plan wireless communication networks. While we worked on

POPULAR, without knowing from each other, the WiSE tool [2] was developed

with exactly the same functionality. WiSE is written in about 7500 lines of C++.

For optimization WiSE uses an adaptation of the Nelder-Mead direct search

method that optimizes the percentage of the building covered. WiSE has been

patented and is in commercial use by Lucent Technologies since 1997 to plan

their DEFINITY Wireless Business System - PWT. Another approach [7] uses

the Nelder-Mead method for continuous space and Hop�eld Neural Networks for

a modelling in discrete space. The authors shortly mention a tool called IWNDT

written in C.

For a typical o�ce building, an optimal placement is found by POPULAR

within a few minutes. This is impressive since everything (including ray tracing

and a graphical user interface) was implemented in a CLP language. The CLP

code is just about 4000 lines with more than half of it for graphics and user

interface. The overall quality of the placements produced is comparable to that

of a human expert. The precision is inuenced by the underlying path loss model

with its the fading reserve, the number of rays used in the simulation and the

approximation of radio cells by unions of rectangles.

The result of covering a medieval monastery is shown in Figure 1, where four

base stations are needed. If more than one base station covers a region, it is

attributed to the base station that provides the strongest signal.
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